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List of abbreviations and symbols
ꜜ morpheme downstep
[ ] phonetic transcription, 
feature notation
/ / phonemic transcription
{ } underlying (lexical) items 
in phonology section




* ungrammatical form or 
construction
1S 1st person singular
1P 1st person plural
2S 2nd person singular
2P 2nd person plural
3S 3rd person singular






ATR advanced tongue root
AUX auxiliary verb
C consonant
C1, C2 first and second consonant 





















F1, F2 formant 1, formant 2
H high tone












L word downstep (floating L)
LOC locative
MEDPST medium past
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S intransitive subject; 
subject
SA agent-like intransitive 
subject




SP close to the speaker





TF deictic transfer (from one 
deictic center to another)
V vowel; verb
VP verb phrase
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List of bound morphemes
The following is an alphabetic list of all bound morphemes of the Majang 
language, as encountered in this work. V in a prefix stands for the first stem 
vowel in a total vowel harmony context. In a suffix it refers to the class vow-
el of the verb (à, ɛ, or i). The following tonal conventions are used to refer to 
the underlying tone of the morpheme: 
• -i (no tone indicated): a toneless morpheme – the morpheme copies 
the previous tone. 
• -í ,:  the  morpheme takes  the  polar  (opposite)  tone of  the  previous 
tone. 
• -í : the morpheme’s high tone replaces all other tones on the stem. 
In brackets for each morpheme a reference points to the relevant lowest-level 
numbered section where information on this morpheme is given.
Form Gloss Allomorphs Function





-àL plural nominative, plural modified absolu-
tive and plural modified 
nominative/ergative marker for àkL- or àkL-
plural nouns (IV.1.3.1)
-á 1S.DJ -àL, -àː , -àː 1S disjoint for all verbs (IV.2.3.1)
-à 1S.CJ 1S conjoint for all verbs (IV.2.3.1)




singular absolutive and singular modified 
ergative/nominative marker for àL-singular 
nouns (IV.1.3.1)
-àː jL NOM nominative marker of om ‘one’ (IV.3.2.1)
-àː r CF centrifugal-direction marker for a-class 
verbs (IV.3.3.1)
-àː tɔ̀ PL.ERG plural ergative marker for àː tɔ̀kL-plural 
nouns (IV.1.3.1)
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Form Gloss Allomorphs Function
-àː tɔ̀L PL.ABS.MOD, 
PL.NOM,
PL.NOM/ERG.MOD
plural nominative, plural modified absolu-
tive, and plural modified nominative/erga-
tive marker for àː tɔ̀kL-plural nouns (IV.1.3.1)
-àː tɔ̀kL PL.ABS plural plain absolutive marker for àː tɔ̀kL-
plural nouns (IV.1.3.1)
-àk IMP.SG imperative singular marker (IV.2.3.4)
-àkL PL.ABS, PL -àkL, -ák, -àk plural plain absolutive marker for àkL- or 
àkL-plural nouns, and their plural formative 




plural absolutive, and plural modified nomi-
native/ergative marker for àkɔ̀L-plural nouns 
(IV.1.3.1)
-àkɔ̀kL PL.NOM plural plain nominative marker for àkɔ̀L-
plural nouns (IV.1.3.1)
-àkɔ̀kL PL.ERG plural plain ergative marker for àkɔ̀L-plural 
nouns (IV.1.3.1)
-àltàL DAT dative marker of om ‘one’ (IV.3.2.1)
-àltè LOC locative marker of om ‘one’ (IV.3.2.1)
-ànL INF, NEG -à*nL, -ɔ̀nL infinitive marker, negative verb marker 
(IV.2.2.1)
-án PL.ABS, PL plural absolutive marker for án-plural 
nouns, and their plural formative for dative, 
locative and possessive case (IV.1.3.1)
-ànL PL.NOM/ERG.MOD plural modified nominative/ergative marker 
for án-plural nouns (IV.1.3.1)
-ànL SG.ABS, 
SG.NOM/ERG.MOD
-ànL singular absolutive and singular modified 
nominative/ergative marker for án(t)L or 
àn(t)L-singular nouns (IV.1.3.1)
-à n PL.ERG plural plain ergative marker for án-plural 
nouns (IV.1.3.1)
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Form Gloss Allomorphs Function
-àntL SG.NOM, SG.LOC, 
SG
-ànt singular plain nominative and locative 
marker for án(t)L- or àn(t)L-singular nouns, 
and their singular formative for dative and 
possessive case (IV.1.3.1)
-à ntL SG.ERG singular plain ergative marker for án(t)L- or 
àn(t)L-singular nouns (IV.1.3.1)
-àr 3P.DJ 3P disjoint marker for a-class verbs (IV.2.3.1)
-àr 3P.CJ 3P conjoint marker for a-class verbs 
(IV.2.3.1)
-à*r 2P.DJ -àrí  2P disjoint marker for a-class verbs (IV.2.3.1)
-àrɗ RELPST.3P, 
REFOBJ.3P
3P relative-past marker and 3P referential-
object marker for a-class verbs (IV.2.3.2)
-àrí  2P.CJ 2P conjoint marker for a-class verbs 
(IV.2.3.1)
-àrkɛj INCHOA 2P and 3P inchoative subordinate-tense for-
mative for a-class verbs (IV.2.3.2) preced-
ing TF
-árkí  ɗ RELPST.CP.3P, 
REFOBJ.CP.3P
3P centripetal relative-past marker, and 3P 





3S relative-past marker, and 3S referential-
object marker for a-class verbs, also their 
relative-past formative for 1S, 2S and 1P 
forms (IV.2.3.2)
-ɗiːL AP.3S, AP.3P, AP,  
AC.3S, AC.3P, AC
-ɗiː 3S/3P detransitivization (antipassive or anti-
causative) marker for - and ɛ-class verb suffixes i-class verbs, 
and their detransitivization formative for all 
other persons (IV.2.2.2)
-ɗù 3P 3P marker for some u-class stative verbs 
(IV.2.4.3)
-e LOC -è, -é locative marker for nouns, usually singular 
(IV.1.3.2)
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Form Gloss Allomorphs Function
-eːrL PL.ABS, PL plural absolutive marker for eːrL-plural 
nouns, and their plural formative for dative, 
locative and possessive case (IV.1.3.1)
-er PL.ERG plural plain ergative marker for eːrL-plural 
nouns (IV.1.3.1)
-er PL.ABS, PL.ERG -e ː r plural plain absolutive and plural plain erga-
tive marker for eː r-plural nouns (IV.1.3.1)
-erL PL.NOM,
PL.NOM/ERG.MOD
plural nominative and plural modified nomi-
native/ergative marker for eːrL-plural nouns 
(IV.1.3.1)
-ɛ LOC -ɛ, -ɛL locative marker, mostly for possessive pro-
nouns and plural nouns (IV.1.3.2)
-ɛL PL.ABS, 
PL.NOM/ERG.MOD
-ɛ plural absolutive and plural modified nomi-
native/ergative marker for ɛL-plural nouns 
(IV.1.3.1)
-ɛ 3S.DJ -e 3S disjoint marker for -class verbs (ɛ-class verb suffixes IV.2.3.1)
-ɛ ERG ergative marker for possessive pronouns 
(IV.3.1.4)
-ɛ HR hearer-deixis marker for demonstratives and 
relative pronouns (IV.3.1.5)
-ɛ 3S.CJ -e 3S conjoint marker for -class verbs ɛ-class verb suffixes
(IV.2.3.1)
-ɛL NOM nominative marker for possessive pronouns 
(IV.3.1.4)
-ɛL IMP.PL imperative plural marker (IV.2.3.4)
-ɛː L INF, NEG -eː L infinitive and negative marker for -class ɛ-class verb suffixes
verbs (IV.2.2.1)
-ɛː IMPS.CJ -ɛ conjoint impersonal marker (IV.2.3.1)




-eːɗ 3S relative-past and referential-object mark-
er for -class verbsɛ-class verb suffixes , and their formative for 
other persons of RELPST and REFOBJ verbs 
(IV.2.3.2)
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Form Gloss Allomorphs Function
-ɛː ɗ INF, NEG -eː ɗ infinitive and negative marker for -class ɛ-class verb suffixes
verbs (IV.2.2.1)
-ɛːk PL plural formative for dative, locative and pos-
sessive cases of ɛL-plural nouns (IV.1.3.1)
-ɛː kL PL.NOM plain plural nominative marker for ɛL-plural 
nouns (IV.1.3.1)
-ɛ ː k PL.ERG plain plural ergative marker for ɛL-plural 
nouns (IV.1.3.1)
-ɛː r CF -eː r centrifugal-direction formative for 1S, 2S 
and 1P forms of -class verbs (ɛ-class verb suffixes IV.2.3.3)
-ɛː r 2P.CJ -eː r 2P conjoint marker for -class verbs ɛ-class verb suffixes
(IV.2.3.1)
-ɛ ː r CF.3S -e ː r 3S centrifugal-direction marker for -class ɛ-class verb suffixes
verbs (IV.2.3.3)
-ɛ*ː r 2P.DJ -ɛrí , -e*ː r, -erí  2P disjoint marker for -class verbs (ɛ-class verb suffixes IV.2.3.1)
-ɛːt INF, NEG -eː t infinitive and negative marker for -class ɛ-class verb suffixes
verbs (IV.2.2.1)
-ɛː tàr CF.3P.CJ -eː tàr 3P conjoint centrifugal-direction marker for 
-class verbs (ɛ-class verb suffixes IV.2.3.3)
-ɛː ꜜtàr CF.3P.DJ -ɛː ꜜtàr 3P disjoint centrifugal-direction marker for 
-class verbs (ɛ-class verb suffixes IV.2.3.3)
-ɛtàː rɔ̀ CF.2P -eː tàː rɔ̀ 2P centrifugal-direction marker for -class ɛ-class verb suffixes
verbs (IV.2.3.3)
-ɛr INCPT -er, -ɛr, -er inceptive-derivation marker for -class ɛ-class verb suffixes
verbs (IV.2.2.3)
-ɛrL 3P.DJ -erL 3P disjoint marker for -class verbs (ɛ-class verb suffixes IV.2.3.1)




-erɗ 3P relative-past marker and referential-
object marker for -class verbs (ɛ-class verb suffixes IV.2.3.2)
-ɛrɗɔ̀L RELPST.2P, 
REFOBJ.2P
-erɗɔ̀L 2P relative-past marker, and referential-
object marker for -class verbs (ɛ-class verb suffixes IV.2.3.2)
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-ɛrgeːɗ TF.3P.DJ -ergeːɗ
-ɛrgeːL
3P disjoint deictic-transfer direction marker 
for -class verbs (ɛ-class verb suffixes IV.2.3.3)
-ɛrꜜgeːɗ TF.3P.CJ -erꜜgeːɗ
-ɛrgeːL
3P conjoint deictic-transfer direction marker 
for -class verbs (ɛ-class verb suffixes IV.2.3.3)
-ɛrgiɗɔ̀ TF.2P.CJ -ergiɗɔ̀ 2P conjoint deictic-transfer direction marker 
for -class verbs (ɛ-class verb suffixes IV.2.3.3)
-ɛrgiɗɔ̀L TF.2P.DJ -ergiɗɔ̀L 2P disjoint deictic-transfer direction marker 
for -class verbs (ɛ-class verb suffixes IV.2.3.3)
-ɛrkí  CP.3P.DJ -erkí  3P disjoint centripetal-direction marker for 
-class verbs (ɛ-class verb suffixes IV.2.3.3)
-ɛrkí  CP.3P.CJ -erkí  3P conjoint centripetal-direction marker for 
-class verbs (ɛ-class verb suffixes IV.2.3.3)
-g PL plural marker for demonstratives and 
relative pronouns (IV.3.1.2)
-ge ː ɗ TF.3S.DJ, 
TF.3P.DJ
-geː L 3S and 3P disjoint deictic-transfer direction 
marker (IV.2.3.3)
-ge2ː ɗ TF.3S.CJ, 
TF.3P.CJ
-geː L 3S and 3P conjoint deictic-transfer direction 
marker (IV.2.3.3)
-gí ɗ TF -gùɗ deictic-transfer direction marker for first 
and second person forms (IV.2.3.3)
-iL PL.ABS, 
PL.NOM/ERG.MOD
plural absolutive and plural modified 
nominative/ergative formative for iL-plural 
nouns (IV.1.3.1)
-í 3S.DJ -ù, í  ː 3S disjoint marker for i-class verbs (IV.2.3.1)
-í  3S.CJ -ù 3S conjoint marker for i-class verbs 
(IV.2.3.1)
-í  PL.ERG plain plural ergative marker for ikL-plural 
nouns (IV.1.3.1)
-ì SP speaker-deixis marker for demonstratives 
and relative pronouns (IV.3.1.2)
-í L PL.NOM,
PL.NOM/ERG.MOD 
plural nominative and plural modified erga-
tive marker for í kL-plural nouns (IV.1.3.1)
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-í ːL INF, NEG infinitive and negative marker for i-class 
verbs (IV.2.2.1)
-iːL AP.3S, AP.3P, AP,  
AC.3S, AC.3P, AC
-iː 3S/3P detransitivization (antipassive or anti-
causative) marker for a-class verbs, and 
their detransitivization formative for all 
other persons (IV.2.2.2)
-iːL INF, NEG -í ːL infinitive and negative marker for i-class 
verbs (IV.2.2.1)
-í ː 1P.CJ 1P conjoint marker for all verbs (IV.2.3.1)
-í ,ːL 1P.DJ 1P disjoint marker for all verbs (IV.2.3.1)
-í  ːɗ RELPST.3S 3S relative-past and referential-object 
marker for i-class verbs (IV.2.3.2)
-í ːɗ INF, NEG infinitive and negative marker for i-class 
verbs (IV.2.2.1)
-í ːɗ RELPST relative-past formative for 1S, 2S and 1P 
forms for i-class verbs (IV.2.3.2)
-í ː r CF centrifugal-direction formative for 1S, 2S 
and 1P forms for i-class verbs (IV.2.3.3)
-í  ː r CF.3S 3S centrifugal-direction marker for i-class 
verbs (IV.2.3.3)
-í *ː r 2P.DJ -í ː rí  2P disjoint marker for i-class verbs (IV.2.3.1)
-í ː rL PL.ABS, PL -í ː r plural absolutive marker for í ː rL-plural 
nouns, and their plural formative for dative, 
locative and possessive case (IV.1.3.1)
-ìːrí  2P.CJ 2P conjoint marker for i-class verbs 
(IV.2.3.1)
-iːt INF, NEG infinitive and negative marker for i-class 
verbs (IV.2.2.1)
-í ː tàr CF.3P.CJ 3P conjoint centrifugal-direction marker for 
i-class verbs (IV.2.3.3)
-í ː ꜜtàr CF.3P.DJ 3P disjoint centrifugal-direction marker for 
i-class verbs (IV.2.3.3)
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-í ː tàː rɔ̀ CF.2P 2P centrifugal-direction marker for i-class 
verbs (IV.2.3.3)
-í kL PL.ABS, PL -í k plain plural absolutive marker for í kL-plural 
nouns, and their plural formative for dative, 
locative and possessive case (IV.1.3.1)
-ín 2S.DJ -ùn, -inL, -ùnL 2S disjoint marker for all verbs (IV.2.3.1)
-í n 2S.CJ -ùn 2S conjoint marker for all verbs (IV.2.3.1)
-ir INCPT -ùr inceptive-derivation marker for i-class verbs 
(IV.2.2.3)
-í r 3P.CJ -ùr 3P conjoint marker for i-class verbs 
(IV.2.3.1)
-í  r CF.3S -ù r 3S centrifugal-direction marker for a-class 
verbs (IV.2.3.3)
-irL 3P.DJ -ùrL 3P disjoint marker for i-class verbs (IV.2.3.1)
-irꜜɗí  RELPST.3P, 
REFOBJ.3P
-ùrꜜɗù 3P relative-past and referential-object 
marker for i-class verbs (IV.2.3.2)
-í rɗɔ̀L RELPST.2P, 
REFOBJ.2P
-ùrɗɔ̀L 2P relative-past and referential-object 
marker for i-class verbs (IV.2.3.2)
-í rkí  CP.3P.DJ -ùrkù 3P disjoint centripetal-direction marker for i-
class verbs (IV.2.3.3)
-í rkí  CP.3P.CJ -ùrkù 3P conjoint centripetal-direction marker for 
i-class verbs (IV.2.3.3)
-ɟù 3P -ɟù 3P marker for some u-class stative verbs 
(IV.2.4.3)
-k EXT stem extension, separates verbal stems end-
ing in a vowel from inflectional morphology 
(IV.2.3.1)
-k POSS -ik, -ùk possessive-case marker for pronouns and 
some nouns (IV.1.3.2)
-k IMP.SG -í k, -ùk imperative singular marker (IV.2.3.4)
-k CP.3S, CP 3S centripetal-direction marker for a-class 
verbs, and centripetal-direction formative 
for all other verbs (IV.2.3.3)
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=k SUB  ŋɔ̀nk subordinate-clause marker at the end of 
many subordinate clauses (V.8.2)
-kL PL.ABS, PL plural absolutive marker for kL-plural nouns, 
and their plural formative for dative, 
locative and possessive case (IV.1.3.1)
k- NEG negative auxiliary (V.7.2)




infinitive modified nominative and ergative 
marker for stative verbs (IV.2.4.2)
-kàː j INCHOA -kɛj inchoative-subordinate tense formative for 
1st and 2nd person verbs (IV.2.3.2)
-káːn NOMIN.PL plural agent nominalizations from non-agent 
nouns (IV.1.2)
-kàːt INF infinitive formative for stative verbs 
(IV.2.4.2)
-kàː tL INF.SG.NOM singular plain nominative infinitive marker 
for stative verbs (IV.2.4.2)
-kà ː t INF.SG.ERG singular plain ergative infinitive marker for 
stative verbs (IV.2.4.2)
-kàk PL -kàk, -kà plural formative for kàk-plural nouns 
(IV.1.3.1)
-kàn NOMIN agent nominalizations from non-agent 
nouns (IV.1.2)




3S and 3P inchoative subordinate-tense 
marker (IV.2.3.2)





plural nominative, plural modified absolu-
tive and plural modified nominative/erga-
tive marker for kùkL-plural nouns (IV.1.3.1)
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-kùːn SIMUL simultaneous subordinate tense formative 
for 1S, 2S and 1P verbs (IV.2.3.2)
-kùn SIMUL.3S 3S simultaneous subordinate tense marker 
(IV.2.3.2)
-kùkL PL.ABS, PL -kùk plural plain absolutive marker for kùkL-plural 
nouns, and their plural formative for dative, 
locative and possessive case (IV.1.3.1)




-í nL, -ùnL, 
-ànL, -í n, -ùn, 
àn
singular absolutive and singular modified 
nominative/ergative marker for n(t)L-
singular nouns (IV.1.3.1)
-ntL SG.NOM, SG -í ntL, -ùntL, 
-àntL, -í nt, 
-ùnt, -ànt
plain singular nominative marker for n(t)L-
singular nouns, and their singular formative 
for dative, locative and possessive case 
(IV.1.3.1)
=ŋ SFT, CND =iŋ, =ùŋ sentence-final topicality marker (III.4) and 
conditional-clause marker (on the protasis, 
V.8.3.2)
-onk POSS -o nk, -onk possessive marker for most nouns (IV.1.3.2)
-ɔ̀ DIST distal deixis marker for demonstratives and 
relative pronouns (IV.3.1.2)
-ɔ̀ PL.ERG -ɔ̀ plural plain ergative marker for ɔ̀kL-plural 
nouns (IV.1.3.1)
-ɔ̀ 2P.CJ 2P conjoint marker for many complex verbs 
(IV.2.3.2)





plural nominative, plural modified absolu-
tive and plural modified nominative/erga-
tive marker for ɔ̀kL-plural nouns (IV.1.3.1)
-ɔ̀kL PL.ABS, PL -ɔ̀k plural plain absolutive marker for ɔ̀kL-plural 
nouns, and their plural formative for dative, 
locative and possessive case (IV.1.3.1)
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-ɔ̀nL INF, NEG infinitive and negative marker (IV.2.2.1)
-r CF centrifugal-direction formative for 1S, 2S 
and 1P a-class verbs (IV.2.3.3)
-táːn NOMIN.PL plural agent nominalizations from verbs 
(IV.2.2.1)
-tàn NOMIN agent nominalizations from verbs (IV.2.2.1)
-tàr CF.3P.CJ 3P conjoint centrifugal-direction marker for 
a-class verbs (IV.2.3.3)
-tàr CF.3P.DJ 3P disjoint centrifugal-direction marker for 
a-class verbs (IV.2.3.3) 
-tàː rɔ̀ CF.2P 2P centrifugal direction-marker for a-class 
verbs (IV.2.3.3)
-tù 3P 3P marker for some u-class stative verbs 
(IV.2.4.3)
-tùn PL.ABS, PL plural plain absolutive marker for tùn-plural 
nouns, and their plural formative for dative, 
locative and possessive case (IV.1.3.1)
-tù n PL.ERG plural plain ergative marker for tùn-plural 
nouns (IV.1.3.1)
-tù*n PL.ABS.MOD plural modified absolutive marker for tùn-
plural nouns (IV.1.3.1)
-tùnL PL.NOM/ERG.MOD plural modified nominative/ergative marker 
for tùn-plural nouns (IV.1.3.1)
tV- INF infinitive prefix, copies stem vowel 
(IV.2.2.1)
-V ːɗ DIR directional derivation marker
-V rɗɔ̀L RELPST.2P, 
REFOBJ.2P
2P relative-past marker and 2P referential-
object marker (IV.2.3.2)
-V rge ː ɗ TF.3P.DJ -V rgeːL 3P disjoint deictic-transfer direction marker 
(IV.2.3.3)
-V rꜜge ː ɗ TF.3P.CJ -V rgeːL 3P conjoint deictic-transfer direction marker 
(IV.2.3.3)
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-V rgiɗɔ̀ TF.2P.CJ 2P conjoint deictic-transfer direction marker 
(IV.2.3.3)
-V rgiɗɔ̀L TF.2P.DJ 2P disjoint deictic-transfer direction marker 
(IV.2.3.3)
-V rk CP.3P 3P centripetal-direction marker (IV.2.3.3)
-V rkɔ̀ CP.2P.CJ 2P conjoint centripetal-direction marker 
(IV.2.3.3)
-V rkɔ̀L CP.2P.DJ 2P disjoint centripetal-direction marker 
(IV.2.3.3)
-V rkùːn SIMUL.2P simultaneous-subordinate tense formative 
for 2P verbs (IV.2.3.2)
-V rkùn SIMUL.3P simultaneous-subordinate tense formative 
for 3P verbs (IV.2.3.2)
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Introduction
“Grammar  and  discourse  interact  with  and  influence  each  
other in profound ways at all levels, so that in real life neither  
can even be accessed, not to mention explained, without refer-
ence to the other.”
This statement by John Du Bois (2003, p. 49) may serve as a fitting tag-line 
for this language description, which provides much justification to his idea. 
The past few years of my attempts to first understand and then describe the 
structure of the Majang language were deeply impacted by this interaction 
between grammar and discourse. The project began with a tone workshop 
under the guidance of Keith Snider and Constance Kutsch Lojenga in Addis 
Ababa in 2008; there I became convinced that  another description of the 
Majang language would add value to the efforts of previous and contempo-
rary linguists, simply because my newly gained understanding of the  tone 
system would give me a considerable advantage that was not available to 
them. With this confidence about tonal differences, I felt that I could open 
doors into the inner systems of the grammar by identifying all the categories 
that so far were not described by my colleagues.
I started by analyzing a substantial word list, and then worked on simple 
narrative texts. They revealed that Majang had very little to offer in the way 
of  case marking, as most central constituents appeared to be unmarked for 
case. After some time I started branching out from the texts by eliciting fur-
ther data, and this was the first time that it dawned on me that things might 
become more complicated. The consultant at that time returned completely 
unexpected tone patterns to me, both on verbs and nouns, so that after a few 
days of this I falsely concluded that I could not trust his data and decided not  
to work with him again. What is worse, I went through the data I collected 
from him and corrected it to the way I thought it had to be, because it just 
did not fit my assumptions.
Next  then  came another  workshop, this  time about  grammar, which was 
based entirely on elicited material gleaned from a number of motivated lan-
guage consultants. After a short time with these men it became very clear 
that the Majang language had a surprise in store for me that I did not expect 
to find in an African language – a full-blown ergative-absolutive alignment 
system, probably the most robust specimen encountered so far in any lan-
guage on the continent. I went through my text corpus again to change all the 
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glosses according to this new discovery, correcting all the data where I must 
have misheard things initially. Unfortunately, I ran into more and more diffi-
culties with this, as rather a lot of the early transcriptions did not quite fit the 
new revelation.
Some elicited data finally made me aware that there must be some split sys-
tem regarding intransitive subjects. Often they came out with different cases 
than the absolutive I expected, and I presented this as some kind of split-S or 
fluid-S system at  the  2015  Nilo-Saharan colloquium in  Nairobi. Later, I 
checked my data again  and discovered what seemed closer to the truth, a 
split-ergativity system based on the pragmatic parameter of topicality, which 
fits very well into the framework provided by typologists (section III.2.1.2). 
Then going through the tedious job of checking all the paradigms of nouns 
encountered in my texts, I made the startling discovery that, with very few 
exceptions,  ergativity did not appear in any of the texts. I was looking at a 
language  with  two  faces  –  one  with  a  vibrant  ergative-absolutive nature 
jumping at me from all my elicited grammar data, and another one stubborn-
ly aligned along nominative-accusative characteristics in my texts.
There are explanations for these two natures, grounded in the aforemention-
ed interaction between discourse and grammar. In the discussions that follow 
I hope that I do this language justice. One thing I have learned in the process 
of preparing this grammar: whatever the linguist finds out depends to a great  
extent on the nature of the available data. Had I followed the advice of only 
looking at data from  natural texts, I would probably not have encountered 
the ergative-absolutive nature of this language. Had I only restricted myself 
to elicited data, I would not have realized how marginal the structures are in 
the language, at least in the kinds of text that are usually analyzed by lingu-
ists. I am grateful that somehow I stumbled across the most felicitous mix.
This Majang grammar was written for linguists. This means that it is not par-
ticularly useful or even readable for those who want to learn the language, or 
for  linguistically untrained members of  the Majang language community. 
Other resources need to be (and hopefully will be) written for them. At least 
it is my hope that this language description can serve as a resource for those 
who will be creating such works of a less technical and more practical na-
ture. Reading this grammar requires a minimum of linguistic training, which 
encompasses familiarity with the terms provided by what  is  called  Basic  
Linguistic Theory. This concept is now readily accessible in the three vol-
umes of the same name by Dixon (2010a, 2010b, 2012). Following the con-
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cept  of  Basic  Linguistic Theory entails  the commitment to disregard any 
particular contemporary grammatical theory or model in its current special-
ized terminology or formal representation, or to at least reduce it to a mini-
mum. The idea is that even in generations to come, linguists and typologists 
will  be  able  to  make  use  of  this  description  without  having  to  first  go 
through a course on the intricacies of linguistics in the early 21st century. I 
hope to accomplish this goal by providing sufficient definitions for all ter-
minology that is not part of Basic Linguistic Theory, and by refraining from 
any kind of formal representation that is not self-explanatory. Contemporary 
readers who hope to find explanations and representations according to the 
latest models will therefore be predictably disappointed. All in all, the focus 
is mostly on description, and much less so on explanation.
For the most part, I also refrain from historical statements, and I take no part 
in any discussion regarding the placement of Majang or any other higher-
level language family unit in any kind of genetic classification. Where the 
presented data supports or contradicts any existing classification, I say so, 
but without drawing any further conclusions.
This language description comes in several parts. The division into parts is 
inspired by the ideas of both T. Payne (2006) and Noonan (2006), who en-
visioned the development of user-friendly grammars as coming from two 
perspectives: one a form-to-function approach, and the other a function-to-
form approach. Although this division could not be upheld entirely, these 
two approaches are reflected in  Part  IV:  Morphology and  Part  V:  Other
Syntactic and Pragmatic Topics of this language description. But I found it 
necessary to add a third part preceding these two perspectives which deals 
with the basic facts behind  information packaging in the clause (Part III:  
Basic Syntax). This is the shortest of the parts in this work, but it introduces 
many of the concepts in both form and function that accompany the reader in 
all the following sections. It  also discusses my choices regarding analysis 
and terminology, and explains why some alternative approaches were not 
pursued in the interpretation of certain language structures. In a sense Part III 
can be seen as the central chapter of the whole description.
Further elements necessary for a helpful language description are found in 
the other parts. Part I: The Cultural, Ecological and Sociolinguistic Context 
not only provides demographic, ethnographic and  sociolinguistic informa-
tion on the Majang language and the people who speak it ; it also gives de-
tails on sources and history of this study, and the people involved in it. It fur-
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ther contains a short  typological  summary (section  I.11) of the language. 
Part II:  Phonological Inventory and Orthography presents the findings of 
the phonological analysis, which is an integral part of this study, together 
with much of the data that underpins these findings. It also explains the par-
ticulars of the practical orthography used in this language description.
After the main grammar parts III-V, Part VI:  Texts and Lexicon provides 
two word lists, one from Majang to English and one from English to Majang, 
to give an impression of the Majang lexicon. This is preceded by two sample 
narrative texts, which show the language in natural use.
It is my sincere hope that the index provided at the end enhances the useful-
ness of the grammar to those who do not have the time to read this work 
from beginning  to  end, since  this  usually  describes  the  largest  group of 
grammar users.
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Part I:  The Cultural, Ecological and 
Sociolinguistic Context
I.1  The Name of the Language
The Majang language, a Nilo-Saharan language spoken in southwest Ethio-
pia, has been given many names; see Dimmendaal (1998b, p. 26ff) for a list 
of names of all  Surmic languages. The following are the names listed there 
for the Majang language: Ajo, Ato Majangeronk (self-name, means ‘mouth 
of  Majang people’), Mageno, Majangir, Majanjiro, Mezhenger, Masongo, 
Mesengo, Ojang and Tama. As seen in section I.3.1, the variety of names has 
led to some confusion regarding the 2007 Ethiopian census.
The only names applied to the Majang people nowadays are based on the 
(closely related) variants Majang, Mesengo and Mezhenger. Since these are 
different orthographic representations of the self-name, they do not  cause 
any offense to the Majang people. I am not aware of any derogatory names 
currently applied to the Majang people.
In this study, I use the name Majang language, or, in short, Majang.
The ISO 639-3 code for Majang is mpe. WALS (Dryer & Haspelmath, 2013) 
uses the code maj, and Glottolog1 the glottocode maja1242.
I.2  Previous Research
A number of linguists have previously undertaken the study and description 
of the Majang language. The first of these was Cerulli  (1948), followed by 
Bender (1983), who provided a morphological sketch of Majang. This sketch 
also deals with segmental phonology. Bender was leaning heavily on know-
1 http://glottolog.org/resource/languoid/id/maja1242
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ledge shared by Harvey Hoekstra, a missionary reported to have a very good 
command of the language. He never shared any of his linguistic knowledge 
publicly, so it can only be accessed through Bender’s work. Bender provided 
some scanty Majang language data already in his self-published The Ethio-
pian Nilo-Saharans (1975), but most of it dealt with ethnographic issues.
Following Bender, Unseth studied the language in-depth and wrote a number 
of  papers  on  individual  aspects  of  the  phonology and grammar  (Unseth, 
1984, 1986a, 1986b, 1988a, 1988b, 1989b, 1991, 1992b, 1994, 2007; Unseth 
& Tefera, 1985). He published some of these before he had to abandon his 
work on Majang. His work and data are of the highest quality and already 
provide good inroads into the language. Pete Unseth generously provided me 
with all his writings, published and unpublished, and even with some typed-
up field notes of the early stage of his research, for which I am extremely 
grateful. He also let me use many texts that he collected during the years of 
his research, and an unpublished 80-page Majang-English dictionary  (Un-
seth, 1992a), which proved extremely helpful for working with the texts.
James and Whashu Kim studied the language from 1998 to 2008 and pro-
duced an unpublished phonology sketch. Other recent works on phonetic and 
phonological topics were published by Moges (2002, 2006, 2008).
In 2009, Tyler Schnoebelen collected some data on Majang in the course of 
his research on the Shabo language, and very generously allowed me to use 
his data, including the audio files, before he published it elsewhere (Schnoe-
belen, 2009).
The  most  recent  comprehensive  treatment  of  the  language  is  Getachew 
(2014), and it provides a wealth of Majang texts and some language analysis. 
In many points it differs significantly from the conclusions reached in this 
study. 
Over the past few years I also published some shorter articles on the Majang 
language (Joswig, 2012, 2015, 2016). These articles use somewhat different 
terminology from what is chosen here, particularly the two articles relating 
to grammar, and my analysis of the reported phenomena has changed since 
then.
The Majang culture  was studied  and described by  Stauder  (1970,  1971). 
Hoekstra (2003), although his book was not written for an academic audi-
ence, provides much useful  ethnographic  information gained by someone 
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who has spent much time with the Majang people during the period in which 
they were being exposed to the Ethiopian highland culture.
I.3  Demography
I.3.1  Number of speakers, location and other languages in the area
The 2007 Ethiopian census (Samia, 2007a, p. 91) lists 10,871 individuals for 
the “Messengo” ethnic group and 21,951 for the “Mejenger” ethnic group. 
Why the two groups were separated for the census is not known, as both 
names refer to the Majang people. So the total ethnic population in 2007 was 
just above 30,000 individuals. The 2007 census is less helpful when it comes 
to the number of speakers of the “Messengogna” and “Mejengerigna” lan-
guages: Only 6,443 speakers were counted for the former, and none whatso-
ever for the latter. Clearly, many of the speakers of Majang must have been 
confused by the two language names presented in the interview. An interest-
ing illustration of the limited value of these speaker numbers is the fact that 
in  “Mezhenger Zone” 9,985 ethnic Mejenger were counted, plus 18 Mes-
sengo. At the same time, only 11 Messengogna speakers came forth in that 
Zone, and no Mejengerigna speakers (Samia, 2007b, pp. 44, 54). There is no 
basis to assume that only 0.1% of ethnic Majang still speak this apparently 
vibrant language in one of the largest Majang population centers2. Therefore 
the speaker numbers from the 2007 census need to be discarded and instead I 
assume that the number of speakers must still be in the  same range as the 
number of the ethnic population: at around 30,000 in total for all of Ethiopia.
The Majang people were located by Stauder (1971, p. 3) and Unseth (1984, 
p. 2) in four isolated pockets. The northernmost pocket is situated between 
Gambella town and Dembidolo. The biggest area stretches from the town of 
Bure in the North to an area west of Teppi in the South, and includes the 
small  town Godare. Two more pockets  are  found north of Teppi  (this  is 
2 In the same way, Samia (2007b) lists 3,454 ethnic “Mejenger” and another 50 ethnic “Mes-
sengo” for Sheka Zone, but only a total of 37 “Messengogna” language speakers. Sheka 
Zone contains Teppi, where I conducted most of my fieldwork and where it is not difficult 
to find numerous speakers of Majang in the nearby village of Goji.
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shown as connected to the main area on the map below) and southwest of 
Guraferda. The town of Teppi itself was not included in Stauder’s and Un-
seth’s maps of the language area, but in fact numerous speakers can be found 
in the village Goji, only 10 minutes’ walk from Teppi.
The following languages are spoken by other ethnic groups in the neighbor-
hood of the Majang people: Anfillo (ISO 639-3 myo, Omotic, practically ex-
tinct), Anuak  (anu, Nilo-Saharan), Me’en  (mym, Nilo-Saharan), Oromo 
(gaz, Cushitic), Shabo  (sbf, unclassified), Shekkacho  (moy, Omotic)  and 
Sheko (she, Omotic). The closest contacts seem to exist with the Anuak peo-
ple, with whom there is also considerable intermarriage. In areas of close 
contact, both Anuak and Majang people seem to be bilingual in each others’ 
language, and the Majang people borrowed a number of words from Anuak 
(Stauder, 1970, p. 112).
Moges  (2015)  recently  reported  on  a  further  linguistic  group, Ngalaam, 
which resides in the area between the Guraferda-Majang community and the 
Kacipo-Baalesi (koe) habitat in the far Southwest of Ethiopia. Linguistically 
this group seems to belong to the southwest-Surmic subfamily.
I.3.2  Map
Colin Davis kindly created the following map (Figure 1) for this study. It 
contains information about the location of the different  language areas of 
Majang in relation to the areas of neighboring languages, the main roads in 
the area, the largest rivers, major towns, and the regional boundaries of Oro-
mia Region, Gambella Region and the Southern Nations, Nationalities and 
Peoples Region of Ethiopia. The Majang  language area straddles all three 
regions, which makes its political situation somewhat complicated. But the 
language is recognized as an official language of Gambella region, and de-
veloped there for use as a medium of instruction in school.
The map further shows the location of the Boma plateau in South Sudan, 
from where the Majang people reportedly migrated some generations ago 
(see section I.3.3 below).
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Figure 1: map3 of the Majang language area
I.3.3  History and migrations
Stauder (1970) attempted to reconstruct the history of the Majang people, 
based on oral traditions and knowledge available among them in the 1960s. 
3 © 2016 SIL International. Used by permission, redistribution not permitted.
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It  appears that  the Majang originated from places further south, probably 
near the Boma plateau in South Sudan (Stauder, 1970, p. 108). Since the Ma-
jang do not own cattle and live in otherwise unpopulated forests, they have 
moved gradually northwards, establishing settlements in the previously am-
ple forest areas of western Ethiopia. In the course of this, they probably did 
not displace other populations, except possibly the Shabo, who are the only 
other forest dwellers in the area. During Stauder’s time, all but the northern 
(near Dembidolo) Majang settlements were inhabited for a longer time than 
collective memory could establish (Stauder, 1970, p. 110).
The southern origin of the Majang people is supported by considerations of 
syntactic typology. Dimmendaal (1998a, p. 66) assumes a verb-second basic 
word order for Proto-Surmic, which changed to a strict VAP pattern for the 
Didinga-Murle languages through language contact with neighboring Nilotic 
languages. The Majang language also follows a  VAP pattern, but without 
having  any  VAP languages  in  its  immediate  neighborhood. Dimmendaal 
(1998a, p. 77) therefore states that “the verb-initial structure of Majang re-
mains somewhat enigmatic historically, given its current geographical posi-
tion [...] i.e. given the absence of strict verb-initial languages in the immedi-
ate vicinity of this language.” An origin from near the Boma plateau would 
place the Majang ancestors in the immediate vicinity of some Nilotic  VAP 
languages, and this would explain Dimmendaal’s enigma. 
I.4  Ecology
The traditional Majang lifestyle varies considerably from that of other Sur-
mic ethnic groups, whose whole culture centers around cattle herding. Ani-
mal husbandry never played any significant role in the Majang society. Until 
exposed to mainstream-Ethiopian culture during the 1960s, the Majang peo-
ple were a group of forest-dwelling slash-and-burn horticulturalists  (Hoek-
stra, 2003, p. 357; Stauder, 1970, p. 104ff). They used to clear out a small 
forest area, plant maize, sorghum and root crops among the felled trees, then 
move on after three to four years to clear a new patch of forest elsewhere. 
Their  diet  was supplemented by hunting forest  animals and by collecting 
honey. Honey was (and still is) a major source of cash income. This depen-
dence on the forest habitat explains the wide scattering of the Majang popu-
lation today (Stauder, 1970, p. 108): they could move to any place that pro-
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vided these forests and was not contested by other people in the same area. 
This, over time, brought them all across the densely forested and sparsely 
populated areas of the western Ethiopian plateau.
Over the past decades much of the forest was cleared in those parts of Ethio-
pia to make way for plantations of coffee and other crops. This has signifi-
cantly reduced the land available to the Majang for settlement and their tra-
dition of shifting cultivation (Horne, 2011, p. 39), so that nowadays they are 
only able to continue their traditional lifestyle in the area of the headwaters 
of the five rivers running through Gambella Region. This area is currently 
envisioned to receive protection as a “reserve forest” under the Ethiopian 
government (Horne, 2011, p. 39).
Many Majang have chosen to give up their traditional lifestyle, and they now 
settle in permanent villages, often near the coffee plantations, where they 
find employment. Honey collection continues to play a significant role in the 
Majang economy. My language consultants informed me that all  of  them 
still take care of several bee hives each.
The high mobility of the Majang people until the 1970s and their tendency to 
settle in changing configurations with other Majang people from different 
areas may also explain why in spite of the widely scattered population only 
very little dialectal variation was observed to date. Now that the Majang are 
more sedentary, it can be expected that regionally-based speech varieties will 
develop within a few generations.
I.5  Ethnography
The traditional culture of the Majang people was described extensively by 
Stauder (1971), so the readers can refer to that book for detailed information. 
This section only provides a short summary of the main defining features of 
the Majang society. Both material culture and social  structure are closely 
linked to the ecologic and economic realities described above. Being forest 
dwellers and constantly on the move, the Majang never settled together in 
big groups, but in small units which were as easily dissolved as they were 
formed (Stauder,  1970,  p.  105f). Although the people are grouped into a 
number of clans through patrilineal  descent, there is  practically no social 
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stratification, with the authority for any decisions resting with the family 
head. Conflicts are resolved in ad-hoc discussions.
Due to the temporary nature of any settlement, Majang forest houses were 
not elaborately constructed, but made of materials readily available in the 
forest (Hoekstra, 2003, p. 357). Lack of resources and specialization, again 
both due to small-group forest dwelling, also stood in the way of developing 
anything beyond a very simple material culture.
I.6  Genetic Affiliation
Bender (1975, p. 3, 1977) classified Majang as part of the Surmic sub-family 
of the Eastern-Sudanic Branch of the Nilo-Saharan languages. Since then, all 
scholars addressing the genetic classification of Majang agree that it forms a 
separate branch of the Surmic languages. Fleming (1983, p. 554) provided a 
first classification of Surmic languages, which puts Majang as the sole mem-
ber of the northern branch, opposed to all other Surmic languages, which are 
classified as Southern  Surmic. Figure  2 is a similar classification provided 
by Dimmendaal (1998b), with the addition of the Ngalaam language as re-
ported by Moges (2015).
Figure 2: Majang family relations according to Dimmendaal (1998b, p. 13)
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I.7  Literary Tradition
Until very recently, no literature was published in the Majang language. The 
Gambella Regional Government has begun implementing formal elementary 
education in the language, but this is still in its early stages, and the Latin-
based  orthography is still being pilot-tested. The Majang New Testament, 
using this orthography, was published in December 2017 (BSE, 2017).
I.8  Dialects
Stauder (1971, p. 5) stated that “variations in dialect […] are very few be-
tween northern and southern Majangir”. Bender at first regarded the Majang 
language as “fairly uniform” (1975, p. 25), but later (1983) in various state-
ments  assumed  considerable  dialectal  variation  between  the  dispersed 
Majang locations. Unseth (1984) conducted different tests to check on these 
conflicting reports. A text-based intelligibility test  and the comparison of 
vocabulary led him to the conclusion that indeed there is very little apparent 
variation disturbing “the smooth sea of mutual intelligibility within Majang” 
(Unseth, 1984, p. 6). No research was undertaken regarding the difference of 
grammatical structures between different  language areas. This present lan-
guage description is entirely based on the performance of speakers from the 
southern half of the Majang habitat.
As stated in section I.3.3, the high mobility of the Majang until recent times 
may serve as an explanation why regional dialects did not develop to date – 
there was sufficient interaction between Majang speakers of all areas to pre-
vent significant diversification.
Whenever dialectal differences were noted in the course of this study, they 
are presented in the relevant places of the language description.
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I.9  Sociolinguistic Situation
Regarding the  sociolinguistic situation of the Majang people, the best in-
formation to date can be found in the thesis of Getachew (2014). 
Majang people are often bilingual, the second language depending on indivi-
dual circumstances. In areas where there is close interaction with the Anuak 
people, Majang speakers tend to be proficient in the Anuak language. Other-
wise, the most important languages for Majang speakers seem to be either 
Oromo (Cushitic) or the Omotic languages of the Southern Nations Nation-
alities and Peoples Region:  Sheko, Bench, Diizin, Shekkacho (Getachew, 
2014, pp. 4, 39). The available schooling options in the places where Majang 
is not used as medium of instruction seem to render Amharic and Oromo 
more and more important for the young generation of speakers (Getachew, 
2014, p. 43f).
On the other hand, Majang is also used as a second language by at least one 
smaller group in the general area, the Shabo (Schnoebelen, 2009, p. 275).
No studies are known which deal with the language attitudes of the Majang 
people. Indirect evidence can be gleaned from the fact that the Majang peo-
ple still choose to pass on their language to the next generation, in spite of 
the pressure of the surrounding dominant languages. At the moment, the Ma-
jang language is not in immediate danger of  language death, although the 
situation  is  still  precarious  (Getachew,  2014,  p.  3). The  Ethnologue 
(www.ethnologue.com/cloud/mpe, retrieved on March 14, 2019) places Ma-
jang into category 4 of its EGIDS scale, which describes it as a language in 
“vigorous use, with standardization and literature being sustained through  
a widespread system of  institutionally supported education.” This assess-
ment may be a little too optimistic, considering that mother-tongue education 
in Majang is currently in its very early steps, and that the standardization has 
not been completed.
I.10  The Corpus
This section gives an overview of how this study came about, and how its 
presentation is envisioned. 
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I.10.1  The nature of the research
The research conducted for this study was impacted by two main factors: the 
requirements of the Leiden University Ph.D. program under which this dis-
sertation was developed, and the expectations I had to meet as a result of my 
affiliation  with  SIL  International, working  in  Ethiopia. Fortunately, both 
were not set against each other, and there was a lot of helpful overlap. Still, 
having to work in a full-time position resulted in the inevitable neglect this 
study received over time, which means that it took much longer than this 
kind of research is supposed to take. It also had the disadvantage that I was 
not able to spend extended periods of time in the language area, and I did not 
develop any active proficiency in the language.
In the Introduction, it was stated that this study is based on both elicited data 
and natural texts, against Dixon’s advice (2010a, p. 321ff), who insists that a 
grammar should always be based on natural data only, possibly augmented 
by data from elicited paradigms to fill gaps. I believe that such a restriction 
would have led to a poorer description of this language. I will  explain in 
section III.2.1.2 why there are good reasons not to expect a high number of 
ergative forms  in  narrative  or  conversational  discourse, which  is  exactly 
what happened in the texts studied for this grammar. Not only was I forced 
to elicit  ergative structures by using contrived examples, I also had to go 
through countless paradigms of both verbs and nouns in order to get a clear 
identification of the forms found in the texts. Part IV: Morphology makes it 
clear that it is not possible to just look at a verb or, particularly, a noun in 
Majang to determine its syntactic status. For practically each noun encoun-
tered in a text, I had to collect a full  number-case  paradigm to be sure of 
what particular form I was looking at, especially when it came to central-
case forms, and often even beyond that. Any hope that I would accumulate 
sufficient  knowledge of forms exclusively from  natural  texts  would have 
been totally unrealistic.
My  corpus of well-analyzed texts contains 2879 words, availing me with 
sufficient material to demonstrate the various structures of the language in 
the sections that follow. It is balanced by many pages of  elicited sentences 
and paradigms. Occasionally I also draw on less well-analyzed texts for ex-
amples to illustrate a particular point.
The research began in 2008 with a phonetic transcription of the 1700-word 
Comparative African Word List (CAWL, Snider & Roberts, 2004), which 
was initially prepared for me in 2007 by two linguistics students,  Sandra 
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Hufnagel  and  Stefanie  Hauser. This  word  list, arranged by  semantic  do-
mains, constituted the main source of information in the very early stages of 
this research. Using this resource, I collected the singular-plural  paradigm 
for each noun, and the main-clause paradigms for all  persons for each verb 
encountered. It also served as the basis for the  tone analysis conducted in 
2008 at a tone workshop in Addis Ababa.
This tone workshop introduced me to the methodologies propagated by both 
Constance Kutsch Lojenga and Keith Snider4 and gave me an excellent set of 
tools to formulate and test hypotheses. This was amplified by the qualities of 
my language consultant  during that  workshop, Joseph Kalakun, who is  a 
good whistler and who compares the  tone patterns of different  utterances 
with a high and well-deserved confidence. 
A substantial amount of textual material was given to me by both James Kim 
and Pete Unseth, who collected these texts years before. I picked some of 
these texts, re-recorded them and applied my own transcription. This was ne-
cessary, as no tonal information was present in the old transcriptions, and 
there was much uncertainty about  vowel qualities and quantities. Two of 
these texts are presented in section VI.1. Most texts were traditional  narra-
tives, but I also analyzed a hortatory text written in the course of a discourse 
workshop in the early 2000s, and I recorded a new spontaneous conversation 
between the three main consultants, which provided me with structures not 
encountered elsewhere in my corpus. Many of these appear as examples in 
the following sections. 
As I slowly discovered the various  case forms of Majang, I devised diag-
nostic frames that I could apply to all nouns, and in this way I was able to 
glean the various nominal paradigms presented in sections IV.1 and IV.2.2.1. 
For verbs, I was easily able to collect  paradigms about basic finite forms, 
nominalizations, infinitives, negative  forms, and  direction  forms. It  was 
more difficult to create appropriate frames for the  subordinate-tense forms. 
More and better research can and should be conducted on this, including the 
other tense options, aspect and mode.
All texts, all lexical information and much of the grammar was entered into a 
database running under the  SIL Fieldworks software. For the phonological 
analysis I used  SIL Phonology Assistant, supported by both  Praat and  SIL 
Speech Analyzer. Much of the paradigm analysis was facilitated by the help-
ful spreadsheet features of OpenOffice and LibreOffice.
4 See Snider (2018) for a recent exposition of his methodology.
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Active research on the language stopped just a few weeks before the submis-
sion of the first draft for this thesis in December 2016. 
I.10.2  Consultants and other sources
A number of language consultants have contributed to this research. Joseph 
Kalakun provided most of the data; he is a resident of Teppi, but was born in 
Godare in Gambella Region, northwest  of  Teppi. He was already present 
during a data-collection session undertaken in 2007. Joseph also participated 
in the SIL tone workshop in Summer 2008 in Addis Ababa. During later re-
search sessions, he was often supported by the other members of the Majang 
Bible translation team: Hawariat Babure, Epheson Teramaj, and, until 2011, 
Abyot Girma. All three are residents of Teppi or nearby Goji (goːɟí  in Ma-
jang), and were either born there or in Godare. Mr. Abyot now works as a 
teacher in Goji. A further resident of Goji involved in the early research is 
Yordanos Addisu, who also works as a teacher. All these gentlemen were in 
their 30s and 40s during the research period.
Three more consultants participated in the two-week “Discover-Your-Gram-
mar” workshop for  Nilo-Saharan languages, conducted in 2011 by SIL in 
Mizan Teferi5. One of them was Ashine Astin, who at that time was also the 
Speaker of the House of Gambella Region. He is a trained linguist and is 
highly  motivated  to  contribute  to  language  development  for  his  mother 
tongue. During that  workshop he was supported by Kadiree Nyamor and 
Nibeyat Dimesse, who also work for the Gambella Regional Government. 
Both Ashine and Kadiree were born in Godare, and Nibeyat in Mangeshi. 
All three are now residents of Gambella town. From all participants in the 
research, I obtained signed statements of informed consent, after the terms of 
this informed consent were explained to them in Amharic.
In 2009 Tyler Schnoebelen conducted research on the Shabo language, the 
results of which were published in Schnoebelen (2009). In order to compare 
Shabo data with the surrounding languages, he also elicited sentences from 
Majang and Shekkacho. His Majang consultant for these sessions was a man 
only known to me by his first name, Yaikob. Schnoebelen granted me per-
mission to make use of his audio data and his transcriptions, but it became 
5 For the Majang language, an immediate  result  of  that  workshop was  the  rough “Brief 
Grammar of Majang” (Joswig, 2011), which may serve as a grammar sketch for people 
without linguistic training.
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clear that most of Yaikob’s data rather followed the syntax of English, and 
therefore had to be discarded.
Another useful resource was the  word list created by Pete Unseth (1992a). 
The words in there are mostly unmarked for tone, but they provided a wel-
come reference when studying Majang texts.
I.10.3  Presentation of data
The Majang language shows no grammatical difference between masculine 
and feminine. For simplicity, I have chosen to use masculine pronouns for 
the English glosses in all elicited examples involving the third person singu-
lar, except in cases where the semantic context makes a masculine referent 
rather unlikely. If the lexeme suggests a non-human referent, the neuter pro-
noun ‘it’ was chosen. 
If  the  example  is  taken  from a  text, then  the  choice  of  pronouns  in  the 
English glosses follows the pragmatic context of the example. In the follow-
ing sentence, the use of the impersonal form without object pronoun leaves 
the identity of the object ambiguous. 
Example I.1: presentation of pragmatic context in textual examples
máL tɛː nàn ɟéːmɛL kɛː L rɔ̀ː ríjáːtìŋ.
máL tɛː nàn ɟéːmɛL k-ɛː L rɔ̀ː ríjáːtì=ŋ
but instead previously NEG-IMPS teach\NEG=SFT
But they were not previously taught.
The impersonal construction in Majang serves the purpose of what  passive 
does in other languages (see p. 238ff) and is translated as such in the free 
translation. If no short pronoun follows the impersonal verb, the object could 
be either 3rd person singular or 3rd person plural. In the pragmatic context of 
this example, the referent is clearly plural, and this English free translation is 
chosen regardless of the fact that a context-free reading would allow a singu-
lar interpretation.
Like in this previous example, most examples present the Majang data in 
two lines. The top-most line shows the surface-phonemic representation of 
the data after the application of all lexical phonological rules – see sections 
II.1.2 and II.2.2 about how the various phonemes are actually pronounced. 
Moreover, this  representation  includes  all  lexically  identifiable  material 
present in the utterance. This includes the writing of floating low tones that 
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are part of the lexical presentation, even if they don’t have any phonetic ef-
fect (such as the floating low tone following típírL in example I.2, where it 
precedes a low tone on the next word). The second line instead shows all 
morphemes in their underlying representation.
Example I.2: presentation of surface and underlying structures
óːlùn típírL à éːke ː r.
óːl-í n ti-pírL à éːk-eː rL
can-2S.CJ INF-fly CONJ truth-PL.ABS
You can truly fly.
For example the  2S.CJ morpheme is  shown with the  vowel  /i/  before  the 
application of the  labial-harmony rule, and the  PL.ABS morpheme is shown 
with its underlying tonal structure – carrying a low tone. For a detailed list of 
conventions for representing tone, downstep, toneless syllables, polar tone 
and tone replacement in the underlying form, see section II.9.
In a few instances the surface and the underlying representation are identical, 
without  any  morpheme  breaks  in  the  words. Then  only  one  text  line  is 
shown, which represents both the surface and the underlying level.
As for the presentation of morphemes in the second line, this work follows 
the  conventions  of  the  Leipzig  Glossing  Rules  (Comrie,  Haspelmath,  & 
Bickel, 2015). Glosses and morphemes separated by a hyphen (-) indicate 
that a discrete morpheme boundary is in evidence. Glosses separated by a 
dot  (.)  are  given  to  portmanteau  morphemes  with  several  morphological 
functions. Glosses separated by a backslash (\) are placed below stem forms 
with implied grammatical information. If a form’s morphology is ambiguous 
in the given context, this is indicated in a footnote.
I.11  Typological Overview
This section contains an overview of the basic typological facts about Ma-
jang for easy reference. The details of all these features should be read in 
their respective passages in this language description.
Compared with other Surmic languages, Majang has a very small consonant 
inventory with only 18 consonants, including two implosives /ɓ, ɗ/ (see sec-
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tion II.2.1). The language provides no systematic opposition between stops, 
fricatives and affricates – all these sounds can be subsumed under the single 
label obstruents. 
Majang has seven  vowels (including two sets of mid  vowels, see section 
II.1.1), without  ATR vowel harmony (section  II.1.4). There is contrast be-
tween short and long vowels (section II.1.3). Important phonological rules of 
Majang are labial harmony, which rounds the short vowel /i/ to /ù/ in verbal 
suffixes following  syllables containing round  vowels or  labial consonants, 
and the morphologically  restricted vowel-height  harmony, which changes 
the vowel /ɛ/ into /e/ following a high-vowel syllable (section II.5). 
The tonal inventory consists of two tones plus downstep (section II.6). It can 
be shown that some morphemes in Majang are inherently toneless, and that 
another morpheme requires an analysis involving a polar tone. Many words 
demonstrably end in a  floating low tone (section  II.6.3), which is often at-
tached to apparently toneless morphemes. Tone plays an extensive role, not 
only in distinguishing lexical items, but also in the grammar of Majang.
The Majang morphology is predominantly agglutinative, with segmental af-
fixes containing individual bits of  grammatical  information (only  suffixes 
are productive, with two unproductive prefixes). Some grammatical features, 
however, such as noun number and case, are indicated by stem changes or by 
tonal means. Like most Eastern-Sudanic languages, Majang does not display 
grammatical gender, but it provides a very diverse number- and case-mark-
ing  system on  nouns, with  a  large  number  of  inflection  classes  (section 
IV.1.3). Case marking is complicated by the provision of special forms for 
modified nouns in some syntactic cases (section IV.1.3.2). Unlike other Sur-
mic languages, Majang has no distinction between inclusive and exclusive 
forms of the first person plural of pronouns or verbs.
The language has a variety of personal pronouns for various functions. One 
set of pronouns serves for general anaphoric reference, another for reference 
inside  the  verb  phrase, and  a  third  for  contrastive  purposes  (section 
IV.3.1.1). Demonstratives and  relative pronouns code a three-level deictic 
system, with reference to either the speaker, the hearer, or a place away from 
them  both  (sections  IV.3.1.2, IV.3.1.3). Possessive  pronouns  indicate  the 
person of  the  possessor together  with number  reference  to  the  possessed 
entity (section IV.3.1.4). Interrogative pronouns always appear at the end of 
the question.
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Many Majang verbs come in pairs of perfective and imperfective, where the 
imperfective form is derived from the perfective form through partial  redu-
plication (section IV.2.2.7). Furthermore, all verbs are inflected with subject 
suffixes. Most verbs also distinguish between a tonal conjoint (CJ) form and a 
disjoint (DJ) form; the conjoint form is only applied to verb phrases that are 
immediately followed by a non-topical  NP in the  absolutive case (section 
III.3). Another grammatical category frequently expressed on the verb is di-
rectionality, which  comes  in  three  values:  centripetal (CP) forms, which 
indicate a movement towards the deictic center; centrifugal (CF) forms, which 
express a movement away from the deictic center; and deictic TransFer (TF) 
forms, which are used for a movement from one  deictic center to another 
deictic center.
The basic order of constituents in Majang transitive clauses is VAP, where A 
stands for the transitive agent and P for the transitive patient-like constituent, 
usually the object. The order of constituents is fairly fixed in the language, 
except for the option to front certain constituents (mostly subjects) for syn-
tactic and pragmatic reasons (section V.7.1).
Pragmatic factors indeed have a major influence on the syntax of Majang. 
The case marking of central participants of a clause depends on their topical-
ity (section  III.1). If they are not topical, S and  P are marked by the same 
absolutive case (examples a and b):
Example I.3: non-topical case marking of central constituents
a) kàwɛ èːɟɛ ː  wárL kɛkàr.
kàw-ɛ èːɟɛ ː wárL kɛkàr
bite-3S.DJ cat\SG.ERG dog\SG.ABS again
A cat bites a dog again.
b) ɗegàr wàrL kɛkàr.
ɗegàr wàrL kɛkàr
sleep\3S.CJ dog\SG.ABS again
A dog sleeps again.
c) kàwɛ wà r í ɗí tL.
kàw-ɛ wà r í ɗí tL
bite-3S.DJ dog\SG.ERG man\SG.ABS
A dog bites a man.
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The non-topical A, however, is marked by a different case, the ergative (ex-
ample I.3c). If topical, this A is marked by yet another case form, the nomi-
native, which is also used for a topical S:
Example I.4: topical case marking of central constituents
a) ɗegàrL wàr kɛkàr.
ɗegàrL wàr kɛkàr
sleep\3S.DJ dog\SG.NOM again
The dog sleeps again.
b) kàwɛ wàr í ɗí tL.
kàw-ɛ wàr í ɗí tL
bite-3S.DJ dog\SG.NOM man\SG.ABS
The dog bites a man.
The three different case forms of ‘dog’ – wàrL (ABS), wà r (ERG) and wàr (NOM) 
– are only distinguished by tone, but different they are. Two more clause-
level cases are used by the Majang language, the dative (DAT) and the loca-
tive (LOC), plus a further possessive (POSS) case to mark nouns as possessors of 
a noun phrase. A detailed discussion of the cases and their use is presented in 
sections IV.1.3.2 and III.2.1.2.
Though the constituent order  VAP is normal, the verb is often found at the 
end of the sentence. In that situation, another morpheme is attached to the 
verb, the  sentence-final topicality marker =ŋ  (SFT). This marker indicates 
that the final constituent is either the  verb phrase or a  topical  noun phrase 
(see section III.4 for its discussion).
The language makes use of some  valence-changing devices. Most notable 
among those is the antipassive (AP) (section V.5.1). A genuine passive con-
struction in the sense of Dixon (2010a, p. 166) is not encountered in the lan-
guage – its function is partly covered by the impersonal form, an inflectional 
device described in section IV.2.3.1.
In spite of Unseth’s (1989b, p. 106) claim to the contrary, Majang does not 
have postpositions, and only a few questionable prepositions (section IV.3.6).
Relative clauses are very frequent in Majang, and can be both restrictive and 
descriptive (section  V.8.5). Some temporal  adverbial clauses have  subordi-
nate-tense verb forms (section  V.8.3.1). Otherwise  tense is only expressed 
through  tense  markers  which  appear  to  be  working  along  the  lines  of  a 
metrical tense system (section V.6.1.1).
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Part II:  Phonological Inventory and 
Orthography
This section introduces the inventories of the Majang phonology – vowels, 
consonants and suprasegmentals. It also displays the rules which govern the 
use of the various elements of these inventories.
In this section, data presented without any kind of bracketing is understood 
to be in its  surface-phonemic representation, transcribed according to  the 
phoneme inventories shown in tables  1 and  3. Only when further phonetic 
detail needs to be shown for greater clarity, phonetic data is supplemented in 
square brackets […]. On the other hand, in some places information is given 
about the individual morphemes making up a word. These are always shown 
in their  underlying representation, and the brackets  {…} are used to sur-
round such lexical units. This is different from the other parts of this lan-
guage  description, where  the  underlying  representation  is  shown without 
brackets.
Individual sounds are shown by /x/ to be phonemic, by [x] to be phonetic and 
by <x> to be in orthographic representation.
II.1  Vowels
This section first assesses the vowel inventory, then shows proof of contrast 
for the various identified phonemes, and finally looks into distributional re-
strictions.
II.1.1  Phonemic inventory
The  vowel inventory of Majang is similar to that of the Southeast-Surmic 
languages, which according to Moges (2008, p. 260) have seven contrastive 
basic vowels, with a height contrast affecting the mid vowels .






Table 1: vowel phonemes
Bender differs from Unseth and Moges on the Majang vowel inventory. He 
(1983,  p.  114)  felt  only  confident  to  present  six  vowels;  he  noticed  the 
seventh vowel /ɔ̀/, but did not see enough contrastive evidence to confirm its 
phonemic status. Unseth (1991,  2007)  proposed nine  vowels, and Moges 
(2008) even ten vowels for Majang. The chart presented above is the same as 
the one proposed in Joswig (2012) and Getachew (2014).
In a 2879-word text sample, /à/ is the most frequent vowel with 1336 occur-
rences, closely  followed  by  /ɛ/  with  1237  occurrences. /i/  appears  867 
times, /o/ 506 times, and /ɔ̀/ 401 times. The least-frequent vowels are /e/ with 
347 occurrences  and /ù/  with only 262 occurrences. This  means that  the 
vowel /à/ occurs five times more often than the vowel /ù/.
II.1.2  Contrasts and phonetic realizations
Bender (1983, p. 114) was not able to prove contrast between /o/ and /ɔ̀/. 
This was merely due to lack of data, as such contrast does exist in the lan-
guage: moːrɛŋ ‘he boils’ vs. mɔ̀ː rɛŋ ‘it is shriveled’ is an incontestable mini-
mal pair between the two vowels. Such a contrast would also be expected for 
reasons of symmetry.
Example II.1: vowel contrasts6
i vs. à tí *mŋ he wounds tí jɛŋ he hears
tà*mŋ it drips tàjɛŋ he opens
i vs. ɛ kùrí  tree, sp. pàː rí ŋ he tries
kùrɛ hunting net pàrɛŋ he chops
i vs. e kondí  fish trap tí ːmà n cloud
konde bottle temà ː n firewood
6 In this and all other following contrast charts, the words are presented in their citation form. 
This means that verbs are accompanied by the SFT-marker =ŋ.
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i vs. ɔ̀ í reL footprint cɔ̀ː bí  hoof
ɔ̀rɛː L ancestor ɔ̀bɔ̀ knot
i vs. o í lànL udder tí jɛŋ he hears
oːlàn ability toːjɛŋ he pierces
i vs. ù kí rí L thread tí ː ɟeŋ he takes revenge
kùrí  tree, sp. tùːɟeŋ he roasts
e vs. à emɗL canoe jí meL cemetery
àmɗL abdomen jí màL back
e vs. ɛ ɟeː mɛL before ɗejŋ cooking stone
ɟɛː mɛL tree, sp. ɗɛjí ŋ he desires
e vs. ɔ̀ remɛL duty keː r courtyard
rɔ̀mɛL proverb kɔ̀ː r middle
e vs. o ceː d here keː r courtyard
coːd there koːr ditch
e vs. ù teː l lake ɗeː k under
tùːl five ɗùkL forest
ɛ vs. à mɛlɛŋ he arrives ɓɛ*rŋ he crushes
màlɛŋ he strikes ɓà*rŋ he forbids
ɛ vs. ɔ̀ wɛː r storm ɗepɛL lion
wɔ̀ː r feast ɗepɔ̀ entrance hall
ɛ vs. o ɛltL grassland kɛ*ŋ he pounds
oltL fish ko*ŋ he gathers
ɛ vs. ù korɛŋ he peels kùrɛ hunting net
korùŋ he closes kùrù foam
à vs. ɔ̀ bàdɛŋ it disappears pàː kɛŋ it is hot
bɔ̀dɛŋ he escapes pɔ̀ː kɛŋ he tears
à vs. o tàː jɛŋ he harvests kàwɛŋ he bites
toːjɛŋ he pierces kowɛŋ it is sour
à vs. ù màɲàL sister tà ː r meat
mùɲà earthworm tùr garbage dump
ɔ̀ vs. o kɔ̀ː r middle pɔ̀ː cɛŋ he praises
koːr ditch poːcɛŋ he polishes
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ɔ̀ vs. ù bɔ̀lɔ̀ŋùrkùŋ he is old ɗepɔ̀ entrance hall
bùlùnkùr bubble tàɗàpùL ashes
o vs. ù goːmoj trap toːr smoke
goːmùjL tree, sp. tùr garbage dump
There is significant phonetic variation for most of the vowels. The individual 
vowels show an enormous bandwidth with respect to their formants, which 
is caused by various phonological factors, such as syllable structure, position 
in the word, and consonants in the syllable. Therefore it is easily possible to 
hear all kinds of vowels in the raw phonetic data. This obviously prompted 
Unseth and Moges to claim the row of [-ATR] high vowels /ɪ, ʊ/ for Majang.
Current speakers of Majang, however, do not perceive any difference be-
tween [ɪ] and [i], or between [ʊ] and [ù], respectively. These phones repre-
sent the same sound unit to them. Words like  dí ldí lŋ ‘he is fat’ or  gí rgí ɗǐːŋ 
‘he rolls’  certainly have instances of [ɪ] in them (the latter only in the first 
syllable). They can be explained as the positional variant of /i/, when it hap-
pens  to  be  short  and  preceding  a  lateral  or  flap  consonant. More  con-
spicuous, however, are cases where the unsuspecting ear perceives an [e] – 
these could be analyzed as instances of /ɪ/. The two sounds are difficult to 
distinguish  in  many  languages  with  nine-  or  ten-vowel ATR-contrast 
systems (Casali, 2008, p. 509). I have indeed heard words like péːt ‘girl’ or 
kéːr ‘courtyard’ with different vowel qualities from different speakers. Some 
of these pronunciations prompted me to transcribe them as [pɪ ː t] and [kɪ ː r]. 
When pressed hard for these differences, the speakers did not hear them. 
They agreed that the difference, if there was any, is of no consequence at all 
to the meaning of the word, and all variations are perfectly acceptable. The 
same is true for words like  ɲón ‘lie’  or  ɗóː ‘land’, where there is a similar 
potential  confusion between [o]  and [ʊ]. Some phonetic  variation can be 
heard, but it does not matter at all to the speakers. 
None of these considerations present any difficulty for a nine-vowel system 
analysis. Two phonetically identical vowels could still be variants of two dif-
ferent phonemes, which are neutralized in their phonetic realization. Vowel 
pairs such as /o/ and /ʊ/ or /e/ and /ɪ/ easily lend themselves to such a sce-
nario. But the underlying difference needs to  show elsewhere in the  lan-
guage, through an ATR-harmony in the suffixes following the stem. There is 
no such harmony in Majang. Therefore, with no solid phonetic evidence, and 
no data pointing to an  ATR-based  vowel-harmony system, it  needs to be 
concluded that Majang has no ATR opposition among high vowels.
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The tenth vowel of Moges’ description, which he transcribed as [ʌ], does not 
exist in Majang as an independent sound unit either. There is, however, an 
enormous bandwidth of /à/-like vowels phonetically. The first formant (F1) 
can be as low as 600 Hz and as high as 900 Hz with the same speaker, and 
the second formant (F2) can be between 1250 and 1650 Hz. Again, this con-
siderable variation can be explained by environmental factors. A  sonorant 
consonant following the vowel in the same syllable has a lowering effect on 
the first  formant of the phoneme. A long /àː/ has a higher chance of being 
pronounced with a high F1. Palatal glides or nasals in the same syllable have 
a tendency of raising the second  formant.  Short /ɛ/ is often pronounced as 
[ə], that is as a central unrounded mid vowel.
To illustrate the seven vowels of Majang, Figure 3 below (taken from Joswig 
2012, p. 273) gives an indication of the first two formants of each vowel. To 
make things comparable, the chart represents only the  vowels of monosyl-
labic nouns and verbs (3rd person singular) of the language (a total of 96 
vowel tokens). Each symbol in figure 3 stands for one token. The vertical di-
mension displays the frequency of F1 in Hertz, and the horizontal dimension 
shows the frequency of F2.
Figure 3: vowel formants of monosyllabic words
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In such a controlled environment, the seven vowels show up as surprisingly 
discrete groupings. Except for the vowel /à/, there is no significant variance 
with respect to F1. Casali (2008, p. 507f) states that “[…] all else equal, a 
[+ATR] vowel will have lower F1 than its [-ATR] counterpart. […] F1 has 
consistently been found to be a very robust cue for distinguishing  [+ATR] 
vowels from their  [-ATR] counterparts […].” Therefore, it would be very 
difficult to interpret a nine- or ten-vowel system from the picture presented 
here. If there are only seven vowel phonemes in monosyllabic words, there 
is no reason to expect a larger number of vowel phonemes in polysyllabic 
words, even if the vowels in these polysyllabic words show a more signifi-
cant phonetic variation regarding F1 and F2.
II.1.3  Vowel length
Vowel length plays an important role in Majang. This is typologically quite 
different from the Southeast-Surmic languages, which seem to make use of 
vowel length only sparingly; in both Mursi and Suri, the few long vowels are 
attributed to the loss of intervocalic consonants (Bryant, 2013, p. 28f; Mütze, 
2014, p. 39f). The distinction between long and short vowels cannot be ana-
lyzed  in  these  terms  in  Majang. It  is  frequently  used  and  lexically 
contrastive, as can be easily confirmed by numerous minimal pairs:
Example II.2: short and long vowels
a) ùteŋ {ùt-ɛ=ŋ} he drinks vs. ùːtéŋ {ùːt-ɛ=ŋ} it rusts
b) olàn {olàn} husband vs. óːlánL {óːl-ànL} be able (INF)
c) gɔ̀gɔ̀j {gɔ̀gɔ̀j} he crawls vs. gɔ̀ː gɔ̀j {gɔ̀ː gɔ̀j} ford
d) tàjàː ŋ {tàj-à=ŋ} I open vs. tàː jáːŋ {tàː j-á=ŋ} I harvest
e) kɛtɛŋ {kɛt-ɛ=ŋ} he cuts vs. kɛː tɛŋ {kɛː t-ɛ=ŋ} he scatters
f) menɛŋ {men-ɛ=ŋ} he twists vs. meː nɛŋ {meː n-ɛ=ŋ} he steers
g) í n {í n} HORT vs. í ːn {í ːn} you
In phonetic terms, the  length difference can be quite pronounced. The fol-
lowing two charts show the words of example  II.2a) with the duration of 
their first vowel measured. The vowel in question is shaded.
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Figure 4: duration of short vowel in ùtéŋ ‘he drinks’
Figure 5: duration of long vowel in ùːtéŋ ‘it rusts’
In these recordings, which were made on separate occasions, the duration of 
the long vowel (about 140 ms) is almost twice as long as the duration of the 
short  vowel (about 75 ms). This evidence might tempt the observer to the 
conclusion that vowel length is a clear-cut phonological feature that speakers 
of Majang can always safely discern. But this is not the case. Already the 
data in example II.2 shows that lexical minimal pairs based on vowel length 
can only be found involving word-initial syllables. The situation with non-
initial syllables gives rise to the suspicion that vowel length may be less dis-
tinctive beyond the first syllable, except possibly as a device for grammatical 
distinctions  (see  examples  II.3-II.5). Although  for  example  II.2 a)  all 
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speakers would readily agree that the first  vowel in  ‘drink’ is short, and in 
‘rust’ it is long, there are some suffixes where the evidence is less clear. For 
example, regarding the 1S suffixes -à and -à, my consultants sometimes pro-
nounced them long, sometimes short. In the same way other suffixes, usually 
those ending in a vowel, had conflicting length evaluations. A good example 
of that is the  impersonal suffix -ɛː , for which the consultants insisted on a 
long vowel for most words. In some cases, however, they would always tell 
me to transcribe it as a short vowel, as in rí jɛ L ‘he is called’. In other cases 
where the consultants insist on a short vowel, it can clearly be seen that the 
vowel goes back to a long vowel underlyingly. This is the case with the short 
version of the TF.3S suffix -ge ː ɗ, which is -geL according to the perception of 
the speakers. Similar evidence can be found for the  infinitive markers  -ɛː L 
and  -í ːL, which again are truncated versions of a sequence of  long  vowel 
plus /ɗ/ (see section IV.2.2.1 for more details). Indeed the phonetic evidence 
is inconclusive, as the duration of these vowels is somewhere in the span be-
tween 80 and 110 ms, as in the following illustration of the word  tònúrgéL 
‘he shouted at them’, taken from a recorded text.
Figure 6: duration of -geL in tònúrgéL
Accordingly, there is some lack of clarity regarding the length of vowels in 
some morphemes, and some of these could probably have been represented 
differently in this study. 
But in spite of all this, length is crucially important in Majang; not only is it 
used to distinguish lexical items, but also to modify the lexical meaning of a 
root, e.g. to indicate different aspectual shades:
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Example II.3: aspectual categories expressed by vowel length
toroꜜkàː ŋ I step vs. toroːꜜkáːŋ I trample
Some verbs  display  stems with  changing  vowel lengths  across  the  same 
paradigm:
Example II.4: stems with different vowel lengths in verb paradigms
gà*jŋ he imitates vs. gàː jàː ŋ I imitate
The same is true for nouns, where length is used to express number and case 
differences:
Example II.5: stems with different vowel lengths in noun paradigms
a) kàː rí  coffee leaf (SG.ABS) vs. kàrí kL coffee leaves (PL.ABS)
b) tɔ̀ ː n child (SG.ABS) vs. tɔ̀ n child (SG.ERG)
Short vowels are considerably more frequent than their long counterparts. In 
the 2879-word text sample, 3817 short  vowels are balanced by 1139 long 
vowels, a ratio of more than 3:1. But this ratio is not evenly spread out for all 
vowels. Whereas 243 short vowels /e/ occur compared to 104 long counter-
parts, a ratio of 2.33:1, against 245 short  vowels /ù/ there are only 17 long 
vowels /ùː/, a ratio of 14.4:1. The other five vowels are much closer to the 
established average. One possible explanation for the surprisingly high ratio 
between the /ù/ vowels is that many of the short ones go back to a vowel /i/ 
undergoing labial harmony, which does not affect long vowels /iː/.
There is a difference between a  long vowel and two identical short  vowels 
meeting at morpheme boundaries. All previous examples show long vowels 
belonging to one morpheme. They are then pronounced as just that –  long 
vowels. But there are other possibilities:
Example II.6: apparent long vowel resulting from two adjacent morphemes
ɛrcɛɛL milk < {ɛrcɛ -ɛL}
milk -PL.ABS
In this example the plural suffix -ɛL is added to a stem ending in the vowel ɛ. 
This results in a sound that on the surface may look like a long vowel. Pho-
nologically, however, there is  a difference between this  /ɛɛ/  and the first 
vowel in kɛː tɛ ŋ ‘he scatters’ (example II.2d). When two identical vowels be-
longing to two different morphemes come together, speakers often insert a 
phonetic separator, which could either be an  approximant ([j] or  [w], de-
pending on the vowels involved) or the glottal stop [ʔ]. In fast speech, how-
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ever, the two-vowel sequence is often indistinguishable from a long vowel. 
So example II.6 may be pronounced as either [ɛrsɛː ], [ɛrsɛjɛ ] or [ɛrsɛʔɛ], with 
no difference in meaning. Throughout this work, I show both vowels spelled 
out  when they belong to two different  morphemes, and use the phonetic 
length symbol /ː/ to indicate a long vowel belonging to only one morpheme.
The Majang language allows vowel sequences involving long vowels.
Example II.7: vowel sequences





at the fig trees
Example a) has a long vowel (the impersonal marker) following a long stem 
vowel. In example b) the long vowel of the plural morpheme follows a short 
stem vowel of the same quality. If no glottal stop is used to separate the two 
vowels, the resulting  vowel length of /ɛɛ ː /  appears to not be significantly 
longer than a regular long vowel /ɛː/, or the union of two short vowels /ɛ/ as 
in {àː bɛ-ɛL} ‘fig trees’ (PL.ABS).
II.1.4  Distribution
Most of the vowel phonemes can appear anywhere in a word. Vowels can be 
found word-initially, word-finally and inside a word.
Monosyllabic words with only a short vowel and no coda are very rare. Only 
function words like à ‘with’, ɓáL ‘REMPST’ or the conjunction kɛ belong to that 
category. Nearly  as  infrequent  are  monosyllabic  words  ending  in  a  long 
vowel: ɗoː ‘world’, pɛː  ‘soup’ and wàː ‘house (DAT)’ are the only nouns found 
in that category. The only verbs encountered with a  stem resulting in such 
words are  ŋàː  ‘he stinks’, meː  ‘it  hurts’, dɛː  ‘it  is  red’, kɛː  ‘he goes’  and 
wɛː ‘he breathes’.
As already stated earlier, there is no ATR-based vowel-harmony system in 
Majang. If there were, one would expect some variation within the suffixes, 
with basically two allomorphs for each suffix morpheme, based on the ATR 
value of the stem vowel. There are also languages where the affix morpheme 
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has an effect on the stem vowel (Casali, 2008, p. 500). Neither case can be 
observed in Majang. On the contrary, the verbal system allows combinations 
of  vowels  which would be deemed impossible  in  a  language with  ATR-
based vowel harmony. Here are some examples:
Example II.8: vowel combinations with different ATR values
a) ɛː kí  ːŋ b) mɔ̀ː ꜜrún
{ɛː k-í ,ːL=ŋ} {mɔ̀ː r-í n}
draw-1P.DJ=SFT wrinkled-2S.DJ
we draw water you are wrinkled
Both the stems ɛː k and mɔ̀ː r are completely stable, regardless of the following 
suffixes. The same is true about the 1P.DJ-suffix -í ,ːL, which undergoes some 
tonal variation, but remains stable with respect to the vowel. The suffix for 
the 2nd person singular disjoint is -í n, as in làː rí n ‘you lose’, but when follow-
ing a  labial consonant or  a  syllable with a  round (or  labial)  vowel, it  is 
rounded  to  -ún, as  in  the  previous  example. No  vowel  changes  can  be 
attributed to an ATR vowel harmony.
Even within the roots of nouns or verbs, it is possible to find vowel combi-
nations which defy any attempt to describe them in terms of an ATR-based 
vowel-co-occurrence restriction. Roots like  eː bɔ̀d ‘heal’ and  éːmɛj ‘honor’ 
should not be encountered in a language with ATR-based vowel harmony.
V1/V2 i e ɛ à ɔ̀ o ù total
i 64 24 36 48 9 14 1 196
e 28 40 15 32 1 4 2 122
ɛ 43 4 72 33 4 6 2 164
à 90 19 81 119 3 15 26 353
ɔ̀ 21 17 26 16 6 86
o 24 12 25 36 26 27 150
ù 10 14 13 8 1 7 24 77
total 280 113 259 302 34 72 88 1148
Table 2: vowel co-occurrences in polysyllabic words
Table 2 is a chart of all vowel co-occurrences in different polysyllabic words 
in the analyzed Majang text sample. The table counts whenever a vowel of 
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column 1 is followed by a vowel of row 1, regardless of whether this vowel 
is part of the stem or of a suffix.
Some conclusions can be drawn from this table: almost any  vowel can be 
followed by any other vowel, except for the two back-mid vowels /o/ and /ɔ̀/, 
which were never found following each other, and the sequence /ɔ̀-e/. These 
look like structural constraints which may indeed be going back to an old 
ATR-based vowel-harmony system at an earlier stage of the language’s his-
tory. For many  vowels, the preferred combination appears to be with the 
same vowel. The vowels /à, ɛ, e, i, ù/ show a high occurrence as follow-up 
vowels in a vowel sequence, which is best explained by their prominent use 
in suffixes. The vowel /ɔ̀/, although not at all infrequent in the language, has 
a disproportionately low occurrence rate as a second  vowel, because it  is 
rarely used in suffixes, except in demonstratives – and each different demon-
strative is only counted once in the above chart.
Some combinations are very infrequent. The one token filling the slot /e-ɔ̀/ is 
the short  relative pronoun écɔ̀. The slot /i-ù/ is tàken by the complex verb 
pàːrírkúnɗɔ̀L ‘while youPL are trying’. This same word is also the only place 
where the sequence /ù-ɔ̀/ was encountered, as this contains the rare 2P marker 
-ɔ̀L.
The picture is not very different when only monomorphemic stems are taken 
into account. The vowel /ɛ/ can still follow /e/ inside a root, but not the other 
way around. The only other restrictions in addition to those in Table 2 con-
cern the vowel /ù/, which never seems to follow any of the vowels /i, ɛ, ɔ̀/ 
inside of roots.
Therefore, although there are some apparent restrictions regarding the co-oc-
currence of vowels, there is enough evidence discounting any ongoing ATR-
based vowel harmony in Majang. The picture is, of course, complicated by 
the fact that four Proto-Surmic vowels /ʊ, o, ɪ, e/ (Moges, 2002, p. 209) have 
collapsed into the two vowels /e/ and /o/, so that what now may look like a 
violation of ATR-based vowel harmony could in fact go back to a difference 
that was present in an earlier stage of the language. For example, a root such 
as  eː bɔ̀d ‘heal’  is likely to go back to a proto-language  root *ɪːbɔ̀d, which 
would not violate an ATR-based vowel-harmony system7. Still, it is surpris-
ingly difficult to find traces of the old  ATR-based  vowel harmony in Ma-
7 This word is probably an old causative of bɔ̀d ‘be well’. See section V.5.3 for more on the 
old prefix -i.
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jang8. A good example for this are the two vowels /e/ and /ɛ/. They look very 
much  like  [+ATR] and  [-ATR] counterparts  of  the  same  vowel, so  one 
should expect  them to show some kind of distribution which follows old 
ATR-based  patterns. Indeed, the  two  vowels  alternate  in  some  suffixes 
which contain them, but based on a principle unrelated to ATR: /e/ only oc-
curs in words with a high vowel in the previous syllable, whereas /ɛ/ shows 
up in all  other environments. Therefore the variation can be described in 
terms of a height  assimilation. This becomes clear from the following ex-
amples:
Example II.9: height assimilation
a) cùːwe*rŋ b) cùːweŋ
{cùːw-er=ŋ} {cùːw-e=ŋ}
sting-3P.DJ=SFT sting-3S.DJ=SFT
they sting it stings
c) ɔ̀ː jɛ*rŋ d) ɔ̀ː jɛŋ
{ɔ̀ː j-ɛr=ŋ} {ɔ̀ː j-ɛ=ŋ}
obstruct-3P.DJ=SFT obstruct-3S.DJ=SFT
they obstruct he obstructs
e) rùːme*rŋ f) rùːmeŋ
{rùːm-er=ŋ} {rùːm-e=ŋ}
decide-3P.DJ=SFT decide-3S.DJ=SFT
they decide he decides
g) oːdɛ*rŋ h) oːdɛŋ
{oːd-ɛr=ŋ} {oːd-ɛ=ŋ}
difficult-3P.DJ=SFT difficult-3S.DJ=SFT
they are difficult it is difficult
i) tí ː ɟe*rŋ j) tí ː ɟeŋ
{tí ː ɟ-er=ŋ} {tí ː ɟ-e=ŋ}
avenge-3P.DJ=SFT avenge-3S.DJ=SFT
they avenge he avenges
k) ɓeː cɛ rŋ l) ɓeː cɛŋ
{ɓeː c-ɛr=ŋ} {ɓeː c-ɛ=ŋ}
touch-3P.DJ=SFT touch-3S.DJ=SFT
they touch he touches
8 Examples IV.107 and IV.119 of two infinitive allomorphs may show traces of the old ATR-
harmony system.
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m) àːmɛ*rŋ n) àːmɛŋ
{àːm-ɛr=ŋ} {àːm-ɛ=ŋ}
yawn-3P.DJ=SFT yawn-3S.DJ=SFT
they yawn he yawns
As can be seen, the two allomorphs of the morphemes for 3rd person singular 
and 3rd person plural in this class of verbs obviously depend on the preceding 
stem vowel. The /ɛ/-variant can co-occur with any vowel, as long as it is not 
high. High  vowels require the presence of the /e/-variant of the respective 
suffix (see section  II.5.4). Again, words like  oːdɛŋ or  ɓeː cɛ rŋ would not be 
expected in an ATR-based vowel-harmony system.
The behavior of the 2S suffix in example II.8b) lends itself to a description in 
terms of a rounding harmony:
Example II.10: rounding harmony
a) í báːlí  rŋ b) ɓokotù*rŋ
{í báːl-ir=ŋ} {ɓokot-ùr=ŋ}
play-3P.DJ=SFT kill-3P.DJ=SFT
they play they kill
For  a  detailed  description  of  the  rounding  harmony  process, see  section 
II.5.3.
II.2  Consonants
Just like the previous section on vowels, this section on consonants first as-
sesses the consonant inventory, then shows proof of contrast for the various 
identified phonemes, and finally looks into distributional restrictions.
II.2.1  Phonemic inventory
The  consonant inventory of Majang is relatively small, containing only 18 
phonemes. This is  surprising when comparing Majang with other  Surmic 
languages: Didinga (de Jong, 2004, p. 145) has a total of 36 consonants, and 
other Southwest  Surmic languages have similar inventories. Southeast  Sur-
mic languages, such as Suri  and Mursi, tend to have smaller  inventories. 
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Mütze (2014, p. 26) counts 21  consonants for Mursi, and Bryant (1999, p. 
16) 22 for Suri, which is only slightly more than found in Majang. Majang 
uses four places of articulation, and a maximum of six different manners of 
articulation can be found for the alveolar sounds. Only the obstruents and the 
nasals cover all four places of articulation.
Labial Alveolar Palatal Velar
Voiceless Obstruents p t c k
Voiced Obstruents b d ɟ g
Implosives ɓ ɗ
Nasals m n ɲ ŋ
Oral Sonorants w r j
Lateral Sonorant l
Table 3: Majang consonant phonemes
The consonant inventory of Majang appears to be very tidy at first glance. 
For each of the four places of articulation, there is a voiced and a voiceless 
obstruent, as well as a nasal. At the palatal place of articulation, though, this 
tidiness is achieved only through a notable abstraction from the phonetic 
facts, which will be discussed and defended in detail in section  II.2.2.3 on 
palatal consonants below.
Bender (1983, p. 116) shows the exact same consonant inventory, but with 
the addition of the glottal stop [ʔ], which he claims to be a phoneme of the 
language. Getachew (2014, p. 49) appears to agree with Bender, calling the 
glottal stop a phoneme; then again, he also seems to be aware of its complete 
predictability. Unseth  (1988a), who otherwise fully shares Bender’s inven-
tory, rejects the phonemic status of the  glottal stop on the grounds that it 
only occurs in word-initial position or between a few prefixes9 ending in a 
vowel and the following stems. In the analysis proposed here, the glottal stop 
is only a phonetic device for separating syllables with a vowel onset, and by 
no means the only device (see example II.6 for a case where the glottal stop 
may be inserted). The syllabification rules of Majang only allow the inser-
tion of a glottal stop when the preceding syllable ends in a vowel, or if the 
syllable is at the beginning of the word. Therefore the sound is excluded 
from the phoneme inventory. Apart from this small difference and a few dif-
ferent choices for the phoneme characters, the consonant inventory presented 
9 According to his analysis. I don’t analyze them as prefixes, but as unbound particles.
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above is the same as that  proposed not only by Bender (1983), but also by 
Unseth (2007, p. 628). In addition, Getachew (2014, p. 49) includes /h/ in the 
phonemic inventory of Majang, qualifying this with the observation that it 
only seems to appear in loan words.
The distinction between fricatives, affricates and plosives is not relevant in 
the Majang phonological system, as there is no opposition between these at 
any place of articulation. Implosives are firmly established in the system, al-
though only at the labial and alveolar places of articulation. The consonant 
inventory is completed by the two liquids /l/ and /r/ and by the two glides /j/ 
and /w/.
The following chart provides a frequency count of all  consonant phonemes 
of Majang based on a 2879-word text sample:
Example II.11: frequency of consonant phonemes
rank    phoneme    count          rank     phoneme    count  
1 k 1190 10 l 208
2 n 987 11 ɓ 187
3 r 487 12 j 169
4 c 448 13 ɟ 151
5 t 445 14 d 140
6 g 351 15 w 119
7 ɗ 308 16 b 109
8 m 306 17 p 87
9 ŋ 254 18 ɲ 35
It  can be seen that the implosive phonemes are much more frequent than 
voiced obstruents. Only the voiced obstruent /g/ has a higher count than the 
two implosives. Another fact worth noting is that the labial voiceless obstru-
ent /p/ has the second-lowest count of all phonemes, much less frequent than 
the very similar phoneme /k/, which tops the list with a good margin. Be-
cause of the nasal assimilation rule (section II.5.1) and the decision to tran-
scribe all morpheme-internal combinations of /ŋk/ as <nk>, the numbers for 
the phonemes /n/ and /ŋ/ in this ranking could be slightly different. Any ad-
justment to this would not change the overall second place in the ranking 
for /n/, and probably also not the standing of /ŋ/.
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II.2.2  Contrasts and phonetic realizations
This section provides proof of contrast between all  possible pairs of pho-
nemes  that  can  be  reasonably  suspected  of  being  variants  of  the  same 
phoneme. Furthermore, information is given on how the phonemes are pro-
nounced; if this is different depending on context or environment, informa-
tion about allophones and free variation is also provided.
II.2.2.1  Labials /p, b, ɓ, m, w/
Most phonemes of the labial place of articulation are pronounced according 
to the IPA value of their symbols chosen here. The voiceless  plosive /p/ is 
pronounced with a considerable amount of aspiration. The obstruent /p/ may 
also  be realized  by  some speakers  as  a  labiodental  fricative  [f]  (Bender, 
1983, p. 116). The implosive /ɓ/ is just that phonetically: [ɓ]10. In the Godare 
variety of Majang, the voiceless plosive /p/ often is not fully released at the 
end of a word, to the point that it is barely audible at all.
Example II.12: contrasts between labials
p vs. b pedtàn end àpɛː L grandfather
beː dtàn inhabitant àː bɛ fig tree
p vs. ɓ pàkàtí ŋ he decreases tɛpɛr shoulder blade
ɓàkàtí ŋ he unwraps tɛɓɛrL thunder
p vs. m pàcɛŋ he carves pàɲàL cousin
màcɛŋ he borrows màɲàL sister
p vs. w pàrɛŋ he chops àpɛː L grandfather
wàrɛŋ he looks for àwɛ iron
b vs. ɓ beɗí ŋ he sits bàː lɗí ːɗí ŋ he throws
ɓeɗí ŋ he is awake ɓàlɗí ɗí ŋ he sells
b vs. m àbí  ː cloth boːro gecko
àː mí  hair moːr anvil
b vs. w àː bɛ fig tree bɔ̀dɛL oil palm
àwɛ iron wɔ̀ː r feast
10 See Moges (2006, p. 823ff) for a very careful description of the implosive sounds of Ma-
jang, based on acoustic measurements. He states that in word-final position the implosives 
have a devoiced allophone, and are sometimes just represented by a glottal stop.
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ɓ vs. m gàɓɛŋ he accuses ɓùːkeŋ he uncovers
gàmɛŋ it is a fetus mùkeŋ he stabs
ɓ vs. w cùɓoj clay ɓeɗí ŋ he awakes
cùwo*j eel wenɛ antenna
m vs. w màcɛŋ he borrows kemùŋ straighten
wàː cɛŋ he speaks keː wùŋ sharpen
II.2.2.2  Alveolars /t, d, ɗ, n, l, r/
The voiceless plosive /t/ is realized with noticeable aspiration [tʰ]. The pho-
neme /r/ is pronounced as a flap [ɾ]. The implosive /ɗ/ is pronounced accord-
ing to the IPA value of its phonemic character [ɗ]11, and likewise the other 
phonemes /d, n, l/ as [d, n, l]. In the Godare variety of Majang, the voiceless 
plosive /t/ often is not fully released at the end of a word, to the point that it 
is barely audible at all.
Example II.13: contrasts between alveolars
t vs. d tàː mɛL face tà*mŋ it drips
dàː mɛ yellow dǎːmŋ he chooses
t vs. ɗ tà*mŋ it drips toɲɛŋ he stops up
ɗà*mŋ he eats ɗoɲɛŋ he smears
t vs. n mermetL red pepper àpàtí L breast
mermen notice àpàní  current
t vs. l tɔ̀kɔ̀j lazy kàtàmɛ town
lɔ̀kɔ̀j plate pàlàmɛL argument
t vs. r ɗoːtùŋ he harvests mot blind person
ɗoːrùŋ it crows moːr anvil
d vs. ɗ dǎːmŋ he chooses pedí ŋ it is consumed
ɗà*mŋ he eats ɓeɗí ŋ he is awake
d vs. n doːmɛŋ he allows ŋàdí ŋ he is sad
nomɛŋ he follows ŋàní ŋ he turns around
d vs. l dí ː leŋ he carries dɔ̀ː kɛŋ he wanders
lí ː leŋ he sinks lɔ̀kɛŋ he overturns
11 See again Moges (2006) for details on the phonetic variation.
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d vs. r àː dí ŋ he washes doːmɛŋ he allows
àrí ŋ he weaves romí L morning
ɗ vs. n ɓeɗí ŋ he is awake wo ːɗ who?
ɓeː ní ŋ he sews won which?
ɗ vs. l ɗùkL forest oːɗɛŋ it is difficult
lùkL bastard oːlɛŋ he is able
ɗ vs. r ɗàː wùŋ it is bright pí ːɗeŋ he shivers
ràː wùŋ he singes pí reŋ he flies
n vs. l nomɛŋ he follows tɔ̀ ː n new
lotɛŋ he adds bɔ̀ ː l weak
n vs. r tɛpɛnL forehead woní L tree, sp.
tɛpɛr shoulder blade worí  money
l vs. r weː lɛŋ he robs tùl rain
weː rɛŋ he alters tùr garbage dump
II.2.2.3  Palatals /c, ɟ, ɲ, j/
The two palatal obstruents /c, ɟ/ show the most phonetic variation of all con-
sonants in Majang:  the  voiceless obstruent /c/  is  most often realized as a 
voiceless  alveolar  fricative  [s], whereas  its  voiced  counterpart  /ɟ/  (/j/  in 
Bender’s inventory) is usually pronounced as a voiced post-alveolar affricate 
[d͡ʒ]. The voiceless palatal /c/ may be pronounced as a voiceless post-alveo-
lar  fricative [ʃ] by some speakers, which supports its analysis as a  palatal 
sound in the system. A regular allophonic rule applies for /c/ following the 
palatal nasal /ɲ/, which turns /c/ into [tʃ͡]: ɓeɲce [ɓeɲtʃ͡e] ‘today’. The voiced 
palatal  obstruent also has a less frequent  variant  [ʒ] (voiced post-alveolar 
fricative). 
It is necessary to justify why the phoneme /c/ is treated here as a palatal ob-
struent, when in fact its most frequent realization is the alveolar fricative [s], 
without an apparent allophonic rule governing the change to [s]. This deci-
sion follows Bender (1983, p. 117), who attributes the variation in the palatal 
sounds to the removal of the bottom incisors, which apparently distorts the 
consonants beyond their position in the system. Like Bender, I therefore as-
sume an underlying palatal nature of the two phonemes /c/ and /ɟ/, although 
this is not necessarily justified by their phonetic realization. Accordingly it 
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would be possible to treat /c/  as an alveolar fricative /s/, as was done by 
Getachew (2014, p. 48), but this phonetically driven classification of sounds 
would add another dimension of complexity into the consonant inventory by 
claiming an opposition between plosives and fricatives, for which there is no 
further evidence in the language. At the same time, it leaves a glaring gap for 
the voiceless counterpart of the phoneme /ɟ/, which in all its phonetic realiza-
tions is clearly post-alveolar. In effect, the decision to follow Bender’s treat-
ment of /c/ as a palatal phoneme implies that the palatal space in Majang is 
wider than in other languages, including the edge of the alveoles at which 
the front-most sibilants can be formed. This is quite in line with Trubetzkoy 
(1939), who claims (p. 35) that the phoneme is best defined as the total of 
the phonologically relevant features of a sound entity, and that its content en-
tirely depends on its place in the system, defined by the distinctive opposi-
tions found in the language (p. 39). The same idea is built upon more recent-
ly by Clements (2003) in his concept of Feature Economy.
There is, however, no phonological rule in Majang that changes /ɟ/ to /c/ or 
vice versa, as such a rule would clearly show that both phonemes belong to 
the same place of articulation. In the same way, there is also no rule that 
shows /c/ to be associated with the alveolar sounds of the language.
The palatal nasal /ɲ/ and the palatal glide /j/, however, are pronounced, like 
their IPA symbols suggest, as [ɲ] and [j]12. In the other places of articulation, 
the Godare dialect has an unreleased variety of the voiceless obstruents. This 
is not applicable for the palatal obstruent /c/, as this is usually realized as a 
phonetic fricative.
Example II.14: contrasts between palatals
c vs. ɟ mácɛL debt gàcoj hoe
màː ɟɛL dwarf gàꜜ ɟoj courageous man
c vs. ɲ coːn towards kocɛ bag
ɲon place koːɲɛŋ he curses
c vs. j càwɛŋ he sprinkles pàcɛŋ he carves
jàwɛŋ he shortens pàjɛŋ he vomits
12 Note that I do not follow the Ethiopianist/Africanist tradition of transcribing the palatal  
glide /j/ as /y/. In the same manner, the transcription /j/ never serves as the representation of 
the phonetic sound [d͡ʒ], as this is phonemically represented as /ɟ/ throughout this study.
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ɟ vs. ɲ toɟɛŋ he disturbs ɟɔ̀nkɔ̀lɛ porcupine
toɲɛŋ he stops up ɲɔ̀ː nàL insult
ɟ vs. j toɟɛŋ he disturbs ɟàmɛ machete
toːjɛŋ he pierces jàwɛL circumcision
ɲ vs. j toɲɛŋ he stops up kàː ɲ brideprice
toːjɛŋ he pierces kàː j night
II.2.2.4  Velars /k, g, ŋ/
The three velars /k, g, ŋ/ show minimal phonetic variation. Their pronuncia-
tion corresponds to the IPA value of their respective symbols, except that the 
voiceless  obstruent /k/ is pronounced with considerable  aspiration: [kʰ]. In 
the Godare variety of Majang, the voiceless plosive /k/ is often not fully re-
leased at the end of a word, to the point that it is barely audible at all.
Example II.15: contrasts between velars
k vs. g korùŋ he shuts eː ke ː r truth
gorùŋ he is sick eger how many?
k vs. ŋ kǎːrŋ he fights tàk inside
ŋǎːrŋ he goes tàŋL cow
g vs. ŋ dùgeŋ he hides tàgàL camel
dùːŋeŋ it evaporates tàː ŋàː ŋí nL heron
II.2.2.5  Nasals /m, n, ɲ, ŋ/
Because of their phonetic similarity, it is appropriate to show examples for 
contrasts between the four nasal phonemes of Majang.
Example II.16: contrasts between nasals
m vs. n cɛm straight dàː mɛ yellow
cɛː n pronoun 3S dàː nɛ beehive
m vs. ɲ màlɛŋ he strikes kɔ̀mí L zebra
ɲàː lɛŋ it is light kɔ̀ɲɛŋ he persuades
m vs. ŋ mùkeŋ he stabs tɛm small
ŋùːkeŋ he pulls ɛtɛŋ he stands
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n vs. ɲ orpànL naming ceremony nomɛŋ he follows
pàː ɲL mortar ɲon place
n vs. ŋ doːkùn bride-price nàcí L bread
dokùŋ it lands ŋàdí L pity
ɲ vs. ŋ ɲàː j liver koːɲ curse
ŋà ː j old woman ko*ŋ he gathers
Majang has an active nasal assimilation rule, which turns each alveolar nasal 
placed in front  of  a  velar  consonant into a  velar  nasal, as in  àŋàn ‘four’ 
versus [àŋàŋ-k] ‘four (POSS)’.
II.2.3  Distribution
Before discussing the distribution of consonants, it is necessary to give some 
information on syllable, root and word structure in anticipation of sections 
II.4 and II.7. Syllables can be open and closed, and there can be two-conso-
nant clusters both word-medially and word-finally. Two-consonant clusters 
can also appear inside a morpheme, as in the verb stem dèrt ‘slide’. Words 
can be monomorphemic, but frequently include suffixes and even enclitics. 
Prefixes are very rarely encountered; these always end in a vowel. Noun and 
verb roots are often monosyllabic, but can consist of several syllables.
Most consonants can appear in all environments. There are, however, some 
limited distributions which are difficult to explain. Only a very small number 
of words end in a labial consonant, and except for the adverb otoːp ‘often’, 
and the noun  ɟoːpL ‘people’, no  words end in a  labial obstruent. The  labial 
nasal /m/ does appear word-finally in about 20 words, but this is balanced by 
the more than 200 words ending in the  alveolar  nasal /n/. Between vowels 
and in word-initial position /m/ is by far the most frequent nasal.
More transparent is the fact that at the end of a word, non-palatal voiced 
obstruents are not permitted phonetically. If an underlying voiced obstruent 
appears in that position, it is devoiced, such as  í ɟàː gL ‘work’, which is pro-
nounced [iɟàːkʰ], in this way creating a neutralization not unlike  obstruent 
hardening in other languages, such as German. The speakers do not appear 
to be aware of that alternation; so this process seems to be of a postlexical 
nature – see chapter 7 of Mohanan (1986) for evidence that speaker judg-
ments are linked to the lexical level of phonological representations.
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All consonants appear in good numbers word-initially and between vowels, 
except for the alveolar nasal /n/, which surprisingly appears word-initially in 
only about a dozen lexemes, as opposed to nearly ninety for /m/, 21 for /ɲ/ 
and 34 for /ŋ/. Except  for the assimilation of alveolar  nasals to the velar  
place of articulation (see section II.5.1), nasals keep their place of articula-
tion, both inside the root and at morpheme boundaries: for example, ámɗL 
‘stomach’ and ɗàmɗú ‘after he ate’ show /m/ maintaining its labial place of 
articulation preceding alveolar phonemes. The two reduplicated verb stems 
tíntím ‘fold’ and tɔ̀ntɔ̀m ‘incubate’, however, suggest that some assimilation 
happens preceding alveolar  consonants  inside a  stem.  No other  instances 
were encountered where any nasal assimilates to another place of articula-
tion. tɛmk ‘it is small  (SUB)’ shows /m/ stable in front of a velar consonant. 
The alveolar nasal can be encountered preceding palatal consonants, as in 
pàrànɟí L ‘white person’. The palatal nasal was encountered preceding /k/ in 
kóːɲkàn ‘cursed person’. The velar nasal was sometimes found preceding al-
veolar phonemes, as in the stem cɔ̀ː líláŋtL ‘vulture  (NOM)’. It  appears that 
Majang can be characterized as a split system regarding nasal assimilation, 
with a clear assimilation of alveolar nasals towards velar nasals, and a gener-
al lack of assimilation between other places of articulation.
In consonant clusters across syllable boundaries, there is a high tendency for 
having sonorants as first consonant (C1) and obstruents as second consonant 
(C2), as in words like tàmàːrɛrkí ‘they learn’ or, twice, in ɓànkàwkà ‘power’. 
Obstruents can only be found as  C1 when  C2 is also an  obstruent, as in 
táːp   ꜜt áːnákL ‘letters’ or ìɟáːgkɛL ‘when they started to work’. In the same way, 
sonorants  also  only  appear  as  C2 when  C1 is  another  sonorant, as  in 
mérménáːꜜrá ‘I notice’ or  ɓòkóːrjántáL ‘tortoise (DAT)’.
Implosives  usually  appear  as  C2 in  a  consonant cluster. An  alveolar  im-
plosive /ɗ/  cannot  be found preceding another  consonant within the same 
word. It  is  changed to the  flap /r/, as  in  eː ŋàɗàː ŋ ‘I  smell’ vs. eː ŋàrŋ ‘he  
smells’. The  labial implosive /ɓ/ is rarely found preceding  consonants. The 
only example encountered in the text corpus is  gàgáɓkɛjgíɗáL ‘whenever I  
give her’. Moges (2006, p. 829) points oùt thàt in spite of these restrictions 
àpplying to Màjàng implosives, they àre mùch more flexible in àppeàrànce 
thàn predicted by Greenberg (1970, p. 131), who stàted thàt implosives àre 
ùniversàlly not foùnd in word-finàl position, ànd not in consonànt clùsters, 
pàrticùlàrly involving nàsàls. Both sitùàtions do hàppen in Màjàng.
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In the few cases of monomorphemic and polymorphemic word-final conso-
nant clusters, C1 needs to be a  [+SONORANT]13 consonant. If  C1 is /l/  or a 
nasal, then C2 can be a [-SONORANT] consonant (including implosives), or the 
nasal /ŋ/ (such as in ɛltL ‘grassland’, emɗ ‘canoe’ or tà*mŋ ‘it drips’). If C1 is 
a [-NASAL], [-LATERAL] sonorant /r, j, w/, then only /ŋ/ and /n/ can be found in 
the  C2 position, as in  ko*wŋ ‘he digs’, kàː rnL ‘war’, ɓɛjnL ‘thorn’, or  ɗɛjŋL 
‘cooking stone’. The restrictions on word-final consonant clusters are entire-
ly  in  line  with  the  sonority  hierarchy proposed  by  Lowenstamm  (1981), 
which predicts the following order for syllable codas:  approximant – sono-
rant – nasal – obstruent. Two phonemes from the same level can combine to 
a consonant cluster. This is exactly what can be seen in Majang, giving the 
implosives  a  special  status  as  being neither  a  sonorant  nor  an  obstruent, 
placing them between nasals and obstruents.
The language strongly disfavors a  syllable rhyme containing both a  long 
vowel and a  consonant cluster14. If these two things come together in any 
configuration, the vowel is shortened. This can be observed for example in 
the  locative form of  ŋédàn ‘bee’, which makes use of the  non-central case 
stem /ŋédàː n/, to which the locative stem extension -t  is added, resulting in 
the form *ŋédàː nt, which is shortened to ŋédànt.
II.3  Distinctive Features
When describing  phonological rules, I occasionally make reference to the 
distinctive features of the phonological system. It is therefore necessary to 
determine what the distinctive features are for each phoneme. The discussion 
of the features presented here is not intended to be a contribution to any pho-
nological model interested in features. No attempt is made to validate or dis-
prove any existing feature inventories. The inventory proposed here is entire-
ly  language-specific  and  was  chosen  because  it  reflects  the  phonological 
realities of Majang. The vowels of Majang can be classified as seen in Table
4, with the understanding that they are all further marked as [+SYLLABIC]:
13 See section II.3 for a definition of each distinctive feature.
14 There are exceptions to this rule, such as the three possessive pronouns gáːnk (1S.PL), goːnk 








Table 4: distinctive features of Majang vowel phonemes
It  may appear surprising that  in such a feature  representation the  [-HIGH] 
vowels  are  not  further  distinguished for  vowel  height, including  the  low 
vowel /à/. The introduction of the feature [LOW] would introduce an unneces-
sary redundancy into the feature system. But it needs to be pointed out that 
the representation in table 4 masks another lower-level redundancy: the fea-
ture [-ATR] is neither required nor desired to characterize the vowel /à/.
I prefer the use of the feature [LABIAL] over the feature [ROUND], because the 
labial consonants and the round vowels trigger the same process, and there-
fore it may be assumed that the same  phonological feature is responsible. 
See section II.5.3 for a detailed discussion on how this feature [LABIAL] gov-
erns labial harmony.
The feature [ATR] may also be a surprising choice, as it was established that 
there is no ATR harmony in the language. Still the feature [ATR] is the only 
distinctive feature provided by the standard literature of generative phono-
logy with the power to distinguish between the [-HIGH] vowels, even if a fea-
ture  [LOW] were invoked, which would only apply to  /à/ in Majang. Hall 
(2007, p. 329) observes that “the feature [ATR] is used to capture the con-
trast between /i e o/ ([+ATR]) and /   / ([ɪ ɛ ɔ/ ([ ɛ ɔ/ ([ ɔ/ ([ -ATR]) – both in West African  
languages with [ATR] harmony, as well as Germanic languages like Eng-
lish.” This  is  in  agreement  with Casali’s  (2008,  p.  507)  explanation that 
[+ATR] vowels are characterized by a lower F1 value than [-ATR] vowels 
(and are therefore higher in traditional phonetic terms). The only other fea-
ture previously used for this purpose, [TENSE], was abandoned in the early 
days of generative phonology. Ladefoged’s (2005, p. 8 f) suggestion to use a 
feature  [MID] for  languages  without  ATR-based  vowel  harmony  was  not 
taken up by phonologists, possibly because it would still fail to distinguish 
between the two rows of mid vowels in an intuitive understanding of the fea-
ture. It was also seen in Table 2 that reference to an ATR-based vowel har-
mony in an older stage of the language explains some co-occurrence restric-
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tions between some vowels; further traces can be seen in some morpheme al-
ternations  such  as  the  nominalization  markers  -ɔ̀n and  -àn (see  section 
IV.2.2.1). If it was the feature [ATR] that caused this harmony in the past, it 
appears  logical  that  the  same feature  still  distinguishes  the  same vowels, 
even if a harmony is no longer based on this distinction. 
[ATR] is the only vowel feature which is not also used for consonants. 
The following table helps to identify the  consonant features, which are all 
needed in addition to the feature [-SYLLABIC].
[+LABIAL] [-LABIAL]
[-HIGH] [+HIGH]
p t c k [-VOICED]
[+OBSTRUENT] b d ɟ g [+VOICED]
[-OBSTRUENT] [-SONORANT] ɓ ɗ
[+SONORANT] w r j [-LATERAL]
[-NASAL]  l   [+LATERAL]
[+NASAL] m n ɲ ŋ
[-BACK] [+BACK]
Table 5: distinctive features of Majang consonant phonemes
The classification with respect  to the manner of articulation follows Cle-
ments and Osu (2002, p. 308), who state that “[...] the common property dis-
tinguishing implosives from explosives is the absence of air pressure buildup  
in the oral cavity. [...] this property is exactly the correlate of the feature  
[-OBSTRUENT].” Indeed the two implosives have a different distribution from 
both obstruents and sonorants in Majang, and therefore the [OBSTRUENT] fea-
ture provides the main dividing line between the Majang  consonants. The 
eight  [+OBSTRUENT] phonemes only need to be further classified as [-VOICED] 
and [+VOICED]. For the ten [-OBSTRUENT] sounds, a further division is made by 
the feature [SONORANT], which cannot just be seen as the inversion of the fea-
ture [OBSTRUENT] (Clements & Osu, 2002, p. 337f), but which in turn singles 
out the  implosives from the other  [-OBSTRUENT] phonemes. The  [+SONORANT] 
phonemes are either nasals [+NASAL] or approximants [-NASAL]. The approxi-
mants are either lateral (/l/) or non-lateral (/w, r, j/). This distinction is moti-
vated by the fact that the three non-lateral approximants on the one hand and 
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the lateral  approximant on the other display different phonotactic behavior 
(see section II.2.3).
The  Majang  consonant  system  provides  no  need  for  using  the  feature 
[CORONAL] to specify any place of articulation, as the feature [LABIAL] is needed 
anyway in the language and therefore is sufficient to distinguish between 
labial and alveolar sounds. The  labial harmony (section  II.5.3) proves that 
the feature [LABIAL] is applied to both vowels and consonants; the labial con-
sonants and round vowels clearly form a natural class. This renders the fea-
ture [CORONAL] redundant in Majang. The three remaining places of articula-
tion –  alveolar, palatal, and  velar – can easily be distinguished by the fea-
tures [HIGH] and [BACK], which are also used for distinguishing vowels.
In total, all 25 consonants and vowels of Majang can be distinguished by the 
following  ten  non-prosodic  distinctive  features  [SYLLABIC], [OBSTRUENT], 
[SONORANT], [NASAL], [VOICED], [LATERAL], [LABIAL], [HIGH], [BACK] and [ATR]. 
To be able to fully accommodate all phonological phenomena of Majang in a 
feature  notation, three  prosodic  features  would  have  to  be  introduced: 
[LONG], a tone and a register feature. But apart from the feature [LONG], proso-
dic features are not used in this language description.
II.4  Syllable and Root Structure
II.4.1  Syllable structure
The Majang maximal-syllable template describing the possible phonetic syl-
lables of the language is CVC, which allows for  consonant clusters across 
syllable boundaries word-medially. Only at the end of a word this template 
can be exceeded by monosyllabic  consonant clusters, but usually only fol-
lowing short  vowels15, and if they do not violate restrictions caused by the 
sonority hierarchy. For more details on consonant clusters, see section II.2.3.
Unlike Bender (1983, p. 115), the analysis of this study does not assume the 
presence of  diphthongs in Majang. The examples given by Bender are in-
15 See footnote 14 for some exceptions to this.
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stead  interpreted  as  sequences  of  a  vowel and  an  approximant:  kùroi 
(Bender) vs. kùꜜ roj ‘donkey’; wàikùn (Bender) vs. wàjkùn ‘seed’.
In Majang there are many places where the transition from a syllable ending 
in a vowel to a syllable beginning with a vowel invites hearing a glide [j] or 
[w], depending on the nature of the vowels involved. This study follows the 
convention of only writing a glide between vowels if its underlying existence 
can be established from additional evidence, like if in a different morpholog-
ical context the glide is found at the word boundary or in front of a conso-
nant. Thus  I  write  cáːkojɛ  ‘valleys’ because  of  càː koj ‘valley’, but  ɓoɛ  
‘antelope’, because in this word, the final /ɛ/ is part of the noun root, and 
there is no independent evidence for a glide between the two vowels, besides 
the possibility to transcribe this word phonetically as [ɓojɛ]. The final two 
syllables in the two words cáːkojɛ  and ɓoɛ  are phonetically not easily distin-
guishable16.
In order to maintain the Majang syllable structure, the language uses a num-
ber of devices to break up unacceptable consonant clusters. One of these, in-
volving the presence of  alveolar  implosives preceding other  consonants, is 
introduced as rule 3 in section II.5.2. Less specific is a vowel-epenthesis rule 
which inserts the default  vowel /i/ between stems ending in a  [-SONORANT]  
consonant and a consonantal suffix or enclitic. A very rough representation 
of this rule might look like this:
Rule 1: vowel epenthesis
Ø → i / C __ + C
[-SONORANT]
This rule is applied for example with the  subordinate-clause  clitic =k and 
with the  sentence-final  topicality  (SFT) clitic =ŋ, which attach themselves 
without epenthesis to preceding vowels and most sonorants, but require this 
epenthetic vowel in a position following obstruents:
16 With ɓoɛ  a speaker may also choose to separate the two vowels by a  glottal stop [ɓoʔɛ]. 
This glottal stop may in principle be inserted between any two vowels in a word, but most 
often it is not (see section II.1.3).
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Example II.17: contrasts between nasals
a) ɗùŋe ŋ < {ɗùŋeL=ŋ} b) kùꜜro jŋ < {kùꜜrojL=ŋ}
hyena\SG.NOM=SFT donkey\SG.NOM=SFT
c) cɔ̀ː líláŋtí  ŋ < {cɔ̀ː líláŋtL=ŋ} d) kùrɓùtù ŋ < {kùrɓùt=ŋ}
vulture\SG.NOM=SFT maggot\SG.NOM=SFT
In examples a) and b), there is no  epenthetic vowel, because the  SFT-clitic 
finds a vowel or approximant (/j, w/) to attach itself to. Examples c) and d) 
have an  epenthetic vowel following a  stem ending in an  obstruent. In ex-
ample d), the  epenthetic  vowel changes from /i/  to /ù/  as  a result  of  the 
labial-harmony rule 4, introduced in section II.5.3 below. This shows that the 
epenthetic vowel is subject to this rule which otherwise only applies to ver-
bal suffixes.
The feature  [-SONORANT] is a simplification of the actual environments trig-
gering this rule. Quite often the epenthesis also happens following nasals and 
even some other oral  sonorants. For the  SFT-clitic the following generaliza-
tions hold:
• A stem ending in a  vowel or an  approximant will never have the 
epenthetic  vowel (as  it  would  serve  no  purpose):  ɗùmà ː ŋ ‘owner  
(NOM)’, ɗùŋe ŋ ‘hyena (NOM)’, kùꜜro jŋ ‘donkey (NOM)’.
• A stem ending in a  [-SONORANT] sound will almost always have the 
epenthetic  vowel:  weː ntí  ŋ ‘ear  (NOM)’, émɗí ŋ ‘canoe  (NOM)’, ɗóːkù ŋ 
‘land (NOM)’. Stems ending in an alveolar implosive which is not part 
of a CC-sequence change this implosive to the phoneme /r/ (see sec-
tion II.5.2). This explains the alternation between eː ŋàɗàː ŋL ‘I smell’ 
and eː ŋàrŋ ‘he smells’.
• Stems ending in a  nasal use the  epenthetic  vowel only following a 
long  stem vowel:  dɔ̀mɔ̀ː nù ŋ ‘leopard  (NOM)’, wàːjàː ní  ŋ ‘plant  (NOM)’, 
ɛdɛː ní  ŋ ‘mountain (NOM)’. Following a short vowel, the SFT-marker is 
dropped entirely: tɔ̀ n ‘child (NOM)’, tèkán ‘aunt (NOM)’, càːkóm ‘friend 
(NOM)’. This criterion looks more straightforward than it actually is. 
One of these  long  vowels is apparently  caused by the  SFT-marker; 
without  it, the  plain  nominative form of  ɛdɛn ‘mountain  (ABS)’ is 
ɛdɛnL with a short  vowel. The SFT-marker therefore seems to create 
its own condition where it can appear. But it does not do so on other 
words. 
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• For other  sonorant environments, the placement of  the  epenthetic 
element  appears  to  be even more random, as  illustrated by word 
pairs such as kùtùr ‘hog (ABS)’ vs. kùtùrùŋ ‘hog (NOM)’ as opposed to 
wàrL ‘dog (ABS)’ vs. wà rŋ ‘dog (NOM)’. For lack of a better generaliza-
tion, it needs to be concluded that stems ending in /l/ and /r/ can 
sometimes be found taking a vowel, and sometimes not.
II.4.2  Root structure
In  Majang, the  synchronic  distinction  between  roots  and  stems is  often 
difficult  to make. Some  derivation affixes clearly identify many stems as 
derived from particular roots, as in the case of ɓoː jànL ‘hate (INF)’, which is 
derived from the verb root ɓoː j. There are, however, many lexemes where the 
different  stem forms cannot be easily traced back to an identifiable under-
lying root. This is the case when the differences between the stems are either 
of a purely tonal nature, or when there are differences in  vowel length or 
quality, or when the stems differ in the absence or presence of a particular 
(usually  stem-final)  consonant, which cannot be identified as a productive 
derivation marker. All  these  factors  can be  illustrated  by  the stems  ɛdɛn 
(SG.ABS), ɛdɛnL (SG.NOM.MOD), ɛdɛ ː n (SG.ERG), ɛdɛnL (SG.NOM), edeː n (SG.LOC), ɛdɛː n 
(SG.DAT), ɛdɛnk (PL.ABS) and ɛdɛn (PL.ERG). These forms all refer to the lexeme 
for ‘mountain’, and some of them have additional grammatical uses to those 
listed here. Each stem is treated as a simple stem in this study, which implies 
that they are not treated differently from a root. This is particularly the case 
when looking at the phonological structure of roots, as this section attempts.
II.4.2.1  Noun roots
Simple noun  roots in Majang consist of either one, two or three  syllables. 
The root syllables conform to the maximal-syllable template, with the addi-
tional possibility of having consonant clusters at the end of the root. Beyond 
this, there does not seem to be any restriction as to what can constitute a 
noun  root. Monosyllabic  roots  with  a  CV  pattern  are  non-existent, and 
monosyllabic CV  ː roots are extremely rare. The example  wàː  below is the 
dative variant of the CVC root wɛjL ‘house’.
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Example II.18: examples of noun roots
1-syllabic    gloss               2-syllabic    gloss                  3-syllabic           gloss           
káːrn war kántɛ basket kácíkír stump
mòːr anvil móːrɛ fat mɛkɛlɛmL hawk
tèk in-law tálój swarm tɛŋɔ̀níː locust
wàː house (DAT) wòrí money wàːkójót god
ɓàːj heart bɔ̀dɛL palm tree bùcùlɛ puppy
II.4.2.2  Verb roots
Verb  roots in Majang have a very strong tendency to end in a  consonant. 
This is  compatible with the fact  that  practically all  person  suffixes begin 
with a vowel. Roots ending in a consonant therefore enable easy syllabifica-
tion. This is certainly true for all  roots of the  i- and -classes of verbs (seeɛ-class verb suffixes  
section  IV.2.1.1 on verb classes). The various  a-classes, however, contain 
many roots ending in a vowel. This may be the reason for the development 
of the -k extension morpheme used in these classes (see p. 248), which does 
not seem to carry any meaning. Its purpose appears to be to create well-
formed stems which otherwise would end in a vowel.
Monomorphemic perfective verb stems usually consist of one syllable, but a 
smaller number of roots has two syllables.
Example II.19: examples of monomorphemic verb roots
1-syllabic    gloss               2-syllabic    gloss       
àːm yawn àgàl steal
càn lose ɓɔ̀lɔ̀ː r grow
dèrt slide dìgòj greet
gòt blow gùpàt spill
óːj shout ògàr cut hair
Imperfective verb stems are formed by the reduplication of the first CV se-
quence of the first  stem syllable, and therefore have at least two  syllables. 
This reduplication does not appear to be a straightforward productive phono-
logical process, as the following examples illustrate – tones may change and 
vowel length is usually lost. Rather, the imperfective verb stems need to be 
treated as lexicalized forms.
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he sees he is seeing
b) ɗàm ɗàɗàmí ːL
{ɗàm} {ɗàɗàm-iːL}
eat\PFV.3S.CJ eat\IPFV-AP.3S
he eats he is eating
c) reː ꜜràL rereràL
{reː r-àL} {rerer-àL}
run\PFV-1S.DJ run\IPFV-1S.DJ
I run I am running
II.5  Phonological Processes
There are few phonological rules on segments which apply across the whole 
language. The two most regular rules are nasal assimilation and alveolar im-
plosive weakening. Two other important rules are morphologically restricted 
to only some sets of suffixes: height assimilation and labial harmony.
II.5.1  Nasal assimilation
As seen in  section  II.2.2, alveolar  nasals  adapt  their  place of articulation 
when preceding velar  consonants, as  in  àŋàn ‘four’ versus [àŋàŋk] ‘four’  
(POSS). This was not observed for alveolar nasals preceding palatal or labial 
consonants, for lack of words providing such an environment. Only alveolar 
nasals were found to assimilate their place of articulation. Section II.2.3 con-
tains examples of possible clusters of nasals followed by non-homorganic 
consonants.
Rule 2: nasal assimilation
n → [+BACK] / __ C
[+BACK]
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This rule states that /n/ changes to /ŋ/ preceding a velar consonant. It is diffi-
cult  to establish whether  this rule  is  lexical, that  is  whether  speakers  are 
aware of this change (see Snider (2018, p. 95) for this component of the dis-
tinction between lexical and postlexical rules). Throughout this study it is 
treated  as  postlexical, which  means  that  it  is  not  reflected  by  the  ortho-
graphic conventions adopted for this study. The possessive form of  àŋàn  is 
therefore written as àŋànk.
For many morphemes it is impossible to establish whether the phonetic com-
bination [ŋk] goes back to an underlying cluster /nk/ or /ŋk/. This is true for 
many pronouns and  determiners, such as  gànk ‘POSS\1P.PL’, cenk ‘2S.CONTR’, 
kɔ̀nk ‘REF\RECPST’, mànk ‘or’, or even the possessive case marker -onk. In all 
these cases, I decided to transcribe them consistently as <nk>.
II.5.2  Alveolar implosive weakening
The  alveolar  implosive /ɗ/ is not allowed to occur preceding a morpheme 
beginning with a consonant. In that environment it is weakened to /r/, as in 
eː ŋàɗàː ŋL ‘I smell’ vs. eː ŋàrŋ ‘he smells’. A formal representation of this rule 
might look as follows:
Rule 3: alveolar implosive weakening
ɗ → r / __+C
There is no corresponding weakening rule for the labial implosive conso-
nant.
II.5.3  Labial harmony
All verbal suffixes involving the short vowel /i/ in their first syllable are sub-
ject to a vowel-harmony rule, which, depending on the  rhyme (R)17 of the 
preceding  syllable, changes  the  suffix  vowel. If  the  rhyme contains  a 
[+LABIAL] consonant or vowel, the vowel is /ù/, otherwise it remains /i/.
17 For the nomenclature regarding syllable structure, this study follows Blevins (1995).
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Example II.21: labial harmony
a) dí ː ꜜlí nL b) làŋí r c) pàː ŋík
{dí ː l-í nL} {làŋ-irL} {pàː ŋ-ík}
take-2S.DJ find-3P.DJ slap-IMP.SG
you take they find slap!
d) ŋeɗeː mùnL e) ɓokotùr f) làptúk
{ŋeɗeː m-í nL} {ɓokot-irL} {làpt-ík}
smile-2S.DJ kill-3P.DJ dive-imp.sg
you smile they kill dive!
If the last stem syllable contains a [+LABIAL] vowel or consonant anywhere in 
the rhyme, the suffix vowel is /ù/. This is the case in example e), where the 
labial vowel /o/ in the last stem syllable triggers the process. But, as stated, 
the process also applies to stems with a labial consonant in the coda, as seen 
in example II.21d). It is also important to note that the labial consonant trig-
gering the harmony does not have to be the final consonant of the stem, but 
may be another  consonant found in the coda, as the /p/ in example f). The 
nature of the onset of the preceding syllable has no impact on the choice of 
the suffix vowel, as can be seen from example c), where the onset consonant 
is [+LABIAL], but all rhyme sounds are [-LABIAL].
It  is this  labial harmony that prompted the choice of  [LABIAL] as a feature 
operating for both consonants and vowels in Majang (section II.3). As can be 
seen from examples d) and e), both a round vowel and a labial consonant de-
termine that the suffix vowel changes from /i/ to /ù/. It is best to assume that 
the rounding of the  vowel is the result of the same  phonological rule (not 
two different rules), and describing this one rule is easier when it makes re-
ference to only one phonological feature. Another crucial assumption is that 
this feature  [LABIAL] has a  suprasegmental nature, determining that a whole 
syllable rhyme takes over the feature  [+LABIAL] when it is infected with it 
anywhere. In the labial-harmony rule it is therefore necessary to make refer-
ence to the syllable rhyme as a phonological unit:
Rule 4: labial harmony on verbal suffixes and epenthetic vowels
V → V / R + __




This  rule  states  that  a  suffix  morpheme  containing  the  short  vowel  /i/ 
changes it to /ù/ when following a morpheme ending in a syllable  rhyme 
containing a labial sound. This does not apply to the long vowel /iː/. The 1P 
suffix -í ,ːL in the verb  ŋeɗeː míːL ‘we smile’ is not affected by the rule. As 
stated in section  II.1.3 above, it is not always easy to determine whether a 
particular  suffix contains  a  long  vowel or  a  short  vowel. One  of  these 
suffixes is the class marker of i-class verbs in some complex verb forms, as 
in  gáɓíːgíɗɛ {gáɓ-íː-gíɗ-ɛ} ‘it  was  given  to’. If  this  were  a  short  vowel, 
however, the labial-harmony rule would render this word as *gáɓúːgúɗɛ. The 
fact that this form does not materialize is taken as proof that this  vowel of 
doubtful length must be a long one.
Still, it needs to be pointed out that this  labial-harmony rule is restricted to 
verbal suffixes and epenthetic vowels. No nominal suffixes were encounter-
ed that are subject to this phonological rule. The only exception to this is the 
possessive marker -k, which is only used on some nouns, and which is often 
introduced by the epenthetic vowel /i/. This epenthetic vowel is always sub-
ject to labial harmony, also when it  precedes the sentence-final topicality 
clitic =ŋ and the subordination clitic =k.
II.5.4  Vowel-height harmony for -class verb ɛ-class verb suffixes
Another phonological rule is restricted to verbs of the -class ɛ-class verb suffixes (see section -ɛ-class verb suffixes
class verbs, p. 248 below); the class-specific verbal-suffix allomorphs that 
begin  with  a  mid-front  [-ATR] vowel /ɛ/  will  change  this  vowel to  its 
[+ATR] counterpart  /e/  if  the  suffix follows a  syllable containing a  high 
vowel.
Example II.22: vowel height harmony on -class ɛ-class verb suffixes suffixes
a) 3S suffix {kɛː t-ɛ} he scatters {mí ːɲ-é} he covers
b) 2P suffix {kɛː t-ɛ*ː r} youPL scatter {mí ːɲ-e*ː r} youPL cover
c) 3P suffix {kɛː t-ɛr} they scatter {mí ːɲ-er} they cover
d) INF, NEG {kɛː t-ɛː t} to scatter, scattering {mí ːɲ-eː t} to cover, covering
This  vowel-height  harmony process is  morphologically restricted to some 
suffixes applying on -class verbsɛ-class verb suffixes 18 and does not apply elsewhere in the lan-
guage.
18 The impersonal marker -ɛꜜ , for example, is not affected by this rule, including when it ap-
pears on -class verbs.ɛ-class verb suffixes
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Rule 5: vowel-height harmony for ɛ-class verb suffixes-class suffixes
ɛ → e / V (C2) + __
[+HIGH]
This height-harmony rule states that a suffix morpheme containing the vowel 
/ɛ/  changes  this  to  /e/  when  following  another  morpheme having  a  high 
vowel /i/ or /ù/ in its final syllable. This rule is not sensitive to vowel length, 
as opposed to the labial-harmony rule. Example II.22 shows that it applies to 
both long and short suffix vowels.
II.6  Tone
Majang has two distinctive tone levels, which are called high and low (H and 
L). High  tones  can  be  both  automatically  and  non-automatically  down-
stepped in various situations (see section II.6.2). Falling and rising tones are 
created by combining high and low tones on the same syllable, which hap-
pens only at the end of a phonological word.
Roots of nouns and verbs are accompanied by different tonal melodies, as 
seen in the following examples. The number following the tone pattern indi-
cates the frequency of occurrence in a 485-item sample of noun stems.
Example II.23: noun-tone melodies, as seen on bisyllabic and monosyllabic roots
a) H (186) múɲá earthworm [   ] póɲ group [  ]
b) L (83) dàrì sky [   ]19 tàŋ abscess [  ]
c) LH (84) dàlí hump [   ]
d) HL (44) dúbì moth [   ] tɔ̀ ː n20 child [  ]
e) HL (82) bógóL stutter (N) [   ] ɲónL lie (N) [  ]
19 Pre-pausal low tones have a slight falling contour in Majang, which is of a purely phonetic 
nature. See also example d).
20 A HL melody was only found on monosyllabic noun roots with a long vowel. Some erga-
tive noun stems, such as  tɔ̀ n ‘child  (ERG)’ have  short  vowels  with a  HL sequence. LH 
melodies do not exist on monosyllabic noun roots at all.
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Example II.24: verb-tone melodies, as seen on bisyllabic roots21
a) H ɗégér know [   ]
b) L ɓàdɛj break [   ]
c) LH ràgád prepare [   ]
As can be seen here, the noun roots appear to be tonally more varied than the 
verb roots, which only come in the three different patterns L, H and LH. The 
pattern L occurs 235 times in a 355- item sample of verb stems, H 98 times, 
and LH 22 times.
Although all lexical roots are accompanied by lexical tones, some affixes are 
underlyingly toneless, and then copy the tone of the preceding syllable (see 
section II.6.3).
Based on the available evidence, it is very difficult to decide which of the 
two tones is marked or unmarked. The frequency of the tones certainly does 
not help in this matter. In the 2879-word text sample, the high tone appears 
only slightly more frequently on short vowels (1894 times) than the low tone 
(1847 times). On long vowels the frequency differs, though, with 668 high 
tones, compared to only 366 low tones. Contour tones are much less fre-
quent, with 55  falling tones (HL)  on short  vowels balanced by 76 on long 
vowels, and 21  rising tones (LH) on short  vowels compared to 29 on  long 
vowels.
In order to read the examples given in this section, it may be necessary to 
first understand the tone-orthography conventions used in this study. These 
are explained in section II.9.
II.6.1  Tone association rules 
Most morphemes have inherent tone melodies. The association of tones to 
the available syllables happens from left to right. The language counts sylla-
bles, not  morae, so that a non-final  long vowel regularly only receives one 
tone during the association process.
Example II.25: tone association
a) {dùgí ɗí ːk-ǐː-ŋ} we hide ourselves [     ]
   L  H    L H
21 The pattern LH is not found on monosyllabic roots.
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b) áːtùj razor [   ]
 
H L
Example a) displays the association of one tone to two syllables, and the as-
sociation of two tones to one syllable. 
Example b) is shown as evidence that the Majang language counts syllables, 
not  morae. If morae were counted, the  L would already associate with the 
second component of the long vowel of the first  syllable, resulting in *à ː tùj. 
But this word would violate the aforementioned constraint regarding contour 
tones  on  non-final  syllables. This  constraint  is  evidence  against  a  mora-
counting nature of Majang, as these two principles are not compatible with 
each other – a language counting morae would require contour tones being 
able to occur on non-final  syllables. In any case, all  tone associations of 
Majang work very well under the assumption of a syllable-counting system.
II.6.2  Downstep
Majang uses  downstep, both  automatic and  non-automatic. Whenever a  H 
follows a surface L, its register is lowered, so that the H is pronounced on a 
lower pitch than any preceding H in the same clause. At clause boundaries, 
the register is reset. This is called automatic downstep.
There are also many instances, however, when a high tone following a high 
tone has its register lowered. There appear to be two different causes for this:
1. Some morphemes are accompanied by a floating low tone, which is not 
audible on the word itself, but which lowers the register of the following 
word. This  non-automatic  downstep usually22 operates  across  word 
boundaries.
Example II.26: non-automatic downstep caused by floating low tones
a) béàL nàː k my spear  [   ]
     H L   H
b) bolbol nàː k my calf of leg [    ]
      H         H
22 Example IV.24 presents an analysis where the floating L is assumed to manifest itself on an 
attached suffix.
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In both examples, a noun with a final H is followed by the 1S.SG.ABS pos-
sessive pronoun, which also has an inherent H. In example a), this high 
tone on the pronoun is downstepped, whereas in example b), it is on the 
same register as the preceding high tone. In order to account for this dif-
ference, it is necessary to assume that the noun in example a) is accom-
panied by some device that lowers the register for the rest of the clause. 
The noun in example b), however, is not accompanied by such a regis-
ter-lowering device. For the purposes of this section, it is not important 
to decide whether this device lowering the register is part of the preced-
ing noun stem or an affix that is only attached to the nouns of a particu-
lar  inflection class (see the section on  singular marking on p. 150 for 
more information). In either case, the proposed analysis assumes that the 
noun in example a) is accompanied by a floating L that causes the lower-
ing of the register on the following possessive pronoun. This floating L 
is absent in example b), and no phonological reason beyond posing such 
a  floating  L can  be  identified  that  determines  which  noun  causes  a 
downstep and which doesn’t. In this study, I call this kind of non-auto-
matic  downstep word downstep, as it crosses word boundaries. In the 
2879-word text sample, this kind of downstep occurs 882 times. As this 
floating low tone is a part of the lexical material of the utterance, it is in 
this study always written (with the superscript L), even if it does not have 
a phonetic effect preceding words beginning with a low tone.
2. When two separate underlying high tones come together within a word 
across morpheme boundaries, the first syllable of the second morpheme 
is affected by a lowering of the register. This happens in order to avoid 
an obvious violation of the Obligatory Contour Principle. Cahill (2004, 
p. 5) lists a number of other African languages (Kishambaa, Supyire and 
Namwanga) which share this behavior. The situation in Namwanga par-
ticularly mirrors the evidence in Majang (Bickmore, 2000, p. 302f). This 
non-automatic  downstep only  operates  between  morphemes  within  a 
word. Two high tones meeting across  word boundaries do not trigger 
downstep if no floating L is involved (see example II.26b). The analysis 
proposed here does not assume the presence of a floating L between the 
two underlying high tones triggering the  morpheme downstep. Such a 
floating L is present neither underlyingly, nor as a product of a phono-
logical rule creating the downstep. The downstep is a lowering of the 
register, and is not caused by the insertion of an unrealized low tone. 
This agrees in principle with Odden’s (1986, p. 366) interpretation of the 
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facts in Kishambaa. This form of non-automatic downstep is therefore 
fundamentally different from the word downstep introduced above, and 
is accordingly indicated by a different orthographic symbol (ꜜ).
Example II.27: non-automatic downstep within a word
coːꜜmoj   tree, sp. [   ]
 
   H    H
This noun consists of the root morpheme plus the non-productive nomi-
nalizer -oj (see example IV.125). I call this kind of non-automatic down-
step morpheme downstep, as it crosses morpheme boundaries only, but 
never  word boundaries. This kind of  downstep is  much less frequent 
than the word downstep, with only 87 occurrences in the 2879-word text 
sample.
Both types of non-automatic  downstep may involve the same word, as the 
following noun phrase illustrates:
Example II.28: combination of downsteps




This example has two downsteps operating on the noun wákàꜜ càkɛL. The first 
downstep following the  stem wàkàc is caused by the addition of the  plural 
suffix -àk, which has its own underlying high tone. The high tone on wàkàc 
spreads out over both syllables of the stem and therefore stays on the same 
register. The presence of the new H on -àk is announced by the morpheme 
downstep between the two morphemes. The H on -àk spreads out to the next 
morpheme, the toneless locative marker -ɛL. As no new tone is involved, the 
register stays  the  same on the two  syllables  -àkɛL. Although the  locative 
marker -ɛL is toneless as such, and therefore available for the copying of the 
H on  -àk, it  is accompanied by a  floating low tone. This  floating  L then 
causes the H on gàː nɛL to be downstepped, according to the principle of word 
downstep.
Although minimal pairs entirely based on non-automatic downstep are rare, 
they do exist. Quite frequently the contrast is used for the paradigmatic dis-
tinction between absolutive nouns (ABS) and nominative nouns (NOM).
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Example II.29: minimal pair based on downstep
a) ɗɛnà wàrL kɛkàr. [       ]
{ɗɛn-à wàrL kɛkàr}
see-1S.CJ dog\SG.ABS again
I see a dog again.
a) káwɗí ːL wàr kɛkàr. [       ]
{káw-ɗiːL wàr kɛkàr}
bite-AP.3S dog\SG.NOM again
The dog bites again.
In both examples, the noun wàr ‘dog’ is followed by the same adverb kɛkàr, 
which begins with a H and therefore serves well as an indicator for downstep 
caused by preceding words. Downstep of kɛkàr happens in example a), but 
not in example b), which illustrates that the forms for absolutive and nomi-
native can be subtly different for some nouns (other nouns do not display 
that difference through downstep, if at all – see section IV.1.3.1 for details 
on how the various noun forms are distinguished morphologically).
The two different kinds of  non-automatic  downstep in Majang provide an 
excellent tool for determining word boundaries in Majang. This is illustrated 
by the following examples, where the absence of a downstep between the 
words of example d) proves to be crucial:
Example II.30: downstep and word boundaries
a) ɗeː gàrí ː [   ] we sleep
{ɗeː gàr-í ,ːL}
sleep-1P.DJ
b) ɗeː gàrí ː  kɔ̀ [    ] we just slept
{ɗeː gàr-í ,ːL kɔ̀}
sleep-1P.DJ RECPST
c) ɗeː gàràrí  [  ] youPL sleep
{ɗeː gàr-àrí }
sleep-2P.DJ
d) ɗeː gàràrí  kɔ̀ [    ] youPL just slept
{ɗeː gàr-àrí  kɔ̀}
sleep-2P.DJ RECPST
These examples show that the  recent past marker  kɔ̀ always carries a high 
tone, regardless of the preceding tones, which implies that the high tone is 
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part of the underlying representation of this marker. It is also shown that the 
H on kɔ̀ is not downstepped following a high-toned morpheme (example d). 
This proves that the  morpheme downstep does not apply to the marker  kɔ̀, 
which in turn proves that kɔ̀ is neither a suffix nor a clitic, as it was analyzed 
by Bender (1983,  p.  134) or Unseth (1989b,  p.  108), but  an independent 
word (the same can be assumed, by extension, for all other tense markers of 
the language).
Unfortunately, the neat picture presented so far is disturbed by a number of 
verbal paradigms where the application of the morpheme-downstep rule does 
not suffice to explain the tonal variation between stems lexically ending on a 
high tone and those ending on a low tone. The following examples are taken 
from the relative-past paradigms presented in example IV.165.
Example II.31: unexplained tonal behavior in some complex verbal paradigms
a) {ped} ‘finish’ L-melody
1S pèdí ːɗàL {ped-í ːɗ-àL} after I had finished
b) {ìbáːl} ‘play’ LH-melody
1S ìbáːlí ːɗàL {ìbáːl-í ːɗ-àL} after I had played
Both examples take i-class stems ending on a consonant and add the relative-
past marker -í ːɗ, followed by the toneless 1S person marker -àL. Example a) 
gives the impression that  the relative-past  marker has an underlying high 
tone, which is realized without modification following the low-toned stem 
pèd ‘finish’. But following a stem ending on a high tone, as in example b) 
following ìbáːl ‘play’, the suffix high tone is not downstepped, as one would 
expect after the application of the morpheme-downstep rule. These examples 
suggest the presence of a phonological word boundary between the stem and 
the relative-past marker, but such a boundary has no place in these examples, 
because the syllabification treats the relative-past verbs as single words – it 
is not reasonable to assume a phonological word boundary inside the syl-
lables /dí ː / (a) and /lí ː / (b). One could also assume a tone merger of the two 
high tones as a strategy to avoid a violation of the Obligatory Contour Prin-
ciple (OCP), but the language does not make use of this strategy elsewhere. 
Another unsatisfactory way to describe what is happening is to assume two 
tonal allomorphs of the relative-past marker: one allomorph has an under-
lying high tone in the environment of a stem-final low tone. The other allo-
morph  is  toneless  in  the  environment  of  a  stem-final  high  tone, and  it 
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therefore copies the stem tone without triggering the morpheme-downstep. 
This allomorphy rule is suffering from a lack of phonological motivation.
A  better way to look at this assumes that morphemes with this behavior fol-
low a tone-replacement rule that replaces all stem tones with the high tone of 
the morpheme until it is blocked by a stem L. The morpheme -í ːɗ (from now 
on marked with the super-high tone marker to indicate its tone-replacement 
behavior) replaces the stem tones by its own high tone. In example II.31a), 
this is blocked by the low tone on the stem, and in example b), it succeeds 
for the second stem syllable, which has an underlying H, but not for the first 
syllable of the stem, which has a blocking L. The absence of word-internal 
downstep in this word makes any analysis that maintains the association of 
the original stem H untenable.
This behavior is restricted to the more  complex verb paradigms involving 
subordinate-tense forms or direction markers (section IV.2.3). These will be 
marked  by  the  super-high  tone  marker, just  as  some  other  morphemes 
(particularly infinitive and noun-plural markers) whose tone-replacement be-
havior is not blocked by low tones on the stem.
II.6.3  Toneless morphemes and polar tones
Not all morphemes of the Majang language have their own underlying tone. 
Although all stem morphemes of Majang and all particles have their own in-
herent tone or tone melody, some suffixes are not specified for tone in the 
lexicon.
Example II.32: toneless 3P.DJ morpheme
a) í báːlí rL b) làŋí r
{í báːl-irL} {làŋ-irL}
play-3P.DJ find-3P.DJ
they play they find
The  3P.DJ morpheme  -irL for the  i-class verbs always behaves like in these 
examples, and in the same way the 3P.DJ morpheme -ɛrL for the -class verbsɛ-class verb suffixes . 
Following a stem ending in a high tone (example a), it carries a non-down-
stepped high tone. Following a stem ending in a low tone (example b), it car-
ries a low tone. This variation is best explained by a simple tone-spreading 
rule which assumes that the  suffix is inherently  toneless. The  morpheme-
downstep rule shown above does not allow the high suffix tone in example 
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a) to be analyzed as an underlying tone, as it would then be downstepped. It 
must be analyzed as the same tone as the high tone on the last stem syllable, 
spreading over to the suffix.
Example II.33: tone spreading to toneless morphemes
a) í báːlí rL b) làŋí r
{í báːl-irL} {làŋ-irL}
 L H      L   L      L
As can be seen in these examples, the situation is somewhat complicated by 
the presence of a  floating low tone on many of these toneless morphemes. 
This means that when the 3P.DJ suffix -irL copies the preceding stem tone and 
this results in a high tone on the  suffix, the next word will then be  down-
stepped, which implies a word-downstep situation and therefore the involve-
ment of a floating low tone. This is also the case in the following examples:
Example II.34: toneless PL-morpheme -ɛL with floating low tone
a) kùꜜrojɛL gàː nk b) kùtùrɛ  gàː nk
{kùꜜroj-ɛL} {kùtùr-ɛL}
donkey-PL.ABS POSS\1S.PL.ABS hog-PL.ABS  POSS\1S.PL.ABS
my donkeys my hogs
The plural suffix -ɛL copies the stem tone in both examples a) and b). But in 
example a), the high tone on the following  possessive pronoun is  down-
stepped. Since the tone on the suffix in example b) is already low, no non-
automatic  downstep is  applied to the following  possessive pronoun – the 
high tone on gàː ŋk is automatically downstepped compared to previous high 
tones in the utterance.
This behavior is not what one would expect according to established phono-
logical universals. One of the constraints relating to tone according to Auto-
segmental Phonology is a strong dislike of languages for floating low tones 
and for toneless syllables. Such constraints23 can of course be violated, as ap-
parently the Majang language does here, but it is striking to see that in this 
situation, there should actually be no need for such a violation. The mor-
pheme  -ɛL is a  syllable and has an available low tone attached to it;  one 
23 Cahill (2004, p. 13) translates Goldsmith’s (1976) Well-Formedness Conditions into Basic 
Tone Mapping (Well-Formedness) Constraints, of which the two constraints *TONELESS and 
*(L) are relevant in evaluating the behavior of Majang.
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would therefore expect that this low tone just becomes associated with the 
syllable, in this way eliminating the offending presence of both the toneless 
syllable and  the  unassociated  floating  low  tone. The  Majang  language 
instead opts for leaving the  floating low tone unassociated, while dealing 
with the  toneless  syllable through tone copying from the  stem. Other mor-
phemes, such as the 3P.CJ marker -ɛr on ɗɛjɛ r ‘they want’, have a fixed low 
tone, which is always realized on the  syllable itself. There is no apparent 
alternative to an analysis which assumes that there is an underlying differ-
ence between an associated low tone on some morphemes (such as on  -ɛr 
‘3P.CP’) and a non-associated, floating low tone on other morphemes, such as 
the noun-plural marker -ɛL. The underlying representation of these two mor-
phemes must be different, as they behave differently in word formation.
At least some phonologists claim that each floating tone must connect to an 
available  toneless  TBU. The  Tone Mapping Rule  in  Halle  and Vergnaud 
(1982, p. 67), which they adopted from Williams (1976), would clearly rule 
out Majang’s behavior. One way to uphold the Tone Mapping Rule is an as-
sumption that the floating L is created in the process of the tone-spreading. 
Such a conclusion might be drawn as a result of the fact that almost all tone-
less morphemes behave like the 3P.DJ marker -irL or the plural marker -ɛL – 
they have an inherent floating  L. This could invite an analysis involving a 
rule that somehow adds this floating low tone to a toneless morpheme when-
ever the resulting surface tone on the suffix is high. Unfortunately, this pro-
posed rule  is  rendered untenable  by the presence of  a few toneless  mor-
phemes without a floating L when a H spreads on the toneless syllable. Some 
non-modified plural nominative suffixes, for example, clearly copy the stem 
tone without  using a floating low tone, as in  càkomà <  càkom-à  ‘friends  
(NOM)’ or wàrtùn < wàr-tùn ‘dogs (NOM)’. There is therefore no rule in Majang 
that places a floating  L following high-tone copying. All other attempts to 
maintain the constraint would require assumptions about tone replacement 
on what  is  here called a  toneless morpheme, and such an analysis would 
make very complicated what can easily be described in terms of tone spread-
ing. Other languages display similar violations, such as the Bantu languages 
Kikuria and Chiyao (Odden, 1995, p. 459), although the floating tone in-
volved in those languages is a high tone. In the following, all morphemes 
with a similar behavior as the 3P.DJ markers -ɛrL and -irL, or the plural marker 
-ɛL, are represented in the examples as being toneless with an unassociated 
floating low tone. Other analyses of their behavior may be possible, but I 
leave these to be worked out by those who have a higher interest in main-
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taining the validity of the above universal that such morphemes should not 
exist in any language.
One particular morpheme of the Majang language, the  1P.DJ suffix on the 
verb, also shows variation, but in a different manner than toneless suffixes.
Example II.35: polar tone on the 1P.DJ suffix
a) toní ːL b) gùːgùɲí ː
{ton-í ,ːL} {gùːgùɲ-í ,ːL}
tell-1P.DJ enter-1P.DJ
we tell we enter
The 1P.DJ suffix consistently has a high tone following a low-toned stem (ex-
ample a), and a low tone following a high-toned stem (example b). If it re-
ceives a high tone, it again causes downstep on a following high-toned word. 
It  is  therefore  assumed that  the  suffix in  its  underlying  representation  is 
equipped with both a polar tone and a floating low tone, and is therefore re-
presented in the lexicon as -í ,ːL, where the superscript cross symbol represents 
the polar tone.
For the two Gur languages Moore and Lama the authors Kenstowicz, Niki-
ema and Ourso (1988) demonstrated that polar tone goes back to an underly-
ing high tone that is dissimilated when following another high tone as an in-
stance of Meeussen’s Rule (HH → HL), which applies to avoid violations of 
the  Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP). If this were the case in Majang, 
then the underlying representation of the 1P.DJ suffix would be -í ːL. It would 
keep its shape when following a low-toned stem, and when following a high 
tone, OCP would force it to be realized as -í ː . Such an analysis would have 
the advantage of providing the suffix with a more regular position in the pa-
radigm, where most other  person markers also have a high tone, such as 
1S.DJ -à or  2S.DJ -í n. The  conjoint forms of these, including the 1st person 
plural, have a fixed low tone: -à, -í n and -í ː .
In spite of these benefits, such an analysis is not tenable for Majang. There 
are countless morphemes in Majang with a lexical high tone that do not un-
dergo Meeussen’s Rule to avoid a violation of OCP. These include the other 
members of the disjoint person paradigm listed above. When these follow a 
high-toned stem, they are subject to morpheme downstep, which is the lan-
guage’s device of choice to deal with OCP violations. It could be argued that 
the long vowel of the 1P suffix may trigger a different strategy, but there are 
other long-voweled morphemes such as the  disjoint  impersonal marker  -ɛː L 
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(as in  ɓɔ̀lɔ̀ː ꜜrɛː L ‘one grows’) that refute this idea. It undergoes  morpheme 
downstep like all other high-toned suffixes. Consequently, the only way to 
describe the 1P.DJ morpheme is to assume an underlying representation that 
includes its polar-tone behavior24. Majang can therefore be listed among the 
languages that support Newman’s (1995, p. 775) and Cahill’s (2004) idea 
that at least for some languages one can assume genuine tonal polarity.
II.6.4  The functional load of tone in Majang
Lexical minimal pairs with regard to tone are not difficult to find in Majang:
Example II.36: tone minimal pairs
a) coːꜜmoj HꜜH [ ] tree, sp. vs. coːmoj LH [ ] quiver
b) tàŋL H [] cow vs. tàŋ L []25 abscess
c) ŋedàn H [ ] bee vs. ŋedàn L [ ] tooth
d) kǎːrŋ26 LH [/] he fights vs. kàː rŋ H [] they go
On top of the heavy lexical functional load of tone, Bender (1983, p. 117) 
states that “the principal function of tone seems to be grammatical” in Ma-
jang, without  going into any details. It  is indeed true that  some morpho-
logical processes are characterized by tonal changes to the stem of a noun or 
verb (see section IV.1.3 for more details). More importantly, tone expresses 
some important syntactic functions – sometimes even as the only means:
Example II.37: ergative and absolutive distinguished by tone
a) èːŋáɗí  r kùtù r b) èːŋáɗí  r kùtùr
{èːŋáɗ-í  r kùtù r} {èːŋáɗ-í  r kùtùr}
smell-CF.3S hog\SG.ERG smell-CF.3S hog\SG.ABS
a hog smells (tr.) he smells a hog
24 See Cahill (2004) for an analysis of polar tone in the Gur language K nni which also is notɔnni which also is not  
OCP-driven. As he works in the Optimality Theory framework, he creates a morphological-
ly restricted constraint POLAR to anchor the process outside of the realm of pure phonology.
25 Pre-pausal low tone usually is phonetically realized as a tone falling from low.
26 Because contour tones are much less frequent than level tones, minimal pairs involving 
contour tones are hard to find. Example d) therefore compares two different lexical roots in 
two different morphological contexts.
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In examples a) and b), the only difference between hog in the absolutive and 
in the ergative case is the tone, which is L-HL for the ergative and L-H for 
the absolutive.
Another syntactic function expressed by tone is the conjoint-disjoint marking 
on the verb. The conjoint form is used for non-topical absolutive NPs:
Example II.38: conjoint and disjoint marking:
à) ŋùːlè béàL. b) ŋùːlé tɔ̀ n béàL.
{ŋùːl-ɛ béàL} {ŋùːl-ɛ tɔ̀n béàL}
break-3S.CJ spear\SG.ABS break-3S.DJ boy\SG.NOM spear\SG.ABS
He broke the spear. The boy broke the spear.
The conjoint form of the 3S suffix in example a) has a low tone. The disjoint 
form instead has a fixed high tone (example b).
These examples show that tone plays a major role in the Majang language, 
and needs to be considered very carefully in order to understand not only the 
phonology, but also the morphology and the syntax of the language.
II.7  Word Structure
Beyond  what  was  stated  so  far  on  syllable and  stem/root structures  of 
Majang, only a few observations need to be added for phonological words.
Majang phonological words are in principle not restricted in length or num-
ber of syllables, although, of course, there are practical limitations, based on 
the needs of the speakers to form meaningful words with the word-formation 
processes  available  to  them. Words  consisting  of  five  syllables, such  as 
ɗegegerí kí ː  ‘we know each other’ are fairly frequent. On the other hand, very 
short words are common in Majang, such as the vowel-only conjunction à.
As already pointed out, the Majang language provides some clues about pho-
nological word boundaries. The most important of these is the word-internal 
downstep  rule  which  lowers  the  second of  two adjacent  underlying high 
tones within a word (see section  II.6.2). The demarcating function of this 
rule was illustrated by example II.30. Another tonal word-boundary marker 
is a  contour tone, which can only appear on the final  syllable of a  phono-
logical word.
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II.8  Sentence Tone
Apart from the two tone levels and  downstep, Majang also displays some 
tonal phenomena which operate on higher levels than the phonological word. 
I call these phenomena sentence tone in order to distinguish them from less 
predictable emotive pitch phenomena which are often called intonation in 
the literature and are unhelpfully lumped together with what is called  sen-
tence tone here. This study does not address intonation in this narrower sense 
of the word, but restricts the description to phenomena that can be linked to 
the syntactic structure of the utterance.
II.8.1  Connecting sentence tone
In  complex sentences, a non-final clause and even a non-final  noun phrase 
can be marked by a final sharply rising tone, which also resets the register to 
a higher position. This seems to happen at all clause boundaries; whether a 
particular phrase is involved in this appears to be less predictable. The func-
tion of this  sentence tone is to warn the speaker that the sentence has not 
reached its end, but more is yet to come.
The following example from a natural text shows the effects of  connecting 
sentence tone:
Figure 7: effects of connecting sentence tone
The sentence in the example above consists of several clauses and phrases:
Example II.39: connecting sentence tone
nɛ cáːL mɛlkíɗL ɗúmáL wàː dòáːrík, nɛ dɛnɛ gòdé nɛː k à kórtàn.
nɛ cáːL mɛl-k-íɗL ɗúmáL wàː dòáːr=k
CONJ then arrive-ANT-CP.3S.DJ owner\NOM.SG.MOD house\DAT.SG hunt=SUB
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nɛ dɛn-ɛ gòdé nɛː k à kórtàn
CONJ see-3S.DJ house POSS\3S.SG.ABS CONJ door\SG.ABS
When the owner came home from hunting, he saw that his house was  
closed.
At the end of a non-final clause, the pitch rises to a frequency far exceeding 
that of a regular H. In the case of the first phrase, which ends in the low tone 
word wàː ‘house (DAT)’, the resulting pitch contour extends from less than 90 
Hz going all the way up to 170 Hz. The next two non-final units end with 
high tones on syllables with a consonantal coda. In these cases an extra syl-
lable is included, consisting of the epenthetic vowel [i], with a pitch contour 
from 140-200 Hz and 130-190 Hz respectively. The beginning frequency of 
a high tone is usually between 120 and 130 Hz with this speaker. This tonal 
behavior of non-final clauses and phrases was observed with several differ-
ent speakers and seems therefore to be well established in the grammar.
II.8.2  Interrogative sentence tone
Interrogative clauses receive a sentence-tone marking similar to the connect-
ing sentence tone, with pitch levels  rising well above the normal high tone 
frequency. This can be observed in the following example:
Figure 8: interrogative sentence tone
Example II.40: interrogative sentence tone
koɓùn kɛ dí leː ꜜrà nà  oltí ː rL?
kòɓ-í n kɛ díl-eːr-à nà ólt-í ː rL
think-2S.DJ QUOT bring-CF.1S.DJ 2S.DAT.CJ fish-PL.ABS
Do you think I bring you fish?
In this example of a yes-no question, the final word oltí ː rL ‘fish (PL)’ has a H 
on both syllables. This H again rises to 175 Hz, a frequency normally out of 
range for regular high tones. This  interrogative  sentence tone is  not  only 
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used for yes-no questions, but also for questions with interrogative pronouns, 
which in Majang usually appear at the end of the clause and therefore are the 
carrier of this sentence tone.
II.9  Transcription and Orthography
The  orthography of Majang has not been officially settled, although litera-
ture production is already under way. For the purposes of this study, the fol-
lowing conventions are used to unambiguously transcribe all phonological 
distinctive features:
The consonants and vowels are represented as shown in the phoneme charts 
(Tables 1 and 3). Long vowels are represented by the vowel plus the phonet-
ic length symbol, e.g. <àː>, <ɔ̀ː>; two identical consonants meeting at mor-
pheme boundaries are represented by the doubling of the consonant charac-
ter, e.g. <kk>  – they are pronounced as geminated consonants. As seen in 
section  II.1.3, the representation needs to distinguish between  long  vowels 
and sequences of two identical vowels, which are in this study indicated by 
doubling the vowel symbol, instead of using the IPA length marker.
Tones are represented according to the following conventions: a high tone is 
marked by an acute accent (e.g. <á>), and a low tone by a grave accent (e.g. 
<à>). The tone is marked where it is associated after the application of all 
lexical rules. Therefore it is not necessary to indicate automatic  downstep. 
Automatic  downstep happens when a low and a high tone are in sequence. 
Non-automatic  morpheme-downstep is  indicated  by  the  symbol  <ꜜ>, and 
floating low tones by <L>. Rising tones (LH) are marked by the symbol <à*>, 
and falling tones (HL) by the symbol <à >.
Some morphemes of Majang are inherently toneless and copy the tone of the 
preceding  syllable. In the  surface representation used for  most  examples, 
these morphemes are shown with the resulting surface tones. But when refer-
ence is made to the morphemes as such, they are shown without any tone 
marks. Similarly, one morpheme, the 1P.DJ suffix -í ,ːL takes the opposite tone 
of the preceding  syllable (see section  II.6.3). In the surface representation 
used in this study, this  suffix is shown with the resulting surface tone. But 
when reference is made to the  suffix as such, it is shown as above with a 
superscript cross, to indicate that this suffix has a polar tone underlyingly.
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A falling tone can be a tone falling from the same level as the H on the pre-
ceding syllable, or from a downstepped H. This is, for example, an important 
distinction between some conjoint and disjoint 3S.TF verb forms, as in ŋàː rge ː ɗ 
[   ] < {ŋàː r-ge ː ɗ} ‘go-TF.3S.DJ’ and ŋàː rꜜge ː ɗ [   ] < {ŋàː r-ge2ː ɗ} ‘go-TF.3S.CJ’. 
This is caused by the different behaviors of the two morphemes; the first 
copies the H of the preceding syllable and builds the contour from that, and 
the second builds the contour from its own newly introduced H. To show the 
difference between the two forms of the TF.3S forms, the one starting with a 
copied H has the marker <  >, and the one with its own H has the marker < 2>. 
This difference is shown orthographically only for the underlying represent-
ation, which does not show morpheme downstep.
A final complication is presented by  suffixes such as the  infinitive marker 
/-ɛː L/, which places a single high tone on the complete word. To distinguish 
morphemes of this kind from those which copy an existing high tone, and 
from those which just have their own underlying high tone without affecting 
the word stem, any reference to such a suffix makes use of the super-high-
tone marker < >, so that the underlying representation of the above infinitive 
marker is /-ɛː L/. The same notation is used for morphemes with a  tone-re-
placement behavior that is blocked by low tones on the stem, such as the re-
lative-past markers {-í ːɗ} and {-ɛɗ} seen in examples IV.165 d-i).
Majang publications that  already exist  use a practical  orthography that  is 
quite close to the one used here, with the following differences:
• Tone has so far not been marked in the orthography, but the Gam-
bella Region authorities are considering ways in which the most im-
portant grammatical distinctions can be written.
• <s> is used for /c/, and <j> for /ɟ/, and <y> is used for /j/.
• The implosives are often written as digraphs <bh> and <dh>.
• Long vowels and double consonants are written by doubling the re-
spective character.
• Publications vary in their treatment of the vowels /ɛ/ and /ɔ̀/, and the 
nasals  /ŋ/  and /ɲ/. Some do not  distinguish the open-mid  vowels 
from /e/ and /o/, and they treat the nasals as digraphs <ng, ny> (see 
the texts in Getachew (2014) for this  orthography). Other publica-
tions use special characters <ɛ, ɔ̀, ŋ, ɲ> for these sounds, which re-
quire advanced technical solutions to be available to the typists.
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Part III:  Basic Syntax
The grammatical part of this language description is divided into three major 
sections. Part IV: Morphology introduces the various forms encountered in 
the  Majang  language, whereas  Part  V:  Other  Syntactic  and  Pragmatic
Topics provides  a  detailed  account  of  how the  Majang  language  creates 
larger  grammatical  structures, mostly  from  a  functional  perspective. But 
before  introducing  the  forms  and  structures, this  preliminary  part  III  is 
needed, which sets the context by presenting the various systems that con-
tribute to the understanding of the information structure in the clause. The 
following concepts need to be discussed in some detail, so that they can be 
used in the succeeding parts IV and V: topicality, differential ergative mark-
ing,  differential-S marking, pre-verbal  and post-verbal  case  marking (and 
other aspects of basic constituent order typology), the conjoint- and disjoint 
distinction, and the sentence-final topicality marker (SFT). Each of these is 
introduced in the following sections and subsections.
This means that these concepts have to be introduced without detailed infor-
mation on forms and paradigms; sufficient information is given to show that 
indeed there is a justification for the establishment of these concepts, but all 
formal and structural details are introduced in the following parts IV and V. 
This hopefully reduces any repetition to a necessary minimum.
III.1  Topicality
One of the most salient features of the Majang language is that it divides 
most nominal constituents of a clause into either topical or non-topical con-
stituents. Topicality is crucial for the grammar, as the differential case mark-
ing of A and S (see section III.2.1.2) is determined by the discourse-pragmat-
ic  function of  topicality. This  means that  syntactic and pragmatic  factors 
operate on the same morphological category of case marking. Other morpho-
syntactic devices, such as the conjoint-disjoint distinction (see section III.3) 
and the placement of the  sentence-final topicality marker (SFT,  see section 
III.4), are also determined by topicality.
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The concept of  topicality has been used with a range of meanings by past 
and present linguists, and it is important to clarify how it is to be used in this 
language description. Andrews (1985, p. 77) provides a helpful overview of 
how  topicality was defined in the previous literature: topicality is equated 
sometimes with givenness, or with aboutness, or with definiteness, or with 
specificity, or with background, or with the point of view of the speaker, or, 
finally, with salience properties such as animacy, humanness, or first-person-
hood. The definition with reference to aboutness was frequently applied by 
linguists, as it has a close relationship with the concept of  topic, as devel-
oped by Li  (1976) or Lambrecht (1994, p. 131), who defines topics as fol-
lows:  “A referent is interpreted as the topic of a proposition if in a given  
situation the proposition is construed as being about this referent.” 
This propositional definition of topics cannot be applied to explain pheno-
mena such as  differential case marking, SFT-assignment or conjoint-disjoint 
marking in Majang, as it excludes instances of constituents that need to be 
seen as topical by the way in which they behave syntactically. According to 
Lambrecht’s definition each non-thetical proposition is expected to have one 
topic, which is why he calls them sentence topics or clause topics (p. 117). 
But in Majang there can be more or less than one topical constituent in a pro-
position. More  encompassing  and  therefore  more  helpful  in  the  case  of 
Majang are definitions of topicality making use of the other factors listed  by 
Andrews – they describe what Lambrecht calls discourse topics (p. 117).
Givón (1990, p. 902ff) provides one of these discourse-oriented definitions, 
identifying the following factors that affect the  topicality of a given noun 
phrase (NP):
a) referential accessibility – if there is a lot of context that allows the 
presupposition of a given NP, this NP has a high  topicality. This 
context can be provided by the speech situation as deictic context, or 
by the cultural knowledge as generically shared context, or by the 
text itself in the preceding discourse.
b) thematic importance – an NP that refers to an entity or  participant 
that has a great impact regarding the development of the discourse 
has a high topicality. The referent or concept named by such an NP 
will be mentioned frequently in the discourse.
A definition of topicality along Givón’s lines would therefore include An-
drew’s parameters of givenness, specificity, or definiteness. But it turns out 
that it is necessary to go beyond Givón’s definition and to adopt McGregor’s 
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(2010, p. 1622) concept of expectedness as a defining parameter – an agent 
NP in the Australian optional-ergative languages Gooniyandi and Warrwa is 
not showing ergative morphology when it is expected to fill the agent role of 
a clause. Expectedness according to McGregor entails the idea of givenness, 
specificity and definiteness for agent participants; the higher an NP’s value 
for these variables, the more expected it is to fill the role of A. It is my claim 
that discourse topicality is perceived by Majang speakers and hearers in si-
milar ways, and that this is not just restricted to the case-assignment for  S 
and A. The following definition of topicality is assumed to hold in Majang: 
An NP is topical when its referent is expected – based on the dis-
course context – as a filler of its particular grammatical role.
To illustrate the application of this definition, in the  narrative of Dog and 
Donkey (section VI.1.1), the third important participant of the story, Hyena, 
is first mentioned in a background clause alerting the audience to his pre-
sence:
Example III.1: introduction of an important participant
nɛ ɓáL càːdíL ɓákL làkɛ ɗùŋéɗL.
nɛ ɓáL càːdíL ɓákL làk-ɛ ɗùŋéɗL
CONJ REMPST there REF\REMPST have-IMPS.CJ hyena\SG.ABS
There was a hyena at that place.
Not surprisingly, being mentioned for the first time, Hyena has no givenness 
or accessibility as a participant, and therefore is coded as non-topical (being 
the object of an impersonal verb that in this construction serves as an exist-
ential marker). The non-topicality is shown by the use of the conjoint form 
(see section  III.3) on the verb. This introduction of a participant as a  P is 
consistent with observations made by Du Bois (1987, p. 827) according to 
his concept of Preferred Argument Structure.
The next mention of Hyena is in a speech clause uttered by Dog, who warns 
his friend Donkey about Hyena’s existence.
Example III.2: introduction of a participant in a speech clause
làkɛ íɗítL cìnɔ̀ kɔ̀ː L tínáL mɛlkí ŋɔ̀nk, íɗítL cìnɔ̀ rìjɛL kɛ ɗùŋéɗík.
làk-ɛ íɗítL cì-n-ɔ̀ kɔ̀ː L tín-áL mɛl-kí 
have-IMPS.CJ person\SG.ABS REL-SG-PROX NEARFUT 1P-DAT arrive-CP.3S.DJ
ŋɔ̀nk íɗítL cì-n-ɔ̀ rìj-ɛL kɛ ɗùŋéɗL=k
SUB person\SG.ABS REL-SG-PROX call-IMPS.DJ QUOT hyena\SG.ABS=SUB
There is someone who is coming to us, someone called Hyena.
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Although this is already the second mention of Hyena in the narrative, it is 
the first time that Donkey hears about him. Donkey is the fictional hearer of 
this clause, and for him Hyena is not yet a given participant. In the direct 
quote, Hyena is coded in the absolutive case as object of an impersonal verb 
‘called’. The topicality status of ɗùŋéɗ cannot be established by morphosyn-
tactic means, but the referent is first referred to by the absolutive NP  íɗítL 
that is identified by the preceding conjoint verb form as being not topical.
The next mention of Hyena is again syntactically ambiguous:
Example III.3: first reference to an important participant
nɛ èːŋáɗí  r ɗùŋéɗL à jòwɛː ɗí  ːŋ. 
nɛ èːŋáɗ-í  r ɗùŋéɗL à jòwɛː ɗí ː=ŋ
CONJ smell-CF.3S hyena\SG.ABS CONJ far\3S=SFT
He (Dog) smelled Hyena far away.
Hyena again shows up in the absolutive form ɗùŋéɗL. It is not at the end of 
the sentence, so the SFT-clitic (see section III.4) cannot be applied. The pre-
ceding verb also does not distinguish between conjoint or disjoint (see sec-
tion  III.3). These two diagnostic devices often help to distinguish between 
topical and non-topical use. But by now Hyena has been established as an 
important and somewhat threatening entity, so he is not unexpected as the 
filler of the  P slot of a verb of sensing. Therefore, Hyena is  topical in this 
sentence, alongside the equally topical A Dog, who is not expressed beyond 
indexing on the verb in this clause. This analysis by conjecture is confirmed 
when shortly afterwards Hyena himself appears on the scene, becoming an 
activated participant, “activated” or “active” meaning to be “currently lit up, 
a  concept  in  a person’s  focus of  consciousness  at  a  particular  moment” 
(Chafe, 1987, p. 22ff).
Example III.4: reference to an activated participant
nɛ mɛlkí ɗúŋéL nɛː kɛ ː ŋ.
nɛ mɛl-kí  ɗúŋéL nɛː k-ɛ=ŋ
CONJ arrive-CP.3S.DJ hyena\SG.NOM.MOD POSS\3S.SG-NOM=SFT
Hyena himself came.
In this clause Hyena appears as S, garbed in its shorter nominative form, the 
case form that applies to all kinds of topical subjects. The case is confirmed 
by the unambiguous  nominative case marking on the following  possessive 
pronoun which serves in this example to provide a strong definite reference, 
and by the use of the SFT-clitic (see section III.4) on the NP headed by ɗúŋéL. 
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Without these other clues, the form might also be interpreted as marked by 
the ergative case. From this point onward, almost to the end of the narrative, 
Hyena is either only mentioned by indexing on the verb, or in a few places 
by the  nominative case form. He has become an  activated  participant that 
only needs to be mentioned as an NP when the subject of a clause changes (it 
goes back and forth between Dog and Hyena). Then, at the very climax of 
the story, Hyena once more shows up as a non-topical NP:
Example III.5: topicality not marked on an accessible participant
nɛ kàwɛ ɗùŋéɗL cìnɛ ɓákL kóːmúc nɛː k à ɓòkòtí  ː r dákɛː ɗà.
nɛ kàw-ɛ ɗùŋéɗL cì-n-ɛ ɓákL kóːmúc nɛː k
CONJ bite-3S.CJ hyena\SG.ABS DEM-SG-HR REF\REMPST muzzle\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS
à ɓòkòt-í  ː r dákɛː ɗà
CONJ kill-CF.3S only
He bit that aforementioned Hyena on its muzzle, only until he killed (it).
In this example Hyena appears as the P of the clause in the absolutive case; 
somewhat surprisingly, though, the use of the conjoint marking (see section 
III.3) on the preceding verb ‘bite’ clearly shows Hyena to be non-topical. It 
should not be assumed that by this time the accessibility of Hyena has waned 
– he is  still  an  activated participant at  this point  in the  narrative; but the 
speaker chooses to mark the NP ‘hyena’ as non-topical. This is in line with 
the previously introduced definition of topicality that makes use of the con-
cept of expectedness: Hyena turns out to be the unexpected object of killing 
violence; the unexpectedness of this participant in the  P role overrides its 
discourse accessibility in the evaluation of its topicality.
These examples were picked to show that there are some factors that for 
most clauses explain from the pragmatic context why a particular topicality 
status is placed on a given NP. The last example makes it clear that topicality 
in Majang is not entirely defined by factors such as accessibility and themat-
ic importance, as proposed by Givón (1990, p. 902ff). Apparently the choice 
of the speaker can be influenced by other factors as well , and here I make 
use of the concept of  expectedness, as introduced by McGregor (2010, p. 
1622), in the language-specific definition of Majang topicality. This can only 
be a preliminary assessment. More research on a wider textual basis will lead 
to a clearer understanding, and even this will eventually be subject to the de-
liberate choice of a speaker to assign or not assign topicality in a given situa-
tion, based on factors arising from the pragmatic context of the utterance 
(compare McGregor’s (2010, p. 1624) explanation for his example 17).
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New participants are introduced as non-topical in all analyzed narrative texts 
(it  should  be  possible  to  introduce  well-known  participants  as  topical, 
though). Nominal predicates (section V.3.2.1) are always coded as non-topi-
cal in the analyzed data, but the existence of topical predicates cannot be ex-
cluded, given the shortage of data.
It is important to remember that the concept of topicality in Majang cannot 
be equated with the pragmatic category of topic as introduced in the typolo-
gy proposed by Li and Thompson  (1976, p. 483ff). Majang is not a  topic-
prominent language according to this typology, as topicality in Majang never 
competes with the subject in its primary role of structuring the clause. Also, 
as seen in example III.3, it is possible to have two or more topical entities in 
a Majang clause, or none in a thetical clause, whereas topic-prominent lan-
guages identify exactly one topic per clause, which serves as the syntactic 
pivot. Not surprisingly, therefore, the Majang language does not meet many 
of the eight criteria (Li & Thompson, 1976, pp. 466–471) defining a topic-
prominent language. Majang must be classified as a subject-prominent lan-
guage, but one in which topical constituents have a great impact on the syn-
tactic configuration of the clause.
III.2  Case Marking on Central Constituents
For the  central constituents of a clause  A (transitive agent), S (intransitive 
subject) and P (patient, object)27 three case forms are found in Majang: the 
absolutive marks P and non-topical S, the ergative marks non-topical A, and 
the nominative case is used for topical A and S.
III.2.1  Morphological ergative-absolutive structures
If one goes by the sample of languages perused by Nichols (1992), then one 
would expect the African continent to be entirely devoid of languages mak-
ing use of absolutive-ergative alignment systems (Nichols, 1992, p. 31). Pal-
mer, too, with the data available to him at about the same time, was forced to 
state that  “Africa seems to be the only major area where there are no lan-
27 With the use of the letters  S, A and  P here and from now on I follow Comrie’s (1978) 
notation for central clause constituents.
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guages with an  ergative system” (Palmer, 1994, p. 199). But since then, a 
number of  Nilo-Saharan languages spoken in and around Sudan have been 
observed to display such structures; see for example Miller & Gilley (2001) 
or Andersen (1988). Schröder (2006) and chapter 3 in König (2008) provide 
further discussions of ergativity in Africa28. 
Although it does not become clear from the literature analyzing the Majang 
language in this respect, Majang may be the African language which most 
clearly displays the features of a morphological  ergative-absolutive align-
ment  system. This  fact  was  already  hinted  at  by  myself  (Joswig,  2015, 
2016). The following sections share some of the material in these works, but 
provide a very different analysis of the observed facts.
Having an  ergative-absolutive alignment system means that the  S of an in-
transitive clause is marked in the same way (absolutive) as the P of a transi-
tive clause. The A of a transitive clause is marked in a different way (erga-
tive). 
The Majang data in example III.6, presented by Randal (2000, p. 72), has ge-
nerated some discussion in the literature on African case marking. Schröder 
(2006, p. 106) is inclined to accept this evidence at face value, seeing Ma-
jang as a language with ergative structures.
Example III.6: evidence for ergativity as cited by Randal and Schröder
a) ùtú-ko29 táng-ng máàw.
drink-PST cow-ERG water
The cow drank water.
b) Dám-kò táng.
eat-PST cow




28 Schröder’s claim that the presence of an antipassive construction proves the previous exist-
ence of an ergative system does not stand up to the empirical evidence (Janic, 2013).
29 The PST suffix -kö is a typo in Schröder’s rendering of this example. I have used Randal’s 
transcription and glossing here, with an underlined o representing the vowel ɔ̀, ng for the 
nasal ŋ, and D for the implosive ɗ. The failure to note the correct o on the PST-marker in ex-
amples b) and c) already goes back to Randal.
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König (2006, p. 698, 2008, p. 190f) rather follows Unseth (1989b), who ana-
lyses Majang as a  marked-nominative language. In the following it will be 
shown that although Randal’s and Schröder’s analysis rests on faulty data 
(there is no ergative marker -ŋ in Majang), their basic assumption is correct: 
Majang  does have  a  well-developed  ergative-absolutive case  marking 
system.
The identical morphological marking of  P and  S is called  absolutive case, 
whereas the marking of  A is called  ergative case. This is illustrated by the 
following clauses:
Example III.7: ergative-absolutive case marking
a) ɓòkòtú kóːko táŋL.
ɓòkòt-í  kóːko táŋL
kill-3S.DJ snake\SG.ERG cow\SG.ABS
A snake kills a cow.
b) ɓòkòtú tà ŋ kóːkóL.
ɓòkòt-í  tà ŋ kóːkóL.
kill-3S.DJ cow\SG.ERG snake\SG.ABS
A cow kills a snake.
c) ŋàː rí  r kóːkóL.
ŋàː r-í  r kóːkóL
go-CF.3S snake\SG.ABS
A snake goes away.
The ergative form of kóːkóL ‘snake’ is achieved by placing a low tone on the 
last stem syllable, resulting in kóːko ‘snake\SG.ERG’ with a falling (HL) tone. 
The ergative form tà ŋ ‘cow\SG.ERG’ makes use of this same low tone. The sec-
tion on ergative case in section IV.1.3.2 gives more details on how ergative 
case marking is manifested in the language. This case form is exclusively 
used for coding A, whereas both S and P use the same forms kóːkóL and táŋL, 
which are called absolutive. 
Such a state of affairs is best analyzed by assuming an  ergative-absolutive 
alignment system for the Majang language, although the following sections 
present some necessary adjustments to this picture. Ergative-absolutive con-
structions are actually very rarely found in natural texts, as particularly the 
ergative case is usually replaced by its topical counterpart nominative. Less 
frequently, the absolutive case also makes way for the nominative.
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This is not the place to discuss when and how an ergative system could de-
velop in Majang (and a good number of other  Eastern-Sudanic languages). 
For now it suffices to refer to Dimmendaal (2017, p. 466), who discusses 
and rejects the idea that ergativity results from areal contact with Afro-Asia-
tic (mostly Omotic)  marked-nominative languages. Section III.2.2.2 further 
investigates the ways in which Majang crucially differs from the marked-
nominative systems found in other  Surmic languages (Dimmendaal, 2014), 
where two different case marking patterns are encountered in the pre-verbal 
and post-verbal position. Ergative and nominative case on Majang posses-
sive pronouns is marked by the suffix -ɛ (see section IV.3.1.4), that very well 
may have its  origin in the locative-instrumental  case marker of the same 
form, one of the two sources suggested by Dimmendaal (2014, p. 10) for 
marked nominative and/or ergative in Eastern-Sudanic languages. Section 
IV.1.3.3 further investigates a possible morphological source for the differ-
ent pragmatically governed case markers, the secondary suffixes30 found in 
various Nilotic languages.
III.2.1.1  Syntactic properties of noun phrases in transitive clauses
Having established that morphologically Majang displays a strong  absolu-
tive-ergative pattern, it needs to be seen whether this ergativity goes beyond 
the mere morphological case placement on nouns. The literature on ergativi-
ty suggests that most languages with morphological ergative systems do not 
display  any  syntactic  ergative structures  (Anderson,  1976,  p.  11;  Givón, 
1984, p. 165 f; Andrews, 1985, p. 130; Dik, 1989, p. 243 f; VanValin & 
LaPolla, 1997, p. 580). Very few languages, such as Dyirbal, treat the P as 
the  subject of  the  clause  according  to  syntactic  criteria, such  as  subject 
agreement  on  the  verb  or  use  as  the  pivot in  multi-clause  constructions. 
Where this happens, Dik (1989, p. 244) sees such languages not as the typi-
cal ergative system, but as a transitional stage, in which the passive construc-
tion of a nominative-accusative language has  become the  unmarked con-
struction through a  markedness shift. Instead, Dik views languages with a 
morphological ergative-absolutive system, but a syntactic behavior along the 
lines of nominative-accusative languages, as the “most usual sort of ergative 
language”.
Majang is a language in which ergativity mostly works on the morphological 
level. For all syntactic purposes, A functions as the syntactically privileged 
30 So called by Tucker & Bryan (1962).
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argument of a transitive clause. The most obvious manifestation of this is in 
the verb agreement – in every transitive clause the subject  indexing on the 
verb agrees with A, that is with the constituent marked by the nominative or 
ergative. In the following example, the verb agrees with the ergative-plural 
A, not with the absolutive-marked singular NP referring to P.
Example III.8: A agreement on the verb
dí lerk kùrꜜojɛː k wàːjà*ː n.
dí l-erk kùrꜜoj-ɛː k wàːjà*ː n
carry-3P.CP donkey-PL.ERG plant\SG.ABS
Donkeys bring a plant.
Dixon (1994, p. 94f) calls this state of affairs “bound” vs. “free” split, pre-
dicting that if any  split at all happens in this respect, it would affect verb-
agreement systems as is observed in Majang: “We would expect them to be 
on a nominative-accusative pattern.”
Other  syntactic  properties  of  a  subject (in  the  sense  of  the  syntactically 
privileged argument) would be the ability to work as the pivot (VanValin & 
LaPolla, 1997, p. 275) in multi-clause constructions; the pivot argument only 
needs to be expressed in the matrix clause, but does not need to be overtly 
expressed  in  the  subordinate  or  subsequent  clause. Such  tests  cannot  be 
easily applied in Majang, as the S/A is always expressed by argument index-
ation on the verb, and there is therefore no real gapping in Majang.31
But there is one place in Majang where the absolutive case marking controls  
another syntactic distinction: the  conjoint marking on the verb requires the 
noun immediately following a verb to be in the absolutive case, regardless of 
its syntactic status as S or P (see section III.3).
III.2.1.2  Differential ergative marking
Many languages  with morphological  ergative-absolutive  case  marking  do 
not have ergative-absolutive alignment in all possible contexts. If a language 
displays  an  ergative-absolutive pattern in  one context, and a  nominative-
accusative pattern in another, the language is said to have  split alignment 
(Comrie,  1989,  p.  110), for  which Dixon (1994,  Chapter 4)  attempted to 
31 The example I had presented to this effect (Joswig, 2016, p. 473f) is troublesome in this and 
other ways, particularly because the A of the whole sentence was misanalysed as ergative, 
when it was, in fact, in the nominative case.
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establish universal criteria. These will need to be discussed for their applica-
bility in Majang, as in this language, too, split phenomena can be observed 
beyond the already mentioned verb-indexation versus post-verbal case-mark-
ing split. But it will become clear that these split phenomena are quite differ-
ent from split phenomena in other ergative languages, and that it is better to 
describe the data in terms of  differential ergative marking (DEM), as pro-
posed by McGregor (2010, p. 1614f).
Practically all  examples involving the  ergative case are from  elicited lan-
guage data. Looking at Majang  narrative texts, it  is  very difficult  to find 
clear examples of the  ergative case. The only two unambiguous examples 
that I was able to find in my corpus of well-analyzed texts are the following:
Example III.9: ergative case found in narrative discourse
a) nɛ càːdíL ɓéɲ òmáltè dɛnɛ wàːlo ːk gòpàn wɛjL lɛː rík.
nɛ càːdíL ɓéɲ òm-áltè
CONJ then day\SG.LOC one-LOC
dɛn-ɛ wàːlo ːk gòpàn wɛjL lɛː r-k
see-3S.DJ Waalook\ERG path\SG.ABS house\SG.ABS Leer-POSS
Then, one day, Waalook saw the path to Leer’s house.
b) ɟàrtí náːk, ɗàm kɔ̀ ɟìkónt?
ɟàrtí náːk ɗàm kɔ̀ ɟìkónt
woman\SG.ABS POSS\1S.SG.ABS eat\3S.DJ RECPST what\ERG
My woman, what ate her?
In these examples, the  A of the  transitive clause is marked by the  ergative 
case, as evidenced by the  HL sequence on the last  syllable of the  proper 
name in example a), and by the special ergative form of the interrogative 
pronoun (see p. 387 for the other case forms of this pronoun) in example b). 
In example a), the ergative is chosen for a main participant following a reset 
of time and place, and with a different subject than in the previous clause. In 
example b) the ergative is used for a question word asking for an unknown 
subject; the object of this clause is left-dislocated (see section V.7.1.2) to a 
position outside the clause. A less clear example shows an NP in the am-
biguous  form that  is  identical  for  both  the  modified  nominative and the 
modified ergative:
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Example III.10: textual example with ergative case assumed by word order
àgútL cìnɔ̀ kánL ɓòkòtìːɗ ɗúŋéL cìnɛ càːkómL nɛː kík,
àgútL cìnɔ̀ kánL ɓòkòt-iːɗ ɗúŋéL
because MEDPST kill\RELPST.3S hyena\SG.ERG.MOD
cì-n-ɛ càːkómL nɛː k=k
DEM-SG-HR friend\SG.ABS POSS.3S.ABS=SUB
because that hyena had killed his friend,
The NP ɗúŋéL cìnɛ can be either nominative or ergative according to its mor-
phological shape. The reason to assume that it is ergative in this clause is its 
position following the verb, where in clear textual examples nominative A-
NPs were never encountered (see section III.2.2.1).
These rare examples taken from natural discourse are balanced by countless 
examples from  elicitation, using questionnaires with context-free example 
sentences, where practically every transitive clause yields an ergative-abso-
lutive pattern, illustrated in the following clauses:
Example III.11: ergative case found in elicited sentences
a) ɗɛnɛ wà r àdùreàkL.
ɗɛn-ɛ wà r àdùre-àkL
see-3S.DJ dog\SG.ERG cat-PL.ABS
A dog saw cats.
b) ɓokotù wà r ɗɛpɛL.
ɓokot-í  wà r ɗɛpɛL
kill-3S.DJ dog\SG.ERG lion\SG.ABS
A dog killed a lion.
c) ɓokotùr kùtùrɛ ː k í ɗí tL.
ɓokot-í r kùtùr-ɛ ː k í ɗí tL
kill-3P.DJ hog-PL.ERG man\SG.ABS
Hogs kill a man.
Undoubtedly these examples are unnatural in the sense that it is very dif-
ficult to find them in narrative discourse. The factor of preferred argument  
structure, as proposed by Du Bois (1987, 2003), in combination with the ten-
dency of Majang to avoid free pronouns for subjects, explains the very low 
frequency of ergative-marked noun phrases in natural texts. Preferred argu-
ment structure discourages the use of a full NP as an A argument. An NP that 
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is not there cannot be marked for  ergative, which renders the ergative case 
invisible in a language that only ever marks it on an NP.
Still, it would be unwise to discount the information gleaned from such ex-
amples on the basis that they do not come from narrative texts. It remains a 
fact that when a Majang speaker is asked to produce a  transitive sentence, 
without fail s/he first comes up with an ergative-absolutive case pattern in a 
VAP clause. This alignment system therefore represents a deeply ingrained 
grammatical structure that probably sees prominent use in everyday natural 
discourse, but not in the kind of structured texts that linguists tend to analyze 
for writing their grammars. The observer is faced with the notion that “when 
a departure from Preferred Argument Structure does occur in natural dis-
course, the resulting utterance bears not a hint of ungrammaticality” (Du 
Bois, 2003, p. 78). After all, “Preferred Argument Structure cannot be re-
duced to a grammatical rule. It must remain within the domain of discourse, 
as a patterning of grammar with consequences for grammar” (ibid).
Now it still needs to be asked where exactly in natural discourse the  erga-
tive-absolutive alignment system thrives to the point that it appears as the 
grammatical system of choice in almost all  elicited transitive clauses; if no 
one ever uses it in any speech situation at all, this alignment system would 
be quickly forgotten by the grammar. Looking outside the narrative genre, in 
my case, did not provide the answer: one text of my corpus is a planning 
conversation between three speakers with well over 150 clauses, and still the 
ergative case does not feature in this at all. The same is true for a short horta-
tory text. It therefore remains a rewarding task for future research32 to deter-
mine the segments or genres of Majang natural discourse that freely admit  
the use of ergative-absolutive systems. My hypothesis is that they must exist, 
and that I just have not found them.
As for the alternative to this ergative-absolutive alignment system: as stated 
above, the main reason why it is almost impossible to see  ergative-marked 
NPs is  preferred argument structure. But even an existing A-NP is usually 
32 Watters (2018, p. 394ff) conducted such research for the Tibeto-Burman language Dzong-
kha, comparing the impact of genre on competing case-marking patters. For that language, 
Watters concluded that “grammatical relations in Dzongkha is found to range from a split-
ergative system to a pragmatic system, whereby the manifestation of one marking pattern  
over another is probabalistically dependent on and functionally motivated by genre.” The 
exact findings, however, are very different from the situation in Majang, showing a higher 
probability for ergative-marked As in monologic texts.
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not marked by the  ergative case. Majang  noun phrases can be marked ac-
cording to two competing  case marking systems: one of them is the non-
topical  ergative-absolutive case marking system, and the other the  topical 
nominative case marking for  A  or S. The choice between the two is of a 
purely discourse-pragmatic nature, based on the  topicality of the  A or  S in 
the discourse (see section  III.1 for how the concept of  topicality is estab-
lished for Majang). The elicited examples seen above show non-topical in-
stances of A (elicited examples usually deal with non-topical participants, as 
they leave the relevant  context  open to  the  interpretation of  speaker  and 
hearer), and these are marked by the  ergative case. In  narrative discourse, 
new participants are usually introduced in intransitive clauses, or as PS or ob-
liques, but practically never as an A (Du Bois, 1987, p. 828). From then on, 
as long as they are activated participants, they are topical and therefore usu-
ally marked by the nominative case33:
Example III.12: nominative case marking on A
a) máL ɟàrtíL kɔ̀nk bòŋú táːꜜráL cìgɛ mógúnko nk.
máL ɟàrtíL kɔ̀nk bòŋ-í 
but woman\SG.NOM.MOD REF\RECPST take-3S.DJ
táːr-áL cì-g-ɛ mógún-k-o nk
meat-PL.ABS DEM-PL-HR duiker-PL-POSS
but that woman took the meat-chunks of the duikers.
b) nɛ kánL càːdíL nɛː k-ɛL wárL cìnɛ ɓòkòtú ɗùŋéɗL nɛː kíŋ.
nɛ kánL càːdíL nɛː k-ɛL wárL cì-n-ɛ
CONJ MEDPST then POSS\3S.SG-LOC dog\SG.NOM.MOD DEM-SG-HR
ɓòkòt-í  ɗùŋéɗL nɛː k=ŋ
kill-3S.DJ hyena\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS=SFT
Then that dog killed Hyena himself.
c) nɛ wàːlóːk kòɓú kɛ éːke ː r.
nɛ wàːlóːk kòɓ-í  kɛ éːk-e ː r
CONJ Waalook\NOM think-3S.DJ QUOT truth-PL.ABS
Waalook thought it was serious.
In these three examples, A is marked by the nominative case, and preposed 
to the position preceding the verb. In a) and b),  A appears in its  modified 
case form (see p.  182), which is always identical between the ergative and 
33 See section IV.1.3.2 for the ways in which the ergative, nominative and absolutive cases are 
morphologically different from each other.
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the nominative case; the nominative case can be identified in a) by the fol-
lowing modifier, which is not ergative-marked, and in both cases by the pre-
verbal position, which is off-limits for ergative constituents. The P is invari-
ably presented in the absolutive case.
At first glance a split between ergative-absolutive patterns and nominative-
accusative patterns solely based on topicality appears to be outside the typo-
logy provided by Dixon (1994, Chapter 4), who allows for splits to be con-
ditioned either by the semantics of the verb, or by the semantics of the NPs 
involved, or by tense/aspect/mode34. The Majang split can clearly not be des-
cribed in terms of verbal semantics, as all transitive verbs can be accompa-
nied by either an ergative or a nominative A. It is also not possible to analyze 
the split in terms of tense, aspect or mode differences. Regarding the seman-
tics of the  NP, Dixon (1994, p. 84ff) presents35 the  Nominal Hierarchy, a 













more likely to be in A than in O function
Table 6: nominal hierarchy according to Dixon (1994, p. 85)
According to Dixon (1994, p. 85), in a split situation based on this hierarchy, 
“an ‘ergative’ case is used with NPs from the right-hand end, up to some 
point  in  the middle of  the hierarchy, and an ‘accusative’  case from that  
point on, over to the extreme left of the hierarchy.” Although this does not 
describe the  situation in  Majang, there  still  is  a  connection  between this 
hierarchy and Majang’s assignment of cases based on topicality. It could be 
argued that in a speech-act situation 1st and 2nd person are more topical than 
3rd person, that in a  narrative a participant referred to by a pronominal ele-
ment is more topical than one referred to by a common noun36, and that a hu-
man participant is more topical than an inanimate prop. Topicality as a con-
34 Majang is by no means the only language with split ergativity that cannot be easily de-
scribed within the parameters presented by Dixon (1994). Gildea (1992, p. 256ff) presents 
counter-evidence from a number of Cariban languages in South America.
35 Based on an earlier and very similar hierarchy proposed by Silverstein (1976).
36 Givón (1984, p. 160) indeed provides such an argumentation for these two points.
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cept is therefore hidden in the  nominal hierarchy. In another place Dixon 
(1994, p. 209ff), reviewing the work of Du Bois (1987), does acknowledge 
the connection between discourse structure and  ergativity, and particularly 
notes how the combination of  S and  P is responsible for introducing new 
(that is, non-topical) information into the discourse, but without making re-
ference to the term topicality, rather using  theme. He states (1994, p. 212) 
that this correlation “provides further explanation for the grammatical iden-
tification of S and O37, at the right-hand end of the Nominal Hierarchy.”
Du Bois (1987, p. 845), discussing Silverstein’s nominal hierarchy, proposes 
that “the splits involving accusative alignment in personal pronouns, demon-
stratives, proper names, kin terms etc. are based on their relatively high pro-
pensities for a consistently given information status, rather than on a lexical 
‘agency potential’”. In a similar way, Givón (1984, pp. 153, 158ff) links 
split-ergativity to a slightly different implicational hierarchy called referen-
tiality/topicality scale, which he breaks up into three sub-scales (p. 159): the 
degree of  referentiality/topicality goes from pronouns (high) over definite 
NPs to indefinite NPs (low). The  degree of individuation has singulars as 
high and plurals as low. The  degree of egocentricity goes from 1st person 
(high) over 2nd person to 3rd person (low). With the exception of the individu-
ation scale, these factors largely coincide with what  is  seen as  topical  in 
Majang (see section III.1), and they can be used to roughly describe the split 
between  ergative-absolutive and  nominative marking. But Givón’s  initial 
prediction that “if a clause is higher on any of the scales [… ] then it is more  
likely  to  receive  ergative-absolutive case  marking” (1984,  p.  153)  goes 
diametrically against what is observed in Majang, where a high degree of 
referentiality/topicality of  S and A leads to nominative marking. But Givón 
then (p. 160) goes on to acknowledge that some Australian languages act the 
opposite way, with a higher likelihood of nominative-accusative patterns for 
highly  topical  NPs.  T. Payne (1997,  p.  151ff)  connects  Dixon’s  nominal 
hierarchy directly to the concept of topic-worthiness and comes to split-pre-
dictions almost exactly along the lines as they are found in Majang (p. 144) – 
this matches an earlier observation by Blake (1987, p. 186) from Australian 
languages, where there is “discourse pressure favouring the dropping of er-
gative marking from those nominals that are most topic-worthy, either be-
cause they refer  to  speech-act  participants  or  entities  given at  a  certain  
point in discourse”.
37 The transitive object P in Dixon’s terminology.
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DeLancey’s (1981, p. 653) distinction between starting-point and viewpoint 
could also be considered as a cognitive perspective describing the  split in 
Majang. The viewpoint in his model always comes from a topical/referential 
position, whereas the starting-point in a transitive proposition would usually 
be the  agent. DeLancey states (p. 653):  “Ergative  case marking labels the  
starting-point when it is not also the viewpoint. When viewpoint and start-
ing-point coincide, the  NP is not marked for case.” This may well be the 
situation in Majang; but then one needs to see the  nominative case as less 
marked or even unmarked compared to the ergative case. This is somewhat 
problematic, as both forms are identical for modified nouns. But at least for 
unmodified nouns the ergative appears indeed to be more marked by the ad-
dition of a low tone or a HL tone sequence.
More  promisingly, research on Tibeto-Burman languages has  shown that 
discourse-pragmatic factors often play a role in what previously was called 
“optional”  ergative  case  assignment  (Saxena,  1991;  Tournadre,  1991; 
DeLancey, 2011). DeLancey (p. 13f) observes that the 
“[…] missing piece is the pragmatic force of emphasis or con-
trast which is associated with ergative marking. Saxena notes  
that […] ergative marking [...] cannot be omitted in text exam-
ples where the O argument has been marked as a topic by front-
ing. Tournadre  [...]  points  out  that  there is  no  syntactic  en-
vironment where ergative is truly obligatory, and that wherever  
it occurs it indicates contrastive focus.”
This, of  course, is  a  different  situation  from Majang, where  the  ergative 
marking is not connected to  contrastive focus, but conditioned by the ab-
sence or a low degree of topicality. A parallel situation is found in the Aus-
tralian language Warrwa, for which McGregor (2010, p. 1622ff) interprets 
the absence of ergative marking to signify that the agent is high in agentivity 
and  expected in the context (p. 1622f). He goes on to suggest the features 
prominence or givenness to account for the absence or presence of the erga-
tive case in optionally ergative languages, encompassing the semantic con-
cept of agentivity and the pragmatic concept of  expectedness. On p. 1625, 
McGregor prefers to link Blake’s concept of topic-worthiness to the feature 
backgrounded, which he envisions to be contextualized as topicality in some 
languages. The situation in Tibeto-Burman and Australian languages there-
fore firmly establishes pragmatics as a conditioning factor for case-marking 
systems, and DeLancey (2011, p. 11) evaluates this discourse-pragmatic in-
fluence as so pervasive in Tibeto-Burman languages that he thinks it unrea-
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listic that  all  this  similarly motivated case-marking variability can be ex-
plained by diachronic alignment shifts caused by the innovation of new case 
markers – an idea proposed, for example, in section 2 of Cristofaro (2012).
Givón’s, Blake’s, McGregor’s, T. Payne’s, Du Bois’ and DeLancey’s work 
provide a reference frame within which Majang’s  topicality-based system 
can  be  described. The  topical/non-topical  distinction  correlates  in  many 
ways with Dixon’s  nominal hierarchy and with Givón’s  referentiality/topi-
cality scale, Blake’s  topic-worthiness, and  Du  Bois’  preferred  argument 
structure. A split system based on  topicality as a simplified criterion could 
therefore easily be conceived. This is further confirmed by the state of affairs 
in Eastern-Sudanic Päri (Andersen, 1988, p. 294), where the topicalization of 
A results in the loss of ergative marking.
So far only AS were looked at relating to this split. An S can be marked by 
both the absolutive (if non-topical) and the nominative (if topical).
Example III.13: marking of non-topical and topical S
a) nɛ mɛlkì ɗúmáːtL wàː.
nɛ mɛl-kì ɗúmáːtL wàː
conj arrive-CP.3S.CJ owner\SG.ABS house\SG.DAT
The owner came home.
b) nɛ cáːL ɓáL mɛlkíɗL ɗúmáL wàː...
nɛ cáːL ɓáL mɛl-kí -ɗL ɗúmáL wàː
conj then REMPST arrive-CP-RELPST.3S owner\SG.NOM house\SG.DAT
After the owner came home…
Both sentences  (both from the same  narrative in  short  proximity to each 
other) are semantically almost identical, except that the first clause is a main 
clause, and the second a temporal adverbial clause. But there is the pragma-
tic difference that in a) the S is introduced as a new participant to the narra-
tive and therefore not topical, but in b) it is, as the  S had just been made 
accessible  through clause a). This  difference causes  the  variation in  case 
marking on the NP (visible in the different stem forms of the same lexeme 
‘owner’).
PS at first glance always look the same, regardless of their topicality status, 
but this identity of case marking is accompanied by a different syntactic be-
havior. This can be seen from the following set of examples, again gleaned 
from a single narrative. Both examples show the noun for ‘mother’, but a) in 
non-topical use, and b) in topical use.
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Example III.14: marking of non-topical and topical PS
a) nɛ kɛː  làŋkì ɛmɛcL lɛː rà.
nɛ kɛː làŋ-kì ɛmɛcL lɛː r-à
CONJ go\3S find-CP.3S.CJ mother\SG.ABS Leer-DAT
He went to find Leer’s mother.
b) mà ɓòkòtú ɛmɛcL lɛː rǎːŋ.
mà ɓòkòt-í ɛmɛcL lɛː r-à=ŋ
CONJ kill-3S.DJ mother\SG.ABS Leer-DAT=SFT
But he killed Leer’s mother.
In example a), Leer’s mother had been mentioned in the preceding context, 
but is in this clause encountered after a change of place and time, and ac-
cordingly is not an expected participant. The thus non-topical  P therefore 
triggers the conjoint marking (see section III.3) on the immediately preced-
ing verb (example III.14a). Topical PS also come in the absolutive case, but 
don’t meet the condition for conjoint marking on the preceding verb; instead 
they create the condition that allows the placement of the SFT-clitic (see sec-
tion III.4) on the NP at the end of a sentence (example b). This clause fol-
lows clause a) after a short time in the same narrative.
It can therefore be observed that in Majang the discourse-pragmatic factor of 
topicality accounts for a change of case for A and S, but it leaves the case of 
P intact. The topicality of P is shown by other means.
Because it was shown for other languages that it is rather the discourse-prag-
matic factor of focus or focality that prompts the assignment of the ergative 
case to otherwise unmarked NPs, it needs to be shown here why this analysis 
has been discarded for Majang in favor of the assignment of the nominative 
case for topical constituents – the non-elicited NPs with ergative case in ex-
amples  III.9b) and  III.10) could indeed be seen as focal in their pragmatic 
contexts. Two reasons speak against the idea of ergative marking for focal 
constituents: first, the ergative-marked NP in example III.9a) plus practically 
all  elicited examples of ergative case provide no contextual evidence that 
any focality attaches to the NP in question38. Indeed, the fact that all elicited 
transitive clauses have A marked by the ergative makes any analysis of the 
ergative case as the focal case very unlikely – there is no reason to assume 
that in every elicited transitive clause each  A defaults to focus marking. It 
would be more natural to expect focally unmarked  As in elicited clauses. 
38 See section VI.1.2 for the context of example III.9a).
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Second, the symmetry of the cases in Majang also speaks against the focus 
theory – one would have to assume that non-focal nominative  A becomes 
focal ergative A, but that non-focal nominative S becomes focal absolutive S, 
taking the same neutral case as the absolutive P of either focal or non-focal 
status. Such a marking of the focal S with an inherently unmarked case is not 
a  likely  scenario  in  any  case-marking  situation. This  contrasts  with  the 
analysis chosen here, where the same case nominative shows the same dis-
course-pragmatic status topic for both A and S constituents.
In summary, in Majang  S  and  A are treated differently according to their 
topicality. A can be nominative or ergative, S can be nominative or absolu-
tive. This state of affairs presents a picture that resembles what is called “op-
tional ergativity” in some Tibeto-Burman (DeLancey, 2011) and Australian 
languages  (Schultze-Berndt,  2017,  p.  1110). McGregor  (2010,  p.  1610) 
defines optional case marking as a “situation in which in specifiable lexical  
or grammatical environments, a case marking morpheme (inflectional affix, 
clitic, or adposition) may be either present or absent from an NP of a speci-
fiable type without affecting the grammatical role borne by that NP.” With 
the qualification that case marking of A, S and P appears to not be accomp-
lished by morphemes, but by different stem forms (see section IV.1.3.2), this 
definition almost describes the situation of the Majang variability in S and A 
marking. McGregor makes it clear (p. 1611) that optional ergativity is never 
to be understood as totally free variation, but that it is motivated by semantic 
or pragmatic factors, which again seems to be the case in Majang with its 
topicality-based case marking.
There is one difference, however, of Majang to other languages described as 
displaying optional ergativity, and that is the use of the  nominative case in 
place of the ergative, and its further use as the topical expression of  S, in 
place of the absolutive case. In the other optional-ergativity languages the er-
gative alternates with the absolutive or unmarked case. It is therefore useful 
to follow McGregor’s (2010, p. 1614f) distinction between optional ergative 
marking and differential ergative marking (DEM), where the ergative alter-
nates with another case different from the unmarked or absolutive case.39
39 It is interesting to compare Majang with the situation reported for the Saharan language  
Dazaga (Walters, 2015, p. 128ff). The S, A and P constituents of Dazaga also receive three 
different case markings (neutral, ergative, accusative), and the assignment of ergative or 
neutral case also seems to be governed at least partially by discourse-pragmatic factors , so 
that Walters calls the whole system one characterized by optional ergativity . But instead of 
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This DEM is further complicated by what appears to be a fluid-S40 situation, 
which differentiates between topical (nominative) and non-topical (absolu-
tive)  S constituents. The distribution of cases does not follow the lexical-
semantic  categories  of  agent-like  entities  or  patient-like  entities, as  one 
would expect from a split-S system. In a prototypical split-S language, such 
as  Guarani  (Mithun,  1991,  p.  524), the  agent-like  subjects of  intransitive 
clauses (SA) are aligned with A, and the patient-like subjects of intransitive 
clauses (SP) with P. But in Majang agentivity is not the basis for the variable 
case assignment in this fluid-S situation, but topicality, and therefore the as-
signment follows the same principle as that of Majang DEM – I therefore 
prefer to speak of differential-S marking instead of a fluid-S situation.
T. Payne (1984) observed a similar situation for the three South-American 
languages  Guaymí  (Chibchan),  Pajonal  Campa  (Arawakan)  and  Yagua 
(Peba-Yaguan). He noticed that in these languages SP marking was used for 
the S of some verbs of locomotion whenever a distinct change of locational 
scene was in evidence, or near the climax of a story; he analyzed this special 
marking as a discourse feature indicating topic-discontinuity – so there is 
evidence from outside Majang for a discourse-based fluid-S situation similar 
to Majang’s differential-S marking.41
As a summary for the more visual-minded, the following diagram describes 
the Majang differential case-marking system for S, A and P. These forms are 
illustrated for the noun cɔ̀ː líláŋL ‘vulture’, enhanced by an indication of the 
conjoint-disjoint status of a preceding verb:
Majang’s nominative case the third form of Dazaga is the accusative case not present in  
Majang. Similar situations are further reported by the related languages Kanuri (Bondarev, 
Jaggar, Löhr, & Tijani, 2011) and Beria (Wolfe & Adam, 2015).
40 A fluid-S system is a special kind of a split-S system (Dixon, 2010b, p. 141) that allows the 
same intransitive predicate to take both markings, depending on the situation. A regular 
split-S system has the marking lexically determined for each intransitive predicate. Since all 
intransitive predicates of Majang can have their S marked with both the nominative and the 
absolutive case, depending on topicality, Majang would therefore be appropriately labeled 
as displaying a fluid-S system.
41 I am indebted to Doris Payne for pointing me towards this situation.
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Example III.15: the functional range of case forms, based on cɔ̀ː líláŋL ‘vulture’
                     A                               S                                     P                         
topical nominative – DJ nominative – DJ absolutive – DJ
cɔ̀ː líláŋtL cɔ̀ː líláŋtL cɔ̀ː líláŋL
non-topical ergative – DJ absolutive – CJ absolutive – CJ
cɔ̀ː lílà ŋt cɔ̀ː líláŋL cɔ̀ː líláŋL
This diagram may lead to the assumption that for a topical  S or  A Majang 
can be classified as a marked-nominative language, or, in the terms of Hand-
schuh (2014, p. 5), as a marked-S language. It is, however, necessary to in-
clude the qualification “for a topical S or A” in this statement. The nomina-
tive is only used for topical constituents, and in this respect a conditioned 
case compared to its two non-topical counterparts. The idea of a  marked-S 
situation is also problematic for considerations of markedness. In example 
III.15, the nominative has indeed more segmental material than the absolu-
tive, but it is only tonally distinguished from the ergative. Other nouns, such 
as í ɗí tL ‘man\ABS’, í ɗí  ‘man\ERG’ and í ɗí L ‘man\NOM’, show more material for 
the absolutive than for the ergative and nominative case. It is therefore not 
possible to call an entire case in Majang more or less marked than another  
case, at least for the three central constituents of a clause. Section IV.1.3.2 
discusses how the cases absolutive, ergative and nominative are not distin-
guished by identifiable segmental morphemes, but by idiosyncratic tonal and 
segmental changes in the various stem forms associated with each case. The 
differences between the cases become transparent when a possessive pro-
noun (see section IV.3.1.4) is added to the NPs: 
Example III.16: case marking differences observed on possessive pronouns
a) ɓokotù ɗɛpɛL nàː kɛ í ɗí tL.
ɓokot-í  ɗɛpɛL nàː k-ɛ í ɗí tL
kill-3S.DJ lion\SG.ERG.MOD POSS\1S.SG-ERG man\SG.ABS
My lion kills the man.
b) ɓokotù í ɗí  ɗɛpɛL nàː k. 
ɓokotù-í  í ɗí  ɗɛpɛL nàː k
kill-3S.DJ man\SG.ERG lion\SG.ABS POSS\1S.SG.ABS
The man kills my lion.
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c) ɗeː gàr ɗɛpɛL nàː k kɛkàr.
ɗeː gàr ɗɛpɛL nàː k kɛkàr
sleep\3S.CJ lion\SG.ABS POSS\1S.SG.ABS again
My lion sleeps again.
d) ɗeː gàrL ɗɛpɛL nàː kɛL kɛkàr.
ɗeː gàrL ɗɛpɛL nàː k-ɛL kɛkàr
sleep\3S.DJ lion\SG.NOM.MOD POSS\1S.SG-NOM again
My lion sleeps again.
In these examples, the noun form  ɗɛpɛL ‘lion’ is the same for all four in-
stances, partly because of idiosyncratic syncretism between the absolutive 
form and the other forms of this noun, and partly because the modified erga-
tive and modified nominative forms are identical for all nouns (see section 
IV.1.3.2). But the case forms of the NPs can be unambiguously seen from 
the three different forms of the accompanying possessive pronouns. Differ-
ential-S marking results in the near-minimal pair c)-d), where the difference 
between absolutive S and nominative S also leads to the difference in con-
joint and disjoint marking on the verb. For case marking on possessive pro-
nouns it certainly looks as if the absolutive is less marked than nominative or 
ergative.
As a final task in this section it remains to point out some errors in my previ-
ous publications on the grammatical relations of Majang. In Joswig (2016) I 
did not appreciate the impact of topicality on the case-marking system, and 
proposed a split based on modified vs. non-modified NPs. In example 10 of 
that  paper  I  misanalysed  the  modified  ergative form as  a  locative form 
(which is different). Further, I  mistakenly assigned the  ergative case to a 
nominative NP in example 8. Such errors may be put into perspective by the 
fact that the language learner of Majang gets conflicting pictures, depending 
on whether he studies elicited sentences or natural texts. Having started out 
with  elicited data, I tended to see  ergative-absolutive patterns even where 
they were not in evidence. Unseth, who in his later pronouncements on the 
language wisely relied on natural texts, was drawn to assume that ergativity 
was not a feature of the language (König, 2008, p. 190).
III.2.2  Constituent order typology and its impact on case marking
This section presents the basic facts on the order of constituents in Majang 
(III.2.2.1), and how this affects the analysis of Majang as a language with 
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differential ergative marking, as some neighboring languages show differing 
case-marking  behaviors  in  pre-verbal  and  post-verbal  positions.  Section 
III.2.2.2 shows that the state of affairs in Majang is quite different. Sections 
III.2.2.3 and  III.2.2.4 provide other observations about Majang constituent 
order that do not affect the understanding of case marking, but that readers 
may want to look for in this section because of important claims made by 
previous grammars on Majang.
III.2.2.1  Constituent order in main clauses
Dimmendaal (1998a, p. 66) reconstructs Proto-Surmic as probably showing 
a  verb-second  order  of  constituents, which  was  changed in  the  Didinga-
Murle  group  to  VAP via  language  contact from  neighboring  VAP-type 
languages  such  as  Toposa, Nyangatom and  Turkana. This  is  contrary  to 
Unseth  (1986b, p. 140), who analyzed Proto-Surmic as a verb-initial  lan-
guage. Indeed, in a Majang clause where the constituents A, verb and P are 
overtly expressed, they frequently appear in the following order:
Verb – Subject – Object
Examples showing this order can easily be gleaned through elicitation:
Example III.17: basic constituent order VAP
a) ɓokotù jàrtí L nàː kɛ ɗɛpɛL. 
ɓokot-í  jàrtí L nàː k-ɛ ɗɛpɛL
kill-3S.DJ woman\SG.ERG.MOD POSS\1S.SG-ERG lion\SG.ABS
My woman kills a lion.
b) kàwɛ wà r àdùre. 
kàw-ɛ wà r àdùre
bite-3S.DJ dog\SG.ERG cat\SG.ABS
A dog bites a cat.
VAP is invariably the order of constituents when eliciting transitive clauses. 
A Majang grammar entirely based on elicitation is unlikely to encounter any 
other  word order. But when looking at natural texts, it is by no means the 
most  frequent display of constituents in Majang. The only  main-clause ex-
ample of VAP in my narrative corpus is the following:
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Example III.18: basic constituent order VAP in a main clause in natural discourse
nɛ càːdíL ɓéɲ òmáltè dɛnɛ wàːlo ːk gòpàn wɛjL lɛː rík.
nɛ càːdíL ɓéɲ òm-áltè
CONJ then day\SG.LOC one-LOC
dɛn-ɛ wàːlo ːk gòpàn wɛjL lɛː r-k
see-3S.DJ Waalook\ERG path\SG.ABS house\SG.ABS Leer-POSS
Then, one day, Waalook saw the path to Leer’s house.
This clause is the first clause of a new episode in the narrative, with a change 
of time and place, and the need to re-establish the discourse status of partici-
pants. This is also the only main-clause example in my corpus with an erga-
tive lexical  NP. Another rare example of  VAP is the following subordinate 
clause42:
Example III.19: basic constituent order VAP in a subordinate clause
àgútL cìnɔ̀ kánL ɓòkòtìːɗ ɗúŋéL cìnɛ càːkómL nɛː kík,
àgútL cìnɔ̀ kánL ɓòkòt-iːɗ ɗúŋéL
because MEDPST kill\RELPST.3S hyena\SG.ERG.MOD
cì-n-ɛ càːkómL nɛː k=k
DEM-SG-HR friend\SG.ABS POSS.3S.ABS=SUB
because that hyena had killed his friend,
In this example background information is provided in an almost thetical  
setting. As is shown in section V.9.1, the A or S is usually not overtly shown 
in a clause if referring to an already activated participant. VAP is in fact a 
very infrequent constituent structure, mostly used in thetical clauses lacking 
any information accessible from the preceding context (which is what  eli-
cited sentences tend to be). This matches what Du Bois (2003, p. 48) calls 
preferred argument structure, about which he claims that speakers  “freely  
realize full lexical noun phrases in intransitive subject position or transitive  
object position, but  strongly  avoid  placing  them  in  transitive  subject 
position”. This  goes  together  with  another  aspect  of  preferred  argument 
structure, that is the constraint that in a transitive clause “in discourse there  
regularly appears just one full lexical noun phrase.” (Du Bois, 2003, p. 60). 
Now in Majang the A, if not overtly shown as a full NP, usually also does 
not appear as a free  pronoun (see section  IV.3.1.1). As it  is only present 
through subject indexation on the verb, it does not materialize as a discrete 
constituent  of  the  clause  at  all. Therefore, in  narrative  texts, transitive 
clauses most frequently have a constituent order of VP:
42 See example III.10 for a discussion of the case of the A constituent.
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Example III.20: constituent order VP
a) nɛ ɓáL làŋ tàɗápúL.
CONJ REMPST find\3S.CJ ash_pile\SG.ABS
He found an ash-pile.
b) nɛ èːŋáɗí  r ɗùŋéɗL à jòwɛː ɗí  ːŋ.
nɛ èːŋáɗ-í  r ɗùŋéɗL à jòwɛː ɗ-i=ŋ
CONJ smell-CF.3S hyena\SG.ABS CONJ far-3S=SFT
He smelled a hyena far away.
This structure, starting the clause with a verb followed by an absolutive NP, 
is also encountered in intransitive clauses with an overt S, which makes this 
the default construction of Majang, a syntactic configuration that is a reflec-
tion of the language’s ergative-absolutive nature:
Verb – NPABS
The following examples  show the absolutive NP filling  the  S and the  P 
position after the verb:





b) nɛ ɓáL ìɟàːg òlà káːrínónk.
nɛ ɓáL ìɟàːg òlà káːrín-onk
CONJ REMPST make\3S.CJ thing\PL.ABS.MOD fighting-POSS
He made weapons.
In both examples, the 3S subject is indexed on the verb, which comes in the 
conjoint form. In sentence a), the following noun phrase is the S of the  in-
transitive verb, in the absolutive case. In sentence b), the NP following the 
verb is the transitive object P, again in the absolutive case.
III.2.2.2  Fronting of constituents and its implications for case marking
In  natural  narrative  texts,  subjects  are  overtly  shown when  a  participant 
needs to be re-established, for example after a change of subject, place or 
time. In these cases the A or S usually does not follow the verb, but precedes 
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it in natural discourse (see section V.3.1.2 for more information on fronted 
constituents).
Example III.22: preposed re-activated subjects
a) nɛ ɓáL ɟàrtíL cí nɛ boŋú táːꜜrá gɛː nk, ...
nɛ ɓáL ɟàrtíL cí -n-ɛ boŋ-í  táːr-á
CONJ REMPST woman\SG.NOM.MOD DEM-SG-HR take-3S.DJ meat-PL.ABS.MOD
gɛː nk
POSS\3S.PL.ABS
And that woman took his meat, …
b) nɛ íɗíL òmáːjL gàːmú gójL òmáltè.
nɛ íɗíL òm-áːjL gàːm-í gójL òm-áltè
CONJ man\SG.NOM.MOD one-NOM hold-3S.DJ side\SG.LOC one-LOC
One man grabbed one side.
c) nɛ ɓòkóːrjánt kàwɛŋ.
nɛ ɓòkóːrjánt kàw-ɛ=ŋ
CONJ tortoise\SG.NOM bite-3S.DJ=SFT
The tortoise bit it.
In these clauses, the  A is invariably marked by the  nominative case and is 
just as invariably preposed. Having an alternative AVP structure is not unex-
pected according to Greenberg’s prediction that  “all languages with domi-
nant VSO order have SVO as an alternative or as the only alternative basic  
order” (Greenberg, 1966, p. 110). But Unseth was not able to confirm this 
prediction based on elicitation (1989b, p. 109):
“Deliberate attempts to elicit other word orders by topicaliza-
tion did not produce any variants. Some SVO clauses were oc-
casionally  elicited  at  other  times, such  as  in  subordinate 
clauses […]. My Majang helper consistently rejected the  SOV 
[sic!]43 examples in Bender’s article [...].”
This experience is a strong indication that the VAP order of constituents has 
a firm psychological standing in the mental grammar of Majang speakers. 
Although the  AVP order  has  a  high functional  load  in  the  syntax of  the 
language for re-establishing accessible participants, it is not something the 
speakers have a conscious awareness of. Therefore mother-tongue translators 
will have to be trained in the pragmatic significance of this structure, so that 
43 This is a typo in Unseth (1989). Bender (1983,  p.  128f) presents rather unnatural  AVP 
examples.
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they can apply it appropriately without being unduly guided by the structure 
of the source language.
Fronting the A-constituent to re-activate an accessible participant has striking 
similarities with what has been observed as word-order alternations in other 
related  Eastern-Sudanic  languages. For  example, A-constituents  in  South-
east-Surmic  Suri-Tirmaga  (Bryant,  1999,  p.  45ff), Western-Nilotic  Päri 
(Andersen, 1988, p. 293f) and Southwest-Surmic Baale (Moges & Dimmen-
daal, 1998, p. 297) are case-marked when appearing in post-verbal position, 
but unmarked when in pre-verbal position. These languages have in common 
that they place the unmarked or absolutive  S preceding the verb. It would 
therefore be tempting to describe Majang in similar terms, where the pre-
verbal position is the place to show all constituents in unmarked or neutral 
case, and contrast these forms with the constituents found in the post-verbal  
position, where the A-constituents are case-marked, either with the nomina-
tive or  ergative case, depending on the other findings in the language. It is 
probably such a perspective that prompted the previous analysis of Majang 
as a marked-nominative language (König, 2008, p. 191).
But the data presented so far makes it clear that the situation is quite dif fer-
ent from that found in  marked-nominative languages such as Suri-Tirmaga 
or Baale. The case marking of pre-verbal constituents can in no way be cha-
racterized as neutral or unmarked, as it is different from the absolutive case 
of postverbal P- or S-constituents. The following observations can be made 
about the pre-verbal position:
• Ergative-marked constituents cannot be fronted.
• The  absolutive case cannot be found in pre-verbal position, except 
when accompanying a co-referential contrastive pronoun (see exam-
ple IV.219). Absolutive case forms further appear in left-dislocated 
position (see section  V.7.1.2),  but  these are syntactically different 
from fronting, as left-dislocated material is placed outside the clause.
• Accordingly, only nominative-marked constituents are found in pre-
verbal position.
• No  fronting was observed in any natural clause that does not also 
have some other pre-verbal material  – at least  a conjunction, fre-
quently a tense marker and sometimes adverbial material. Elicited 
clauses with a nominative  S and without an initial conjunction al-
ways have the S following the verb. 
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• Elicited transitive clauses with postverbal nominative A were reject-
ed by the consultants. The only corpus occurrence is a narrative-text 
subordinate clause, seen in example V.125.
The nominative case is therefore by no means restricted to the preverbal po-
sition – nominative-marked S-constituents and subjects of speech clauses are 
frequently placed after the verb. It is therefore not possible to consider the 
nominative form a pre-verbal  allomorph of the absolutive form, as nomi-
native and absolutive  S contrast in the postverbal position (as in example 
III.13).
In  summary, it  is  not  possible  to  transfer  the  findings  in  other  Eastern-
Sudanic marked-nominative languages as a possible explanation for the situ-
ation in Majang. The pre-verbal appearances of S or A are not unmarked for 
case, and they are not positional variants of the post-verbal absolutive case.
III.2.2.3  Further typological observations relating to word order
Beyond the order of verb, S, A and P, the nuclear clause can also have in-
direct  objects  and further  complements. These  regularly follow the  more 
central constituents.
Example III.23: locative NP following the object
nɛ rìːɓé kàːrí kɔ̀nk ɗóːkL.
nɛ rìːɓ-ɛ kàːrí kɔ̀nk ɗóːkL
CONJ put-3S.DJ coffee.leaf\SG.ABS REF\RECPST ground\SG.LOC
She put the coffee leaves on the ground.
Example III.24: dative NP following the object
ɛ ríːɓérgéːL kòcíé nɛː k ádá.
ɛ ríːɓér-ge2ː ɗ kòcíé nɛː k ádá
CONJ put.inside-TF.3S.CJ pipe\sG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS mouth\SG.DAT
He put her pipe into the mouth.
Therefore  the  following  order  of  constituents can  be  established  for  the 
nuclear clause:
verb – (S/A) – object (P) – complement
Temporal information is usually not placed into the nuclear complement slot, 
but into a pre-nuclear slot. Any kind of pre-nuclear temporal information, 
however, requires the presence of a preceding conjunction. This may be the 
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reason why almost any clause in a narrative text, even a main clause, begins 
with some kind of conjunction, usually the connector nɛ.
Example III.25: pre-nuclear temporal material
nɛ ɓáL càːdíL nɛː kɛL kòɓù tàwáːwɛ ː  kɛ ...
nɛ ɓáL càːdíL nɛː k-ɛL kòɓ-í  tàwáːwɛ ː kɛ
CONJ REMPST then POSS\3S.SG-LOC think\3S.DJ Tawaawee.NOM QUOT
Right then Tawaawee thought that …
The locative possessive pronoun preceding the verb here serves as a further 
temporal  adverb, reinforcing the  adverb càːdíL. As already seen in example 
III.22, these  conjunctions and the temporal  adverbs are not  the only pre-
nuclear  information. Preposed  subjects  are  placed  between  any  temporal 
information and the verb.
III.2.2.4  Question particles and question words
Unseth (1986a, p. 97) pointed out that the Majang language violates Green-
berg’s (1966, p. 111) 12th universal, which states that “if a language has do-
minant  word order  VSO in declarative sentences, it always puts  interroga-
tive words or phrases first in interrogative word questions […].”
This universal is indeed violated in Majang, as the interrogative pronouns 
and question words are always found at the end. See section V.7.3.2 for the 
use of these interrogative pronouns.
Example III.26: question words at the end of the clause
àríːL kój cáːL òlà cìgì ɛk?
àr-í ,ːL kój cáːL òlà cì-g-ì ɛk
do-1P.DJ DFUT thereafter things\ABS.MOD DEM-PL-SP how?
How will we then do these things?
III.3  Conjoint-Disjoint Distinction
The Majang verb makes use of a conjoint-disjoint distinction that is condi-
tioned by the case and the topicality status of the following NP. In the simple 
clause of example III.27, a non-topical S follows the verb:
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This example shows a non-topical  S marked by the absolutive case. If that 
same constituent were topical, it would instead be marked by the nominative 
case:
Example III.28: verb followed by topical S in a simple clause
mɛlkí  ɗùmàː  kɔ̀nkùŋ.
mɛl-k-í  ɗùmàː kɔ̀nk=ŋ
arrive-CP-3S.DJ owner\SG.NOM.MOD REF\RECPST=SFT
The owner arrived.
In both preceding examples, the suffixes -í  or  -í  are the subject markers on 
the verb, indexing the S. They show a tonal difference, which is caused by a 
grammatical  distinction  that  plays  a  major  role  in  the  Majang  language. 
When a verb phrase is directly followed by an absolutive NP (as in example 
III.27), then it can take the conjoint (CJ) form of the verb, manifested by the 
3S suffix -í . If any other word follows the verb phrase, or nothing follows it, 
then the disjoint (DJ) form is used44, as illustrated by the suffix -í  in example 
III.28. This means that all instances of nominative, ergative, locative and da-
tive case are preceded by disjoint verb forms. Disjoint forms are also used 
preceding topical  P constituents in the absolutive case. The conjoint form 
cannot be used with a clause-final verb. Whereas the disjoint forms of verbal 
indexing suffixes can have all kinds of tonal markings, the conjoint suffixes 
always have a fixed low tone (see section IV.2.3 for how conjoint forms dif-
fer  from disjoint  forms  in  the  various  verbal  paradigms). A significantly 
longer pause following a disjoint verb in a non-final context (as in example 
III.28) is not in evidence. 
44 I am deeply indebted to Gerrit Dimmendaal, who pointed me to this phenomenon usually 
found in some Bantu languages. He (Dimmendaal, to appear) reports a similar conjoint-dis-
joint distinction for the Southwest-Surmic Baale language, and sees traces of it in South-
east-Surmic Mursi.
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The terminology of  conjoint and  disjoint is taken from Bantu linguistics45, 
where similar  distinctions46 are found in a number of  Eastern Bantu lan-
guages. Creissels (2012, p. 1) describes this distinction as follows:
“[…] a conjoint verb form is a verb form that cannot be found  
in sentence final position, and cannot be separated from the fol-
lowing phrase by a pause. A  disjoint verb form is a form that  
does not have this limitation, but is not excluded from non-final  
contexts either, and a disjoint verb form in non-final position is  
not necessarily separated from the following word by a percep-
tible pause.”
This  description defines  conjoint  and  disjoint  in entirely structural  terms, 
and, as it stands, describes the behavior of the conjoint and disjoint forms in 
Majang quite accurately, which is why this terminology is adopted here for a 
Nilo-Saharan language. As far  as I know, the terms  conjoint  and  disjoint 
were  not  applied  previously  for  languages  displaying  ergative-absolutive 
structures – this makes it necessary to use caution while applying the terms 
in the Majang context with its  very different syntactic and pragmatic en-
vironment compared to Bantu languages.
When it comes to the function of  conjoint and  disjoint forms, there are at 
least some Bantu languages where the definition of conjoint and disjoint re-
mains on the structural level (Van der Wal, 2011, p. 1735). But even for 
those, van der Wal asserts that “there are pragmatic effects attached to the  
choice for the one or the other verb form, where the element following the  
conjoint form is non-topical and may be focal [...]” (ibid.).
Van der Wal’s (2017, p. 15) most recent definition of the conjoint-disjoint 
distinction is even more explicit in the inclusion of information structure as a 
defining criterion:
“The  conjoint/disjoint  alternation  is  an  alternation  between  
verb forms that are formally distinguishable, that are associ-
45 Besides the Surmic languages indicated by Dimmendaal, conjoint-disjoint distinctions out-
side the Bantu family were also reported for Adamawan Doyayo (Elders, 2006) and the Gur  
language Yom (Fiedler, 2017).
46 The situation in  Majang  does  not  fit  the  defining  characteristics  of  metatony, as  sum-
marized by Hyman (2017, p. 108). Metatony in Bantu happens whenever the verb in ques-
tion is followed by an object. But this is not the case in Majang, where the presence of an 
object in itself is not sufficient to trigger the tonal difference.
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ated with an information-structural difference in the interpreta-
tion of verb and/or following element and of which one form is  
not allowed in sentence-final position.”
Riedel (2009, p. 31) observes that in those languages which have this dis-
tinction, “a  disjoint verb cannot precede certain  focal items, such as wh-
words.” Even if this holds true for Bantu languages, such a claim cannot be 
made  for  Majang. The  conjoint  form is  not  consistently  observed  in  all 
places where the verb is followed by a constituent in  focus. The following 
example shows the disjoint form preceding an interrogative pronoun:
Example III.29: disjoint forms preceding focussed NP
ɟàrtí náːk, ɗàm kɔ̀ ɟìkónt?
ɟàrtí náːk ɗàm kɔ̀ ɟìkónt
woman\SG.ABS POSS\1S.SG.ABS eat\3S.DJ RECPST.DJ what.ERG
My woman, what ate her?
Furthermore, example V.93c) shows a disjoint form preceding a constituent 
which apparently is in a new-information focus position, as the response to a 
content  question47.  If  the  conjoint  form cannot be reliably encountered in 
front of constituents with new-information  focus, then  focus is apparently 
not what the conjoint form signals.48
My previous publication on the conjoint-disjoint distinction (Joswig, 2015) 
asserted that  the distinction was based purely on syntactic parameters (p. 
175). But this was written before I fully understood the importance of topi-
cality in Majang. Assuming topicality as the starting point of the  conjoint-
disjoint  distinction  in  Majang,  as  envisioned  by  Van  der  Wal  (2011,  p. 
1735), would render the language much more similar to the state of affairs in 
Tswana, as described by Creissels (2012, p. 18), which also has a super-
47 For  a  discussion  of  wh-questions  as  diagnostics  for  new-information  focus, and  some 
caveats, see Van der Wal (2016, p. 264ff).
48 Van der Wal (p.c.) points toward a possibility how conjoint and focus may still be indirect -
ly related in Majang; the assumption would be that verb phrases are marked as conjoint  
when the adjoining NP is counted as being inside the VP constituent – this would only ever 
happen to absolutive NPs, but only when they refer to unexpected or new, that is, focal en-
tities. Question words in Majang are apparently outside their linear order in the clause (see 
section III.2.2.4), and therefore also outside the VP constituency, which would explain the 
disjoint marking preceding focal material. The same would have to be assumed for disjoint 
marking preceding NPs denoting responses to questions, such as in example V.93c).
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ficially syntactic conjoint-disjoint distinction; it is diachronically traceable to 
the presence or absence of a topical NP.
Topicality,  as  defined  in  section  III.1,  serves  other  purposes  in  Majang 
beyond deciding the conjoint-disjoint marking, as it also is the basis of DEM 
and differential-S marking. It turns out that disjoint marking before absolu-
tive P constituents always coincides with the placement of the SFT-clitic (see 
section III.4), if all other structural conditions for its placement are met.
Therefore, the following is a summary of what the conjoint-disjoint distinc-
tion accomplishes in Majang:
• Only  absolutive NPs can trigger conjoint marking on a preceding 
verb. Therefore, the conjoint-disjoint distinction is neutralized for all 
verbs not followed by an absolutive NP.
• The conjoint form on the verb shows that the following absolutive 
NP is not topical.
• If an absolutive NP follows a disjoint verb form, it implies that the 
NP refers to the  P constituent of a transitive clause, and that this 
referent is topical.
• For  S-constituents, the conjoint-disjoint  distinction serves as a re-
dundancy device indicating the topicality status alongside the  dif-
ferential-S marking described in section III.2.1.2. This is helpful in 
situations where the case forms are identical through syncretism (see 
example III.30).
Whether in a previous stage of the language the conjoint form was used pre-
ceding all  non-topical  constituents cannot  be decided due to lack of pub-
lished data from any other related language. Currently one can only go by 
today’s situation in Majang, which firmly places the conjoint form in front of 
non-topical absolutive NPs, and the disjoint form in all other contexts.
So far the conjoint-disjoint distinction was only observed in languages which 
do not make use of case marking. The syntactic status of an NP in Bantu lan-
guages can be captured by the more general terms  subject, object, and ad-
junct, which are the terms used in the descriptions of Bantu conjoint-disjoint 
distinctions  (Creissels,  2012,  p.  18  f;  Van  der  Wal,  2011,  p.  1738). In 
Majang, instead, the syntactic properties of a noun phrase are closely related 
to its  case marking, and therefore the language must make reference to a 
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particular case (the absolutive) in order to assign the correct marking to each 
verb.
It was stated above that conjoint status is a feature of the verb phrase, not 
just of the verb. This is because in situations where the verb is followed by a 
tense marker, such as kɔ̀, kɔ̀ː  and ɓà, it is not the verb that is marked for con-
joint, but the tense marker. The verb appears therefore in the (apparently un-
marked) disjoint form, although the whole VP is conjoint (section IV.3.4.2).
The  conjoint-disjoint distinction is quite useful for the syntactic interpreta-
tion of language data. The nature of the Majang case system does not allow 
for an easy identification of case forms for each noun, as the differences be-
tween nominative, absolutive and ergative are usually expressed only tonally 
or through idiosyncratic  stem changes, if indeed they are expressed at all. 
The conjoint-disjoint distinction therefore frequently allows a clear identifi-
cation  between  some  homophonous  case  forms, as  in  the  following 
examples:
Example III.30: case disambiguation through conjoint and disjoint verb forms
a) ɗeː gàr wàrL kɛkàr.
sleep\3S.CJ dog\SG.ABS again
A dog sleeps again.
b) ɗeː gàr wàr godej.
sleep\3S.DJ dog\SG.NOM house\LOC
The dog sleeps at the house.
Both examples have the same verb ‘he sleeps’ as the intransitive predicate. 
Example a)  has it  immediately followed by the  S in  the  absolutive case. 
Example b) has the same  S-NP following the same verb. Although on the 
surface the two  subject NPs in  both clauses  sound identical  (the  lack of 
downstep on the nominative form cannot be heard in this context with a fol-
lowing low tone), the difference of the conjoint-disjoint marking on the verb 
makes it clear that in example a)  wàrL is in the absolutive case, whereas in 
example b) wàr is not. It is therefore marked by the nominative case, which 
becomes only clear through the redundancy effect of conjoint marking.
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III.4  The Sentence-Final Topicality Marker (SFT)
Another device of the Majang language related to topicality is the sentence-
final topicality marker (SFT).
This device consists of a velar nasal =ŋ, added as an enclitic to the last con-
stituent of a main clause, if this constituent is either a verb phrase or a topi-
cal NP. This main clause needs to be the last element of its sentence; a main 
clause that is not the final clause of its complex sentence is not marked.
The following set of examples shows the use of the SFT-marker at the end of 
the verb phrase:
Example III.31: SFT-marker following verb phrases
a) kɛː  ɓàrtɛŋ.
kɛː ɓàrt-ɛ=ŋ
then give.birth-3S.DJ=SFT
Then she gave birth.
b) pàː kkí ː  kɔ̀ ː ŋ.
pàː k-kí ,ːL kɔ̀ː L=ŋ
hot-CP.1P.DJ NFUT=SFT
We will soon be hot.
c) nɛ ŋàːr nɛː kɛ ɗéːgà rŋ.
nɛ ŋàːr nɛː kɛ ɗéːgà r=ŋ
CONJ go\3S.DJ then sleep\3S.DJ=SFT
He went and then slept.
These examples are full sentences in Majang. They have in common that no 
element is following the verb phrase. This requires the use of the SFT-clitic. 
In example b) this marker is attached to the tense marker, which is here the 
final  element  of  the  VP (see section  V.2 for a discussion of  the  need to 
establish the VP as a relevant syntactic unit of Majang). The S of each final 
clause is topical and therefore does not have to be overtly present to be iden-
tifiable. This is always the case with 1st and 2nd person subjects (as in exam-
ple b), and it happens with some 3rd person subjects, as in example a) and c). 
The SFT-marker, if attached to a sentence-final verb phrase, therefore shows 
that the topical but unexpressed S (except by indexation) is the only topical 
constituent in the final clause.
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But not only verb phrases are marked by the SFT-clitic. It is also used on sen-
tence-final NPs when these are seen as topical. 
Example III.32: SFT-marker following topical sentence-final noun phrases
a) nɛ ŋùːlɗìː béáL nɛː kɛ ː ŋ.
nɛ ŋùːl-ɗìː béáL nɛː k-ɛ=ŋ
CONJ break-AC.3S spear\SG.NOM.MOD POSS\3S.SG-NOM=SFT
His spear broke.
b) nɛ càːdíL nɛː kɛL èpáj cɛː níŋ.
nɛ càːdíL nɛː k-ɛL èpáj cɛː n=ŋ 
CONJ then POSS\3S.SG-LOC chase\3S.DJ 3S=SFT
Then, at that time, he chased him.
c) máL ɓòkòtú ɛmɛcL lɛː rǎːŋ.
máL ɓòkòt-í  ɛ mɛcL lɛː r-à=ŋ
but kill\3S.DJ mother\3S.ABS Leer-DAT=SFT
But he killed Leer’s mother.
Example a) has a nominative NP at the end of the clause, whereas examples 
b) and c) have a topical P-NP, which in the case of c) is modified by a dative 
NP that  serves  as  the  special  possessive  form of  kinship nouns  (Unseth, 
1992b, p. 99). In all three cases, the NP following the verb is topical, as es-
tablished through the pragmatic context of the  narratives from which these 
examples were picked (see section  III.1 for a discussion of the pragmatic 
factors determining what is topical in Majang).
Not only absolutive and nominative NPs can be followed by the SFT-clitic. It 
can also be seen on  locative or  dative NPs, when their referents are inter-
preted as topical in the discourse:
Example III.33: SFT-marker following topical locative or dative noun phrases
a) dɛꜜ ná kánL kéːc mìlkìácěːŋ.
dɛn-á kánL kéːc mìlkìác-e=ŋ
see-1S-DJ MEDPST priest Milkias-LOC=SFT
I saw (it) with Rev. Milkias.
b) gèlèːwɛr ɓɔ̀ rɛ tínà ŋ.
gèlèːw-ɛr ɓɔ̀ rɛ tín-àL=ŋ
listen-3P.DJ also 3P.PRAG 1P-DAT-SFT
They also listen to us.
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These last two examples provide the clearest evidence that the  SFT-clitic is 
indeed a  topicality marker. In example a) the  locative NP refers to a well-
known figure among the discourse participants. In example b) the dative NP 
refers to the speech-act  participants themselves. At least the first example 
can be used without the SFT-marker, then indicating that the clause-final NP 
is not topical (if Rev. Milkias is an unexpected entity to the discourse partici-
pants in this context). 
Regardless of the case of the NP marked by the  SFT-clitic, the clitic only 
makes a statement about the topical status of that NP. Other NPs preceding 
that  NP can  be  topical  or  non-topical, and  their  status  would  instead  be 
shown by DEM, differential-S marking, the conjoint-disjoint distinction, or 
not at all.
This  SFT-clitic was subjected to various interpretations in the literature on 
Majang, as it puzzled all researchers, including the present author, leading to 
various insufficient analyses. Bender (1983, p. 132) just noted its optional 
presence and then wisely refrained from any further analysis of the  clitic. 
Unseth (1989b, p. 111), with much better data, attempted an analysis of =ŋ 
as an intransitivity marker, but he himself listed a number of problems with 
this proposal. Examples III.32b) and c) clearly show that =ŋ may be applied 
to the P of  transitive clauses. Unseth further had to call the marker optional, 
as he had to concede data where the  SFT-marker is left  out  in  intransitive 
clauses – these are clauses in which the intransitive verb is followed by non-
topical S-NPs or adverbial phrases:





b) nɛ kɛː  ɗùkà ce .
nɛ kɛː ɗùk-àL ce 
CONJ go\3S.DJ forest-SG.DAT DEM.DAT
She went to the forest.
Getachew (2014) glossed the morpheme throughout his thesis as a perfective 
marker, without providing evidence that may have lead him to this analysis. 
But it is no problem to attach the clitic to clearly imperfective propositions:
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Example III.35: SFT-marker in imperfective clauses
a) dàkín kɔ̀ː L táL à ìndí  ːŋ.
dàk-ín kɔ̀ː L táL à ìndí=ŋ
remain-2S.DJ NFUT 1S.DAT CONJ mother\1S.NOM=SFT
You will remain my mother.
b) weː weː rí ːkàrí ŋ.
weː weː r-í ː -k-à*r=ŋ
swing\IPFV-AP-EXT-2P.DJ=SFT
YouPL swing back and forth.
In Joswig (2015) I devoted a whole section of my paper to show that =ŋ is 
used to mark that a verb is accompanied by nothing but argument indexation, 
with  no  participants  coded  by  overt  NPs. My analysis  assumed  that  the 
marker only appears on verb phrases, never on noun phrases, and therefore I 
wrongly doubted some data provided by Unseth (1989b), who suggested that 
the marker is also used on  NPs. As examples  III.32 and  III.33 reveal, the 
current analysis now agrees with Unseth that the marker is used on both verb 
phrases and noun phrases.
It may be tempting to call the SFT-marker a clause- or phrase-final marker, as 
has happened for the closely related Suri-Tirmaga language (Bryant, 1999, p. 
95); but this would mask that its occurrence is conditioned by the pragmatic 
environment of the clause, in conjunction with a few syntactic factors. The 
placement of the SFT-marker is governed by the following rules:
1. The SFT-marker is used on main-clause verb phrases if they are not 
followed by any other material before the end of the clause.
2. The  SFT-marker is used on  topical  main-clause  NPs if they are not 
followed by any other material before the end of the clause.
3. The SFT-marker is only used at the end of a sentence.
The first two rules were already illustrated above. One more set of examples 
is needed to illustrate that any other material following the verb phrase or the 
topical NP prevents the use of the SFT-clitic. The adverb kɛkàr ‘again’ is such 
material, as can be seen in the following examples. The SFT-marker cannot be 
placed anywhere in these sentences:
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Example III.36: no use of SFT-marker following other material
a) nɛ kùcíːL tàɟíːL kɛkàr.
nɛ kùc-iːL tàɟ-í ,ːL kɛkàr
CONJ come-1P.DJ investigate-1P.DJ again
We will begin to investigate again.
b) nɛ ŋàːrkí ɗúŋéL kɛkàr.
nɛ ŋàːr-kí  ɗúŋéL kɛkàr
CONJ go-CP.3S.DJ hyena\SG.NOM again
Hyena came again.
The third rule requires more explanation. The substance of the rule is, of 
course, implied in the name of the sentence-final topicality marker. It means 
that the SFT-marker is not used at the end of a non-final clause:
Example III.37: no SFT-marker in a non-final clause
máL wárL kɔ̀nk ŋàːrkí, nɛ ɗàm à óbí  ːŋ.
máL wárL kɔ̀nk ŋàːr-kí  nɛ ɗàm à óbí  ː=ŋ
but dog\SG.NOM REF\RECPST go-CP.3S.DJ CONJ eat\3S.DJ CONJ big\3S.DJ=SFT
But Dog went over and ate a lot.
If the SFT-marker were to be used not only at the end of each sentence, but at 
the end of each clause that complies with conditions 1 and 2, then one would 
expect it  in this sentence to show up following  ŋàːrkí. But it  is not used, 
which establishes its role as a  sentence-final topicality marker. This know-
ledge helps with parsing strings of main clauses, which in narratives are all 
introduced by the ubiquitous  conjunction nɛ. Speaker intuition quite often 
lumped clauses together into one orthographic sentence which according to 
the use of the SFT-marker apparently need to be broken up into two sentences:
Example III.38: the SFT-marker as a sentence recognition device
máL cɛnkL wárL49 èːŋàɗà ː ŋ. nɛ èːŋáɗí  r ɗùŋéɗL à jòwɛː ɗí  ːŋ.
máL cɛnkL wárL èːŋàɗáː=ŋ nɛ èːŋáɗ-í  r
but 3S.CONTR dog\SG.ABS sniff\3S.DJ=SFT CONJ smell-CF.3S
ɗùŋéɗL à jòwɛː ɗí ː=ŋ
hyena\SG.ABS CONJ far\3S.DJ=SFT
But dog sniffed. He smelled Hyena far away.
49 This form could also be the nominative wàr, as the floating L cannot be phonetically estab-
lished preceding a word beginning with a low tone. But in this syntactic context, accom-
panying a co-referential contrastive pronoun, only absolutive nouns are encountered.
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These two  main clauses were originally  seen by the informants as being 
parts  of  the same sentence. The use of the  SFT-marker following the first 
verb, however, does not  allow such an interpretation – that  text  segment 
needs to be analyzed as containing two syntactically independent sentences.50
Two additional problems remain with the interpretation of =ŋ as a sentence-
final  topicality marker. First, there are a few instances like the following 
example where the SFT-marker is used and where absolutely no topical parti-
cipant appears to be involved in the clause. These examples contain imper-
sonal weather or environmental verbs. 
Example III.39: further problems with the SFT-marker
nɛ kɔ̀ɟúrúꜜrúŋ òkó cìnìk
nɛ kɔ̀ɟúrúr-í =ŋ òkó cì-n-ì-k.
CONJ become.dark-3S.DJ=SFT like DEM-SG-SP-POSS
It became dark, just like this.
This sentence, at first glance, may fit better with the analysis of  =ŋ as a 
marker for argument indexation only, as proposed in Joswig (2015) – there I 
assumed  a  completely  syntactic  rule  governing  its  appearance  on  verb 
phrases, whenever no other constituents were present in the sentence. This 
analysis made no reference to pragmatic factors, but also had to wrongly 
ignore all occurrences of =ŋ on noun phrases. An alternative interpretation, 
in line with the idea of  =ŋ as a  topicality marker, is that weather and en-
vironmental verbs indeed refer to topical entities, that is the weather and the 
general  environment  –  the  interaction  of  these  with  the  narrative  can  be 
taken for granted and is grounded in the world-view of the speech-act parti-
cipants.51
Second – and this can be illustrated with the same example  III.39 – this 
sentence has material following the verb marked by the SFT-marker.  Majang 
narratives frequently use such expressions which seem to express the attitude 
of the narrator (see examples  IV.267 and  V.138b), and which are usually 
translated as  ‘just like this’. It might be possible to analyze them as extra-
clausal and even extra-sentence material which is thrown in by the narrator 
after the sentence as such is finished, but before the next sentence begins.
50 See example V.126 for an apparent exception to the rule that the SFT-clitic closes every sen-
tence.
51 See Givón (1990, pp. 904, example 9a) for a similar topical understanding of weather phe-
nomena.
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Part IV:  Morphology
This major part of the language description approaches the morphology from 
a predominantly formal perspective, showing which forms are used in the 
grammar, and what  morphological  processes account for  derivational  and 
inflectional  variation. To  provide  some  much-needed  background  to  the 
reader, Part III:  Basic Syntax gave an overview over the basic grammatical 
distinctions that operate on the noun and the verb. The next few sections in-
troduce the morphology of the various parts of speech. The first of these is 
the noun (section IV.1), followed by the verb (section IV.2, including stative 
verbs). The other word classes, including pronouns, modifiers, adverbs, aux-
iliaries, prepositions and particles, are presented in section IV.3.
IV.1  Nouns
In most languages the most complex inflectional and derivational processes 
are found in the verbal system. This is not the case for Majang. The nominal 
system of the language provides a number of challenges to anyone trying to 
describe the system. Notable complexity appears particularly in the stunning 
variety of number markers, and even more so in the multidimensional case-
marking  system of  the  language. A  large  proportion  of  markings  is  not 
achieved by segmental  suffixes, but by sometimes quite idiosyncratic seg-
mental and tonal stem changes, which defy any attempt to capture them with 
simple morphological rules.
IV.1.1  The structure of the noun word
Majang nouns display grammatical information for number and case. Num-
ber is usually shown by various suffixes. The absolutive, ergative and nomi-
native cases are distinguished tonally, and involve different noun stems (see 
section  IV.1.3.2). The  dative, genitive and (often)  locative cases are indi-
cated by suffixes which attach to the noun or the noun phrase. In addition to 
the inflectional marking, nouns can further be marked for syntactic purposes 
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by various enclitics. The structure of the Majang noun can be represented as 
follows:
stem – number – case = enclitic
The number and case slots are both optional, which means that there are 
many nouns for which one or both of them are not filled.
Example IV.1: examples of noun words
word root/stem number case enclitic gloss 
kùtùr kùtùr hog (SG.ABS)
ɓòkóːrjánɛː kɛ ɓòkóːrján -ɛː k -ɛ tortoise (PL-LOC)
ɗùmàː tà ɗùmàː t -à owner (SG.DAT)
bàɗí er bàɗí  -er upper arm (PL.ERG)
bòːlúáꜜkántí  ŋ bòːlúáꜜkánt =ŋ bladder (NOM.SG=SFT)
tígónántàL tígón -ànt -àL shoulder (SG.DAT)
gùmí e rŋ gùmí  -e r =ŋ cobra (NOM-PL=SFT)
IV.1.2  Derivation processes
Few clear  derivation processes  were observed on noun  roots. Only three 
derivation markers seem to apply exclusively to nouns, and they derive other 
nouns from them. The marker -ikeːn (sometimes with high tone, sometimes 
with low tone) derives abstract nouns from nouns referring to persons dis-
playing  a  certain  quality. The  first  vowel  of  this  marker  appears  to  be 
realized as an approximant when following a vowel.
Example IV.2: abstract-noun derivation with -ikeːn
à) dɔ̀ː tɛ lazy guy dɔ̀ː tɛjkéːn laziness
b) mót blind man motí ːkeː n blindness 
c) gàː gɛ fool gàː gɛjkeː n foolishness
The second marker -kàn is used to create person nouns based on other nouns. 
It is very similar in function and behavior to the nominalization marker -tàn, 
which is only used on verbal roots (see example IV.123). It always has a low 
tone. The plural form of this suffix contains a long vowel, has its own high 
tone, and takes the plural suffix -àkL. The following table contains a selection 
of examples of this highly productive52 nominalization device:
52 It is even used for derivations from recent loans like rɛbɛc from Amharic ረበሸ ‘disturb’.
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Example IV.3: person-noun derivation with -kàn
root gloss of root NOMIN.SG NOMIN.PL gloss
rɛbɛc disturbance rɛbɛckàn rɛbɛcꜜkáːnàkL troublemaker
gìrój poverty gírójkàn gírójꜜkáːnákL poor person
gɔ̀ː l grudge N gɔ̀ː lkàn gɔ̀ː lꜜkàː nàkL enemy
kóːɲ curse N kóːɲkàn kóːɲꜜkáːnákL cursed person
wòrí money wóríːkàn wóríːꜜkáːnàkL rich man
The third  suffix -enL was encountered for  further  agent-noun formations: 
ìɟáːgL ‘work’ turns  into  íɟáːgénL PL. íɟáːgeː r ‘worker’. The  nouns  ɔ̀ɗɔ̀wénL 
‘chief’ and gúmáːkénL ‘enemy’ also seem to have been derived that way, from 
unattested roots.
Beyond these clear but rare examples of nominal derivation it is likely that at 
least  some verbs are derived from nouns. The following list  of examples 
shows pairs of nouns and verbs, where the most basic meaning appears to be 
the nominal variant. Although it might be possible to treat these pairs in the 
section on nominalization, it appears more satisfactory to assume the noun to 
be the basic category, from which the verb is formed through conversion. All 
forms of  nominalization described in section  IV.2.2 use entirely different 
morphological  means, so that this  conversion mechanism definitely sticks 
out. Furthermore, as seen in example  IV.3 above, the person-noun  kóːɲkàn 
‘cursed  person’ apparently  is  based  on  the  noun  kóːɲ ‘curse’, using  the 
marker  -kàn, which is elsewhere used on clearly nominal roots only. This 
noun kóːɲ therefore seems to be more basic than its verbal counterpart kòːɲ. 
Against this analysis, however, stands the fact that three of these noun-verb 
pairs make use of the archaic  causative prefix i- (Unseth, 1998, p. 116). It 
appears likely that at an earlier stage of language history these roots must 
have been originally verbs.
Example IV.4: conversion pairs of nouns and verbs
noun. sg. noun. pl. gloss of noun verb gloss of verb
còngùj congùjàː tɔ̀kL music còngùj play instrument
gáːcɛ gáːcɛɛL wound N gàːcɛj make a tattoo
íːlíáL song ìːlìàː sing
ìbáːlL ìbáːlàkL game ìbáːl play
ìɟáːgL ìɟáːgàkL work N ìɟáːg work V
jòngój jongójí kL wind jòngòj blow
kóːɲ kóːɲkùkL curse N kòːɲ curse V
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kóndì kóndìɛ fish hook kòndì fish V
nácíL nácíɛ bread nàcì bake
Other means of nominal derivation, for example diminutives, or male/female 
markers, were not observed in the available data.
IV.1.3  Inflectional processes
As indicated in section IV.1.1, nouns can be inflected for number and case. 
In line with other Surmic languages, the Majang language does not make any 
grammatical gender distinctions.
The noun template (see example IV.1) states that maximally two inflection 
suffixes can be used on the noun. These two slots are conveniently called 
number and  case. But there are various reasons why the two grammatical 
features  number and case cannot be treated separately from each other. As 
stated above, some nouns have their number and case marked entirely with-
out filling these slots. Other configurations fill only one slot, and the mor-
pheme filling it provides information on both number and case. As an exam-
ple, the  noun  bɔ̀ː lɔ̀ŋL ‘old  man  (ABS.SG)’  forms  the  absolutive plural  as 
bɔ̀ː lɔ̀ŋeː rL and the modified ergative plural as bɔ̀ː lɔ̀ŋerL. The locative plural is 
formed as bɔ̀ː lɔ̀ŋeː rɛL. The locative and absolutive plural use the long-vowel-
led suffix -eː rL and the ergative the short-vowelled suffix -erL. The fact that 
the locative form still needs to add the locative marker -ɛL in the case slot of 
the noun makes it clear that the two markers -erL and -eː rL have to be seen as 
filling the number slot, although they also contain implicit case information. 
The difference in  vowel length of the number marker is the difference res-
ponsible for the case differentiation between absolutive and ergative.
To account for this  portmanteau behavior of the number and case markers, 
and for the fact that many nouns use  stem differences for their  inflectional 
categories, this section first introduces the various ways in which number 
can be marked, and next the ways in which case can be marked. But already 
in the section dealing with  number marking, paradigms are provided that 
show the case-marking variations of a particular number-marker allomorph.
IV.1.3.1  Number marking
Majang distinguishes between singular and plural. All elements of the noun 
phrase show number agreement with the head noun, and subject marking on 
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the verb also agrees with the number of the referenced entity. Number mark-
ing was treated by Bender (1983, pp. 124–127) and in more detail by Unseth 
(1988b). These works are generally adequate, but because of their lack of 
tone  marking  they  missed  some  morphological  distinctions. Getachew 
(2014, p. 94ff) filled some of these gaps by providing information on the role 
of tone in number marking. All three previous approaches are similar to each 
other in separating the issue of  number marking from  case marking. It  is 
shown in section  IV.1.3.2 that  such  a  treatment  cannot  do  justice  to  the 
morphological processes operating on Majang nouns; therefore I provide pa-
radigms of case marking together with number-marking allomorphs. A com-
plete picture of number-case combinations is presented in section IV.1.3.3.
A  number-marking system as complex as the one encountered in Majang 
opens up the question whether it can really be seen as an inflectional device. 
One could alternatively consider treating it as a lexical process, possibly in-
volving derivation devices that create different singular and plural stems, as 
suggested by Hayward (1981, p. 128f) for Dirayta. I treat it as an inflectional 
category, mostly in order to present it together with other  inflectional cat-
egories such as case and modification, which often combine to portmanteau 
formatives with the number markers. Furthermore, in spite of the multitude 
of number formatives, particularly for the plural, some generalizations can 
be made about how they are applied. The number of nouns with a number-
marking behavior that is not copied by at least one other noun is very small. 
Furthermore, singular  and  plural  marking  generally  come  to  predictable 
meanings entirely centered around the dimension of grammatical number.
Number marking is obligatory in Majang – single referents require a singular 
form, and multiple referents require a plural  form. Almost  every noun is 
clearly identifiable for its number value. Most nouns have a singular root and 
a marked plural, but for some it is the other way around. For a number of 
nouns both forms are morphologically marked. Some nouns only come in 
either a singular or a plural form, and for a few nouns number marking hap-
pens through suppletion. Majang therefore clearly exhibits the – according to 
Dimmendaal (2000, p. 216) – prototypical number-marking characteristics 
of a Nilo-Saharan language.
Which form of number marking is chosen for each noun seems to be mostly 
a lexical decision. But, as Unseth (1988b, p. 79) points out, “some generali-
zations concerning various plural noun classes are noticeable. Some of the  
plural classes are grouped by phonological criteria and others by semantic  
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criteria.” Such generalizations, however, are not more than tendencies, and 
if such tendencies are observable for a particular marker, they are indicated 
in the section dealing with this marker.
As a basis for all numerical information given in the sections below, 719 
nouns were analyzed for their number-marking behavior.
Singular
The singular forms of Majang can be divided into two basic groups. For the 
first group of nouns, the singular is entirely unmarked. The second group 
uses a singular marker, which for almost all of them is a variation of the suf-
fix -n(t), sometimes with a preceding vowel. In spite of substantial similari-
ties between these suffixes, which certainly suggest that they all go back to 
the same historical source, it is synchronically not possible to treat them all 
as allomorphs of the same singular marker, as no rules can be established 
that govern the choice of suffix with any predictability. Three nouns seem to 
use the entirely different singular marker -àL.
Unmarked singular nouns
Most nouns in the sample (at least 630) leave the singular completely un-
marked. About 125 of these have a floating low tone following the absolu-
tive-singular noun stem. The only effect of this is a lowering of the register 
of the next word. The following example shows unmarked singular nouns (a-
c) and singulars followed by a floating L (d-f); the possessive pronoun nàː k 
‘my’ with its high tone is used as a diagnostic device to show the resulting 
downstep.
Example IV.5: nouns with and without floating L in the singular
a) áːbɛ nàː k my fig tree d) tɛpɛnL nàː k my forehead
b) màcàrɛ nàː k my fence e) ɛtɛɗL nàː k my honey
c) ùɗéː nàː k my pestle f) ùtúlL nàː k my hole
One could attempt to identify this floating low tone as a marker for the abso-
lutive singular for those nouns that have it. But it can be seen in the follow-
ing sections that in Majang the various stems of the same noun can be very 
different from each other, including the presence and absence of floating Ls. 
It is therefore not helpful to try to distinguish between nouns that just happen 
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to end in a floating L and those which may use it as a marker for the absolu-
tive singular. In what follows, it is assumed that a floating L is always a stem 
feature. For some nouns it can be shown that this floating low tone may have 
an effect observable in other stems. For example, regarding the noun dúːdùrL 
‘dust’, it can be shown that the floating L in the singular stem has a notice-
able effect  on the number  suffix of the plural form  dúːdùrɛ (see example 
IV.24 for details). For other nouns, such effects cannot be observed, so for 
these cases it is assumed that the floating L is just a feature of the absolutive 
singular stem.
The nouns with unmarked singular can have quite different  case-marking 
strategies, as the following case paradigms of unmarked singular nouns may 
illustrate:
Example IV.6: case paradigms of unmarked singular nouns
form man heart antelope house friend eel woman
ABS í ɗí tL ɓàjɛ ɓoɛ gode càːkómL cúwǒj ɟàrtí 
ERG í ɗí  ɓàjà ː j ɓoɛ ː gode ː càːkom cúwoj ɟàrtí  ː
ERG/NOM.MOD í ɗí L ɓàjɛL ɓoɛL godeL càː komL cúwoj ɟàrtí L
NOM í ɗí L ɓàjàː jL ɓoɛL godeː L càː kom cúwoj ɟàrtí ːL
DAT età ɓàjàː jà ɓoɛà godeà càː komàL cúwojà ɟàrtí à
LOC ete ɓàjàː j ɓoɛ godej càː kome cúwoje ɟàrtí ː
LOC.MOD ete ɓàjà*ː j ɓoɛ gode*ː j càː kome cúwoje ɟàrtí *ː
POSS etonk ɓàjàː jonk ɓoàjo nk godeonk càː komk cúwojí k ɟàrtí onk
Not  many  generalizations  about  the  case  marking of  unmarked  singular 
nouns are possible. The ergative has low tones on short vowels and HL se-
quences on long vowels. But whether the vowel in question is long or short 
cannot be reliably predicted from looking at the absolutive stem. The modi-
fied ergative/nominative form almost always has a high tone followed by a 
floating  L, but even to this generalization there are exceptions like  cúwoj. 
The plain nominative form often has a floating L, but that, too, can be unpre-
dictably absent. The dative sometimes has a L, and sometimes a H, which is 
sometimes followed by a floating L and sometimes not. The locative can be 
formed by -è or  -ɛ or some idiosyncratic stem change involving length and 
tone. Those locatives without a suffix also provide a modified locative form 
which is different from the plain locative. The possessive usually has a tonal 
variant of the suffix -onk, but is sometimes also expressed by the alternative 
suffix -k. Additionally, there are stem changes, as for ‘heart’, or even sup-
pletion on nouns like ‘man’. But these are infrequent.
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Marked singular nouns
All other  singular forms involve a choice of one of several segmental  suf-
fixes, which, except for the three nouns in example IV.19, minimally involve 
the nasal /n/53, often preceded by a vowel. These formatives are presented in 
the following in the order of their frequency. Because of their marked status, 
Unseth (1988b, p. 76) calls these morphological singular  suffixes  singula-
tive, but in the following I do not further pursue the distinction between sin-
gular and singulative.
The full singular marker of all these forms is in fact  -(V)nt, which is fully 
expressed for the  ergative, nominative, locative and  dative cases. Only the 
modified nominative and ergative forms omit the consonant -t, as well as the 
absolutive forms. Because previous treatments of Majang number marking 
only compared absolutive case forms, the full form of this singular suffix re-
mained undescribed so far.
Example IV.7: nouns with singulars marked by -(V)nt
absolutive singular nominative singular gloss
ádámój-í nL ádámój-í ntL hunter
ŋèd-àn ŋèd-àntL tooth
kóːlt-únL kóːlt-úntL rib
About 35 nouns54 (most of them denoting body parts) were found with the 
singular suffix -àn(t)L. This suffix displays two different tonal behaviors. The 
suffix on the nouns àtàwàn ‘tendril’, bàlgàɟàn ‘gill’, déránL ‘leg’, dóːjánL ‘re-
pentance’, ɗɔ̀ː ŋàn ‘tree, sp.’, gòpàn ‘path’, kélŋánL ‘armpit’, kórŋánL ‘knee’, 
kùrŋàn ‘snot’, léɟánL ‘bracelet’, móːɲánL ‘kidney’, ŋèdàn ‘tooth’, ŋóːlánL ‘nape 
of neck’, órkánL ‘bark of tree’, pàrìwàn ‘cheek’, pìlàn ‘eyelash’, pìlètàn ‘tear’, 
tàrmàn ‘hide’, and tígónánL ‘shoulder’ copies the last tone of the stem, so that 
the H on the suffix is not downstepped.
53 Unseth (1988b, p. 84) discusses the Majang number formatives and their relation to Bryan’s 
(1968) *N/*K distinction.
54 Countless infinitives and negative verb forms (see section IV.2.2.1) also use this marker, so 
this is really an open class with a lot more potential members.
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Example IV.8: paradigms of singular nouns marked by -àn(t)L:
form shoulder tooth
ABS tígónánL ŋèdàn







In these examples the change between suffixes ending in /t/ and those with-
out can be seen nicely. But there are also irregularities, like the different 
ways of forming the locative (which does not distinguish between plain and 
modified forms for any of these nouns).
The other 17 nouns take the singular suffix -àn(t)L with a fixed H (except for 
the plain ergative form). This high tone is  downstepped following a high 
tone on the stem, according to the morpheme-downstep rule.
Example IV.9: paradigms of singular nouns marked by -àn(t)L
form shin in-law bladder
ABS céːꜜlánL tèkánL bòːlúáꜜkánL
ERG céːꜜlà nt tèkàn bòːlúáꜜkà nt
ERG/NOM.MOD céːꜜlánL tèkánL bòːlúáꜜkánL
NOM céːꜜlántL tèkán bòːlúáꜜkántL
DAT céːꜜlántàL tèkántàL bòːlúáꜜkántà
LOC céːꜜlántL tèkánt bòːlúáꜜkántL
LOC.MOD céːꜜlántL tèkánt bòːlúáꜜkántL
POSS céːꜜlánto nk tèkánto nk bòːlúáꜜkánto nk
All of these nouns have the alternation between suffixes ending in /t/ and 
those that don’t, but the noun for ‘in-law’ shows some deviations regarding 
the ergative and nominative forms.
Apart from the three nouns shown above, bɔ̀gɔ̀ː ꜜánL ‘ankle’, ɓɔ̀lɔ̀kánL ‘bone 
marrow’, cócóꜜánL ‘maize  flour’, díkíːꜜɲánL ‘intestines’, gámáꜜánL ‘molar 
tooth’, kɔ̀pánL ‘shoe’, ɲɔ̀ː kánL ‘chick’, páꜜránL ‘plank’, pɛtɛ ː kánL ‘chaff’, 
rɛkɛꜜ nánL ‘branch’, tèmánL ‘firewood’, ɛmɛː ꜜnánL ‘bone’  and tótóꜜkánL ‘egg’ 
also belong to this group of nouns.
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There are nine nouns which form a singular by adding the suffix -n(t) to the 
stem, leaving the tonal structure of the stem unchanged. For all these nouns 
the plural is unmarked. They all refer to entities that tend to come in groups 
or at least in pairs (see Dimmendaal (2000, p. 229) for a discussion of simi-
lar marking patterns in other Nilo-Saharan languages). This is even true for 
ɛŋɛn ‘nose’, where the singular refers to a single nostril of the nose, and two 
different plural forms refer to either one nose (ɛŋɛ) or to multiple noses of 
different people (ɛŋɛtùn). The nine nouns further have in common that the 
noun stem ends on a vowel; it could therefore be argued that the suffix -n(t) 
is a phonologically conditioned allomorph of one of the other suffixes that 
have a fixed vowel. This does not work for the suffix -àn(t), which can also 
attach to stems ending on a vowel. For the other suffixes -Vn(t), -ùn(t)L and 
-ɔ̀n(t)L/-on(t)L (see below) any claim of a phonologically based allomorphy is 
thwarted by two considerations:  first, for  the other suffixes, the  plural  is 
never unmarked, but  marked with a corresponding plural marker (-eːr for 
-Vn(t), -i for -ùn(t)L, -ɔ̀kL for  -ɔ̀n(t)/-on(t))  –  it  would be very difficult  to 
explain how a phonologically based choice of allomorphs would then trigger 
the choice of a completely different inflection class for plural marking. Sec-
ond, none of the other singular markers matches the semantic profile of mass 
or pair nouns as observed for the nouns marked by -n(t). Therefore the pre-
sent  analysis does not try to attempt any conflations of different  singular 
markers into single morphemes based on phonological grounds.
Example IV.10: singular nouns marked by -n(t)
root singular plural gloss
ɛŋɛ ɛŋɛn ɛŋɛ nose
koːltùL koːltùnL koːltùL rib
teː tɔ̀ teː tɔ̀n teː tɔ̀ bird
ŋɛtí  ŋɛtí n ŋɛtí  lice
màrjɔ̀ màrjɔ̀n màrjɔ̀ stars
kèːgù kèːgùn kèːgù animal
mèːrì mèːrìn mèːrì vein
órpáL órpánL órpáL naming ceremony
tɔ̀ɓɔ̀ː jɔ̀ tɔ̀ɓɔ̀ː jɔ̀n tɔ̀ɓɔ̀ː jɔ̀ wing
The following paradigms compare two of these nouns with their  unmarked 
(in the absolutive) plural counterparts, illustrating that the vowel preceding 
-n(t) is indeed part of the noun stem:
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Example IV.11: paradigms of singular nouns marked by -n(t)
form louse PL rib PL
ABS ŋɛtìn ŋɛtí  kóːltúnL kóːltúL
PL.ABS.MOD ŋɛtí ːL kóːltúL
ERG ŋɛtí  nt ŋɛtí  ːk kóːltù nt kóːltù k
ERG/NOM.MOD ŋɛtí nL ŋɛtí ːL kóːltúnL kóːltúL
NOM ŋɛtí nt ŋɛtí ːkL kóːltúntL kóːltúkL
DAT ŋɛtí ntà ŋɛtí ːkà kóːltúntàL kóːltúkà
LOC ŋɛtí nt ŋɛtí ːkɛ kóːltúntL kóːltúkɛ
LOC.MOD ŋɛtí nt kóːltúntL
POSS ŋɛtí ntonk ŋɛtí ːkonk kóːltúntonk kóːltúkonk
The six nouns ɔ̀ɗɔ̀wénL ‘chief’, íɟáːgénL ‘farmer’, láːŋójínL ‘slave’, ádámójínL 
‘hunter’, tékáːjánL ‘firstborn’, gúmáːkénL ‘enemy’, and kàjáŋínL ‘fly’ form the 
singular by adding the  suffix -Vn(t)L where  V stands for the  vowels /e/, /à/ 
or /i/, which copy the tone of the last stem syllable. Except for kàjàŋí nL ‘fly’  
(singular  stem: kàjàŋ, but the plural  stem is  kájáŋ), all nouns of this class 
have a high-toned stem. All nouns refer to human beings, except again for 
kàjàŋí nL ‘fly’, so that the common denominator of these nouns may be ani-
mate. These nouns have their plural marked by -eːr. Once more, the follow-
ing paradigms add information on the plural in order to see that the singular 
marker is entirely replaced by the plural marker, and therefore cannot be in-
terpreted as part of the stem.
Example IV.12: paradigms of singular nouns marked by -Vn(t)L
form hunter PL fly PL
ABS ádámójí nL ádámójeː rL kàjáŋínL kàjáŋeː rL
PL.ABS.MOD ádámójeː rL kàjáŋeː rL
ERG ádámojí nt ádámójer kàjáŋí  nt kàjáŋer
ERG/NOM.MOD ádámójí nL ádámójerL kàjáŋínL kàjáŋerL
NOM ádámójí ntL ádámójerL kàjáŋíntL kàjáŋerL
DAT ádámójí ntà ádámójeː ràL kàjáŋíntà kàjáŋeː ràL
LOC ádámójí nte ádámójeː rɛL kàjáŋínte kàjáŋeː rɛL
LOC.MOD ádámójí nte kàjáŋínte
POSS ádámójí ntonk ádámójeː ro nk kàjáŋínto nk kàjáŋeː ro nk
As can be seen, the difference between these nouns and the ones taking the 
singular  suffix -n(t) is that the  vowel preceding  -n(t)  is part of the  suffix, 
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whereas in the other group it is part of the stem. Furthermore, the locative is 
shown with a segmental suffix, which is lacking in the other group.
Five nouns form their  singulars by adding -ùn(t)L to the stem. These nouns 
look very similar to the nouns with the singular marker -n(t), but once more 
the vowel /ù/ is part of the suffix, not the stem, as it is replaced in the plural 
by the suffix -i. The singular  suffix copies the last tone of the  stem, which 
for all nouns but one is L. 
Example IV.13: singular marked by -ùn(t)L
stem singular gloss
àm àmùn hair
rɛː rɛm rɛː rɛmùnL spark
ɲɔ̀n ɲɔ̀nùn weed
lòːm lòːmùn feather
lòːlòm lòːlòmùn charred wood
All five nouns have a labial sound in their final rhyme, which means that 
they would meet the condition for the application of the labial-harmony rule 
(see section II.5.3). It would therefore be possible to claim that the suffix has 
the underlying form -in(t)L, undergoing labial harmony. Against this speaks 
the fact that the labial-harmony rule generally does not apply to nominal suf-
fixes, and that therefore the nouns láːŋójínL ‘slave’ and ádámójínL ‘hunter’ of 
the group of nouns marking their singulars with -Vn(t)L (see example IV.12) 
do not  have their  suffix  undergo labial  harmony. Accordingly, the  suffix 
-ùn(t)L cannot be seen as a phonologically conditioned allomorph of -Vn(t)L. 
This is also confirmed by the different accompanying plural markers of these 
two singular suffixes (see example IV.49 for the plural forms of  àmùn and 
rɛː rɛmùnL).
Example IV.14: paradigms of singular nouns marked by -ùn(t)L
form hair spark
ABS àmùn rɛː rɛmúnL
ERG àmù nt rɛː rɛmù nt
ERG/NOM.MOD àmùnL rɛː rɛmúnL
NOM àmùntL rɛː rɛmúntL
DAT àmùntà rɛː rɛmúntàL
LOC àmùnt rɛː rɛmúntL
LOC.MOD àmùnt rɛː rɛmúntL
POSS àmùnto nk rɛː rɛmúnto nk
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Two words are found marking the singular by the suffix -ɔ̀nL, which copies 
the tone of the  root, and which is followed by a  floating low tone. Their 
plurals are formed with the suffix -ɔ̀kL.
Example IV.15: singular marked by -ɔ̀nL
root singular gloss
dɔ̀m dɔ̀mɔ̀n leopard
ɓeː t ɓeː tɔ̀nL waist
As can be seen in the following paradigms, in spite of their common singular 
marker, the two nouns55 have quite different inflections; one with the /t/-
alternation observed with other n(t)-type singulars, and the other without.
Example IV.16: paradigms of singular nouns marked by -ɔ̀nL
form leopard waist
ABS dɔ̀mɔ̀n ɓeː tɔ̀nL
ERG dɔ̀mɔ̀ ː n beː tɔ̀ nt
ERG/NOM.MOD dɔ̀mɔ̀nL beː tɔ̀nL
NOM dɔ̀mɔ̀ː nL beː tɔ̀ntL
DAT dɔ̀mɔ̀ː nà beː tɔ̀ntàL
LOC domoːn beː tɔ̀ntL
LOC.MOD domoːn beː tɔ̀ntL
POSS dɔ̀mɔ̀ː nonk beː tɔ̀ntonk
Two more nouns, from a botanical semantic domain, take the similar singu-
lar suffix -on(t)L. They also form their plural with the form -ɔ̀kL. It is possible 
that these nouns form a single inflection class with the ones taking the sin-
gular -ɔ̀nL, and that the vowel variation is caused by a no longer productive 
back-vowel counterpart  to the  height-harmony rule  5. Due to the lack of 
conclusive data, the -onL form is in the following treated as a separate suffix.
Example IV.17: singular marked by -on(t)L
root singular gloss
wɛjk wɛjkonL seed
pí ːŋ píːŋónL leaf
55 In spite of its low number of lexical entries, this formative is also used for the productive 
verbal-noun formation of many verbs (see section  IV.2.2.1 for details, where the verbal 
nouns  follow  mainly  the  pattern  of  dɔ̀mɔ̀n). There  are  therefore  many  more  potential 
members of this class.
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Once again, these nouns alternate forms between suffixes ending in /t/ and 
those without.










Three nouns were found forming their singular with a  suffix not involving 
the consonant /n/. Their singular marker is -àL, which copies the high tone of 
the previous syllable.
Example IV.19: -àL singular nouns




As the following paradigm reveals, these nouns appear to be irregular. The 
noun wéːnáL seems to be an n-type singular followed by the suffix -à, so that 
it undergoes the same /t/ variation as most other n(t)-type singulars.
Example IV.20: paradigm of nouns with singular marked by -à
form ear
ABS wéːnáL









The Majang language provides a much greater variety of strategies for plural 
marking than for marking the singular. Most nouns  mark their plural by a 
suffix – see Table  7 below for an overview over these 19 suffixes. Only 
about 30 nouns were found with unmarked plurals – they either have overt 
singular marking, or they have no attested singular form at all.
Unmarked plural nouns
About 30 nouns were found which do not  mark the plural by any means. 
Most of them have an attested singular form. These are díkíːꜜɲánL, PL. díkíːɲ 
‘intestines’, ɛmɛː nánL, PL. ɛmɛː n ‘bone’, ɛŋɛn, PL. ɛŋɛ ‘nose’, kèːgùn, PL. kèːgù 
‘animal’, kóːltúnL, PL. kóːltúL ‘rib’, màrjɔ̀n, PL. màrjɔ̀ ‘star’, mèːrìn, PL. mèːrì 
‘vein’, ŋɛtìn, PL. ŋɛtì ‘louse’, órpánL, PL. órpáL ‘naming ceremony’, tèːtɔ̀n, PL. 
tèːtɔ̀ ‘bird’, tɔ̀ɓɔ̀ː jɔ̀n, PL. tɔ̀ɓɔ̀ː jɔ̀ ‘wing’ and  wéːnáL, PL. wéːn ‘ear’, 
supplemented  by  the  suppletive  plural  forms  such  as  ɟoːpL ‘people’  for 
singular í ɗí tL ‘person’ or olà ‘things’ for singular àɲL.
For 14 other unmarked plural  nouns the language consultants agreed that 
there is no singular form. It can be shown that these are plural forms by plac-
ing them in a context where they are accompanied by a  modifier agreeing 
with their number: tɔ̀ː jɔ̀L gàː nk ‘my urine’, where gàː nk is the plural-possessed 
form of the 1S possessive pronoun.
Example IV.21: unmarked plural forms without corresponding singular forms
noun gloss noun gloss noun gloss
ùbù lung wɛː ŋàL life ɗɛː wɔ̀L saliva
tɔ̀ː jɔ̀L urine ɲɔ̀ː dL excrement tí rjàL name
ɲonL lie ɲɔ̀ː nàL insult pɛː soup
ogo ːl mead íːljàL song pɛrkà prophecy
màː wL water ŋòɲì vegetation
The following are some case paradigms of these unmarked plural nouns. It 
becomes apparent that the plural is not always entirely unmarked for all case  
forms. Those nouns that take the marker -n(t) for the singular appear to be 
using  the  plural  marker  -k for  the  plural  of  most  case  forms;  it  is  only 
dropped  in  the  absolutive form  and  in  the  modified  ergative/nominative 
forms, so that only for these cases the plural appears to be unmarked – but 
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the discussion on p. 206 shows that this formative -k needs to be seen as part 
of the case stem, and not as a marker suffix.
Example IV.22: paradigms of nouns with unmarked plural
form ear louse rib person thing
ABS weː nL ŋɛtí  kóːltúL ɟoːpL olà
ABS.MOD weː nL ŋɛtí ːL kóːltúL ɟoːpL olà
ERG we ː n ŋɛtí  ːk kóːltù k ɟoː olà ː t
ERG/NOM.MOD weː nL ŋɛtí ːL kóːltúL ɟoː olàL
NOM weː n ŋɛtí ːkL kóːltúkL ɟoː olàː tL
DAT weː nàL ŋɛtí ːkà kóːltúkà ɟopà olàː tàL
LOC weː nɛL ŋɛtí ːkɛ kóːltúkɛ ɟoːpe olàː tɛL
POSS weː no nk ŋɛtí ːkonk kóːltúkonk ɟoːponk olàː to nk
Marked plural nouns
The nouns that mark their plural with a suffix can be divided into two larger 
categories. Most of the plurals involve the consonant /k/, either as part of the 
suffix, or as part of the stem, and if they do, certain predictions can be made: 
this formative /k/ does not show up in all case forms of the plural, but con-
sistently in all non-central case forms. Most of these suffixes also provide for 
a distinction between plain and modified absolutive forms. The other group 
of suffixes does not involve /k/ in any of its case forms, and the absolutive 
forms do not further distinguish between plain and modified. This is particu-
larly true for all nouns using a marker involving the consonant /r/ preceded 
by a front vowel. Some nouns using the suffixes -tùn or -àn, though, augment 
their  non-central  case forms by adding the  suffix -ɛːk, which is borrowed 
from the biggest class of nouns using the plural suffix -ɛL.
The most productive and regular plural-marking class uses this plural suffix 
-ɛL with about 200 attestations. None of these supply their singulars entirely 
with low tones. This suffix is inherently toneless (apart from the floating L 
attached to it), and copies the final stem tone. This tone can be a floating low 
tone, and it is then realized as a low tone on the suffix -ɛL.
Example IV.23: -ɛL plural nouns
singular plural gloss remark
goroɲsom goroɲsomɛL larynx
túkí  túkí ɛ beginning
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lùːrí lùːríɛL horn (instrument)
dúːdùrL dúːdùrɛ dust floating L realized on plural-suffix
tùmàl tùmàlɛ boar tone changes on stem
For most nouns of this class, the plural stem is tonally identical to the singu-
lar stem. Only a few examples such as tùmàl vs. tùmàlɛ  ‘boar’ display tone 
changes between the stems. 
The L on the plural suffix of dúːdùrL ‘dust’ seems surprising at first glance, 
since it is apparently not a copy of the preceding overt H of the stem. But the 
final tone of the stem is actually a floating L (which also manifests itself on 
the singular stem). Because it is followed by the  toneless  plural  suffix, the 
floating  L has a morpheme to dock on to, and the  suffix is realized with a 
low tone. This low tone now renders the floating L following the plural suf-
fix pointless, as automatic  downstep affects any following word. Example 
IV.24 illustrates how the  floating low tone of the stem materializes on the 
plural suffix:
Example IV.24: tone-spreading on -ɛL plural nouns with floating tone
dúːdùrL -ɛL → dúːdùrɛ
 H       L L
It becomes clear that the plural marker -ɛL, in spite of the tonal variation on 
the surface, acts very regularly on the assumed singular stem. This is also 
confirmed by its equally regular behavior in the other case forms beside the 
absolutive: 
Example IV.25: paradigms of -ɛL plural nouns
form banana donkey morning hog wax
ABS mùːɟí ɛ  kùꜜrojɛL gí bí ɛ  kùtùrɛ pogí ɛ L
ABS.MOD mùːɟí ɛ  kùꜜrojɛL gí bí ɛ  kùtùrɛ pogí ɛ L
ERG mùːɟí ꜜ ɛ  ː k kùꜜrojɛː k gí bí ɛ  ː k kùtùrɛ ː k pogí Lɛ ː k
ERG/NOM.MOD mùːɟí ꜜ ɛ L kùꜜrojɛL gí bí ɛ L kùtùrɛL pogí ɛ L
NOM mùːɟí ꜜ ɛ ː kL kùꜜrojɛː kL gí bí ɛ ː kL kùtùrɛː kL pogí ɛ ː kL
DAT mùːɟí ɛ ː kà kùꜜrojɛː kà gí bí ɛ ː kà kùtùrɛː kà pogí ɛ ː kà
LOC mùːɟí ɛ ː kɛ kùꜜrojɛː kɛ gí bí ɛ ː kɛ kùtùrɛː kɛ pogí ɛ ː kɛ
POSS mùːɟí ɛ ː konk kùꜜrojɛː konk gí bí ɛ ː konk kùtùrɛː konk pogí ɛ ː konk
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As can be seen from these paradigms, the absolutive form of the plural suffix 
is really just a truncated variant of the underlying form -ɛːk, which appears in 
most other case forms. This evidence places even the marker  -ɛL firmly in-
side the general pattern of marking the plural by the formative -k, which be-
comes apparent from what follows.
Whether -ɛL is really the most numerous plural marker depends on how one 
interprets the various forms of the equally prolific plural markers ending in 
-àkL. Because of their segmental affinity, one might be tempted to count all 
of the about 250 relevant nouns of the sample as carrying one plural marker. 
Or one might be drawn to split them off into smaller groups marked by dif-
ferent  plural markers, according to their tonal behavior and their segmental 
idiosyncrasies – the approach followed here.
One of the plural suffixes involving the segments -àkL, similar to the marker 
-ɛL, copies the final tone of the stem. Almost 130 nouns from the sample use 
this marker. This, however, is only a small fraction of its real use, as it is 
further employed for the plural of several  nominalized forms (see section 
IV.2.2.1); it is therefore part of an open and productive derivation process.
The consonant /k/ of this suffix, like with all other plural-absolutive suffixes 
ending  in  /k/, only  appears  in  the  unmodified  absolutive form  of  plural 
nouns. In most other  case forms, except for  dative and locative, and some-
times for the unmodified nominative case, no /k/ is used.
Example IV.26: nouns with -àkL plural marking
root SG.ABS PL.ABS PL.ABS.MOD gloss
pí l pí làn pí làk pí là eyebrow
der derànL deràkL deràL leg
ɲegem ɲegem ɲegeː màk ɲegeː mà chin
The following paradigms provide examples of the very regular case-marking 
behavior of most of these nouns.
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Example IV.27: paradigms of -àkL plural nouns
form bee friend tooth
ABS ŋédáːnàkL càː komàkL ŋèdàk
ABS.MOD ŋédáːnàL càː komàL ŋèdà
ERG ŋédáːnà càː komà ŋèdà 
ERG/NOM.MOD ŋédáːnàL càː komàL ŋèdàL
NOM ŋédáːnàL càː komà ŋèdà
DAT ŋédáːnàkàL càː komàkàL ŋèdàkà
LOC ŋédáːnàkɛL càː komàkɛL ŋèdàkɛ
POSS ŋédáːnàko nk càː komàko nk ŋèdàkonk
The marker -àkL behaves very similar to the marker -ɛL in the sense that the 
case forms alternate between displaying and not displaying the formative /k/. 
But the forms where the /k/ is used differ between the two inflection classes.
Nine nouns using this plural suffix have their absolutive stem with a LH se-
quence on  the  last  syllable. These  nouns  are  kúlběːr ‘dove’, cúwǒj ‘eel’, 
ɗàːkǎn ‘quarrel’, èːmɛː kǎːj ‘son-in-law’, ɛː rǒj ‘tree, sp.’, gàːmǔj ‘tree, sp.’, 
kámtǐː ‘partridge’, kòdóbǐː ‘stork’, and wàːjà*ː n ‘plant’. The singular  form 
consists of the bare  stem, without causing  downstep on a following word. 
The plural stem is identical with the singular stem, to which the suffix -àkL is 
added. This  suffix receives the high tone of the final  LH sequence on the 
stem, so that all nouns ending in a LH sequence have the final H associated 
with the plural marker:
Example IV.28: tone spreading on -àkL plural nouns
kúlběːr -àkL → kúlbeː ràkL doves
 H   LH      L H L H L
The tone on the plural suffix results from the regular left-to-right association 
of the available tones to the available syllables.
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Three of the nouns using the plural marker -àkL (dùː dá, túːtù and bùcá) at first 
glance appear as if they belong to the nouns forming their plural with -kàk 
(see  example  IV.52 below). But  this  is  because  their  absolutive singular 
forms shorten their  stems  dùː dáːk, túːꜜtùːk  and bùcáːk. In  most  other  case 
forms the stem appears fully, not only in the plural.
Example IV.30: -àkL plural nouns with stem changes
stem singular plural gloss
dùːdáːk dùːdá dùːdàː kàk hammer
bùcáːk bùcá bùcàːkàk malaria
túːꜜtùːk túːtù túːꜜtúːkàkL obstruction
Another noun with a substantial  stem change using the plural  suffix -àkL is 
ɲon ‘place’. Its plural stem is ɲoː ní t, with the absolutive plural form ɲoːní tàk.











Very similar to the toneless suffix -àkL is the suffix -àkL with a fixed H that is 
not copied from the last stem syllable. When its high tone follows another 
high tone of the stem, it is downstepped. About 120 nouns were found using 
this suffix. It appears reasonable to assume that it is closely related to -àkL, 
and that the tonal difference is the result of some unknown process in the 
course of language history.
Example IV.32: -àkL nouns
stem singular plural gloss
gàpùt gàpùt gàpùtákL bat
sùeː t sùeː t sùeː tákL stinger
tɛpɛn tɛpɛnL tɛpɛː ꜜnàkL forehead
moːɟ moːj moːɟàkL male person
tà ː r tà ː r tàː ꜜràkL meat
These nouns behave very similarly to  the  ones  with the  plural  -àkL seen 
above.
Example IV.33: plural paradigms of nouns with plural -àkL
form bat meat shin in-law bladder
ABS gàpùtàkL tàː ꜜràkL céːꜜlákL tèkákL bòːlúáꜜkákL
ABS.MOD gàpùtàL tàː ꜜràL céːꜜláL tèkáL bòːlúáꜜkáL
ERG gàpùtà tàː rà céːlà tèkà bòːlúáꜜkà
ERG/NOM.MOD gàpùtàL tàː ꜜràL céːꜜláL tèkáL bòːlúáꜜkáL
NOM gàpùtà tàː ꜜrà céːꜜlá tèká bòːlúáꜜká
DAT gàpùtàkàL tàː ꜜràkàL céːꜜlákàL tèkákàL bòːlúáꜜkákàL
LOC gàpùtàkɛL tàː ꜜràkɛL céːꜜlákɛL tèkákɛL bòːlúáꜜkákɛL
POSS gàpùtàko nk tàː ꜜràko nk céːꜜláko nk tèkáko nk bòːlúáꜜkáko nk
The marker -àkL is not only used for underived nouns, but also for the plural 
form of many  infinitives  created from verbs (see section  IV.2.2.1 for how 
these forms are formed). Therefore, beyond the 120 lexical nouns mentioned 
above, the class of  àkL-plural nouns is really an open class. These  verbal-
noun forms are based on the formatives -V ːɗ or -V ːt, where V stands for the 
inflection-class vowel of the verb. Usually the consonant, either /ɗ/ or /t/, is 
dropped from the absolutive singular form of the verbal noun.
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Example IV.34: nouns ending in /ɗ/, with plural formed by -àkL
stem singular plural gloss
gorí ːɗ górí ːL gorí ː ꜜɗákL illness
rɔ̀mɛː ɗ rɔ̀mɛː L rɔ̀mɛː ꜜɗàkL proverb
bárɛː ɗ bárɛː L bárɛː ꜜɗàkL tradition
bóŋíːɗ bóŋíːL bóŋíːꜜɗàkL marriage
íréːɗ íréːL íréːꜜɗàkL footprint
jáwɛː ɗ jáwɛː L jáwɛː ꜜɗàkL circumcision
jíkéːɗ jíkéːL jíkéːꜜɗàkL rattle
jíméːɗ jíméːL jíméːꜜɗàkL gravesite
kójíːɗ kójíːL kójíːꜜɗàkL payment
mácɛː ɗ mácɛː L mácɛː ꜜɗàkL debt
rémɛː ɗ rémɛː L rémɛː ꜜɗàkL duty
rómíːɗ rómíːL rómíːꜜɗàkL morning
rúŋéːɗ rúŋéːL rúŋéːꜜɗàkL curve
tóníːɗ tóníːL tóníːꜜɗàkL speech
ŋàdí ːɗ ŋàdí ːL ŋàdí ː ꜜɗákL pity
All 15 nouns in this list are based on infinitives formed from verb roots by 
the formative -V ːɗ. Another 14 nouns drop a /t/ from the absolutive singular 
stem, but not all of them appear to go back to infinitives. The first eleven of 
these are mostly infinitives from stative verbs (see section IV.2.4.2 for nomi-
nal derivations from stative verbs), except for wàː kojotL, kòlɛt and mɛkɛkórót:
Example IV.35: absolutive nouns ending in /t/, with plural formed by -àkL
stem singular plural gloss
kòlɛː t kòlɛː kòlɛː tàkL dawn
mɛkɛkórót mɛkɛkóróL mɛkɛkóróꜜtàkL chameleon
wàː kojotL wàː kojoL wàː kojoꜜtàkL God
meː kàː t meː kàː meː kàː tákL pain
ɓànkàwkàːt ɓànkàwkàː ɓànkàwkàːtàkL power
ɓɔ̀ː kàːkàːt ɓɔ̀ː kàːkàː ɓɔ̀ː kàːkàːtàkL crowd
càlòːkàːt càlòːkàː càlòːkàːtàkL cold weather
ɗìlkàːt ɗìlkàː ɗìlkàːtàkL weight
ŋàːkàːt ŋàːkàː ŋàːkàːtàkL smell (n)
pàːlkàːt pàːlkàː pàːlkàːtàkL famine
jàː kàː t jàː kàː jàː kàː tákL peace
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Three more underived stems also drop their /t/ in the singular, but they show 
a different tonal behavior. They have a low tone on the final stem syllable, 
which is immediately preceded by a high tone. It appears that the high tone 
of the plural suffix spreads left to the last stem syllable and delinks the low 
tone found there.
Example IV.36: ákL-plural nouns with high-tone spreading
stem singular plural gloss
bí mbí lot bímbílò bí mbí ꜜ lótàkL butterfly
bàrbáːrot bàrbáːro bàrbáːꜜrótàkL pepper
otí ː t otí ː oꜜtíːtàkL flour
The following representation illustrates what is going on:
Example IV.37: left tone spreading on some ákL-plural nouns
otí ː t -àkL → oꜜtíːtàkL
H L  H L
A total of 32 nouns form their plural by adding the suffix -eːr, which comes 
in two tonal varieties. The first one, with 22 nouns, carries an inherent low 
tone. Many of these nouns denote body parts. The stems of all these nouns 
either carry a high tone or the sequence LH, with the sole exception of kogod 
‘elbow’, which has a low-toned stem. The final high tone spreads onto the 
first part of the vowel of the  suffix syllable, in this way creating a  falling 
tone on the suffix. Many of the nouns also show the consonants /t/ or /k/ in 
the plural stems56; many nouns which only have a high tone in the singular 
change this to  LH in the  plural. These nouns have their singular either un-
marked or marked by -àn(t)L.
Example IV.38: nouns with plural suffix -eː r
root singular plural gloss
káɗàL káɗàL kàɗàte ː r tongue
máːto máːto máːtoke ː r dry season
bàɗí bàɗí bàɗíe ː r upper arm
kogod kogod kogodeː r elbow
56 I could not a establish a reason that demonstrably governs the choice between the two con-
sonants.
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kórŋ kórŋànL kórŋe ː r knee
tígon tígonànL tígone ː r shoulder
For the different case forms, the plural suffix comes in two variants: one has 
a  long vowel, used for the  absolutive form (which does not further distin-
guish the forms according to modification) and for the non-central cases (see 
the respective subsection under IV.1.3.2). The second form has a short vowel 
and is used for the other central cases. 
Example IV.39: paradigms of nouns with plural suffix -eː r
form cobra upper arm shoulder
ABS gùmí e ː r bàɗí e ː r tígóne ː r
ABS.MOD gùmí e ː r bàɗí e ː r tígóne ː r
ERG gùmí er bàɗí er tígóner
ERG/NOM.MOD gùmí erL bàɗí erL tígónerL
NOM gùmí erL bàɗí erL tígónerL
DAT gùmí eː rà bàɗí eː rà tígóneː rà
LOC gùmí eː rɛ bàɗí eː rɛ tígóneː rɛ
POSS gùmí eː ronk bàɗí eː ronk tígóneː ronk
For the other ten nouns, the plural is marked by the suffix -eːrL, which always 
copies the final stem tone. All of these nouns refer to human beings, except 
for  kàjàŋí nL ‘fly’. This noun is exceptional, as all others have a high-toned 
stem; even for  kàjàŋí nL, the tone changes to high in the plural (kàjàŋeː rL). 
These nouns have their singular either unmarked or marked by -Vn(t)L.
Example IV.40: nouns with plural suffix -eːr 
stem singular plural gloss
tékàː j tékàː jànL tékàː jeː rL firstborn
ádámój ádámójínL ádámójeː rL hunter
íɟáːg íɟáːgénL íɟáːgeː rL farmer
kàjáŋ kàjáŋínL kájáŋeː rL fly
láːŋój láːŋójínL láːŋójeː rL slave
ɔ̀ɗɔ̀w ɔ̀ɗɔ̀wénL ɔ̀ɗɔ̀wéːrL chief
bɔ̀ː lɔ̀ŋ bɔ̀ː lɔ̀ŋ bɔ̀ː lɔ̀ŋeː rL old person
tágóːnL tágóːnL tágóːneː rL bride
gúmàː k gúmàː kenL gúmàː keː rL enemy
tékàː n tékàː nL tékàː neː rL relative
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These nouns, except for the tonal differences, behave otherwise exactly like 
the nouns using the low-toned plural marker  -eː r, including the variation of 
suffixes with long and short vowels for the different case forms.
Example IV.41: paradigms of nouns with plural suffix -eːrL
form old man hunter fly
ABS bɔ̀ː lɔ̀ŋeː rL ádámójeː rL kàjáŋeː rL
ABS.MOD bɔ̀ː lɔ̀ŋeː rL ádámójeː rL kàjáŋeː rL
ERG bɔ̀ː lɔ̀ŋer ádámójer kàjáŋer
ERG/NOM.MOD bɔ̀ː lɔ̀ŋerL ádámójerL kàjáŋerL
NOM bɔ̀ː lɔ̀ŋerL ádámójerL tígónerL
DAT bɔ̀ː lɔ̀ŋeː ràL ádámójeː ràL kàjáŋeː ràL
LOC bɔ̀ː lɔ̀ŋeː rɛL ádámójeː rɛL kàjáŋeː rɛL
POSS bɔ̀ː lɔ̀ŋeː ro nk ádámójeː ro nk kàjáŋeː ro nk
There are 31 nouns which form the plural by using the  suffix -àːtɔ̀kL. This 
suffix  copies the tone of the stem, which is invariably high, regardless of the 
tone displayed by the singular stem. I analyze the suffix as imposing its high 
tone through  tone replacement on the plural  stem; therefore  the suffix is 
represented as -àː tɔ̀kL.
Example IV.42: plural formed by -àː tɔ̀kL
root singular plural gloss
kerjɔ̀n kerjɔ̀n kerjɔ̀nàː tɔ̀kL navel
ɟàrtí  ɟàrtí  ɟàrtí àː tɔ̀kL wife
mùɲà mùɲà múɲàː tɔ̀kL earthworm
The nouns using this plural marker once more distinguish between plain and 
modified absolutive forms. The final /k/ is only present in the plain absolu-
tive form and in the non-central case forms.
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Example IV.43: paradigms of nouns with plural suffix -àː tɔ̀kL 
form fire stick earthworm woman
ABS komàː tɔ̀k mùɲàː tɔ̀kL ɟàrtí àː tɔ̀kL
ABS.MOD komàː tɔ̀L mùɲàː tɔ̀L ɟàrtí àː tɔ̀L
ERG komàː tɔ̀ mùɲàː tɔ̀ ɟàrtí àː tɔ̀
ERG/NOM.MOD komàː tɔ̀L mùɲàː tɔ̀L ɟàrtí àː tɔ̀L
NOM komàː tɔ̀ mùɲàː tɔ̀ ɟàrtí àː tɔ̀
DAT komàː tɔ̀kàL mùɲàː tɔ̀kàL ɟàrtí àː tɔ̀kàL
LOC komàː tɔ̀kɛL mùɲàː tɔ̀kɛL ɟàrtí àː tɔ̀kɛL
POSS komàː tɔ̀ko nk mùɲàː tɔ̀ko nk ɟàrtí àː tɔ̀ko nk
Very similar in frequency and form is the suffix -àkɔ̀L, which is used on 26 
nouns. Again, this suffix copies an invariably high plural stem tone, regard-
less of the tone of the singular, and is therefore in the following represented 
as -àkɔ̀L.
Example IV.44: plural formed by -àkɔ̀L
root singular plural gloss
lí ɓL lí ɓL lí ɓàkɔ̀L hiccough
poːr poːr póːràkɔ̀L wrinkle
pí ː pí ː píàkɔ̀L cemetery
Again, the absolutive form -àkɔ̀L does not fully represent the full shape of the 
suffix. In the plain nominative and ergative forms as well as in the non-cen-
tral cases it comes equipped with the final consonant /k/. The last vowel is 
then long.




ERG tàŋàkɔ̀ ː k emɗàkɔ̀ ː k
ERG/NOM.MOD tàŋàkɔ̀L emɗàkɔ̀L
NOM tàŋàkɔ̀ː kL emɗàkɔ̀ː kL
DAT tàŋàkɔ̀ː kà emɗàkɔ̀ː kà
LOC tàŋàkɔ̀ː kɛ emɗàkɔ̀ː kɛ
POSS tàŋàkɔ̀ː konk emɗàkɔ̀ː konk
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There are 26 nouns which mark the plural with the suffix -kL, which is some-
times accompanied by a lengthening of the final stem vowel. More regularly, 
each long vowel of the first stem syllable is shortened in the plural, and the 
plural is also marked by a high tone over the whole word57. 
Example IV.46: nouns with plural suffix -kL
root SG PL.ABS PL.ABS.MOD gloss
ɔ̀ɗɔ̀L ɔ̀ɗɔ̀L ɔ̀ɗɔ̀kL ɔ̀ɗɔ̀L head
ùɗěː ùɗěː ùɗeː kL ùɗeː L pestle
ɓɔ̀ɛ ɓɔ̀ɛ ɓɔ̀ɛː kL ɓɔ̀ɛL antelope
kàː rí  kàː rí  kàrí kL kàrí L coffee leaf
bàː bùj bàː bùj bàbùjkL bàbùjL husband
The suffix -kL is actually only used for the unmodified absolutive form and 
for the dative and locative forms of the paradigm. All other forms appear un-
marked for number, as in the noun ɛdɛn ‘mountain (ABS.SG)’:  ɛdɛnkL (ABS.PL) 
and  ɛdɛnL (ABS.PL.MOD), replacing all  other  tones on the  stem. This lack of 
number  marking results  in  considerable  paradigmatic  ambiguity for  these 
nouns.
Example IV.47: paradigms of nouns with plural suffix -kL
form mountain husband antelope
ABS ɛdɛnkL bàbùjkL ɓoɛː kL
ABS.MOD ɛdɛnL bàbùjL ɓoɛL
ERG ɛdɛn bàbùj ɓoɛ
ERG/NOM.MOD ɛdɛnL bàbùjL ɓoɛL
NOM ɛdɛn bàbùj ɓoɛ
DAT ɛdɛnkàL bàbùjkàL ɓoɛkàL
LOC ɛdɛnkɛL bàbùjkɛL ɓoɛkɛL
POSS ɛdɛnko nk bàbùjko nk ɓoɛko nk
Another 25 nouns use the plural suffix -iL. This suffix copies the final tone of 
the stem. Often the tones on the plural stems differ from the singular stems. 
It is not possible to identify a semantic domain for the words of this class, 
although many of them belong to the animal kingdom. Nouns taking -í L for 
the plural have their singular either unmarked or marked by -ùn(t)L.
57 Except for the loanword  doːmà ː  ‘hoe’ (from Amharic ዶማ), which preserves the stem tone 
pattern in the plural: domà ː k.
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Example IV.48: plural formed by -iL
root singular plural gloss
wàː n wàː n wàː ní L skin
tɛpɛr tɛpɛr tɛpɛrí  shoulder blade
àm àmùn àmí  hair
rɛː rɛm rɛː rɛmùnL rɛː rɛmí L spark
Except for the  absolutive forms, and the modified  ergative and nominative 
forms, the  plural  suffix has a final /k/, as in  ɗɛpɛí k ‘lions (ERG.PL)’. These 
nouns are one of the exceptions to the rule that nouns with  plural markers 
involving /k/ distinguish between plain and modified absolutive nouns. If the 
/k/ is present, the suffix vowel /i/ is long.
Example IV.49: paradigms of nouns with plural suffix -iL
form lion hyena hair spark
ABS ɗɛpɛí L ɗùŋeɗí L àmí  rɛː rɛmí L
ABS.MOD ɗɛpɛí L ɗùŋeɗí L àmí  rɛː rɛmí L
ERG ɗɛpɛí ːk ɗùŋeɗí  ːk àmí  ːk rɛː rɛmí  ːk
ERG/NOM.MOD ɗɛpɛí L ɗùŋeɗí L àmí L rɛː rɛmí L
NOM ɗɛpɛí ːkL ɗùŋeɗí ːkL àmí ːkL rɛː rɛmí ːkL
DAT ɗɛpɛí ːkà ɗùŋeɗí ːkà àmí ːkà rɛː rɛmí ːkà
LOC ɗɛpɛí ːkɛ ɗùŋeɗí ːkɛ àmí ːkɛ rɛː rɛmí ːkɛ
POSS ɗɛpɛí ːkonk ɗùŋeɗí ːkonk àmí ːkonk rɛː rɛmí ːkonk
Another 20 nouns were identified that  mark their plural by the  suffix -í kL. 
Once  more, this  suffix replaces  all  tones  of  the  stem with  a  high  tone, 
spreading across the whole word. The /k/-part of the suffix only appears in 
the unmodified absolutive form and in the locative and dative forms. In the 
other cases the suffix is just -í L. Beyond the nouns shown in the examples be-
low, the  following also  belong into  this  class:  ɗèpɔ̀ ‘entrance  hall’, èmè 
‘year’, gàːnɗɛ ‘snail’, gòdé ‘house’, gùmbój ‘club’, jòngój ‘wind’, kèkɛ 
‘door’, kòcɛ ‘sack’, kòngój ‘noise’, kɔ̀bɛ ‘tree, sp.’, ɲàːrí ‘gum’, ɔ̀bɔ̀ ‘knot’, 
pàlɛ ‘granary’, and wàlɛ ‘air’.
Example IV.50: plural marked by -í kL
singular PL.ABS PL.ABS.MOD gloss
ɓàkɛj ɓàkɛjí kL ɓàkɛjí L sorrow
dàmpɛ dámpɛí kL dámpɛí L tree, sp.
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dɛkɛ dɛkɛí kL dɛkɛí L tree, sp.
ɗàngɛ ɗángɛí kL ɗángɛí L chair
làː ŋój làː ŋojí kL làː ŋojí L distress
gɔ̀rɔ̀L gɔ̀rɔ̀í kL gɔ̀rɔ̀í L river
Like many other plural suffixes ending in /k/, this consonant is dropped for 
all case forms except the plain absolutive and the non-central cases.









POSS godeí ko nk
Twelve mostly animate nouns (like kinship terms or mammals) and tools or 
weapons use the plural suffix -kàk, with a stable L. It might be tempting to 
treat this as another instance of the suffix -àkL, once more with a final stem 
consonant truncated from the  absolutive singular  stem. But the situation is 
different from that of words like  bárɛː L ‘tradition’, where the final  conso-
nant /ɗ/  only disappears in the  absolutive singular. The initial  /k/  of  -kàk 
never appears outside the plural, where it is used throughout all the cases. 
This makes an analysis with -kàk as a plural marker in its own right the more 
convincing approach.
Example IV.52: nouns using the plural-suffix -kàk
root singular plural gloss
kíltL kíltL kíltí kàk mouse
àbòkádóL àbòkádóL àbòkádókàk avocado
ɗíːráL ɗíːráL ɗíːrákàk baboon
ɛmɛcL ɛmɛcL ɛmɛcáːkàk his mother
ɛpɛ n ɛpɛ n ɛpɛnáːkàk his father
mànkíáL mànkíáL mànkíákàk spoon
máɲáL máɲáL máɲákàk sibling
mútáL mútáL mútákàk needle
píráːL píráːL píráːkàk neighbor
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tágáL tágáL tágákàk camel
béàL béàL béàkàk spear
páɲàL páɲàL páɲàkàk cousin
The final /k/ is dropped in all central case forms beyond the plain absolutive.










The dropping  of  the  /k/, together  with  the  consistent  low tone  marking, 
provides for a lot of paradigmatic ambiguity for this class of nouns.
For ten nouns the plurals are marked by the suffix -kùkL. This suffix replaces 
the tone of the stem with a high tone, which spreads all over the word. All 
these nouns have long vowels in the singular and short vowels in the plural.
Example IV.54: nouns with plural suffix -kùk 
singular plural gloss








kàː l kálkùkL camp
koːɲ kóɲkùkL curse
Once more, this class of nouns drops the final /k/ in all case forms except the 
plain absolutive and the non-central cases.
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Nine nouns form their plurals with the suffix -tùn. But the low tone on this 
suffix is affected by the tone pattern on the root. There are two possibilities: 
if the root ends in a L or in a H without a floating L, then the tone on the suf-
fix is a plain L. If the root ends in a H with a following floating L, then the 
tone on the suffix will be falling (HL) from the level of the stem H. I cannot 
provide an explanation for this tonal behavior. None of the stems found in 
this class ends in an obstruent.
Example IV.56: nouns with plural suffix -tùn 
root singular plural gloss
ɓàː j ɓàː j ɓàː jtùn heart
ámɗL ámɗL àmtù n stomach
átóL átóL átùtù n mouth
ɓàjɛ ɓàjɛ ɓàjɛtùn gall
gìɲɛ gìɲɛ gìɲɛtùn heel
ŋɛjL ŋɛjL ŋɛjtù n sorcerer
úgúlL úgúlL ùgúlteː tù n crocodile
káːj káːj káːjtùn night
wárL wárL wártù n dog
Depending on the tone of the  plural  stem, some of these nouns distinguish 
between plain and modified absolutive forms. The central case forms, except 
for  wàrL ‘dog’, are augmented by the formative  -ɛːk borrowed from the  ɛL-
plural nouns.
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Example IV.57: paradigms of nouns with plural suffix -tùn
form heart dog heel
ABS ɓàjɛtùn wàrtù n gí ɲɛtùn
ABS.MOD ɓàjɛtù*n wàrtù n gí ɲɛtù*n
ERG ɓàjɛtù n wàrtùn gí ɲɛtù n
ERG/NOM.MOD ɓàjɛtùnL wàrtùnL gí ɲɛtùnL
NOM ɓàjɛtùnL wàrtùn gí ɲetùnL
DAT ɓàjɛtùnɛː kà wàrtùnàL gí ɲɛtùnɛː kà
LOC ɓàjɛtùnɛː kɛ wàrtùnɛL gí ɲɛtùnɛː kɛ
POSS ɓàjɛtùnɛː konk wàrtùno nk gí ɲɛtùnɛː konk
Eight nouns are found which add the suffix -í ː rL to the root to form the plural. 
All stem tones are replaced by a high tone spreading over the whole word. 
Some of the nouns also add the consonant /t/ to the plural stem. An excep-
tion with regard to the tonal pattern is  àpátí L ‘breast’, whose plural form 
takes the -í ː rL suffix, but with the tonal pattern of the -e ː r suffix (see above), 
resulting in àpátí  ː r.
Example IV.58: nouns with plural suffix  -í ː r
stem singular plural gloss
kùrɓù kùrɓù kúrɓùtí ː rL caterpillar
àgáltL àgáltL àgáltí ː rL thief
áwɛ áwɛ áwɛtí ː rL iron
dùè dùè dùeí ː rL tree, sp.
cópolkoj cópolkoj cópolkojí ː rL fingernail
óltL óltL óltí ː rL fish
tàɗàpùL tàɗàpùL tàɗàpí ː rL ash
The case marking of these plurals follows a fairly regular pattern. There is 
no distinction for plain and modified absolutive forms.
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Example IV.59: paradigms of nouns with plural suffix -í ː r
form maggot fingernail thief
ABS kùrɓùtí ː rL cópólkójí ː rL àgàltí ː rL
ABS.MOD kùrɓùtí ː rL cópólkójí ː rL àgàltí ː rL
ERG kùrɓùtí  r cópólkójí  ː r àgàltí ː r
ERG/NOM.MOD kùrɓùtí rL cópólkójí ː rL àgàltí ː rL
NOM kùrɓùtí rL cópólkójí ː rL àgàltí ː rL
DAT kùrɓùtí ː ràL cópólkójí ː ràL àgàltí ː ràL
LOC kùrɓùtí ː rɛL cópólkójí ː rɛL àgàltí ː rɛL
POSS kùrɓùtí ː ro nk cópólkójí ː ro nk àgàltí ː ro nk
Seven words are found marking the plural with the suffix -ɔ̀kL, which copies 
the tone of the stem. There may also be other differences between the two 
stems of the nouns. Three of these nouns have their singular unmarked, and 
the other four have their singular marked by -ɔ̀nL or -on(t)L.
Example IV.60: nouns with plural suffix -ɔ̀kL
root singular plural gloss
tɔ̀ ː n tɔ̀ ː n tɔ̀ː mɔ̀kL child
wɛjL wɛjL wɛjkɔ̀k house
ɛtɛɗ ɛtɛɗL ɛtɛɗɔ̀kL honey
dɔ̀m dɔ̀mɔ̀n dɔ̀mɔ̀k leopard
ɓéːt ɓéːtɔ̀nL ɓéːtɔ̀kL waist
píːŋ píːŋónL píːŋɔ̀kL leaf
wɛjk wɛjkonL wájkɔ̀kL seed
These nouns behave similarly to the nouns using the suffix -àkL:
Example IV.61: paradigms of nouns with plural suffix -ɔ̀kL
form leopard leaf waist child
ABS dɔ̀mɔ̀ː k peː ŋɔ̀kL ɓeː tɔ̀kL tɔ̀ː mɔ̀kL
ABS.MOD dɔ̀mɔ̀ː peː ŋɔ̀L ɓeː tɔ̀L tɔ̀ː mɔ̀L
ERG dɔ̀mɔ̀ ː k peː ŋɔ̀ ɓeː tɔ̀ tɔ̀ː mɔ̀
ERG/NOM.MOD dɔ̀mɔ̀ː L peː ŋɔ̀L ɓeː tɔ̀L tɔ̀ː mɔ̀L
NOM dɔ̀mɔ̀ː kL peː ŋɔ̀ ɓeː tɔ̀L tɔ̀ː mɔ̀L
DAT dɔ̀mɔ̀ː kà peː ŋɔ̀kàL ɓeː tɔ̀kàL tɔ̀ː mɔ̀kàL
LOC dɔ̀mɔ̀ː kɛ peː ŋɔ̀kɛL ɓeː tɔ̀kɛL tɔ̀ː mɔ̀kɛL
POSS dɔ̀mɔ̀ː konk peː ŋɔ̀ko nk ɓeː tɔ̀ko nk tɔ̀ː mɔ̀ko nk
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Arguably, dɔ̀mɔ̀ː k  ‘leopard’  may not  be a part  of this class, as the  plural 
suffixes all seem to contain a long vowel, and the plain ergative form has a 
final  /k/  which is  dropped from all  other  nouns.  It  is  therefore  either  an 
entirely irregular noun, or an irregular instance of this class.
The remaining  plural  suffixes are found on two nouns or less, so that it is 
difficult to make any generalizations about these. The two nouns ɛː kL ‘body’ 
and  ɗoː ‘ground’ form the plural by adding the  suffix -án. The  tone of the 
plural stem changes to L in both words. Furthermore, the long vowel of the 
singular stems is shortened in the plural. It is worth noting that, with the ex-
ception of the even less frequent marker -e shown in example IV.64, this is 
the only plural marker not involving a low tone or a floating L in the absolu-
tive, which seems to affirm its exceptional nature. 
Example IV.62: nouns with plural suffix -án 
root singular plural gloss
ɛː kL ɛː kL ɛkán body
ɗoː ɗoː ɗokán ground
These nouns also make use of the augment -ɛːk for  non-central  case forms. 
The use of the suffix -àn for the plural is surprising, as there are also singular 
markers of the same segmental form -àn(t)L (see above). 




ERG ɗokà n ɛkà n
ERG/NOM.MOD ɗokànL ɛkànL
NOM ɗokànL ɛkàn
DAT ɗokànɛː kà ɛkànɛː kà
LOC ɗokànɛː kɛ ɛkànɛː kɛ
POSS ɗokànɛː konk ɛkànɛː konk
The following are plural markings which were only found once:
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Example IV.64: very infrequent plural markings
singular plural gloss plural suffix
ɗàmà ɗàmátíːkL food -(t)iːkL
táːwáL tàwùn field -ùn
kémtL kémté goat -e
àrí  àrí nL hand -n
A few nouns undergo more substantial stem changes for their plurals, or they 
even use a suppletive form:
Example IV.65: irregular singular and plural formations
singular plural gloss
áɲL olà thing
í ɗí tL ɟóːpL person
màː kóꜜlój màː kɛꜜ lɛ maize
ɗɛjí ŋL ɗɛj cooking stone
kóːnáːtL kònánL guest
ɗùmáːtL ɗùmáːgL owner
Comparing the various  plural markers, it appears that many of them are in 
some way related to each other. This is obvious for those forms which are 
segmentally identical, but display a different tonal behavior (such as -àkL vs. 
-àkL, or  -eː r vs. -eːrL). In other cases the  suffixes differ segmentally only in 
the quality of the vowel, as for  -eːrL and  -í ː rL, or for -àkL and  -ɔ̀kL. These 
differing  suffixes  may  be  traces  of  an  abandoned  ATR-based  vowel-
harmony  system. The  alternation  between  -eːrL and  -í ː rL would  further 
suggest that there must have been a 9-vowel system in previous stages of the 
language  history, with  instances  of  /ɪ/  being  reinterpreted  as  /e/  by  the 
phonology when the [-ATR] high vowels were lost. It can also be assumed 
that  in  earlier  stages  of  the  history  of  Majang, the  suffix -k (possibly 
preceded by a vowel) was the most widely used  plural marker; but at this 
stage it is slowly replaced by the more modern and more regular suffix -ɛL, 
which apparently also goes back to a marker using  -k. This would explain 
the plethora of forms based on -k, with all their idiosyncrasies, as opposed to 
the great number of nouns using the very uniform and regular suffix -ɛL.
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Number marking co-occurrences
For most Majang nouns there are pairs of singular and plural nouns, and the 
great majority of these have the singular unmarked, and the plural marked by 
a segmental  suffix. Some nouns, however, show a different state of affairs. 
There  are  about  30  nouns  which  leave  the  plural  completely  unmarked. 
Roughly half of them (typically mass nouns such as liquids) do not have any 
corresponding singular forms (see example IV.21 for a list of them).
The other nouns without plural markers mark the singular by various of the 
segmental  singular  markers, so  it  is  appropriate  to  view  these  forms  as 
singling out a specific instance of a mass noun. In addition to the nouns 
shown in IV.21, about a dozen other nouns, such as kànǎːkL ‘broom’ or ɛrcɛɛ L 
‘milk’, appear only in the plural, but their  plural is marked by either  -ɛL or 
-àkL. This means that these nouns never appear in an unmarked state.
There are also pairs of singular and plural nouns of which both forms use a 
segmental marker; often these markers come in well established pairs, such 
as -àn(t)L vs. -àkL, or -ùn(t)L vs. -íːL. 
Three  nouns  (ɲùː gùr ‘darkness’, cácájL ‘drizzle’, kɛː wɛ/ɟɛː wɛ ‘sand’)  only 
show up in an unmarked singular form (they trigger singular marking on 
accompanying modifiers), where it is not possible to elicit any plural forms.
It needs to be noted that not all nouns are stable with regard to their number- 
marking morphology. In the course of data collection I encountered several 
instances where the same nouns were used with different number markings, 
often  even  by  the  same  speaker, at  different  times. In  one  recorded 
conversation  I  had  the  same  speaker  once  give  the  plural  of  ‘book’ (a 
loanword from  Amharic)  as  màcáːpɛɛ  and  then  as  màcáːꜜpákL. During 
elicitation, in many cases the speaker had to think hard before he was able to 
produce the correct form of the plural, giving the impression that another 
form would  have  been  just  as  appropriate. But  there  may  also  be  other 
reasons for different plural choices. The word for ‘nose’, ɛŋɛ, is an inherent 
plural noun. The singular ɛŋɛn refers to a single nostril of the nose. Another 
plural form ɛŋɛtùn refers to noses of different people.
Table 7 lists all co-occurrences observed in the available data (based on 719 
nouns), with the number of observed cases. Each column lists instances of a 
particular singular-marking strategy, and each line instances of each plural 
marking strategy. “Missing” means that for some nouns no singular or plural 
form was found. -  means that singular or plural is unmarked. Each number∅ means that singular or plural is unmarked. Each number  
given stands for nouns that make use of a particular combination of singular-  
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and plural-marking strategies. A blank in the table means that a particular  
combination of singular and plural marking was not attested in the data.
singular -àn(t)L/
plural missing -∅ -àn(t)L -n(t) -Vn(t) -ùn(t)L -ɔ̀n(t)L -àL total
missing 4 4
-∅ 14 658 9 2 1 32
-ɛL 7 >200 1 >200
-àkL/-àkL 6 >20059 3060 >200
-àː tɔ̀kL 31 31
-àkɔ̀L 26 26
-kL 26 26
-iL 20 5 25
-eː r 19 3 22
-í kL 20 20
-kàk 12 12
-eːrL 3 6 9
-tùn 10 10
-kùkL 9 9
-í ː rL 8 8






totàl 27 >580 33 9 6 5 4 2
missing -∅ -àn(t)L -n(t) -Vn(t) -ùn(t)L -ɔ̀n(t)L -àL
/-àn(t)L
Table 7: number marking co-occurrences
58 These are nouns for which number is shown through suppletion or stem changes only.
59 This combination is used for the very productive agent-noun derivation, so there are many 
more instances of these.
60 The marker pair -ànL/-àkL is used for a productive class of verbal noun derivations, so there 
are more instances of these.
61 Including two with singular -on(t)L. The marker-pair -ɔ̀nL/-ɔ̀kL is also used for one produc-
tive class of verbal noun formations, so there are potentially many more members in this 
open group.
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It becomes obvious from this table that most  plural markers only go along 
with one or two different  singular-marking strategies. Also each segmental 
singular marker can only be combined with one or two different plural mark-
ers. It is therefore possible to arrange nouns into inflection classes based on 
their combined number-marking behavior. These nominal inflection classes 
are indicated for each noun in the word lists in section VI.2.
IV.1.3.2  Case
Majang marks case on the noun either by using suffixes (particularly for the 
dative and locative cases plus the possessive marking), or by using differing 
noun stems (for a functional discussion of the various cases, see sections 
III.2 and V.4).
The Majang language distinguishes the following morphological cases:  ab-
solutive, ergative, nominative, dative and  locative.  The  possessive  noun 
marking, although of a syntactically different nature, also makes use of the 
case-marking slot, and therefore is treated in this section. The various cases 
have received different names in the literature, and none of the other descrip-
tions realized the presence of all the cases described here. Getachew (2014, 
p. 112ff) also introduced the  instrumental, allative and ablative as separate 
cases into his description, but on faulty grounds. Noun phrases with an  in-
strumental or ablative function are marked by the locative case, and allative 
NPs by the dative. This is also the case in Getachew’s data, but because of 
the variety of locative forms in the language he did not realize that locative, 
instrumental and  ablative NPs are marked in the same way. His separate 
form for allative NPs results from a faulty analysis of the subordinate-clause 
marker in his particular example 32 on page 117.
The Majang case forms interact heavily with the number-marking system de-
scribed in the previous section. For many nouns, both number and case dif-
ferences are accomplished by the use of differing stems, alongside clear suf-
fixation for some cases. In many instances case and number distinctions are 
jointly expressed in one portmanteau suffix added to the stem. And in some 
instances number and case are expressed by filling two different suffix slots, 
where the case morpheme follows the number morpheme.
The different cases of Majang can be divided into two groups on formal 
grounds. First, the three cases that can mark the S, A, and P arguments of the 
verb, that is the absolutive, ergative and nominative cases, all have in com-
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mon that no segmental marker can be associated with them. All differences 
are expressed by  tonal changes or by changes to the segmental material of 
the  stem or  number  suffix. These cases  are  henceforth called the  central 
cases, because of their central role in marking the core grammatical relations 
of a clause. The second group, consisting of the  dative and  locative cases, 
plus the  possessive marking, usually have some kind of segmental marker 
(although the locative often has none). These cases are therefore grouped as 
the non-central cases. Already the various paradigms seen in the sections on 
number marking have illustrated several times that the distinction between 
central and non-central cases plays a significant role in the Majang nominal 
morphology, as these often follow different case-marking strategies. This be-
comes even more apparent when looking at the case marking for demonstra-
tives and relative pronouns, which do not distinguish at all between the cen-
tral cases, but mark the non-central cases clearly.
Because a lot of the  central-case distinctions are only manifested by  stem 
changes, the following sections take great care to demonstrate the need to 
establish these differing case forms. They become apparent when nouns are 
placed into various syntactic contexts, where they then display morphologi-
cal  differences. Since practically  no  noun has  different  forms  for  all  the 
cases, the evidence needs to come from a combination of different nouns.
Modified case forms
For several cases the Majang language uses two different forms for the noun, 
depending on whether the noun stands on its own in the  noun phrase, or 
whether it  is  modified by some other NP constituent. I call  the first  kind 
plain forms, and the other kind modified forms. Plain forms are not glossed 
as such in interlinear texts, but modified forms have the gloss MOD.
Example IV.66: plain and modified case forms
a) màlɛ càːkom í ɗí tL.
màl-ɛ càːkom í ɗí tL
hit-3S.DJ friend\SG.ERG man\SG.ABS
A friend hit a man.
a) ɗeː gàrL càːkóm kɛkàr.
ɗeː gàrL càːkóm kɛkàr
sleep\3S.DJ friend\SG.NOM again
The friend slept again.
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c) màlɛ càː komL kɔ̀ nk í ɗí tL.
màl-ɛ càː komL kɔ̀ nk í ɗí tL
hit-3S.DJ friend\SG.ERG.MOD REF\RECPST.ERG man\SG.ABS
An aforementioned friend hit a man.
d) ɗeː gàrL càː komL kɔ̀nk kɛkàr.
ɗeː gàrL càː komL kɔ̀nk kɛkàr
sleep\3S.DJ friend\SG.NOM.MOD REF\RECPST.NOM again
The aforementioned friend slept again.
This  example  illustrates  that  the  ergative  singular  for  the  noun  càːkómL 
‘friend’  comes in two forms:  càːkómL for a modified NP (example c), and 
càːkom for a plain (unmodified) NP (example a). The same is true for the 
nominative (examples b) and d). The difference is only tonal, but it is consis-
tently done this way for the two contexts. The grammar description needs to 
account for this difference by postulating two different forms for modified 
and plain (unmodified) nouns.
All particular details pertaining to the modified forms of each case are intro-
duced in their respective sections below.
A modified noun showing different  markings is  not  unusual  in  the East-
African context. Special forms for  modified nouns are observed in various 
Nilo-Saharan languages of the region, such as in Bertha (Andersen (1995, 
pp. 42, fn3) calls them antigenitive) or even in Surmic Mursi, where Mütze 
(2014, p. 62ff) follows Creissels  (2009, pp. 74–77) and Ahland (2012, p. 
156) by calling these forms  construct forms, not unlike the  construct-state  
terminology adopted for Classical Hebrew (Weingreen, 1959, p. 43ff). For a 
summary  of  modified-noun  phenomena  in  Surmic  languages,  see  Smith 
(2018, p. 117f).
Although there is doubtlessly a connection between the  construct forms of 
Mursi and the modified case forms of Majang, the situation is still different 
enough to choose different terminology here. Whereas in Mursi all modified 
nouns need to be marked by the construct-form suffix -à, which replaces all 
other case marking, in Majang no particular  construct-form marker is  in-
volved; once more all differences seem to involve stem-form variations, and 
for each case the modified and plain forms are handled morphologically in 
different ways. Separate forms for modified NPs exist for the nominative/er-
gative (kùtùrL ‘hog\NOM/ERG.MOD’)  and the  locative (kùtù*r ‘hog\LOC.MOD’) in 
the singular, and for the absolutive (ɲoní tà ‘place\PL.ABS.MOD’) and the nomi-
native/ergative  (ɲoní tàkL ‘place\PL.ERG/NOM.MOD’)  in  the  plural. This  means 
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that although for the  nominative and ergative cases the modified forms are 
always identical, these are not the same as the modified locative in the singu-
lar, or the modified  absolutive in the plural (although for some nouns all 
modified plural forms coincide). Case marking is apparently still active for 
modified nouns in Majang, and not superseded by the construct-form mor-
phology, as in Bertha or Mursi. I therefore do not attempt to reconcile all 
modified forms under one  construct form, but name them as the modified 
versions of their  case forms. It is also important to note that the modified 
case form is not  always identical  with the  absolutive or  neutral  case,  al-
though for some nouns modified case forms do coincide with the absolutive 
case form.
Central cases
The three central cases – absolutive, ergative and nominative – are not asso-
ciated with any particular segmental marker. Whatever differences there are 
(and by no means can all central case forms be distinguished from each other 
for all nouns), they are expressed entirely through either tonal means, or by 
changes to the stem or to the number morpheme. Furthermore, the cases are 
clearly marked by varying suffixes on some accompanying modifiers, parti-
cularly  possessive  pronouns. Other  modifiers  show  only  restricted  case 
marking (see section IV.3).
Absolutive case
The absolutive case is the neutral form of all nouns, and also the citation 
form of a noun, when elicited in isolation62. It is used for the P of transitive 
clauses, and for the non-topical S of intransitive clauses.
For all nouns, the  absolutive case is  unmarked, as no particular morpheme 
marks this case. For some  inflection classes, however, the  absolutive form 
contains more segmental material than some other  case forms, which may 
accordingly give the impression that the absolutive form is morphologically 
marked. This additional material is never to be analyzed as an absolutive suf-
62 Indeed all isolated nouns were given to me by all informants invariably in their absolutive 
forms. Not a single noun was volunteered in its nominative or ergative case form. There 
was variation regarding number, as some nouns were elicited in unmarked plural forms, but 
the case was always restricted to the absolutive.
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fix, though, but as a formative found in the absolutive stem and absent in 
other stems (see p. 206 for a discussion of their probable diachronic source).
In  the  singular, there  is  no  difference  between modified  and unmodified 
nouns.
Example IV.67: absolutive noun without distinction for modified NPs
à) ɓokotù ɗɛpɛ ː  í ɗí tL.
ɓokot-í  ɗɛpɛ ː í ɗí tL
kill-3S.DJ lion\SG.ERG man\SG.ABS
A lion kills a man.
b) ɓokotù ɗɛpɛ ː  í ɗí tL nàː k.
ɓokot-í  ɗɛpɛ ː í ɗí tL nàː k
kill-3S.DJ lion\SG.ERG man\SG.ABS POSS\1S.SG.ABS
A lion kills my man.
This  is  also  true  for  the  plural  of  most  nouns. All  nouns  forming  their 
absolutive plural with a  suffix ending in the consonant /k/, however, drop 
this consonant for the modified  absolutive form. This is illustrated by the 
following examples:
Example IV.68: plàin ànd modified àbsolùtive càse




b) ɗɛjà godeí L gàː nk.
ɗɛj-à gode-í L gàː nk
want-1S.CJ house-PL.ABS.MOD POSS\1S.PL.ABS
I want my houses.
The noun ‘houses’ in both examples shows up in the absolutive case, which 
is also confirmed by the  conjoint marking on the verb (see section  III.3). 
Still, the two forms are different. In example a), without the possessive pro-
noun, the plural stem gode uses the plural marker -í kL, whereas when follow-
ed by the possessive pronoun it uses the plural marker -í L.
Besides the nouns forming their plain  absolutive plural with /k/, the ones 
using the suffix -tùn also have differences between the plain and the modi-
fied  absolutive:  the  plain  absolutive plural  of  ɓàjɛ  ‘heart’ is  ɓàjɛ tùn, the 
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modified form ɓàjɛ tù*n. Finally, some nouns with unmarked plural make this 
distinction, such as the plural of ŋɛtìn ‘louse’ which comes plain as ŋɛtì and 
modified as ŋɛtí ː L.
Ergative case
The ergative case is used for A-constituents in transitive clauses, as is illus-
trated by the following examples (see sections V.3.3 and III.2.1 for more in-
formation on the use of the ergative case). As seen above, the ergative case 
distinguishes between plain and modified nouns.
On  nouns,  there  is  no  particular  segmental  ergative  marker63.  The  plain 
ergative case is characterized by one very consistent regularity: each plain 
ergative form ends with a  low tone, either level or the final part of a  HL 
sequence64. No other case marking in Majang requires this tonal pattern, al-
though  there  are  other  cases  which  allow  a  noun  to  end  in  a  L or  HL 
sequence.
Example IV.69: S (absolutive) vs. A (ergative)
a) ɗeː gàr àdàmojí nL. b) ɓokotù àdàmojí nt ɗɛpɛL.
ɗeː gàr àdàmoj-í nL ɓokot-í  àdàmoj-í nt ɗɛpɛL
sleep\3S.CJ hunter-SG.ABS kill-3S.DJ hunter-SG.ERG lion\SG.ABS
A hunter sleeps. A hunter kills a lion.
c) ɗeː gàr ɟàrtí . d) ɓokotù ɟàrtí  ː ɗɛpɛL.
ɗeː gàr ɟàrtí  ɓokot-í  ɟàrtí  ː ɗɛpɛL
sleep\3S.CJ woman\SG.ABS kill-3S.DJ woman\SG.ERG lion\SG.ABS
A woman sleeps. A woman kills a lion.
e) ɗeː gàr í ɗí tL. f) ɓokotù í ɗí  ɗɛpɛL.
ɗeː gàr í ɗí tL ɓokot-í  í ɗí  ɗɛpɛL
sleep\3S.CJ man\SG.ABS kill-3S.DJ man\SG.ERG lion\SG.ABS
A man sleeps. A man kills a lion.
63 The ergative or marked-nominative marker -ɛ identified by Dimmendaal (2014, p. 10) for 
Eastern-Sudanic languages only manifests itself in the Majang possessive pronoun system.
64 Interestingly Bennett  (1974,  p.  19ff)  observes for  Nilotic languages the marking of  the  
nominative case by a low tone as a common feature. He relates this to the marked-nomina-
tive patterns of several  language families (Cushitic, Omotic, Surmic)  originating in  the 
general area north of Lake Turkana (p. 25). But apparently this hypothesis, which is based 
on much conjecture, was not followed up on by subsequent linguists.
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As these examples show, ergative forms are created by both segmental and 
suprasegmental means. In all three pairs of clauses, the ergative form comes, 
as described above, with an added HL or  L. The ergative form for ‘hunter’ 
adds the consonant /t/ to the number suffix. But for ‘man’, the ergative form 
is accomplished by dropping the stem-final /t/ (or it is added for the absolu-
tive form, as the nominative case for this noun also does not have the conso-
nant). The noun for ‘woman’ has a lengthening of the final vowel for the er-
gative form. It can be seen from looking at the noun paradigms in the pre-
ceding section on number marking that these segmental means do not serve 
exclusively for marking the ergative, as they are also used for the formation 
of other case forms.
Randal (2000, p. 74) and Joswig (2016, p. 470) assume a low  tone as the 
general marker for  ergative nouns, but this does not account for many in-
stances of ergative marking where a HL sequence can be observed on the last 
stem syllable or on the attached number suffix. In a few cases, however, the 
ergative is indeed manifested by a plain low tone on the last syllable. This 
usually happens when the  ergative form ends in a short vowel, but it may 
also happen with a  few nouns displaying different  phonological  environ-
ments. The following example lists a number of further  ergative forms of 
nouns  forming  their  singulars  and  plurals  using  different  morphological 
means.
Example IV.70: plàin àbsolùtive noùns with their plàin ergàtive coùnterpàrts
ABS.SG ERG.SG ABS.PL ERG.PL gloss inflection class
í ɗí tL í ɗí  ɟoːpL ɟoː man Ø-Ø
ɗùmàː tL ɗùmà ɗùmàː g ɗùmàː owner Ø-Ø
ŋédán ŋédà ː n ŋédáːnàkL ŋédáːnà bee Ø-àkL
tà ː r tà ː r tàː ꜜràkL tàː ꜜrà meat Ø-àkL
càːkómL càːkom càː komàkL càː komà friend Ø-àkL
cúwǒj cúwoj cúwojàkL cúwojà eel Ø-àkL
múɲá múɲà ː t mùɲàː tɔ̀k mùɲàː tɔ̀ earthworm Ø-àː tɔ̀kL
tàŋ tà ŋ tàŋàkɔ̀L tàŋàkɔ̀ ː k abscess Ø-àkɔ̀L
ɛː kL ɛ ː ɛkàn ɛkà n body Ø-àn
ɗóː ɗo ːk ɗokàn ɗokà n land Ø-àn
gúmíL gúmí  ː gùmí e ː r gùmí er cobra Ø-eːrL
ɗùŋeɗL ɗùŋe ɗùŋeɗí L ɗùŋeɗí  ːk hyena Ø-iL
píːŋónL píːŋo nt peː ŋɔ̀kL peː ŋɔ̀ leaf onL-ɔ̀kL
tèkánL tèkàn tèkákL tèkà in-law ànL-àkL
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As can be seen in these examples, there are often segmental changes to the 
preceding material, which cannot be described in terms of a strict morpho-
logical  rule. Some generalizations can be made:  similar  to the  absolutive 
plural modified, all ergative plural forms drop any final /k/ from their plural 
markers65. Other common features are the addition of the consonant /t/ for 
the singular  ergative, and the  lengthening (or shortening) of the final stem 
vowel. The addition of /t/ is a regular feature for almost all nouns that form 
their singular with a morpheme ending in the consonant /n/, such as  -ànL, 
-ùnL, -ɔ̀nL or -n. But otherwise, the observed segmental changes are so idio-
syncratic that it appears best to assume different noun stems for  absolutive 
and ergative nouns. The following list provides a random sample of nouns 
with their plain absolutive and ergative singular forms.
Example IV.71: singular absolutive and ergative nouns
gloss absolutive ergative gloss absolutive ergative
fig-tree àː bɛ àː bɛ ː grandfather àpɛː L àpɛ
razor àː tùj àː ꜜtù j branch àtàwàn àtàwà nt
cloth àbí  ː àbí  ː young man àteː ɲL àte ː ɲt
island àcùːlɛ àcùlɛ ː  mouth àtoL à t
hunter àdàmojí nL àdàmojí nt iron àwɛ àwɛ ː t
cat àdùreː L àdùre ː husband bàː bùjL bàː bù j
thief àgàltL àgà lt upper arm bàɗí L bàɗí  
porcupine àjàn àjà n bucket bàldí  ː bàldí  ː
roof àɟeː ràn àɟeː rà nt stool bàrcùm bàrcù m
sunset àɟí ge àɟí ge ː lance beàL beà
peanut àkùːrL àkù ːr tradition bàrɛL bàrɛ t
soldier àmàcí ní L àmàcí ní  ː bed bɛː roj bɛː ro j
stomach àmɗL à mɗ butterfly bí mbí lo bí mbí ꜜ lo t
hair àmùn àmù nt boat emɗL e mɗ
thing àɲL àɲ leopard dɔ̀mɔ̀n dɔ̀mɔ̀ n
elephant àŋɛL àŋɛ ː chair ɗàngɛː L ɗàngɛ ː
breast àpàtí L àpàtí  ː t cooking stone ɗɛjí ŋL ɗɛjí ŋt
As this example set (and also tà ː r in example IV.70) makes clear, there is no 
guarantee that an ergative noun is always unambiguously differentiated from 
its absolutive counterpart. The noun àbí  ː  can be both ergative and absolutive. 
65 Except for nouns forming their absolutive plural with  -àkɔ̀L, which  add such a /k/ to the 
plain ergative form. Also the nouns forming their plurals with -iL add the /k/ in the plain 
ergative form.
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The conjoint or disjoint marking on the verb may be the only clear indication 
of the case of the following NP.
For the  ergative case there is always a distinction between an unmodified 
noun and the head of a modified NP:
Example IV.72: modified and non-modified ergative NPs
à) ɓokotù ɗɛpɛ ː  í ɗí tL.
ɓokot-í  ɗɛpɛ ː í ɗí tL
kill-3S.DJ lion\SG.ERG man\SG.ABS
A lion kills a man.
b) ɓokotù ɗɛpɛL nàː kɛ í ɗí tL.
ɓokot-í  ɗɛpɛL nàː k-ɛ í ɗí tL
kill-3S.DJ lion\SG.ERG.MOD POSS\1S.SG-ERG man\SG.ABS
My lion kills a man.
The modified ergative noun is usually quite different from the plain ergative. 
With very few exceptions it  lacks the  HL or  L tones that characterize all 
plain ergative nouns. In fact, in example b) the ergative is identical in form 
to the absolutive ɗɛpɛL, but the syntactic context makes it clear that this is not 
an  absolutive case. Further redundancy is provided by the  modifier of the 
noun phrase nàː kɛ, which is very clearly marked for the ergative. All singular 
possessive pronouns have the suffix -ɛ when in the ergative66, and they also 
have a low tone on the stem (instead of the absolutive high tone, as seen in 
example IV.67b).
I  (Joswig, 2016, p. 475f) misanalysed this modified ergative case as an in-
stance of the  locative case (see  below), because of the formal similarity of 
the case marker attached to the pronoun. But the modified ergative and the 
locative case are different, as the following examples illustrate:
66 This marker -ɛ is very likely a manifestation of a Proto-Eastern-Sudanic instrumental case 
marker that was grammaticalized into nominative or ergative markers in various Eastern-
Sudanic languages (Dimmendaal, 2014, p. 10). In Majang this marker only appears in the 
pronominal system as a nominative and ergative marker, and in the nominal system as a 
locative marker.
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Example IV.73: difference between locative and modified ergative NPs
à) ɓokotù ɗɛpɛL nàː kɛ í ɗí tL.
ɓokot-í  ɗɛpɛL nàː k-ɛ í ɗí tL
kill-3S.DJ lion\SG.ERG.MOD POSS\1S.SG-ERG man\SG.ABS
My lion kills a man.
b) ɗeː gàrL í ɗí L ɗɛpɛ ː  nàː kɛL ɟɔ̀k.
ɗeː gàrL í ɗí L ɗɛpɛ ː nàː k-ɛL ɟɔ̀k
sleep\3S.DJ man\SG.NOM lion\SG.LOC POSS\1S.SG-LOC near
The man sleeps next to my lion.
Not only is the locative form ɗɛpɛ ː  of the noun itself different from the modi-
fied ergative ɗɛpɛL (but not from the plain ergative form ɗɛpɛ ː ), but the loca-
tive form of all singular possessives has a stable high tone nàː kɛL, contrasting 
it clearly with the ergative form nàː kɛ (see section IV.3.1.4).
Although it is the case for the noun ɗɛpɛL ‘lion’  (see examples  IV.72b and 
IV.69b)  and for  many other  nouns, the  modified  ergative form is  by  no 
means always identical with the  absolutive form. The following list  com-
pares absolutive nouns with their modified ergative counterparts:
Exàmple IV.74: plàin àbsolùtive noùns with their modified ergàtive coùnterpàrts
ABS  . SG              ERG  . SG  . MOD    ABS  . PL               ERG  . PL  . MOD          gloss          inflection class  
ŋédán ŋédánL ŋédáːnàkL ŋédáːnàL bee Ø-àkL
múɲá múɲáL mùɲàː tɔ̀kL mùɲàː tɔ̀L earthworm Ø-àː tɔ̀kL
tà ː r tàː rL tàː ꜜràkL tàː ꜜràL meat Ø-àkL
tàŋ tàŋL tàŋàkɔ̀L tàŋàkɔ̀L abscess Ø-àkɔ̀L
ɛː kL ɛː L ɛkàn ɛkànL body Ø-ànL
ɗóː ɗóːL ɗokàn ɗokànL land Ø-ànL
gúmíL gùmíL gùmí e ː r gùmí erL cobra Ø-eːrL
píːŋónL píːŋónL peː ŋɔ̀kL peː ŋɔ̀L leaf onL-ɔ̀kL
ɗùmàː tL ɗùmàL ɗùmàː g ɗùmàː L owner Ø- Ø
càːkómL càː komL càː komàkL càː komàL friend Ø-àkL
cúwǒj cúwoj cúwojàkL cúwojàL eel Ø-àkL
ɗùŋeɗL ɗùŋeL ɗùŋeɗí L ɗùŋeɗí L hyena Ø-iL
tèkánL tèkánL tèkákL tèkáL in-law ànL-àkL
í ɗí tL í ɗí L ɟoːpL ɟoː man Ø-Ø
The following generalizations can be made about modified ergative forms:
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• Except for very few nouns, the modified ergative forms end in a H, 
which is always followed by a floating low tone67. Very few words, 
such  as  àɲ ‘thing’, àɟeː ràn ‘roof’, cúwoj ‘eel’  and  the  plural  ɟoː 
‘people’ end in a L in the modified ergative form. For these nouns, 
the ergative makes no difference between plain and modified forms.
• None of the modified ergative nouns display the consonantal stem or 
suffix extensions seen on the plain ergative nouns.
As a final striking regularity it needs to be noted that the modified ergative 
forms are always identical to the modified  nominative forms. The implica-
tions of this are discussed in the next section.
Nominative case
The use of the nominative case in Majang is pragmatically governed, replac-
ing absolutive or ergative case forms for topical  A/S constituents according 
to  criteria  explored in  section  III.2.1.2. This  present  section is  only con-
cerned with its form. First it needs to be established that the nominative case 
is indeed a different case from all other case forms presented so far. This is 
not an altogether easy task, as for many nouns there is significant syncretism 
between the nominative case form and various absolutive and ergative case 
forms. It was already pointed out above that the modified nominative case is 
always identical in form to the modified  ergative case, although there are 
usually differences between the plain forms. 
Between  nominative and  absolutive case formal differences are found for 
many nouns:
Example IV.75: difference between nominative and absolutive forms
a) ɗeː gàr í ɗí tL kɛkàr.
sleep\3S.CJ man\SG.ABS again
A man sleeps again.
b) ɗeː gàrL í ɗí L kɛkàr.
sleep\3S.DJ man\SG.NOM again
The man sleeps again.68
67 The presence of this floating L can be shown by placing the noun before the modifier kɔ̀ nk 
‘the aforementioned’. The difference between a downstepped and a non-downstepped HL 
sequence can be heard clearly in the Majang language.
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Example  a)  features  the  NP  ‘man’ in  the  absolutive case. Example  b), 
instead, has the same NP in the nominative case. The form is quite close to 
the ergative í ɗí , and identical to the modified ergative í ɗí L.
Because of the rather regular marking of the plain ergative by L or HL tones, 
it is easily distinguishable from the nominative for almost all nouns:
Example IV.76: difference between nominative and plain ergative forms
a) màlɛ í ɗí  kùrꜜoj
hit\3S.DJ man\SG.ERG donkey\SG.ABS
A man hits a donkey.
b) ɗeː gàrL í ɗí L godej.
sleep\3S.DJ man\SG.NOM house\SG.LOC
The man sleeps at the house.
For other nouns it can be shown that the  nominative case is different from 
the modified ergative form:
Example IV.77: difference between nominative and modified ergative case
a) ɗeː gàr ɗɛpɛː L kɛkàr.
ɗeː gàrL ɗɛpɛː L kɛkàr
sleep\3S.DJ lion\SG.NOM again
The lion sleeps again.
b) ɓokotù ɗɛpɛL nàː kɛ í ɗí tL.
ɓokot-í  ɗɛpɛL nàː k-ɛ í ɗí tL
kill-3S.DJ lion\SG.ERG.MOD POSS\1S.SG-ERG man\SG.ABS
My lion kills a man.
c) ɗegàꜜràr ɗùŋeɗí ːkL kɛkàr.
ɗegàr-àr ɗùŋeɗ-iːkL kɛkàr
sleep-3P.DJ hyena-PL.NOM again
The hyenas sleep again.
d) ɓokotùr ɗùŋeɗí L gàː nɛ í ɗí tL.
ɓokot-ir ɗùŋeɗ-iL gàː n-ɛ í ɗí tL
kill-3P.DJ hyena-PL.ERG.MOD POSS\1S.PL-ERG man\SG.ABS
My hyenas kill a man.
68 In contrived examples, such as these, the absolutive and ergative cases are assumed to have 
low topicality, which is reflected by the use of the indefinite article. The nominative case is 
always translated by using the definite article.
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These examples show that the difference between modified  ergative nouns 
and plain nominative nouns is subtle, at best, manifesting itself only through 
the presence or absence of a floating low tone, and possibly through a length 
difference of number-suffix vowels. But the differences are there, and an ac-
curate description of  Majang needs to account for  them. It  also becomes 
clear that it is not always possible to decide whether a noun is  nominative, 
ergative or  absolutive by just looking at it. In an  intransitive clause, if the 
subject follows the verb, the verb’s conjoint or disjoint status gives a definite 
clue. Another clue comes from the case marking on modifiers. For example, 
nominative, absolutive and ergative NPs are distinguished by different forms 
of possessive pronouns (see section IV.3.1.4):
Example IV.78: absolutive, ergative and nominative nouns with possessive 
pronouns
a) wàrL nàː k my dog (ABS)
dog\SG.ABS POSS\1S.SG.ABS
b) wàrL nàː k-ɛ my dog (ERG)
dog\SG.ERG.MOD POSS\1S.SG-ERG
c) wàrL nàː k-ɛL my dog (NOM)
dog\SG.NOM.MOD POSS\1S.SG-NOM
The form of the  possessive pronoun (section  IV.3.1.4) is  very stable and 
completely determined by the case of the noun phrase as a whole. It can be 
reliably used as a testing device for  case marking, although it results in a 
modified case form for each noun that is sensitive to this distinction.
The nominative case indeed provides different forms for some nouns based 
on  modification. Mostly, these differences involve the absence or presence 
of stem extensions:
Example IV.79: difference between plain and modified nominative case forms
a) boːbɛ cɔ̀ː líláŋtL kɛkàr.
boːb-ɛ cɔ̀ː líláŋtL kɛkàr
big-3S.DJ vulture\SG.NOM again
The vulture is big again.
b) boːbɛ cɔ̀ː líláŋL kɔ̀nkùŋ.
boːb-ɛ cɔ̀ː líláŋL kɔ̀nk=ŋ
big-3S.DJ vulture\SG.NOM.MOD REF\RECPST=SFT
That aforementioned vulture is big.
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As already hinted above, all modified nominative case forms are completely 
identical to the modified ergative case forms of the same noun. This one-to-
one identity applies to both singular and plural forms. Therefore, what was 
said above about possible generalizations for modified  ergative nouns ap-
plies entirely for the modified  nominative nouns: most end in a high  tone 
accompanied by a floating L. But this formal identity between the two cases 
cannot be analyzed as a conflation of two cases into one. The same form, 
depending on its syntactic context, still triggers two different case agreement 
behaviors on modifiers, where applicable:
Example IV.80: case agreement of modified ergative and nominative nouns 
a) ɗegàꜜràr wàrtùnL gàː nɛː L kɛkàr.
ɗegàr-àr wàr-tùnL gàː n-ɛL kɛkàr
sleep-3P.DJ dog-PL.NOM.MOD POSS\1S.PL-NOM again
My dogs sleep again.
b) ɓokotùr wàrtùnL gàː nɛ í ɗí tL.
ɓokot-ir wàr-tùnL gàː n-ɛ í ɗí tL
kill-3P.DJ dog-PL.ERG.MOD POSS\1S.PL-ERG man\SG.ABS
My dogs kill a man.
If  both  examples  really  had  the  same  case  marking, then  the  modifiers 
should also be the same, which they are not. Of course it could be claimed 
that the case marking only happens on the modifier as the last element of the 
NP, not the head noun. Such an analysis would only work for the possessed 
nominative/ergative case forms if the case marking elsewhere in modified 
noun phrases is ignored. But many modifiers are not case-marked, and for 
other cases the case marking happens also on the head noun; furthermore, 
the  noun  forms  of  modified  ergative/nominative  nouns  are  still  different 
from the noun forms of other cases, plain or modified. It is therefore more in 
line with the analysis of other modified NPs to assume that modified nomi-
native and ergative nouns are case marked for either nominative or ergative, 
which is also reflected by the glossing in the examples.
All plain  nominative nouns shown so far were presented preceding the  ad-
verb kɛkàr ‘again’, in order to show them in their untarnished non-final posi-
tion. But in many situations an unmodified nominative-case noun appears at 
the end of a sentence, and then it is accompanied by the sentence-final topi-
cality marker (SFT, see section III.4). The following examples show the same 
as IV.79a) without the adverb, and two more different subjects:
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Example IV.81: nominative nouns with SFT marker
a) boːbɛ cɔ̀ː líláŋtí  ŋ.
boːb-ɛ cɔ̀ː líláŋtL=ŋ
big-3S.DJ vulture\SG.NOM=SFT
The vulture is big.
b) gòrgór í ɗí  ŋ.
gòrgór í ɗí L=ŋ
fast\3S.DJ man\SG.NOM=SFT




The eel is fast.
When the  SFT-marker attaches to a noun ending in a consonant, then quite 
often an epenthetic vowel /i/ (or /ù/ according to the labial harmony rule) is 
inserted. This vowel frequently carries a contour tone based on the last stem 
tone. Whether or not the  epenthetic  vowel is used is somewhat predictable 
by the phonological  environment, according to factors laid out  in section 
II.4.1 in the description of the vowel-epenthesis rule 1.
The use of the contour tone is even less predictable. A long vowel preceding 
the  SFT-marker always uses a  contour tone, as in  gí ꜜ bí  ːŋ ‘morning  (NOM)’  or 
ɓoɛ  ː ŋ ‘antelope (NOM)’. But for short vowels it cannot be predicted whether or 
not the tone is a contour tone. Even on the aforementioned epenthetic vowel 
the tone sometimes appears level, sometimes as a contour tone: ŋédáːní  ŋ ‘bee  
(NOM)’ vs. émɗí ŋ ‘canoe (NOM)’. If there is a rule governing the shape of tones 
on syllables followed by the SFT-marker, it still awaits its discovery.
Non-central cases
It makes sense to group the  dative, locative and  possessive cases together, 
although the  possessive works on a different syntactic domain as the other 
cases. For almost all nouns, the stems for forming these three case forms are 
identical, which  contrasts  heavily  with  the  frequent  stem changes  of  the 
central  cases. And, in  spite  of  the  fact  that  many  locative nouns  lack  a 
segmental case marker, overall the non-central cases are characterized by the 
fact that such a marker can be identified.
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Dative case
From a syntactic perspective it  may appear misplaced to call  the Majang 
dative a  non-central case, as it is consistently used to mark the third argu-
ment of  ditransitive clauses – the  indirect  object – and therefore a rather 
central syntactic function in most grammar models. But it is also used for 
less central semantic roles69, such as the  allative70. The distinction between 
central and non-central cases of Majang is mostly made on formal grounds, 
and these place the dative firmly in the same group as locative and posses-
sive,  along with the semantic characterization that  the dative case cannot 
mark an S, A or P constituent.
The dative case of Majang (also called locative of motion by Bender 1983a, 
123) is consistently marked by a segmental affix, which is usually the suffix 
-à. It frequently copies the preceding tone, and in most cases, if the last stem 
tone is  H, the  dative suffix is also followed by a  floating low tone. Both 
generalizations have exceptions, as will be seen in the following examples. 
Quite often, the dative stem has a different tone pattern than the absolutive 
stem, and it also sometimes adds some other segmental material.
Example IV.82: absolutive and dative nouns
absolutive      dative           absolutive   plural       dative   plural       gloss         
ɛdɛn ɛdɛː nà ɛdɛnk ɛdɛnkàL mountain
gode godeà godeí k godeí kàL room
ɟàrtí ɟàrtìà ɟàrtí àː tɔ̀k ɟàrtí àː tɔ̀kàL woman
tɔ̀ ː n tɔ̀ː náL tɔ̀ː mɔ̀kL tɔ̀ː mɔ̀kàL child
ɗóː ɗóːkáL ɗokàn ɗokànɛː kà soil
bàː bùj bàː bùjà bàbùjk bàbùjkàL husband
càːkóm càːkómáL càː komàkL càː komàkàL friend
bɔ̀ː lɔ̀ŋL bɔ̀ː lɔ̀ŋtà bɔ̀ː lɔ̀ŋeː rL bɔ̀ː lɔ̀ŋeː ràL old man
kòmɛ komɛà komàː tɔ̀k komàː tɔ̀kàL fire stick
In general, the dative singular forms behave more regularly than the dative 
plural forms. The generalization holds that the dative suffix always follows 
any plural marker. The plural dative marker is less predictable in its tonal be-
havior, as it may be different even in very similar environments:
69 Unseth (1989b, p. 105) therefore revealingly calls it the oblique case.
70 Unseth (1992b, p. 99) suspects that what he calls the “kinterm genitive -à” is really just an 
“additional use of the dative suffix”. The analysis proposed here concurs with this idea.
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Example IV.83: plural dative nouns
a) ɗɛpɛí kà b) godeí kàL c) ɟàrtí àtɔ̀kàL
ɗɛpɛ-ik-à gode-í k-àL ɟàrtí -àtɔ̀k-àL
lion-PL-DAT house-PL-DAT woman-PL-DAT
A few nouns use suppletive forms for the dative. But these, too, make use of 
the final vowel /à/. The form età is the dative singular of í ɗí tL ‘person’; the 
form wàː  is the dative singular of wɛjL ‘house’.
The  dative case  can  also  be  used  for  topical  constituents  according  to 
McGregor’s (2010) concept of expectedness. If the NP does not appear at the 
end of the sentence, no difference is visible. But at the end of the sentence, 
the SFT-clitic can be placed.
Example IV.84: topical dative nouns
gèlèːwɛr ɟoːpà*ː ŋ. 
gèlèːw-ɛr ɟoːp-à=ŋ
listen-3P.DJ people-DAT=SFT
They listen to the people.
In spite of some small idiosyncrasies, the dative is in its formation by far the 
most regular of the cases of Majang. It also stands out as the only case in 
which there are no different forms for modified and unmodified NPs, neither 
in the singular nor in the plural. The dative noun in the following clause does 
not look any different from the non-modified dative:
Example IV.85: modified dative nouns
nɛ ɓáL tònú tàwáːwɛ ː  ɟàrtìà cìnáːnáL kɛ, ...
nɛ ɓáL tòn-í  tàwáːwɛ ː ɟàrtì-à cì-n-áː-n-áL kɛ
CONJ REMPST say-3S.DJ Tawaawee woman\SG-DAT DEM-SG-HR-SG-DAT QUOT
Tawaawee told that woman that …
Locative case
Unseth (1989b, p. 104) identified the  locative case marker as  -e. He found 
that it is not always attached to singular nouns, but consistently to plural 
nouns, proper names, and various  modifiers. When encountered on nouns, 
there  are  a  number  of  idiosyncrasies  which turn the  locative case  into a 
rather  complex  structure  to  describe, more  so  than  the  dative case  seen 
above.
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In the data analyzed for this study, there are some nouns which take a seg-
mental locative marker even for the unmodified singular. But the marker is 
quite often not -e, but the [-ATR] vowel -ɛ71. Both -e and -ɛ have an unpre-
dictable tonal behavior, but are mostly found with a low tone.
Example IV.86: locative marker on singular unmodified nouns
a) nɛ kɛː  ríːɓe ː r gòpɛ.
nɛ kɛː ríːɓ-ɛ ː r gòp-ɛ
and then put.down-CF.3S.DJ path\SG-LOC
And then he put her down on the path.
b) ɗegàrL ɗepɛː L wàre.
ɗegàrL ɗepɛː L wàr-e
sleep\3S.DJ lion\SG.NOM dog\SG-LOC
The lion sleeps near the dog.
If the  locative singular is not shown by the  suffixes  -ɛ or  -e, it can be ex-
pressed through various stem changes, which typically involve the lengthen-
ing of the final vowel, or the addition of the approximant /j/ or its vowel 
equivalent /i/. These different markings may well be the results of contrac-
tions of the marker -e.
Some nouns, most belonging to the inflection classes using a nasal to mark 
the singular, use the marker -t in the locative singular form, as in ŋédánt of 
the  absolutive ŋédán ‘bee’ (see examples  IV.8, IV.9, IV.11, IV.14, IV.16, 
IV.18 and IV.20 for full paradigms). But this marker -t, if it really is a suffix 
(see p. 206), is also used for other case forms, such as the plain ergative.
A few nouns also have a suppletive locative stem, and others may use forms 
identical to one of the  central cases (absolutive, ergative or  nominative) – 
usually with tonal differences.
Example IV.87: locative singular nouns marked by stem changes or not at all
gloss            ABS SG            LOC SG  
man í ɗí tL ete
lion ɗɛpɛL ɗɛpɛ ː
room gode godej
woman ɟàrtí  ɟàrtí ː
71 Synchronically, there seems to be no vowel harmony underlying this variation, but it is 
tempting to treat it as another fossilized remnant of the assumed Proto-Surmic vowel har -
mony operating on a nine- or even ten-vowel system (Moges, 2002).
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forest ɗúkL ɗùk
land ɗóː ɗóːk
morning gí bí  gí bí 
For some nouns, different forms are observed for modified and non-modified 
locative noun phrases:
Example IV.88: modified and non-modified locative NPs
à) ɗeː gàrL í ɗí L godej.
sleep\3S.DJ man\SG.NOM house\SG.LOC
The man sleeps at the house.
b) ɗegàrL í ɗí L gode*ː j nàː kɛ.
ɗegàrL í ɗí L gode*ː j nàː k-ɛ
sleep\3S.DJ man\SG.NOM house\SG.LOC.MOD POSS\1S.SG-LOC
The man sleeps at my house.
c) ɗeː gàrL wàr jàrtí ː .
sleep\3S.DJ dog\SG.NOM woman\SG.LOC
The dog sleeps near the woman.
d) ɗeː gàrL wàr jàrtí *ː  nàː kɛ.
ɗeː gàrL wàr jàrtí *ː nàː k-ɛ
sleep\3S.DJ dog\SG.NOM woman\SG.LOC.MOD POSS\1S.SG-LOC
The dog sleeps near my wife.
As can be seen, the locative case is clearly marked on the  possessive pro-
noun. The changes between the unmodified nouns and the  modified nouns 
are subtle, and they don’t happen with every noun.
For plural NPs, the locative marking shows a great similarity to the marking 
of  datives. The plural  stem, including any plural  suffix, is followed by the 
fairly regular locative plural suffix -ɛ72, although, just as for the dative, it has 
a somewhat unpredictable tone.
Example IV.89: plural locative nouns
a) ɗɛpɛí kɛ b) godeí kɛL c) ɟàrtí àtɔ̀kɛL
ɗɛpɛ-ik-ɛ gode-í k-ɛL ɟàrtí -àtɔ̀k-ɛL
lion-PL-LOC house-PL-LOC woman-PL-LOC
Just like the dative case, the locative case can also be used for topical consti-
tuents. Once more, the difference between topical and non-topical nouns is 
72 It is -e for ɟoːpe, the irregular locative plural of í ɗí tL ‘person’.
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only visible at the end of the sentence, where the locative NP is marked by 
the SFT-clitic:
Example IV.90: topical locative nouns
ɗeː gàꜜ rà godejí ŋ.
ɗeː gàr-à godej=ŋ
sleep-1S.DJ house\SG.LOC=SFT
I sleep in the house.
Possessive marking
Practically all NPs can be marked for possession. This happens through a 
possessive case  marker  on the last  element of  the  possessor noun phrase 
(Unseth, 1989b, p. 103, 1992b). Unseth  calls this case genitive, but in this 
study this term is abandoned in favor of  possessive, to reflect the different 
syntactic nature of this marker to the case markers introduced in the previous 
section. While those case markings are determined by the syntactic status of 
a noun phrase within the clause, the possessive marking links two NPs which 
in turn form a larger noun phrase with a particular syntactic function in the 
clause. In other words, the other cases are clause-level markers, whereas the 
possessive operates only inside a noun phrase (Dixon, 2010b, p. 268).
The following example illustrates Unseth’s point that only the last element 
of a possessor noun phrase is marked with the possessive marker:
Example IV.91: possessive marker on the last element
wáːcíɛL ɟàrtí  nàː k à wàːlóːkúk
wáːcí-ɛL ɟàrtí  nàː k à wàːlóːk=k
news-PL.ABS woman\SG.ABS POSS\1S.SG.ABS CONJ Waalook=SG.POSS
the story of my woman and Waalook
In this example, the two NPs  ‘my woman’ and  ‘Waalook’ (a  proper name) 
together  form  the  possessor noun  phrase of  the  possessed noun  wáːcíɛL 
‘story’. Only the final NP, the proper name, receives the possessive marker, 
which marks the whole noun phrase ɟàrtí  nàː k à wàːlóːkúk as the possessor of 
wáːcíɛL. The first  noun phrase (ɟàrtí  nàː k) comes in the  absolutive case, the 
case of the head noun.
Of course, very frequently it is a noun that forms the last element in a pos-
sessor NP, and when it does, the stem carrying the marker is the same as that 
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of the other non-central case forms73. It is for this reason that the possessive 
needs to be treated in the case section for nouns. All nouns with possessive 
marking fit neatly into the same paradigm provided by the other case forms.
There are  two possessive markers in Majang74. Their selection depends on 
the semantics of the possessing noun.
On most nouns, the possessive is marked by the suffix -onk. This can be ob-
served with copied high tones, low tones, and HL sequences. Up to now, a 
satisfactory explanation for this variable tonal behavior has not been found.
Example IV.92: possessive marked by -onk
a) et-onk of person
b) ɟoːp-onk of people
c) ŋédáːn-onk of bee
d) ɗùŋeɗ-onk of hyena
e) mógúnk-o nk of duikers
f) kùꜜroj-o nk of donkey
For all parts of speech which are not nouns, and also for proper names and a 
good number of other nouns the singular  possessive marker is  -k. If it fol-
lows a  [-SONORANT]75 consonant, the high-toned76 epenthetic vowel /i/ is in-
serted between the two consonants. This vowel is subject to labial harmony 
rule 4, which changes the vowel to /ù/ if following a syllable with a round 
vowel, or if the coda of the preceding syllable contains a labial consonant.
Example IV.93: possessive marked by -k
a) càː komk of the friend c) gàpùtùk < gàpùt-k of the bat
b) wàcelk of the uncle d) wàːjàː ní k < wàːjàː n-k of the plant
73 The stem of the possessor noun is different from the absolutive stem. For example the abso-
lutive form of ‘child’ is tɔ̀ ː n, but the possessive is toːmo ŋk with a consonant change in the 
stem. This stem is also used for the dative and locative forms.
74 Unseth (1992b) lists four different markers. His third, the “kinterm genitive -à” is really a 
special use of the dative case on some nouns. His fourth marker, -àk, appears to be rather 
his second marker added to stems ending in the vowel /à/.
75 See rule 1 in section II.4.1 for a more precise definition of the environment triggering the 
epenthetic vowel.
76 As epenthetic vowels should not come with their own tone, this suggests that the high tone 
is part of the underlying representation of the morpheme -k.
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There are some semantic factors which roughly determine the nouns taking 
this particular  possessive marker. Most  kinship terms belong into this cate-
gory, so it may be tempting to call these words inalienable nouns. But most 
body parts use the -onk form, and one would expect body parts to belong to a 
class  of  inalienable  nouns, if  a  language  provides  one. Conversely, one 
would not expect to find wild animals or some plants and trees in a class of 
inalienable nouns, which make up the bulk of nouns using the possessive 
marker -k. All in all, on semantic grounds it does not appear helpful to cate-
gorize Majang nouns as alienable and inalienable on the basis of the posses-
sor marking.
No noun uses the marker  -k for marking plural possession. For the plural, 
only the different tonal variants of -onk are used.
In the Majang language, the  possessive marking completely overwrites all 
other case marking the possessor noun might have because of the syntactic 
status of its head noun in the clause. This can be illustrated by the following 
string of examples, where the possessive NP toːmo nk ‘of child’ is used in dif-
ferent syntactic contexts.
Example IV.94: use of possessive case in differing syntactic contexts
a) dɛnà ɗùŋeɗL toːmo nk.
dɛn-à ɗùŋeɗL toːm-o nk
see-1S.CJ hyena\SG.ABS child\SG-POSS
I saw a child’s hyena.
b) boːbɛ ɗùŋeL toːmo nk kɛkàr.
boːb-ɛ ɗùŋeL toːm-o nk kɛkàr
big-3S.DJ hyena\SG.NOM.MOD child\SG-POSS again
The child’s hyena is big again.
c) kàwɛ ɗùŋeL toːmo nk eː ɟɛ.
kàw-ɛ ɗùŋeL toːm-o nk eː ɟɛ
bite-3S.DJ hyena\SG.ERG.MOD77 child\SG-POSS cat\SG.ABS
A child’s hyena bit a cat.
77 The following modifier does not disambiguate between a modified nominative and a modi-
fied ergative NP, but the postverbal position in this transitive clause only allows for an  
ergative interpretation.
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d) kɛɗà ɗùŋeɗàL toːmo nk.
kɛɗ-à ɗùŋeɗ-àL toːm-o nk
go-1S.DJ hyena\SG-DAT child\SG-POSS
I go to the child’s hyena.
e) àr ɗùŋeɗe toːmo nk.
àr ɗùŋeɗ-e toːm-o nk
be.at\3S.DJ hyena\SG-LOC child\SG-POSS
He is at the child’s hyena.
Regardless of the case of the head noun of each of the possessive phrases in 
examples a) to e), the form of the possessor noun is invariably toːmo nk. No 
other case marking is therefore visible on the possessor noun. In a) it modi-
fies an absolutive noun, in b) a nominative noun, in c) an ergative noun, in d) 
a  dative noun and in e) a  locative noun. The head noun is always properly 
marked for the  case  appropriate for the function of the whole  NP in the 
clause. It is, however, perfectly possible to have a possessive-marked noun 
followed by the SFT-clitic, if the conditions for its use are met, as in the fol-
lowing example:
Example IV.95: use of possessive case with SFT-clitic
ɗeː gàrL ɗùŋeL toːmonkù ŋ
ɗeː gàrL ɗùŋeL toːm-onk=ŋ
sleep\2S.DJ hyena\SG.NOM.MOD child\SG-POSS=SFT
The child’s hyena sleeps.
This clause has a  nominative S, which is a  NP modified by a  possessive 
noun. As this nominative NP ends the sentence, the conditions for the use of 
the SFT-clitic are met.
IV.1.3.3  Number and case-marking observations
The previous sections made it clear that  case marking provides one of the 
most  complex morphological  systems of  the Majang language. The three 
central cases  absolutive, ergative and  nominative are supplemented by two 
other case forms used to mark nuclear-clause participants, the dative and the 
locative case. The case marking system of Majang is also the domain of the 
possessive marking on nouns, so that these markings need to be included in 
the  paradigm. The marking of these six cases intersects with two further 
morphological dimensions, number and modification, resulting in a matrix of 
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24 possible different case-marking forms, of which 16 actually lead to differ-
ent forms, with eight each for singular and plural. But the possibilities for 
singular and plural are not the same, as the absolutive case only provides dif-
ferent forms for plain vs. modified nouns in the plural, whereas the locative 
only provides different forms based on modification for the singular. The da-
tive case and the  possessive never make any distinction between plain and 
modified forms. The number of different forms is somewhat reduced by the 
fact that modified  ergative and  nominative case forms are identical for all 
nouns  (although  their  modifiers  are  marked  differently).  Table  8 is  a 
schematic overview of the different number and case forms in Majang.
singular plural
non-topical topical non-topical topical
A
plain SG.ERG SG.NOM PL.ERG PL.NOM
modified SG.ERG/NOM.MOD PL.ERG/NOM.MOD












Table 8: overview of the case and number forms of Majang
A sample paradigm for a noun based on all these distinctions would look like 
this:
78 The S shares its case marking with the  P for non-topical constituents, and with the  A for 
topical constituents. This is indicated by the arrows in the diagram.
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Example IV.96: woman, Ø-sg, àː tɔ̀kL-pl, LH melody
SG.ABS ɟàrtí  PL.ABS ɟàrtí àː tɔ̀kL
PL.ABS.MOD ɟàrtí àː tɔ̀L
SG.ERG ɟàrtí  ː PL.ERG ɟàrtí àː tɔ̀
SG.ERG/NOM.MOD ɟàrtí L PL.ERG/NOM.MOD ɟàrtí àː tɔ̀L
SG.NOM ɟàrtí ːL PL.NOM ɟàrtí àː tɔ̀
SG.DAT ɟàrtí à PL.DAT ɟàrtí àː tɔ̀kàL
SG.LOC ɟàrtí ː PL.LOC ɟàrtí àː tɔ̀kɛL
SG.LOC.MOD ɟàrtí *ː
SG.POSS ɟàrtí onk PL.POSS ɟàrtí àː tɔ̀ko nk
The complexity of the case system is significantly exacerbated by the fact 
that for the  central cases (absolutive, ergative and  nominative) there is no 
clear morphological marker that helps with the identification of particular 
case forms. Differences between these and even many instances of the loca-
tive are shown only by rather idiosyncratic changes to the noun stem, often 
using no more than the presence or absence of a following floating low tone. 
Other means are length differences on stem vowels, and sometimes the addi-
tion or reduction of final stem consonants such as /t/ in the singular or /k/ in 
the plural. For some case pairs, the differences can only be seen outside the 
noun as such, for example by comparing the accompanying possessive pro-
nouns, or by observing the conjoint-disjoint distinction on a preceding verb.
It is further necessary to relate the number- and case forms with their idio-
syncratic presence and absence of the stem- or suffix-consonants /t/ in the 
singular  and  /k/  in  the  plural  to  what  was  called  secondary  suffixes79 in 
Nilotic languages by Tucker & Bryan (1962). These secondary suffixes are 
almost identical in form and number distribution with the spurious stem ele-
ments  of  Majang, and  it  is  probable  that  they  are  indeed  related, either 
through language contact or even through genetic affiliation. Rottland (1982, 
p. 105ff) discusses the semantics of these suffixes in Southern Nilotic and 
links them to specificity or definiteness – which would suggest their use in 
the nominative case forms in Majang. But, as was seen in the various nomi-
nal number-case paradigms above, use and non-use of /t/ and /k/ cuts entirely 
across the cases of Majang, affecting sometimes the absolutive, sometimes 
the ergative and sometimes the nominative case, depending on the nominal 
inflection class. Moreover, the two formatives are entirely frozen in their 
79 Once more I  am grateful  to  Gerrit  Dimmendaal  for  pointing me to this  morphological 
phenomenon of the Nilotic languages.
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places in the stems where they appear, and no morphosyntactic or pragmatic 
function  can  be  attributed  to  them any  more  in  the  current  state  of  the 
Majang language. It is possible, even likely, that they have played an impor-
tant role in the development of the Majang case system when they still had a 
meaning attached to them, but now only their presence (and absence) can be 
noted in the paradigms, where their only role is to distinguish the various 
cases, and in rather idiosyncratic ways.
Although some generalizations can be made for some case forms, the total 
picture is still very confusing, where almost any stem shape can be used for 
some of the possible case/number-modification configurations.
IV.1.4  Count vs. mass nouns
The distinction between count and mass nouns in Majang is addressed by the 
number marking system (see section IV.1.3.1 for details). Many mass nouns 
use the simple root for the mass sense with plural agreement, and the noun 
referring  to  a  single  instance  is  formed  by  adding  a  particular  singular 
marker. For many mass nouns, such as liquids, there are no singular forms.
IV.1.5  Proper names
Proper names behave differently morphologically from regular nouns. The 
possessive marking differs from most other nouns. Whereas regular nouns 
take the -onk form for the possessive, proper names take the -k form, as in 
tàwáːwɛː -k ‘of Tawaawee (proper name)’.
Proper names are not marked for number, but are fully marked for case.
IV.1.6  Kinship nouns
Basic kinship nouns referring to close relatives have a few special character-
istics. Firstly, they are inherently possessed, and the person of the possessor 
causes dramatically different forms to the point of suppletion.
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Example IV.97: suppletive stems for inherently possessed kinship nouns
a) kóL tè ɓòkóːtìː ìndíá  L  gà nk.
kóL tè ɓòkóːt-ìː ìndí-àL gà nk
HORT.1P hey! kill-1P.CJ mother\1S-PL.ABS.MOD POSS\1P.PL.ABS
Let’s kill our mothers!
b) ɓòkòtún kɔ̀ ré ŋáːŋá  L  cénk.
ɓòkòt-ín kɔ̀ ré ŋáːŋáL cénk
kill-2S.DJ RECPST 2S.PRAG mother\2S.SG.ABS 2S.CONTR
It was you yourself who killed your mother.
c) nɛ kɛː  làŋkì ɛmɛc  L  lɛː rà
nɛ kɛː làŋ-kì ɛmɛcL lɛː r-à
CONJ go\3S.DJ find-CP.3S.CJ mother\3S.SG.ABS Leer-DAT
He went and found Leer’s mother.
The three examples display the forms of ‘mother’ for a first person (a), se-
cond person (b) and third person possessor (c). There is no unpossessed form 
of mother in Majang. Example c) further illustrates a second characteristic of 
kinship terms: if they are the head of a possessive NP, their possessor nouns 
do not use the regular forms of the possessive (-konk or -k), but they use the 
dative form. This trait of  kinship terms was already carefully described by 
Unseth (1992b, p. 99). Other examples of suppletive  kinship forms are the 
following:
Example IV.98: some other kinship nouns
                1  st   person      2  nd   person        3  rd   person 
father bàːbɛː L ɓàːɓá ɛpɛ n
sibling dèːdéː mácóːkòjL máɲáL
IV.2  Verbs
Verbs in Majang are defined by their various syntactic and morphological 
properties, which are different for  finite and  infinite verb forms. All verbs 
can be used in a finite form with person marking, and all verbs can also be 
used in the negative and infinitive forms, which are not marked for person.
These criteria, however, also apply to words denoting stative property con-
cepts, which morphologically are very similar to verbs. They are therefore 
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treated as a sub-class of verbs in section IV.2.4, where they are called stative 
verbs in  line  with  the  nomenclature  applied  to  other  Surmic  languages. 
Readers looking for the category of adjectives in Majang are therefore di-
rected to that section.
Finite verbs are characterized by their ability to serve as the  predicate of a 
clause, without the use of either a copula or a subject pronoun. More about 
the use of verbs can be gleaned from sections V.3.2.2 and V.3.3.
IV.2.1  Verb structure
This  section  provides  some  foundational  information  on  how  verbs  are 
formed in the Majang language. Other sections of the grammar make refer-
ences to concepts introduced here, particularly to the division of all Majang 
verbs into inflection classes, and to the various grammatical categories that 
are expressed in the verbal morphology.
IV.2.1.1  Inflection classes
Each Majang verb belongs to one of three80 inflection classes, which in this 
study are named according to the vowel of the second person plural suffix. 
The  a-class uses  -à*r  (e.g. ŋɔ̀ɗ-à*r ‘youPL abandon’), the  i-class uses  -í *ː r (e.g. 
low-í *ː r ‘youPL lead’), and the -class uses ɛ-class verb suffixes -ɛ*ː r (e.g. oɟok-ɛ*ː r ‘youPL shake’). For 
this reason the 2P form is used as the citation form of verbs in the word lists 
in section  VI.2. This is not to claim that Majang speakers would use this 
form naturally as a citation form for verbs, but that this form is very useful to 
identify the inflection class at first glance.
For the person-marking suffixes, the  2P form is not the only difference de-
pending on the inflection class. Often the defining vowel indicates other dif-
ferences, as the following paradigms for the conjoint forms illustrate:
80 A fourth class, the u-class, is only used for stative verbs, and is therefore introduced in 
section IV.2.4.3.
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Example IV.99: person-marking suffixes of different inflection classes
person    abandon (a)     lead (i)        shake ( )ɛ ɔ/ ([     
1S ŋɔ̀ɗ-à low-à oɟok-à
2S ŋɔ̀ɗ-ùn low-ùn oɟok-ùn
3S ŋɔ̀ɗ low-ù81 oɟok-ɛ
1P ŋɔ̀ɗ-í ː low-í ː oɟok-í ː
2P ŋɔ̀ɗ-àrí  low-í ː rí  oɟok-ɛː rí 
3P ŋɔ̀ɗ-àr low-ùr oɟok-ɛr
Beyond the person suffixes, the inflection class also influences the choice of 
suffix-allomorphs for some other morphemes, such as the infinitive and the 
negative form.
The a-class needs to be divided into various subclasses, due to differences in 
behavior regarding the stems of the verbs. The details for this are given in 
section IV.2.3, a-class verbs.
IV.2.1.2  Finite verbs
The finite verb in Majang follows this template (Figure 9):
Stem – Extension – Direction  – Relative Tense – Referential Object –  
Person (+ conjoint/disjoint)
Figure 9: affix template of finite verbs
None of the suffix slots are filled for all  verbs. There are some zero  allo-
morphs among the person morphemes, and the extension slot and the relative 
tense slot  are  rarely  used. Each verb  could  also  be  followed  by  various 
clitics, such as the  sentence-final topicality marker =ŋ or the  subordinate-
clause marker =k. Any simple or derived stem may serve in the stem slot; 
some means of  derivation are introduced in section  IV.2.2 below. The ex-
tension slot may contain the  semantically empty  suffix -k in front of some 
person markers, but only in certain verb classes. It  is inserted for phono-
logical reasons, and it never appears in the same verb with a  relative tense 
marker or a direction marker; therefore the relative order between these is 
not relevant, except that the analysis proposed here sees the extension as an 
extension of the stem. The direction slot follows the stem directly only for 
81 For the i-class, the 3S, 2P and the 3P forms are also defined by the class-vowel, but they are 
subject to the labial-harmony rule 4, which changes short /i/ to /ù/ for the verb lòw.
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two of the set of three direction markers, centripetal and  centrifugal. The 
deictic-transfer direction marker is regularly placed following any relative-
tense marker. The relative-tense slot is used for a few morphemes connect-
ing  the  verb  to  its  pragmatic  temporal  setting, and  only  in  subordinate 
clauses.  Although  the  referential-object  suffix  is  identical  to  one  of  the 
relative-tense forms, it does not fill the same slot, as it follows other relative-
tense suffixes.
Some person markings are characterized by tonal changes on the stem. The 
person-marking  suffixes themselves are  portmanteau morphemes that also 
carry the conjoint-disjoint distinction of the language. Conjoint forms indi-
cate that the immediately following NP in the absolutive case is non-topical. 
In all other situations, the disjoint form is used (see section III.3 for informa-
tion on the use of this distinction). 
Aspect is expressed through the choice of different verb stems, with the im-
perfective aspect using a reduplicated version of the perfective root.
Other grammatical categories often associated with verbs in other languages 
are not expressed through inflectional categories on the verb in Majang: ab-
solute tense and modality use other means, such as free particles or auxiliary 
verb constructions.
IV.2.1.3  Infinite verbs
There are two different  infinite verb forms in Majang:  infinitive and nega-
tive. For the majority of verbs these forms can be accomplished by adding a 
productive  suffix to  the  stem. These  suffixes  are  presented  in  section 
IV.2.2.1 Infinite  verb  forms below. Both  forms  are  syntactically  verbal 
nouns, but at least the infinitive can still serve as the semantic predicate of a 
subject  or  object  clause  (see  examples  IV.100 and  V.121). The  negative 
form is quite restricted in its use, but the infinitive form has all the morpho-
logical characteristics of a noun, which means that it can be inflected for 
number and case. Many nouns of the lexicon are in fact lexicalized infinitive 
forms. Other nouns are derived from verbs by the use of some less produc-
tive nominalization devices provided by the Majang morphology; these often 
result in  lexicalized meanings, not as predictable as the ones gleaned from 
the infinitive or negative verb forms.
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IV.2.2  Derivation processes for verbal roots
This section explores the derivation processes that operate on verbal roots. It 
is not always easy in Majang to decide which verbal markings are to be seen 
as derivational and which as inflectional. Nominalization is certainly a deri-
vational  device, and the main-clause  person marking is clearly  inflection. 
Other categories may be less clear, such as the  impersonal marking or the 
various  direction forms found in Majang. For  the  former  there  are  some 
indications that place it firmly in the  inflectional drawer; for the  direction 
markings things are less straightforward.
The following processes are described in this section as derivational, as they 
produce new stems from verbal roots: nominalizations (with infinitives and 
negative verbs), detransitivization, inceptive verbs, durative verbs, and two 
more derivation  devices  with an  unclear  semantic  interpretation. Further-
more, the formation of imperfective verb stems through reduplication makes 
it profitable to treat this device in this section.
IV.2.2.1  Nominalizations
Bender  (1983,  p.  118)  states  that  “Majang, like  Nilo-Saharan languages 
generally, is not rich in derived forms.” But he then goes on to list a few 
nominalizations  which  are  quite  productive  in  the  language. If  Bender’s 
remark is to be understood in the sense that there are not many  different 
nominalization devices, then he is somewhat correct. But what is true about 
Majang is that there is a wealth of derived nouns in the lexicon, all formed 
with the few devices the language provides. These include a few more than 
the ones identified by Bender (1983, pp. 118–120).
Infinite verb forms
The Majang language makes use of two infinite verb forms; they are based 
on verb roots, but not inflected for person, conjoint/disjoint, or relative tense. 
Instead, they can be at least partially inflected like nouns. As their formation 
is very closely linked with the formation of lexical nominalizations, it is as-
sumed that these forms are derivations from the verb. Semantically, the infi-
nitive and the negative verb forms can be analyzed as action nominalizations 
(see section  IV.2.2.1). Many of these  verbal-noun formations use more or 
less productive suffixation processes, but even where this is the case, other 
changes to the stem are frequent.
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These infinite verb forms have verbal characteristics beyond regular nomi-
nals, as they can still serve as predicates of subordinate clauses (see section 
V.8.2.1). In  the  following example, the  subject  clause  rɔ̀ː ríjɔ̀nL nɛː kɛː k is 
clearly marked as a subordinate clause by the subordinate-clause marker =k. 
The predicate of this clause is the infinitive  rɔ̀ː ríjɔ̀nL ‘to teach’.
Example IV.100: subject clause with infinitive predicate
nɛ rɔ̀ː ríjɔ̀nL nɛː kɛː k òːɗǐːŋ.
nɛ rɔ̀ː ríj-ɔ̀nL nɛː k-ɛ=k òːɗí ː=ŋ
CONJ teach-INF\SG.NOM POSS\3S.SG-NOM=SUB difficult\3S.DJ=SFT
Teaching it (lit: its teaching) is difficult.
Infinitives
Infinitives are formed using a variety of morphological means, but for the 
most part on a predictable basis. Any prediction depends on the  inflection 
class of the verb, and its root tone. As verbal nouns, the infinitives can be in-
flected for number and case, although it is difficult to find plural examples in 
a natural text.
The following major infinitive markers are used82: for many low-toned roots 
of the -class and the ɛ-class verb suffixes i-class the infinitive marker -Vːt is chosen. Vː stands for 
the class vowel /ɛː/ or /iː/; /ɛː/ undergoes height harmony rule 5, which turns 
it into /eː/ following a final root syllable with a high vowel /i/ or /ù/. This suf-
fix is used as -ɛːt for almost 100 -class verbs (out of about 230) and as ɛ-class verb suffixes -iːt 
for 17 i-class verbs (out of about 80). In all cases this suffix copies the low 
tone of the root.
Example IV.101: infinitives marked by -Vːt
root class infinitive gloss
gàː m i gàː mí ː t give
loːk i loːkí ː t be angry
ràː w i ràː wí ː t singe
ɓàrt ɛ-class verb suffixes ɓàrtɛː t give birth
kàː c ɛ-class verb suffixes kàː cɛː t divide
tí ː j ɛ-class verb suffixes tí ː jeː t take revenge
82 Presented in the order of their frequency. All numbered occurrences come from a sample of 
about 400 verbs for which the infinitive markers are known.
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The  -ɛːt/-iːt  infinitives follow a  paradigm with unmarked singular and the 
plural marked by -àkL with a stable high tone. A sample paradigm follows:
Example IV.102: infinitive inflection of kùːlm promise
SG.ABS kùːlmèːt PL.ABS kùːlmeː tàkL
PL.ABS.MOD kùːlmeː tàL
SG.ERG kùːlme ː t PL.ERG kùːlmeː tà
SG.ERG/NOM.MOD kùːlmeː tL PL.ERG/NOM.MOD kùːlmeː tàL
SG.NOM kùːlmeː tL PL.NOM kùːlmeː tà
SG.DAT kùːlmeː tà PL.DAT kùːlmeː tàkàL
SG.LOC kùːlmeː t PL.LOC kùːlmeː tàkɛL
SG.LOC.MOD kùːlmeː t
SG.POSS kùːlmeː tonk PL.POSS kùːlmeː tàko nk
Most  of  the  other  low-toned  roots  of  the  -class  and the  ɛ-class verb suffixes i-class  use  the 
marker -V ːL, which is a truncated  absolutive singular variety of the  suffix 
-V ːɗ. This materializes as -ɛː L for about 70 -class verbsɛ-class verb suffixes , and as -í ːL for about 
30 i-class verbs. Unlike the suffix -Vːt it does not copy the L of the stem, but 
it superimposes a H across the whole infinitive word. It also causes a down-
step for any following word starting with a H. There is a certain ambiguity 
about the length of this final vowel, which is often perceived by the speakers 
as being short. But since the i-class variant does not undergo labial harmony 
(which would result in korùL ‘to close’ in the example below), and because it 
goes back to a long vowel in the suffixes -ɛːɗ and -iːɗ, it is assumed that the 
vowels are long.
Example IV.103 infinitives marked by -V ːL
root class infinitive gloss
àː d i àː dí ːL wash
kor i korí ːL close
ton i toní ːL say
bɔ̀ː d ɛ-class verb suffixes bɔ̀dɛː L escape
ɗí ŋ ɛ-class verb suffixes ɗí ŋeː L spank
tùk ɛ-class verb suffixes tùkeː L begin
The suffixes -ɛːL/-iːL and -ɛːt/-iːt are also used for other, more lexicalized no-
minalizations (see the relevant section below). Infinitives using the markers 
-ɛːL and the -iːL are inflected for number and case according to the following 
paradigm, with an unmarked singular and a plural marked by -àkL:
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Example IV.104: infinitive inflection of ŋàd be angry
SG.ABS ŋádíːL PL.ABS ŋàdí ː ꜜɗàkL
PL.ABS.MOD ŋádí ː ꜜɗàL
SG.ERG ŋádí  ːɗ PL.ERG ŋádí ːɗà
SG.ERG/NOM.MOD ŋádíːL PL.ERG/NOM.MOD ŋádí ː ꜜɗàL
SG.NOM ŋádí  ːɗ PL.NOM ŋádí ː ꜜɗà
SG.DAT ŋádí ːɗà PL.DAT ŋádí ː ꜜɗàkàL
SG.LOC ŋádí  ːɗ PL.LOC ŋádí ː ꜜɗàkɛL
SG.LOC.MOD ŋádí  ːɗ
SG.POSS ŋádí ːɗonk PL.POSS ŋádí ː ꜜɗàko nk
The stem of this noun is the infinitive ŋádí ːɗ based on the i-class root ŋàd ‘be 
angry’. This is shortened to ŋádíːL in the absolutive and in the modified erga-
tive/nominative forms.
The marker  -ànL copies the tone of the stem, and causes a  downstep to the 
following word, if it begins with a high tone. It is the marker of choice for all 
high-toned verb roots of the i-class (18 verbs) and most high-toned roots of 
the -class (32 verbs)ɛ-class verb suffixes . For the a-class (total sample of almost 90) it is used 
for five verbs with a low root tone.
Example IV.105 infinitives marked by -ànL
root class infinitive gloss
dùːŋ ɛ-class verb suffixes dùːŋànL evaporate
ɗɛj ɛ-class verb suffixes ɗɛjànL want
ɗoːt i ɗoːtànL harvest
woːr i woːrànL untie
epàː j a epàː jàn chase
ɟùmùr a ɟùmùràn respond
Only once in the examined data this marker -ànL is used for a high-toned a-
class  root. The  infinitive ŋàrotowànL ‘to snore’ is therefore exceptional in 
Majang. A handful of other verbs use the marker with a HL sequence, as in 
toroːkà n ‘to trample (a-class)’, ɓɛː rà n ‘to crush (a-class)’ or goːpà n ‘to punish 
(i-class)’. Whenever  this  happens, the  preceding stem vowel  is  long, but 
there are other infinitives with the same environment which don’t have a fal-
ling tone. Four more  a-class  infinitives, eꜜ jànL ‘to milk’, gí ꜜ jànL ‘to grind’, 
ɲeꜜ jànL ‘to strain food’  and wɛː ꜜŋànL ‘to breathe’, have high-toned  suffixes 
on the high-toned a-class roots ɛj, gí j, wɛː ŋ and ɲej. The tone of the preced-
ing root is not copied, but the suffix has its own high tone, which is therefore 
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downstepped according to the morpheme-downstep rule. The infinitives with 
-ànL are inflected as follows:
Example IV.106: infinitive inflection of ɗoːtànL to harvest
SG.ABS ɗoːtànL PL.ABS ɗoːtàː ꜜnàkL
PL.ABS.MOD ɗoːtàː ꜜnàL
SG.ERG ɗoːtà ː n PL.ERG ɗoːtàː nà
SG.ERG/NOM.MOD ɗoːtànL PL.ERG/NOM.MOD ɗoːtàː ꜜnàL
SG.NOM ɗoːtà ː n PL.NOM ɗoːtàː ꜜnàL
SG.DAT ɗoːtàː nà PL.DAT ɗoːtàː ꜜnàkàL
SG.LOC ɗoːtà ː n PL.LOC ɗoːtàː ꜜnàkɛL
SG.LOC.MOD ɗoːtà ː n
SG.POSS ɗoːtàː nonk PL.POSS ɗoːtàː ꜜnàko nk
The marker  -ɔ̀nL is the  infinitive suffix for a large group of  a-class verbs, 
regardless of which tone is found on the root. For high-toned roots (of which 
there are 28 in the sample), this tone is always copied. The seven low-toned 
roots using this marker replace all tones on the infinitive word with a H.
Example IV.107: infinitives formed from a-class verbs by using the marker -ɔ̀nL
root class infinitive gloss
àː ɗor a àɗorɔ̀nL ripen
ɓànkàwr a ɓànkàwùrɔ̀nL get strong
ɗànɗàmàː  a ɗànɗàmɔ̀nL pray
goːŋàn a goːŋànɔ̀nL bump against
kàrkàr a kàrkàrɔ̀nL undress
weː tà a weː tàkɔ̀nL move away
Six times in the sample, the  suffix -ɔ̀nL is used by  -class verbsɛ-class verb suffixes , such as 
kolloɟɔ̀nL ‘to whistle’ or moːmoɟɔ̀nL ‘to caress’. The infinitives with -ɔ̀nL are 
inflected as follows:
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Example IV.108: infinitive inflection of ɗànɗàmɔ̀nL to pray
SG.ABS ɗànɗàmɔ̀nL PL.ABS ɗànɗàmɔ̀ː ꜜnàkL
PL.ABS.MOD ɗànɗàmɔ̀ː ꜜnàL
SG.ERG ɗànɗàmɔ̀ ː n PL.ERG ɗànɗàmɔ̀ː nà
SG.ERG/NOM.MOD ɗànɗàmɔ̀nL PL.ERG/NOM.MOD ɗànɗàmɔ̀ː ꜜnàL
SG.NOM ɗànɗàmɔ̀ ː n PL.NOM ɗànɗàmɔ̀ː ꜜnàL
SG.DAT ɗànɗàmɔ̀ː nà PL.DAT ɗànɗàmɔ̀ː ꜜnàkàL
SG.LOC ɗànɗàmɔ̀ ː n PL.LOC ɗànɗàmɔ̀ː ꜜnàkɛL
SG.LOC.MOD ɗànɗàmɔ̀ ː n
SG.POSS ɗànɗàmɔ̀ː nonk PL.POSS ɗànɗàmɔ̀ː ꜜnàko nk
As shown below, the suffixes -ànL/-ɔ̀nL are not only used to form infinitives, 
but also for other, more lexicalized nominalizations – but in those situations 
the tonal pattern of the resulting nouns is quite different.
A total of 23 verbs of the sample (about 6%, all from the -class or the  ɛ-class verb suffixes a-
class) use an entirely different and for the Majang language somewhat sur-
prising way to form infinitives. Instead of using any suffix, they use a prefix 
based on the consonant /t/ and the reduplicated vowel of the root. Long root 
vowels are shortened in the infinitive:
Example IV.109: infinitives formed with the tV-prefix
root class infinitive gloss
kàː m a tàkàmL limp
kɛg a tɛgɛkL pound
kɔ̀ː w a tɔ̀kɔ̀wL dig
pí r ɛ-class verb suffixes tí pí rL fly
rɔ̀g ɛ-class verb suffixes tɔ̀rɔ̀L laugh
kùɗ ɛ-class verb suffixes tùkùL weep
All these  infinitives have a low-toned root. Those of the  a-class have their 
infinitives with a LH tone melody, whereas the -class ɛ-class verb suffixes infinitives have a H 
melody. There is no reason to assume that the prefix infinitives are in any 
way functionally different from the suffix forms. The use of a prefix is very 
unusual for Majang. The only other attested  prefix is the very archaic and 
unproductive  causative prefix *i- identified by Unseth (1998, p. 116). The 
prefix-formed infinitives are inflected according to the following paradigms:
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Example IV.110: infinitive inflection of tɔ̀kɔ̀wL to dig, a-class
SG.ABS tɔ̀kɔ̀wL PL.ABS tɔ̀kɔ̀wàkL
PL.ABS.MOD tɔ̀kɔ̀wàL
SG.ERG tɔ̀kɔ̀w PL.ERG tɔ̀kɔ̀wà
SG.ERG/NOM.MOD tɔ̀kɔ̀wL PL.ERG/NOM.MOD tɔ̀kɔ̀wàL
SG.NOM tɔ̀kɔ̀w PL.NOM tɔ̀kɔ̀wàL
SG.DAT tɔ̀kɔ̀wà PL.DAT tɔ̀kɔ̀wàkàL
SG.LOC tokow PL.LOC tɔ̀kɔ̀wàkɛL
SG.LOC.MOD toko*w
SG.POSS tɔ̀kɔ̀wonk PL.POSS tɔ̀kɔ̀wàko nk
Example IV.111: infinitive inflection of tí pí rL to fly, -classɛ-class verb suffixes
SG.ABS tí pí rL PL.ABS tí pí ràkL
PL.ABS.MOD tí pí ràL
SG.ERG tí pí  r PL.ERG tí pí rà
SG.ERG/NOM.MOD tí pí rL PL.ERG/NOM.MOD tí pí ràL
SG.NOM tí pí rL PL.NOM tí pí ràL
SG.DAT tí pí ràL PL.DAT tí pí ràkàL
SG.LOC tí pí  r PL.LOC tí pí ràkɛL
SG.LOC.MOD tí pí  r
SG.POSS tí pí ronk PL.POSS tí pí ràko nk
Another set of 23 verbs of all three inflection classes uses the root without 
any suffixes or prefixes for the infinitive. Of the i-class, all seven infinitives 
entirely preserve the root. For - and ɛ-class verb suffixes a-class verbs, there are frequent tonal 
and segmental changes to the verb root.
Example IV.112: unmarked infinitives
root class infinitive gloss
í ɟàː g a í ɟàː gL work
rɛː r a rer die
ɗegeger a ɗegeger agree
dí ː l ɛ-class verb suffixes dí ː l carry
í mí ːɲ ɛ-class verb suffixes í mí ːn rest
ŋàwí t ɛ-class verb suffixes ŋàwí ː t walk
í bàː l i í bàː l play
ràgàd i ràgàd arrange
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A group of six verbs uses the  suffix -inL to form  infinitives. This only at-
taches to low-toned roots, and replaces all tones on the word by a high tone. 
The identity of the rhymes of all a-class verbs of this group is noteworthy.
Example IV.113: infinitives marked by -í nL
root class infinitive gloss
ɓàː r a ɓàː rí nL forbid
làː r a làː rí nL lose
kàː r a kàː rí nL fight
ŋàː r a ŋàː rí nL go
ɗùŋkù i ɗùŋùnL lie down
mùr i mùrùnL return
Four a-class verbs form their infinitive by adding the suffix -àL. It copies the 
tone of the root.
Example IV.114: infinitives marked by -à
root class infinitive gloss
ɲɔ̀ː n a ɲɔ̀ː nàL insult
ɗàm a ɗàmà eat
tí m a tí mà wound
tùːl a tùlà shave
Yet another group of four verbs uses some kind of suppletion form for the 
infinitive.
Example IV.115: infinitives formed by suppletion
root class infinitive gloss
kɛː ɗ a ɛɲɛː L go
ɗɔ̀k a dí ː l bring
àgàl i àgɛj steal
kùc i mɛlɛL come
Negative verb forms
The negative verb forms are syntactically more restricted than the infinitive, 
as they can only be used in the negative construction, where they are always 
preceded  by  the  negative  auxiliary (see  section  IV.3.5). Therefore  they 
cannot be inflected like nouns, and accordingly are less nominal in character 
than infinitives.
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Example IV.116: negative verb forms
kòɓǐːr kɛ ká óːlɛː  L  típírL?
kòɓ-ǐːr kɛ k-á óːl-ɛː L tí-pírL
think-2P.DJ QUOT NEG-1S can-NEG INF-fly
Do you think that I cannot fly?
In this example, the  auxiliary verb  óːl ‘can’ is  used in the  negative form 
óːlɛː L. This needs to be preceded by the negative auxiliary k-, which is in this 
context used in its 1S form kà. Negative verb forms cannot be used without 
such a preceding negative auxiliary.
It appears that the negative verb formation is based on the formation of infi-
nitives. For almost half of all the verbs in the sample, the form of the infini-
tive is identical in all respects to the negative form. This is particularly true 
for most of the verbs forming their  infinitive with the  suffixes  -ɛːt and  -iːt. 
All the verbs forming their infinitives with -iːt do the same for the negative 
verb form. Of all the verbs forming their infinitive with -ɛːt, only nine do not 
use this marker for the negative. One of these, with the infinitive làptɛː t ‘to 
die’, uses the  suffix -ànL for the negative  làptànL. The other eight use the 
suffix -iːt, which  is  regularly  used  for  all  -class  verbs  ending  with  theɛ-class verb suffixes  
detransitivizing marker -ɗiːL.
Example IV.117: negative forms of -class verbs with detransitivizing markerɛ-class verb suffixes
base stem class infinitive negative gloss
gí rgí ɗí ː ɛ-class verb suffixes gí rgí ɗeː t gí rgí ɗí ː t roll
rùːɗí ː ɛ-class verb suffixes rùːɗeː t rùːɗí ː t be twisted
nàjɗí ːL ɛ-class verb suffixes nàjɛː L nàjɗí ː tL admire
moɗí ːL ɛ-class verb suffixes moɗɛː L moɗí ː tL burn
The last  two of these examples show high-toned base stems, which form 
their  infinitives regularly with  -ɛː L. They, too, end their negative forms on 
-iːtL, which copies the root tone and is followed by a floating L. It is difficult 
to determine whether this is the same suffix as the -iːt of i-class verbs, or an-
other suffix -tL just used for the negative form. A suffix -tL is also used for 
the six verbs using the durative stem extension -àː, such as rɔ̀ː rí jàː  ‘teach’, in-
finitive rɔ̀ː rí jɔ̀nL, negative  rɔ̀ː rí jàː tL. Other high-toned negative  -iːtL markers 
are found on five a-class verbs, such as ɗegeger ‘agree’, infinitive ɗegeger, 
negative ɗegegerí ː t.
The verbs that form their infinitives with -ɛː L or -í ːL (and that don’t pick the 
same marker for the negative) have an almost identical negative form  -ɛː ɗ 
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(38 -class verbs) or ɛ-class verb suffixes -í ːɗ (20 i-class verbs); the implosive is only dropped in 
the absolutive form of the infinitive. If the implosive is not dropped, then the 
final H is realized as a HL sequence. In any case, all other tones on the stem 
are replaced by a H that spreads across the whole word.
Example IV.118: negative forms with markers -ɛː ɗ or -í ːɗ
root class infinitive negative gloss
càw ɛ-class verb suffixes càwɛː L càwɛ ː ɗ sprinkle
ɟɔ̀l ɛ-class verb suffixes ɟɔ̀lɛː L ɟɔ̀lɛ ː ɗ help
mùk ɛ-class verb suffixes mùkeː L mùke ː ɗ stab
kem i kemí ːL kemí  ːɗ straighten
low i lowí ːL lowí  ːɗ lead
kàŋ i kàŋí ːL kàŋí  ːɗ trap
In the same way, the  suffix set  -ànL/-ɔ̀nL is not only used for the  infinitive, 
but also for negative verbs, although in smaller numbers than the previously 
mentioned suffixes. Only seven i-class verbs use it for the negative, whereas 
the other eleven i-class verbs which use -ànL for the infinitive instead use -ɛːL 
for the negative. Another 16 -class verbs use ɛ-class verb suffixes -ànL for both the infinitive and 
the negative, and 14 more use -ɛːL for the negative. In the a-class, six verbs 
use  -ànL and its tonal varieties for both the infinitive and the negative, and 
seven more use -ɛːL for the negative instead of -ànL. Among these are some 
low-toned manifestations of the marker -ɛːL.
Example IV.119: negative forms of verbs that form the infinitive with -ànL
root class infinitive negative gloss
ɓeː c ɛ-class verb suffixes ɓeː cànL ɓeː cànL touch
ùːt ɛ-class verb suffixes ùːtànL ùːtàn rust
coːɓ ɛ-class verb suffixes coːɓànL coːɓɛː L suck
ɓeː n i ɓeː nànL ɓeː nànL sew
doːɗ i doː ɗànL doːɗànL squat
keː w i keː wànL keː wɛː L sharpen
tàm a tàmàn tàmàn drip
gɔ̀ː nùr a gɔ̀ː nùràn gɔ̀ː nùràn be fat
keː w a keː wànL keː wɛː L sharpen
ɟoːr a ɟoːràn ɟoːrɛː diminish
The marker  -ɔ̀nL of the  infinitive is applied for the negative with a slight 
tonal variation as -ɔ̀ n for nine a-class verbs. For ten more a-class verbs it is 
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left tonally unchanged, while a few more choose different negative markers 
such as -ɛːL or -ɛːt.
Example IV.120: negative forms of verbs that form the infinitive with -ɔ̀nL
root class infinitive negative gloss
ɗeː gàr a ɗeː gàrɔ̀nL ɗeː gàrɔ̀nL sleep
kɔ̀ɟùr a kɔ̀ɟùrɔ̀nL kɔ̀ɟùrɔ̀nL fade
kɔ̀ː ní j a kɔ̀ní jɔ̀nL kɔ̀ní jɔ̀ ː n ask
làː làw a làː làwɔ̀nL làː làwɔ̀ n hang up
kerkeɗ a kerkeɗɔ̀nL kerkeɗɛː L wipe off
eː mɛj a emɛjɔ̀nL eː mɛjɛː t honor V
The  tV-prefix infinitives almost all use similar forms for the  negative, but 
they often involve slight changes to the stem vowel or to the tone. The only 
two  tV-infinitives using a different marker are  tegeɟL ‘to prepare’ with the 
negative keː ɟí ː tL, and tɔ̀kɔ̀ɲL ‘to persuade’ with the negative kɔ̀ɲɛ ː ɗ.
Example IV.121: comparison of tV-prefix infinitives with their negative forms
root class infinitive negative gloss
wɛj a tɛwɛjL tewejL fry
ŋɔ̀ɗ a tɔ̀ŋɔ̀ɗL toŋoɗ abandon
pɔ̀ː j a tɔ̀pɔ̀jL tɔ̀pɔ̀jL be drunk
kàn ɛ-class verb suffixes tàkànL tàkànL cough
pàj ɛ-class verb suffixes tàpàj tàpàj omit
gí ɟ ɛ-class verb suffixes tí gí jL tí gí jL nurse
Only one  negative verb form in the sample is completely unmarked, kolloɟ 
‘whistle’, which is both the root and the negative form. Three verbs (two of 
them verbs of perception using the same suffix -ntàL) use suppletive forms, 
but these are different verbs from those which use  suppletion for the  infi-
nitive:
Example IV.122: negative verbs formed through suppletion
root class infinitive negative gloss
tí j ɛ-class verb suffixes tí jànL weː ntàL hear
dɛn ɛ-class verb suffixes dɛnɛː L tàː ntà see
ɗàm a ɗàmà àdàL eat
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Lexical nominalizations
The infinitive and the negative forms can be derived from practically all verb 
stems, and they lead to verbal nouns which are used in certain grammatical 
contexts. These are, according to  Comrie and Thompson (1985, p. 350ff), 
action/state  nominalizations. But, beyond these two forms, there are other 
ways to derive nouns from verbs with a more  lexicalized meaning, called 
argument nominalizations by Comrie and Thompson. They (1985, pp. 351–
357) sub-categorize this kind of  nominalization into a number of more de-
tailed types, such as agentive  nominalization, objective  nominalization, in-
strument nominalization, and locative nominalization. In Majang, there is no 
one-to-one correlation between  these  nominalization types and  any of the 
various nominalization forms introduced in the following sections. 
Nominalization with - tàn
The marker -tàn was already pointed out by Bender (1983, p. 120). It always 
has a L that attaches to a H-stem, regardless of the root. The plural form of 
this suffix contains a long vowel, has its own high tone, and takes the plural 
suffix -àkL. It is therefore very similar in function and behavior to the nomi-
nal personal-noun marker -kàn (see section IV.1.2). The following table con-
tains a selection of examples of this type of nominalization:
Example IV.123: nominalizations using the suffix -tàn
root gloss of root NOMIN.SG NOMIN.PL gloss
àːwòj adopt áːwójtàn áːwójꜜtàː nàkL adopted child
bàd be lost bádtàn bádꜜtàː nàkL stupid person
bèːd dwell béːdtàn béːdꜜtàː nàkL inhabitant
ɓéːn sew ɓéːntàn ɓéːnꜜtàː nàkL sewn object
ɓɛː r crush ɓɛː rtàn ɓɛː rꜜtáːnàkL blacksmith
cóːr wring out cóːrtàn cóːrꜜtáːnL juice
epàtàː unroll épáttàn épátꜜtáːnàkL mat
ɛː ɲɛ travel ɛː ɲɛktàn ɛː ɲɛkꜜtáːnákL traveler
gàːm hold gáːmtàn gáːmꜜtáːnákL handle
gíj grind gíjtàn gí jꜜtàː nàkL powder
jàːŋ show jáːŋtàn jáːŋꜜtáːnákL marker
káːkánɗìk snort káːkántàn káːkánꜜtáːnákL phlegm
kàlɛj beg kálɛjtàn kálɛjꜜtáːnákL beggar
kòr close kórtàn kórꜜtáːnákL door
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mìːɲ cover míːɲtàn míːɲꜜtáːnákL mask
ŋùːl break ŋùːltàn ŋùːlꜜtàː nàkL hernia
òːɗ be difficult óːrtàn óːrꜜtàː nàkL troublemaker
pèd be consumed pédtàn pédꜜtáːnàkL end
ràːm lie ràː mtàn ràː mꜜtàː nàkL liar
tòːj pierce tóːjtàn tóːjꜜtàː nàkL tattoo
wòcɛj send wócɛjtàn wócɛjꜜtàː nàkL messenger
wɔ̀ː r feast wɔ̀ː rtàn wɔ̀ː rꜜtàː nàkL host
This type of nominalization appears to be highly productive. Semantically, 
the resulting noun could be human, animate or inanimate, a result, or  an 
agent. Most agent nominalizations seem to belong to this group. The forms 
are certainly not the same as the infinitive for these verbs – for example the 
infinitive of gàː m is gàː mí ː t, or the infinitive of ped is pedí ːL.
Nominalization with -ànL
Another, very similar type of nominalization uses the  suffix -ànL/-ɔ̀nL, this 
time copying the consistently high tone of the stem. Like the nominalizations 
with -tàn, its plural form (if semantically feasible) has a  lengthened vowel, 
and takes the same plural suffix -àkL, but the plural suffix does not have its 
own tone. Therefore, this type is very similar, if not identical, to the infini-
tive markers -ànL/-ɔ̀nL used for high-toned verb roots.
Example IV.124: nominalizations using the suffix -ànL
root class gloss NOMIN.SG NOMIN.PL gloss 
ɓáːc i sharpen ɓáːcánL ɓàː càː nàkL sharp object
ɗóːr i crow ɗóːránL ɗóːràː nàkL noise
káːɓ i prevent káːɓánL káːɓáːnàkL taboo
wóːr i untie wóːránL wóːráːnàkL meaning
láːgáɲ a gossip V láːgáɲɔ̀nL láːgáɲɔ̀ː nàkL gossip N
ɓɛː r a crush ɓɛː rànL ɓɛː ràː nàkL forge
ɗánɗámáː a pray ɗánɗámɔ̀nL ɗánɗámɔ̀ː nàkL prayer
ɗégér a know ɗégérɔ̀nL ɗégérɔ̀ː nàkL wisdom
èːmɛj a respect V éːmɛjɔ̀nL éːmɛjɔ̀ː nàkL honor N
ɛː ɲɛ a travel ɛː ɲɛkɔ̀nL ɛː ɲɛkɔ̀ː nàkL journey
gíːgírà a make pottery gíːgírɔ̀nL gíːgírɔ̀ː nàkL potter’s kiln
gúːgúɲ a enter gúːgúɲánL gúːgúɲáːnàkL entrance
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kɔ̀ː níj a ask kɔ̀ː níɔ̀nL kɔ̀ː níɔ̀ː nàkL question
dúːŋ ɛ-class verb suffixes evaporate dúːnánL dúːnáːnàkL steam
kòːr ɛ-class verb suffixes tend livestock kóːránL kóːráːnàkL stick
ɲáːl ɛ-class verb suffixes shine ɲáːlánL ɲáːláːnàkL lightning
As can be seen from the examples involving the allomorph -ɔ̀nL, this nomi-
nalization device still shows traces of the Proto-Surmic  ATR-based  vowel 
harmony, so it  is  probably considerably older than the  -tàn suffix, which 
shows no such traces. The resulting nouns are often either products or instru-
ments. None of the nominalizations creates an agent; this distinguishes them 
from the -tàn suffix nominalizations, which often result in a semantic agent. 
Noun formation with -oj
The language makes prolific use of the frozen  suffix -oj to form nouns. A 
few examples may suggest that this also serves as some kind of nominalizer, 
but  most  formations with  -oj  seem to have no recognizable basic root  to 
which it transparently serves as a derivation.
Example IV.125: noun formations using the suffix -oj:
root gloss of root NOMIN.SG NOMIN.PL gloss 
àdàm-ɗí ː hunt àdàmojí nL àdàmojɛː r hunter
àmbáꜜcój àmbáꜜcójɛL rainbow
bɛː rój bɛː rójk bed
cáːkòj cáːkòjɛ valley
còːmój coːmojk quiver
cópólkój cópólkójí ː r fingernail
cúwǒj cúwojàk eel
dóːcój dóːcójɛL wound
dɔ̀ː bɔ̀j dɔ̀ː bɔ̀jk leprosy
ɗókójL ɗókójɛL mud
gàcój gácójàː tɔ̀k hoe
gángójL gángójɛ horse
gérbójL gérbójɛ bedbug
(?) goːm growl gòːmòj góːmójk trap
gùmbój gúmbój stick
jɛpcój jɛpcójɛL spider
jílój jílójɛL hair of maize
(?) kàw bite káwójL kàwójɛː r gun
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kómój kómójɛ kind
kúꜜrój kúꜜrójɛL donkey
láːŋój láːŋójɛː r slave
Particularly  frequent  use  of  -oj (and, what  seems  to  be  a  phonological 
variant, -ùj) is attested with a great number of tree species: dácój, cálój, cáójL, 
cóːꜜmój, ɛː rǒj, ɛnkójL, gàːmǔj, góːmújL, dèːbúj, úːpúj. Other examples from the 
list above, such as the various animal species or the word kómój ‘kind’ itself, 
also suggest  that  this  suffix may have a  basic  meaning as  a  derivational 
specifier, in the sense of  ‘the ___-kind’. As can be seen, the  suffix -oj has 
various tonal patterns, and also a great variety of singular-plural patterns, so 
that its use has likely been part of the language for a very long time.
Nominalization with -ɛːt
A few nominalizations are formed with the suffix -ɛːt, which does not seem 
to have a stable tone (probably a testimony to the morpheme’s less than pro-
ductive nature), and which undergoes height  assimilation (section  II.5.4). 
The plural is always formed using the suffix -àkL. It is doubtlessly connected 
with the infinitive marker -ɛːt. All three identifiable verb roots belong to the 
-classɛ-class verb suffixes .
Example IV.126: nominalizations using the suffix -ɛːt
root gloss NOMIN.SG NOMIN.PL gloss 
cùːw sting cùːwèːt cùːwèːtàkL stinger
dùːbìj dance V dùːbùèːt dùːbùèːtàkL dance N
ɗɔ̀kɔ̀wɛː tL ɗɔ̀kɔ̀wɛː ꜜtàkL eagle
lɛː lɛm taste V lɛː lɛmɛː t lɛː lɛmɛː tàkL taste N
Semantically, no common denominator seems to surface from these exam-
ples.
Nominalizations with vowel suffix
Some verbs are nominalized by adding the long class vowel to the stem. The 
resulting stems always have a high tone, although the verb roots usually have 
a  low tone. This  marker  is  the  same  as  the  formally  identical  infinitive 
marker, which goes back to the formatives -í  ːɗ and -ɛ ː ɗ.
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Example IV.127: nominalizations with class-vowel suffix
root class gloss NOMIN.SG NOMIN.PL gloss 
gòr i be ill góríːL góríːꜜɗàkL sickness
ŋàd i be angry ŋádíːL ŋádíːꜜɗàkL anger
jàw ɛ-class verb suffixes cut through jáwɛː L jáwɛː ꜜɗàkL circumcision
jìk ɛ-class verb suffixes rattle V jíkéːL jíkéːꜜɗàkL rattle N
làm ɛ-class verb suffixes curse V lámɛː L lámɛː ꜜɗàkL curse N
màc ɛ-class verb suffixes borrow mácɛː L mácɛː ꜜɗàkL debt
òːɗ ɛ-class verb suffixes be difficult oːɗɛː L oːɗɛː ꜜɗàkL problem
For this group of nominalizations the semantics seem to be more straight-
forward, with something like  result emerging as the function of this  nomi-
nalization device.
Idiosyncratic nominalizations
A number of  nominalizations happen through means which cannot be de-
scribed by any affixation rule  spanning more than one  lexical item. It  is 
therefore assumed that, although the formal relationship between verb and 
noun is obvious, no productive grammatical process is accomplishing this. 
The final two examples go back to the infinitive marker -iːt.
Example IV.128: idiosyncratic nominalizations
root gloss of root NOMIN.SG NOMIN.PL gloss
àgàl steal àgàltL àgàltí ː rL thief
jàːŋ announce jáːŋíːL jáːŋíɛL announcement
jɛrm bleed jɛróm jɛrómɛL blood
kàːr fight káːrnL káːrnàkL war
ɲɔ̀ː n insult V ɲɔ̀ː náL 83 insult N
ìkòm count í komí ː t í komí ː tàkL number
kàlɛj beg kàlɛjìːt plea (no PL)
IV.2.2.2  Detransitivization
In Majang, verbs can be detransitivized by adding the suffix -ɗí ː  (conjoint) or 
-ɗiːL (disjoint), or just  -í ː  and -iːL for most  a-class verbs. In many instances, 
this serves as the antipassive form, changing the case of the agent from erga-
83 This is a word which triggers plural agreement, but no plural suffix is used.
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tive to absolutive; a nominative subject does not change its case as a result of 
this derivation. In this way an inherently intransitive clause is created. No P 
is shown in any of these clauses. All this is in accordance with descriptions 
of  antipassive elsewhere  in  the  literature  (Comrie,  1989,  p.  108;  Givón, 
1990, p. 624; Palmer, 1994, p. 176; T. Payne, 1997, p. 219; VanValin & 
LaPolla, 1997, p. 268). The  suffix -ɗiːL appears to be the same as the one 
identified by Unseth (1989b, p. 113) as  middle voice –  he particularly de-
scribed its anticausative use. See sections V.5.1 and V.5.2 for details on the 
use of this form in its antipassive and anticausative functions. The following 
example compares an underived verb (a) with its disjoint (b) and conjoint (c)  
antipassive counterparts:
Example IV.129: transitive verb vs. antipassive verb
a) kàwɛ wà r èːɟɛ.
kàw-ɛ wà r èːɟɛ
bite-3S.DJ dog\SG.ERG cat\SG.ABS
A dog bites a cat.
b) káwɗí ːL wár kɛkàr.
káw-ɗiːL wár kɛkàr
bite-AP\3S.DJ dog\SG.NOM again
The dog bites again.
c) káwɗí ː  wárL kɛkàr.
káw-ɗí ː wárL kɛkàr
bite-AP\3S.CJ dog\SG.ABS again
A dog bites again.
Example a) shows a transitive clause with both A and P. In example b), the 
P is left out for its presumed lack of topicality, and the 3S antipassive suffix 
-ɗiːL is used. It copies the last stem tone and downsteps any following word 
beginning with a high tone. Followed by an absolutive case NP, the conjoint 
form with a low tone is used, as in example c). 
All verbs marked by -ɗiːL give up their inflection class ( -class or ɛ-class verb suffixes i-class) and 
use the following paradigm, which is close to a-class paradigms with k-ex-
tension (see below), except that the 3P form is identical with the 3S form.
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Example IV.130: paradigms of antipassive dɛn ( ) ɛ-class verb suffixes ‘see’ and ɓòkòt (i) ‘kill’
disjoint conjoint disjoint conjoint
1S dɛnɗí ː ꜜkà ɓòkòɗìːkà
2S dɛnɗí ː ꜜkí n ɓòkòɗìːkín
3S dɛnɗí ːL dɛnɗí ː ɓòkòɗìː ɓòkòɗìː
1P dɛndí ːkí ː ɓòkòɗìːkí ːL
2P dɛnɗí ːkà*r ɓòkòɗìːkà*r
3P dɛnɗí ːL dɛnɗí ː ɓòkòɗìː ɓòkòɗìː
Detransitivized verbs often change their stem tone. Third person forms are 
not differentiated for singular and plural, and are unmarked. As they can be 
followed by an  absolutive NP, they can also be used in a tonally different 
conjoint form. 1st and 2nd person forms can only appear in the disjoint. An 
antipassive impersonal form was not encountered in the data, which is not 
surprising, as impersonal forms normally only apply to transitive verbs.
Other verbs, particularly from the  a-class, use the marker  -ɗiːL in its short-
ened form without  the  implosive  consonant. Two such examples  are  the 
verbs làk ‘have’ and ɗàm ‘eat’, with detransitivized forms as follows:
Example IV.131: detransitivization with suffix -iːL
disjoint conjoint disjoint conjoint
1s làkí ː ꜜkà ɗáɗámíːꜜkà
2s làkí ː ꜜkí n ɗáɗámíːꜜkí n
3s làkí ːL làkí ː ɗáɗámíːL ɗáɗámí ː
1p làkí ːkí ː  ɗáɗámíːkí ː
2p làkí ːkà*r ɗáɗámíːkà*r
3p làkí ːL làkí ː ɗáɗámíːL ɗáɗámí ː
IV.2.2.3  Inceptive derivation marker -Vr
The inceptive derivation marker is not productive, and appears most often in 
lexicalized verb stems. Quite frequently these verb stems stand without an 
attested simple form. Its formative is -Vr, where V stands for the vowels /i/ 
(labialized  variant  /ù/)  and /ɛ/  (vowel-height  assimilated variant  /e/). The 
following examples of such derivations were found:
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Example IV.132: verbal derivations based on the marker -Vr
a) bándúr groan
b) ɓánkáwúr84 harden from stative verb ɓànkáw ‘hard’
c) gɔ̀ː nùr be fat
d) kɔ̀ɟúr fade, become evening from stative verb kɔ̀ɟ ‘black’
e) kúːkúr hollow out
f) tònúr shout from tòn ‘say’
g) jòwɛː ɗir avoid from stative verb jòwɛː ɗ ‘far’
h) èɲɛr fill (tr.) from stative verb eɲàː  ‘full’
i) dɛnɛr notice from dɛn ‘see’
j) mùker dash into from mùk ‘stab’
k) wɛkɛr scrape off
l) wí der turn towards from wí d ‘turn’
All these derived verbs belong to the a-class of verbs. They have a striking 
similarity  to  the  centrifugal  direction  formatives  -iːr  and -ɛːr  (see  section 
IV.2.3.3), but the meaning appears to be quite different. Whereas the centri-
fugal markers clearly are used for movements away from the deictic center, 
the inceptive marker -Vr seems to be indicating the beginning of an action or 
process. It therefore appears to be a frozen aktionsart marking, less produc-
tive than the inchoative subordinate tense seen in section IV.2.3.2.
The formative  -Vr in all cases takes on the  vowel of the appropriate verb 
class of the root, as far as it is known – the examples h-l) are based on  -ɛ-class verb suffixes
class verbs. Examples a), c), e), and k) do not correspond to any known root, 
and it may be possible that these verbs do not even go back to a derivation. 
This is certainly probable for example a), where there is no reason for the 
rounding harmony to apply on the vowel of the morpheme -ir. Indeed not all 
verbs ending in  -ir/-ùr should be analyzed as frozen  inceptive derivations. 
This  is illustrated by the verb  ɟùmùr ‘respond’, which apparently does not 
hail from any root *ɟùm, but rather from the verb mùr ‘return’ (there is, how-
ever, no other attested use of the prefix ɟù- in the Majang language).
84 In many inflectional forms of this verb the vowel /ù/ is deleted because of its proximity to 
the consonant /w/.
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IV.2.2.4  Derivation marker -à
Another  derivation formative on verbs is  -à, with variable tone, which cre-
ates stems that either have an expelling meaning, that is an object is trans-
ported out, or possibly a completive meaning. Again, the marker does not 
appear to be used productively, and there are derived verbs with unattested 
root forms.
Example IV.133: verbal derivations based on marker -à
a) boŋà bring out from boŋ ‘take’
b) gàː là forget from gàː l ‘sweep’
c) rí ːɓà put down from rí ːɓ ‘set’
d) tonà order from ton ‘say’
e) weː tà move away, migrate
All verbs formed by this marker belong to the a-class of verbs with k-exten-
sion (see below). Their root forms can be from any inflection class. 
IV.2.2.5  Durative derivation marker -àː
The marker  -àː was observed on 14 verbs. It  copies the tone from the root. 
Comparison  with  the  underived  forms  –  where  known, see  examples 
IV.134b), d), e), h), i), l)  and n) – suggests that this derivation creates verb 
stems with an implied durative meaning. A number of verbs do not have an 
attested underived form. Some of the resulting forms are stative verbs (see in 
section IV.2.4.3).
Example IV.134: verbal derivations based on marker -àː
a) ɓɔ̀ː káːL abundant STV
b) bɔ̀ː làː tired STV from bɔ̀ː l ADV ‘feebly’
c) dírkíjáː straddle
d) èɲàː full STV compare èɲɛr (a) ‘fill’, an inceptive form
e) èːŋàɗàː sniff from èːŋàɗ (a) ‘smell’
f) géːgéjáː collect firewood possibly reduplicated from gèj (i) ‘gnaw’
g) ɗánɗámáː pray
h) ìːlìàː sing compare íːlíáL ‘song’
i) lɛː líáː float likely from lèj (a) ‘swim’
j) mèːɟàː stumble
k) nóːnógáː grumble
l) rɔ̀ː ríjáː teach from rɔ̀ː ríj (a) ‘advise’
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m) rúrúŋáː crooked STV
n) ùbùgàː pant compare ùbù ‘lung’
This  derivation is apparently not very productive any more. But all verbs 
using this formative use the following uniform person marking paradigm:
Example IV.135: paradigms of verbs with derivation using the marker -àː 
a) eɲàː full
1S eɲàː kà eɲàː -k-à I am full
2S eɲàː kí n eɲàː -k-í n youSG are full
3S eɲàː eɲàː it is full
1P eɲàː kí ːL eɲàː -k-í ,ːL we are full
2P eɲàː kà*r eɲàː -k-à*r youPL are full
3P eɲàː eɲàː they are full
b) lɛː líáː float
1S lɛː líáːꜜkà lɛː líáː-k-à I float
2S lɛː líáːꜜkí n lɛː líáː-k-í n youSG float
3S lɛː líáː lɛː líáː he floats
1P lɛː líáːkí ː lɛː líáː-k- í ,ːL we float
2P lɛː líáːkà*r lɛː líáː-k-à*r youPL float
3P lɛː líáː lɛː líáː they float
These paradigms are characterized by the k-extension that separates the per-
son suffixes from a stem ending in a vowel, and by the fact that both the 3S 
and 3P forms are unmarked and as such identical. In this respect, these verbs 
are very similar to the  detransitivized verbs seen in examples  IV.130 and 
IV.131.
IV.2.2.6  Derivation marker -V ːɗ
Another less productive formative is the marker  -V ːɗ, which was observed 
on five verbs. Vː stands for the long class vowel of the verb root. The tone on 
this marker is always high (except in some 3 rd person forms), although it is 
never downstepped from a previous H on the root. It may also follow a low-
toned root. It is therefore one of the morphemes with a tone-replacement be-
havior that is blocked by a low tone on the stem.
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Example IV.136: verbal derivations based on marker -V ːɗ
a) bàːlɗí ːɗ throw
b) ɓálɗíːɗ sell from ɓàl (i) ‘buy’
c) ɓáːríːɗ defend from ɓàːr (a) ‘forbid’
d) rùːméːɗ judge from rùːm (e) ‘decide’
e) tímáːɗ shoot from tí m (a) ‘wound’
The tonal and vowel differences on these verbs make it difficult to decide 
whether this is all achieved by the same formative, or by several different 
ones. It  is also not  quite clear what  characterizes the meaning change of 
these verbs. Both the root (if known) and the derived form are transitive. 
Possibly this is some remnant of an older  directional system, which might 
provide the best explanation for the variation between buy and sell in exam-
ple  IV.136b). Other  possible  semantic  origins  are  causative  or  intensive. 
These derived verbs are all  inflected according to the same  paradigm, re-
gardless of the inflection class of the root:
Example IV.137: paradigms of verbs with -V ːɗ derivation
a) ɓálɗíːɗ sell
1S ɓálɗíːɗàL ɓálɗ-í ːɗ-àL I sell
2S ɓálɗíːɗí nL ɓálɗ-í ːɗ-inL youSG sell
3S ɓálɗí  ːɗ ɓálɗ-í ːɗ he sells
1P ɓálɗíːɗí ːL ɓálɗ-í ːɗ-iːL we sell
2P ɓálɗíːɗɔ̀L ɓálɗ-í ːɗ-ɔ̀L youPL sell
3P ɓálɗíːɗ ɓálɗ-í ːɗ they sell
b) bàːlɗí ːɗ throw
1S bàːlɗí ːɗàL bàːlɗ-í ːɗ-àL I throw
2S bàːlɗí ːɗí nL bàːlɗ-í ːɗ-inL youSG throw
3S bàːlɗí ːɗ bàːlɗ-í ːɗ he throws
1P bàːlɗí ːɗí ːL bàːlɗ-í ːɗ-iːL we throw
2P bàːlɗí ːɗɔ̀L bàːlɗ-í ːɗ-ɔ̀L youPL throw
3P bàːlɗí ːɗ bàːlɗ-í ːɗ they throw
These paradigms follow a special pattern exclusively used for complex verbs 
of  the language;  many more of these can be seen in  section  IV.2.3.2 on 
subordinate verb forms and in section IV.2.3.3 on direction markings. Partic-
ularly the 1S, 2S and 2P forms are different from simpler paradigms. 1S and 2S 
copy the stem tone and are followed by a floating low tone, and the 2P form 
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is marked by the  suffix -ɔ̀L, which again copies the consistently high stem 
tone and causes downstep on the following word.
IV.2.2.7  Imperfective forms
The Majang language uses  reduplication to derive  imperfective verb stems 
from basic verb roots. The resulting verb always has a meaning that is either 
iterative, durative or habitual, all of which are best summarized as an imper-
fective verb. For this, the first  syllable, at least up to the vowel, is  redupli-
cated  preceding  the  root. This  device  is  apparently  quite  productive, al-
though  there  are  some  lexicalized  verbs  in  the  lexicon with  an  inherent 
imperfective meaning and a reduplicated stem for which I could not find un-
reduplicated counterparts.
Example IV.138: formation of imperfective stems by reduplication
a) dɛnɛ íɗì ɗɛpɛL.
dɛn-ɛ íɗì ɗɛpɛL
see\PFV-3S.DJ man\SG.ERG lion\SG.ABS
A man sees a lion.
b) dɛdɛn íɗì ɗɛpɛL.
dɛdɛn íɗì ɗɛpɛL
see\IPFV.3S.DJ man\SG.ERG lion\SG.ABS
A man watches a lion.
As this example shows, the differing aspectual verb stems also may belong 
to  different  inflection  classes  (see  section  IV.2.3.1 below). Reduplicated 
stems  usually belong to some of the subclasses of the  a-class or to the  -ɛ-class verb suffixes
class. The verb dɛn ‘see’ is an -class verb in its basic formɛ-class verb suffixes , but the imper-
fective stem follows the conjugation of a-class verbs:
Example IV.139: formation of imperfective stems by reduplication (conjoint)
1S 2S 3S 1P 2P 3P
see\IPFV dɛdɛnà dɛdɛní n dɛdɛn dɛdɛní ː dɛdɛnàrí  dɛdɛnàr
There are similar clear pairs with a-class reduplicated stems, such as ɗùɗùn 
‘sleep/IPFV’ from ɗùn ‘sleep’, téːtéːj ‘slaughter/IPFV’ from téːj ‘slaughter’, or 
tòtòn ‘talk’ from ton ‘say’. For most reduplicated a-class stems, however, it 
is difficult to find unreduplicated counterparts, such as gɔ̀gɔ̀j ‘crawl’, tɔ̀ntɔ̀m 
‘incubate’, móːmón ‘weed’  (which may come from the  -class  verb  ɛ-class verb suffixes mònt 
‘dig up’), kúːkúr ‘hollow out’, kórkóɗ ‘tie’, kárkár ‘undress’, kérkéɗ ‘wipe 
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off’ or  kàlkál ‘brag’. It may well be that these  reduplications are an iconic 
device to depict the  repetitiveness of each of these actions, without going 
back to a simple form. The same may be true for the three  -class verbsɛ-class verb suffixes  
móːmóɟ ‘rub’, kèlkèl ‘tickle’ and pùpùːt ‘crawl’.
A good number of other productive reduplicated stems follow the conjuga-
tion pattern of detransitivized verbs (see section IV.2.2.2). One of the exam-
ples introduced there (see example  IV.131) was  ɗáɗámíːL85, the  antipassive 
form of the a-class verb ɗàm ‘eat’. It is not surprising to have a connection 
between imperfectivity and  intransitivity, as this link was argued for else-
where (Hopper & Thompson, 1980, p. 252). The parameters affecting transi-
tivity, as  presented  by  Hopper  and  Thompson, include  aspect  (telic vs. 
atelic), punctuality (punctual vs. non-punctual) and individuation (P highly 
individuated vs. P non-individuated). An imperfective action, that is an ac-
tion that is ongoing, repetitive, or habitual, is likely to be atelic, non-punct-
ual, and to have no identifiable object; it therefore lacks transitivity. Accord-
ingly, the antipassive form is used to mark less-than-fully transitive actions, 
even if a P is present (Hopper & Thompson, 1980, p. 268). In terms of the 
Majang grammatical relations, this means that the P of the action is entirely 
lacking in topicality and therefore is eliminated from the clause by adopting 
an intransitive verb frame. For this reason many imperfective verbs seem to 
be attracted to the detransitivization/antipassive verb paradigm. The follow-
ing verbs were found in the sample which follow this pattern: réréríːL ‘rest-
less’ from the  i-class verb  réːr ‘run’, cúːcúwíːL ‘labor at birth’ from the  -ɛ-class verb suffixes
class  verb  cùːw ‘sting’, wéːwéːríːL ‘swing’ from  the  -class  verb  ɛ-class verb suffixes wèːr 
‘change’, láláŋíːL ‘get to know’ from the i-class verb làŋ ‘meet’ and táːtápíːL 
‘write’ from the -class verb ɛ-class verb suffixes tàːp ‘write’. But there are also other reduplicat-
ed verbs among the detransitivized verbs for which I have not found unde-
rived counterparts: ɓùrɓùɗìːL ‘descend’ and gìrgìɗìːL ‘roll’.
IV.2.3  Inflectional processes
Each verb in the Majang language can appear in a large number of  inflec-
tional forms, because the following  inflectional dimensions come together 
on a verb to form differing paradigms: person, number, the conjoint-disjoint 
distinction, relative  tense, modality, referential-object  marking, and direc-
85 There is also another imperfective option ɗàɗàm of the a-class, which does not behave like 
a detransitivized verb form. This is used when the object appears to be more specific.
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tion. These dimensions are briefly introduced before they are presented in 
their various paradigms.
Each person paradigm consists of at least six forms, the 1st person singular 
(1S), the 2nd person singular (2S), the 3rd person singular (3S), the 1st person 
plural (1P), the 2nd person plural (2P) and the 3rd person plural (3P). A seventh 
form needed for all  paradigms of transitive verbs is  the impersonal  form 
(IMPS, see section  Impersonal forms below). A simple  paradigm containing 
these seven forms may look as follows:
Example IV.140: simple verb paradigm (conjoint)
ɔ̀ː j SG PL drive out
1ST ɔ̀ː jà ɔ̀ː j-à I drive out ɔ̀ː jí ː ɔ̀ ː j-í ː we drive out
2ND ɔ̀ː jùn ɔ̀ː j-í n youSG drive out ɔ̀ː jɛː r ɔ̀ː j-ɛː r youPL drive out
3RD ɔ̀ː jɛ ɔ̀ː j-ɛ he drives out ɔ̀ː jɛr ɔ̀ː j-ɛr they drive out
IMPS ɔ̀ː jɛː ɔ̀ː j-ɛː someone drives out
This  paradigm of the verb  ɔ̀ː j  ‘drive out’ contains the  conjoint  main-clause 
forms without  direction  suffixes. Somewhat surprisingly for a  Surmic lan-
guage, Majang shows no difference between inclusive and exclusive 1P, as 
happens in Me’en (only sporadically, as presented by Will 1989, p. 130f), 
Tirmaga (Bryant, 1999, p. 48), Laarim (Joseph et al., 2013, p. 40) and Mursi 
(Mütze, 2014, p. 80; Turton & Bender, 1976, p. 541). In Majang, however, 
there are no traces of such a distinction.
The  conjoint-disjoint  distinction  of  Majang is  entirely  expressed  through 
tonal means, and it does not apply across the paradigms of all verbs. It often 
involves a tonal change on 3rd person stems, and always tonal changes to the 
person suffixes. The disjoint forms of the above paradigm of ɔ̀ː j  ‘drive out’ 
look as follows:
Example IV.141: disjoint verb paradigm
SG PL drive out
1ST ɔ̀ː jà ɔ̀ː j-à ɔ̀ː jí ːL ɔ̀ː j-í ,ːL
2ND ɔ̀ː jùn ɔ̀ː j-í n ɔ̀ː jɛ*ː r ɔ̀ː j-ɛ*ː r
3RD ɔ̀ː jɛ ɔ̀ː j-ɛ ɔ̀ː jɛr ɔ̀ː j-ɛr
IMPS ɔ̀ː jɛː L ɔ̀ː j-ɛː L
A major split between verbal paradigms pertains to the syntactic status of the 
clause in the sentence. The  main-clause person paradigms seen so far con-
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trast  with  various  paradigms for  subordinate  clauses  which  have  relative 
tense, as shown in the following examples:
Example IV.142: main-clause verbs vs. simultaneous subordinate tense verbs
ríːɓà MAIN.CJ SIMUL.CJ
1S ríːɓàkà ríːɓà-k-à I put ríːɓákúːnà ríːɓá-kùːn-à while I put
2S ríːɓàkùn ríːɓà-k-í n youSG put ríːɓákúːnùn ríːɓá-kùːn-í n ...
3S ríːɓà ríːɓà he puts ríːɓákùn ríːɓá-kùn ...
1P ríːɓàkí ː ríːɓà-k-í ː we put ríːɓákúːní ː ríːɓá-kùːn-í ː ...
2P ríːɓàkàrí  ríːɓà-k-àrí  youPL put rí ːɓátàː kúːnàrí  rí ːɓá-tàːkùːn-àrí  ...
3P ríːɓà ríːɓà they put rí ːɓátàː kùn rí ːɓá-tàːkùn …
For all relative tenses, see section IV.2.3.2. One relative-tense paradigm, the 
relative-past subordinate tense, is also used to mark clauses with a highly 
topical, but non-overt object; this paradigm is then called the referential-ob-
ject paradigm (section IV.2.3.5).
A final dimension creating its own paradigms is the  direction marking that 
was already hinted at by Bender (1983, p. 131f), who correctly identified the 
marker -k as a direction suffix on some verbs. But this is not the only direc-
tion  suffix in  an  intricate  directional  system  that  covers  three  explicitly 
marked deictic movements and that provides different forms for all six per-
sons (see section IV.2.3.3).
Example IV.143: directionally unmarked versus centripetal direction (disjoint)
unmarked centripetal go
1S ŋàː rà ŋàː r-à ŋàː rꜜrà ŋàː r-rà
2S ŋàː rí n ŋàː r-í n ŋàː rrí n ŋàː r-rí n
3S ŋàː r ŋàː r ŋàː rí  r ŋàː r-í  r
1P ŋàː rí ːL ŋàː r-í ,ːL ŋàː rrí ː ŋàː r-rí ,ːL
2P ŋàː rà*r ŋàː r-àrí  ŋàː rtàː rɔ̀ ŋàː r-tàː rɔ̀
3P ŋàː ràr ŋàː r-àr ŋàː rꜜtàr ŋàː r-tàr
The Majang language also has a special paradigm for expressing imperative 
and jussive modality.
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Example IV.144: indicative vs. imperative verbs, shown on ɓànkàwùrL ‘harden’
INDICATIVE DJ IMPERATIVE/JUSSIVE
1S ɓànkàwꜜrà ɓànkàwr-à í n ɓànkàː wꜜrà í n ɓànkàː wr-à
2S ɓànkàwꜜrùn ɓànkàwr-í n ɓànkàː wrùk ɓànkàː wr-í k
3S ɓànkàwùrL ɓànkàwùrL ìn ɓánkáːwúrL ìn ɓánkáːwúrL
1P ɓànkàwrí ː ɓànkàwr-í ,ːL kóL ɓánkáːwrìː kóL ɓánkáːwr-í ,L
2P ɓànkàwrà*r ɓànkàwr-à*r í n ɓànkàː wꜜrɛL í n ɓànkàː wr-ɛL
3P ɓànkàwꜜràr ɓànkàwr-àr í n ɓànkàː wꜜràr í n ɓànkàː wr-àr
Some of the different inflectional verbal categories shown so far can be com-
bined in  one  paradigm, as  there  are  for  example  relative-past  centripetal 
verbs, or  centrifugal imperatives. All this results in a substantial number of 
different paradigms, many of which are presented in the next sections.
As a final complication, not all verbs take the same person-inflection mark-
ers for each paradigm slot. There are three major verb-inflection classes for 
simple verbs based on recurring suffix vowels (à, ɛ, i), which are introduced 
in section IV.2.3.1 below.
IV.2.3.1  Person marking on basic main-clause verbs
As stated in  section  IV.2.1.2, the  person-marking  suffixes of Majang are 
portmanteau morphemes, not only  indexing the grammatical  subject of the 
clause, but also showing the syntactic configuration through a conjoint-dis-
joint distinction. Therefore, all person suffixes come in two forms, which are 
usually distinguished by tone.
Impersonal forms
Beyond the six first, second, and third singular and plural person forms, the 
Majang  language  provides  another  person  form  for  creating  impersonal 
verbs, the suffix -ɛː L (sometimes -ɛL86). Impersonal verbs are very prolific in 
Majang texts – they were observed more than 70 times in the corpus; all of 
these examples have transitive verbs as their base. These  impersonal verb 
forms serve some of the purposes usually accomplished by the  passive in 
86 No criteria could be established that govern the choice between the long and the short form 
of  the suffix.  Generally,  the short  form only seems to appear  on high-frequency verbs 
which are not part of the -inflection class.ɛ-class verb suffixes
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other languages87. Indeed they were called  passive in other descriptions of 
Majang (Unseth, 1989b, p. 112f; Getachew, 2014, p. 182; Joswig, 2016, p.  
478f), as at first glance this seems to be what they are. Only on closer exami-
nation does it become apparent that there are significant differences to pas-
sives in other languages. The following are a number of examples using the 
impersonal verb form of Majang:
Exàmple IV.145: impersonàl constrùctions
a) nɛ kój cɛnk cìgì àmbàbɛː L òkóɗ ?
nɛ kój cɛnk cì-g-ì àmbàb-ɛː L òkóɗ ?
CONJ DFUT 3P.CONTR DEM-PL-SP read-IMPS.DJ when?
When will these ever be read? (lit: when is someone going to read them?)88
b) nɛ tònɛː L cɛː gà kɛ ...
nɛ tòn-ɛː L cɛː g-à kɛ
CONJ say-IMPS.DJ 3P-DAT QUOT
They were told, …
c) màL mɛckɛbɛː L tí rí àL goːnk, kɛ...
màL mɛckɛb-ɛː L tí rí àL goːnk kɛ
but register-IMPS.DJ name\PL.ABS POSS\2S.PL.ABS QUOT
But your names are registered, saying...
d) boːl-ɛː L ní  kɛkàr.
boːl-ɛː L ní  kɛkàr
beat-IMPS 2S.P again
You were beaten again.
e) nɛ ɓáL càːdíL ɓákL làk-ɛ ɗùŋéɗL.
nɛ ɓáL càːdíL ɓákL làk-ɛ ɗùŋéɗL
CONJ REMPST there REF\REMPST have-IMPS.CJ hyena\SG.ABS
But at that aforementioned place there was a hyena.
For the analysis of the Majang impersonal construction it is important to pay 
attention to how the semantic undergoer of each clause is coded. In example 
87 Bender (1983, p. 144f) also makes reference to an impersonal paradigm in Majang, but this 
is not the form presented here, but a generally correct analysis of some verbs with an imper-
sonal meaning that require a dative short pronoun or the deictic-transfer directional form to 
refer to the semantic subject.
88 In line with its main function as a backgrounding device for the A, the impersonal form is 
best translated into English by the use of the passive.
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a)  the  undergoer appears  to  be a  preposed  demonstrative, preceded by  a 
contrastive pronoun. It cannot be determined what case the undergoer has in 
this clause, as demonstratives and contrastive pronouns show no case mark-
ing. In example b) the undergoer is the following speech clause, as the hear-
ers are coded as  dative. Again, the undergoer case cannot  be determined 
from the morphology employed. But in examples c) and d), the undergoer is 
both times clearly indicated not as the S, but the P of the clause: in c) as a 
topical NP (as revealed by the disjoint form on the verb) followed by an ab-
solutive  possessive  pronoun, and  in  d)  as  a  short  pronoun  (see  section 
IV.3.1.1). Example c) would have the NP in the nominative case if this were 
the S of the clause, but the possessive pronoun form unambiguously identi-
fies the case as absolutive. In example e) the marking as S or P is ambiguous 
again, as the absolutive case is expected for non-topical S or P alike.
If the marker -ɛː L were a passive marker, one would expect the undergoer to 
be coded as S in the absolutive or nominative case. Instead, it only comes in 
the absolutive case, and only as a P. This is not in line with how the passive 
is often defined. Perlmutter and Postal’s (1983, p. 9) first universal of passiv-
ization states that  “a direct  object of an active clause is the (superficial)  
subject of the ‘corresponding’ clause.” In the Majang impersonal construc-
tions, the direct  object of the corresponding active clause is still the direct 
object. The construction  is  at  least  formally  transitive, although the  A is 
heavily backgrounded to the point of almost not being there. It is expressed, 
still as an A, by the impersonal person marker -ɛː L in the subject slot of the 
verb. This leads to the analysis of the construction as  impersonal, not  pas-
sive, in this description of Majang.
There are two needs that languages address by using the  passive. The first 
one is of a syntactic nature: to make a P-NP available for use in equi-NP de-
letion (Anderson, 1976, p. 8). The Majang language makes no use of equi-
NP deletion. Even if the Majang language had a need for equi-NP deletion, 
the  impersonal form could not be used to set up a  P for this purpose. The 
syntactic  subject of the clause is not the  P argument of the verb; it is still 
stuck in a non-subject role and can therefore not be used as the pivot for an-
other clause.
This leaves the second function of the passive, the backgrounding of a non-
topical A, to be accomplished by the impersonal form of Majang. That this is 
the main function of the impersonal form is confirmed by the fact that not a 
single instance of an  impersonal construction in the  text corpus has the  A 
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overtly mentioned beyond the impersonal marker on the verb, as can be seen 
in the examples above.
Although the impersonal construction leaves the clause superficially transi-
tive, semantically and pragmatically the A is left out of the picture, rendering 
the clause quite  intransitive according to the criteria established by Hopper 
and Thompson (1980).
Although impersonal forms are in this study usually translated by using the 
English passive, it is clearly not a  derivational, but an  inflectional device. 
This is in contrast to real  valence-changing devices of Majang, such as the 
antipassive (see section V.5.1). The impersonal marker is placed at the end 
of each verb, often following other  inflection markers such as  subordinate-
tense markers. This is not consistent with a derivation device, which would 
usually be marked closer to the verb root than any inflection markers. The 
most fruitful analysis therefore sees the impersonal marker as a person mark-
er filling the same slot as other person markers. This becomes especially ob-
vious in example IV.150 below, where the  impersonal marker is integrated 
into the relative-past morpheme in the same way as any other person marker.
The  impersonal verb is the same for all  P persons, either taking the short 
suffix -ɛL or the long  suffix -ɛː L, both with a fixed high tone for  disjoint 
forms, and -ɛ/-ɛː  with a low tone for conjoint forms. The form is not subject 
to height harmony, as it is not just restricted to -class verbsɛ-class verb suffixes .
Example IV.146: impersonal construction
nɛ bòːlɛː L wárL nɛ dùrìjé kɛ “wěː!”
nɛ bòːl-ɛː L wárL nɛ dùrìj-ɛ kɛ wěː
CONJ hit-IMPS.DJ dog\SG.ABS CONJ cry-3S.DJ QUOT ouch!
Dog was beaten and cried out “ouch!”
All person differences regarding the P are expressed by free short personal 
pronouns (see section  IV.3.1.1). Third persons (not  marked by  short  pro-
nouns, as these come only in first and second person forms) may of course 
be expressed by a full NP in the absolutive case. The topicality status of the 
P triggers conjoint and disjoint marking on the impersonal verb form.
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Example IV.147: disjoint impersonal paradigms
a) bòːl ( )ɛ-class verb suffixes beat
1S boːlɛː L tí  boːl-ɛː  tí  I am beaten
2S boːlɛː L ní  boːl-ɛː  ní  youSG are beaten
3S bòːlɛː L bòːl-ɛː L he is beaten
1P boːlɛː L tí nL boːl-ɛː L tí nL we are beaten
2P boːlɛː L kɔ̀*n boːl-ɛː L kɔ̀*n youPL are beaten
3P boːlɛː L boːl-ɛː L they are beaten
b) rìj ( )ɛ-class verb suffixes call
1S rìjɛL tí  rìj-ɛ tí  I am called
2S rìjɛL ní  rìj-ɛ ní  youSG are called
3S rìjɛL rìj-ɛL he is called
1P rìjɛL tí nL rìj-ɛL tí nL we are called
2P rìjɛL kɔ̀*n rìj-ɛL kɔ̀*n youPL are called
3P rìjɛL rìj-ɛL they are called
These examples show the impersonal form accompanied by short pronouns, 
which require a disjoint form of the verb. These pronouns can also appear in 
front of the impersonal verb.
Example IV.148: disjoint impersonal with fronted pronoun
càːkómL, céːdɛn tínL ɓóːjíːɗɛː L ŋɔ̀nk, kóL ŋàːr-íːL!
càːkómL céːdɛ*n tínL ɓóːj-í ːɗ-ɛːL ŋɔ̀nk kóL ŋàːr-íːL
friend\SG.ABS because 1P.P hate-RELPST-IMPS.DJ SUB HORT go-1P.DJ
Friend, because we are hated, let’s get away!
If followed by a non-topical P, the impersonal marker needs to be used in its 
conjoint form:
Example IV.149: conjoint impersonal forms
a) bòːl ( )ɛ-class verb suffixes beat
3S boːl-ɛː  ɗùŋéɗL a hyena is beaten
3P boːl-ɛː  ɗùŋeɗí L hyenas are beaten
b) rìj ( )ɛ-class verb suffixes call
3S rìj-ɛ tɔ̀ ː n a child is called
3P rìj-ɛ tɔ̀ː mɔ̀kL children are called
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The following example shows the interaction of the impersonal marker with 
other inflectional markers. Particularly the relative-tense markers of subordi-
nate verb forms can be followed by the impersonal marker.
Example IV.150: relative-past impersonal form
wàrgátɛL cìnì kánL dòːmɛː ɗɛL ád máɟáŋéːrónkùk
wàrgátɛL cì-n-ì kánL dòːm-ɛː ɗ-ɛL ád
book\SG.ABS REL-SG-SP MEDPST translate-RELPST-IMPS language\SG.ABS
máɟáŋ-eːr-onk=k
Majang-PL-POSS=SUB
a book that has been translated into the Majang language
It needs to be noted that in this example the  impersonal marker  -ɛL comes 
neither with its own H, nor with the conjoint  L. It is an integral part of the 
RELPST.IMPS morpheme and therefore copies the  H from the first  suffix syl-
lable.
Other person marking observations
Although the conjoint form indicates the preferred Majang syntactic configu-
ration, that is a sequence of  verb –  absolutive NP  (Joswig, 2015, p. 169), 
many verb forms do not have a conjoint configuration. Conjoint verb forms 
can only occur if the S/P is in the third person. This is because the conjoint 
form requires an  S/P NP in the absolutive case, and there is no absolutive 
form for first and second person pronouns. For some complex verb forms, 
complete  paradigms can therefore only be shown in the  disjoint condition. 
This warrants that each inflection class and its forms are first introduced in 
their disjoint forms, with conjoint forms only shown afterwards as far as they 
can be established.
As already pointed out in section IV.2.1 above, Majang verbs fall into three 
inflection classes, which are responsible for some variation in some suffixes. 
But the person morphemes for 1S, 2S and 1P are very stable throughout all in-
flection classes. For conjoint forms the 1S suffix is always -à. The 2S suffix is 
always -í n. This suffix undergoes the labial harmony rule 4, resulting in the 
surface form -ùn following a stem with a [+LABIAL] sound in the rhyme. The 
1P suffix is always -í ː . For conjoint forms the tone is always low on all three 
suffixes. For disjoint forms, a high tone is placed on the 1S and 2S suffixes, 
resulting in -à and -í n/-ùn. In the disjoint, the 1P suffix -í ,ːL is inherently tone-
less and takes on the polar tone from the preceding stem, that is a high tone 
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following a stem ending in a low tone, and a low tone following a stem end-
ing in a high tone. The impersonal form is, as seen, always -ɛː L for disjoint 
verbs, and -ɛː  for conjoint verbs, with occasional shortening of the vowel for 
unknown reasons. Therefore the following paradigms are exemplary for all 
simple Majang verbs, regardless of their inflection class:
Example IV.151: stable person suffixes for all inflection classes
harvest CONJOINT DISJOINT push CONJOINT DISJOINT
1s ɗoːtà ɗoːt-à ɗoːꜜtà ɗoːt-à dí rà dí r-à dí rà dí r-à
2S ɗoːtùn ɗoːt-í n ɗoːꜜtùn ɗoːt-í n dí rí n dí r-í n dí rí n dí r-í n
1P ɗoːtí ː ɗoːt-í ː  ɗoːtí ː ɗoːt-í ,ːL dí rí ː dí r-í ː  dí rí ːL dí r-í ,ːL
IMPS ɗoːtɛː ɗoːt-ɛː ɗoːtɛː L ɗoːt-ɛː L dí rɛː dí r-ɛː dí rɛː L dí r-ɛː L
Although these  suffixes  always remain the same, some  inflection classes 
require additional changes to the verb  stem. The  suffixes further undergo 
modifications through the addition of the SFT-clitic (this can only happen on 
disjoint forms). The 2S suffix remains unchanged and even renders the  SFT-
clitic invisible. The 1S suffix vowel is lengthened, but the tones are not affec-
ted. The 1P suffix turns from a level tone into a contour tone. The IMPS suffix 
also has its H turned into a contour tone.
Example IV.152: effects of SFT-clitic on regular person markers
without SFT-clitic with SFT-clitic without SFT-clitic with SFT-clitic
1S ɗàmà ɗàmàː ŋ ɗoːtà ɗoːtàː ŋ
2S ɗàmí n ɗàmí n ɗoːtùn ɗoːtùn
1P ɗàmí ːL ɗàmí  ːŋ ɗoːtí ː ɗoːtí *ːŋ
IMPS ɗàmɛː L ɗàmɛ ː ŋ ɗoːtɛː L ɗoːtɛ ː ŋ
The other persons display significant allomorphy depending on the inflection 
class. The names for these classes are chosen according to the vowel of the 
suffix for 2P. But also the suffixes for 3S and 3P may show considerable vari-
ation depending on the verb class. One additional regular feature which is 
true for all basic  inflection classes is that the  disjoint stem for the  3S form 
takes a low tone, regardless of the tone the stem has in all other persons.
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Example IV.153: variation in Majang person marking
gloss 3S.DJ 2P.DJ 3P.DJ class
eat ɗà*m ɗà*m ɗàmà*r ɗàm-à*r ɗàmàr ɗàm-àr a-class
wound tí mí  tí m-í  tí mí *ː r tí m-í *ː r tí mí rL tí m-irL i-class
harvest ɗoːtù ɗoːt-í  ɗoːtí *ː r ɗoːt-í *ː r ɗoːtùrL ɗoːt-irL i-class
swallow geː ɲɛ geː ɲ-ɛ géːɲɛ*ː r géːɲ-ɛ*ː r géːɲɛrL géːɲ-ɛrL -classɛ-class verb suffixes
push dí re dí r-ɛ dí re*ː r dí r-ɛ*ː r dí rerL dí r-ɛrL ɛ-class verb suffixes-class
In the following, these differences are presented in detail by inflection class. 
In a sample of about 450 verbs with known inflection class, about 80 belong 
to the a-class, 270 belong to the -classɛ-class verb suffixes , and about 100 belong to the i-class.
a-class verbs
Of the three basic inflection classes, the a-class shows the most variation in 
forms, which may be an indication that it has a longer history in the language 
than the other two classes. Part of the variation is explained by the fact that 
the a-class is the only class that allows verb roots ending in a vowel; these 
verbs need special treatment before the person suffixes can be added.
Therefore, the verbs of the a-class need to be grouped into several subclas-
ses, according to some special characteristics of these verbs. In their most 
common form, a-class verbs have all the regular suffixes as outlined above, 
plus a zero-allomorph for the 3rd person singular, the  suffix -à*r for the 2nd 
person plural, and -àr for the 3rd person plural.
Example IV.154: a-class verbs (disjoint)
ŋɔ̀ɗ L abandon goːp H punish wɛkɛː r LH scrape
1S ŋɔ̀ɗà ŋɔ̀ɗ-à goːꜜpà goːp-à wɛkɛː ꜜrà wɛkɛː r-à
2S ŋɔ̀ɗùn ŋɔ̀ɗ-í n goːꜜpùn goːp-í n wɛkɛː ꜜrí n wɛkɛː r-í n
3S ŋɔ̀*r ŋɔ̀*r go*ːp go*ːp wɛkɛː r wɛkɛː r
1P ŋɔ̀ɗí ːL ŋɔ̀ɗ-í ,ːL goːpí ː goːp-í ,ːL wɛkɛː rí ː wɛkɛː r-í ,ːL
2P ŋɔ̀ɗà*r ŋɔ̀ɗ-à*r goːpà*r goːp-à*r wɛkɛː rà*r wɛkɛː r-à*r
3P ŋɔ̀ɗàr ŋɔ̀ɗ-àr goːꜜpàr goːp-àr wɛkɛː ꜜràr wɛkɛː r-àr
IMPS ŋɔ̀ɗɛː L ŋɔ̀ɗ-ɛː L goːꜜpɛː L goːp-ɛː L wɛkɛː ꜜrɛː L wɛkɛː r-ɛː L
Beyond the changes presented in example IV.152, the SFT-clitic affects these 
verbs as follows: on most 3S forms it is just added without change, as in ŋɔ̀*rŋ 
or wɛkɛː rŋ. The few a-class verbs ending in an obstruent add the epenthetic 
vowel /i/ (with allomorph /ù/), as in goː pùŋ, which also receives the H com-
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ponent of the LH sequence of the 3S disjoint form. The 2P suffix invariably 
adds this epenthetic vowel, as in ŋɔ̀ɗàrí ŋ or wɛkɛː ràrí ŋ, so that the LH tone on 
the suffix spreads out over both available syllables. The 3P form instead just 
adds the clitic without other modifications, as in ŋɔ̀ɗàrŋ or wɛkɛː ꜜràrŋ.
As can be seen, these regular  a-class verbs come either with a high tone 
stem, a low tone stem, or with a LH sequence on the stem. The stem tone re-
mains stable, except that for the disjoint 3S form the tone pattern on the stem 
changes to L, which is true for all basic inflection classes. Furthermore, for 
disjoint  3S forms, a high tone is placed on the last stem syllable, which on 
monosyllabic stems results in a LH contour-tone pattern. This is the result of 
a feature that applies throughout all inflection classes: for the disjoint form, 
each 3S suffix has a high tone. The a-class has no segmental 3S suffix, but the 
high tone is still present. 
For the conjoint forms, no high tone is added to the 3S form, and all suffixes 
have a fixed low tone. To distinguish the  2P suffix from the  3P suffix, the 
former is augmented by the vowel /i/.
Example IV.155: a-class verbs (conjoint)
ŋɔ̀ɗ L abandon goːp H punish wɛkɛː r LH scrape
1S ŋɔ̀ɗà ŋɔ̀ɗ-à goːpà goːp-à wɛkɛː rà wɛkɛː r-à
2S ŋɔ̀ɗùn ŋɔ̀ɗ-í n goːpùn goːp-í n wɛkɛː rí n wɛkɛː r-í n
3S ŋɔ̀r ŋɔ̀r goːp goːp wɛkɛː r wɛkɛː r
1P ŋɔ̀ɗí ː ŋɔ̀ɗ-í ː goːpí ː goːp-í ː wɛkɛː rí ː wɛkɛː r-í ː
2P ŋɔ̀ɗàrí  ŋɔ̀ɗ-àrí  goːpàrì goːp-àrí  wɛkɛː ràrí  wɛkɛː r-àrí 
3P ŋɔ̀ɗàr ŋɔ̀ɗ-àr goːpàr goːp-àr wɛkɛː r-àr wɛkɛː r-àr
IMPS ŋɔ̀ɗɛː ŋɔ̀ɗ-ɛː goːꜜpɛː goːp-ɛː wɛkɛː ꜜrɛː wɛkɛː r-ɛː
In  total, 62 different  verbs  were found in the  regular  a-class. Additional 
verbs can be found in a number of subclasses, which show some special be-
havior requiring explanation.
a-class verbs with unchanged tone on 3S-disjoint forms
There are a few notable exceptions to the  tone replacement on disjoint  3S  
stems. For five verbs of the a-class, áːɗór ‘ripe’, ɓóːɗór ‘sated’, ɗéːgár ‘sleep’, 
gɔ̀gɔ̀j ‘crawl’ and ŋájór ‘swell’, the stem tones remain intact throughout the 
paradigm. In the conjoint, the 3S person marking is accomplished by placing 
a L on the final syllable, but for the disjoint, no further tone is added. All five 
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verbs are  intransitive in their meaning89, and they have two-syllable stems. 
The following examples show the disjoint paradigm of this subclass.
Example IV.156: a-class verbs with fixed disjoint tones
ɗeː gàrL H sleep gɔ̀gɔ̀j H crawl
1S ɗeː gàꜜ rà ɗeː gàr-à gɔ̀gɔ̀jà gɔ̀gɔ̀j-à
2S ɗeː gàꜜ rín ɗeː gàr-ín gɔ̀gɔ̀jùn gɔ̀gɔ̀j-í n
3S ɗeː gàrL ɗeː gàrL gɔ̀gɔ̀j gɔ̀gɔ̀j
1P ɗeː gàrí ː ɗeː gàr-í ,ːL gɔ̀gɔ̀jí ːL gɔ̀gɔ̀j-í ,ːL
2P ɗeː gàrà*r ɗeː gàr-à*r gɔ̀gɔ̀jà*r gɔ̀gɔ̀j-à*r
3P ɗeː gàꜜ ràr ɗeː gàr-àr gɔ̀gɔ̀jàr gɔ̀gɔ̀j-àr
The conjoint 3S forms are ɗegàr and gɔ̀gɔ̀j90, the conjoint 3P forms are ɗeː gàràr 
and gɔ̀gɔ̀jàr. The SFT-clitic has the same effect as on the regular a-class verbs, 
except for the 3S form, where it causes a contour tone on the last syllable, as 
in ɗeː gà rŋ or gɔ̀gɔ̀*jŋ.
a-class verbs with variable vowel length
Seven verbs of the  a-class (gàːj ‘imitate’, kàːm ‘limp’, kòːŋ ‘gather’, kɔ̀ː w 
‘dig’, pɔ̀ː j ‘drunk’, rɛː r ‘die’ and tùːl ‘shave’) vary the length of the vowel de-
pending on the person. They have 1S, 2S and 1P with a long vowel in the only 
stem syllable, and the other three forms 3S, 2P and 3P shorten this vowel. In 
all other respects the stems of this subclass behave exactly as the regular a-
class verbs. All of these verbs have a low tone on the stem syllable.
Example IV.157: a-class verbs with variable vowel length (disjoint)
kɔ̀ː w L dig rɛː r L die
1S kɔ̀ː wà kɔ̀ː w-à rɛː rà rɛː r-à
2S kɔ̀ː wùn kɔ̀ː w-í n rɛː rín rɛː r-ín
3S kɔ̀*w kɔ̀*w rɛ*r rɛ*r
1P kɔ̀ː wí ːL kɔ̀ː w-í ,ːL rɛː rí ːL rɛː r-í ,ːL
2P kɔ̀wà*r kɔ̀w-à*r rɛrà*r rɛr-à*r
3P kɔ̀wàr kɔ̀w-àr rɛràr rɛr-àr
IMPS kɔ̀wɛː L kɔ̀w-ɛː L
89 Therefore no impersonal forms are possible.
90 The addition of another low tone has no effect, and therefore the conjoint and disjoint forms 
are identical for the 3s forms of this verb.
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a-class verbs with k-extension
Seven additional a-class verbs (gàːlà ‘forget’, ɛː ɲɛ ‘travel’, tíː ‘scratch’, boŋà 
‘bring out’, rí ːɓà ‘put down’, tonà ‘order’ and wèːtà ‘move away’) have a par-
ticular  k-extension91 between the stem and the person suffix. This  stem ex-
tension appears with all forms except the 3rd person singular. These verbs 
behave in all respects like regular a-class verbs, except for the k-extension as 
such. They all have a stem ending in a vowel, and five of them are the verbs 
seen in example IV.133 with the derivation marker -à. It appears reasonable 
to assume that the motivation for the k-extension is the need to avoid a stem 
ending in a vowel in front of a suffix beginning with a vowel; so the exten-
sion is most likely of a purely epenthetic nature.
Example IV.158: a-class verbs with k-extension (disjoint)
ɛː ɲɛ L travel wèːtà L move out tonà LH order
1S ɛː ɲɛkà ɛː ɲɛ-k-à wèːtàkà wèːtà-k-à tonàꜜ kà tonà-k-à
2S ɛː ɲɛkí n ɛː ɲɛ-k-í n wèːtàkí n wèːtà-k-í n tonàꜜ kí n tonà-k-í n
3S ɛː ɲɛ ɛː ɲɛ wèːtà wèːtá tonà tonà
1P ɛː ɲɛkí ːL ɛː ɲɛ-k-í ,ːL wèːtàkí ːL wèːtà-k-í ,ːL tonàkí ː tonà-k-í ,ːL
2P ɛː ɲɛkà*r ɛː ɲɛ-k-à*r wèːtàkà*r wèːtà-k-à*r tonàkà*r tonà-k-à*r
3P ɛː ɲɛkàr ɛː ɲɛ-k-àr wèːtàkàr wèːtà-k-àr tonàꜜ kàr tonà-k-àr
IMPS     tonàꜜ kɛː L tonà-k-ɛː L
Just as the other a-class verbs, those with a k-extension can also have a low 
tone, a high tone or a LH sequence on the stem.
-class verbsɛ-class verbs
The -class is the largest verb class of Majangɛ-class verb suffixes . About 270 different simple 
verb stems were found in this class. The -class verbs are easily recogɛ-class verb suffixes nized 
by the  vowel /ɛ/  (or  its  phonologically conditioned variant  /e/)  in  the 3rd 
person  suffixes and in the 2nd person plural. As outlined above, the  -classɛ-class verb suffixes  
verbs share the morphemes for 1S, 2S, 1P and IMPS with all other verbs – in the 
disjoint paradigm 1S is marked by the suffix -á, 2S by the suffix -í n, 1P by the 
suffix -í ,ːL with a polar tone, and IMPS by the suffix -ɛː L. The 3S.DJ allomorph of 
the -class is ɛ-class verb suffixes -ɛ (or -e following [+HIGH] vowels). As with most other inflec-
tion classes, the stem tone on all disjoint 3S forms is L. The 2P allomorph is 
-ɛː r (or -eː r), and the 3P allomorph -ɛrL (or -erL), which copies the last tone of 
91 This has the same form as the semantically different direction marker -k (Bender, 1983, p. 
121). The direction marker, however, is used for all persons, even for the 3rd singular.
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the stem. Except for the impersonal marker, the specific allomorphs for this 
class are all subject to the vowel-height harmony rule 5 (see section II.5.4).
Example IV.159: -class verbs ɛ-class verb suffixes (disjoint)
got L blow ɗɛj H want ŋàwí tL LH walk
1S gotà got-à ɗɛꜜ jà ɗɛj-à ŋàwí ꜜ tà ŋàwí t-à
2S gotùn got-í n ɗɛꜜ jí n ɗɛj-í n ŋàwí ꜜ tín ŋàwí t-ín
3S gotɛ got-ɛ ɗɛjɛ ɗɛj-ɛ ŋàwí te ŋàwí t-ɛ
1P gotí ːL got-í ,ːL ɗɛjí ː ɗɛj-í ,ːL ŋàwí tí ː ŋàwí t-í ,ːL
2P gotɛ*ː r got-ɛ*ː r ɗɛjɛ*ː r ɗɛj-ɛ*ː r ŋàwí te*ː r ŋàwí t-ɛ*ː r
3P gotɛr got-ɛrL ɗɛjɛrL ɗɛj-ɛrL ŋàwí térL ŋàwí t-ɛrL
IMPS ɗɛꜜ jɛː L  ɗɛj-ɛː L
Like all other classes so far, the verbs of the  -class have ɛ-class verb suffixes H, L and LH-se-
quence stems. Only three LH-sequence stems were found in the -classɛ-class verb suffixes . The 
following example gives the conjoint forms, which use the same suffixes as 
the disjoint, but with a consistent low tone.
Example IV.160: -class verbs ɛ-class verb suffixes (conjoint)
1S 2S 3S 1P 2P 3P IMPS
want ɗɛjà ɗɛjí n ɗɛjɛ ɗɛjí ː ɗɛjɛː r ɗɛjɛr ɗɛjɛː
Beyond the changes presented in example  IV.152, the  SFT-clitic affects  -ɛ-class verb suffixes
class verbs as follows: on  3S forms it is just added without change, as in 
ɗɛjɛ ŋ or ŋàwí teŋ. The  2P suffix invariably adds an  epenthetic vowel, as in 
ɗɛjɛ ː rí ŋ or ŋàwí teː rí ŋ, so that the contour tone on the suffix now spreads out 
over both available syllables. The 3P form changes the suffix tone into a con-
tour tone, as in gotɛ*rŋ or ŋàwí te rŋ.
The -class does not need to be divided further into sub-classesɛ-class verb suffixes , as there are 
no  k-extensions or variable vowel  lengths observed in this class. All verbs 
belonging to this class behave without exception as outlined above.
i-class verbs
100 verbs were identified in the  i-class. They, too, behave very regularly, 
just like the -class verbsɛ-class verb suffixes . There is no k-extension observed in this class, and 
no variable vowel  length. The 1S, 2S and 1P morphemes are the same as in 
other classes. The 3S form often attaches the suffix -í  for disjoint and -í  for 
conjoint forms, which undergoes labial harmony rule 4. But this  suffix can 
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just as well be left out. No factors could be determined that govern the ab-
sence or presence of the 3S suffix. If the suffix is not present, monosyllabic 
disjoint forms have a LH sequence on the last syllable. My language consul-
tants agreed that this is a matter of free variation. The 2nd person plural suffix 
is -í *ː r or -í ː rí  (disjoint) and -í ː rí  (conjoint). Again, the presence of the final /i/ 
seems to be optional, but it does change the tonal pattern on the suffix. The 
3rd person  plural  suffix is  -irL or  -ùrL, according to labial-harmony rule  4. 
This suffix copies the stem tone in the disjoint, and takes a L for the conjoint.
High-toned stems of the i-class have a striking restriction: they always have 
a long vowel, and they only have one syllable.
Example IV.161: i-class verbs (disjoint)
kor L close reː r H run í bàː l LH play
1S korà kor-à reː ꜜrà reː r-à í bàː ꜜlà í bàː l-à
2S korùn kor-í n reː ꜜrí n reː r-í n í bàː ꜜlín í bàː l-ín
3S ko*r, korù ko*r(-í ) re*ː r re*ː r(-í) í bàː l í bàː l(-í)
1P korí ːL kor-í ,ːL reː rí ː reː r-í ,ːL í bàː lí ː í bàː l-í ,ːL
2P korí *ː r, korí ː rí  kor-í *ː r(í ) reː rí *ː r reː r-í *ː r(í ) í bàː lí *ː r í bàː l-í *ː r(í )
3P korùr kor-irL reː rírL reː r-irL í bàː lírL í bàː l-irL
IMPS korɛː L kor-ɛː L
Just like in the -classɛ-class verb suffixes , all conjoint forms take low-toned suffixes.
Example IV.162: i-class verbs (conjoint)
1S 2S 3S 1P 2P 3P IMPS
close korà korùn kor(ù) korí ː korí ː r(í ) korùr korɛː
Beyond the changes presented in example  IV.152, the  SFT-clitic affects  i-
class verbs as follows: on  3S forms it is just added without change, as in 
korùŋ or reː ríŋ, but the marker  -í  is then always in evidence. The  2P suffix 
adds the  clitic to the  suffix variant ending in the vowel /i/, without further 
change, as in korí ː rí ŋ or í bàː lí ː ríŋ. The 3P form changes the suffix tone into a 
contour tone, as in korù*rŋ or reː rí  rŋ.
Some irregular verbs
In this section some verbs with unexpected behavior are presented; they do 
not  fit  in  any  of  the  existing  inflection  classes, as  they  seem  to  switch 
inflection classes from one person to the other.
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tí j ‘hear’ and tí ː  ‘scratch’
The two verbs tí j- ‘hear’ and tí ː - ‘scratch’ display a very irregular behavior 
with respect to the personal suffixes:
Example IV.163: paradigms of disjoint forms of tí j‘hear’ and tí ː‘scratch’
1S 2S 3S 1P 2P 3P IMPS
hear tí j-à tí j-í n tí j-ɛ tíj-í ː tíj-à*r tí j-àr tí j-ɛː L
scratch tí ː -k-á tíː-k-ín tí ː -ɛ tí ː -k-í ː tí ː -k-à*r tí ː -àr tí ː -k-ɛː L
At first glance the two verbs look like members of the a-class; ‘hear’ of the 
regular a-class with high tone, and ‘scratch’ of the a-class with k-extension, 
also with high tone. What stands out about these verbs is the suffix -ɛ for the 
3S form, which does not belong in an a-class paradigm, but is  an -classɛ-class verb suffixes  
suffix. Furthermore, this suffix does not undergo the height-assimilation rule 
5, which does not allow an affix with the vowel /ɛ/ following a stem with a 
H in the final syllable. The vowel would have to be /e/. One way to explain 
this phenomenon would be an otherwise unmotivated claim that in the  3S-
forms the final /ɛ/ is not part of the  3S-suffix, but an addition to the stem, 
which would not trigger rule 5. Another possibility is that these two words 
pick their paradigm members from two different  inflection classes. In any 
case, for the purposes of this study I do not claim to fully understand what is  
going on here; clearly these two words are irregular and disturb the system.
kɛː ɗ ‘go’
The verb kɛː ɗ ‘go’ displays a very irregular behavior with a truncated stem 
for the 3S form, and what seems like suppletion forms for 2P and 3P.
Example IV.164: paradigm of kɛː ɗ ‘go’ (disjoint)
1S 2S 3S 1P 2P 3P
meet kɛː ɗà kɛː ɗí n kɛː (ɗí ) kɛː ɗí ːL kà*ː r kàː r
The 3S form was often attested as kɛː ɗí , and just as often as kɛː . In this latter 
form it  is  often  used  as  the  first  part  of  a  serial  verb  construction  (see 
sections IV.3.5 and V.8.4).
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IV.2.3.2  Subordinate verb forms
For  main-clause  verbs  the  Majang language  does  not  provide any  tense-
marking morphology beyond the tense marker, which is not part of the verb 
itself  (see  section  V.6.1). The  situation  is  very  different  for  subordinate 
verbs, however, which can take on a variety of  relative-tense markers that 
put  the  adverbial  subordinate clause into a temporal relationship with the 
main clause. In the data analyzed for this study, three different  subordinate 
verb forms were encountered: the relative-past subordinate form, the simul-
taneous subordinate form, and the inchoative subordinate form. These forms 
are presented in the following sections.
Relative-past subordinate verbs
The most-used  subordinate verb form providing temporal reference to the 
main clause is the relative-past subordinate verb form. This form makes use 
of the formative  -ɗ, which is  further modified according to the  inflection 
class of the verb root. Therefore there are three different paradigms of rela-
tive-past  subordinate  verbs, one  for  each  of  the  three  inflection  classes. 
These forms show no difference between conjoint and disjoint.
Example IV.165: relative-past subordinate verb paradigm
a) ɗàm (a) ‘eat’, L-melody
1S ɗàmɗàL ɗàm-ɗ-àL after I had eaten
2S ɗàmɗúnL ɗàm-ɗ-inL after youSG had eaten
3S ɗàmɗú ɗàm-ɗ-í  after he had eaten
1P ɗàmɗí ːL ɗàm-ɗ-iːL after we had eaten
2P ɗàmàrɗɔ̀L ɗàm-àrɗ-ɔ̀L after youPL had eaten
3P ɗàmàrɗ ɗàm-àrɗ after they had eaten
b) wɛkɛr (a) ‘scrape’, LH-melody
1S wɛkɛrɗàL wɛkɛr-ɗ-àL after I had scraped
2S wɛkɛrɗí nL wɛkɛr-ɗ-inL after youSG had scraped
3S wɛkɛ rɗ wɛkɛr-ɗ after he had scraped
1P wɛkɛrɗí ːL wɛkɛr-ɗ-iːL after we had scraped
2P wɛkɛː ràrɗɔ̀L wɛkɛr-àrɗ-ɔ̀L after youPL had scraped
3P wɛkɛrà rɗ wɛkɛr-àrɗ after they had scraped
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c) kàː r (a) ‘fight’, H-melody
1S kàː rɗàL kàː r-ɗ-àL after I had fought
2S kàː rɗí nL kàː r-ɗ-inL after youSG had fought
3S kàː rɗí  kàː r-ɗ-í  after he had fought
1P kàː rɗí ːL kàː r-ɗ-iːL after we had fought
2P kàː ràrɗɔ̀L kàː r-àrɗ-ɔ̀L after youPL had fought
3P kàː ràrɗí  kàː r-àrɗ after they had fought
d) màl ( ) ɛ-class verb suffixes  ‘hit’, L-melody
1S màlɛː ɗàL màl-ɛː ɗ-àL after I had beaten
2S màlɛː ɗí nL màl-ɛː ɗ-inL after youSG had beaten
3S màlɛː ɗ màl-ɛːɗ after he had beaten
1P màlɛː ɗí ːL màl-ɛː ɗ-iːL after we had beaten
2P màlɛrɗɔ̀L màl-ɛrɗ-ɔ̀L after youPL had beaten
3P màlɛrɗ màl-ɛrɗ after they had beaten
e) ŋàwí t ( ) ɛ-class verb suffixes ‘walk’, LH-melody
1S ŋàwí teː ɗàL ŋàwí t-ɛː ɗ-àL after I had walked
2S ŋàwí teː ɗí nL ŋàwí t-ɛː ɗ-inL after youSG had walked
3S ŋàwí te ː ɗ ŋàwí t-ɛːɗ after he had walked
1P ŋàwí teː ɗí ː L ŋàwí t-ɛː ɗ-iːL after we had walked
2P ŋàwí terɗɔ̀L ŋàwí t-ɛrɗ-ɔ̀L after youPL had walked
3P ŋàwí te rɗ ŋàwí t-ɛrɗ after they had walked
f) púːr ( ) ɛ-class verb suffixes ‘cultivate’, H-melody
1S púːreː ɗàL púːr-ɛː ɗ-àL after I had cultivated
2S púːreː ɗí nL púːr-ɛː ɗ-inL after youSG had cultivated
3S púːre ː ɗ púːr-ɛːɗ after he had cultivated
1P púːreː ɗí ːL púːr-ɛː ɗ-iːL after we had cultivated
2P púːrerɗɔ̀L púːr-ɛrɗ-ɔ̀L after youPL had cultivated
3P púːre rɗ púːr-ɛrɗ after they had cultivated
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g) ped (i) ‘finish’, L-melody
1S pèdí ːɗàL ped-í ːɗ-àL after I had finished
2S pèdí ːɗí n ped-í ːɗ-inL after youSG had finished
3S pèdí ːɗ ped-iːɗ after he had finished
1P pèdí ːɗí ːL ped-í ːɗ-iːL after we had finished
2P pèdí rɗɔ̀L ped-í rɗ-ɔ̀L after youPL had finished
3P pèdí rɗ ped-irɗ after they had finished
h) ìbáːl (i) ‘play’, LH-melody
1S ìbáːlí ːɗàL ìbáːl-í ːɗ-àL after I had played
2S ìbáːlí ːɗí nL ìbáːl-í ːɗ-inL after youSG had played
3S ìbáːlí  ːɗ ìbáːl-iːɗ after he had played
1P ìbáːlí ːɗí ːL ìbáːl-í ːɗ-iːL after we had played
2P ìbáːlí rɗɔ̀L ìbáːl-í rɗ-ɔ̀L after youPL had played
3P ìbáːlí  rɗ ìbáːl-irɗ after they had played
i) woːr (i) ‘untie’, H-melody
1S woːrí ːɗàL woːr-í ːɗ-àL after I had untied
2S woːrí ːɗí nL woːr-í ːɗ-inL after youSG had untied
3S woːrí  ːɗ woːr-iːɗ after he had untied
1P woːrí ːɗí ːL woːr-í ːɗ-iːL after we had untied
2P woːrùrɗɔ̀L woːr-ùrɗ-ɔ̀L after youPL had untied
3P woːrù rɗ woːr-ùrɗ after they had untied
It can be observed that a-class verbs take the marker -ɗ without further modi-
fication for the first four persons (1S-1P). There is also some unexplained va-
riation regarding the presence or absence of a final /i/ following 3rd person 
forms. Furthermore, the  a-class verbs are subject  to some  tonal variation, 
with the 3S form always having a low-toned stem, and the 3P stem changing 
to  L for the high-toned verbs. The 2P suffix of  a-class verbs always  copies 
the stem tone.
The -class and the ɛ-class verb suffixes i-class verbs are more regular, without any tone changes. 
They add their long  class vowel preceding the marker. For  2P and  3P, the 
three classes  uniformly place the sequence /Vr/  preceding the marker  -ɗ, 
where  V stands for the  class vowel /à, ɛ, i/. This vowel is subject  to the 
height- or  labial-harmony rules 5 and 4. All three classes let their 3P suffix 
copy the stem tone (which results in HL sequences for stems ending in H). 
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The i-class and -class do the same for the ɛ-class verb suffixes 3S form, which receives a differ-
ent and less predictable treatment in the a-class.
The person markers for the relative-past paradigms are different from the 
person markers introduced in section  IV.2.3.1 for basic  main-clause verbs. 
The present pattern is called complex paradigm, as it is only used for more 
complex verb forms, as already seen on the  directional  derivation marker 
-V ːɗ in example  IV.137. It  shows the  1S and  2S suffixes  -àL and  -inL/-ùnL 
without an underlying tone, but equipped with a floating L, which is missing 
from the  main-clause verbs. The -class and i-class markers plus the  ɛ-class verb suffixes 2P a-
class marker always have a stable high  tone that is not  downstepped when 
following a high stem tone, which means that they show tone-replacement 
behavior that is blocked by low tones on the stem. The most characteristic 
feature of this complex  paradigm, however, is the  2P marker, which is al-
ways -ɔ̀L, again copying the stem tone, and followed by a floating L. The 3S 
and 3P forms are unmarked beyond what happens preceding the -ɗ marker, 
except in the  a-class, where 3S is marked by the suffix -í /-ù otherwise only 
known from the  i-class. In some examples the  i-class  3P marker was also 
found without the final vowel, as in ɓóːjù rɗ ‘after he hated’. The 1P marker 
-iːL copies the stem tone, which results in a HL sequence following H.
All these tonal details, plus the fact that the  2P and  3P forms apply some 
person marking preceding the marker  -ɗ, create problems to any analytical 
view of these morpheme combinations. The tonal characteristics of Majang 
can be better maintained if the whole combination of  relative-tense marker 
and person marker is seen as one complex morpheme, that in its totality fills 
the relative-tense slot in the finite-verb template in section IV.2.1.2. The list 
of relative-past markers of Majang would therefore look as follows:
Example IV.166: relative-past subordinate verb paradigm
a-class -class ɛ-class verb suffixes i-class
1S -ɗàL -ɛː ɗàL/-eː ɗàL -í ːɗàL
2S -ɗinL/-ɗùnL -ɛː ɗinL/-eː ɗinL -í ːɗinL
3S -ɗí /-ɗú -ɛː ɗ/-eː ɗ -í ːɗ
1P -ɗiːL -ɛː ɗiːL/-eː ɗiːL -í ːɗiːL
2P -àrɗɔ̀L -ɛrɗɔ̀L/-erɗɔ̀L -í rɗɔ̀L/-ùrɗɔ̀L
3P -àrɗ -ɛrɗ/-erɗ -irꜜɗù/-ùrꜜɗù/-í  rɗ/-ù rɗ
The glossing in the examples of this language description reflects the maxi-
mal parsing of the morphemes into smaller units, wherever this is possible. 
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Aside from its use as a  relative-past form, this same form is also used for 
purpose clauses (see section V.8.3.3) and for main-clause verbs with referen-
tial object (see section IV.2.3.5).
The relative-past forms place the action of the main clause sequentially after 
the action described in the subordinate clause. There are numerous examples 
of this in Majang texts:
Example IV.167: relative-past subordinate clauses
a) nɛ cáːL ɓáL tàjɛː ɗ gòdé nɛː kík, nɛ jògùkú à ɓànkáwŋ.
nɛ cáːL ɓáL tàj-ɛːɗ gòdé nɛː k=k
CONJ then REMPST open-RELPST.3S house\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS=SUB
nɛ jòg-kí  à ɓànkáw=ŋ
CONJ feel-CP.3S.DJ CONJ strong\3S.DJ=SFT
After he opened his house, he felt it was stuck (lit.: strong).
b) nɛ òkó cìnɛ kɔ̀ dòkìːɗ ɗéːk kɛː  ɓàrtɛŋ.
nɛ òkó cì-n-ɛ kɔ̀ dòk-iːɗ ɗé=k
CONJ like DEM-SG-HR RECPST sit-RELPST.3S down=SUB
kɛː ɓàrt-ɛ=ŋ
go.3S give.birth-3S.DJ=SFT
After she sat down like this she started to give birth.
In practically all examples seen in the corpus, the  relative-past  subordinate 
clause precedes the main clause, which is also an iconic rendering of the ac-
tual time structure.
Example a) shows that this  relative-past marker can co-occur with a  tense 
marker, although this needs to precede the verb. What these clauses all have 
in common is that the subordinate action is completed by the time the main-
clause  action  begins. This  implies  a  perfective aspect  to  the  subordinate 
clause. This  feature  is  sometimes used in  narratives  to  create  a  tail-head 
linkage to slow down the flow of information (see section V.9.2).
Because relative-past  subordinate clauses do not provide any grounds for a 
conjoint-disjoint distinction, it is not always possible to determine the case 
of a following NP.
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Simultaneous subordinate verbs
Another formative -kùː nL used in subordinate clauses expresses a simultane-
ous action to the action of the main clause.
Example IV.168: simultaneous verb paradigms (conjoint)
a) kèɟ (a) ‘boil’
1S kejkùːnà kej-kùːn-à while I boil
2S kejkùːnùn kej-kùːn-í n while youSG boil
3S kejkùn kej-kùn while he boils
1P kejkùːní ː kej-kùːn-í ː while we boil
2P keɟàrkùːnàr keɟ-àrkùːn-àr while youPL boil
3P keɟàrkùn keɟ-àrkùn while they boil
b) ìcíːc ( ) ɛ-class verb suffixes ‘prepare’
1S í cí ː ckùːnà í cí ː c-kùːn-à while I prepare
2S í cí ː ckùːnùn í cí ː c-kùːn-í n while youSG prepare
3S í cí ː ckùn í cí ː c-kùn while he prepares
1P í cí ː ckùːní ː í cí ː c-kùːn-í ː while we prepare
2P í cí ː cerkùːnàr í cí ː c-ɛrkùːn-àr while youPL prepare
3P í cí ː cerkùn í cí ː c-ɛrkùn while they prepare
These two paradigms present the conjoint forms of the verbs, as for this cate-
gory the conjoint-disjoint distinction is relevant. It needs to be observed that 
for the 3rd person forms the marker -kùn has a short vowel, while it is long 
for the other persons. The person suffixes are not like anything else seen so 
far, as they look like  a-class  suffixes, except for the  3P form, which is un-
marked. The kùn-suffix, like -ɗ above and -kɛL below, makes use of the -Vr-
suffix with the class marker preceding the 2P and 3P forms.
The following paradigm shows an i-class verb, this time in the disjoint form:
Example IV.169: simultaneous verb paradigm (disjoint)
àgàl (i) ‘hide’
1S àgàlkúːꜜnà àgàl-kùːn-à while I am hiding
2S àgàlkúːꜜnùn àgàl-kùːn-ùn while youSG are hiding
3S àgàlkúnL àgàl-kùnL while he is hiding
1P àgàlkúːní ː àgàl-kùːn-í ,ːL while we are hiding
2P àgàlí rkúːnà*r àgàl-í rkùːn-à*r while youPL are hiding
3P àgàlí rkúnL àgàl-í rkùnL while they are hiding
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Like the other  relative-tense markers, -kùː nL has a  fixed  H following low-
toned stems, but is not downstepped following high-toned stems. It is there-
fore  another  morpheme  that  displays  tone-replacement  behavior  that  is 
blocked by low tones on the stem.
Simultaneous  subordinate clauses link two actions which are happening at 
the same time. The action of the subordinate clause is ongoing and therefore 
inherently imperfective. Examples IV.170a) and b) are straightforward, and 
they  illustrate  that  the  order  of  subordinate  and  main  clause can  be  ex-
changed for the simultaneous construction. 
Example IV.170: simultaneous subordinate clauses
a) ŋàːrá ɗùkà ce , kéjkúːnùn kàːrí.
ŋàːr-á ɗùk-à ce kéj-kùːn-ìn kàːrí
go-1S.DJ forest\SG-DAT DEM\SG.SP.DAT cook-SIMUL-2S.CJ coffee.leaf\SG.ABS
I go to the forest, while you boil coffee leaves.
b) máL ɓɔ̀ rɛ wár àgàlkúnL ɛː kL nɛ kɛː  ɗàm ɟɛt.
máL ɓɔ̀ rɛ wár àgàl-kùnL ɛː kL
but also 3S.PRAG dog\SG.NOM hide-SIMUL.3S.DJ himself
nɛ kɛː ɗàm ɟɛt
CONJ go\3S eat\3S.DJ very
But Dog, too, while hiding himself, went to eat properly.
c) nɛ ríːɓákúnL gòpɛ, ɛ ríːɓérgéːL kòcíé nɛː k ádáL.
nɛ ríːɓ-à-kùnL gòp-ɛ ɛ ríːɓ-ɛrgeːɗ
CONJ put-DIR-SIMUL.3S.DJ path\SG.LOC CONJ\IRR put-INCPT.TF.3S.CJ
kòcíé nɛː k ád-àL
pipe\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS mouth\SG-DAT
While putting her out on the path he placed her pipe in the mouth.
Example c) is complicated by the fact that the main-clause action refers to a 
very punctual event which is hard to conceive of as going on at the same 
time as the subordinate clause action. Possibly this form can also serve other 
functions than just the  simultaneous relative  tense. More text-based exam-
ples should reveal the full range of its use.
One example was found where the simultaneous action does not relate to a 
main-clause action. This occurrence happens in combination with the pur-
pose verb form:
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Example IV.171: simultaneous subordinate clause with a purpose function
cɛ ɓáL ìɟáːꜜgɛː L nɛ pàːrkúnɗɛː L dákɛː ɗàk.
cɛ ɓáL ìɟáːg-ɛː L nɛ pàːr-kùn-ɗ-ɛː L dákɛː ɗà=k
DEM.SG.HR REMPST create-IMPS.DJ CONJ try-SIMUL-PURP-IMPS.DJ only=SUB
It was created only for while it is tested.
The main-clause action is not in a temporal relationship with the subordinate 
clause, but the subordinate clause provides the purpose for the main clause, 
and the simultaneous form creates an ongoing temporal reference for which 
this purpose holds. This shows that Majang subordinate verb forms can be 
used flexibly in a variety of contexts, with slightly different  functions. A 
careful study based on a broader corpus should deliver rewarding results.
Inchoative subordinate verbs
A third subordinate relative-tense form is used when the main-clause action 
is put into a temporal relationship with the beginning of another action. This 
form uses the marker  -kàː jL/-kɛL. It  is very similar in its choice of  person 
markers to the  simultaneous-subordinate form. The morphemes  replace the 
stem tone with their own high tone, subject to blocking by stem low tones.
The following are paradigms using this form.
Example IV.172: inchoative verb paradigm
a) ɗàm (a) ‘eat’
1S ɗàmí kàː ꜜjà ɗàmí -kàː j-à when I start to eat
2S ɗàmí kàː ꜜjí n ɗàmí -kàː j-í n when youSG start to eat
3S ɗàmí kɛL ɗàmí -kɛL when he starts to eat
1P ɗàmí kàː jí ː ɗàmí -kàː jí ː when we start to eat
2P ɗàmí kàː ꜜjàr ɗàmí -kàː j-àr when youPL start to eat
3P ɗàmí kɛL ɗàmí -kɛL when they start to eat
b) ŋèɗèm ( ) ɛ-class verb suffixes ‘smile’
1S ŋèɗèmkàː ꜜjà ŋèɗèm-kàː j-à when I start to smile
2S ŋèɗèmkàː ꜜjí n ŋèɗèm-kàː j-í n when youSG start to smile
3S ŋèɗèmkɛL ŋèɗèm-kɛL when he starts to smile
1P ŋèɗèmkàː jí ː ŋèɗèm-kàː j-í ,ːL when we start to smile
2P ŋèɗèmɛrkàː ꜜjàr ŋèɗèm-ɛrkàːj-àr when youPL start to smile
3P ŋèɗèmɛrkɛL ŋèɗèm-ɛrkɛL when they start to smile
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A special allomorph of this inchoative form occurs when it is combined with 
the  TF-marker (deictic transfer, see section  IV.2.3.3 below). The formative 
-kɛj is then used to replace both -kàː jL and -kɛL.
Example IV.173: special allomorph of inchoative form preceding the TF-marker
gàɓkɛjgíɗáL nɛ kí bóŋí  ːɗ.
gàɓ-kɛj-gí ɗ-àL nɛ kí boŋ-í ːɗ
give\IPFV-INCHOA-TF-1S CONJ NEG\3S take-NEG
When I started to give it to her, she refused.
This is not just a special form used only for the verb  gàɓ ‘give’. This be-
comes apparent when it is seen without the TF-marker. The following is the 
full paradigm of gàɓ ‘give’ without any direction formative:
Example IV.174: paradigm of inchoative form on verb gàɓ ‘give’
gàɓ (v) ‘give’
1S gàɓkàː ꜜjà gàɓ-kàː j-à when I started to give
2S gàɓkàː ꜜjí n gàɓ-kàː j-í n when youSG started to give
3S gàɓkɛL gàɓ-kɛL when he started to give
1P gàɓkàː jí ː gàɓ-kàː j-í ,ːL when we started to give
2P gàɓɛrkàː ꜜjàr gàɓ-ɛrkàːj-àr when youPL started to give
3P gàɓɛrkɛL gàɓ-ɛrkɛL when they started to give
Inchoative subordinate verbs relate the  main-clause action to the beginning 
of another action, which may then be interrupted or even aborted.
Example IV.175: inchoative subordinate clauses
a) nɛ ɓòkóːrjánt tònkɛL kɛ “kòɓǐːr kɛ ká óːlɛː L típír?” nɛ ɗìrkí ɗóːkáL.
nɛ ɓòkóːrjánt tòn-kɛL kɛ kòɓ-ǐːr kɛ k-á
CONJ tortoise\SG.NOM say-INCHOA.3S.DJ QUOT think-2P.DJ QUOT NEG-1S
óːl-ɛː L tí-pír nɛ ɗìr-kí  ɗóːk-áL
can-NEG INF-fly CONJ fall-CP.3S.DJ ground\SG-DAT
When Tortoise started to say “Do you think I  cannot fly?” he fell  to the  
ground.
b) nɛ àrkɛL ìcíːc nɛː kɛL tàk nɛ ɓànkàwkàː nɛː k bàŋɛ lákì wóːɗàk?
nɛ àr-kɛL ìcíːc nɛː k-ɛL tàk nɛ
CONJ do-INCHOA.3P.DJ arrange\3S.DJ POSS\3S.SG-LOC inside\LOC CONJ
ɓànkàw-kàː nɛː k bàŋɛ lák-ì wóːɗàk
authority-NOMIN.SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS all have-3S who.PL?
When they begin to arrange it in there, who has the overall authority?
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c) … ɛ ìɟáːgkɛL à gòrgórŋ pìdɛꜜ lákɛ ɔ̀gɔ̀ː kɛ ː ŋ, nɛ báꜜŋíá káːr mɛlɛrkì ɟóːpL cìgɔ̀ 
ɗégéràr ɛː kík.
ɛ ìɟáːg-kɛL à gòrgór=ŋ pìdɛl-ák-ɛ ɔ̀gɔ̀ː -k-ɛ=ŋ
CONJ\IRR work-INCHOA.3P.DJ CONJ speedily=CND letter-PL-LOC others-PL-LOC-CND
nɛ báꜜŋí-á káːr mɛl-ɛrkì ɟóːpL cì-g-ɔ̀
CONJ back\SG-DAT come\3P.DJ arrive-CP.3P.CJ people\ABS REL-PL-DIST
ɗégér-àr ɛː k=k
know-3P.CJ self.ABS=SUB
… and if they start working speedily with the other letters, the experts come back.
In  all  three  examples  the  subordinate  clause  appears  preceding  the  main 
clause, which is again what would be expected in terms of iconicity – the on-
set of the subordinate action is a punctual event setting the time reference for 
the main-clause action and therefore needs to be conceived as primary.
The subordinate clauses in examples a) and b) clearly have a temporal mean-
ing, whereas the  subordinate clause in example c) has characteristics of a 
conditional clause, such as the use of the conditional marker =ŋ. This seems 
to be one of the cases encountered in many languages where the distinction 
between  temporal  clauses  and  conditional  clauses  is  fluid  (Thompson  & 
Longacre, 1985, p. 193).
Another use of the inchoative-subordinate form occurs together with imper-
fective verb stems. This creates a verb form conveying a repetitive aktionsart.
Example IV.176: inchoative verbs with imperfective stem
rererkàː jàL nɛ tàL kí  jàː kàː .
rerer-kàː j-àL nɛ tàL k-í  jàː -kàː
run\IPFV-INCHOA-1S.CJ CONJ 1S.DAT NEG-3S happy92-NEG
Whenever I run, I am not happy.
This can be shown together with the verb marked for deictic transfer (TF) in 
example IV.173:
Example IV.177: repetitive-subordinate verb with TF-marking
gàgáɓkɛjgíɗáL nɛ kí bóŋí  ːɗ.
gàgáɓ-kɛj-gí ɗ-àL nɛ kí boŋ-í ːɗ
give\IPFV-INCHOA-TF-1S CONJ NEG\3S take-NEG
Whenever I gave it to her, she refused.
92 jàː  is an impersonal verb that codes the semantic subject as a 1S.DAT short pronoun (Bender, 
1983, p. 144f).
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To compare this form with the  perfective and non-TF-marked  paradigm of 
example IV.174, the following shows the complete paradigm with all person 
markings. It is interesting to note that in this paradigm two suffixes with the 
same tone-replacement behavior follow each other, blocked by low tones on 
the stem. It is impossible to tell which of the two tone replacements wins out 
in this situation.
Example IV.178: repetitive TF-marked verb paradigm
gàɓ (a) ‘give’
1S gàgáɓkɛjgíɗáL gàgáɓ-kɛj-gí ɗ-àL whenever I give
2S gàgáɓkɛjgíɗí nL gàgáɓ-kɛj-gí ɗ-inL whenever youSG give
3S gàgáɓkɛjge ː ɗ gàgáɓ-kɛj-ge ː ɗ whenever he gives
1P gàgáɓkɛjgíɗí ː L gàgáɓ-kɛj-gí ɗ-iːL whenever we give
2P gàgàɓàrkɛjgíɗɔ̀L gàgàɓ-àrkɛj-gí ɗ-ɔ̀L whenever youPL give
3P gàgàɓàrkɛjge ː ɗ gàgàɓ-àrkɛj-ge ː ɗ whenever they give
A number of observations can be made here. First, the  paradigm uses the 
person endings of the complex paradigm already seen in example IV.137 on 
verbs derived with the -Vɗ marker. These endings are not caused by the in-
choative marker, but by the TF-marking, which, as the last element preceding 
the person marking, defines its shape. Furthermore, the marker -kɛj directly 
follows the stem for the singular and the 1st person plural, but it is preceded 
by the plural formative -àr for the 2P and 3P forms. This formative changes to 
-í r or  -ɛr for verbs of the i- or  -classɛ-class verb suffixes . In the  a-class, these two forms also 
have a different tone melody on the stem.
Repetitive subordinate clauses refer to an action that is carried out repeatedly 
during the time of the main-clause action. In example IV.177 the subordinate 
clause implies that the  subject has undertaken several attempts to perform 
the action, which were all met by the same main-clause refusal of the object.
IV.2.3.3  Direction markings
In  the  Majang  language, any  verb  can  be  subjected  to  three  direction 
markings which do not often change the lexical meaning of the verb, but add 
a spatial semantic component to the existing lexical meaning. Because the 
markers  responsible  for  these  spatial  meanings  are  inseparable  from  the 
person markers that accompany them, sometimes with parts of the person 
marking preceding the direction formative, these paradigms are here treated 
as  inflectional  categories. There  are, however, a  few verbs  which follow 
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these  direction  paradigms, but for which I have not identified a non-direc-
tional root, such as ɗíːgárk ‘sprout’.
Counting the three different  direction  paradigms plus the  directionally un-
marked form of each verb, there are therefore four direction values each verb 
can be subjected to:
unmarked: mɛlà mɛl-à I arrive
centripetal: mɛlkàL mɛl-k-àL I come (I arrive here)
centrifugal: mɛlɛː ꜜrà mɛl-ɛː r-à I arrive somewhere away from here
deictic transfer: mɛlgí ɗàL mɛl-gí ɗ-àL I arrive here from there
The forms of the three marked directions are introduced in detail in the next 
subsections. A functional evaluation of the direction markers is provided in 
section V.6.4.
Centripetal direction markings
The  centripetal  direction (abbreviated in glosses as  CP) is used for move-
ments or actions towards the deictic center or to the most topical participant, 
equivalent  to the  speaker  in a direct  speech act. It  uses  the  formative  -k 
which was already identified by Bender (1983, p. 131) as a direction marker. 
The following example shows two instances of centripetal verbs:
Example IV.179: clauses with centripetal verbs
ìndí, rɔ̀gúkún  L  táL àgútL ɟìko n? kòɓún kɛ dílká  L  nà óltǐːr?
ìndí rɔ̀g-kí nL táL àgútL ɟìko n
mother\1S.ABS laugh-CP.2S.DJ 1S.DAT because what?
kòɓ-í n kɛ díl-kàL nà ólt-ǐːr
think-2S.DJ COMP carry-CP.1S.DJ 2S.DAT fish-PL.ABS
My mother, why do you laugh at me? Do you think I bring you fish?
A verb marked in  this  way is  conjugated according to  the  complex-verb 
paradigm, involving the  2P suffix -ɔ̀L93. The following are paradigms from 
each of the three verbal inflection classes.
93 If followed by the SFT-clitic, this vowel is lengthened, and the tone on it turns into a contour 
tone, as in ŋàː ràrkɔ̀ ː ŋ ‘youPL go towards here’.
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Example IV.180: centripetal forms, disjoint and conjoint
a) ŋàːr (a) disjoint conjoint go
1S ŋàː rkàL ŋàː r-kàL I go towards here
2S ŋàː rkí nL ŋàː r-kí nL youSG go towards here
3S ŋàː rkí  ŋàː r-kí  ŋàː rkí  ŋàː r-kí  he goes towards here
1P ŋàː rkí ːL ŋàː r-kí ːL we go towards here
2P ŋàː ràrkɔ̀L ŋàː r-àrkɔ̀L youPL go towards here
3P ŋàː ràrk ŋàː r-àrk ŋàː ràrk ŋàː r-àrk they go towards here
b) ríːɓ ( ) ɛ-class verb suffixes disjoint conjoint place
1S rí ːɓkàL rí ːɓ-kàL rí ːɓkà rí ːɓ-kà I place towards here
2S rí ːɓkí nL rí ːɓ-kí nL rí ːɓkí n rí ːɓ-kí n youSG place towards here
3S rí ːɓꜜkí  rí ːɓ-kí  rí ːɓkí  rí ːɓ-kí  he places towards here
1P rí ːɓkí ːL rí ːɓ-kí ːL rí ːɓkí ː rí ːɓ-kí ː we place towards here
2P rí ɓerkɔ̀L rí ɓ-ɛrkɔ̀L rí ɓerkɔ̀ rí ɓ-ɛrkɔ̀ youPL place towards here
3P rí ːɓerk(í ) rí ːɓ-ɛrk(í ) rí ːɓerk(í ) rí ːɓ-ɛrk(í ) they place towards here
c) ton (i) disjoint conjoint say
1S tonkàL ton-kàL tonkà ton-kà I say towards here
2S tonkùnL ton-kí nL tonkùn ton-kí n youSG say towards here
3S tonk(ù) ton-k(í ) tonk(ù) ton-k(í ) he says towards here
1P tonkí ːL ton-kí ːL tonkí ː ton-kí ː we say towards here
2P tonùrkɔ̀L ton-í rkɔ̀L tonùrkɔ̀ ton-í rkɔ̀ youPL say towards here
3P tonùrk(ù) ton-irk(í ) tonùrk(ù) ton-irk(í ) they say towards here
These paradigms have a lot in common, but there are also some significant 
differences between the three inflection classes. The direction marker and its 
accompanying person  suffixes  need  to  be seen  as  one  portmanteau mor-
pheme, although it is easy to identify the components that make it up (and in 
examples, as much as possible, these are parsed out as two separate mor-
phemes). The main reason for this is the behavior of the  2P and  3P forms, 
which place part of the  person marking (the formative  -Vr) preceding the 
direction marker  -k. This behavior was also observed with the  relative-past 
marker  -ɗ (see section IV.2.3.2). The a-class stem tones are variable in the 
same way as with the relative-past marker -ɗ, whereas the stem tones of the 
other classes remain stable. The - and ɛ-class verb suffixes i-class, instead, show some optional-
ity regarding the 3rd person marker -í /-ù, which can be left out. If so, for these 
classes the distinction between conjoint and disjoint is neutralized. For the a-
class, only the 3rd-person forms distinguish between conjoint and disjoint.
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Once  more, as  already  seen  with  the  relative-past  marker  -ɗ, the  tonal 
behavior of the high-toned suffixes is very puzzling. They are H following a 
low tone, but they are not downstepped following a high-toned stem. This is 
therefore  another  instance  of  morphemes  with  tone-replacement  behavior 
that is blocked by low tones on the stem.
Centrifugal direction markings
Centrifugal direction markings (abbreviated as CF) are used for verbs which 
denote  a  movement  or  action  away  from the  deictic  center. In  example 
IV.181b) the verb is a transitive verb of perception, directed at a target away 
from the deictic center. The phrase à jòwɛː ɗí  ːŋ is an adverbial phrase coded 
as a stative-verb clause connected with a clause-internal conjunction.
Example IV.181: clauses with centrifugal verbs
a) gàɓɛː rìː kɔ̀ː L nǎːŋ.
gàɓ-ɛː r-í ,ːL kɔ̀ː L nà=ŋ
give-CF-1P.DJ NFUT 2S.DAT=SFT
We will give (it) out to you.
b) nɛ èːŋáɗí  r ɗùŋéɗL à jòwɛː ɗí  ːŋ. 
nɛ èːŋáɗ-í  r ɗùŋéɗL à jòwɛː ɗ-iː=ŋ
CONJ smell-CF.3S hyena\SG.ABS CONJ far-AC.3S.DJ=SFT
He smelled Hyena far away.
CF-forms  are  based  on  the  formative  -r, and, like  the  CP-forms, use  the 
complex person-marking paradigm with the 2P form -ɔ̀L. But for the CF-forms 
the tones on the suffixes behave slightly differently.
Example IV.182: centrifugal forms, disjoint and conjoint, in three inflection classes
a) ŋàːr (a) disjoint conjoint go
1S ŋàː rꜜrà ŋàː r-rà I go away from here
2S ŋàː rrí n ŋàː r-rí n youSG go away from here
3S ŋàː rí  r ŋàː r-í  r ŋàː rí  r ŋàː r-í  r he goes away from here
1P ŋàː rrí ː ŋàː r-rí ,ːL we go away from here
2P ŋàː rtàː rɔ̀ ŋàː r-tàː rɔ̀ youPL go away from here
3P ŋàː rꜜtàr ŋàː r-tàr ŋàː rtàr ŋàː r-tàr they go away from here
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b) ríːɓ ( ) ɛ-class verb suffixes disjoint conjoint place
1S rí ːɓeː ꜜrà rí ːɓ-ɛː ꜜrà rí ːɓeː rà rí ːɓ-ɛː rà I place away from here
2S rí ːɓeː rí n rí ːɓ-ɛː rí n rí ːɓeː rí n rí ːɓ-ɛː rí n youSG place away from here
3S rí ːɓe ː r rí ːɓ-ɛ ː r rí ːɓe ː r rí ːɓ-ɛ ː r he places away from here
1P rí ːɓeː rí ː rí ːɓ-ɛː rí ,ːL rí ːɓeː rí ː rí ːɓ-ɛː rí ː we place away from here
2P rí ːɓeː tàː rɔ̀ rí ːɓ-ɛː tàː rɔ̀ rí ːɓeː tàː rɔ̀ rí ːɓ-ɛː tàː rɔ̀ youPL place away from here
3P rí ːɓeː ꜜtàr rí ːɓ-ɛː ꜜtàr rí ːɓeː tàr rí ːɓ-ɛː tàr they place away from here
c) ton (i) disjoint conjoint say
1S toní ː ꜜrà ton-í ː ꜜrà toní ː rà ton-í ː rà I say away from here
2S toní ː rí n ton-í ː rí n toní ː rí n ton-í ː rí n youSG say away from here
3S toní  ː r ton-í  ː r toní  ː r ton-í  ː r he says away from here
1P toní ː rí ː ton-í ː rí ,ːL toní ː rí ː ton-í ː rí ː we say away from here
2P toní ː tàː rɔ̀ ton-í ː tàː rɔ̀ toní ː tàː rɔ̀ ton-í ː tàː rɔ̀ youPL say away from here
3P toní ː ꜜtàr ton-í ː ꜜtàr toní ː tàr ton-í ː tàr they say away from here
Compared to the other complex  paradigms involving the  2P suffix -ɔ̀L, the 
following differences need to be noted here: the  1S suffix behaves like in 
non-directional verbs, with its own H in the disjoint, and without an accom-
panying  floating  L. The  2S-suffix is  always  low-toned, even  for  disjoint 
forms. And whereas the  relative-past  form  -ɗ and the  centripetal  form  -k 
place a class-identifier -Vr in front of the 2P and 3P forms, but leave the other 
persons unmarked for class, the centrifugal form places a long class-marker 
vowel in front of all suffixes. This vowel always has a high tone, but it is not 
downstepped following a high stem tone. This is even true for the  a-class, 
where the chosen example a) is somewhat exceptional. Other  a-class verbs 
include a long -àː preceding the centrifugal marker -r, as in mermen-àː ꜜrà ‘I  
notice’. Unlike the centripetal form and the relative-past  paradigm, even in 
the a-class the stem tones are stable throughout the paradigm. In the centri-
fugal paradigm the  1P form also has its disjoint polar-tone pattern known 
from the main-clause forms. Only the  1S and the  3P forms distinguish be-
tween conjoint and disjoint forms.
Deictic-transfer forms
The  deictic-transfer forms (abbreviated as  TF in glosses) make reference to 
two  deictic  centers, one  the primary  deictic  center, most  likely the  most 
topical participant at this point of the discourse (comparable to the speaker-
deixis (SP) value of demonstratives), and the other a secondary deictic center. 
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This would be comparable to the hearer-deixis (HR) value of demonstratives, 
but so far I have encountered no data where this secondary deictic center is 
the hearer of the speech act. All instances seen so far have a third person as 
this secondary deictic center.
TF-forms are often used for speech verbs and ditransitive verbs, where an ac-
tion involving two deictic centers is most easily conceived. The TF-form then 
allows easy reference to a receiving or listening discourse participant, as in 
the following examples:
Example IV.183: clauses with TF-verbs
a) nɛ tòngéːL wár kɛ “ìːnɛ kàt pàːrín!”
nɛ tòn-geː L wár kɛ ìːnɛ kàt pàːr-ín
CONJ say-TF.3S.DJ dog\SG.NOM QUOT you HORT\NEG try-2S.DJ
Dog told him “You, don’t try it!”
b) nɛ ríːɓérgéːL kòcíé nɛː k ádáL.
nɛ ríːɓ-ɛr-geː L kòcíé nɛː k ád-àL
CONJ place-INCPT-TF.3S.CJ pipe\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS mouth\SG-DAT
He placed her tobacco-pipe in the (woman’s) mouth.
c) nɛ wìdérgéːL ɛː kL.
nɛ wìd-ɛr-geː L ɛː kL
CONJ turn-INCPT-TF.3S.CJ body\SG.ABS
He turned towards her.
In all three examples the action is directed at a participant mentioned in the 
immediately preceding context of the discourse. This participant is not overt-
ly mentioned in the clause with the TF-form, although example b) makes re-
ference to a body part of this participant. This almost gives the TF-form the 
appearance of an object suffix. Such an analysis needs to be discarded based 
on a number of  facts:  first, as  can be seen in  the  paradigms in example 
IV.184, the  TF-marker precedes the  subject person marker; it is more usual 
for an object marker to follow the subject marker, as seen, for example, in all 
perfective  Amharic  verbs, or  in  practically  all  Bantu  languages  (Riedel, 
2009, p. 117). Second, there is some paradigmatic variation in the TF-forms, 
which is entirely caused by the person of the subject. All paradigmatic varia-
tion of an object marker should be caused by different objects, not by differ-
ent subjects. Lastly, in example c) the second deictic center is not the object 
of the verb. If there is any object at all in this clause, it would be the noun 
ɛː kL ‘body’, which serves here in its  grammaticalized form as a reflexive 
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marker. This illustrates that the deictic-transfer form does not always refer to 
the object of a clause.
These deictic-transfer markers mostly display a tone-replacement behavior, 
subject to blocking by low tones on the stem.
Example IV.184: TF-forms, disjoint and conjoint of three inflection classes
a) ŋàːr (a) disjoint conjoint go
1S ŋàː rgí ɗàL ŋàː r-gí ɗàL I go from here to there
2S ŋàː rgí ɗí nL ŋàː r-gí ɗinL youSG go from here to there
3S ŋàː rge ː ɗ ŋàː r-ge ː ɗ ŋàː rꜜge ː ɗ ŋàː r-ge2ː ɗ 94 he goes from here to there
1P ŋàː rgí ɗí ːL ŋàː r-gí ɗiːL we go from here to there
2P ŋàː ràrgí ɗɔ̀L ŋàː r-àrgiɗɔ̀L youPL go from here to there
3P ŋàː ràrge ː ɗ ŋàː r-àrgeːɗ ŋàː ràrꜜge ː ɗ ŋàː r-àrꜜge ː ɗ they go from here to there
b) mɛl ( ) ɛ-class verb suffixes disjoint conjoint arrive
1S mɛlgí ɗàL mɛl-gí ɗàL I arrive from here to there
2S mɛlgí ɗí nL mɛl-gí ɗinL youSG arrive from here to there
3S mɛlge ː ɗ mɛl-ge2ː ɗ mɛlge ː ɗ mɛl-ge2ː ɗ he arrives from here to there
1P mɛlgí ɗí ːL mɛl-gí ɗiːL we arrive from here to there
2P mɛlɛrgí ɗɔ̀L mɛl-ɛrgiɗɔ̀L youPL arrive from here to there
3P mɛlɛrge ː ɗ mɛl-ɛrgeːɗ mɛlɛrge ː ɗ mɛl-ɛrge ː ɗ they arive from here to there
c) ton (i) disjoint conjoint say
1S tongùɗàL ton-gí ɗàL tongùɗà ton-gí ɗà I say from here to there
2S tongùɗùnL ton-gí ɗinL tongùɗùn ton-gí ɗí n youSG say from here to there
3S tonge ː ɗ ton-ge2ː ɗ tonge ː ɗ ton-ge2ː ɗ he says from here to there
1P tongùɗí ːL ton-gí ɗiːL tongùɗí ː ton-gí ɗí ː we say from here to there
2P tonùrgùɗɔ̀L ton-í rgiɗɔ̀L tonùrgùɗɔ̀ː L ton-í rgiɗɔ̀ː L youPL say from here to there
3P tonùrge ː ɗ ton-í rgeːɗ tonùrꜜge ː ɗ ton-í rꜜge ː ɗ they say from here to there
The glosses of these examples assume a topical place as the second deictic 
center. For 1st and 2nd person forms the TF-marker is -gí ɗ, and for 3rd person 
forms it is -ge ː ɗ, which in all three inflection classes frequently is shortened 
to -geː L, or from -V rgeːɗ  to  -V rgeːL. This was observed in example  IV.183. 
There is no difference in meaning between the short or the long forms.
94 The symbol /v2/ is used to signify a  HL sequence that does not copy the first part of the 
contour from the previous syllable, as happens in the disjoint form of the same verb (see 
section II.9 for details on how tones are represented in this study).
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In most respects the TF-forms behave in their conjugation like the CP-forms or 
the relative-past forms, particularly by using the class marker -V r preceding 
the  2P and 3P forms, and in the tonal behavior of the  1S and 2S forms. But 
there is one significant difference to the CP-marker: while this comes in com-
bined forms (see  IV.2.3.6) closest to the stem, the  TF-marker is always the 
last element of the verbal template. This may be an indication that it is some-
what younger than the centrifugal and the centripetal form. As nothing equi-
valent to the TF-form has been described in any other Surmic language, it is 
likely to be an innovation of Northern Surmic, and it may well have devel-
oped out of  language contact with Koman and/or Nilotic languages, which 
also seem to have markers involving a second deictic center (Otero, 2017; D. 
Payne & Otero, 2016).
IV.2.3.4  Imperative and jussive marking
Another verbal paradigm of the Majang language is provided by the impera-
tive/jussive forms, which  are  used  for  orders, hortative, obligation  and 
similar  modal functions. Except for the  imperative singular, which consists 
of a simple verb form, they are formed by a preceding hortative particle plus 
the verb form. For the 1st and 3rd person forms these are identical with the 
respective simple main-clause verb forms. For the 2nd person, that is for the 
imperative forms, different forms are provided by the language. For the 1S, 
3S, 2P and 3P forms, the hortative particle is í n; for the 1P form it is koL.
Example IV.185: imperative/jussive paradigms
àr (i) do ɓànkàː wr (a) get strong
1S í n àrà let me do! í n ɓànkàː wꜜrà let me get strong!
2S àrí k do! ɓànkàː wrùk get strong!
3S í n à*r he must do! ìn ɓánkáːwúr he must get strong!
1P koL àrí ːL let’s do! kóL ɓánkáːwrìː let’s get strong!
2P í n àrɛL do! (PL) í n ɓànkàː wꜜrɛL get strong! (PL)
3P í n àrí r they must do! í n ɓànkàː wꜜràr they must get strong!
The imperative forms for the 2nd person are very regular for the plural, and 
somewhat more varied for the singular. The plural form invariably adds the 
suffix -ɛL with a fixed H and a following floating L to the stem. This stem is 
usually identical with the simple main-clause verb stem, sometimes extended 
by /k/ to separate the suffix from a stem-final vowel. Only three verbs pro-
vide an exception to this regularity. The three low-toned verb roots  làː r (a-
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class) ‘lose’, ɗɔ̀k (a-class) ‘bring’ and coːw ( -class) ɛ-class verb suffixes ‘plant’ have a H-melody 
for the whole imperative verb, as in í n làː rɛL, í n ɗɔ̀kɛL and í n coːwɛL.
The special morphology and the absence of a hortative particle for the  2S 
form may suggest that it does not really belong with the other members of  
the above paradigm. But its plural counterpart seems to bridge the gap to-
wards the other members, by using a special suffix and a hortative particle.
The 2nd person singular form is in most cases formed by the  suffix -í k/-ùk. 
This is the case for 107 out of 122 attested imperatives in the sample. The 
stem tones, however, are less conservative than with the plural forms. About 
half the low-toned roots change the tone to H for the imperative singular.
Only a few verbs choose different forms for their imperative singulars. The 
suffix -àk is used for the four imperatives boŋàk ‘take out!’, dí ː làk ‘bring!’95, 
ɗí ːgàràk ‘sprout!’ and ŋàːrák ‘go!’. Five more verbs use the suffix -à, which 
copies  the  stem tone:  dùgà ‘hide!’, ɓùrɓùɗà ‘descend’, dí rkí à ‘straddle!’, 
ɗànɗàmà ‘pray!’ and  àː dà ‘wash!’. These five verbs are based on  complex 
verb stems  ending  in  a  long  vowel. Suppletion  forms  exist  for  ɗɔ̀k, 
imperative dí ː làk ‘bring’ and for kùc, imperative wàɗí k ‘come’.
All verbs also have the option to leave the  imperative singular completely 
unmarked. This happens regularly when the imperative verb does not end the 
sentence, but some other material follows afterwards:
Example IV.186: short imperative forms
díːlL táL máɗL kòcíéónk ɟàrtìà!
díːlL táL máɗL kòcíé-ónk ɟàrtì-à
carry\IMP.SG 1S.DAT fire\SG.ABS pipe\SG-POSS woman\SG.DAT
Carry the fire of the pipe to the woman for me!
Negative imperatives use the hortative particle kàt in front of a simple main-
clause verb form. This implies that kàt is not a negative auxiliary form, but 
rather a negative hortative particle, filling the same slot as ìn and koL in ex-
ample IV.185. Otherwise one would expect the use of a negative verb form 
following kàt.
95 This is actually a suppletion form of the root ɗɔ̀k.
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Example IV.187: negative imperatives
a) kàt ɓɛː ꜜrí n!
kàt ɓɛː r-í n
HORT\NEG crush-2S.DJ
Don't crush!




c) kàt kɛː ɗí n gàbí jojàL!
kàt kɛː ɗ-í n gàbí joj-àL
HORT\NEG go-2S.DJ market\SG-DAT
Don’t go to the market!
Only for the 2nd person plural, the  imperative form is used in the negative, 
instead of the simple main clause verb form. Again, the negative  hortative 
particle is used:





But even this is freely exchangeable with the regular 2P form:





IV.2.3.5  Referential-object forms
The same forms used for relative-past subordinate clauses can also be used 
in main clauses. When this happens, they always attach to transitive verbs if 
the  object is an  activated participant of the discourse and is therefore not 
overtly mentioned. In other words, this referential-object form indicates that 
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the object of the proposition has just been talked about and therefore is not 
shown in an overt  NP. This is a very different situation from the  detransi-
tivizing/antipassive marking seen in  section  IV.2.2.2, which is  used only 
when the object has no topicality at all and therefore is not worth mention-
ing. The  referential-object  marking, instead, has  the  object not  overtly 
mentioned because it is  topical and activated, and therefore needs no overt 
reference. The referential-object marker is not an object suffix, providing a 
clear reference to the object, but a marker indicating that the object of the 
clause is an activated participant mentioned immediately before. The follow-
ing example is taken out  of  a  narrative, where the main character  speaks 
about the other main character:
Example IV.190: referential-object verb form
nɛ dɔ̀ː c, nòmɛː ɗá  L  kɔ̀ː L rómí  ːɗ.
nɛ dɔ̀ː c nòm-ɛː ɗ-àL kɔ̀ː L rómí  ːɗ
CONJ okay follow-REFOBJ-1S NFUT morning
Okay, I will follow her in the morning.
This example is a full sentence consisting of one main clause. The verb form 
looks exactly like the relative-past form, which, however, cannot make up a 
main-clause verb. So the form serves a different purpose in this example, 
providing object reference to the participant that was the subject of the pre-
vious sentence.
Here is the full paradigm of the referential-object form:
Example IV.191: referential-object verb paradigm
nòm ( )ɛ-class verb suffixes follow
1S nòmɛː ɗáL nòm-ɛː ɗàL I follow her/him/it
2S nòmɛː ɗí nL nòm-ɛː ɗinL youSG follow her/him/it
3S nòmɛː ɗ nòm-ɛː ɗ he follows her/him/it
1P nòmɛː ɗí ːL nòm-ɛː ɗiːL we follow her/him/it
2P nòmɛrɗɔ̀L nòm-ɛrɗɔ̀L youPL follow her/him/it
3P nòmɛrɗ nòm-ɛrɗ they follow her/him/it
Referential-object forms are readily used in clause combinations, where the 
reference is made clear in the first clause. The syntactic status of this first 
mention can be both S or P.
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Example IV.192: referential-object form in coordinated main clauses
máL lɛː r bòŋú ɛmɛcL nɛ èkàŋɛː ɗ lòŋgólóːtè gɔ̀rɔ̀à ɗɛː gáL cɔ̀L.
máL lɛː r bòŋ-í ɛmɛcL nɛ èkàŋ-ɛːɗ
but Leer\NOM take-3S.DJ mother\3S.SG.ABS CONJ cross-REFOBJ.3S
lòŋgólóːt-è gɔ̀rɔ̀-à ɗɛː gáL cɔ̀L
vine\SG-LOC river\SG-DAT across DEM\SG.DIST.DAT
But Leer took his mother and brought her with a rope across the river.
This  complex sentence consists of two main clauses. In the first clause the 
object is overtly mentioned in a  noun phrase (ɛmɛcL); in the second clause 
this overt reference is not needed, and the referential-object form is used.
Since the referential-object form is identical to the relative-past form, it may 
be tempting to find a common denominator between them, so that one can be 
seen as a semantic extension of the other. Both forms often refer to a preced-
ing context in the discourse, and the referential-object form actually requires 
such a context. Still, the various differences between the forms do not en-
courage the search for a common origin. They have striking syntactic differ-
ences: in a  clause combination, the  referential-object form is usually found 
in the later parts of a sentence, whereas the  relative-past  subordinate verb 
tends to introduce a clause combination. As said before, the  relative-past 
form is excluded from use in  main clauses, whereas the  referential-object 
form is encountered in this context. It is not tied to main clauses, though. Ex-
ample  IV.193 shows that  it  can also appear in  subordinate clauses. Even 
morphologically the two forms can hardly be reconciled. Subordinate-tense 
forms can never be combined in Majang; the referential-object suffix, how-
ever, can follow another  subordinate-tense marker and therefore fills a dif-
ferent slot in the verbal-affix template96; this is illustrated in the next section.
IV.2.3.6  Combined forms
It is possible in Majang to combine subordinate forms with direction and re-
ferential-object forms. This may result in very complex morpheme combina-
tions. When this happens, the differing  inflectional categories are added to 
the stem in the following order:
96 I have not encountered a verb with both the referential-object marker and the relative-past  
marker, and I cannot say whether such a verb is possible in Majang.
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stem – CP or CF marker – subordinate tense marker – REFOBJ marker – TF 
marker
The person marking is always attached to the last marker of the verb, except 
for inflection-class markers, which follow the stem directly. As usual, the 
class  markers  form  one  morpheme  together  with  the  suffix that  follows 
them.
Example IV.193: combined form with SIMUL and REFOBJ
ègè cìnì cìnɔ̀ pàːrírkúnɗɔ̀  L  dákɛɗàk.
ègè cì-n-ì cì-n-ɔ̀ pàːr-í rkùn-ɗ-ɔ̀L dákɛɗà=k
COP DEM-SG-SP REL-SG-DIST try-SIMUL-REFOBJ-2P.DJ only=SUB
Only this is what you are going to try.
In this example the verb pàːrírkúnɗɔ̀L ‘while youPL will try it’ consists of the 
stem pàːr, the simultaneous-subordinate marker -kùn preceded by the inflec-
tion-class marker  -í r, and finally  the  referential-object  marker  -ɗ together 
with the 2P marker -ɔ̀L.
Another example of a combined form is the following conjoint paradigm of 
a centripetal relative-past form, based on the verb ɗɛnɛr ‘notice’, which is in 
itself a derived inceptive form of the -class verb ɛ-class verb suffixes dɛn ‘see’:
Example IV.194: centripetal relative-past paradigm
ɗɛnɛr notice
1S ɗɛnɛrkí ɗà ɗɛn-ɛr-kí -ɗà after I noticed
2S ɗɛnɛrkí ɗí n ɗɛn-ɛr-kí -ɗí n after youSG noticed
3S ɗɛnɛrkí  ɗ ɗɛn-ɛr-kí -ɗ after he noticed
1P ɗɛnɛrkí ɗí ː  ɗɛn-ɛr-kí -ɗí ,ːL after we noticed
2P ɗɛnɛː tàrkí ɗɔ̀ ɗɛn-ɛː-tàrki-ɗɔ̀ after youPL noticed
3P ɗɛnɛː tàrkí  ɗ ɗɛn-ɛː-tàrki-ɗ after they noticed
In this example, as well as in example IV.142 above, which shows a simulta-
neous-progressive paradigm on a derived stem, there is a formative -t separ-
ating the derivation marker from the subsequent  inflection-class marker. In 
this case the preceding /r/ is replaced by compensatory lengthening.
IV.2.4  Stative verbs (adjectives)
Stative verbs share most of their properties with other intransitive verbs of 
Majang, but  they also have some characteristics  unique to  this  particular 
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subclass. In this sense, Dixon’s (2010a, p. 112) claim that “I know of no lan-
guage which has been thoroughly and insightfully described for which an  
adjective class cannot be recognized” at least cannot be falsified when look-
ing at the Majang language. It is for that reason that the term adjective is 
noted in parentheses in the heading of this section, so that those who look for 
this part of speech can find it easily. But otherwise, from now on, going with 
the usual terminology applied to Surmic and Eastern-Sudanic languages, I 
call these words stative verbs.
IV.2.4.1  Properties of stative verbs
In spite of the terminological decision to talk about  stative verbs, Dixon’s 
proposed procedure for identifying adjectives (Dixon, 2010b, p. 74) is none-
theless  helpful  for  narrowing  down  the  exact  class  of  stative  verbs  of 
Majang, so that they can be more readily distinguished from other intransi-
tive verbs. It is first necessary to investigate the words which are predicted 
by Dixon to be the most likely candidates for prototypical  adjectives in all 
languages, the basic antonymic pairs for each of the four core semantic types 
DIMENSION, AGE, VALUE and COLOR. These are represented in Majang by the fol-
lowing lexemes:
Example IV.195: prototypical stative verb lexemes in Majang
DIMENSION AGE VALUE COLOR
bóːb big bɔ̀lɔ̀ŋúrk old mèntán good kòpúlk white
báláːL small átéːɲL young ŋɛː wɛn bad kɔ̀ɟ black
dɛː red
As a first observation, the nine lexemes of IV.195, given by my informants 
as Majang translations of these English lexemes97, do not belong to the same 
morphosyntactic class in Majang. átéːɲL ‘young’ is always used with noun 
morphology, and  refers  to  a  young  human  being. There  is  no  special 
modifier that  can  be  added to  a  human-referent  noun to  add the  quality 
‘young’. There are semantically similar or related nouns such as tɔ̀ ː n ‘child’, 
cácálɛ ‘baby’, or, as an example for a non-human referent, bòːkój ‘calf’. átéːɲL 
‘young’ is therefore not a stative verb, but a noun, and will be excluded from 
the following examination.
97 or their Amharic equivalents.
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The remaining eight  roots of example  IV.195 all have verbal morphology, 
which means  that  they are  always  at  least  marked for  person. They sort 
themselves into quite different verbal inflection classes (see section IV.2.3.1 
for more information on these classes).
Example IV.196: inflection classes of prototypical stative verb lexemes in Majang
bɔ̀lɔ̀ŋúrk old CP-derived verb
mèntán good a-class
ŋɛː wɛn bad a-class with k-extension
báláːL small durative (see section Error: Reference source not found)
bóːb big ɛ ɔ/ ([-class
kòpúlk white u-class (see page 281)
kɔ̀ɟ black u-class
dɛː red a-class with k-extension
It can, however, be observed that none of these lexemes belongs to the  i-
class of verbs. Furthermore, the  u-class was not identified as an  inflection 
class for verbs in section  IV.2.3.1, but  is  exclusively reserved for  stative 
verbs. Its characteristics are presented on page 281. Also the stative verbs of 
the  a-class with  k-extension behave slightly differently from verbs of the 
same inflection class. So there are reasons to look at stative verbs differently 
compared to other intransitive verbs, just based on their assignment to inflec-
tion classes.
There is one morphological criterion that unifies all these (and many other 
semantically adjectival) lexemes in a way that does not apply to any other 
verb: for their infinitive formation (see section Infinitives in section IV.2.2.1 
to compare  stative verbs with intransitive verbs) they invariably98 take the 
suffix -kàː . In turn this suffix is never used for transitive verbs or intransitive 
verbs that do not express property concepts. So this appears to be a reliable 
criterion to distinguish  stative verbs from regular active  intransitive verbs. 
The lexemes bɔ̀d ‘escape’ and congùj ‘play music’ instead are typical intran-
sitive verbs, and indeed take different infinitive forms (bɔ̀dɛː L and congùjeː t). 
Other lexemes are ambivalent in their meaning – semantically they could be 
98 The surprising exception to this is bɔ̀lɔ̀ŋúrk ‘old’, which has the infinitive bɔ̀lɔ̀ŋùrànL, and 
therefore, according to what follows, needs to be interpreted as a regular intransitive verb. 
A possible explanation for this is that bɔ̀lɔ̀ŋúrk in itself appears to be a derivation of the sta-
tive verb bɔ̀ː l ‘weak’. Interestingly, bɔ̀lɔ̀ŋúrk does not have a proper antonym, since, as was 
seen, there is no real word for ‘young’ in the language.
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interpreted as  stative verbs or intransitive verbs. For example the lexeme 
ɗàː w has shown up in my notes with the glosses ‘shine’ and ‘bright’. The se-
mantics do not allow a conclusive decision as to which class it belongs to. Its 
infinitive ɗàː wànL, however, reveals that it is an active intransitive verb and 
therefore the gloss ‘shine’ would be more appropriate.
Dozens of stative verbs exist in Majang99, as established by the criterion of 
their infinitive formation. Examples are àː ɗí ːk ‘ripe’, àː j ‘slow’, bàkáːɲ ‘wide’, 
bɔ̀ː làː ‘tired’, ɓáːj ‘bitter’, ɓànkáw ‘strong’, ɓɔ̀ː káː ‘abundant’, càlóː ‘cold’, 
cɔ̀líɗ ‘green’, dí ldí l ‘thick’, dí ŋ ‘short’, dodoː ‘wet’, dortoː ‘slippery’, ɗɛnɗɛː r 
‘flat’, ɗí ːnà n ‘unripe’, ɗɔ̀m ‘sharp’, and many more.
If used as modifiers to an NP, all stative verbs, just like other verbs, appear 
in a relative clause construction.
Example IV.197: stative verbs and intransitive verbs as modifiers
a) nɛ dɛnɛ gòdé òm cìnɔ̀ mèntán ŋɔ̀nk.
nɛ dɛn-ɛ gòdé òm cì-n-ɔ̀ mèntán ŋɔ̀nk
CONJ see-3S.CJ house\SG.ABS one REL-SG-DIST good\3S.DJ SUB
She saw a good house.
b) èːt ré íɗítL cìnɔ̀ téːtéːjíːL ŋɔ̀nk.
èːt ré íɗítL cì-n-ɔ̀ téːtéːj-iːL ŋɔ̀nk
1S 2S.PRAG person\SG.ABS REL-SG-DIST skin\IPFV-AP.3S SUB
Please, I am the butcher (the one who skins).
Example a) uses a stative verb as modifier, and example b) a regular intran-
sitive verb.
In Majang, stative verbs do not occur in comparative constructions.
IV.2.4.2  Derivations from stative verbs
Stative verbs can undergo the same  derivation processes as regular verbs, 
which  means  that  they  can  be  nominalized. They can  also  form derived 
adverbs.
99 My database contains about 55 clearly identified stative verbs.
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Nominalizations
Nominalizations of  stative verbs are comparatively rare. As shown, infini-
tives can only be created from stative verbs by using the suffix -kàː , which 
replaces the root tone with a constant low tone in all cases.
Example IV.198: infinitives and negative forms based on stative verbs
root infinitive negative gloss
àː j àː jkàː àː jkàː being slow
dɛː dɛː kàː dɛː kàː being red
ɗɔ̀m ɗɔ̀mkàː ɗɔ̀mkàː being sharp
These nouns derived from stative verbs all follow the same inflectional num-
ber and case-marking paradigm, illustrated here by the stative verb méː ‘be  
in pain’.
Example IV.199: case-marking paradigm of meː kàː   being in pain
SG.ABS meː kàː PL.ABS meː kàː tàkL
PL.ABS.MOD meː kàː tàL
SG.ERG meː kà ː t PL.ERG meː kàː tà 
SG.ERG/NOM.MOD meː kàː L PL.ERG/NOM.MOD meː kàː tàL
SG.NOM meː kàː tL PL.NOM meː kàː tàL
SG.DAT meː kàː tà100 PL.DAT meː kàː tàkàL
SG.LOC meː kàː t PL.LOC meː kàː tàkɛL
SG.LOC.MOD meː kàː t
SG.POSS meː kàː tonk PL.POSS meː kàː tàko nk
Some stative verbs create abstract nouns by using the verbal derivation mar-
ker -V ːɗ (see section IV.2.2.6). The resulting stems always have a high tone, 
although the stative-verb stems mostly have a low tone. The plural is formed 
by adding the suffix -àkL.
Example IV.200: nominalizations of stative verbs with suffix -V ːɗ
root gloss of root NOMIN.SG NOMIN.PL gloss 
ŋàdí  angry ŋádíːL ŋádíːꜜɗàkL anger
páːk hot páːkáːL páːkáːꜜɗàkL heat
100My language consultants informed me about an apparent dialect difference regarding the 
singular non-central case stem, which looks as shown here, with a LH pattern, in the area 
around Teppi, but comes entirely low-toned in the Godare area.
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Adverbs derived from stative verbs
Adverbs can be derived from stative verbs in two productive ways. One way 
is the use of the clause-internal conjunction à to introduce adverbial verbs or 
stative verbs:
Example IV.201: adverbial elements from stative verbs using the conjunction à
nɛ èːŋáɗí  r ɗùŋéɗL à jòwɛː ɗí  ːŋ.
nɛ èːŋáɗ-í  r ɗùŋéɗL à jòwɛː ɗ-iːL=ŋ
CONJ smell-CF.3S hyena\SG.ABS CONJ far-3S.DJ=SFT
He smelled Hyena far away.
This is a rather syntactic way to create adverbial elements, and it also applies 
to regular verbs. The result of this is not a new word category of adverbs, but 
rather adjuncts that are used in an adverbial function. Syntactically, in spite 
of the clause-internal conjunction, a second clause is added to the sentence.  
This strategy is supplemented by a device of a more morphological nature, 
the use of the infinitive of the stative verb in the locative case:




He opened (it) forcefully.
Although making use of grammatical means seen elsewhere in the language, 
this device may rightfully be called a derivation; it creates a different word 
category called adverbs. It can be used with all stative verbs, as in bɔ̀ː làː kàː t 
‘weakly’, gorgorkàː t ‘speedily’, àː jkàː t ‘slowly’, bàlàː kàː t ‘a  little’, boː bkàː t 
‘hugely’, ɓɔ̀ː kàː kàː t ‘abundantly’.
Inceptive derivation
Some  stative  verbs  were found to take on the  inceptive marker  -Vr (see 
example  IV.132 for its full description), which effectively turns the  stative 
verb into  an  intransitive  verb denoting  a  process  and  not  a  state. Thus 
ɓànkáw ‘strong’ turns into ɓánkáːwúr ‘become strong’, kɔ̀ɟ ‘black’ into kɔ̀ɟúr 
‘fade’, jòwɛː ɗ ‘far’ into jòwɛː ɗir ‘avoid’ and eɲàː  into èɲɛr ‘fill’. The last two 
examples even function as transitive verbs.
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IV.2.4.3  Inflectional processes
Stative verbs are inflected almost exactly like other verbs, in the sense that 
they take six different person suffixes, which vary according to the inflection 
class of the stative verb. But these classes are not the same as the ones estab-
lished for other verbs in section IV.2.3. Some of those verbal inflection clas-
ses seem to be avoided by stative verbs. No stative verbs at all are found in 
the  i-class. On the other hand, almost all of the  u-class lexemes are  stative 
verbs, except for  làk ‘have’, which is treated syntactically like a transitive 
verb. Because of their inherent semantics, stative verbs are restricted in what 
verb morphology they can take:  they cannot be used with an  impersonal 
marker, and  directional  morphology  (centrifugal, centripetal  and  deictic 
transfer) were encountered very sparsely.
Majang  stative  verbs  cannot  undergo  any  comparative  inflection. All  at-
tempts to elicit comparative or superlative forms revealed nothing of that sort.
a-class stative verbs
Most  stative  verbs  belong  to  the  a-class  with  k-extension (see  example 
IV.158 for their regular-verb counterparts). About 30 such stative verbs were 
counted. All  of  these  come  either  with  a  high  stem tone, or  with  a  LH 
melody.
Example IV.203: a-class stative verbs with k-extension
ɓáːj H bitter kòpúl LH white dí ldí l LH fat
1S ɓáːjꜜkà ɓáːj-k-à kòpúlꜜkà kòpúl-k-à dí ldí lꜜkà dí ldí l-k-à
2S ɓáːjꜜkí n ɓáːj-k-í n kòpúlꜜkí n kòpúl-k-í n dí ldí lꜜkí n dí ldí l-k-í n
3S ɓà*ː j ɓà*ː j kòpúl kòpúl dí ldí l dí ldí l
1P ɓáːjkí ː ɓáːj-k-í ,ːL kòpúlkí ː kòpúl-k-í ,ːL dí ldí lkí ː dí ldí l-k-í ,ːL
2P ɓáːjkà*r ɓáːj-k-à*r kòpúlkà*r kòpúl-k-à*r dí ldí lkà*r dí ldí l-k-à*r
3P ɓáːjɛr ɓáːj-ɛr kòpúlɟà kòpúl-ɟà dí ldí lꜜkàr dí ldí l-k-àr
As can be seen, not  all  of  these  stative verbs behave like regular  a-class 
verbs with k-extension. ɓàː j ‘bitter’ and càlow ‘cold’ form their 3P form ac-
cording to the  -class of verbsɛ-class verb suffixes . Three more, áːj ‘slack’, páːk ‘hot’, and  gól 
‘selfish’ even have the 3S form according to the -classɛ-class verb suffixes . Other stative verbs, 
like kòpúl ‘white’, cɔ̀lí ɗ ‘green’ or àːɗíː ‘ripe’ have stem changes in their 3P 
forms: kòpúlɟà, cɔ̀lùrɟà and àːɗíːtà. These stem changes are similar to the ones 
seen in the u-class of stative verbs below. A special case is  mentàn ‘good’, 
which has a very irregular 3P form mentàː nà (DJ) and mentàː nà (CJ).
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u-class stative verbs
A group of 17 stative verbs were found with person markers very similar to 
the a-class (including the stem extension -k for the 1st and 2nd person forms), 
but it uses a  3P marker including the vowel /ù/ plus a consonant from the 
set /t, ɟ or ɗ/. All of these stative verbs have a H or LH tone pattern, just as 
the a-class stative verbs.
The following  paradigms show the general  pattern, but  more information 
needs to be given on other individual stative verbs:
Example IV.204: u-class stative verbs
ɓáláː H little ŋàː  H smelly tokol LH narrow
1S báláːꜜkà ɓáláː-k-à ŋàː ꜜkà ŋàː -k-à tokolꜜkà tokol-k-à
2S ɓáláːꜜkí n ɓáláː-k-í n ŋàː ꜜkí n ŋàː -k-í n tokolꜜkí n tokol-k-í n
3S ɓáláː ɓáláː ŋàː ŋàː tokol tokol
1P ɓáláːkí ː ɓáláː-k-í ,ːL ŋàː kí ː ŋàː -k-í ,ːL tokolkí ː tokol-k-í ,ːL
2P ɓáláːkà*r ɓáláː-k-à*r ŋàː kà*r ŋàː -k-à*r tokolkà*r tokol-k-à*r
3P ɓáláːtù ɓáláː-tù ŋàː ɗù ŋàː -ɗù tokolɟù tokol-ɟù
Ten  stative verbs use the  3P-marker  -tù:  ɓáláː  ‘little’, ɗí nàː n ‘unripe’, ɗɔ̀m 
‘sharp’, koɟ ‘black’, ɟeː doː ‘long’, rɔ̀màː  ‘equal’, pɔ̀jɔ̀ː  ‘light’, obí ː  ‘big’, pàː l 
‘dry’, and dí ŋ ‘short’. They have in common that they usually either end in a 
long vowel, or a nasal /m, n, ŋ/. But this picture is disturbed by the presence 
of pàː l  and koɟ in this group. All these stative verbs, except  pɔ̀jɔ̀ː , have a H 
melody. Two of these add the marker -tù also preceding the 2P suffix, result-
ing in the forms pàː ltùkà*r and dí ŋàtùkà*r.
Six  stative verbs use the  3P-marker -ɟù:  ɓùkùr ‘deep’, tùpeː ɲ ‘white’, tɛŋɛː l 
‘thin’, tokol ‘narrow’, jowɛː ɗ ‘narrow’ and bàkàɲ ‘wide’. They all have a LH 
melody, and their stems end in a consonant from the set /l, r, ɗ, ɲ/, which 
overlaps with the  tù-type stative verbs only for  pàː l ‘dry’. These six stative 
verbs all behave regularly as tokol shown in example IV.204 above, except 
for tùpeː ɲ, which has a H on the 3P suffix tùpéːɲɟù ‘they are white’.
The stative verb ŋàː  ‘smelly’ is the only one of its kind – no other stative verb 
was found using the 3P-marker -ɗù. Its irregular nature is reinforced by the 
tone change between 1st and 2nd person on one side and the 3rd person with a 
low tone on the other.
Another verb of the u-class is the  possessive verb  làk ‘have’. Although it 
seems to have a higher valence than stative verbs (it requires the possessor as 
the  subject and the  possessed as the second constituent) it has the  person 
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marking pattern of u-class stative verbs – the only bivalent verb in Majang to 
do so. It does not have an attested negative or an infinitive form (one would 
expect the form *làkkàː), but otherwise it takes on the person markers of sta-
tive verbs:
Example IV.205: the auxiliary làk ‘have’
1S làkà làk-à I have
2S làkín làk-ín youSG have
3S làkí  làk-í he has
1P làkí ːL làk-í ,ːL we have
2P làtùkà*r là-tùkà*r youPL have
3P làtù là-tù they have
In its impersonal form làkɛL, this verb is used as an existential copula, as in 
example IV.274a).
Durative stative verbs
Four stative verbs follow the person marking pattern of durative verb forms 
(see section Error: Reference source not found for the full paradigm): ɓɔ̀ː káːL 
‘abundant’, bɔ̀ː làː ‘tired’, èɲàː ‘full’ and rúrúŋáː ‘crooked’.
-class ɛ-class verbs stative verb
Only one more stative verb was found aligning itself with the -class verbsɛ-class verb suffixes . 
This is ɲɛː kɔ̀ː t ‘brown’, and it sticks out from the other -class verbs by mainɛ-class verb suffixes -
taining its H on the 3S stem even in a disjoint situation, as in ɲɛː kɔ̀ː ꜜtɛŋ ‘it is  
brown’. But it was seen above that some other a-class stative verbs tend to 
mark their 3rd person forms according to the -classɛ-class verb suffixes .
Other verbal conjugations for stative verbs
Majang stative verbs were almost always encountered in simple paradigms, 
involving neither  directional nor  subordinate verb form markings. But this 
tendency does not amount to an exclusion. One example was found in the 
text corpus in which a stative verb is used both in the centripetal form and in 
the relative-past subordinate form:
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Example IV.206: complex stative-verb form
cáːL pròɟét nɛː kɛL ɓànkáwkú  ꜜɗ  úk   nɛ cìnì ɟùmùríːL mɛlcíL nɛː k kócùnk.
cáːL pròɟét nɛː k-ɛL ɓànkáw-kí -ɗ=k nɛ
thereafter project\SG.NOM.MOD POSS\3S.SG-NOM strong-CP-RELPST.3S=SUB CONJ
cì-n-ì ɟùmùr-í ,ːL mɛlcíL nɛː k kócùnk
DEM-SG-SP return-1P.DJ response\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS like.this
When the project itself is strengthened, we will give this very answer.
The following is a full paradigm for all persons of this complex stative verb:
Example IV.207: centripetal relative-past paradigm for a stative verb
ɓànkáw strong
1S ɓànkáwkúɗà ɓànkáw-ki-ɗà after I got strong
2S ɓànkáwkúɗùn ɓànkáw-ki-ɗùn after youSG got strong
3S ɓànkáwkúɗ ɓànkáw-ki-ɗ after he got strong
1P ɓànkáwkúɗí ː  ɓànkáw-ki-ɗí ː after we got strong
2P ɓànkàwàrkí ɗɔ̀ ɓànkàw-àrki-ɗɔ̀ after youPL got strong
3P ɓànkàwàrkí  ɗ ɓànkàw-àrkí  -ɗ after they got strong
IV.3  Other Word Classes
Apart from the nouns and verbs already seen, the Majang language provides 
pronouns  (including  demonstratives), adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, 
quantifiers, and particles and interjections.
IV.3.1  Pronouns
The Majang language uses indexing to show the A or  S on the verb, which 
means that in a clause the only reference to a subject constituent may be this 
subject-indexing marker. These markers were introduced in section IV.2.3.1. 
This present section only describes the free pronouns occurring outside the 
verb, but not necessarily outside the verb phrase.
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IV.3.1.1  Personal pronouns
There are four kinds of free  personal pronouns in Majang. They are here 
called regular personal pronouns, short pronouns, contrastive pronouns and 
pragmatic pronouns. 
Regular personal pronouns
Regular personal  pronouns are inflected for person, number and  case. As 
shown below, for pronouns the language does not use the  ergative-absolu-
tive-nominative distinction seen elsewhere in the language. There is only one 
unmarked set for A, S and P pronouns. The cases that are marked on person-
al pronouns beyond this basic set are dative and locative.
It is very difficult to obtain examples of A pronouns, both in the text corpus 
or through  elicitation. The only two instances of  bivalent verbs with pre-
posed A pronouns are seen here:
Example IV.208: preposed A-pronouns
a) nɛ kɔ̀ cɛː g àmbàbɛr cìgéːgéL kánL ɟéːmɛk jo ː ?
nɛ kɔ̀ cɛː g àmbàb-ɛr cì-g-éː-g-éL kánL ɟéːmɛ=k jo ː
CONJ RECPST 3P read-3P.DJ REL-PL-SP-PL-LOC MEDPST before=SUB QUEST
Have they read in those which were previously? (= Have they read in the old  
orthography?)
b) nɛ ɗɛꜜ jà à táL cěːn  L  cɛnkL ɟùmùrún.
nɛ ɗɛj-à à táL cěːnL cɛnkL ɟùmùr-í n=ŋ
CONJ want-1S.DJ CONJ 1S-DAT 2S 3S.CONTR answer-2S.DJ=SFT
I want you to answer me this!
Example a) is only a marginally  transitive example, as it does not actually 
show a P constituent. The verb is more profitably interpreted as intransitive. 
Possibly the antipassive marking is not used with loan words, as in this case. 
Example b) semantically looks much more like a transitive clause, but it can 
be  seen  in  section  V.3.1.2 that  there  are  doubts  about  the  transitivity  of 
clauses involving speech verbs. A subject pronoun of an indubitably transi-
tive clause was not found in any of my texts. The following example a) is an 
unsuccessful attempt to elicit an  A pronoun into a transitive clause from a 
natural  text which  came  without  this  pronoun. The  language  consultants 
agreed that this is not grammatical. To redeem it, one would have to choose 
a contrastive pronoun (example b).
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Example IV.209: ungrammatical use of personal pronoun for A constituents
a) *nɛ ɓáL cɛ*ː n jàwɛ kúꜜrój cìnɛ ɓákìŋ.
nɛ ɓáL cɛ*ː n jàw-ɛ kúꜜrój cì-n-ɛ ɓákL=ŋ
CONJ REMPST 3S cut.through-3S.DJ donkey\SG.ABS DEM-SG-HR REF\REMSPT=SFT
He cut through that aforementioned donkey.
b) nɛ ɓáL cɛː nk  L  jàwɛ kúꜜrój cìnɛ ɓákìŋ.
nɛ ɓáL cɛː nkL jàw-ɛ kúꜜrój cì-n-ɛ ɓákL=ŋ
CONJ REMPST 3S.CONTR cut.through-3S.DJ donkey\SG.ABS DEM-SG-HR REF\REMSPT=SFT
He (not someone else) cut through that aforementioned donkey.
This leaves only S and P as the syntactic domain for personal pronouns. 
All 1st person pronouns and all plural pronouns each have the same form in 
all contexts, but the 2S and 3S pronouns differ in different contexts:
Example IV.210: different tone patterns of personal pronouns
a) nɛ kój cɛ*ː n mɛlɛ cɛː gà kɛɗɔ̀m?
nɛ kój cɛ*ː n mɛl-ɛ cɛː g-à kɛɗɔ̀m
CONJ DFUT 3S arrive-3S.DJ 3P-DAT properly
Will it reach them properly?
b) nɛ tàwáːwɛ ː  tìm cɛː níŋ.
nɛ tàwáːwɛ ː tìm cɛː n=ŋ
CONJ Tawaawee\NOM wound-3S.DJ 3S=SFT
Tawaawee wounded him.
c) ...nɔ̀ pɔ̀ː cíːL cɛː n.
nɔ̀ pɔ̀ː cíːL cɛː n
CONJ thank-1P.DJ 3S
...for us to thank him.
Example a) shows the 3S pronoun with a LH sequence. This is only used in 
pre-verbal position. Examples b) and c) show 3S pronouns with a low tone, 
which always seems to be used in post-verbal position. This tonal difference 
may be the result of some opaque phonological process and does not seem to 
have any morphosyntactic significance.
The difference regarding the use of the SFT-clitic in example IV.210b) and its 
absence in example  IV.210c) I interpret to be a case of free variation on 
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pronouns, as I cannot present a better explanation without having to resort to 
reckless conjecture101.
The following is a summary of the regular personal pronouns of Majang.
Example IV.211: regular personal pronouns
person                       S  ,  P                              dative              locative  
1S èːt eː tàL eː te
2S ǐːn / ìːn í ːnà í ːne
3S cɛ*ː n / cɛː n cɛː nà cɛː ne
1P ètéŋ(kL) ètéŋkáL eteŋkɛ
2P ìːnákL í ːnàkà í ːnàkɛ
3P cɛː g cɛː gà cɛː ge
The picture  presented  in  these  paradigms provides  some justification  for 
Bryan’s (1968, p. 182) inclusion of the Didinga-Murle group (= Surmic lan-
guages) into her *N/*K languages, which use n-like consonants in singular 
pronouns and k-like consonants in plural pronouns. The 1P form, though, can 
be used with and without the final /k/. The dative and locative pronouns, if at 
the end of a sentence, can be followed by the SFT-clitic:
Example IV.212: dative and locative personal pronouns with SFT-clitic
person      dative                 locative                
1S eː tà ː ŋ eː te ː ŋ
2S í ːnà*ː ŋ í ːne*ː ŋ
3S cɛː nà*ː ŋ cɛː ne*ː ŋ
1P eteŋkà ː ŋ eteŋkɛ ː ŋ
2P í ːnàkà*ː ŋ í ːnàkɛ ː ŋ
3P cɛː gà*ː ŋ cɛː ge*ː ŋ
Short pronouns
The second set of pronouns are shorter forms used for  topical non-subject 
constituents, including as person marker in an impersonal construction (see 
p. 238):
101The reason behind this free variation could be that both í ː n (2S) and cɛː n (3S) end in a nasal, 
which frequently prevents the use of the  SFT-clitic for phonological reasons. In other in-
stances words ending in a nasal use the epenthetic vowel /i/. As can be seen in section II.4, 
the effects of the SFT-clitic on preceding words are not entirely predictable.
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Example IV.213: short pronouns
a) ...à tí òːɗúkɛː L cèːdíL nɛː kɛL.
à tí òːɗúk-ɛː L cèːdíL nɛː k-ɛL
CONJ 1S.P difficult-IMPS.DJ here POSS\3S.SG.LOC
...so I was in difficulties right here
b) boːlɛː L ní  kɛkàr.
boːl-ɛː L ní  kɛkàr
hit-IMPS 2S.P again
You are hit again.
These forms must follow other words, which can be of all categories. In ex-
ample a) the short pronoun attaches to a conjunction in a preverbal position. 
In example b) it serves to specify the person of the P of an impersonal con-
struction. Generally, whenever a clause is introduced by a  conjunction, the 
short pronoun follows this conjunction. If and only if there is no conjunction, 
the short pronoun follows the verb.
These short pronouns exist only for the 1st and 2nd person. They can be used 
for P constituents, and for the dative and locative cases; the locative use is 
very infrequent.
Example IV.214: short pronoun paradigm
person      P                   dative        locative            DAT=SFT         LOC=SFT      
1S tí  tà teL tà ː ŋ te ː ŋ
2S ní  nà neL nà*ː ŋ ne*ː ŋ
1P tí nL tínàL tí ꜜ neL tí nà ː ŋ tí ne ː ŋ
2P kɔ̀*n kɔ̀nà kɔ̀ne kɔ̀nà*ː ŋ kɔ̀ne*ː ŋ
Short pronouns are apparently not phonological clitics, in spite of their need 
to follow other words. In the following example the short pronoun attaches 
to a word ending in a  contour tone. If the short pronoun were a  clitic, it 
would then extend the phonological word and therefore prevent the use of a 
contour tone, as such can only appear on a word-final syllable.
Example IV.215: short pronoun is not a clitic
céL dɛ*n  L  tín  L  ɓóːjíːɗɛː L ŋɔ̀nk, kóL ŋàːríːL!
céL dɛ*nL tínL ɓóːj-í ːɗ-ɛːL ŋɔ̀nk kóL ŋàːr-í ,ːL
DEM-SP seem\3S.DJ 1P.P hate-RELPST-IMPS SUB HORT.1P go-1P.DJ
As it seems that we are hated, let’s go!
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A qualification needs to be given to the statement that the short pronouns are 
not clitics: at least one example was found where the short pronoun has at-
tached itself to the preceding  tense marker so that its high tone is  down-
stepped and the vowel undergoes labial harmony:
Example IV.216: short pronoun as a clitic
kàlɛjí kɔ̀ꜜ tú kɛ …
kàlɛj-í kɔ̀=tí kɛ
beg-3S.DJ RECPST=1S.P QUOT
He begged me, saying …
The  recent-past particle usually does not trigger  downstep on a following 
high-toned word;  the  downstep observed here  is  therefore  the  morpheme 
downstep happening only inside a phonological word. This is confirmed by 
the rounding of the vowel of the short pronoun, which again can only happen 
inside a phonological word. So in this example the short pronoun has turned 
into a pronoun clitic. But I have found no other examples of a similar nature. 
Apparently the short pronouns are currently in a transition from free words, 
probably hailing from full pronouns, via verb-phrase particles, to pronominal 
clitics. It may be predicted that they will develop into object markers on the 
verb. Their behavior, in conjunction with the deictic-transfer form to fill the 
3rd person gaps, already now creates paradigms that seem to fulfill this func-
tion (see example V.46).
Contrastive pronouns
Another personal pronoun is used to indicate the status of contrastive focus 
or contrastive topic on a particular participant.
Example IV.217: contrastive pronouns
1S cáːkL 1P ceː kL
2S cenkL 2P cɔ̀ː kL
3S cɛnkL 3P cɛː kL
These pronouns were not encountered with any  case marking. In example 
V.81c) it can be seen that they may refer to both subjects and objects. They 
do not trigger conjoint marking on a preceding verb. 
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Example IV.218: no conjoint marking preceding contrastive pronouns
làká cáːkL à àŋàn.
làk-á cáːkL à àŋàn
have-1S.DJ 1S.CONTR CONJ four
I instead have four (children).
These  contrastive  pronouns  can  be  followed  by  co-referential  material, 
which is used in the absolutive case. This is the only way to have preposed 
absolutive constituents.
Example IV.219: contrastive pronoun followed by co-referential noun phrase
máL cɛnkL kúꜜrój ɗáɗámíːL càːdí.
máL cɛnkL kúꜜrój ɗáɗám-iːL càːdí
but 3S.CONTR donkey\SG.ABS eat\IPFV-AP.3S there
But he, Donkey, was eating there.
Whenever  the  contrastive  pronouns  appear  in  a  preverbal  position, their 
function is to mark a contrastive topic. When found in a postverbal position, 
they are never joined by the NP they refer to, but stand on their own, and as 
such seem to be marking contrastive focus.
Example IV.220: postverbal contrastive pronouns
a) làká cáːkL à àŋàn.
làk-á cáːkL à àŋàn
have-1S.DJ 1S.CONTR CONJ four
I instead have four.
b) nɛ gàɓɛː L cɛnkL cɛː gà.
nɛ gàɓ-ɛː L cɛnkL cɛː g-à
CONJ give-IMPS.DJ 3S.CONTR 3P-DAT
It (not anything else) will be given to them.
Pragmatic pronouns
A fourth, final set of pronouns is a set of  pragmatic pronouns that is often 
used for reference to speech-act participants. These pronouns are also regu-
larly used in  conjunction with certain  particles, such as  ɓɔ̀ ‘also’ or  kɛjnL 
‘or’, to introduce the new participant.
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Example IV.221: pragmatic pronouns
1S rà 1P re
2S re 2P rɔ̀
3S rɛ 3P rɛ
There are only four different forms of this pronoun, with 3S and 3P sharing 
the form rɛ and 2S and 1P sharing the form re. These pronouns always follow 
another element, but tonally they do not behave as  clitics, as they are not 
downstepped when following a high-toned word without established floating 
low tone:
Example IV.222: pragmatic pronoun following a tense marker
ɓòkòtún kɔ̀ ré ŋáːŋáL cénk.
ɓòkòt-í n kɔ̀ ré ŋáːŋáL cénk
kill-2S.DJ RECPST 2S.PRAG mother\2S.ABS 2S.CONTR
It was you who has killed your mother (not me).
If this ré were a clitic, it would have to appear downstepped in this clause.
These pragmatic pronouns have a low tone at the end of a clause:




It was you who were the killer.
The function of  pragmatic pronouns is difficult to characterize. Their most 
frequent occurrence is following the particle ɓɔ̀ ‘also’.
Example IV.224: pragmatic pronoun following ɓɔ̀ ‘also’
a) nɛ ɓɔ̀ rɛ dùnkú ɗéL. 
nɛ ɓɔ̀ rɛ dùn-kí  ɗéL
CONJ also 3S.PRAG lie-CP.3S.DJ down
He also lay down.
b) gèlèːwɛr ɓɔ̀ rɛ tínà ŋ.
gèlèːw-ɛr ɓɔ̀ rɛ tín-à=ŋ.
listen-3P.DJ also 3P.PRAG 1P-DAT=SFT
They also will listen to us.
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c) máL ɓɔ̀ rɛ kúꜜrójL àrí òkó cìnɛk.
máL ɓɔ̀ rɛ kúꜜrójL àr-í òkó cì-n-ɛ=k
but also 3S.PRAG donkey\SG.NOM do-3S.DJ like DEM-SG-HR=SUB
But Donkey also acted in the same way.
Here the purpose of the pronoun is to provide a clear reference as to who or 
what the  particle ɓɔ̀ refers to. A similar use is accomplished  with the  con-
junction kɛjnL ‘or’.
Example IV.225: pragmatic pronoun combined with conjunction kɛjnL
àgútL ɟìko n nɔ̀ mó túːkíːɗí  ːk àɲ òmáːjL nɔ̀ mó túːkíːɗí  ːk kɛjnL rɛ kɛ wòrí kɛjnL rɛ 
kɛ ɟìko n.
àgútL ɟìko n nɔ̀ mó túːk-í ːɗ=k àɲ
because what CONJ alone join-PURP-CP.3S=SUB thing\SG.NOM.MOD
òm-áːjL nɔ̀ mó túːk-í ːɗ=k kɛjnL rɛ kɛ
one-nom CONJ alone join-PURP-CP.3S=SUB or 3S.PRAG QUOT
wòrí kɛjnL rɛ kɛ ɟìko n.
money\ABS.SG or 3S.PRAG QUOT what?
This is in order to not have another thing join in, to not have, say, money join in, 
or not, say, whatever else.
Often the  pragmatic pronoun is  combined with a  contrastive  pronoun, as 
seen in examples IV.222 or V.81a). All this seems to indicate that the func-
tion of this pragmatic pronoun is to introduce a new referent. In a speech act, 
it seems to call for the attention of a participant:
Example IV.226: pragmatic pronoun used to address speech-act participants
a) ɔ̀cɔ̀L rɔ̀ ɓòkóːrjánL pìrík!
ɔ̀cɔ̀L rɔ̀ ɓòkóːrjánL pìr=k!
there! 2P.PRAG tortoise\SG.ABS fly\3S=SUB
Look there, you all, a tortoise that flies!
b) kàt ré pàːrín!
kàt ré pàːr-ín
HORT\NEG 2S.PRAG try-2S.DJ
Please, don’t try it!
Based on this, it is likely that the  pragmatic pronoun’s main function is to 
provide participant focus in the clause, often in conjunction with contrastive 
devices.
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IV.3.1.2  Demonstratives
Majang demonstratives can be used in a pronominal function and in adnomi-
nal position, modifying a pronoun. The language has a three-way distinction 
for demonstratives in terms of deictic proximity (Joswig, 2011, p. 9f; Geta-
chew, 2014, p. 141ff): there are demonstratives for items close to the speaker 
(SP), others for items close to the hearer (HR), and a final set for those items 
neither  close  to  the  hearer  nor  to  the  speaker  (DIST). Demonstratives  also 
agree with their referents in number and partly in case. In a noun phrase the 
demonstrative follows the head noun:
Example IV.227: NP with demonstrative
gí ɗeː cí nɛ
gí ɗeː cí -n-ɛ
stone DEM-SG-HR
that stone with you
The following table shows  demonstratives for the  central cases  absolutive, 
ergative and nominative. These are not differentiated for case.
Example IV.228: demonstrative forms of central cases
SG short PL short
SP cí nì ce cìgì ge
HR cìnɛ cɛ cìgɛ gɛ
DIST cí nɔ̀j cɔ̀j cìgɔ̀j gɔ̀j
As shown, for all forms there are two variants, which appear to be freely 
interchangeable, a regular form and a somewhat shortened form. The regular 
forms can be analyzed as following this system: the  demonstrative stem is 
cì-. This is followed by the number marker, which is -n for the singular and 
-g for the plural. This number marking on demonstratives (and relative pro-
nouns, see below) is again consistent with what one would expect from a 
language belonging to Bryan’s (1968) *N/*K language group. Proximity is 
expressed by the suffixes -i ‘SP’, -ɛ ‘HR’ and ‘-ɔ̀j’ ‘DIST’. 
That these forms occur in all  central cases can be demonstrated by the fol-
lowing examples. They contrast the use of the possessive pronoun (see sec-
tion IV.3.1.4 below) with the demonstrative. Possessive pronouns are clearly 
case marked, but  their  demonstrative counterparts, at  least  for  the  central 
cases shown here, are not. Example a) and b) show the  demonstrative and 
the possessive pronoun modifying an ergative noun (the homonymy between 
the ergative marker on the possessive pronoun and the HR-deixis marker on 
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the  demonstrative is  purely coincidental). Examples c)  and d) show them 
modifying a nominative noun, and examples e) and f) show them modifying 
an  absolutive noun. The  possessive pronoun changes for all cases, the  de-
monstrative does not.
Example IV.229: demonstratives in use with the four central cases
a) màlɛ wàrL nàː kɛ í ɗí tL.
màl-ɛ wàrL nàː k-ɛ í ɗí tL
hit-3S.DJ dog\SG.ERG.MOD POSS\1S.SG-ERG man\SG.ABS
My dog hit the man.
b) màlɛ wàrL cí nɛ í ɗí tL.
màl-ɛ wàrL cí -n-ɛ í ɗí tL
hit-3S.DJ dog\SG.ERG.MOD DEM-SG-HR man\SG.ABS
That dog hit the man.
c) boːbɛ wàrL nàː kɛL kɛkàr.
boːb-ɛ wàrL nàː k-ɛL kɛkàr
big-3S.DJ dog\SG.NOM.MOD POSS\1S.SG-NOM again
My dog is big again.
d) boːbɛ wàrL cí nɛ kɛkàr.
boːb-ɛ wàrL cí -n-ɛ kɛkàr
big-3S.DJ dog\SG.NOM.MOD DEM-SG-HR again
That dog is big again.
e) màlɛ wàr í ɗí tL nàː k kɛkàr.
màl-ɛ wàr í ɗí tL nàː k kɛkàr
hit-3S.DJ dog\SG.NOM man\SG.ABS POSS\1S.SG.ABS again
The dog hit my man again.
f) màlɛ wàr í ɗí tL cí nɛ kɛkàr.
màl-ɛ wàr í ɗí tL cí -n-ɛ kɛkàr
hit-3S.DJ dog\SG.NOM man\SG.ABS DEM-SG-HR again
The dog hit that man again.
Although no case distinction was observed regarding the three central cases 
for the demonstratives, the non-central case forms are marked for dative and 
locative case. These case-marked forms are more complex because of their 
doubling of the number suffix. The demonstrative template looks like this:
cí  – number – proximity – number – case
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The proximity markers are different compared to the ones seen with the cen-
tral-case  demonstratives in example IV.228. There is a short form for each 
proximity value that can be used for both locative and dative forms. For the 
singular HR form there are two short forms which are freely interchangeable.
Example IV.230: case-marked demonstratives and their short forms
SG.DAT SG.LOC SHORT PL.DAT PL.LOC SHORT
SP cìnéːnáL cìnéːꜜneL ceL cí geː gàL cí geː ꜜgeL geL
HR cìnáːnáL cìnáːꜜnɛL càL, cɛL cí gàː gàL cí gàː ꜜgɛL gɛL
DIST cìnɔ̀ː náL cìnɔ̀ː ꜜnɛL cɔ̀L cí gɔ̀ː gàL cí gɔ̀ː ꜜgɛL gɔ̀L
These forms all end in a HL sequence if they appear at the end of a clause:
Example IV.231: differing forms of demonstratives at clause boundaries
a) nɛ ɓáL gùːgúɲ gòdèà cá  L  ɓák tàkànà.
nɛ ɓáL gùːgúɲ gòdè-àL cáL ɓák tàk-ànà
CONJ REMPST enter\3S.DJ house\SG-DAT DEM.HR.DAT REF\REMPST inside-DAT
She went inside that previously mentioned house.
b) nɛ ɓáL ŋàːrár à jòwɛː ꜜɗí ɗóːkáL òmáltáL ɗùkà cà .
nɛ ɓáL ŋàːr-ár à jòwɛː ɗ-í ɗóːk-àL òm-áltáL
CONJ REMPST go-3P.DJ CONJ far-3S.DJ land\SG-DAT one-DAT
ɗùk-àL càL.
forest\SG-DAT DEM.HR.DAT
They went to a far away land, to the forest.
The HR-form of demonstratives also serves as an anaphoric modifier in dis-
course:
Example IV.232: use of the HR pronoun as anaphoric modifier in discourse
nɛ tèːjí tà ː r cìnɛ bàŋɛ.
nɛ tèːj-í tà ː r cì-n-ɛ bàŋɛ
and arrange-3S.DJ meat\SG.ABS DEM-SG-HR all
And he arranged all that meat.
In this example, the demonstrative identifies a pile of meat mentioned earlier 
in the narrative, providing anaphoric reference. It is not used as a deictic ele-
ment understandable from the pragmatic situation.
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IV.3.1.3  Relative pronouns
Demonstratives are further used with slight modifications as  relative pro-
nouns (for their  use in  relative clauses, see section  V.8.5). These relative 
pronouns are almost identical to the demonstrative pronouns, except that the 
DIST-form is shortened as a relative pronoun from cí nɔ̀j to cí nɔ̀. Furthermore, 
they are often shortened to the forms seen in example IV.234, which give in-
formation about proximity, but have very restricted case marking.
Example IV.233: use of the demonstrative as relative pronouns
làkɛL ɓà ɟàrtí òm cìnɔ̀ lákíːL ámɗúk.
làk-ɛL ɓà ɟàrtí òm cì-n-ɔ̀ lák-iːL
have-IMPS.DJ REMPST.CJ woman\SG.ABS one DEM-SG-PROX have-AP.3S.DJ
ámɗ=k
stomach\SG.LOC=SUB
There was a woman which was pregnant (lit: which had in the stomach).
Accordingly the following forms are used as relative pronouns:
Example IV.234: relative pronouns of central and other cases
SG short DAT/LOC PL short DAT/LOC
SP cí nì ce ceL cìgì ge geL
HR cìnɛ cɛ càL, cɛL cìgɛ gɛ gàL, gɛL
DIST cí nɔ̀ cɔ̀ cɔ̀L cìgɔ̀ gɔ̀ gɔ̀L
For the central cases, the short forms with a low tone can be used as an alter-
native to the full forms. For the non-central cases, the full forms as seen in 
example IV.230 for the demonstratives seem to be avoided for relative pro-
noun use. Here the short forms with a high tone are used:
Example IV.235: relative pronoun use for modifying a locative noun
nɛ ríːɓákúnL gòpɛ cáːL kɔ̀ː L mɛlkíɗL lɛː rk,
nɛ ríːɓ-à-kùnL gòp-ɛ cáL kɔ̀ː L
CONJ place-DIR-SIMUL.3S.DJ path\SG-LOC REL.HR.LOC NFUT
mɛl-kí -ɗL lɛː r=k
arrive-CP-RELPST.3S Leer\NOM=SUB
While he placed (her) on the path on which Leer would come along, …
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IV.3.1.4  Possessive pronouns
Possessive pronouns provide reference to the possessor of the head noun of a 
noun phrase. Possessive pronouns follow the head noun in Majang, and they 
are inflected for the person of the  possessor, the morphological  number of 
the head noun, and the case of the head noun.
Example IV.236: noun phrase with possessive pronoun
a) àt nɛ nk b) tàː ꜜràkɛL gàː nɛL
àt nɛ nk tàː r-àk-ɛL gàː n-ɛL
language\SG.ABS POSS\3P.SG.ABS meat-PL-LOC POSS\1S.PL-LOC
their language at my meat chunks
The following table shows the various forms for each of the possessive cate-
gories. When a possessive pronoun modifies a noun, this head noun appears 
in the modified case form, where applicable.
singular head noun
ABSOLUTIVE ERGATIVE NOMINATIVE DATIVE LOCATIVE
1S náːk nàː kɛ nàː kɛL nàː kàL nàː kɛL
2S nóːk noːkɛ noːkɛL nóːkàL nóːkɛL
3S nɛː k nɛː kɛ nɛː kɛL nɛː kàL nɛː kɛL
1P nà nk nànk nànk nànk nànk
2P no nk nonk nonk nonk nonk
3P nɛ nk nɛnk nɛnk nɛnk nɛnk
plural head noun
1S gáːnk gàː nɛ gàː nɛL gàː nàL gàː nɛL
2S góːnk goːnɛ goːnɛL goːnàL goːnɛL
3S gɛː nk gɛː nɛ gɛː nɛL gɛː nàL gɛː nɛL
1P gà nk gànk gànk gànk gànk
2P go nk gonk gonk gonk gonk
3P gɛ nk gɛnk gɛnk gɛnk gɛnk
Table 9: possessive pronouns
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The dative and locative forms are sometimes followed by the consonant /k/, 
resulting in forms like  nàː kàkL or  goː nɛː kL. No factors were identified that 
might influence this choice.
Possessive pronouns are also used to provide an emphatic reference when an 
accessible participant enters the narrative as an activated participant:
Example IV.237: possessive pronoun used for emphatic reference
nɛ ɓáL càːdíL nɛː kɛL gàj cájtíɛ áːrn nɛ mɛlkí ɗúŋéL nɛː kɛ ː ŋ.
nɛ ɓáL càːdíL nɛː k-ɛL gàj cájtíL-ɛL áːrn nɛ mɛl-kí 
CONJ REMPST then POSS\3S.SG-LOC at hour-PL.ABS ten CONJ arrive-CP.3S.DJ
ɗúŋéL nɛː k-ɛ=ŋ
hyena\SG.NOM POSS\3S.SG-NOM=SFT
Then, at four o’ clock, Hyena himself came.
In this example, there are formally two possessive pronouns. The final word 
of the sentence is an emphatic reference to the hyena, which was already 
talked about twice in the narrative leading up to this sentence, and now it en-
ters the scene itself. The first possessive in the  locative illustrates another 
special pragmatic use of possessive pronouns, which in this locative 3rd per-
son form can be used to specify a temporal (then) or local (there) reference. 
In this function, the possessive pronoun practically serves as an adverb.
IV.3.1.5  Interrogative pronouns
Interrogative pronouns stand in place of a noun when the speaker wants to 
ask about this noun. About the form and use of all  interrogative pronouns, 
see section V.7.3.2.
IV.3.2  Modifiers
Modifiers are words that are used to modify a noun phrase, adding qualita-
tive or identifying information. Stative verbs (see section IV.2.4) and other 
relative  clauses  are  one kind of  modifier. Demonstratives  and  possessive 
pronouns  are  other  sets  of  modifiers  already  introduced  earlier  (sections 
IV.3.1.2 and IV.3.1.4). Although modifiers are named after their function of 
modifying a  noun phrase, most of them have the potential to be used in a 
predicative function (see section V.3.2 for details).
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Except for the  quantifiers (which apparently are not treated as  modifiers at 
all by the grammar of Majang) all modifiers trigger the use of modified case 
forms  on  the  head  noun, where  applicable. Furthermore, some  modifiers 
agree in number and case with the head noun. This is all true for the posses-
sive pronouns, and partly true for  demonstratives, which show case agree-
ment only for the  non-central cases. The following other  modifiers, which 
serve as determiners, show a different agreement behavior.
IV.3.2.1  Determiner om, ɔ̀gɔ̀ ‘one, another’
The determiner om, plural ɔ̀gɔ̀, serves to provide reference to a different par-
ticipant in the pragmatic context. The form om is apparently based on the 
Majang cardinal numeral omoŋL ‘one’.
Example IV.238: determiner om
nɛ làŋìr kɛː tL nɛ íɗíL òmáːjL gàːmú gójL òmáltè máL ɓɔ̀ rɛ íɗíL òmáːjL.
nɛ làŋ-ìr kɛː tL nɛ íɗíL òm-áːjL gàːm-í 
CONJ find-3P.CJ wood\SG.ABS CONJ man\SG.NOM.MOD one-NOM hold-3S.DJ
gójL òm-áltè máL ɓɔ̀ rɛ íɗíL òm-áːjL
side\SG.LOC one-LOC but also 3S.PRAG man\SG.NOM.MOD one-NOM
They found a stick, and one man holds one side, and also another man (the other  
side).
The following example displays the agreement of this determiner with case 
and number of its head noun.
Example IV.239: agreement pattern of om
SG.ABS àɲL om another thing, one thing
SG.ERG àɲ omàː jL another thing
SG.NOM àɲ omà ː j another thing
SG.DAT àntà omàltàL towards another thing
SG.LOC ànt omàlte at another thing
PL.ABS òlà ɔ̀gɔ̀ other things
PL.ERG olàL ɔ̀gɔ̀ ː k other things
PL.NOM olàL ɔ̀gɔ̀ː kL other things
PL.DAT olàː tàL ɔ̀gɔ̀ː kàL towards other things
PL.LOC olàː tɛL ɔ̀gɔ̀ː kɛL at other things
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As  seen  with  the  possessive  pronoun, this  determiner’s  case  agreement 
serves to distinguish between homophonous ergative and nominative forms 
of the head noun.
IV.3.2.2  Temporal anaphoric-reference markers
The Majang language has a unique set of  anaphoric-reference markers that 
are based on the past-tense markers introduced in section IV.3.4.2. They are 
attached to a noun phrase to indicate that a participant has become accessible 
at a previous stage of the discourse, and they serve to re-activate this partici-
pant.
Example IV.240: temporal anaphoric-reference markers
a) nɛ ɓáL jàwɛ kúꜜrój cìnɛ ɓákìŋ.
nɛ ɓáL jàw-ɛ kúꜜrój cì-n-ɛ ɓákL=ŋ
CONJ REMPST cut-3S.DJ donkey\SG.ABS DEM-SG-HR REF\REMPST=SFT
He cut that aforementioned donkey apart.
b) máL ɓɔ̀ rɛ dàkɛ táːrL cìnɛ kánk  L  càːdíL.
máL ɓɔ̀ rɛ dàk-ɛ táːrL cì-n-ɛ kánkL càːdíL
but also 3S.PRAG remain\3S.DJ meat\SG.NOM.MOD DEM-SG-HR REF\MEDPST there
But that aforementioned meat also remained there.
c) nɛ ɟàrtíL kɔ̀nk dìːlé máɗL kɔ̀nkúŋ.
nɛ ɟàrtíL kɔ̀nk dìːl-ɛ máɗL kɔ̀nk=ŋ
CONJ woman\SG.NOM.MOD REF\RECPST carry-3S.DJ fire\SG.ABS REF\RECPST=SFT
The aforementioned woman carried the aforementioned fire.
These  three  anaphoric-reference  markers  are  formed  from  the  past-tense 
markers  ɓàL ‘remote  past’, kànL ‘medium  past’ and  kɔ̀ ‘recent  past’, 
augmented by the consonant /k/ or /nk/. They do not agree with the number 
or case of their  head nouns, with the single exception that an  ergative NP 
receives these markers with a HL tone sequence.
Example IV.241: temporal anaphoric-reference marker for an ergative NP
màlɛ kùꜜrojL kɔ̀ nk í ɗí tL.
màl-ɛ kùꜜrojL kɔ̀ nk í ɗí tL
hit-3S.DJ donkey\SG.ERG.MOD REF\RECPST.ERG man\SG.ABS
The aforementioned donkey hit a man.
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Accordingly, there are six different forms of temporal anaphoric-reference 
markers:
Example IV.242: temporal anaphoric-reference markers overview
ABS, NOM, DAT, LOC ERG
recent past kɔ̀nk kɔ̀ nk
medium past kánkL kà nk
remote past ɓákL ɓà k
IV.3.3  Quantifiers
The Majang language does not seem to attach quantifiers as  modifiers to a 
noun phrase, but treats them as adverbials modifying the clause as a whole.
IV.3.3.1  Non-numeral quantifiers
The non-numeral  quantifier bàŋɛ ‘all’ serves as a good illustration for the 
fact that quantifiers are not modifiers of the noun phrase they provide quanti-
fying information for. As was discussed in section  IV.1.3.2, many nouns 
come in two forms, depending on whether they stand alone or are modified. 
This is the case for modifications by  demonstratives, possessive pronouns, 
and the other  modifiers discussed in section  IV.3.2102. Quantifiers do not 
trigger  modified noun forms, and therefore  cannot  be treated like  proper 
modifiers of the language. This can be illustrated by the following examples:
Example IV.243: bàŋɛ ‘all’ is not a modifier
a) ɗegàràr òláːtL bàŋɛ.
ɗegàr-àr òláːtL bàŋɛ
sleep-3P.DJ things\NOM all
All the people sleep.
b) ɗegàràr dúndeɛː kL bàŋɛ.
ɗegàr-àr dúnde-ɛː kL bàŋɛ
sleep-3P.DJ heart\PL.NOM all
All the hearts sleep.
102Stative verbs also do not trigger modified noun forms, as they can only modify a noun 
phrase by means of being the predicate of a relative clause. Relative clauses do not trigger 
modified noun forms, as they stand outside the matrix clause and therefore outside the NP 
they modify.
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c) màlɛr olà ː t bàŋɛ í ɗí tL.
màl-ɛr olà ː t bàŋɛ í ɗí tL
hit-3P.DJ things\ERG all man\SG.ABS
All things beat a man.
Examples a) and b) both have a nominative intransitive subject, followed by 
bàŋɛ. That these are not absolutive NPs is demonstrated by the disjoint verb 
form. Also, the  absolutive plural form of  ‘things’ is  olà, and the absolutive 
plural of ‘heart’ is dúndeɛ . The first thing to be noted is that the SFT-clitic is 
not used at the end of these two sentences. If bàŋɛ were part of the NP head-
ed by òláːtL, then one would expect the clitic to be in evidence, as the sen-
tence would then end in a nominative NP. That the clitic is not used reveals 
bàŋɛ to be a constituent outside the subject NP. Furthermore, in both clauses 
the plain nominative form is used, instead of the modified nominative forms 
olàL and  dúndeɛ L, which gives additional proof that  bàŋɛ is not serving as 
modifier to either NP. Example c) shows an ergative NP followed by ɓàŋɛ, 
and again the plain ergative form olà ː t is used instead of the modified erga-
tive olàL. It might appear more helpful to translate bàŋɛ as ‘entirely’, to give 
a better rendition of its adverbial nature. Nonetheless, for the sake of simpli-
city, it is glossed as ‘all’ throughout this work.
It is puzzling, however, that  bàŋɛ is not found where other  adverbs are ex-
pected to be, that is at the end of the clause. Example c) clearly shows it be-
tween the subject NP, to which it provides quantitative information, and the 
object NP.
Other quantifiers are even more openly adverbial in their nature by using the 
clause-internal conjunction à in front of a person-marked stative-verb form:
Example IV.244: modifier ɓɔ̀ː kà ‘many’
a) làkɛL ìɟáːgákL à ɓɔ̀ː kà ː ŋ.
làk-ɛL ìɟáːg-àkL à ɓɔ̀ː kàː =ŋ
have-IMPS.DJ work-PL.ABS CONJ many\3S.DJ=SFT
There are many works.
b) làkɛL ìɟáːgákL à bàlà ː ŋ.
làk-ɛL ìɟáːg-àkL à bàlàː =ŋ
have-IMPS.DJ work-PL.ABS CONJ few\3S.DJ=SFT
There are few works.
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IV.3.3.2  Numerals
The numerals of Majang follow a peculiar quintesimal system based on the 
small limbs of hand and feet (Unseth, 1989b, p. 101). The first 20 cardinal 
numbers follow a neat arrangement based on this body-part related way to 
count:
Example IV.245: the first 20 cardinal numbers of Majang
      first hand           second hand           first foot                    second foot              
1 òmóŋL 6 tùːl à òm 11 áːrn à òmóŋL 16 áːrn à tùːl à òm
2 pɛː jL 7 tùːl à pɛː jL 12 áːrn à pɛː jL 17 áːrn à tùːl à pɛː jL
3 ɟíːtL 8 tùːl à ɟíːtL 13 áːrn à ɟíːtL 18 áːrn à tùːl à ɟíːtL
4 àŋàn 9 tùːl à àŋàn 14 áːrn à àŋàn 19 áːrn à tùːl à àŋàn
5 tùːl 10 áːrn103 15 áːrn à tùːl 20 rùːmèr íɗítL
Two of the ingredients to these first 20 numerals can be traced back to body 
parts: the number 10 apparently goes back to  áríŋ, the plural of  àrí ‘hand’; 
the number 20 is a full grammatical sentence using the word for ‘person’.




A man is complete.
Counting onwards from twenty, it  continues  regularly with  rùːmèr íɗítL à 
òmóŋL 21, rùːmèr íɗítL à pɛː jL 22, etc. This is kept up beyond 30 (rùːmèr íɗítL à 
àːrŋL) until 39 with rùːmèr íɗítL à áːrn à tùːl à àŋàn.
From 40 onwards the number of complete persons serves as the basis for the  
continued count:
Example IV.247: numbers beyond 40
40 pɔ̀lpɔ̀lɛL ɟóːL pɛː jkL 70 pɔ̀lpɔ̀lɛL ɟóːL ɟíːtíkL à áːrŋL
50 pɔ̀lpɔ̀lɛL ɟóːL pɛː jkL à áːrŋL 80 pɔ̀lpɔ̀lɛL ɟóːL àŋànk
60 pɔ̀lpɔ̀lɛL ɟóːL ɟíːtíkL 90 pɔ̀lpɔ̀lɛL ɟóːL àŋànk à áːrŋL
pɔ̀lpɔ̀lɛ L is  the plural  of  pɔ̀lpɔ̀l ‘finger’  or  ‘toe’, and  ɟoː the plural  of  í ɗí tL 
‘person’. 40 translates therefore as ‘fingers and toes of two persons’, 50 ac-
cordingly as ‘fingers and toes of two persons, plus hands’. The number 100 
103This is used in all language areas except in Yeki Wereda (around Teppi), where the speak-
ers use gúrúŋ for ‘ten’.
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is  ɗíbɛL, with 200 and 500 regularly as  ɗíbɛ ː  pɛː jL and  ɗíbɛ ː  tùːl. 1000 is 
kúmɛL.
Syntactically, these cardinal numbers, like the non-numeral quantifiers, don’t 
act as  modifiers to a  noun phrase. They are connected with the noun they 
quantify through the clause-internal conjunction à.
Example IV.248: a numeral with the noun it refers to
làkà tɔ̀ː mɔ̀kL à ɟíːtL.
làk-à tɔ̀ː m-ɔ̀kL à ɟíːtL
have-1S.CJ child-PL.ABS CONJ three
I have three children.
Like with the non-numeral quantifiers, the noun comes in the plain form, not 
the modified form tɔ̀ː mɔ̀L.
The cardinal number forms take restricted case marking, which only differs 
for the ergative case:
Example IV.249: ergative case marking on cardinal numbers
a) mɛlɛrk ɟoːp à pɛː j.
mɛl-ɛrk ɟoːp à pɛː j
arrive-CP.3P persons\ABS CONJ two
Two men come.
b) màlɛr ɟoː à pɛ ː j í ɗí tL.
màl-ɛr ɟoː à pɛ ː j í ɗí tL
beat-3P.DJ people\ERG CONJ two\ERG man\SG.ABS
Two men beat a man.
The following are other  ergative forms:  ɟí  ː tL (three), àŋàn (four), tùːl (five), 
à ː rn (ten), ɗíbɛ (100), kúmɛ (1000). All further case forms beyond the central 
cases are used in relative clauses, with the number itself not case-marked.
Example IV.250: other case forms of cardinal numbers
a) kɛː  í ɗí L ɟoːpà cí gɔ̀ː gàL pɛː jk.
kɛː í ɗí L ɟoːp-à cí -g-ɔ̀ː -g-àL pɛː j=k
go\3S.DJ man\SG.NOM persons-DAT REL-PL-DIST-PL-DAT two=SUB
The man went to the two men.
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b) àr í ɗí L ɟoːpe cí gɔ̀ː gɛL pɛː jk.
àr í ɗí L ɟoːp-e cí -g-ɔ̀ː -g-ɛL pɛː j=k
be\3S.DJ man\SG.NOM persons-LOC REL-PL-DIST-PL-LOC two=SUB
The man was with the two men.
Ordinal  numerals  are  formed  from  the  cardinal  numerals  by  adding  the 
formative -eː nL to the numeral stem.
Example IV.251: ordinal numerals
1st omoŋeː nL 6th tùlà omeː nL
2nd pɛː jeː nL 7th tùlà pɛː jeː nL
3rd ɟí ː teː nL 8th tùlà ɟí ː teː nL
4th àŋàneː nL 9th tùlà àŋàneː nL
5th tùːleː nL 10th àrneː nL
These ordinal numerals are syntactically nouns, and they can be inflected for 
number and case. The formative -eː n may be related to the nominalizer -ikeːn 
seen in example IV.2.
Example IV.252: number and case marking on ordinal numerals
SG.ABS pɛː jeː nL PL.ABS pɛː jeː nàkL
PL.ABS.MOD pɛː jeː nàL
SG.ERG pɛː je ː n PL.ERG pɛː jeː nà
SG.ERG/NOM.MOD pɛː jeː nL PL.ERG/NOM.MOD pɛː jeː nàL
SG.NOM pɛː jeː n PL.NOM pɛː jeː nàL
SG.DAT pɛː jeː nàL SG.DAT pɛː jeː nàkàL
SG.LOC pɛː jeː ne SG.LOC pɛː jeː nàkɛL
SG.LOC.MOD pɛː jeː ne
SG.POSS pɛː jeː no nk SG.POSS pɛː jeː nàko nk
IV.3.4  Adverbs
The Majang language uses two kinds of  adverbs – the one being an open 
class of regular adverbs which is used to provide any kind of adverbial infor-
mation on the clause-level, and the other a small closed class of particles 
which provide information on tense.
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IV.3.4.1  Adverbs on the clause level
Clause level adverbs can be created in several different ways. First there are 
a number of short adverbs providing information about the temporal or local 
pragmatic setting. Many of them go back to some kind of  demonstrative 
form.
Temporal  adverbs  are:  nɛː kɛ ‘now  (POSS.3S.SG.LOC)’, cìcéL/cìcɛL/cìcɔ̀L ‘now’, 
càːdíL ‘then’, kɛː  ‘then’, kɛɓúː ‘sometimes’, òtóːp ‘often’, báꜜŋí ‘afterwards’, 
cáːL ‘thereafter’, ɟéːmɛL ‘previously’, ɓéɲcè ‘today’ (from ɓɛː ɲɔ̀ ‘day’ and ceL 
‘DEM.SP.LOC’), kɔ̀ álɛ ‘yesterday’, kɔ̀ː L álɛ ‘tomorrow’, kɔ̀ ájtínán ‘day before 
yesterday’, kɔ̀ː L ájtínán ‘day after tomorrow’, rómí  ːɗ ‘in the morning’, írkíɗ 
‘at dawn’, káːlt ‘at midnight’, tɛ ː n ‘in the beginning’.
Local adverbs are: cèːd/cèːdí L ‘here’, cɛː d/cɛː dí L ‘there (HR)’, còːd/còːdí L ‘there 
(DIST)’, cáːL ‘there’, ìcíL ‘right here’, ɔ̀cɔ̀L ‘right there’, cǒːj ‘far away’, ɔ̀ː nkùŋ 
‘near’, ɟók ‘nearby’, ɗíɗíká ‘right’, kántáL ‘left’ (dative of kántL ‘left hand’), 
ɗɛː gáL ‘across, down’, ɛdɛn ‘up, east’, pàːnì ‘down, west’, ràŋànà ‘upwards’, 
wàlàc ‘outwards’, wàlɛc ‘from outside’, cɛm ‘straight’.
Further short  adverbs are used for providing  modal information about the 
action:  ɟɛt ‘very’, cɔ̀kà, kàɗɛ ː ŋ ‘perhaps’, dákɛː ɗà ‘only’, dɔ̀ː c ‘well’, éːkéːrɛ 
‘truly’ (locative of eː ke ː r ‘truth’), kócɛk, kójùnk ‘like this’, kócùnk ‘like that’, 
ìcígìcìgǐ ‘exactly like that’, kɛkàr ‘again’, ínL ‘yet’, kɛlɔ̀t ‘carefully’, kɛɗɔ̀m 
‘properly’, tɔ̀cɛ ‘correct’, líkì ‘correct’ (loanword from  Amharic), mó 
‘alone’.
Some adverbs are formed from two words, such as àgútL òmóŋL ‘together’ or 
táːmɛtàkán ‘directly’ from táːmáL ‘face’ and tàk ‘inside’.
At least one adverb needs to combine with another particle to form a com-
plete unit, the adverb ɓɔ̀ ‘also’. It needs to be followed by a pragmatic pro-
noun (see example IV.221). It comes in the following combinations:
Example IV.253: adverb ɓɔ̀ with pragmatic particles
1S ɓɔ̀ rà 1P ɓɔ̀ re
2S ɓɔ̀ re 2P ɓɔ̀ rɔ̀
3S ɓɔ̀ rɛ 3P ɓɔ̀ rɛ
Other ways to form adverbs were presented elsewhere. Stative verbs can turn 
to  adverbs  by  use  of  their  locative infinitive form, as  seen  in  example 
IV.202. Other  stative verbs are  adverbialized by using the  clause-internal 
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conjunction à (see example IV.201). But this device does not only work for 
stative verbs, but for other verbs, too.
Example IV.254: adverbs formed from verbs through clause-internal conjunction à
tàmàːrɛr tɔ̀ː mɔ̀L gɛː nɛkL à kìr ràkàtɛː t.
tàmàːr-ɛr tɔ̀ː m-ɔ̀L gɛː n-ɛkL à k-ìr ràkàt-ɛːt
learn-3P.DJ child-PL.NOM.MOD POSS.3S.PL-NOM CONJ NEG-3P suffer-NEG
His children learn without problems.
Even nouns can be used adverbially in the same way:
Example IV.255: adverbs formed from nouns by clause-internal conjunction
nɛ kánL ŋàːràrk à màcáːꜜpákL.
nɛ kánL ŋàːr-àrk à màcáːp-ákL
CONJ MEDPST go-CP.3P CONJ book-PL.ABS
They went out (=they were published) as books.
IV.3.4.2  Tense markers
There are five tense adverbs in Majang, which were interpreted to establish a 
metrical tense system by Bender (1983, p. 132f), Unseth (1989b, p. 110) and 
Getachew (2014,  p.  159ff). These adverbs are  ɓàL ‘remote past (REMPST)’, 
kànL ‘medium  past (MEDPST)’, kɔ̀ ‘recent  past (RECPST)’, kɔ̀ː L ‘near  future 
(NFUT)’ and  koj ‘distant  future (DFUT)’. These  are  called  tense  markers 
throughout the present language description, in order to emphasize their dif-
ferent nature compared to the clause-level adverbs seen above.
Syntactic behavior
It is first necessary to explain why they are treated as free forms in this de-
scription of the language. Both Unseth and Bender were ambivalent in their 
interpretation of these markers, sometimes (Bender, 1983, p. 134; Unseth, 
1989b, p. 112) showing them as  suffixes to the verb, sometimes (Bender, 
1983, p. 135; Unseth, 1989b, p. 110) as separate words. From my interaction 
with Majang writers it is apparent that the currently used orthography is in-
terpreting the markers consistently as  suffixes (or at least enclitics, which 
would make them part of the phonological word).
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In spite of this, they are treated as separate words in the present description 
because of their tonal behavior. Example II.30 on page 91 demonstrates that 
the  tense markers are not  subjected to the word-internal  downstep, which 
provides hard and fast  evidence of their  status as free  phonological  word 
forms. Tense markers like ɓàL ‘remote past’ or kɔ̀ ‘recent past’ have a con-
sistent high tone104, which is not  downstepped even following a morpheme 
carrying its own high tone. If the marker were a suffix or a clitic, one would 
expect the H on the particle to be downstepped. Therefore one needs to as-
sume that these tense markers are used as free words.
Example IV.256: tense marker following a high-toned stative verb
pàː kɛ kɔ̀ŋ.
pàː k -ɛ kɔ̀ =ŋ
hot -3S.DJ RECPST =SFT
He was hot.
On the other hand there is some good evidence that  tense markers directly 
following a verb are in terms of constituency a part of the verb phrase, as op-
posed to being outside of the verb phrase; this may cause their current ortho-
graphic treatment as suffixes or clitics. In a clause which satisfies the condi-
tion for flagging the SFT-marker =ŋ (section III.4) this marker is attached to 
the verb only if it is not followed by a tense marker:
Example IV.257: tense marker with SFT-clitic
pàː kkàL kɔ̀ ː ŋ.
pàː k-kàL kɔ̀ː L=ŋ
hot-CP.1S.DJ NFUT=SFT
I will soon be hot.
If, like in this example, such a tense marker is present, the SFT-marker is at-
tached to the particle. The SFT-marker attaches itself to a sentence-final con-
stituent – this would hardly apply to the tense marker as such; the constituent 
that is really flagged by the SFT-clitic is the verb phrase that the tense marker 
is apparently just a part of.
Another piece of evidence comes from the fact that for three of these tense 
markers there are two forms. ɓàL is sometimes substituted by  ɓà, kɔ̀ by  kɔ̀ 
104Except when followed by the SFT-marker =ŋ. ɓà ‘recent past’ and kɔ̀ ‘near future’ then have 
a long vowel and a HL tone sequence: ɓà ː ŋ, kɔ̀ ː ŋ. Some tense adverbs also have a low tone 
in a conjoint verb phrase (see section IV.3.4.2).
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and  kɔ̀ː L by  kɔ̀ː . The reason for this  is  the  conjoint-disjoint  distinction on 
Majang verbs, which shows the conjoint form whenever a verb is followed 
directly by a non-topical absolutive NP, and a disjoint form in all other cases 
(see section III.3). At first glance it may appear as if this distinction does not 
hold when a tense marker follows the verb:
Example IV.258: tense marker apparently preventing conjoint marking on the verb
làŋà kɔ̀ wàrL nàː k.
làŋ-à kɔ̀ wàrL nàː k
find-1S.DJ RECPST dog\SG.ABS POSS\1S.SG.ABS
I found my dog.
Although the  NP following the combination of verb and  tense markers is 
non-topical and in the  absolutive case, it does not seem to trigger  conjoint 
marking on the verb, as the  1S-suffix appears in the  disjoint form. But this 
analysis is deceptive, as indeed the whole  verb phrase, including the tense 
marker, is marked as conjoint by the use of the low-toned form of the tense 
marker. The recent-past particle kɔ̀ is therefore the conjoint form of its dis-
joint counterpart kɔ̀.
Example IV.259: tense marker with disjoint marking
làŋà kɔ̀ wàrL nàː kí ŋ.
làŋ-à kɔ̀ wàrL nàː k=ŋ
find-1S.DJ RECPST.DJ dog\SG.ABS POSS\1S.SG.ABS=SFT
I found my dog.
This conjoint-disjoint distinction on tense markers allows the conclusion that 
this  distinction doesn’t  operate  narrowly on the verb as such, but  on the 
whole  verb phrase. Frequently these tense markers actually appear in the 
preposed temporal slot preceding the verb and other preposed constituents 
such as nominative subjects. This is true whenever a clause is introduced by 
a conjunction such as nɛ, nɔ̀ or ɛ:
Example IV.260: tense markers in preverbal position
a) nɛ ɓáL ǎr à ɗòːrúŋ, ɟɛt.
nɛ ɓáL ǎr à ɗòːr-í =ŋ ɟɛt
CONJ REMPST do\3S.DJ CONJ bray-3S.DJ=SFT very
He did bray, loudly.
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b) nɛ ɓáL ɟàrtíL cìnɛ bòŋú táːꜜráL gɛː nk, …
nɛ ɓáL ɟàrtíL cì-n-ɛ bòŋ-í  táːr-áL gɛː nk
CONJ REMPST woman\SG.NOM DEM-SG-HR take-3S.DJ meat\PL.ABS POSS\3S.PL.ABS
The woman took this meat, …
c) nɔ̀ kój ɟòː bàŋɛ bàrɛrɗ táːpíɛL gɛː nkík, …
nɔ̀ kój ɟòː bàŋɛ bàr-ɛrɗ táːpí-ɛL
CONJ DFUT people\NOM.MOD all write-RELPST.3P letter-PL.ABS.MOD
gɛː nk=k
POSS\3S.PL.ABS
In order to get all people to write in this orthography, …
Tense markers are also used to form other words of Majang, such as some of 
the temporal  adverbs seen in section  IV.3.4.1, and also the  temporal  ana-
phoric-reference markers introduced in section IV.3.2.2.
What distinguishes tense markers from normal temporal  adverbs like ɓéɲcè 
‘today’ or càːdíL ‘then’ is that the tense markers are a little more flexible as to 
where they can appear.
Example IV.261: tense marker preceding and following the verb
a) nɛ ɓáL tònú kɛ…
nɛ ɓáL tòn-í kɛ
cONJ REMPST say-3S.DJ QUOT
He said that ...
b) … kɛ àmbàbɛr kój máɟáŋéːrL kócùnk ...
kɛ àmbàb-ɛr kój máɟáŋ-eːrL kócùnk
QUOT read-3P.DJ DFUT Majang-PL.NOM like.this
… that the Majang people will read like this …
These tense markers cannot only appear in the temporal preverbal slot, as in 
example a), where all other temporal adverbs are usually found, but also, as 
in example b), between the verb and other constituents, a place where other 
adverbs cannot be placed at all. It was already shown that these postverbal 
tense markers  must  be  seen as  part  of  the  verb  phrase, because of  their 
service as carrier of the conjoint marking in clauses like the following:
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Example IV.262: tense marker as carrier of the conjoint marking of the verb phrase
mɛlkí kɔ̀ íɗítL cìnɛ kɔ̀nk.
mɛl-kí  kɔ̀ íɗítL cì-n-ɛ kɔ̀nk
arrive-CP.3S.DJ RECPST.CJ man\SG.ABS DEM-SG-HR REF\RECPST
That aforementioned man has come.
Tense markers only follow the verb in verb-initial  main clauses or in com-
plement clauses (see example IV.261). In all other clauses the tense marker 
follows the conjunction that begins the clause, and take the same slot as any 
other temporal  adverb. In this position they can also co-occur with verbal 
subordinate tense markers:
Example IV.263: tense marker in combination with a subordinate tense marker
nɛ cáːL ɓáL tònúrkúɗL tàwáːwɛ ː  òkó cìnìkík, ...
nɛ cáːL ɓáL tòn-ir-kí -ɗL tàwáːwɛ ː òkó cì-n-ì-k=k
CONJ then REMPST say-INCPT-CP-RELPST.3S Tawaawee\NOM like DEM-SG-SP-POSS=SUB
After Tawaawee said this, …
In this clause the remote-past marker follows a regular temporal adverb, but 
precedes the  subordinate verb, which is marked for the  relative-past  tense 
(see section V.6.1.2).
Semantics of tense markers
Only five different tense markers were found to follow the verb as part of the 
verb phrase: ɓàL ‘remote past (REMPST)’, kànL ‘medium past (MEDPST)’, kɔ̀ ‘re-
cent past (RECPST)’, kɔ̀ː L ‘near future (NFUT)’ and  koj ‘distant future (DFUT)’. 
Bender (1983, p. 133) listed three more markers (kɔ̀ː t, ɓòŋ and  ɗi), but he 
could not provide good evidence for their use, nor were they encountered in 
my data. Getachew (2014, p. 159ff) and Unseth (2007, p. 628) both restrict-
ed their inventory to the five markers listed here, so there is good agreement 
that they belong to a closed class. Their glosses were taken from Bender’s, 
Unseth’s and Getachew’s descriptions, and they served well for analyzing 
the  text  corpus for  this  study. Tense  in  Majang  therefore  appears  to  be 
metrical, in the sense that the time around the temporal reference point (the 
time of the utterance) is divided up into somewhat unspecific domains of in-
creasing distance to the reference point. When I asked my consultants about 
what the individual markers are used for, they came up with specific time 
frames, like “several years ago” for  ɓàL, “a few days ago at most” for  kɔ̀, 
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etc. The fact that Majang provides more past markers than future tense mark-
ers is  quite in line with descriptions of metrical  tense in other languages 
(Chung & Timberlake, 1985, p. 209).
Still, from looking at the examples in the texts, this neat metrical categoriza-
tion of  tense appears to be doubtful. For example in the story of Dog and 
Donkey (see p. 415), the tense marker ɓàL is used throughout the story for re-
ferring to main-line actions. Then, following the climax, where Dog unex-
pectedly kills Hyena, the narrative switches to the tense marker kànL (which, 
interestingly, was called  narrative past  by Bender, although it is not used 
much elsewhere within my text collection). There is no reason to assume that 
from this point in the narrative the reported events are significantly closer to 
the time of the telling of the story; therefore it is very likely that the marker 
kànL serves some other purpose than just being a medium-past marker.
In the same way, the two future-tense markers may be less characterized by 
a difference in temporal distance than in probability. Of the 16 examples 
found in my texts using the tense marker kój, almost every single one is used 
either in a question or in a purpose clause:
Example IV.264: use of distant-future marker kój
a) nɛ cɛ*ː n cìnì kój ŋǎːrkí  ɗ …
nɛ cɛ*ː n cì-n-ì kój ŋǎːr-kí -ɗ
CONJ 3S DEM-SG-SP DFUT go-CP-PURP.3S.DJ
For this to be published …
b) mánk mɛlɛr kój máɟáŋéːráL gɛː náL òkóɗ?
mánk mɛl-ɛr kój máɟáŋ-ɛːr-àL gɛː n-àL òkóɗ?
or reach-3P.DJ DFUT Majang-PL-DAT POSS\3P.SG-DAT when?
Or when will they reach the Majang people themselves?
The only exception to this is the following example, which makes a predic-
tion about the fate of a generic group of people:
Example IV.265: use of distant-future marker kój for vague predictions
máL íɗítL cìnɔ̀ dɔ̀ː tɛk dàkɛ kój à cɛ*ː n gírójkàn. 
máL íɗítL cì-n-ɔ̀ dɔ̀ː tɛ=k dàk-ɛ kój
but man\SG.ABS REL-SG-DIST lazy.man\SG.ABS=SUB remain-3S-DJ DFUT
à cɛ*ː n gírój-kàn
CONJ 3S poverty-NOMIN.SG.ABS
But a lazy man will remain poor.
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This contrasts with the use of the near-future marker kɔ̀ː L that seems to ex-
press a greater confidence that the action is actually going to happen:
Example IV.266: use of near-future marker kɔ̀ː L
nɛ dɔ̀ː c, nòmɛː ɗáL kɔ̀ː L rómí  ːɗ.
nɛ dɔ̀ː c nòm-ɛː ɗ-àL kɔ̀ː L rómí  ːɗ
CONJ well follow-REFOBJ-1S.DJ NFUT morning
Okay, I will follow her in the morning.
This is not to say that the future tense markers don’t have a metrical reality 
to them. In any case, future tense and modal functions are not always easily 
distinguished in the world’s languages (Chung & Timberlake, 1985, p. 206). 
What certainly becomes clear is that the scope and use of the tense markers 
should be subjected to further research based on a bigger text corpus.
One noteworthy fact about these tense markers is that they do not have to be  
used at all. The lack of a tense marker does not just mark the present tense, 
as Getachew (2014, p. 163) mistakenly suggests. Even in a  narrative text 
dealing with  a  mythical  past, most  main-line  actions  are  not  marked for 
tense. In the following multi-clause section from a traditional narrative, only 
the first clause features a tense marker (ɓàL, remote past, the  tense marker 
usually used for narratives):
Example IV.267: sparing use of tense markers
nɛ ɓá  L  ɓéɲ òmáltè làk ŋɔ̀ɗɔ̀L kàːrìònk. nɛ kɛː  ɗùkà ce . nɛ càːdíL nɛː kɛL kɛtɛ kàːrí 
kɔ̀nk òkó cìnìk lɛː kɛ jògùkú ámɗL nɛː k à měːŋ. nɛ càːdíL ɗègér kɛ ɗɛjɛ kɔ̀ː  ɓàrtɛː t. 
nɛ ŋàːr wàː. nɛ dɛnɛ gòdé òm cìnɔ̀ mèntán ŋɔ̀nk kíː ɗɛL íɗítL tàkìk. nɛ wìde r ɛː kL 
gòdèà kɔ̀nk òkó cìnìk.
nɛ ɓá  L ɓéɲ òmáltè làk ŋɔ̀ɗɔ̀L kàːrìònk
CONJ REMPST day on.one she.had neck of.coffee.leaf
nɛ kɛː ɗùkà ce .
CONJ she.went to.forest that
nɛ càːdíL nɛː kɛL kɛtɛ kàːrí kɔ̀nk òkó cìnìk
CONJ then while she.collected coffee.leaf aforementioned like this
lɛː kɛ jògùkú ámɗL nɛː k à měːŋ
then she.felt in.abdomen her CONJ it.hurt
nɛ càːdíL ɗègér kɛ ɗɛjɛ kɔ̀ː ɓàrtɛː t
CONJ then she.knew QUOT she.needed NFUT to.give.birth
nɛ ŋàːr wàː
conj she.went home
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nɛ dɛnɛ gòdé òm cìnɔ̀ mèntán ŋɔ̀nk kíː ɗɛL íɗítL tàkìk
CONJ she.saw house one that was.good SUB was.not exist man inside
nɛ wìde r ɛː kL gòdèà kɔ̀nk òkó cìnìk
CONJ she.turned herself to.house that like this
One day she had (REMPST) a craving for coffee-leaf drink. She went to the forest. 
While she collected this aforementioned coffee leaf just like this, she then felt a  
pain in her abdomen. Then she knew that she needed  (NFUT) to give birth. She 
went home. She saw a good house in which there was nobody. She turned herself  
to that aforementioned house just like that.
The text goes on for two more clauses before the next main-line tense mark-
er appears (the near-future marker in the fifth clause provides temporal refer-
ence to a complement speech clause and therefore is outside the time line of 
the narrative). The tense for all these main-line actions was set by the first-
clause tense marker ɓàL, which means that in Majang the tense stays active 
until a new tense marker, usually at a change of time, place or participants, 
resets the temporal setting.
This explains why, in some of the examples used in this grammar, a clause 
without a tense marker has still been translated as past tense, as the example 
was taken out of a context where this past tense was the current tense of the 
narrative.
IV.3.5  Auxiliaries
There  are  not  many  auxiliaries  in  the  Majang  language. Auxiliaries  are 
lexically  empty  verbs  whose  purpose  is  to  provide  the  grammatical 
information needed for another verb that comes in a reduced grammatical  
shape, but that provides the semantic content to the proposition  (T. Payne, 
1997, p. 84).
The morpheme that fits this definition best is the negative auxiliary k- that is 
needed to precede the  negative verb forms introduced in section  IV.2.2.1. 
Whereas the  negative verb form is unchanged for all  persons, the  subject 
information is provided by the negative auxiliary.
The negative  auxiliary, just like verbs, has different endings for the 1st, 2nd 
and 3rd person in the singular and plural:
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Example IV.268: conjugation of the negative auxiliary
1S kà pàː kkà I am not hot
2S kí n pàː kkà youSG are not hot
3S kí  pàː kkà it is not hot
1P kí ː  pàː kkà we are not hot
2P kí *ː r pàː kkà youPL are not hot
3P kí r pàː kkà they are not hot
Unseth (1989a, p. 119) recorded the  negative marker as  kù-, which is pro-
bably a dialectal variation that I did not encounter during my data collection. 
Getachew (2014, p. 177ff) seems to have recorded the negative marker with-
out the vowel /ù/.
The negative auxiliary can undergo further inflection than just the bare per-
son suffixes seen above. It can appear with the impersonal marker:
Example IV.269: impersonal negative auxiliary
máL tɛː nàn ɟéːmɛL kɛː L rɔ̀ː ríjáːtìŋ.
máL tɛː nàn ɟéːmɛL k-ɛː L rɔ̀ː ríjáːtìŋ
but instead previously NEG-IMPS teach\NEG
But they were not previously taught.
Furthermore, the negative auxiliary is also the carrier of any directional in-
flection marking:
Example IV.270: negative auxiliary with centripetal inflection
kìːkíːL túːkɛː L ɟóːpL ɔ̀gɔ̀ wàlɛc.
k-ìːk-í ,ːL túːk-ɛː L ɟóːpL ɔ̀gɔ̀ wàlɛc
NEG-CP-1P join-NEG people\ABS.MOD other from.outside
We don’t join with other outside people.
The following are the negative auxiliaries with direction markings:
Example IV.271: negative auxiliary direction paradigms
centripetal (CP) centrifugal (CF) deictic transfer (TF)
1S kí ːkàL k-í ːk-àL kí ː ꜜrà k-í ː r-à kí ːgɗàL k-í ːgɗ-àL
2S kí ːkí nL k-í ːk-í nL kí ː rí n k-í ː r-í n kí ːgɗí nL k-í ːgɗ-í nL
3S kí ːk k-í ːk kí  ː r k-í  ː r kí ːge ː ɗ k-í ːge ː ɗ
1P kí ːkí ːL k-í ːk-í ,ːL kí ː rí ː k-í ː r-í ,ː kí ːgɗí ːL k-í ːgɗ-í ,ːL
2P kí rkɔ̀L k-í rk-ɔ̀L kí ː tàː rɔ̀ k-í ː tàː r-ɔ̀ kí rgí ɗɔ̀L k-í rgiɗ-ɔ̀L
3P kí rk k-í rk kí ː ꜜtàr k-í ː t-àr kí rge ː ɗ k-í rge ː ɗ
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In the same way, the subordinate tenses can be formed of the negative auxili-
ary:
Example IV.272: negative auxiliary subordinate-tense paradigms
rel. past (RELPST) simultaneous (SIMUL) inchoative (INCHOA)
1S kí ːɗàL k-í ːɗ-àL kí ːkùːꜜnà k-í ːkùːn-à kí ːkàː ꜜjà k-í ːkàː j-à
2S kí ːɗí nL k-í ːɗ-inL kí ːkùːꜜnùn k-í ːkùːn-í n kí ːkàː ꜜjí n k-í ːkàː j-í n
3S kí ːɗ k-í ːɗ kí ːkùnL k-í ːkùnL kí ːkɛL k-í ːkɛL
1P kí ːɗí ːL k-í ːɗ-iːL kí ːkùːní ː k-í ːkùːn-í ,ːL kí ːkàː jí ː k-í ːkàː j-í ,ːL
2P kí rɗɔ̀L k-í rɗ-ɔ̀L kí rkùːnà*r k-í rkùːn-à*r kí rkàː jà*r k-í rkàːj-à*r
3P kí rɗí  k-í rɗ-í  kí rkùnL k-í rkùnL kí rkɛL k-í rkɛL
The modal auxiliary oːl ‘can’ is used to indicate that the subject has the capa-
city to do something. It is inflected as an -class verbɛ-class verb suffixes .
Example IV.273: auxiliary oːl ‘can’
óːlùn típír à éːke ː r.
óːl-ìn tí-pír à éːk-e ː r
can-2S.CJ INF-fly\ABS.SG CONJ truth-PL.ABS
You can truly fly!
As seen here, this auxiliary is followed by an infinitive verb form. 
Furthermore there are a few verbs which can serve as full verbs in some con-
texts, but which can also serve as auxiliaries to other verbs, in order to pro-
vide modal or aktionsart information.
The first of these is the -class verb ɛ-class verb suffixes ɗɛj with the meaning ‘want’ and ‘need’. 
This is used to indicate deontic or optative mode to a proposition. If so, then 
the other verb appears in the infinitive form:
Example IV.274: ɗɛj as an auxiliary
a) ɔ̀kɔ̀n làkɛL ɟóːpL gɔ̀ ɗɛjɛr àmbàbɛː t, ...
ɔ̀kɔ̀n làk-ɛL ɟóːpL gɔ̀ ɗɛj-ɛr àmbàb-ɛːt
if have-IMPS.DJ people\NOM REL\PL.DIST want-3P.DJ read-INF
If there are people who want to read, ...
b) ɗègér kɛ ɗɛjɛ kɔ̀ː  ɓàrtɛː t.
ɗègér kɛ ɗɛj-ɛ kɔ̀ː ɓàrt-ɛːt
know\3S.DJ QUOT need-3S.DJ NFUT.CJ give.birth-INF
She knew that she needed to give birth.
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The same lexeme is also used as a full transitive verb, with the desired object 
in the P slot:
Example IV.275: ɗɛj ‘want’ as a transitive verb
ɗɛjɛrL màcáːpɛL nɛː k cìnǐŋ jo ː ?
ɗɛj-ɛrL màcáːpɛL nɛː k cì-n-ì=ŋ jo ː
want-3P.DJ book\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS DEM-SG-SP=SFT QUEST
Do they want this book, or not?
Another  full  verb  that  sometimes  serves  as  an  auxiliary  is  the  verb  kúc 
‘come’, which is used as an inchoative marker in main clauses, or possibly to 
indicate an associative motion. It is accompanied by another verb which is 
inflected in the same way. This construction appears to be a serial-verb con-
struction.
Example IV.276: kúc as an auxiliary
a) nɛ kùcíːL tàɟíːL kɛkàr.
nɛ kùc-iːL tàɟ-í ,ːL kɛkàr
CONJ come-1P.DJ investigate-1P.DJ again
We will begin to investigate again.
b) nɔ̀ ɗɔ̀kúnL nɔ̀ kùcíːL tùɟìɗíːɗí  ːŋ.
nɔ̀ ɗɔ̀k-inL nɔ̀ kùc-iːL tùɟìɗ-í ːɗ-iːL=ŋ
CONJ bring-2S.DJ CONJ come-1P.DJ roast-REFOBJ-1P=SFT
...you bring it and we begin roasting it.
The verb/auxiliary  kúc inflects very irregularly, but the  paradigm seems to 
be somewhat based on a centripetal verb form, minus the centripetal marker:
Example IV.277: inflection of kúc 
kúc disjoint conjoint place
1S kúcàL kúc-àL kúcà kúc-à I come
2S kúcúnL kúc-únL kúcún kúc-ùn youSG come
3S kùcú kùc-ú kúcù kúc-ù he comes
1P kúcí ːL kúc-iːL kúcí ː kúc-í ː we comes
2P kù-rákɔ̀L kù-ràkɔ̀L kùrákɔ̀L kù-rákɔ̀L youPL come
3P kùràk(í ) kù-ràk(í ) kùràk(í ) kù-ràk(í ) they come
The imperative of kúc is wàɗ(í k):
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Example IV.278: imperative of kúc 
nɛ tɔ̀L táL wàɗ téːjá!
nɛ tɔ̀L táL wàɗ téːjá
so.what 1S-DAT come\IMP.SG butcher\IMP.SG
So what? Start butchering for me!
The centripetal auxiliary kùc is complemented by the centrifugal counterpart 
kɛː , which is a shortened form of the full intransitive verb kɛː ɗ ‘go’ (see ex-
ample IV.164 for its full paradigm). It is also used as a first element in serial 
verb constructions to indicate an inceptive aktionsart, or to express an asso-
ciated motion (see section V.8.4 for its use).
Example IV.279: serial verb construction with kɛː
nɛ kɛː  tònú lɛː rà kɛ …
nɛ kɛː tòn-í  lɛː r-à kɛ
CONJ go\3S say-3S.DJ Leer-DAT QUOT
She went to tell Leer that ...
IV.3.6  Adpositions
One of the Majang language’s claims to fame up to this point was its alleged 
use of postpositions in spite of its VAP nature. Unseth (1989b, p. 106) states 
that words like ràŋ ‘top’, tàk ‘inside’ and wàlɛc ‘from outside’ are postposi-
tions, linking these to similar findings in Murle (Arensen, 1982, p. 117) and 
Didinga (Odden, 1983, p. 169). Therefore, these Surmic languages apparent-
ly contradict  Greenberg’s (1966,  p.  78) language universal  3, stating that 
“languages with dominant VSO order are always prepositional.”
Contrary to Unseth’s findings, these words show several characteristics that 
preclude their interpretation as  postpositions. T. Payne  (1997, p. 87) states 
that adpositions derive historically from nouns or verbs, and that a good way 
to find out if a word is one or the other is its behavior. When it is a verb or a 
noun, it takes on verbal or nominal inflection markers; when it is a preposi-
tion, it  doesn’t. Applied to  Majang, one  needs  to  see  whether  the  stated 
words still can take on nominal morphology (as they apparently go back to 
nouns) or not. Now, the two words ràŋ ‘top’ and tàk ‘inside’ can indeed be 
inflected for case. They show up in this form when the noun they relate to is 
locative:
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Example IV.280: tàk and ràŋ with locative case
a) làŋkáL kɔ̀ ɗùk tàk!
làŋ-kàL kɔ̀ ɗùk tàk
find-CP.1S.DJ RECPST forest\SG.LOC inside\LOC
I found (her) in the forest.
b) nɔ̀ ɔ̀ː jíːL ŋáːw à gírójke ː n ɗóːk ràŋ.
nɔ̀ ɔ̀ː j-í ,ːL ŋáːw à gírój-ke ː n
CONJ drive-1S.DJ hunger\SG.ABS CONJ poor.person-NOMIN.SG.ABS
ɗóːk ràŋ
land\SG.LOC top\LOC
...and we drive hunger and poverty from the land.
But these words can also be used in the dative case:
Example IV.281: tàk with dative case
nɛ càːdíL gàɓɛː L èkédà tàkànà kɛ ...
nɛ càːdíL gàɓ-ɛː L èkéd-à tàk-ànà kɛ
CONJ then give-IMPS.DJ plan-SG.DAT inside-DAT QUOT
Then it was given into the plan that… (=it was planned that…)
In the same way, the  dative of  ràŋ is  ràŋànà. Furthermore, these words can 
also be used as heads of their own noun phrase, as seen in the following ex-
ample:
Example IV.282: tàk as head of a noun phrase
nɛ kóŋkù ɗ tàk cìgɛ mógúnko nk, nɛ ɗǎmŋ.
nɛ kóŋ-k-í  ɗ tàk cì-g-ɛ mógún-k-o nk
CONJ gather-CP-RELPST.3S.CJ inside\LOC REL-PL-HR duiker-PL-GEN
nɛ ɗǎm=ŋ
CONJ eat.3S.DJ=SFT
Having gathered inside those (the meat chunks) of the duikers, she ate.
In this example, tàk ‘inside’ clearly does not serve as a postposition, as there 
is no noun it relates to. It may be analyzed as an adverb in this clause, but if 
so, it still goes back to the locative use of the noun ‘inside’. Now, if these so-
called  postpositions  can  be  marked  for  case  and  form  their  own  noun 
phrases, two conclusions can be drawn: first, their morphological and syn-
tactic behavior is  too close to that  of  nouns to be called something else. 
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Second, if they agree in case with the noun they relate to, this is the opposite 
of what an adposition should do; an adposition should govern the case of the 
noun that it introduces in a prepositional phrase (T. Payne, 1997, p. 31).
It can be shown that these words modify the noun phrase, as the nouns they 
relate to appear in a modified case form, where this is applicable:
Example IV.283: so-called postpositions modify the noun
a) ɗeː gàrL ɗepɛː L jàrtí ː .
ɗeː gàrL ɗepɛː L jàrtí ː
sleep\3S.DJ lion\SG.NOM woman\SG.LOC
The lion sleeps near the woman.
b) ɗeː gàrL ɗepɛː L jàrtí *ː  nàː kɛL.
ɗeː gàrL ɗepɛː L jàrtí *ː nàː k-ɛL
sleep\3S.DJ lion\SG.NOM woman\SG.LOC.MOD POSS\1S.SG-LOC
The lion sleeps near my woman.
c) ɗeː gàrL ɗepɛː L jàrtí *ː  ɟɔ̀k.
ɗeː gàrL ɗepɛː L jàrtí *ː ɟɔ̀k
sleep\3S.DJ lion\SG.NOM woman\SG.LOC.MOD close\LOC
The lion sleeps next to the woman.
In example a), ‘woman’ appears in its plain locative form jàrtí ː . In example 
b), this NP is modified by a possessive pronoun, which results in the modi-
fied locative form jàrtí *ː , with a different tone pattern. Now, in example c) this 
possessive pronoun is replaced by what appears to be a postposition, which 
again shows ‘woman’ to be the head of a modified NP, and not the syntactic 
dependent in a postpositional phrase. Therefore, these words are better seen 
as relational nouns, like Amharic ውስጥ ‘inside’ or ላይ ‘top’, and not as post-
positions.
Other instances of what Unseth called postpositions are really just  adverbs, 
such as wàlɛc ‘from outside’, which can easily stand without a relating noun:
Example IV.284: wàlɛc not a postposition, but an adverb
à kìːkíːL túːkɛː L ɟóːpL ɔ̀gɔ̀ wàlɛc.
à k-ìːk-í ,ːL túːk-ɛː L ɟóːpL ɔ̀gɔ̀ wàlɛc
CONJ NEG-CP-1P join-NEG people.ABS.MOD other.ABS from.outside
… and we don’t join other people from outside.
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In light of the fact that Unseth’s postpositions belong to at least two different 
parts of speech and clearly are not characterized by a uniform behavior, the 
evidence for challenging Greenberg’s typological claim is too weak. Instead 
it is necessary to point out that there are a few instances of possible preposi-
tions to be found in the language, although the evidence is similarly shaky as 
for the presence of postpositions.
Generally all  spatial relations are indicated by the two cases  locative and 
dative (see section  V.4), where the  locative serves for both static location 
and  ablative. Any further specification is handled by  relational nouns. But 
there are a few cases where something approaching the characteristics of a 
preposition can be found in the language. A first possible candidate is the 
clause-internal  conjunction  à (see  IV.3.9),  which  in  almost  all  instances 
could be translated by the English preposition ‘with’. Another likely preposi-
tion is oko ‘like’:
Example IV.285: possible preposition oko
nɛ kɔ̀ɟúrúꜜrúŋ òkó cìnìk.
nɛ kɔ̀ɟúrúr=ŋ òkó cì-n-ì-k
CONJ fade\IPFV.3S=SFT like DEM-SG-SP-POSS
It became dark, just like that.
This sequence òkó cìnìk is encountered frequently in  narrative texts, where 
òkó is best translated by the English  preposition ‘like’. In about 20 occur-
rences in the corpus, like here, òkó appears together with a  demonstrative. 
But  three  instances  were  found  where  it  introduces  other  types  of  noun 
phrases with the same semantic function:
Example IV.286: possible preposition oko preceding pronoun and noun
a) ɗɛjɛr àmbàbɛː t nɛː k òkó ìːníŋ.
ɗɛj-ɛr àmbàb-ɛːt nɛː k òkó í *ːn=ŋ
want-3P.DJ read-INF POSS\3S.SG.ABS like 2S=SFT
They want to read it like you.
b) nɛ ɗégégéríːL à tɛ ː n ɟéːmɛL òkó kánL èmé òmáltèk.
nɛ ɗégégér-iːL à tɛ ː n ɟéːmɛL
CONJ agree-AC.3P.DJ CONJ initially previously
òkó kánL èm-é òm-áltè=k
like MEDPST year\SG-LOC OTHER-LOC-SUB
They agreed previously, like in that other year.
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c) dɛ ː ŋ, òkó máɗL.
dɛː =ŋ, òkó máɗL
red\3S.DJ=SFT like fire\SG.ABS
It is red, like fire.
Therefore, òkó might be a promising candidate for a  preposition, but there 
are also problems with this analysis. The use of the subordinate-clause mark-
er in example b) and also the  tense marker suggest that it here serves as a 
conjunction introducing a comparative clause. Even in example c) the prepo-
sitional phrase appears to be placed outside the clause structure, following 
the SFT-clitic.
The following example from a text contains another word ɗɛ that appears to 
have a prepositional function. Its function is not clear, and its gloss is given 
entirely based on the English translation of the whole clause. A more confi-
dent analysis would require more occurrences in a bigger text corpus.
Example IV.287: possible preposition ɗɛ
ŋàː táL ɗɛ wárL cèːdí  .
ŋàː táL ɗɛ wárL cèːdí L
smell\3S.DJ 1S.DAT of dog\SG.ABS here
It smells of dog to me here.
Another doubtful candidate for the very short list of Majang prepositions is 
còlàk in the following example:
Example IV.288: possible preposition còlàk preceding pronoun and noun
ŋàːr kɔ̀ éːtáL còlàk bàːbúj nɛː kík.
ŋàːr kɔ̀ éːt-àL còlàk bàːbúj nɛː k=k
go\3S.DJ RECPST 1S-DAT towards husband\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS=SUB
She left me towards her husband.
Probably còlàk goes back to a relative pronoun cɔ̀ followed by the verb làkɛː  
‘one has’. It clearly serves as some kind of allative preposition here, but it is 
in fact not needed, as the dative case on ‘husband’ would have accomplished 
the same. And again the use of the  subordinate-clause marker may instead 
indicate a function as a subordinating conjunction or even a relativizer.
All things told, it becomes clear that the Majang language does not have a 
well-developed inventory of adpositions, be they  prepositions or  postposi-
tions. It is certainly misplaced to cite Majang (and probably other  Surmic 
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languages) as a counterexample regarding Greenberg’s claim on  postposi-
tions in  VAP languages. If Majang has any adpositions, they are  preposi-
tions, quite in line with Greenberg’s universal. But Majang’s preferred way 
of marking NPs for spatial relations is locative or dative case marking sup-
ported by relational nouns.
IV.3.7  Conjunctions
There  are  very  few  conjunctions  in  the  Majang  language. Their  use  is 
demonstrated in section V.8 Clause Combinations.
IV.3.8  Particles and all the other stuff
The Majang  lexicon contains a number of words which do not fall within 
any of the grammatical categories introduced so far. I lump them into one 
big and messy left-over category  particles. At least it is possible to divide 
what’s there into a number of convenient subcategories.
IV.3.8.1  Pragmatic particles
Pragmatic particles are used by the speaker to interact with other speech-act 
participants. The  following  is  a  list  of  pragmatic  particles  identified  in 
Majang.
In Majang agreement is expressed with the affirmative particle ǐː.
Example IV.289: affirmative particle ǐː
ǐː líkí mɛlɛ cìnɛ ː ŋ.
ǐː líkí mɛl-ɛ cì-n-ɛ=ŋ
yes correct arrive-3S.DJ DEM-SG-HR=SFT
Yes, right, that is clear.
There is no particle in Majang that takes the function of English ‘no’.
The particle ánɛ expresses the doubt of the speaker to something said previ-
ously:
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Example IV.290: particles ánɛ and kí ː
ánɛ ɲɛː ɗà kíː ɛk?
ánɛ ɲɛː ɗà kíː ɛk?
really end\SG.ABS QUEST how?
Really, how can it be the end?
This example also features another  pragmatic  particle, the question marker 
kí ː , which is not necessary to create a question (the interrogative  ɛk would 
accomplish this on its own), but it reinforces the question to the hearer.
Both particles í *ː  and ànɛ could alternatively be classified as interjections (see 
next  section), as  they  can  serve  as  non-elliptic  utterances  on  their  own 
(Ameka, 2006, p. 1).
The particle àná is used instead of the imperative/jussive particle ìn in order 
to downplay the magnitude of the imposed task:





Majang people  greet each other by use of the  particle dìgój. This is very 
similar  to  the  greeting  digé observed  in  the  Omotic  Benchnon  language 
neighboring the southern pockets of the Majang language area. The response 
to this greeting is the verb bɔ̀dɛŋ ‘it is well’.
The particle tɔ̀L is used together with the conjunction nɛ and the 1S short pro-
noun tàL to exhort another speech-act participant to act on something.
Example IV.292: particle tɔ̀L
nɛ tɔ̀L táL wàɗ téːjá!
CONJ PRAG 1S.DAT come\IMP.SG skin\IMP.SG
So what? Start butchering!
A final  pragmatic  particle is  ɔ̀rɛ, which serves as a thematic development 
marker, which leads into a new thematic topic in a non-narrative discourse.
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Example IV.293: pragmatic particle ɔ̀rɛ
nɛ ɔ̀rɛ kɛkàr tùrgùmíːL áɲL kɔ̀nk à pèběrŋ.
nɛ ɔ̀rɛ kɛkàr tùrgùm-í ,ːL áɲL kɔ̀nk à pèběrŋ
CONJ now again translate-1P.DJ thing\SG.ABS REF\RECPST CONJ finish\3S.DJ=SFT
Now, again, we finished translating this thing.
IV.3.8.2  Interjections
Interjections refer “to a class of words which are unproductive, do not enter  
into syntactic relationships with other classes, and whose function is purely  
emotive” (Crystal, 2003, p. 239). Some of these were found in the text cor-
pus:
The interjection tè serves to catch the attention of the hearer:
Example IV.294: interjection tè
wàːlóːk, kóL tè! ɓòkóːtìː ìndíáL gà nk
wàːlóːk kóL tè ɓòkóːt-ìː ìndí-áL gà nk
Waalook HORT.1P te! kill-1P.CJ mother\1S-PL.ABS POSS\1P.PL.ABS
Waalook, hey, let’s kill our mothers!
The  interjection po ː is used as an idiophonic  speech clause to indicate the 
complete disappearance of something:
Example IV.295: interjection po ː
nɛ ɗàm kɛ “po ː!” nɛ ŋǎːrŋ.
nɛ ɗàm kɛ po ː nɛ ŋǎːr=ŋ
CONJ eat\3S.DJ QUOT po! CONJ go\3S.DJ=SFT
He ate it all up and left.
The interjection wěː is the Majang cry of anguish:
Example IV.296: interjection wěː
nɛ dùrìjé kɛ “wěː!”
nɛ dùrìj-ɛ kɛ wěː
CONJ cry-3S.DJ QUOT we!
He cried “ouch!”
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IV.3.9  Clause-internal conjunction
In section V.8 various ways are described in which clauses can be combined 
into  complex sentences. But there are also ways in which phrases can be 
combined to form complex phrases or clauses.
The all-purpose clause-internal conjunction of Majang is à. It can be used for 
all kinds of connecting functions inside the clause. Other conjunctions with 
similar uses are also introduced in the following sections. As said above, it is 
possible to interpret à as a preposition ‘with’.
IV.3.9.1  Phrase coordination
The clause-internal  conjunction à is used for combining two or more  noun 
phrases into a coordinated noun phrase.
Example IV.297: coordinated noun phrases
a) làkɛL ɓà wárL à kúꜜrój.
làk-ɛL ɓà wárL à kúꜜrój
have-IMPS.DJ REMPST\CJ dog\SG.ABS CONJ donkey\SG.ABS
There was a dog and a donkey.
b) wàːlóːk à lɛ*ː r, cɛː g ɓáL càːkómákL.
wàːlóːk à lɛ*ː r cɛː g ɓáL càːkóm-àkL
Waalook CONJ Leer 3P REMPST friend-PL.ABS
Waalook and Leer, they were friends.
A greater variety can be observed for or-type noun-phrase coordination.
Example IV.298: or-type coordinated noun phrases
a) máL ɓáL bàrɛr átútúnɛː kɛ ɔ̀gɔ̀kɛ mánkírɛ àmárɛɛː kɛ.
máL ɓáL bàr-ɛr átú-tún-ɛː k-ɛ ɔ̀gɔ̀k-ɛ
but REMPST be.used-3P.DJ language-PL-LOC others-LOC
mánkírɛ àmárɛ-ɛː k-ɛ
or Amharic-PL-LOC
But they were used to (reading) in other languages or in Amharic.
b) ɟártíáːtɔ̀kL kɛjgún  L  tɔ̀ː mɔ̀kL, làtù ìɟáːgL cɛː g bàŋɛ.
ɟártí-áːtɔ̀kL kɛjgún  L tɔ̀ː m-ɔ̀kL là-tù ìɟáːgL cɛː g bàŋɛ
woman-PL.ABS or child-PL.ABS have-3P.CJ work\SG.ABS 3P all
Women or children, they all have work.
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c) àgútL ɟìko n nɔ̀ mó túːkíːɗí  ːk àɲ òmáːjL nɔ̀ mó túːkíːɗí  k kɛjn  L  rɛ kɛ wòrí kɛjn  L  
rɛ kɛ ɟìko n.
àgútL ɟìko n nɔ̀ mó túːk-í ːɗ=k àɲ òmáːjL
because what CONJ alone join-PURP.3S=SUB thing\SG.NOM one
nɔ̀ mó túːk-í ːɗ=k kɛjn  L rɛ kɛ
CONJ alone join-PURP.3S=SUB or 3S.PRAG QUOT
wòrí kɛjn  L rɛ kɛ ɟìko n
money\ABS.SG or 3S.PRAG QUOT what?
This is in order to not have another thing join in, to not have, say, money join  
in, or not, say, whatever else.
In example a) the conjunction mánkírɛ ‘or’ is used to connect two NPs in a 
disjunctive way. In b) this same function is accomplished by kɛjgúnL, and in 
c) by the use of kɛjnL preceding both terms.
IV.3.9.2  Adverbial conjunction
In the Majang language many clause-level  adverbials are not case-marked 
noun phrases or prepositional phrases, but mini-clauses which consist of no 
more than a verb, stative verb or numeral, and which are not treated as inde-
pendent clauses. They clearly are placed in the  adverbial slot of the clause 
and are  introduced by the  clause-internal  conjunction à. These  adverbials 
have a very different status from the adverbial clauses presented in section 
V.8.3. For example they can never precede the clause they belong to.
Example IV.299: clause-internal conjunction used for adverbials
a) àdàràt, ìn táL gàɓɛL à òmóŋL!
àdàràt ìn táL gàɓ-ɛL à òmóŋL
please! HORT 1S.DAT give-IMP\PL CONJ one
Please, give me one!
b) mɛlɛ kɔ̀ rɛ táL à tɛm.
mɛl-ɛ kɔ̀ rɛ táL à tɛm
arrive-3S.DJ RECPST 3S.PRAG 1S.DAT CONJ little\3S.DJ
I understand it a little.
c) nɛ kɛː ɗɛː L àrɛː  láláŋL à kómóje ː r.
nɛ kɛː ɗ-ɛː L àr-ɛː láláŋL à kómój-e ː r
CONJ go-IMPS.DJ weave-IMPS.CJ relationship\SG.ABS CONJ nation\PL.ABS
A relationship is formed with the nations.
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In  example  a)  the  conjunction à introduces  a  numeral, in  b)  a  modal 
adverbial consisting of a stative verb (see section IV.2.4.2 for this construc-
tion) and in c) it almost serves like a  preposition introducing a comitative 
NP. All three examples have in common that the adverbial phrase introduced 
by the conjunction à appears at the end of the total clause, where one would 
expect adverbial information.
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Part V:  Other Syntactic and Pragmatic Topics
This part of the language description deals with the use of the various forms 
explored in the previous sections, focusing on what they accomplish mostly 
from a functional perspective. Section  V.1 investigates the structure of the 
noun phrase, and section V.2 does the same for verb phrases. In section V.3, 
the structure of the various kinds of simple clauses is presented, and section 
V.4 surveys the semantic functions of various noun phrases. Sections V.5 to 
V.6 briefly  deal  with further  syntactic  topics  (valence-changing construc-
tions and tense, aspect and mode). Section V.7 lists a number of pragmatical-
ly marked structures, such as fronting, negation, questions, focus and imper-
atives. Section V.8 investigates the various ways to combine clauses to com-
plex sentences, and section V.9 addresses topics relating to topical continuity 
and discontinuity.
V.1  The Structure of the Noun Phrase
The head noun appears at the beginning of a noun phrase. The order of con-
stituents is as follows:
head noun – demonstrative/possessive – relational noun – quantifier – 
relative clause
Example V.1: examples for noun phrase ordering




b) ɓɛː ɲɔ̀ɛL gɛː nk bàŋɛ
ɓɛː ɲɔ̀-ɛL gɛː nk bàŋɛ
day-PL.ABS.MOD POSS\3S.PL.ABS all
all his days
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It was shown in section IV.3.3 that quantifiers are less closely connected to 
the noun phrase than demonstratives or possessives. While these trigger the 
modified form of certain cases on the noun, any quantifier (if not joined by a 
demonstrative or  possessive, as in example  V.1) leaves the  head noun in a 
non-modified state.




In this example, as opposed to example V.1a), the quantifier is the only other 
constituent relating to this noun, and the noun appears in its plain form òlátL 
instead of in the modified form òláL. It therefore appears as if the quantifier 
is not really part of the noun phrase. The same is true for all relative clauses 
– they leave the head noun in the plain, not in the modified state.




persons that are troublemakers
In this example the plain  absolutive plural form  ɟóːpL is used as the head-
word, not the modified form ɟóːL. It is interesting to note that in spite of their 
formal similarity, the demonstrative and relative pronouns have a different 
effect regarding the modification status of the noun that precedes them; de-
monstratives trigger a modified case form, whereas relative pronouns do not.
Relational  nouns  typically  convey  spatial  information  and  derive  from 
nouns. See section  IV.3.6 for a discussion about their status as part of the 
noun phrase. Relational nouns always appear as the last element of a  noun 
phrase, but preceding any quantifiers.
Example V.4: relative order of relational nouns in the NP
a) ɗùk nàː kɛ tàk
ɗùk nàː k-ɛL tàk
forest\SG.LOC POSS\1S.SG-LOC inside\LOC
inside my forest
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c) ɗùkí ːkɛ tàk bàŋɛ
ɗùk-í ːk-ɛ tàk bàŋɛ
forest-PL-LOC inside\LOC all
inside all forests
Interestingly, a noun phrase modified by a relative clause places the relation-
al noun following the relative clause:
Example V.5: relational noun following a relative clause
ɗùk ceL mentàn ŋɔ̀nk tàk
ɗùk ceL mentàn ŋɔ̀nk tàk
forest\SG.LOC REL\SG.SP.LOC good\3S.DJ SUB inside
inside this good forest (lit: inside this forest that is good)
In this example, the relational noun tàk follows the subordinate marker ŋɔ̀nk 
which ends the relative clause containing the stative verb mèntán.
V.1.1  Number and case marking
The various elements of a  noun phrase in Majang differ  in the extent  to 
which they agree with the noun in number and case. Possessive pronouns 
show the most amount of agreement with their head noun. All singular pos-
sessive pronouns agree in number and case with the head noun.
Example V.6: number and case agreement of singular possessives
a) màlɛ í ɗí  wàrL nàː k.
màl-ɛ í ɗí  wàrL nàː k
hit-3S.DJ man\SG.ERG dog\SG.ABS POSS\1S.SG.ABS
A man hit my dog.
b) boːbɛr wàrL nàkɛL kɛkàr.
boːb-ɛ wàrL nàk-ɛL kɛkàr
big-3S.DJ dog\SG.NOM.MOD POSS\1S.SG-NOM again
My dog is big again.
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c) boːbɛr wàrtùnL gàː nɛL kɛkàr.
boːb-ɛr wàr-tùnL gàː n-ɛL kɛkàr
big-3P.DJ dog\PL.NOM.MOD POSS\1S.PL-NOM again
My dogs are big again.
In this example, there is no overt difference between the absolutive noun in 
a) and the  nominative noun in b). The different  possessives  nàː k and  nàkɛL 
therefore serve to show the case difference on the two  noun phrases as a 
whole. In  c)  the  possessive  gàː nɛL provides redundant  information on the 
plural of the noun phrase, together with the nominative case marking.
The plural possessive pronouns also agree with the number of the head noun, 
but mostly leave the case unmarked.
Example V.7: limited case agreement of plural possessives
a) màlɛ í ɗí  wàrL nà nk kɛkàr.
màl-ɛ í ɗí  wàrL nà nk kɛkàr
hit-3S.DJ man\SG.ERG dog\SG.ABS POSS\1P.SG.ABS again
A man hit our dog again.
b) màlɛ wàrL nànk í ɗí tL.
màl-ɛ wàrL nànk í ɗí tL
hit-3S.DJ dog\SG.ERG.MOD POSS\1P.SG.ERG man\SG.ABS
Our dog hit a man.
c) boːbɛ wàrL nànk kɛkàr.
boːb-ɛ wàrL nànk kɛkàr
big-3S.DJ dog\SG.NOM.MOD POSS\1P.SG.NOM again
Our dog is big again.
In example a) the plural  possessive comes in the  absolutive form nà nk, the 
only form differentiated from the default form nànk, which is used not only 
for the ergative in example b) and the nominative in example c), but also for 
the dative and locative.
As was seen in section IV.3.1.2, demonstratives provide a clear number dis-
tinction, but  they only show limited case agreement, as  the  three  central 
cases share the same form; the locative and dative cases have their own sepa-
rate forms. As the relative markers are almost identical to the  demonstra-
tives, relative clauses share this behavior: they agree with the head noun in 
number, but they only agree with the head noun in case if this is  dative or 
locative (see section IV.3.1.3).
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Except for the ergative case marking on cardinal numerals, quantifiers (see 
section  IV.3.3) do not show any agreement with the noun they relate to, a 
fact that reflects their position somewhat outside of the noun phrase.
V.1.2  Specific reference
The Majang language makes use of a variety of strategies to provide specific 
reference to  a  participant. Demonstratives, temporal  anaphoric-reference 
markers and possessive pronouns were encountered serving this function.
V.1.2.1  Demonstratives as specific reference markers
Demonstratives provide  anaphoric reference to a  participant mentioned be-
fore. But they can also be used to indicate a reference that is grounded in the  
world-view of the hearer. The following example is  taken from a text  in 
which no forest whatsoever was mentioned before. The forest is an entity 
taken for granted in the  world-view of the Majang people, and the demon-
strative is used to make reference to this ubiquitous entity.
Example V.8: demonstrative used for providing specific reference
a) nɛ kɛː  ɗùkà ce ː
nɛ kɛː ɗùk-àL ce ː
and go\3S.DJ forest\SG-DAT DEM.SP.DAT
And she goes to the forest.
V.1.2.2  Temporal anaphoric-reference markers
The temporal anaphoric-reference markers introduced in section IV.3.2.2 are 
the  preferred  device  for  referring  anaphorically  to  a  participant or  entity 
mentioned earlier in the discourse. They always follow the headword.





It was shown in example V.7 that for plural possessives the absolutive form 
is the only one marked in a different way from the other  case forms. For 
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temporal  anaphoric-reference markers the situation is intriguingly different, 
as here the ergative form is the only one with a different tonal pattern:
Example V.10: ergative temporal anaphoric-reference marker
màlɛ meː kàL kɔ̀ nk í ɗí tL.
màl-ɛ meː kàL kɔ̀ nk í ɗí tL
hit-3S.DJ pain\SG.ERG.MOD REF\RECPST.ERG man\SG.ABS
That aforementioned pain hit the man.
V.1.2.3  Possessive pronouns as specific reference markers
Finally, possessive  pronouns  are  also  used  to  provide  specific  reference. 
They are used particularly to provide reference to a participant that has been 
talked about before, but that did not participate in the narrative so far. 
Example V.11: possessive pronoun as specific reference marker
nɛ mɛlkí ɗúŋéL nɛː kɛ ː ŋ.
nɛ mɛl-kí  ɗúŋéL nɛː k-ɛ=ŋ
CONJ arrive-CP.3S.DJ hyena\SG.NOM.MOD POSS\3S.SG-NOM=SFT
And Hyena himself arrived.
V.2  The Structure of the Verb Phrase
The verb phrase105 in Majang may consist of the verb itself and a number of 
accompanying words, which T. Payne (1997, p. 84) proposes to call auxili-
aries, which is not the terminology chosen in this grammar. In Majang these 
words are the  tense markers introduced in section  IV.3.4.2, and the short 
pronouns introduced in section IV.3.1.1. They can also co-occur in the same 
verb phrase, in the order tense marker – short pronoun:
105This understanding of the verb phrase is different from definitions of the VP in generative  
grammar models, where the VP may include all information that is not contained in the 
subject NP, including the object NP. The verb phrase in Majang only contains the non-
nominal material presented in the following discussion.
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Example V.12: order of elements in a verb phrase
dàkín kɔ̀ː L táL à ìndí  ːŋ.
dàk-ín kɔ̀ː L táL à ìndí=ŋ
remain-2S.DJ NFUT 1S.DAT CONJ mother\1S.NOM=SFT
You will remain my mother to me.
The verb phrase of this clause is  dàkín kɔ̀ː L táL. That the tense markers and 
the short pronouns are indeed part of the verb phrase (at least when they fol-
low the verb) is evidenced by a number of phenomena. One of these is the 
conjoint-disjoint  distinction  (see  section  III.3). The  conjoint  verb  phrases 
undergo special treatment in case the verb is followed by a tense marker. All 
such verbs are marked as  disjoint, but some of the tense markers (ɓàL ‘re-
mote past’, kɔ̀ ‘recent past’ and kɔ̀ː L ‘near future’) display a different form if 
they are followed by a non-topical absolutive NP:
Example V.13: disjoint form used preceding tense marker
mɛlkí kɔ̀ íɗítL cìnɛ kɔ̀nk.
mɛl-kí  kɔ̀ íɗítL cì-n-ɛ kɔ̀nk
arrive-CP.3S.DJ RECPST.CJ man\SG.ABS DEM-SG-HR REF\RECPST
That aforementioned man has come.
In this example, the  verb phrase (verb plus tense marker) is followed by a 
non-topical  absolutive NP. The verb itself appears in the disjoint form, but 
the tense marker kɔ̀ is marked by a low tone as conjoint. Such syntactic be-
havior is best explained by the assumption of the verb phrase (VP) as a unit 
relevant to Majang syntax. The conjoint marking applies not to the verb as 
such, but to the whole  verb phrase headed by this verb. A  conjoint form 
identifies the next constituent as being non-topical and in the absolutive case 
(see section III.3). If only the verb were the carrier of the  conjoint-disjoint 
distinction, then the next constituent would be the tense marker in the above 
example, which is not an NP marked by the absolutive case. Therefore the 
verb would remain a disjoint verb. But the distinction affects the verb phrase 
as a whole, which is indeed followed by a non-topical  absolutive NP, and 
therefore the conjoint is marked on the VP, on its last element. 
Tense markers don’t have to follow the verb. When a clause is introduced by 
a conjunction, they appear in a time-related pre-nuclear slot preceding the 
verb:
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Example V.14: tense markers preceding the verb
nɛ cáːL ɓáL ɗìːrárkí  ɗ òlá cìgì bàŋɛk, nɛ ɓáL go*n.
nɛ cáːL ɓáL ɗìːr-àrk-ɗ òlá cì-g-ì
CONJ then REMPST fall-CP-RELPST.3P things\ABS DEM-PL-SP
bàŋɛ=k nɛ ɓáL go*n
all=SUB CONJ REMPST flee\3S.DJ
When all these things had fallen down, he fled.
Here the two remote past particles are both placed preceding the verb. They 
then also appear in the disjoint form.
The need to include the short pronouns inside the verb phrase arises from the 
fact that they are placed between the verb and any overt subject or object.
Example V.15: short pronoun preceding the subject
rìːɓé ɓáL tínL wàːkójótL.
rìːɓ-ɛ ɓáL tínL wàːkójótL
create-3S.DJ REMPST 1P.P God\NOM
God created us.
Further evidence comes from the fact that these  short pronouns, too, may 
change their tone to low when preceding a non-topical absolutive NP, as in 
the following example:
Example V.16: short pronoun carries conjoint marking
ŋàː  tà í ɗí tL.
ŋàː tà í ɗí tL
smell\3S 1S.DAT.CJ man\SG.ABS
I smell a man (literally: a man smells to me).
This is a somewhat fascinating construction. The short pronoun tà is seman-
tically the same as the 1S.DAT pronoun tàL seen in example V.12. This results 
in a  dative NP preceding the absolutive object, which again would violate 
the  order of constituents in Majang. The canonical  order of constituents is 
only preserved by the assumption that  tà is part of the  verb phrase. This is 
confirmed by the change of tone to L on the particle, which is best explained 
as the conjoint marking of the VP, because the VP as a whole is followed by 
a non-topical  absolutive NP. In this, tà  mirrors the tonal behavior of  tense 
markers, which also take on the conjoint marking in the appropriate environ-
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ment. Assuming that these short pronouns are part of the verb phrase there-
fore avoids having to assume a special constituent order just for their sake.
Short pronouns can also precede the verb, as in the following sentence:
Example V.17: short pronoun preceding the verb
nɛ kɔ̀ː L nà díːle ː r èpcón.
nɛ kɔ̀ː L nà díːl-ɛ ː r èpcón
CONJ NFUT 2S.DAT carry-CF.3S Epheson
Epheson will bring it out to you.
It  appears  that  both  tense  markers  and  short  pronouns  precede  the  verb 
whenever a conjunction introduces the clause, such as the conjunctions nɛ or 
mà. They are only found following the verb when no conjunction is in evi-
dence. This appears somewhat odd – following the verb they clearly mani-
fest themselves as part of the  verb phrase; but the presence of some other 
element preceding the verb appears to cut them out of the verb phrase. Short 
pronouns always end up directly preceding the verb and can therefore still be 
seen as a part of the verb phrase without trouble. But the tense markers can 
be dislocated quite far away from the verb, and in a clause like the following 
it is difficult to defend their status as being part of the verb phrase:
Example V.18: tense marker dislocated far from the verb
nɛ ɓá  L  rómí  ːɗ nɛː kɛL nòmɛ ɟàrtǐː cìnáːnɛL ɓákL.
nɛ ɓáL rómí  ːɗ nɛː k-ɛL nòm-ɛ ɟàrtǐː
CONJ REMPST morning POSS\3S.SG-LOC follow-3S.DJ woman\SG-LOC.MOD
cì-n-áː-n-ɛL ɓákL
DEM-SG-HR-SG-LOC REF\REMPST
In the morning he followed after that aforementioned woman.
The alternation regarding the position of the verb apparently goes back to a 
restriction that  each clause needs to begin with either a conjunction or a 
verb.
The only other material that can be analyzed as being part of the verb phrase 
is the  particle ɗeL, which is part of a few phrasal verbs:  dòkú ɗéL ‘he sits  
down’ or dùnkú ɗéL ‘he lies down’. This particle is always found immediate-
ly following the verb and is therefore apparently an integral part of the verb 
phrase. It cannot be left-dislocated like tense markers or short pronouns.
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V.3  Grammatical Relations in the Simple Clause
Grammatical relations are the way in which a language establishes formal re-
lationships between a predicate and the most important participants in a sim-
ple clause, based on the perspective the language has on the semantic and 
pragmatic situation (T. Payne, 1997, p. 129ff). Each language’s grammar is 
deeply impacted by the perspective the language takes. This is certainly the 
case for the Majang language, which places a high emphasis on the pragma-
tic outlook of a proposition. It forces different  case-marking strategies for 
the most central participants.
This grammar does not intend to follow the terminology, even less the for-
malisms of any particular theory or model of grammar. It hopes to be still 
useful and readable when all the models or theories of grammar fashionable 
at the time of its production have long been cast aside by future generations 
of linguists. But this does not mean that it ignores all contemporary thinking; 
the early 21st century provides a wide variety of useful models to inform the 
work of a descriptive linguist. Particularly the area of grammatical relations 
requires that  a grammarian discloses what  perspective was adopted when 
looking at the data.
The choice of terms such as predicate and participant in the preceding sec-
tions reveals that my perspective has been chiefly a functional one. I believe 
that the concept of valence and the idea of the predicate frame, both well de-
veloped by Simon Dik (1989) in his  Functional Grammar, provide simple 
and insightful tools to describe what is going on in a clause, and my termino-
logy borrows heavily from Dik’s model. Slightly more modern influences on 
my analysis of the Majang data come from Croft (2001), Dixon (2010a) and 
VanValin & LaPolla (1997). The following terms are used in this section:
• Predicate: the central element of a clause, semantically defined by 
what is being said about the  subject. The predicate slot of a clause 
may be filled by verbs, stative verbs, nouns, pronouns, quantifiers, 
even adverbs. Each different word category may require a different 
construction.
• Participant: a being or  object involved in the semantic representa-
tion of a clause. This participant may or may not be referred to by a 
noun phrase.
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• A: the most agent-like participant in a transitive clause.
• P:  the patient  or  undergoer of a  transitive clause. The  participant 
most affected by the action.
• S: the only central participant of an intransitive clause.
• Construction: a syntactic configuration resulting from the combina-
tion of a particular predicate with particular participants in a particu-
lar pragmatic setting.
The  simple clauses in Majang are characterized by a surprising variety of 
constructions, triggered by various factors to which the Majang syntax pays 
particular attention. Some of these factors are of a syntactic nature. Other 
factors make reference to the semantic and pragmatic makeup of the propo-
sition.
In this section various simple-clause constructions of Majang are presented. 
They are introduced by stating the various parameters that influence these 
constructions, followed by a listing of these constructions, showing how dif-
fering combinations of the listed parameters result in different clause con-
figurations.
V.3.1  Some further factors affecting Majang clause constructions
A good part of the information that might have fit into this section was al-
ready introduced in Part III: Basic Syntax. That section gives a basic intro-
duction and general discussion regarding the case-marking system for central 
cases (section III.2), including a consideration of differential ergative mark-
ing (DEM) and differential-S marking (section III.2.1.2). It further contains 
all relevant information about the sentence-final  topicality marker (SFT, sec-
tion III.4) and the conjoint-disjoint distinction of Majang (section III.3). This 
happened in order to provide the context necessary for the understanding of 
forms and structures presented in Part IV: Morphology.
Two more factors not introduced in Part III have further effects on the struc-
ture of simple clauses in Majang.
V.3.1.1  Modification of noun phrases
As was seen in section IV.1.3.2, the  case marking of a noun may vary be-
tween modified and unmodified  noun phrases. This distinction affects all 
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case forms except the absolutive singular, the locative plural and the dative 
singular and plural.
Not everything that semantically modifies a noun phrase triggers modified 
case forms. It was shown in section  IV.3.3 that quantifiers attach to plain 
nouns, as do relative clauses (see section V.1).
V.3.1.2  Fronting of constituents
Some non-verbal constituents can be placed in a pre-nuclear position preced-
ing the verb. A and S are then marked by the nominative case.
Example V.19: fronting of S
...máL wárL kɔ̀nk ŋàːrkí nɛ ɗàm à óbí  ːŋ.
máL wárL kɔ̀nk ŋàːr-kí  nɛ ɗàm à óbí ː=ŋ
but dog\SG.NOM.MOD REF\RECPST go-CP.3S.DJ CONJ eat\3S.DJ CONJ big\3S.DJ=SFT
...but Dog went over and ate a lot.
For this sentence it would have been syntactically possible to have the S in 
the  nominative case following the verb, as the verb is intransitive. For  S, 
fronting is an option, not an obligation – fronting happens to re-activate an 
accessible participant (see section III.2.2.2) – Givón (1990, p. 916) calls this 
function the  activation of an existing file. If an  S is  fronted, it needs to be 
marked by the nominative case. If following the verb, it can be either in the 
nominative or in the absolutive case.
An A, instead, is always  fronted if in the  nominative case, and always fol-
lows the verb if in the ergative case.
Example V.20: fronting of an A
nɛ ɓáL í ɗí L cìnɛ bòŋù táːꜜráL gɛː nk.
nɛ ɓáL í ɗí L cì-n-ɛ bòŋ-í  táːr-áL gɛː nk
CONJ REMPST man\SG.NOM.MOD DEM-SG-HR take-3S.CJ meat.chunk-PL.ABS POSS\3S.PL
That man took his meat chunks.
The only exception to this are  verbs of speech, which behave rather like 
intransitive verbs. The  nominative subject can either precede or follow the 
verb.
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Example V.21: fronting and non-fronting of a speech-verb subject
a) nɛ ɓáL wár tònú kúꜜrójáL kɛ...
nɛ ɓáL wár tòn-í kúꜜrój-àL kɛ
CONJ REMPST dog\SG.NOM say-3S.DJ donkey\SG-DAT QUOT
Dog told Donkey…
b) nɛ ɓáL càːdíL káːlt tònú kúꜜrójL càːkómáL nɛː káL kɛ...
nɛ ɓáL càːdíL káːlt tòn-í kúꜜrójL
CONJ REMPST then midnight\SG.LOC say-3S.DJ donkey-SG.NOM
càːkóm-àL nɛː k-àL kɛ
friend\SG-DAT POSS\3S-SG-DAT QUOT
Then, at midnight, Donkey told his friend…
Both examples, taken out of natural texts, take a nominative subject with the 
same verb tònú. In example a) this subject is fronted, but in example b) it fol-
lows the verb.  Apart from such  speech verbs, no other  transitive verbs not 
fronting a nominative subject were found. This may be seen as an indication 
that speech verbs are treated inherently as intransitive verbs in Majang.
Another exception to the rule that a nominative A cannot appear post-verbal-
ly is example V.125, where this happens in a causal adverbial clause. Possib-
ly there is more flexibility in subordinate clauses.
The following examples give the impression that a P (therefore in the abso-
lutive case) can also be found in the preposed position:
Example V.22: left-dislocation of P
a) mɛlɛ kɔ̀ː níjɔ̀nL cɛː ŋ. kɔ̀ː níjɔ̀nL cɛ, làkíːL ètéŋL bàŋɛ.
mɛl-ɛ kɔ̀ː níj-ɔ̀nL cɛ=ŋ. kɔ̀ː níj-ɔ̀nL cɛ
arrive-3S.DJ question-NOMIN.SG.NOM DEM\HR=SFT question-NOMIN.SG.NOM DEM\HR
làk-í ,ːL ètéŋL bàŋɛ
have-1P.DJ 1S all
That question is clear. That question, we all have it.
b) ɟàrtí náːk, ɗàm kɔ̀ ɟìkónt?
ɟàrtí náːk ɗàm kɔ̀ ɟìkónt
woman\SG.ABS POSS\1S.SG.ABS eat\3S.DJ RECPST what\ERG
My woman, what ate her?
But these examples show a different phenomenon from fronting, the left-dis-
location of constituents to a position outside the clause (see section V.7.1.2).
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Fronting is  further used to mark a constituent  as  a  contrastive topic  (see 
section V.7.1).
V.3.2  Intransitive clauses
In the model followed for writing this grammar (see Dik (1989, p. 67ff) for 
his presentation of the concept of the nuclear predication) it is assumed that 
each clause consists of at least a subject (the entity that the clause is about) 
and a predicate (what is being said about the  subject). The predicate deter-
mines  the  number  and type  of  arguments  that  are  needed for  the  clause 
(Dixon, 2010a, p. 98). In many cases the predicate is a verb, but not neces-
sarily so. Therefore the first part of this section deals with non-verbal predi-
cates, whereas the second part covers verbal intransitive predicates.
V.3.2.1  Non-verbal predicates
Functional models of grammar differ in the treatment of  non-verbal predi-
cates. The analysis here follows Dik (1989, p. 166), who ascribes the full 
weight of the predicate to the noun phrase which fills the predicate position 
of the clause. Dixon (2010a, p. 100f) instead treats a clause with non-verbal 
predicate as a copula-construction, where a noun phrase serves as the copula 
complement to the  copula verb, which he sees as the real  predicate of the 
clause. Such an analysis does not do justice to the situation in Majang, as a 
copula is not present in all such constructions.
Example V.23: completely verbless clause
wàːlóːk à lɛ*ː r, cɛː g ɓáL càːkómákL.
wàːlóːk à lɛ*ː r cɛː g ɓáL càːkóm-àkL
Waalook CONJ Leer 3P REMPST friend-PL.ABS
Waalook and Leer, they were friends.
This is an example of a complete grammatical clause of Majang. Nothing 
can be added to make it more grammatical, and therefore in such construc-
tions no copula is required or even allowed. If a copula is not present, then 
an analysis of the non-verbal predicate as a copula complement does not ap-
pear very appealing. Instead, Dik’s (1989, p. 166) analysis is followed here 
in  that  “we assume that  the  copula is  introduced in  those conditions  in  
which it appears, rather than being deleted in those in which it does not  
occur.” This makes the NP càːkómákL the uncontested predicate of the above 
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example. The RMPST-marker ɓàL also needs to be seen as part of the predicate 
phrase.
Clauses with nominal predicate and personal-pronoun subject
If a noun serves as a predicate, then the clause denotes either a proper inclu-
sion, a specification or an equation (T. Payne, 1997, p. 114ff). The subject is 
either identified as a member of a bigger group, or it is established as iden-
tical with the referent of the predicate. A case of an equation clause is exam-
ple V.26 below.
A first important observation about Majang106 is that there are clauses which 
contain not even the semblance of a verb. Where many other languages have 
to insert a copula as a link between subject and verbless predicate, Majang 
allows constructions which juxtapose subject and predicate without the need 
for any further material. This happens when the subject consists of a regular 
personal pronoun.
Example V.24: pronominal subject with nominal predicate
cɛ*ː n àgáltL.
3S thief\SG.ABS
He is a thief.
This clause is a perfectly grammatical sentence in Majang. If the subject is a 
personal pronoun, no copula is used. The predicate noun phrase appears in 
the  absolutive case. Another instance of this construction is example  V.23 
above – the two  proper names in the beginning are preposed to a position 
preceding the clause.
Such clauses can have tense markers, as in example  V.23, where the tense 
marker is placed between subject and predicate. The predicate NP can be as 
complex as any NP in the language:
Example V.25: pronominal subject with complex nominal predicate
ìːnákL ɟóːpL cìgì rɛbɛcꜜkáːnáꜜkík!
ìːnákL ɟóːpL cì-g-ì rɛbɛc-káːn-ákL=k
2S people\ABS.MOD REL-PL-SP trouble-NOMIN-PL.ABS=SUB
You are troublemakers!
106See Unseth (1989a, p. 109ff) for an early description of Majang copula constructions.
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In this example the predicate ɟóːpL is modified by a relative clause, which in 
itself has a nominal predicate without a copula or any other verbal introduc-
tion.
In an important way this construction is exceptional for Majang. Whereas in 
all other constructions the S usually follows the predicate (if it is not fronted 
into a preverbal position), here the predicate clearly follows the S. There is 
no indication that any fronting of the S has happened, as there is no alterna-
tive to this construction that would have the  S following the  predicate. An 
explanation may be that in such a construction the S usually refers to known 
information, whereas the predicate constitutes new information – the struc-
ture  seen  here  therefore  grammaticalizes  the  iconic  representation  of  the 
order old–new.
Clauses with nominal predicate and non-pronominal subject
In a clause with a  nominal  predicate, if the  subject is a  noun phrase other 
than  a  personal  pronoun, the  copula ègè is  used  at  the  beginning  of  the 
clause. In the following example, the subject is a demonstrative pronoun.
Example V.26: use of the copula ègè in equation clauses
a) ègè cìnɔ̀j ɓátátL náːk.
ègè cì-n-ɔ̀j ɓátátL náːk
COP DEM-SG-DIST brain\SG.ABS POSS\1S.SG.ABS
That is my brain.
b) ègè cìgɔ̀j ɲɔ̀ː tL gáːnk.
ègè cì-g-ɔ̀j ɲɔ̀ː tL gáːnk
COP DEM-PL-DIST feces\PL.ABS POSS\1S.PL.ABS
Those are my feces.
In this construction, too, the  predicate appears at the  end of the clause, but 
this time the copula at the beginning of the clause provides a verb-like ele-
ment at the expected place to create a  VS structure that mirrors the clause 
structure with verbal predicates. It can also be seen that the form ègè is used 
for both singular and plural S. Further person marking is not possible, as no 
copula is used at all for 1st or 2nd person S, but just the personal pronouns, as 
seen above. Therefore, there is no morphological variation to this copula.
In the next construction the subject is a proper name:
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Example V.27: use of the copula ègè in a proper-inclusion clause
ègè wàːlóːk gáːgɛ.
COP Waalook\NOM stupid.person\SG.ABS
Waalook is an idiot.
Some similar constructions may give the impression that the copula ègè can 
also be used with stative-verb predicates:
Example V.28: use of the copula ègè with stative-verb-like predicates
a) ege àbí  cí ní  dàː mɛ.
ege àbí  cí -n-í  dàː mɛ
COP cloth\SG.ABS DEM-SG-SP yellow
This cloth is yellow.
b) ege beɲce dàrí L cengí .
COP today sky\SG.ABS blue
Today the sky is clear.
Although the two words dàː mɛ ‘yellow’ and cengí  ‘blue’ are color terms, they 
are not  stative verbs, but nouns, which is why they can appear in this con-
struction. Real  stative verbs as predicates are treated in their own section 
below.
Clauses with locative noun phrases as predicates
When a locative noun phrase serves as the predicate, the locative copula àr is 
used in the same place as the regular copula ègè.




It is with us.
If the subject ever appears in a position preceding the locative copula àr, as 
in the following example, then this is a case of left-dislocation (see section 
V.7.1.2).
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Example V.30: locative predicate with left-dislocated subject
cìtɛtíL nɛː k, àr cèːdí  ːŋ.
cìtɛtíL nɛː k àr cèːdí=ŋ
error POSS\3S.SG.ABS COP.LOC here=SFT
His error, it is here.
Predicate pronouns
All kinds of pronouns can be found in the predicate slot of Majang clauses.
A  personal pronoun was already seen as a  predicate in the above example 
V.29 àr tínéL ‘it is with us’. Further it is possible to have a possessive pro-
noun in the predicate slot of a clause:
Example V.31: possessive pronoun as predicate
ègè cí ní  noːk.
ègè cí -n-í  noːk
COP DEM-SG-SP POSS\2S.SG.ABS
This is yours.
In this example the  copula ege is needed, as the  subject is not a  personal 
pronoun. The pronoun in the predicate slot has the high-tone marking of the 
absolutive case. The demonstrative pronoun in the subject slot is not visibly 
marked for case.
Interrogative pronouns also frequently fill the predicate slot.




And finally it is possible to have demonstrative pronouns as predicates:
Example V.33: demonstrative pronoun as predicate
àr íɗíL cìnɔ̀ː ꜜnɛ .
àr íɗíL cì-n-ɔ̀ː -n-ɛL
COP.LOC man\SG.NOM DEM-SG-DIST-SG-LOC
The man is in this.
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Predicate numerals
Cardinal numerals can be used as predicates in Majang.
Example V.34: cardinal numeral as predicate
ègè ɟegùàtɔ̀L gɛː nɛL ɟí ː tL.
ègè ɟegù-àtɔ̀L gɛː n-ɛL ɟí ː tL.
COP ox-PL.NOM.MOD POSS\3S.PL-NOM three
His oxen are three.
As one would expect from the preceding sections, the subject can be marked 
by both the  nominative and the  absolutive case. In the above example, the 
subject is a modified nominative noun phrase.
Just like cardinal numerals, ordinal numerals can also be used as predicates. 
This is not surprising, as it was established in section  IV.3.3.2 that ordinal 
numerals function as nouns.
Example V.35: ordinal numeral as predicate
cɛ*ː n kánL omoŋeː .
3S MEDPST first.one\SG.ABS
He was first.
This sentence once more has a personal-pronoun subject, and therefore does 
not use the copula ègè.
Predicate adverbs
Even adverbs can fill the predicate slot in the Majang language.
Example V.36: adverb as predicate
máL kɔ̀ː L èːt mó?
but NFUT 1S alone
But will I be alone?
V.3.2.2  Verbal intransitive predicates
As opposed to the intransitive predicates seen so far, many intransitive con-
structions make use of a verb. This implies that these predicates are marked 
for person, which was not the case with any of the predicates seen in the pre-
vious section. All  subjects of  intransitive clauses are marked by either the 
absolutive or the nominative case, depending on their topicality.
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Existential clauses
Existential clauses denote the existence of a participant. These are formed 
with the impersonal form làkɛL of the transitive root làk ‘have’ (see section 
V.3.3.1). It has the single participant marked in the absolutive case.
Example V.37: existential clause
làkɛL ɓà ádámójí nL.
làk-ɛL ɓà ádámój-í nL.
have-IMPS.DJ REMPST.CJ hunter-SG.ABS
Once there was a hunter.
The existential construction treats the entity whose existence is asserted as 
the P of the predication in the absolutive case, with the verb in its conjoint 
configuration, as the P is invariably a non-topical entity whose existence is 
established through the clause. The preceding example is a typical introduc-
tory formula to a traditional narrative, presenting information entirely new to 
the hearer.
Stative verbs as predicates
Stative verbs as predicates can co-occur with both  topical and non-topical 
subjects. Topical subject NPs are marked by the nominative case, and non-
topical  subject NPs come in the  absolutive case. If this  absolutive case NP 
follows the stative verb directly, the stative verb uses a conjoint verb form.
Example V.38: stative-verb predicate clauses
a) golɛ í ɗí  ŋ.
gol-ɛ í ɗí L=ŋ.
selfish-3S.DJ man\SG.NOM=SFT
The man is selfish.
b) ɓànkàw pròɟe t nɛː k.
ɓànkàw pròɟe t nɛː k
strong\3S.CJ project\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS
The project itself is strong.
In example a), the subject has the nominative form í ɗí L, tonally modified by 
the SFT-clitic =ŋ. The absence of an absolutive NP results in disjoint marking 
on the verb. Example b) instead has a non-topical  subject, which therefore 
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comes in the absolutive case. As it follows the verb directly, it triggers the 
conjoint form of the verb.
The topical subject of a stative-verb clause can also be preposed to a position 
preceding the stative verb:
Example V.39: stative-verb predicate clause with fronted subject
nɛ rɔ̀ː ríjɔ̀nL nɛː kɛː k òːɗǐːŋ.
nɛ rɔ̀ː ríj-ɔ̀nL nɛː k-ɛː k òːɗǐː=ŋ
CONJ teach-NOMIN.SG.NOM.MOD POSS\3S.SG-NOM difficult\3S.DJ=SFT
Its teaching is difficult.
Many stative verbs are used attributively, which makes them the predicate of 
a relative clause. These are treated in section V.8.5.
Clauses with monovalent verbs
Clauses with monovalent verbs are syntactically indistinguishable from sta-
tive-verb clauses. They have an absolutive or nominative subject, depending 
on its  topicality. A nominative subject can be preposed to the position pre-
ceding the verb.
Example V.40: simple clauses with monovalent verbs
a) nɛ mɛlkì ɗúmáːtL wàː.
nɛ mɛl-kì ɗúmáːtL wàː
CONJ arrive-CP.3S.CJ owner\SG.ABS house\SG.DAT
The owner comes home.
b) nɛ ɓáL cɛnkL ɗáɗámíːL kúꜜro jŋ.
nɛ ɓáL cɛnkL ɗáɗám-iːL kúꜜrojL=ŋ
CONJ REMPST 3S.CONTR eat\IPFV-AP.3S donkey\SG.NOM=SFT
He, Donkey, was eating.
c) nɛ ŋàːrkí ɗúŋéL kɛkàr.
nɛ ŋàːr-kí  ɗúŋéL kɛkàr
CONJ go-CP.3S.DJ hyena\SG.NOM again
Hyena comes over again.
d) ìːn dàkín kɔ̀ː L táL à ɟàrtí.
ìːn dàk-ín kɔ̀ː L táL à ɟàrtí
2S stay-2S.DJ NFUT 1S.DAT CONJ wife\SG.ABS
You will stay with me as (my) wife.
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Example  a)  has  an  absolutive subject, and  therefore  the  verb  is  in  the 
conjoint form. A further constituent in the dative case is added to the clause, 
but since this has an allative function, this clause remains intransitive. Exam-
ples b) and c) have topical and therefore nominative subjects. In example b) 
this subject is both preposed as a contrastive pronoun and in its regular post-
verbal position as a full NP. This device serves to create a pragmatic contrast 
with another participant in the following clause. Example c) has an adverb as 
a further constituent, which again has no consequences regarding the lack of 
transitivity in the clause, but it prevents the use of the SFT-clitic, as the topical 
subject is not placed at the end of the sentence. Example d) has the prono-
minal subject preposed preceding the verb, and again there are further con-
stituents in the clause which do not affect the lack of transitivity.
Intransitive bivalent clauses
Some bivalent verbs do not adopt a transitive pattern for marking their two 
participants. An example is the verb of perception  ŋàː  ‘smell’. It shows the 
experienced NP as the syntactic subject, and the experiencer as a dative NP 
which can be added as a short pronoun to the verb phrase.
Example V.41: intransitive bivalent clauses
ŋàː tà í ɗí tL
smell\3S 1S.DAT.CJ man\SG.ABS
I smell a man. (lit: A man smells to me.)
It was already noted that speech verbs mostly behave like intransitive verbs 
in Majang, as they code their  participants in the same way as a perception 
verb like example V.41 above. A speech verb has three possible participants: 
the speaker, the hearer and the message. If the message consists of a  noun 
phrase, then this is indeed coded as absolutive, serving as the uncontested P 
of the clause.
Example V.42: speech verbs with speaker and message
tonà wàː cí ɛ L.
ton-à wàː cí -ɛL
say-1S.CJ news-PL.ABS
I tell a story.
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As noted, the message (wàː cí ɛ L) is coded as object in the absolutive case, in 
this example triggering the  conjoint form on the verb. The  subject is indi-
cated by the subject marking on the verb.
Now, for most  speech verbs the message is actually not part of the clause, 
but is placed into an extra clause opened by the quotative (QUOT) marker kɛ:
Example V.43: speech verbs with following speech clause
nɛ dùrìjé kɛ “wěː!”
nɛ dùrìj-ɛ kɛ wěː
CONJ shout-3S.DJ QUOT ouch!
He shouted “ouch!”
This  main clause does  not  have an  object inside  the  nuclear  clause, and 
therefore no NP is marked by the absolutive case. The verb comes in a dis-
joint form.
Many speech verbs make reference to the hearer, instead. The hearer is con-
sistently marked by the dative case.
Example V.44: speech verbs with hearer in dative case
tònú étà òmáltáL kɛ...
tòn-í ét-à òm-áltáL kɛ
say-3S.DJ person\SG-DAT other-DAT QUOT
He told the other one “[...]”.
When the hearer is not a full noun phrase, it is attached as a short pronoun to 
the verb phrase, exactly like the perception verb in example V.41. 
Example V.45: speech verbs with hearer as short pronoun in the verb phrase
a) tonùn tàL kɛ...
ton-ín tàL kɛ
say-2S.DJ 1S.DAT QUOT
You tell me “[...]”.
b) tonùn tà wàː cí ɛ L.
ton-ín tà wàː cí -ɛL
say-2S.DJ 1S.DAT.CJ news-PL.ABS
You tell me a story.
Example a) has the message of the speech act as a  speech clause, and be-
cause there is no absolutive NP in the clause, the  verb phrase is  disjoint, 
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leaving a H on the short pronoun. Example b) shows the message as a non-
topical  absolutive NP, and the  verb phrase shows up as  conjoint, which is 
marked by the L on the short pronoun, just as seen in example V.41.
These short pronouns are only used for 1st and 2nd person hearers. A third 
person hearer is indicated by the deictic-transfer form (TF) of the verb:
Example V.46: hearer marking in speech verbs (disjoint)
tonù ‘he says to __’
1S tonù tàL ton-í tàL he says to me
2S tonù nà ton-í nà he says to youSG
3S toŋge ː ɗ toŋ-ge ː ɗ he says to him (TF)
1P tonù tí nà ton-í tí nà he says to us
2P tonù kɔ̀nà ton-í kɔ̀nà he says to youPL
3P tonge ː ɗ toŋ-ge ː ɗ he says to them (TF)
That this is really a mixed  paradigm, using quite different morphological 
devices, becomes apparent from the fact that the subject marking appears in 
different places for the 1st and 2nd person hearer on one side (as in example 
V.45 tonùn tàL ‘you tell me’ between verb stem and short pronoun) and for 
the 3rd person hearer on the other side (as in tongùɗàL ‘I tell him’, at the end 
of the whole verb).
V.3.3  Transitive constructions
Transitive clauses are characterized by having at least two constituents be-
sides the  verb, and these use the  ergative or  nominative for the transitive 
subject A, and the absolutive for the object P.
Example V.47: transitive clauses
a) kàkàw wà r àdùreàkL.
kàkàw wà r àdùre-àkL
bite\IPFV.3S dog\SG.ERG cat-PL.ABS
A dog keeps biting cats.
b) nɛ tàwáːwɛ ː  tìm cɛː níŋ.
nɛ tàwáːwɛ ː tìm cɛː n=ŋ
CONJ Tawaawee\NOM wound\3S.DJ 3S=SFT
Tawaawee wounded him.
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c) ɛ ríːɓérgéːL kòcíé nɛː k ádáL.
ɛ ríːɓ-ɛr-geː L kòcíé nɛː k ád-àL.
CONJ place-INCPT-TF.3S.CJ pipe\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS mouth\SG-DAT
He placed her pipe in her mouth.
d) máL lɛː r bòŋú ɛmɛcL, ...
máL lɛː r bòŋ-í  ɛ mɛcL
but Leer.NOM take-3S.DJ mother\3S.ABS
But Leer took his mother and…
e) ɟàrtí náːk, làŋkáL kɔ̀ ɗùk tàk!
ɟàrtí náːk làŋk-áL kɔ̀ ɗùk tàk
woman\SG.ABS POSS\1S.SG.ABS find-1S.DJ RECPST forest\SG.LOC inside.LOC
My wife, I found her in the forest!
As seen in these examples, transitive clauses can come in various configura-
tions, depending on the factors explored in section V.3.1 and particularly in 
Part III: Basic Syntax. Example a) has an ergative-absolutive configuration, 
whereas the other examples either have no overt A (c and e), or the A is in 
the nominative. The A is preposed in examples b) and d), and the P is left-
dislocated in example e). Example c), with the verb phrase immediately fol-
lowed by the absolutive P, has a conjoint form, whereas the other examples 
use disjoint forms. What all these examples have in common is that there is 
always an overt P in the absolutive case (or the clause would not be transi-
tive), and that an  A, if overtly present, always precedes the  P (see section 
V.7.3 for exceptions to this based on focality). Other clause constituents, 
such as the dative-allative noun in example c), always follow both A and P.
The complex case system of Majang, influenced by the factor of topicality, 
leads to the question of whether bivalent constructions are all equally transi-
tive, or some are more transitive than others. They are certainly coded in dif-
ferent ways. When a nominally transitive action is seen as non-telic or non-
punctual, a plain verb is turned into a derived imperfective verb stem. These 
in  turn  tend  to  have  a  non-individuated  object, which  is  easily  left  out 
through the antipassive derivation:
Example V.48: transitivity decreased by non-telic and non-punctual action
...máL cɛnkL kúꜜrój ɗáɗámíːL càːdí.
máL cɛnkL kúꜜrój ɗáɗám-iːL càːdí
but 3S.CONTR donkey\SG.ABS eat\IPFV-AP.3S there
...but he, Donkey, was eating there.
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In this example, the non-telic and non-punctual action on a non-individuated 
object ensures the use of the antipassive derivation on an imperfective verb 
stem. This construction displays considerably less transitivity than any of the 
clauses in example V.47.
Drossard (1991,  p. 411), following and extending Tsunoda  (1981), estab-
lished a differentiated scale of semantic verb classes based on Hopper & 
Thompson’s (1980, p. 253f) factor of affectedness of the object. Verbs like 
kill and  destroy maximally affect  the  object and therefore  are maximally 
transitive. Other transitive verbs merely impact the object, like beat. Others 
leave the object fully unaffected, like verbs of perception, or emotional verbs 
like  love or  envy. Finally, some verbs requiring two participants are hardly 
perceived to entail any semantic transfer, such as imitate or resemble. Many 
verbs of these semantic classes behave like regular transitive verbs:
Example V.49: verbs with less affected objects
a) ɗɛjɛ í ɗí L gode.
ɗɛj-ɛ í ɗí L gode
want-3S.DJ man\SG.NOM house\SG.ABS
The man wants a house.
b) dɛnɛr ɗɛpɛìk íɗítL.
dɛn-ɛr ɗɛpɛ-ìk íɗítL
see-3P.DJ lion-PL.ERG man\SG.ABS
Lions see a man.
Other perception verbs use non-transitive patterns to code the experiencer 
and the experienced participant of the proposition (see example V.41). It was 
further seen above that in Majang, speech verbs can have a nominative S fol-
lowing the verb – a characteristic that separates intransitive verbs from tran-
sitive verbs in Majang. So it appears that Drossard’s scale does have an in-
fluence on what kind of construction can be chosen in Majang.
V.3.3.1  Possessive clauses
It appears that some concepts of a semantically rather intransitive nature are 
expressed using syntactically transitive constructions. One example of these 
is  the  possessive construction. A  possessive clause denotes  the  notion of 
belonging. In Majang this is formally expressed as a transitive construction, 
using the verb làk ‘have’.
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Example V.50: possessive clause
nɛ ɓáL ɓéɲ òmáltè làk ŋɔ̀ɗɔ̀L kàːrìònk.
nɛ ɓáL ɓéɲ òm-áltè làk ŋɔ̀ɗɔ̀L kàːrì-onk
and REMPST day\SG.LOC.MOD one-LOC have\3S.CJ neck\SG.ABS coffee.leaf-GEN
And one day she had a craving for coffee-leaf drink.
As seen in this example, the possessed item serves as the P to the verb làk, 
with the possessor serving as the A of the clause. If an A shows up, it is often 
fronted to the position preceding the verb, which in turn requires the use of 
the nominative case or of a contrastive pronoun.
Example V.51: possessive clause with fronted subject
màL cɛnkL wàrL làk ŋàː w.
màL cɛnkL wàrL làk ŋàː w.
but 3S.CONTR dog\SG.ABS have\3S.CJ hunger\SG.ABS
And he, Dog, was hungry.
But it is also possible to use the verb làk with a subject marked by the erga-
tive case. My consultants agreed that the following example is grammatical:
Example V.52: possessive clause with ergative subject
làk wà r ŋàː w.
làk wà r ŋàː w
have\3S.DJ dog\SG.ERG hunger\SG.ABS
A dog was hungry.
V.3.3.2  Ditransitive clauses
Ditransitive clauses contain verbs that require three arguments, usually an A, 
a P and a recipient (Dik, 1989, p. 69). Languages can differ considerably in 
the way in which these three arguments are coded (Joswig, 1996, p. 62ff), 
beyond the already discussed coding of A and P. Some languages treat the P 
as the default  object of the clause, whereas others consistently choose the 
recipient for the object function. Other languages, such as Amharic, display 
split-phenomena regarding the  object function similar to the ones observed 
for ergative-absolutive and nominative-accusative systems.
Majang consistently marks all recipient and benefactive arguments as  indi-
rect objects with the dative case and in this way keeps them out of reach of 
the object function.
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Example V.53: ditransitive clauses
a) nɛ táL gàkínL dúndè nɛː kíŋ!
nɛ táL gàɓ-kí nL dúndè nɛː k=ŋ
CONJ 1S.DAT give-CP.2S.DJ heart\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS=SFT
You give me his heart!
b) díːl táL máɗL kòcíéónk ɟàrtìà cɔ̀ .
díːl táL máɗL kòcíé-ónk ɟàrtì-à cɔ̀L
bring\IMP.SG 1S.DAT fire\SG.ABS pipe\SG-POSS woman\SG-DAT DEM\SG.DAT
Bring for me the fire of the pipe to that woman.
c) nɛ cìnɛ ɟùmúrkɛː L wóːɗáL?
nɛ cì-n-ɛ ɟùmúr-kɛː L wóːɗ-áL
CONJ DEM-SG-HR return-CP.IMPS who-DAT
To whom will that be returned?
Examples a) and b) are orders to a second person, and example c) is an im-
personal construction. The recipient is coded as dative in all cases. Example 
b) actually has two dative constituents; beyond the recipient the speaker in-
troduces himself as the beneficiary into the proposition, which is marked as a 
dative short pronoun inside the verb phrase.
The benefactive can of course also be used with intransitive verbs. The fol-
lowing example rather shows a malefactive use of the  dative case with the 
intransitive verb ŋàːr ‘go’:
Exàmple V.54: benefàctive ùse with intransitive verbs
ŋàːr kɔ̀ éːtáL còlàk bàːbúj nɛː kík.
ŋàːr kɔ̀ éːt-àL còlàk bàːbúj nɛː k=k
go\3S.DJ RECPST 1S-DAT towards husband\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS=SUB
She left me towards her husband. (lit: She went – against me – to her husband.)
All in all, the nature of the  dative case marking as a  non-central  case of 
Majang gives the impression that the third argument of Majang ditransitive 
verbs carries less syntactic prominence than can be observed in countless 
other African languages. Whereas many Bantu languages treat it on par with 
the  object or  even as the only  object of  ditransitive constructions, as de-
scribed in Joswig (1996) for Swahili, and whereas several Afro-Asiatic lan-
guages of Ethiopia show similar structures, in the Majang language the reci-
pient is always coded by the dative case. In order to give it a more central 
status, one needs to use the  TF-form in the  recipient-removal  construction 
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(section  V.5.4). In this sense, the language needs to be seen as a  direct-
object language in the terminology of Dryer (1986, p. 815), or a  patient-
oriented language according to my own terminology (Joswig, 1996, p. 62).
V.4  Semantic Functions of Noun Phrases
Section  V.3 dealt only with the  central constituents of a clause, which are 
either the object or the transitive and intransitive subject. Section V.3.3.2 ad-
ditionally introduced the recipient and the benefactive (including malefac-
tive) functions, which are both covered by the dative case. This section ex-
plores some other uses of noun phrases in Majang, and how they are coded.
A noun phrase is marked as a static location by use of the locative case:
Example V.55: locative case used for a static location
a) nɛ kɛː  ríːɓe ː r gòpɛ.
nɛ kɛː ríːɓ-ɛ ː r gòp-ɛ
CONJ go\3S.DJ put-CF.3S.DJ path\SG-LOC
He placed her on the path.
b) làkɛL ɓà ɟàrtí òm cìnɔ̀ lákíːL ámɗúk.
làk-ɛL ɓà ɟàrtí òm cì-n-ɔ̀ lák-iːL
have-IMPS.DJ REMPST.CJ woman\SG.ABS one DEM-SG-DIST have-AP.3S
ámɗ=k
abdomen\SG.LOC=SUB
There was a woman who had something in the abdomen (=who was pregnant).
c) nɛ gàge ː ɗ táːꜜrákL cìgɛ ɓáL mèdɛː L ɗùk tàkík.
nɛ gàɓ-ge ː ɗ táːr-ákL cì-g-ɛ ɓáL mèd-ɛː L
CONJ give-TF.3S.CJ meat-PL.ABS REL-PL-HR REMPST roast-IMPS.DJ
ɗùk tàk=k
forest\SG.LOC.MOD inside\LOC=SUB
He gave her meat chunks that were roasted in the forest.
All  three clauses  refer  to  a location that  does  not  involve any horizontal  
movement – example a) has some vertical movement which does not factor 
into the view of the place as a static location. The locative case is chosen for 
all three  noun phrases. In example a) and b) this  locative NP stands on its 
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own, in example c) the  relational noun  tàk ‘inside’ is chosen to provide a 
more specific spatial reference.
As  already  stated  by  Unseth  (1989b,  p.  104), the  locative case  is  also 
regularly used for the semantic ablative function:
Example V.56: locative case used for ablative function
a) nɛ ɓáL pìrkí bàːbújL kɔ̀nk ɟàrtǐː kɔ̀nk.
nɛ ɓáL pìr-kí  bàːbújL kɔ̀nk ɟàrtǐː
CONJ REMPST hurry-CP.3S.DJ husband\SG.NOM REF\RECPST woman\SG.LOC.MOD
kɔ̀nk
REF\RECPST
The aforementioned husband hurried over from the aforementioned woman.
b) nɔ̀ ɔ̀ː jíːL ŋáːw à gírójke ː n ɗóːk ràŋ.
nɔ̀ ɔ̀ː j-í ,ːL ŋáːw à gírój-ke ː n ɗóːk ràŋ
CONJ drive-1P.DJ hunger\SG.ABS CONJ poor-NOMIN.SG.ABS land\SG.LOC.MOD top\LOC
We will drive hunger and poverty from the country.
Allative noun phrases are marked by the dative case instead:
Example V.57: dative case used for allative function
a) kóL pìríːL étè ceL kàtàmɛá  L .
kóL pìr-í ,ːL ét-è ceL kàtàmɛ-àL
HORT\1P fly-1P.DJ man\SG-LOC DEM.SG.SP.LOC town\SG-DAT
Let’s fly to town with this man!
b) nɛ dìːlé wàː tàpáɗónk.
nɛ dìːl-ɛ wàː tàpáɗ-onk
CONJ carry-3S.DJ house\SG.DAT ruler\SG-POSS
He carried (her) to the house of the ruler.
Example a) shows another use of the locative case, which gives the NP étè 
ceL ‘this man (LOC)’ a comitative semantic role. The locative case is further 
used to code the instrumental function, usually without any relational noun:
Example V.58: instrumental use of locative noun phrase
nɛ èkàŋɛː ɗ lòŋgólóːtè gɔ̀rɔ̀à ɗɛː gáL cɔ̀L.
nɛ èkàŋ-ɛːɗ lòŋgólóːt-è gɔ̀rɔ̀-à ɗɛː gáL cɔ̀L
CONJ bring-REFOBJ.3S vine\SG-LOC river\SG-DAT across DEM\DIST.DAT
He brought her across the river with a vine.
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Noun phrases can be used in a comparing function. For this the preposition 
òkó ‘like’ is used.
Example V.59: comparison with preposition òkó
nɛ ɓáL káːr dɛnɛr ŋédán à dɛ ː ŋ òkó máɗL.
nɛ ɓáL káːr dɛn-ɛr ŋédán à dɛː =ŋ òkó máɗL
CONJ REMPST go\3P.DJ see-3P.CJ tooth\SG.ABS CONJ red\3S=SFT like fire\SG.ABS
They saw a tooth, red like fire.
All noun phrases introduced by this preposition oko seem to be placed out-
side the predication, as in this example following the  SFT-clitic, which nor-
mally ends the whole sentence. A noun phrase headed by oko is the only ma-
terial which can follow this clitic.
V.5  Voice and Valence-Related Constructions
This section covers all devices used by the Majang language to manipulate 
the valence of a predicate. 
V.5.1  Antipassive construction
The  antipassive is  the  syntactic-pragmatic  counterpart  to  the  impersonal 
form (see section IV.2.3.1), as both create semantically  intransitive clauses 
out of transitive verbs. While the impersonal form is used for backgrounding 
a non-topical  A, the  antipassive is used for  backgrounding a non-topical  P 
(Givón, 1990, p. 624). Ergative languages which also display syntactic erga-
tivity, such as verb agreement with the P, would additionally have a need for 
an  antipassive construction  to  make  an  A available  for  equi-NP deletion 
(Anderson, 1976, p. 17), but this is clearly not a need for Majang, which dis-
plays no syntactic ergativity.
The presence of antipassive structures was observed by Schröder (2006) as 
characteristic for Nilotic and Surmic languages. That Majang has an antipas-
sive construction was already addressed (with insufficient detail) by myself 
(Joswig,  2016). More  details  about  the  form  of  antipassive markers  in 
Majang are found in section  IV.2.2.2, where it is called  detransitivization 
derivation. By comparing the antipassive form with the impersonal form, it 
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can be noted that the  antipassive marking appears to be closer to the verb 
root, and that it takes further person marking. For this reason it is treated in 
section IV.2.2.2 as a derivation, whereas the impersonal marker fills the per-
son slot of a verb with a dedicated impersonal formative, and is treated as in-
flection in section IV.2.3.1. This forces the conclusion that the antipassive is 
structurally unrelated to the impersonal form.
The antipassive, as stated above, entirely removes a non-topical P from the 
proposition. In Majang it is not possible to state an object in an antipassive 
clause, except in question clauses (see example V.91).
Exàmple V.60: àntipàssive constrùctions
a) nɛ ɓáL cɛnkL ɗáɗámíːL kúꜜro jŋ.
nɛ ɓáL cɛnkL ɗáɗám-iːL kúꜜroj=ŋ
CONJ REMPST 3S.CONTR eat\IPFV-AP.3S donkey\SG.NOM=SFT
He, Donkey, was eating.
b) ɓòkòɗìːkín kɔ̀ rè.
ɓòkò-ɗiː-k-ín kɔ̀ rè
kill-AP-EXT-2S.DJ RECPST 2S.PRAG
It is you who has killed.
c) kóL ɓánkáːwrìː nɔ̀ ìɟáːgɗíːkìː.
kóL ɓánkáːw-r-í ,ːL nɔ̀ ìɟáːg-ɗiː-k-í ,ːL
HORT.1P strong-INCPT-1P.DJ CONJ work-AP-EXT-1P.DJ
Let’s get strong and work!
In all three examples, the P of the action has no impact on the discourse, as it 
has no topicality. The unstated P of example b) had in fact been a specific 
and important participant in the narrative, but at this stage of the story it only 
matters that the addressee is a killer.
It  appears  that  both  the  impersonal and  the  antipassive construction  in 
Majang are only used for backgrounding non-topical arguments of transitive 
verbs. While the impersonal form removes the A from the picture, creating a 
semantically intransitive clause with  P as the main  central constituent, the 
antipassive construction removes the P, creating an intransitive clause with 
A as the subject.
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V.5.2  Anticausative construction
The detransitivization derivation (see section IV.2.2.2) is not only used for 
the antipassive, but also for verbs that are semantically transitive, but can be 
used in an intransitive way, indicating that agent and undergoer are not to be 
distinguished. Comrie (1985, p. 328) and Palmer (1994, p. 155) call this use 
anticausative, which I prefer over the rather imprecise middle voice or mid-
dle  construction (T.  Payne,  1997,  p.  216), that  was also used by Unseth 
(1989b, p. 113) to describe this construction in Majang.




He broke a spear.
b) ŋùːlɗìː béáL nɛː kɛ ː ŋ.
ŋùːl-ɗiːL béáL nɛː k-ɛ=ŋ
break-AC.3S.DJ spear\SG.NOM POSS\3S.SG-NOM=SFT
And his spear broke.
Example a) shows the verb ŋùːl ‘break’ in its transitive form, with the A in-
dexed on the verb, and an absolutive P. In example b), instead, the spear is 
breaking on its own accord, which then requires the use of the detransitiviza-
tion marker. The  S of this clause is marked by the  nominative case, and, 
being the last element of the sentence, is also followed by the SFT-clitic =ŋ.
V.5.3  Causative constructions
The Majang language does not have a productive way to produce morpho-
logically derived  causative verbs from basic verbs. Unseth  (1998) demon-
strated that Majang verbs like  ìbáːl ‘play’, ìcíːc ‘prepare’, ìɟáːg ‘work’, ìːlìàː 
‘sing’ and a few others show an old  Surmic  causative prefix i-, which ap-
parently lost its productivity some time ago.
If there is a need to introduce a causer into a proposition, the language now-
adays accomplishes this via a periphrastic construction involving the verb àr 
‘do’, followed by the main verb preceded by the clause-internal conjunction 
à. As no causative construction was encountered in a text, the following con-
trived example needs to illustrate this:
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Exàmple V.62: periphràstic càùsàtive constrùction
àrà í ɗí tL à reː rí ŋ.
àr-à í ɗí L à re*ː r=ŋ
do-1S.DJ man\SG.NOM CONJ run\3S.DJ=SFT
I make the man run.
In this sentence the  1S causer is  indexed as subject  on the verb,  and the 
causee (assumed to be topical) appears as a further S in the nominative case.
V.5.4  Recipient removal
One function of the deictic-transfer (TF) form is to remove the recipient as an 
overt constituent from the clause when it is an  activated participant in the 
discourse. As an example, the ditransitive verb gàɓ ‘give’ has the three argu-
ments A (marked as nominative or ergative), P (the thing given, marked as 
absolutive) and the recipient (marked as dative).
Example V.63: canonical ditransitive construction
à ɓáL tínáL gàɓɛ òlà bàŋɛ.
à ɓáL tín-àL gàɓ-ɛ òlà bàŋɛ
CONJ REMPST 1P-DAT give-3S.DJ things\ABS all
…, he gave us everything.
If  such a verb is  used with a  TF-form, the  recipient  does  not  need to  be 
overtly expressed in the clause, if it is an  activated participant in the dis-
course at this stage. The TF-form ensures the interpretation that the transfer 
goes from one deictic center, the  S or  A of the clause, to the other deictic 
center, as in the following example:
Exàmple V.64: TF-removal of activated recipient
nɛ gàge ː ɗ táːꜜráL célcélɛkònk.
nɛ gàɓ-ge ː ɗ táːr-áL célcél-ɛk-ònk
CONJ give-TF.3S.CJ meatchunk-PL.ABS.MOD lizard-PL-POSS
He gave her lizard-meat chunks.
In this example, the recipient of the verb  gàɓ is the female main character 
mentioned immediately before, and serving as secondary  deictic center in 
this clause. The identity of the recipient is not revealed by any of the gram-
matical forms of this clause – the TF-marker -ge ː ɗ is marked for the person of 
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the subject, but its form allows no identification of the recipient. The identi-
fication happens solely through the pragmatic means of the activation status 
of the participants in the discourse.
This construction is used very frequently with speech verbs in a conversation 
environment, where the speakers are taking turns in a predictable pattern:
Exàmple V.65: recipient removàl with speech verbs
nɛ tòngéːL mɛnkL kɛ
nɛ tòn-ge ː ɗ mɛnkL kɛ
CONJ say-TF.3S.DJ comrade\SG.NOM QUOT
The comrade told him that …
This recipient-removal construction therefore serves to elevate the otherwise 
dative recipients or hearers of  ditransitive verbs into a more central role of 
the proposition, but in this way actually  removes them from overt appear-
ance in the clause. 
It would be possible to view this use of the  TF-form as a  dative-shift con-
struction instead, were it not for the copious marking on the verb, which 
seems to be a disqualifying feature for dative shift (T. Payne, 1997, p. 192).
V.5.5  Dative of interest
A dative of interest construction can be observed in the Majang language. 
Dative of interest means that a further constituent is added to a proposition 
that refers to the beneficiary of an action (or to the one who is badly affected 
by it in an indirect way). This constituent is coded by the  dative case (T. 
Payne, 1997, p. 192f).
Exàmple V.66: dàtive of interest, positively àffected
díːlL táL máɗL kòcíéónk ɟàrtìà cɔ̀ !
díːlL táL máɗL kòcíé-ónk ɟàrtì-à cɔ̀L
take\IMP.SG 1S.DAT fire\SG.ABS pipe-POSS woman\SG-DAT DEM\SG.DAT
Take the fire of the pipe towards that woman for me!
In  this  example, the  dative  of  interest is  expressed  by  the  dative short 
pronoun following the verb. The dative NP at the end refers to the recipient 
of this ditransitive verb.
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The next example shows a negatively affected participant referred to by the 
dative of interest:
Exàmple V.67: dàtive of interest, negàtively àffected
ŋàːr kɔ̀ éːtáL còlàk bàːbúj nɛː kík.
ŋàːr kɔ̀ éːt-àL còlàk bàːbúj nɛː k=k
go\3S.DJ RECPST 1S-DAT towards husband\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS=SUB
She left me towards her husband. (lit: She went – against me – to her husband.)
I have only found 1st person examples of the  dative of interest in my  text 
corpus, but this does not exclude the possibility that it can be used for other 
persons in Majang. 
No clear examples of the phenomenon called  possessor raising (T. Payne, 
1997, p. 193f) were found in Majang. In a proposition featuring both the af-
fected possessor and the affected body part, both elements appear in juxtapo-
sition, with the body part clearly marked as possessed. Both items appear as 
object, however, using the absolutive case:
Exàmple V.68: constrùction with possessor ànd possessed àffected in the sàme wày
nɛ kàwɛ ɗùŋéɗL cìnɛ ɓákL kóːmúc nɛː k.
nɛ kàw-ɛ ɗùŋéɗL cì-n-ɛ ɓákL kóːmúc nɛː k
CONJ bite-3S.CJ hyena\SG.ABS DEM-SG-HR REF\REMPST muzzle\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS
He bit that aforementioned hyena into its muzzle.
V.5.6  Reflexive and reciprocal constructions
Reflexive constructions of Majang use the noun  ɛː kL ‘body’ as a reflexive 
pronoun.
Example V.69: reflexive constructions
a) máL ɓɔ̀ rɛ wár àgàlkúnL ɛː kL nɛ kɛː  ɗàm ɟɛt.
máL ɓɔ̀ rɛ wár àgàl-kùnL ɛː kL
but also 3S.PRAG dog\SG.NOM hide-SIMUL.3S.DJ body\SG.ABS
nɛ kɛː ɗàm ɟɛt
CONJ go.3S eat\3S.DJ very
But also Dog, while hiding himself, went to eat properly.
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b) nɛ wìde r ɛː kL gòdèà kɔ̀nk.
nɛ wìd-ɛ r ɛː kL gòdè-à kɔ̀nk
CONJ turn-INCPT.3S body\SG.ABS house\SG-DAT REF\RECPST
She turned herself to that aforementioned house.
The reflexive pronoun still functions as a noun phrase in the sense that it can 
have different topicality status and therefore has an impact  on  disjoint  or 
conjoint marking. On the other hand, there is no plural marking on the noun 
for ‘body’ when the subject is plural. This becomes obvious when looking at 
the Majang reciprocal construction, which makes use of the same reflexive 
pronoun, still in the singular:
Example V.70: reciprocal construction
nɛ kɔ̀ː L kàːkàcíːL ɛː kL.
nɛ kɔ̀ː L kàːkàc-í ,ːL ɛː kL
CONJ NFUT share\IPFV-1P.DJ body\SG.ABS
We will share with each other.
Here the  reciprocal  subject (as  is  expected in  reciprocal  constructions) is 
clearly marked as plural on the verb, but the  reflexive pronoun stays in its 
singular form. The plural form of the absolutive noun ɛː kL would be ɛkàn. A 
further feature of the  reciprocal construction is the use of an  imperfective 
verb stem to represent the non-punctual nature of reciprocal actions.
V.6  Tense, Aspect and Mode
Tense, aspect and mode (TAM) are grammatical features that provide infor-
mation about the non-spatial setting of a proposition (Dixon, 2012, p. 1ff). 
Studying these extensively requires a very deep look into how the Majang 
language community views events and their temporal structure. This section 
does not attempt to get close to a comprehensive treatment of these parame-
ters in the Majang language. This would have required much more space, 
and, more importantly, a bigger  text corpus in order to identify the various 
functions covered by the devices used in the Majang language. It is therefore 
important to state beforehand that the area of tense, aspect and mode remains 
an area for very rewarding future research.
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One thing that can be said as a general remark about the workings of TAM is 
that the Majang language does not treat the three components tense, aspect 
and mode in the same way, or even in the same slots of any morphological 
template. Quite different devices and strategies are chosen to address these, 
and even in the single functional area of tense, the marking strategies range 
from tense markers over verb suffixes to temporal markings used on refer-
ential particles.
V.6.1  Tense
In Majang there are two ways to indicate  tense. One consists of a metrical 
tense system involving free tense markers which can appear both in the verb 
phrase and preceding the verb.  A second system makes use of  inflection 
markers on subordinate verbs.
V.6.1.1  Tense markers
The Majang tense system was described by others (Bender, 1983; Getachew, 
2014; Unseth, 1989b, 2007) as a metrical system, using markers that were 
variously classified as either particles (Bender, 1983, p. 132; Unseth, 1989b, 
p. 106) or as clitics or even suffixes (Bender, 1983, p. 134; Getachew, 2014, 
p.  159;  Unseth,  1989b,  p.  108). These tense markers are  ɓà ‘remote past 
(REMPST)’, kànL ‘medium past (MEDPST)’, kɔ̀ ‘recent past (RECPST)’, kɔ̀ː L ‘near fu-
ture (NFUT)’ and  koj ‘distant  future (DFUT)’. Most of what needs to be said 
about Majang tense markers was said in section IV.3.4.2.
One more piece of evidence that the tense markers indeed mark tense in Ma-
jang is the use of three of them in the formation of the temporal anaphoric-
reference markers ɓàkL, kànkL and kɔ̀nk (section IV.3.2.2). Apparently these 
markers somehow ground the anaphoric reference in the time structure of the 
pragmatic context. They state that their referent has been mentioned earlier 
in the discourse, in this way re-activating a participant with somewhat faded 
accessibility. But it is by no means clear that the choice of the temporal ana-
phoric-reference marker reflects the textual distance of the anaphoric refer-
ence, as one would expect from a choice based on a metrical tense system.
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Example V.71: use of temporal anaphoric-reference markers in narrative discourse
a) nɛ ɓáL càːdíL ɓák  L  làkɛ ɗùŋéɗL.
nɛ ɓáL càːdíL ɓákL làk-ɛ ɗùŋéɗL
CONJ REMPST there REF\REMPST have-IMPS.CJ hyena\SG.ABS
In that aforementioned place there was a hyena.
b) máL ɓɔ̀ rɛ dàkɛ táːrL cìnɛ kánk  L  càːdíL.
máL ɓɔ̀ rɛ dàk-ɛ táːrL cì-n-ɛ kánkL càːdíL.
but also 3S.PRAG remain-3S.DJ meat\SG.NOM DEM-SG-HR REF\MEDPST there
But that aforementioned meat also remained there.
c) máL wárL kɔ̀nk ŋàːrkí nɛ ɗàm à óbí  ːŋ.
máL wárL kɔ̀nk ŋàːr-kí  nɛ ɗàm
but dog\SG.NOM.MOD REF\RECPST come-CP.3S.DJ CONJ eat\3S.DJ
à óbí ː=ŋ
CONJ big\3S.DJ=SFT
But that aforementioned dog came over and ate a lot.
In example a) the anaphoric reference goes back just one clause, in example 
b) eight clauses, and in example c) two clauses. What might play a role in 
the choice of the markers is the currently active  tense. In example a) the 
marker ɓákL appears together with the tense marker ɓàL at the beginning of 
the clause. In example b) the tense marker  kànL was used in the previous 
clause. In example c) no tense marker has been used in quite a while, and the 
narrative is just about to reach its climax, which might cause the use of a 
recent-past marker to build up the tension.
V.6.1.2  Tense inflection of subordinate verbs
Beyond the use of the tense markers, the Majang language provides another 
tense system exclusively used on subordinate verbs providing a relative time 
reference compared to the action of the main verb. Three different subordi-
nate verb forms were encountered: the  relative-past subordinate verbs, the 
simultaneous subordinate verbs, and the inchoative subordinate verbs. They 
incorporate a good deal of aspectual or aktionsart information in their tempo-
ral structure. These forms and their uses are described in detail in section 
IV.2.3.2. They were only encountered in their  tense function in  adverbial 
subordinate clauses, so it is assumed that they are restricted from being used 
in main clauses.
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V.6.2  Aspect
Aspect in language refers to the  “pattern of distribution of action through  
time” (Talmy, 1985, p. 77), or, as Chung and Timberlake (1985, p. 213) put 
it, “aspect characterizes the relationship of a predicate to the time interval  
over which it occurs”. The Majang language is clearly sensitive to this rela-
tionship and uses grammatical means to indicate deviations from the norm; 
this norm is defined by a perfective action. A perfective action is one that is 
seen as completed within the event frame and therefore has closure (Chung 
& Timberlake, 1985, p. 219). Perfective actions as the default are not in any 
way marked by the Majang language:
Example V.72: perfective propositions
a) nɛ ɓáL jàwɛ kúꜜrój cìnɛ ɓákìŋ.
nɛ ɓáL jàw-ɛ kúꜜrój cì-n-ɛ ɓák=ŋ
CONJ REMPST cut-3S.DJ donkey\SG.ABS DEM-SG-HR REF\REMPST=SFT
He cut through that aforementioned donkey.
b) máL ɓòkòtú ɛmɛcL lɛː rǎːŋ.
máL ɓòkòt-í ɛmɛcL lɛː r-à=ŋ
but kill-3S.DJ mother\3S.ABS Leer-DAT=SFT
But he killed Leer’s mother.
c) nɛ ɓɔ̀ rɛ kɛː ɗí ɗɛː gáL cɔ̀L.
nɛ ɓɔ̀ rɛ kɛː ɗ-í ɗɛː gáL cɔ̀L
CONJ also 3S.PRAG go-3S.DJ across DEM\SG.DIST.DAT
He also went across.
Each of these clauses has a  verb that  reaches closure  – in a)  and b)  the  
respective objects are dead as a result, and in c) the subject reached the other 
side. The verbs are not particularly marked for this fact – therefore it appears 
that the perfective aspect is the unmarked value of the aspect distinction in 
Majang, except for stative verbs, which can only have an imperfective read-
ing in their base form. But even stative verbs reveal the perfective aspect to 
be the unmarked state, as many stative verbs come with a reduplicated stem 
without corresponding simple root (see section IV.2.4). 
There is no reason to agree with Getachew (2014, p. 168) that the language 
uses a  perfective marker – he identified the  sentence-final  topicality  (SFT) 
marker =ŋ as such, but without presenting any convincing evidence to sup-
port this idea (see example III.35 in section III.4).
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Unlike Southwest-Surmic languages such as Suri-Tirmaga (Bryant, 1999, p. 
103), Mursi (Mütze, 2014, p. 85f) and Me’en (Will, 1989, p. 141f), Majang 
uses neither suffixes nor any suppletive verb forms to indicate imperfective 
aspect; instead, it uses reduplicated stems (see section IV.2.2.7 for details on 
their formation). These are mainly used to provide imperfective contrast to 
verbs that are otherwise interpreted as inherently perfective:
Example V.73: reduplication to create imperfective verbs from perfective roots
a) ɗɛnɛ wà r àdùreàkL.
ɗɛn-ɛ wà r àdùre-àkL 
see-3S.DJ dog\SG.ERG cat-PL.ABS
A dog sees cats.
b) ɗɛɗɛn wà r àdùre.
ɗɛɗɛn wà r àdùre
see\IPFV.3S dog\SG.ERG cat\SG.ABS
A dog is seeing a cat.
Having an overtly  imperfective stem does not  in  any way trigger  further 
morphological processes in the clause –  imperfective verbs are not treated 
differently by the grammar than  perfective verbs. Of  course  imperfective 
transitive verbs, because of their lack of  object individuation, have a ten-
dency to be detransitivized, but that is by no means obligatory (see section 
IV.2.2.7).
Example V.74: imperfective detransitivized predicate
máL táːtápíːkìː kócùnk?
máL táːtáp-iː-k-í ,ːL kócùnk
but write\IPFV-AP-EXT-1P.DJ like.this
But are we writing like this?
Other ways to show more fine-grained aspectual differences were presented 
in section IV.2.3.2 – the various subordinate verb forms contain information 
about the relationship of the  predicate to the time interval. The  inchoative 
form looks at the beginning of an action, the repetitive construction charac-
terizes an action as happening several times within the given time interval, 
and the  simultaneous form displays an action as ongoing – all of these are 
actions without closure, as opposed to the relative-past form, which is clearly 
perfective in nature.
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V.6.3  Mode
T.  Payne  defines  mode  as  follows  (1997,  p.  244):  “Mode  describes  the  
speaker’s attitude toward a situation, including the speaker’s belief in its re-
ality, or  likelihood.” This  section  presents  what  little  information  was 
gleaned on  mode so far. Just like the sections on  tense and  aspect, much 
deeper research is needed, based on a larger corpus of texts, to fully investi-
gate the inventory and strategies of the Majang language to deal with mode.
The data reveals very few ways to distinguish between the state of reality of  
given propositions. A realis clause makes the assertion that an event holds 
true within the framework of the discourse (T. Payne, 1997, p. 244). This is 
the default situation in Majang, and such a clause is not marked at all.
Example V.75: realis clauses
a) nɛ óːjɛr ɟóːpL máL ɔ̀gɔ̀ː kL nánájí  ːŋ.
nɛ óːj-ɛr ɟóːpL máL ɔ̀gɔ̀ː kL nánáj-iːL=ŋ
CONJ shout-3P.CJ people\PL.ABS but others surprised\IPFV-AC.3S=SFT
The people shouted, and others were surprised.
b) nɛ ɓáL cɛnkL ɗáɗámíːL kúꜜro jŋ.
nɛ ɓáL cɛnkL ɗáɗám-iːL kúꜜrojL=ŋ
CONJ REMPST 3S.CONTR eat\IPFV-AP.3S donkey\SG.NOM=SFT
He, Donkey, was eating.
All three clauses in these two examples are realis, and therefore are not ex-
pected to display any particular marking that indicates their realis status.
The conjunction ɔ̀kɔ̀n ‘if’ is the introduction to the protasis part of a condi-
tional construction. Such a clause is conceptually irrealis, and therefore the 
apodosis, which depends on the truth value of the protasis, also needs to be 
seen as an irrealis form. But even in a counterfactual  conditional situation, 
no particular irrealis marking takes place:
Example V.76: counterfactual conditional without special irrealis marker
ɔ̀kɔ̀n kɔ̀ làk dúnděŋ gúnL kɔ̀ kí rérín
ɔ̀kɔ̀n kɔ̀ làk dúndé=ŋ gúnL kɔ̀ k-í rér-ín
if RECPST have\3S.CJ heart\SG.ABS=CND before RECPST NEG-3S.DJ die-NEG
If he had had a heart, he would not have died before.
Further  irrealis situations  are  negative  clauses  and  imperatives/jussives, 
which are treated in their respective sections  V.7.2 and  V.7.4.1. For these, 
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too, it can only be noted that they are semantically irrealis, but they show no 
particular irrealis marking beyond the negative or imperative morphology.
One way in which the Majang language does show the irrealis nature of the 
clause is the use of the clause combining conjunction ɛ. It is used instead of 
the conjunction nɛ if two clauses are connected that are each either negative, 
or the protasis of a conditional construction, or assumed future events.
Example V.77: use of irrealis clause-combining conjunction ɛ
a) nɛ ɔ̀kɔ̀n mèɟkɛL ɛ ìɟáːgkɛL ...
nɛ ɔ̀kɔ̀n mèɟ-kɛL ɛ ìɟáːg-kɛL
CONJ if rush-INCHOA.3P CONJ\IRR work-INCHOA.3P
If they started to rush and to work …
b) bɔ̀díːkíːL kɔ̀ː L ŋáːwěŋ. ɛ kɔ̀ː L ɓɔ̀lɔ̀ː rɛ ɗóːL nànk.
bɔ̀díː-k-iːL kɔ̀ː L ŋáːw-é=ŋ ɛ kɔ̀ː L
escape-EXT-1P NFUT hunger\SG.LOC=SFT CONJ\IRR NFUT
ɓɔ̀lɔ̀ː r-ɛ ɗóːL nànk
grow-3S.DJ land\SG.NOM.MOD POSS\1P.SG.NOM
We will escape from hunger. Our land will increase.
c) ìɟáːg kɛː L cìnɔ̀ tɛmk ɛ kɛː L cìnɔ̀ dàràːjɛː k.
ìɟáːg k-ɛː L cì-n-ɔ̀ tɛm=k ɛ k-ɛː L
work\SG.ABS NEG-IMPS REL-SG-DIST small\3S.SG=SUB CONJ\IRR NEG-IMPS.DJ
cì-n-ɔ̀ dàràːj-ɛː L=k
REL-SG-DIST despise-IMPS=SUB
There is no work that is small or despised.
Example a)  has  the  irrealis conjunction between two  protasis clauses;  in 
example b) it is between two future clauses, and in example c) between two 
negative clauses. As all these factors can be seen as providing an irrealis en-
vironment, the use of this different conjunction ɛ therefore seems to indicate 
this change of mode.
V.6.4  Location and direction
It was shown in section IV.2.3.3 that the Majang language is quite sensitive 
to movement in space and has various strategies to mark directional concepts 
either through derivational morphology or through productive inflection on 
the verb. The  derivational direction markers  -à and  -V ːɗ (sections  IV.2.2.4 
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and  IV.2.2.6) are already quite  lexicalized and don’t lend themselves to a 
careful semantic analysis.
The  inflectional direction morphology is certainly interesting from a com-
parative perspective, as it  provides one extra value compared to the other 
Surmic languages. Whereas they regularly distinguish between ventive and 
itive verb forms (here called  centripetal  CP and  centrifugal  CF), the Majang 
language additionally has a morphological marking for a movement from 
one deictic center to another, what is here called deictic transfer (TF). Exam-
ples are easily found in texts:
Example V.78: clauses with inflectional direction morphology
a) nɛ dɛnɛ gòdé òm.
nɛ dɛn-ɛ gòdé òm
CONJ see-3S.CJ house\SG.ABS one
She saw a house.
b) nɛ dɛnɛ ː r wárL cìnɛ à ɗùɗùn ɗéL tàɗápút.
nɛ dɛn-ɛ ː r wárL cì-n-ɛ à ɗùɗùn ɗéL
CONJ see-CF.3S.DJ dog\SG.NOM.MOD dem-SG-HR CONJ lie\IPFV down
tàɗápút
ashpile\SG.LOC
He noticed that dog lying on the ash-pile.
c) nɛ ŋàːrkí ɗúŋéL kɛkàr.
nɛ ŋàːr-kí  ɗúŋéL kɛkàr
CONJ go-CP.3S.DJ hyena\SG.NOM again
Hyena came over again.
d) nɛ bòŋáꜜge ː ɗ càkàíː lɛː rík.
nɛ bòŋ-á-ge2ː ɗ càkàíː lɛː rík
CONJ take-DIR-TF.3S.CJ food\SG.ABS Leer-POSS
She brought out Leer’s food to him.
Example a) has a directionally unmarked verb, for ease of comparison with 
b), which shows the same verb with the centrifugal marker. This centrifugal 
component seems to imply that the subject looks away from its initial focus 
and thereby notices  something. Example c)  has a  centripetal  verb, which 
indicates a movement towards the deictic center. Example d) has the deictic-
transfer form, indicating a movement from one deictic center to another ac-
tivated participant.
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Directional marking systems are not unknown in the linguistic landscape of 
Nilo-Saharan languages in East Africa, as similar systems were described for 
Komo (Otero, 2017), Maasai (D. Payne & Otero, 2016) and various other 
Nilotic  languages  (Mietzner,  2012). Regarding  the  Surmic  relatives  of 
Majang, Bryant (1999, p. 88ff) described two sets of Motion Away and Mo-
tion Towards suffixes for Tirmaga, which don’t seem to have any phonologi-
cal similarity with the morphemes found in Majang. Mütze (2014, p. 91) 
showed a ventive marker operating in Mursi. Dimmendaal (1998a, p. 49f) 
reported further use of directional morphology in Tennet. 
But the deictic-transfer form seen above is so far not attested in Surmic lan-
guages. Although the details are quite different, the Majang system seems to 
be reminiscent of the intriguing situation described by Otero (2017), which 
also features not just the two often-encountered distinctions between centri-
fugal and centripetal, but a third value; this again seems to be tied to a sec-
ond deictic reference point. On the other hand, the situation in Koman lan-
guages  is  much more complex  than in  Majang, as  the  deictic-directional 
markers there make use of the concept of  associated motion (see Belkadi 
(2015, p. 50) for a recent discussion of this concept from a typological per-
spective). Majang directional morphology only appears to be used where the 
basic verbal semantics allow for a directed interpretation. Associated motion, 
instead, is expressed by serial-verb constructions (see section V.8.4 and ex-
ample V.80 for an illustration of this).
It was shown in section IV.2.3.3 that the deictic-transfer form exhibits mor-
phologically different behavior from the other two  direction forms  centri-
petal and centrifugal. Therefore it would not be surprising to find that other 
Surmic languages make no use of deictic transfer. Everything points to the 
assumption that the TF-form is a quite recent innovation of the Majang lan-
guage. But the source could hardly have been the similar systems found in 
Koman languages (Otero, 2017; D. Payne & Otero, 2016), as the Majang 
moved into the vicinity of the Komo settlements only a few generations ago 
– probably not enough time to borrow and establish such an intricate system 
all over the Majang habitat. Nilotic languages (D. Payne & Otero, 2016, p. 
15f) from the neighborhood of the original Majang habitat near the Boma 
plateau should rather be considered as sources of this innovation in Majang. 
Other languages with more complex directional systems in East Africa are 
Somali and Päri (Belkadi, 2015, p. 50). These do not advertise themselves as 
possible sources of more involved directional systems in Majang, as they 
have never been in contact with any Majang population.
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It was shown in section  V.5.4 that the  deictic-transfer form is also used to 
provide the material for the recipient-removal construction for the language. 
In these clauses, an activated participant is elevated from a mere dative NP 
to the no longer overtly expressed secondary deictic center of the construc-
tion. But  there  are  other  constructions  involving  the  TF-form, where  the 
dative NP is not removed.
Example V.79: deictic-transfer clause without recipient removal
nɛ mùkérgéːL ɗùkà ce .
nɛ mùk-ɛr-ge ː ɗ ɗùk-à ceL
CONJ stab-INCPT-TF.3S.DJ forest\SG-DAT DEM\SG.SP.DAT
He dashed into the forest.
In this example no recipient removal happens – the secondary deictic center, 
the forest, stays in the dative case, and remains overtly present in the clause. 
It may well be that recipient removal only applies to animate dative NPs of 
trivalent clauses, which is in accordance with the examples found showing 
this construction.
V.7  Pragmatically Marked Structures
This section deals with the pragmatically motivated choices a speaker faces 
in the Majang language. Such choices lead the speaker to use pragmatically 
marked structures that deviate from what the language does in a pragmatical-
ly  unmarked situation. The pragmatically  unmarked situation looks as fol-
lows: in section III.2.2.1 it was established that the Majang language sees the 
sequence of verb–absolutive NP as the default  and morphologically least 
marked syntactic structure:
Example V.80: pragmatically unmarked structure
nɛ kɛː  làŋkì ɛmɛcL lɛː rà.
nɛ kɛː làŋ-kì ɛmɛcL lɛː r-à
CONJ go\3s find-CP.3S.CJ mother\3S.SG.ABS Leer-DAT
He went to find Leer’s mother.
Although this sentence has some morphological complications, such as the 
use of a serial-verb construction to express an associated motion, and the use 
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of the dative to express possession on a kinship noun, the sentence does not 
deviate from the basic clause configuration. The verb is directly followed by 
an  absolutive noun phrase, and therefore none of the pragmatic markings 
provided by the language are in evidence. The verb appears in the conjoint 
form, indicating that the  P is non-topical, and no  sentence-final topicality 
marker is placed. The constituent order is in compliance with the canonical 
VAP of Majang.
Other pragmatically relevant features are also set to the default: the sentence 
is affirmative, and therefore has no negative morphology. It is a declarative 
sentence, therefore  there  is  no  question morphology or  sentence tone in-
volved, and also no imperative or jussive morphology is in evidence.
This section now presents the effects of any changes to this default prag-
matic setting: markings for individual constituents as topical or focus, nega-
tion, questions, and imperatives with jussives.
V.7.1  Constituent order variation
The basic constituent order of Majang was introduced in section III.2.2.1 as 
verb – A/S – P – complements and adjuncts, with a preverbal slot that con-
tains any temporal information of the simple clause. But it was also seen that 
A and S constituents can be preposed to the preverbal position to re-activate 
the participants (see section III.2.2.2).
More fronting happens with noun phrases marked as contrastive topics, even 
beyond the subject.
Example V.81: fronting of NPs with contrastive topic
a) íꜜtó ré cénk  L  ɗàɗàmùn júmój?
íꜜtó ré cénkL ɗàɗàm-ìn júmój
it.seems 2S.PRAG 2S.CONTR eat\IPFV-2S.CJ root\SG.ABS
Does it seem that you are eating roots (and I don’t)?
b) nɛ ɓáL cɛnk  L  ɗáɗámíːL kúꜜro jŋ. máL cɛnk wár  L  làk ŋáːwL.
nɛ ɓáL cɛnkL ɗáɗám-iːL kúꜜrój=ŋ
CONJ REMPST 3S.CONTR eat\IPFV-AP-3S donkey\SG.NOM=SFT
máL cɛnkL wárL làk ŋáːwL
but 3S.CONTR dog\SG.ABS have\3S.CJ hunger\SG.ABS
He, Donkey, was eating, but he, Dog, was hungry.
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c) nɛ ɗɛꜜ jà à táL cěːnL cɛnk  L  ɟùmùrún.
nɛ ɗɛj-à à táL cěːnL cɛnkL ɟùmùr-í n=ŋ
CONJ want-1S.DJ CONJ 1S.DAT 2S 3S.CONTR answer-2S.DJ=SFT
This is what I want you to answer me (and not something else)!
Contrastive topic is marked by the  contrastive pronoun set (represented by 
cénkL and cɛnkL in these examples). A NP with contrastive topic is likely to 
have some representation in the preverbal slot; in example a) this is the con-
trastive  2S pronoun. In example b) there are two clauses with contrasting 
subjects; in the first of these the preposed contrastive pronoun is picked up 
by the postverbal subject. In the second clause the subject NP appears also in 
the preverbal position together with the contrastive pronoun107. Example c) is 
particularly  interesting  as  it  has  two  preposed  constituents:  The  regular 
personal pronoun cěːnL refers to the non-contrastive subject, and is then fol-
lowed by the contrastive pronoun cɛnkL which here refers to the object.
Contrastive  pronouns  appear  to  be  the  only  way  in  which  non-subject 
constituents can be preposed to a position preceding the verb, assuming that 
the short pronouns in examples IV.213 and V.17 are not preposed at all, but 
part of the verb phrase.
V.7.1.1  Cleft constructions
Cleft constructions are not a frequently used device, at least based on the 
sample of texts analyzed for this study. Only one affirmative cleft construc-
tion was encountered:
Example V.82: rare Majang cleft construction
ègè cìnì cìnɔ̀ pàːrírkúnɗɔ̀L dákɛɗàk.
ègè cì-n-ì cì-n-ɔ̀ pàːr-í rkùn-ɗ-ɔ̀L dákɛɗà=k
COP DEM-SG-SP REL-SG-DIST try-SIMUL-REFOBJ-2P.DJ only=SUB
This is what you are only going to try.
The clefted nominal clause is introduced by the copula ègè. This is then fol-
lowed by a relative clause. This clause was used as a conclusion following a 
lengthy procedure described in the previous paragraph. The cleft construc-
tion with  anaphoric  demonstrative therefore puts a strong  focus on the de-
scribed procedure, which is the transitive object of the nuclear clause.
107In this context, the NP always comes in the absolutive case.
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More frequent are cleft constructions in questions.
Example V.83: cleft construction in a question
wo ːɗ cìnɛ màlɛ íɗíꜜtík?
wo ːɗ cì-n-ɛ màl-ɛ íɗítL=k
who REL-SG-HR hit-3S.DJ man\SG.ABS=SFT
Who was it that hit the man?
Usually, interrogative pronouns in Majang are placed at the end of the ques-
tion clause. This  cleft construction is the only way to get the interrogative 
out of its clause-final position, with the effect of adding additional focus to 
the interrogative pronoun. As the clefted constituent is now an interrogative 
pronoun and not a demonstrative, the copula ègè is not used here.
V.7.1.2  Left-dislocation of participants
Left-dislocation (T. Payne, 1997, p. 273) is another way besides the cleft  
construction to get material out of the nuclear clause; it serves the purpose to 
set this participant up as the propositional topic of the clause. In the follow-
ing two examples a  noun phrase is placed without any linkage, but with a 
noticeable pause, in a position preceding the clause:
Example V.84: left-dislocated noun phrases
a) ɟàrtí náːk, làŋkáL kɔ̀ ɗùk tàk!
ɟàrtí náːk làŋ-kàL kɔ̀ ɗùk tàk
woman\SG.ABS POSS\1S.SG.ABS find-CP.1S.DJ RECPST forest\SG.LOC inside\LOC
My woman, I found (her) in the forest!
b) ɟàrtí náːk, ɗàm kɔ̀ ɟìkónt?
ɟàrtí náːk ɗàm kɔ̀ ɟìkónt
woman\SG.ABS POSS\1S.SG.ABS eat\3S.DJ RECPST what.ERG
My woman, what ate (her)?
These two clauses have a highly marked structure. Because in both clauses 
the left-dislocated NP refers to the object of the clause, this is not the regular 
fronting of re-activated constituents discussed in section  V.3.1. Further in-
stances of left-dislocation can be observed in examples IV.297b), IV.298b), 
V.30 and V.100b), some of them with S constituents dislocated to the left.
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V.7.2  Negation
Negation is  pragmatically  marked in  the  sense that  it  asserts  that  “some 
event, situation or state of affairs does not hold” (T. Payne, 1997, p. 282). 
For  a  thorough treatment  of  this  aspect  of  Majang grammar, see  Unseth 
(1994). The Majang language uses a fully inflectable  auxiliary  k- (see sec-
tion IV.3.5) for creating negative sentences in conjunction with the negative 
verbal nouns introduced in section IV.2.2.1.
The negative auxiliary takes the place of the verb in the clause, whereas the 
lexical  negative verb form follows later as a complement to the auxiliary 
predication.
Example V.85: negative auxiliary and negative verb
a) nɛ kìr cɛː nà gájɛː L òláːtL bàŋɛ.
nɛ k-ìr cɛː n-à gàj-ɛː L òláːtL bàŋɛ
CONJ NEG-3P 3S-DAT succeed-NEG things\NOM all
All things will fail him.
b) nɛ ɔ̀kɔ̀n kí bóŋíːɗǐŋ ...
nɛ ɔ̀kɔ̀n k-í boŋ-í ːɗ=ŋ
CONJ if NEG-3S take-NEG=CND
If she refuses it, …
Example a) shows that some material can be placed between the  auxiliary 
and the negative verb, such as a dative pronoun. Interestingly, I have not en-
countered a single example where the subject appears between the auxiliary 
and the negative verb. Unseth (1989b, p. 119) seems to have found such ex-
amples, however, so this is apparently a sporadic gap in my data and not a  
structural one. My language consultants accept Unseth’s following example 
as grammatical:
Example V.86: subject between negative auxiliary and negative verb
kí  kɔ̀ joːsep ɓokotí ː t ɗɛpɛL.
k-í  kɔ̀ joːsep ɓokot-iːt ɗɛpɛL
NEG-3S RECPST Joseph\NOM kill-NEG lion\SG.ABS
Joseph didn’t kill a lion.
The  subject can also be placed following the  negative verb form, as hap-
pened in example V.85a).
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The combination of  negative auxiliary and  negative verb does not create a 
unified  verb phrase; this can be concluded from the fact that the sentence-
final topicality marker is never used following a negative verb:
Example V.87: no SFT-marker following negative verb
kí ːL gájɛː L.
k-í ːL gàj-ɛː L
NEG-1P succeed-NEG
We don’t succeed.
If this example consisted just of a negative verb phrase, then one would ex-
pect the SFT-marker to be placed at the end of the sentence. But this can never 
be done. Unseth (1989b, p. 111) therefore correctly assumes that the  nega-
tive verb needs to be seen as a complement of the  negative auxiliary. This 
also fits its nature as a nominalization, which is quite often formally identical 
to the infinitive.
Verbless predicates are negated by the use of a negative copula:
Example V.88: use of negative copula
mókò ìɟáːgL cìnɔ̀ kómój òmóŋL ŋɔ̀nk dákɛː ɗà.
mókò ìɟáːgL cì-n-ɔ̀ kómój òmóŋL ŋɔ̀nk dákɛː ɗà
COP\NEG work\SG.ABS REL-SG-DIST kind\SG.ABS one SUB only
Work is not just of one kind.
This negative copula works like affirmative copulas in that it stays the same 
for all persons; it is further specified by a regular personal pronoun:
Example V.89: use of negative copula
moko eː t àgàltL!
moko eː t àgàltL
COP\NEG 1S thief\SG.ABS
I am not a thief!
There is also a negative existential form, which, just as the affirmative form 
làkɛL, is an impersonal verb form:
Example V.90: use of negative existential form
ìɟáːg kɛː  L  cìnɔ̀ tɛmk ɛ kɛː  L  cìnɔ̀ dàràːjɛː k.
ìɟáːg k-ɛː L cì-n-ɔ̀ tɛm=k ɛ k-ɛː L
work\SG.ABS NEG-IMPS REL-SG-DIST small\3S.SG=SUB CONJ\IRR NEG-IMPS
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cì-n-ɔ̀ dàràːj-ɛː L=k
REL-SG-DIST despise-IMPS=SUB
There is no work that is small or despised.
V.7.3  Questions and focus
This section presents a short overview of questions and focus phenomena, as 
far as they have been studied so far. 
Majang contrastive focus is accomplished by the use of the contrastive pro-
nouns (see section  IV.3.1.1). Contrastive  focus often entails a choice from 
already known entities, which is why Dik (1989, p. 278) cautions against 
equating focus with information new to the hearer. This is therefore a prag-
matically  different  situation  from  new-information  focus, as  defined  by 
Thwing and Watters (1987, p. 101): “Focus: that information in an utterance 
which the speaker believes, assumes or knows that the hearer does not share”.
Information questions are a widely accepted and applied test for new-infor-
mation focus (Van der Wal, 2016, p. 264ff), as the component in question is 
assumed to be in focus. The expected answer provides confirmation or infor-
mation, and as such is always new information (Dixon, 2012, p. 377). Study-
ing questions can therefore be revealing about  focus structure, because, as 
Dik (1989, p. 280) points out,  “if a language has special strategies for the  
expression of focus constituents, these strategies will typically be also used  
for question words.”
The Majang language, in spite of its  VAP syntax, places information with 
new-information focus at the end of the clause, and does so also with interro-
gative pronouns, which fill  the slot of  new information. The responses to 
questions fill exactly the same slot as the question words that solicited them:
Example V.91: information packaging in questions and their responses
a) ɗàmí ːL kɔ̀ tà ː r wo ːɗ?
ɗàm-í ːL kɔ̀ tà ː r wo ːɗ
eat-AP.3S.DJ RECPST\CJ meat\SG.ABS who\SG.ERG
Who ate meat?108
108Here is an unexplained use of the detransitivized verb form in a question. This seems to be 
in free variation with the plain verb form in example V.92. Possibly the use of the detransi-
tivized form has to do with the use of an unspecified and therefore non-individuated object , 
which may then result in a less than fully transitive form of the verb.
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b) ɗàmí ːL kɔ̀ tà ː r tɔ̀ ː n.
ɗàm kɔ̀ tà ː r tɔ̀ n
eat\3S.DJ RECPST\CJ meat\SG.ABS child\SG.ERG
A child ate meat.
Example b) shows the  A noun phrase, marked by the  ergative case, as the 
last  element  of  the  clause, even  following the  object. This  pragmatically 
marked structure is the only environment in which the order of subject and 
object can be reversed in the language. This is also the case for an A marked 
by the nominative case:
Example V.92: question and response with nominative A
a) ɗàm kɔ̀ tà ː r wo ːɗ?
ɗàm kɔ̀ tà ː r wo ːɗ
eat\3S.DJ RECPST\CJ meat\SG.ABS who\SG.ERG
Who ate meat?
b) ɗàm kɔ̀ tà ː r tɔ̀nL kɔ̀nkùŋ.
ɗàm kɔ̀ tà ː r tɔ̀nL kɔ̀nk=ŋ
eat\3S.DJ RECPST\CJ meat\SG.ABS child\SG.NOM.MOD REF\RECPST=SFT
That aforementioned child ate meat.
Example b) shows the subject noun tɔ̀nL ‘child’ to be in new-information fo-
cus, as it is in the last position of the clause, following the object, and as a 
topical  constituent, because it  is  marked by the  nominative case and fol-
lowed by a modifier with the  SFT-marker. The language consultants agree 
that both clauses  V.91b) and V.92b) cannot invert the order of  subject and 
object to the canonical order. This is very instructive for the interpretation of 
central cases in Majang. If one were to pursue the analysis that the difference 
between ergative and nominative was not grounded in topicality, but in fo-
cality, then all  ergative occurrences would have to be explained as focused 
constituents of a clause. The situation here now suggests that any constituent 
in new-information focus appears at the end of a clause. But this is not the 
place where ergative constituents are usually found. This implies that there is 
an inherent difference between focus and ergative, which is confirmed by the 
fact  that  when  focus and  topical  constituent  go  together, as  in  example 
V.92b), the nominative case is chosen.
The same can be tested for the  P of a  transitive clause. The response to a 
question for the P can follow both a disjoint and a conjoint verb, and it can 
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come with  and without  a  sentence-final  topicality  marker. Again, all  re-
sponses need to be interpreted as having a P in information focus.
Example V.93: question and response with topical and non-topical P in focus
a) ɗàm kɔ̀ dɔ̀mɔ̀ ː n ɟí ko n?
ɗàm kɔ̀ dɔ̀mɔ̀ ː n ɟí ko n
eat\3S.DJ RECPST leopard\SG.ERG what\SG.ABS
What did the leopard eat?
b) ɗàm kɔ̀ tà ː r.
ɗàm kɔ̀ tà ː r
eat\3S.DJ RECPST\CJ meat\SG.ABS
He ate meat.
c) ɗàm kɔ̀ tà ː r kɔ̀nkùŋ.
ɗàm kɔ̀ tà ː r kɔ̀nk=ŋ
eat\3S.DJ RECPST meat\SG.ABS REF\RECPST=SFT
He ate the aforementioned meat.
Both clauses b) and c) are responses to question a). In b), the response lacks 
the  SFT-clitic, and  follows  the  conjoint  marking  on  the  verb  phrase. In 
example c), the response has a disjoint verb phrase, and comes with an SFT-
clitic. So once more topical constituent and focus are combined in the same 
noun phrase. If the  conjoint marking were to indicate focus on a following 
noun phrase, then example c) should also have a  conjoint VP. Therefore it 
can  be deduced that  the  conjoint  rather  indicates  the  presence of  a  non-
topical NP than the presence of a focal NP (see section III.3 and footnote 48 
for an extended discussion of this question).
V.7.3.1  Polar questions
Polar  questions  seek  confirmation  or  disavowal  of  a  proposition  (Dixon, 
2012, p. 377). In Majang this does not have to be marked by any means 
other  than a  rising  sentence  tone at  the  end of  the  question  (see  section 
II.8.2). This  interrogative sentence tone is in all examples only represented 
by the question mark.
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Example V.94: polar questions without question markers
a) máL kɔ̀ː L èːt mó?
máL kɔ̀ː L èːt mó
but NFUT 1S alone
Will I now be alone?
b) íꜜtó ré cénkL ɗàɗàmùn júmój?
íꜜtó ré cénkL ɗàɗàm-ìn júmój
it.seems 2S.PRAG 2S.CONTR eat\IPFV-2S.CJ root\SG.ABS
Does it seem that you are eating roots?
In both cases, the two questions do not differ in their order of constituents or 
in  any other  morphological  way from their  affirmative counterparts. The 
only difference is a sharply rising sentence tone at the end of the clause, as in 
the following (stereo) pitch curve of example a):
Figure 10: pitch drawing of máL kɔ̀ː L èːt mó?
The pitch on the final high-toned word mó starts out moderately higher than 
the preceding low tone on  èːt, which is what is expected because of auto-
matic  downstep. But then it rises sharply up to the level of the initial high 
tone on  máL at the beginning of the clause. This is the effect of the polar-
question sentence tone. This can also be observed on polar questions ending 
in a low tone, as in the following example:
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Figure 11: Pitch drawing of nɛ kój cɛ*ː n mɛlɛ cɛː gà kɛɗɔ̀m?
This  illustration  is  part  of  the  following example  V.95, where  the  polar 
question ends in  the  low tone of  kɛɗɔ̀m. Here, too, the sharp rise of the 
interrogative sentence tone can be observed. 
There is also the option to use a special  question particle kí ː  in  polar ques-
tions:
Example V.95: question marker kí ː
nɛ cìnì ɔ̀ɗɔ̀ː kà kíː nɛ kój cɛ*ː n mɛlɛ cɛː gà kɛɗɔ̀m?
nɛ cì-n-ì ɔ̀ɗɔ̀ː k-à kíː nɛ kój cɛ*ː n mɛl-ɛ
CONJ DEM-SG-SP face-DAT QUEST CONJ DFUT 3S arrive-3S.DJ
cɛː g-à kɛɗɔ̀m
3P.DAT properly
In the future, will they understand it well (lit: will it reach them properly)?
As can be seen in figure 11, this question marker does not prevent the mark-
ing of the polar question by sentence tone. The question marker is not oblig-
atory for marking questions, but it seems to be used particularly when the 
question is a  complex sentence, and it marks the question as such already 
near the beginning of the sentence.
A second question marker is jo ː, which seems to particularly stress the polar-
ity of a question:
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Example V.96: question marker jo ː
ɗɛjɛrL màcáːpɛL nɛː k cìnǐŋ jo ː ?
ɗɛj-ɛrL màcáːpɛL nɛː k cì-n-í =ŋ jo ː
need-3P.DJ book\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS DEM-SG-SP=SFT QUEST
Do they need this book or not?
This marker always comes at the end of a question, even, like here, follow-
ing the SFT-clitic. It prevents the use of the interrogative sentence tone – no 
sharp rise of the pitch is observed in any example involving this particle. It 
often  appears  when the  question  is  followed  up  immediately  by  another 
question (which, in example V.97, uses the interrogative sentence tone):
Example V.97: question marker jo ː between questions
nɛ kɔ̀ː L kɛkàr tàːpɛrkíŋ jo ː  ɛk cɛnk cìnì?
nɛ kɔ̀ː L kɛkàr tàːp-ɛrk=ŋ jo ː ɛk cɛnk cì-n-ì
CONJ NFUT again write-CP.3P=SFT QUEST how 3S.CONTR DEM-SG-SP
Will they write it again or how will it be?
V.7.3.2  Content questions
A content question contains an interrogative pronoun (Dixon, 2012, p. 400). 
This simple definition is easily applied to Majang, where a number of inter-
rogative pronouns have been identified. As seen in section  III.2.2.4, these 
interrogative  pronouns  do  not  comply  with  Greenberg’s  (1966,  p.  111) 
prediction that VAP languages have their question words at the beginning of 
the clause. In Majang they come invariably at the end, in the same slot where 
material in information  focus is placed, and they are affected by interroga-
tive sentence tone (see section II.8.2).
Example V.98: question words at the end of the clause
a) àríːL kój cáːL òlà cìgì ɛk?
àr-í ,ːL kój cáːL òlà cì-g-ì ɛk
do-1P.DJ DFUT thereafter things\ABS.MOD DEM-PL-SP how?
How will we then do these things?
b) làkín tɔ̀ː mɔ̀kL à ègèr?
làk-ín tɔ̀ː m-ɔ̀kL à ègèr
have-2S.DJ child-PL.ABS CONJ how.many?
How many children do you have?
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Participant interrogative pronoun wo ːɗ ‘who’
Participant interrogative pronouns ask for the identity of a participant of the 
discourse. Majang provides three different forms of participant interrogative 
pronouns.
The participant interrogative pronoun wo ːɗ asks for a human referent, in any 
grammatical role. The form wo ːɗ is used for all  central cases. The dative is 
wóːɗáL, the  locative woːɗe, and the  possessive woːk. The plural  forms are 
wóːꜜɗàkL for  all  central  cases, wóːɗàkàL (dative), wóːɗàkɛL (locative)  and 
woːɗɛː kL (possessive).
In a traditional fable, where animals take the part of human participants, they 
qualify for the use of this interrogative. Therefore Hyena can ask Dog:
Example V.99: human interrogative for animal participant in traditional narrative
máL cénkL, ǐːnL wo ːɗ?
CONJ 2S.CONTR 2S who
But you, who are you?
Since the wo ːɗ asks for a participant, it can be inflected like other participant 
NPs. For example it can be used in the dative or in the plural.
Example V.100: number and case marking on human interrogative
a) nɛ cìnɛ ɟùmúrkɛː L wóːɗáL cɛnk?
nɛ cì-n-ɛ ɟùmúr-kɛː L wóːɗ-àL cɛnk
CONJ DEM-SG-HR return-CP.IMPS.DJ who-DAT 3S.CONTR
To whom will that be returned?
b) nɛ ɓànkàwkàː nɛː k bàŋɛ, láꜜkí ːL wóːɗàk?
nɛ ɓànkàw-kàː nɛː k bàŋɛ lák-í ːL wóːɗ-àk
CONJ strong-INF.ABS POSS\3S.SG all have-AP.3P.CJ who-PL
And all that power, who has it?
Example a) shows wo ːɗ in the dative case. It is reinforced and modified by 
the contrastive pronoun, which forms an NP together with the interrogative 
pronoun. As a whole, the NP still stands at the end of the clause. Example b) 
shows the interrogative  wo ːɗ in its central-case plural form. This example 
also displays another mysterious use of the detransitivized form of the verb 
which appears to be frequently used in  content questions (see footnote 108 
and example  V.102). Semantically, these clauses are not  intransitive at all; 
the P of ‘have’ is left-dislocated to a position preceding the clause. In exam-
ple V.102 the P is found in its rightful place following the verb.
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Participant interrogative pronoun ɟìko n ‘what?’
The participant interrogative pronoun ɟìko n ‘what?’ refers to non-human par-
ticipants of the discourse. For A constituents, this is replaced by the ergative 
form ɟìkónt. This pronoun can also be used in the other cases. The dative is 
ɟìkóntà, the locative ɟí koj  and the possessive ɟí konk. In the plural, the forms 
are  ɟí konàk  (all  central  cases), ɟí konàkɛL (locative), ɟí konàkàL (dative) and 
ɟí konàko nk (possessive).
Example V.101: non-human interrogative ɟìko n
a) … mánk tɔ̀kɔ̀ɲL cìnɛ tínáL gàɓɛrk cɛː kìk ɟìko n?
mánk tɔ̀-kɔ̀ɲL cì-n-ɛ tín-àL gàɓ-ɛrk cɛː kꜜ=k ɟìko n
or INF-help\SG.ABS REL-SG-HR 1S-DAT give-CP.3P 3P.CONTR=SUB what
… or what is the help that they provide for us?
b) ɟàrtí náːk, ɗàm kɔ̀ ɟìkónt?
ɟàrtí náːk ɗàm kɔ̀ ɟìkónt
woman\SG.ABS POSS\1S.SG.ABS eat\3S.DJ RECPST what\ERG
My woman, what ate her?
In example a), the interrogative refers to an action noun, and in example b) 
to an unknown predator. There it is used for the A of the clause and therefore 
comes in the ergative. Since an interrogative always asks for new informa-
tion, it is difficult to conceive of a  topical use for them. Indeed I have not 
isolated any nominative forms of interrogative pronouns.
Participant interrogative pronoun wón ‘which one?’
A final form that can be used for all syntactic positions is wónL ‘which one?’, 
which is used in this form in all cases. The plural of this form, again for all 
cases, is woːk. The pronoun asks for a choice from several options.
Example V.102: interrogative wón
boŋɗí ːL tà ː r won?
boŋ-ɗiːL tà ː r won
take-AP.3S meat\SG.ABS which.one
Which one took the meat?
Following is a list of interrogative pronouns that ask for adverbial informa-
tion and can therefore not be further inflected.
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Temporal interrogative pronoun òkóɗ ‘when?’
The interrogative pronoun òkóɗ ‘when?’ is used to ask for temporal informa-
tion. As this information would always be found in an  adverbial slot, the 
interrogative cannot be inflected for case.
Example V.103: temporal interrogative pronoun òkóɗ
àmbàbɛː L kój cɛː g òkóɗ?
àmbàb-ɛː L kój cɛː g òkóɗ
read-IMPS.DJ DFUT 3P when
When are they going to be read?
Local interrogative pronoun éːtL ‘where?’
Just like the temporal interrogative pronoun, the local interrogative pronoun 
eː tL asks for information in an adverbial role and cannot be inflected for case.
Example V.104: local interrogative éːtL
làŋá kɔ̀ː L ìndíːL éːtL?
làŋ-á kɔ̀ː L ìndíːL éːtL
find-1S.DJ NFUT mother\1S.SG.ABS where
Where will I find a mother?
Modal interrogative pronoun ɛk ‘how?’
The  modal  interrogative pronoun ɛk ‘how?’  asks for the way in which an 
action is carried out. Again, this refers to adverbial information and therefore 
cannot be inflected for case.
Example V.105: modal interrogative ɛk
àríːL kój cáːL òlà cìgì ɛk?
àr-í ,ːL kój cáːL òlà cì-g-ì ɛk
do-1P.DJ DFUT then things\ABS.MOD DEM-PL-SP how
How are we then going to do these things?
Quantitative interrogative pronoun ègèr ‘how many?’
The quantitative  interrogative pronoun ègèr asks  for  numbers. Like other 
quantifiers, it is usually preceded by the clause-internal conjunction à.
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Example V.106: quantitative interrogative ègèr
làkín tɔ̀ː mɔ̀kL à ègèr?
làk-ín tɔ̀ː m-ɔ̀kL à ègèr
have-2S.DJ child-PL.ABS CONJ how.many
How many children do you have?
This interrogative is only used for countable items. For uncountables, one 
needs to use the combined interrogative pronoun ɛtɛ  ɛ k ‘how much?’.
Example V.107: asking for a non-countable amount
làkí n otí ː  à ɛtɛ ɛk?
làk-í n otí ː à ɛ tɛ ɛ k
have-2S.DJ flour\SG.ABS CONJ much how
How much flour do you have?
Causal interrogative àgútL ɟìko n ‘why?’
The  causal  interrogative  pronoun consists  of  two  words  in  Majang, the 
causal conjunction àgútL ‘because’ and the non-human participant interroga-
tive ɟìko n.
Example V.108: causal interrogative àgútL ɟìko n?
ìndí rɔ̀gúkúnL táL àgútL ɟìko n?
ìndí rɔ̀g-kí nL táL àgútL ɟìko n
mother\1S.SG.ABS laugh-CP.2S.DJ 1S.DAT because what
My mother, why do you laugh at me?
V.7.4  Orders and hortatives
The Majang language has a dedicated  paradigm for  imperative and  jussive 
forms (see section IV.2.3.4 for their formation). These are frequently used, 
but Majang speakers have additional options to exhort people to do what 
they want. 
Majang imperative and jussive clauses have in common that they never show 
a sentence-final topicality clitic (SFT).
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V.7.4.1  Imperatives
Imperatives are used to give direct orders to second-person speech-act parti-
cipants.
Example V.109: imperative clauses
a) nɛ tɔ̀L táL wàɗ téːjá!
nɛ tɔ̀L táL wàɗ téːjá
CONJ INTERJ 1S.DAT come\IMP.SG skin\IMP.SG
So what? Come and slaughter (it) for me!
b) díːlL táL máɗL kòcíéónk ɟàrtìà cɔ̀ !
díːlL táL máɗL kòcíé-ónk ɟàrtì-à cɔ̀L
take\IMP.SG 1S.DAT fire\SG.ABS pipe-POSS woman\SG-DAT DEM\SG.DAT
Take the fire of the pipe towards that woman for me!
c) ɗámúL táːmɛL áːbɛɛː kònk!
ɗám-iL táːm-ɛL áːbɛ-ɛː k-ònk
eat-IMP.SG fruit-PL.ABS figtree-PL-POSS
Eat figs!
Quite often, as in examples a) and b), the speaker can place the 1S.DAT short 
pronoun as a dative of interest into the clause to indicate that s/he is the be-
neficiary of the action. Just as often as the imperative form speakers use the 
regular 2S indicative verb form to give something that very much sounds like 
a command:
Example V.110: orders given with indicative verbs
téːjɗíːꜜkín nɛ táL gàkínL dúndè nɛː kíŋ!
téːj-ɗiː-k-ín nɛ táL gàɓ-kí nL dúndè nɛː k=ŋ
slaughter-AP-EXT-2S.DJ CONJ 1S.DAT give-CP.2S.DJ heart\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS=SFT
Slaughter and give me its heart!
This example does not display any  imperative morphology, which is also 
confirmed by the fact that the absolutive  object at the  end of the clause is 
marked by the SFT-marker. My consultants agreed that it is neither more nor 
less polite to place an order in this way. It is just a different option. The use 
of the dative  short pronoun in this example is different from the  dative of 
interest seen in other examples of orders; here it is used to refer to the indi-
rect object of this ditransitive clause.
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V.7.4.2  Jussive
Jussive forms are like imperatives, but directed at participants other than 2nd 
person. All jussive forms have a particular hortative particle directly in front 
of the verb, which is used in its regular  indicative form. In the following I 
only call third person forms jussive, and use the more specific terms horta-
tive for 1st person plural jussive forms, and precative for 1st person singular 
and plural jussive forms.
3rd person jussives
A Majang jussive form in the third person expresses a wish or an expectation 
that some participant not directly involved in the speech act should perform 
an action.
Example V.111: 3rd person jussive clause
íɗítL cìnɔ̀ tàmàːrɛ ŋɔ̀nk ìn tàmàːrɛ kɛɗɔ̀m!
íɗítL cì-n-ɔ̀ tàmàːr-ɛ ŋɔ̀nk ìn tàmàːr-ɛ kɛɗɔ̀m
man\SG.ABS REL-SG-DIST study-3S.DJ SUB HORT\3S study-3S.DJ properly
Someone who studies should study hard!
The  hortative particle for all 3rd person forms is  ìn, which is also used for 
plural imperatives.
Hortatives
A hortative clause exhorts the addressee to participate in an action together 
with the speaker (Chung & Timberlake, 1985, p. 247). In Majang, it requires 
the  use  of  the  1st person  plural  verb  form. This  is  preceded  by  the  1P 
hortative particle kóL.
Example V.112: hortative clauses
a) kóL ɓánkáːwrìː nɔ̀ ìɟáːgɗíːkìː!
kóL ɓánkáːw-r-í ,ːL nɔ̀ ìɟáːg-ɗiː-k-í ,ːL
HORT\1P strong-INCPT-1P.DJ CONJ work-AP-EXT-1P.DJ
Let’s get strong and work!
b) kóL tè ɓòkóːtìː ìndíáL gà nk
kóL tè ɓòkóːt-í ,ːL ìndí-àL gà nk
HORT\1P INTERJ kill-1P.DJ mother\1S-PL.ABS.MOD POSS\1P.PL.ABS
Hey, let’s kill our mothers!
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Example a) shows two coordinated hortative clauses. Only the first is intro-
duced by the hortative particle. The second clause is introduced by the con-
junction nɔ̀, which is regularly used for this purpose. Its second function is to 
serve as the conjunction introducing purpose clauses (see section V.8.3.3).
Precative modality
Precative  modality  (Palmer,  1986,  p.  10)  is  a  1S or  1P jussive form that 
solicits permission to perform the action expressed by the verb. In Majang, 
this is introduced by the precative marker gúndɛ*n, which appears to be com-
posed of gúnL ‘before’ and the verb dɛn ‘see’.
Example V.113: precative clause
càːkómL, gúndɛ*n pàːrà áɲL kɔ̀nk à bálà ː ŋ!
càːkómL gúndɛ*n pàːr-à áɲL kɔ̀nk à bálàː =ŋ
friend\SG.ABS PRCTV try-1S.CJ thing\SG.ABS REF\RECPST CONJ small\3S.DJ=SFT
Friend, let me try this thing a little!
V.8  Clause Combinations
The following section presents the way in which clauses combine with each 
other within a sentence. One needs to distinguish between coordination, that 
is the combination of two or more  main clauses, and  subordination, where 
clauses of different status are combined into a complex sentence.
Whenever  an  utterance  in  Majang consists  of  more  than  one  clause, the 
grammar of the language prefers some kind of linkage to be expressed be-
tween them. Only the initial clause of an utterance stands without a conjunc-
tion. This is even the case between sentences; a conjunction is expected to be 
placed between them, as in the following section from a narrative:
Example V.114: conjunctions between sentences
làkɛL ɓà nɔ̀ ɓòkóːrján. nɛ ɓáL tònú cɔ̀ː líláŋtáL kɛ “óːlùn típír à éːke ː r. ìnkɔ̀ː ꜜté 
pìríːL!” nɛ tòngéːL cɔ̀ː líláŋtL kɛ “dɔ̀ː c.” nɛ tònú cɔ̀ː líláŋtL mɛnkà kɛ “kóL pìríːL étè 
ceL kàtàmɛáL!” nɛ tòngéːL mɛnkL kɛ “dɔ̀ː c.”
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There once was a tortoise. It said to the vulture “You can truly fly. Let’s fly to-
gether!” Vulture said “Okay”. Vulture told his comrade “Let’s fly with this man  
to town!” His comrade said “Okay”.
In this example all clauses but the first are introduced by a conjunction. The 
first clause is not connected to a previous clause, so there is no conjunction. 
All  main clauses are connected by the clause conjunction nɛ109. The speech 
clauses are connected to their main clauses through the quotative marker kɛ. 
There are several full  sentences in this example, but each of them begins 
with a conjunction.
The necessity to begin a clause with a conjunction varies between text gen-
res. In a  narrative text practically all  clauses (except direct speech) begin 
with a conjunction. In a hortatory text or in a discussion sentence-combining 
conjunctions are much less frequent, which may lead to the conclusion that 
such texts consist of more than just one utterance.
Quite a number of different  subordination clause types are marked by the 
subordinate-clause marker =k at the end of the clause. Such a subordinate-
clause marker seems to be a common feature in  Surmic (Bryant, 1999, p. 
114f) and possibly even in Eastern Sudanic languages, attested for example 
in the Jebel language Gaahmg (Stirtz, 2012, p. 148ff). The following are ex-
amples with this marker from Majang, following a relative clause in a) and a 
causal clause in b).
Example V.115: subordinate-clause marker =k
a) máL lɛː r íɗítL cìnɔ̀ ɗɛgɛɟík.
máL lɛː r íɗítL cì-n-ɔ̀ ɗɛgɛɟ=k
but Leer\NOM man\SG.ABS REL-SG-DIST deceiver=SUB
But Leer was a deceiver.
b) … àgútL cìnɔ̀ kánL ɓòkòtìːɗ ɗúŋéL cìnɛ càːkómL nɛː kík
àgútL cì-n-ɔ̀ kánL ɓòkòt-iːɗ ɗúŋéL
because DEM-SG-DIST MEDPST kill-RELPST.3S hyena\SG.NOM.MOD
cì-n-ɛ càːkómL nɛː k=k
DEM-SG-HR friend\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS=SUB
... because that Hyena had killed his friend.
109There is a suggestive similarity in form and function to the Maa (Nilotic) connective n[HL] 
as described by D. Payne (2015, sec. 3). See also sections V.9.2 and V.9.3 for the use of nɛ.
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The subordinate-clause marker is apparently not a conjunction, as it never 
stands at the beginning of the clause, such as the other conjunctions of the 
language. It appears together with real conjunctions in the same clause (see 
example V.125).
The subordinate-clause marker =k is mostly used when a noun phrase ends 
the subordinate clause. It is replaced by the particle ŋɔ̀nk whenever the sub-
ordinate clause ends in a verb or numeral.
Example V.116: subordinate-clause marker ŋɔ̀nk
a) èːt ré íɗítL cìnɔ̀ téːtéːjíːL ŋɔ̀nk.
èːt ré íɗítL cì-n-ɔ̀ téːtéːj-iːL ŋɔ̀nk
1S 2S.PRAG man\SG.ABS REL-SG-DIST skin\IPFV-AP.3S SUB
Sir, I am the butcher.
b) mókò ìɟáːgL cìnɔ̀ kómój òmóŋL ŋɔ̀nk dákɛː ɗà.
mókò ìɟáːgL cì-n-ɔ̀ kómój òmóŋL ŋɔ̀nk dákɛː ɗà
COP\NEG work\SG.ABS REL-SG-DIST kind\SG.ABS one SUB only
Work is not just of one kind.
c) …àgútL cìnɔ̀ àtù máɟáŋéːrL gɛː nɛkL còːgíLákɛL bàkàɲɟù ŋɔ̀nk mánk jòwɛrɟù 
ŋɔ̀nk.
àgútL cì-n-ɔ̀ à-tù máɟáŋ-eːrL gɛː n-ɛkL còːgí-ák-ɛL
because DEM-SG-DIST exist-3P Majang-PL.NOM.MOD POSS\3S.PL-NOM place-PL-LOC
bàkàɲ-ɟù ŋɔ̀nk mánk jòwɛɗ-ɟù ŋɔ̀nk
widespread-3P SUB or far-3P SUB
...because the Majang people live at places that are widespread or far away.
V.8.1  Coordination
Two clauses of equal grammatical status are combined into a larger sentence 
in order to express a closer relationship between the two clauses. As clause-
combining  conjunctions are almost always used anyway, it would be diffi-
cult  to  distinguish  between  two  sentences  following  each  other  and  two 
clauses forming one sentence, were it not for the rules of placing the  sen-
tence-final  topicality marker. It was stated in section  III.4 that this marker 
=ŋ can only appear at the end of a sentence. Therefore, if there is a situation 
where the syntactic and pragmatic context would warrant the placing of the 
SFT-clitic, but it is not in evidence, then this indicates that the sentence has 
not yet reached its end, and at least one more clause follows in the sentence.
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Example V.117: lack of SFT-marker shows clause coordination
nɛ càːdíL bòŋú nɛ dìːlé wàː tàpáɗónk.
nɛ càːdíL bòŋ-í nɛ dìːl-ɛ wàː tàpáɗ-ónk
CONJ then take-3S.DJ CONJ carry-3S.DJ house\SG.DAT ruler\SG-POSS
He took (her) and brought (her) to the house of the ruler.
This example shows a sentence of two coordinated  main clauses. The first 
clause ends with the verb bòŋú, and if this were a sentence on its own, the 
SFT-marker would turn this word into bòŋúŋ. But as this marker is lacking it 
becomes clear that the sentence does not end here.
Disjunctive clause coordination is accomplished by the conjunction mánk.
Example V.118: disjunctive clause coordination
nɛ kój cɛnk cìgì àmbàbɛː L kój cɛː g òkóɗ mánk mɛlɛr kój máɟáŋéːráL gɛː náL òkóɗ?
nɛ kój cɛnk cì-g-ì àmbàb-ɛː L kój cɛː g òkóɗ
CONJ DFUT 3S.CONTR DEM-PL-SP read-IMPS.DJ DFUT 3P when
mánk mɛl-ɛr kój máɟáŋ-eːr-àL gɛː n-àL òkóɗ
or arrive-3P.DJ DFUT Majang-PL-DAT POSS\3P.PL-DAT when
Now, when are these  going to be read, or  when will  they  reach the Majang  
people?
Since the Majang language shows full subject agreement on all main-clause 
verbs, it is difficult to see how gapping would work in two consecutive sen-
tences. The subject (both transitive and intransitive) is just never left out, and 
therefore there is no gapping. For this reason no valence-reducing device has 
the function of enabling the object of one clause to serve as the subject of an-
other clause without indicating it overtly. The only way in which the subject 
of  one  predicate serves  as  a  pivot for  another  predicate is  in  infinitive 
clauses:
Example V.119: subject as pivot for an infinitive clause
nɛ càːdíL ɗègér kɛ ɗɛjɛ kɔ̀ː  ɓàrtɛː t.
nɛ càːdíL ɗègér kɛ ɗɛj-ɛ kɔ̀ː ɓàrt-ɛːt
CONJ then know\3S.DJ QUOT need-3S.DJ NFUT.CJ give.birth-INF
Then she knew that she needed to give birth.
Here the subject of ɗɛjɛ  serves as the unnamed subject of ɓàrtɛː t, which is a 
gapping situation, but it does not fall into the scope of coordination (see the 
discussion in the following section V.8.2.2 on the status of ɓàrtɛː t as a sepa-
rate predicate).
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V.8.2  Complement clauses
Complement clauses are clauses that fill an argument slot in a matrix clause 
(T. Payne, 1997, p. 313). As such, they are clearly subordinated to the matrix 
clause. In Majang, complement clauses can be formed in two ways, either by 
using infinitives (for subject clauses), or by using a fully inflected comple-
ment clause as the complement of a speech verb or a similar predicate (such 
as cognitive verbs) with the quotative marker kɛ (for object clauses).
V.8.2.1  Subject clauses
Subject clauses provide the subject for the matrix clause. The only attested 
way to form subject clauses in Majang is by the use of an infinitive.
Example V.120: subject clause with infinitive
nɛ rɔ̀ː ríjɔ̀nL nɛː kɛː k òːɗǐːŋ.
nɛ rɔ̀ː ríj-ɔ̀nL nɛː k-ɛ=k òːɗí ː=ŋ
CONJ teach-INF\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG-NOM=SUB difficult\3S.DJ=SFT
Teaching it (lit: its teaching) is difficult.
A subject clause is placed in a position preceding the main-clause predicate 
and requires the use of the subordination marker =k at the end of the clause. 
This subordination marker is a good indicator of the clausal nature of the 
subject, as it is elsewhere exclusively used in syntactic structures involving a 
predicate. The use of the infinitive as a predicate testifies to its partly verbal 
nature. In the texts sampled for this study I have not found an example of a  
subject clause with a fully inflected verb.
V.8.2.2  Object clauses
Object clauses are subordinate clauses filling the slot of the object of the ma-
trix clause. Just like subject clauses, object clauses can be formed by using 
an infinitive. Some infinite verbs following auxiliaries look very similar to 
object clauses. This happens with  auxiliaries with a deontic meaning, and 
these are not really object clauses; instead the infinitives serve as the seman-
tically main verb in  modal constructions. Example  V.119 has such a con-
struction with the apparent main-clause verb ɗɛjɛ  ‘she needs’ and the infini-
tive ɓàrtɛː t ‘to give birth’. Syntactically, the infinitive could be conceived as 
the object of ɗɛjɛ , but, in line with the analysis in section IV.3.5, ɗɛjɛ  needs 
to be seen as an auxiliary. This is confirmed by the fact that unlike in a sub-
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ject clause, the infinitive in example V.119 is not and cannot be followed by 
the subordinate-clause marker =k, which can only occur following a clause 
with its own separate predicate. The phrase ɗɛjɛ  kɔ̀ː  ɓàrtɛː t ‘she needs to give  
birth’ is semantically only one predicate.
A genuine object clause with an infinitive is seen in the following example:
Example V.121: object clause formed with the infinitive
ɗɔ̀k  dákɛː L báŋí àk òláːtɛL cìgɔ̀ː gɛL ɓɔ̀ː káːL ŋɔ̀nk.
ɗɔ̀k dák-ɛː L báŋí -à=k òláːt-ɛL cì-g-ɔ̀ː -g-ɛL
bring\3S.DJ remain-INF back\SG-DAT=SUB things-LOC REL-PL-DIST-PL-LOC
ɓɔ̀ː káːL ŋɔ̀nk
many\3S SUB
It will result in many things staying backwards.
In this sentence, the clause headed by the infinitive dákɛL is the object of the 
matrix clause headed by the verb ɗɔ̀k. This is a genuine object clause, indi-
cated by the use of the subordinate-clause marker =k. Another subordinate 
marker ŋɔ̀nk follows the relative clause used as the quantifier.
Many object clauses stand for the message part of speech verbs, or, by meta-
phoric extension, for the result of cognitive verbs. These are not formed with 
infinitives, but  with  fully  inflected  clauses  introduced  by  the  quotative 
marker kɛ.
Speech clauses
The quotative marker kɛ is primarily used for introducing speech clauses. 
Example V.122: quotative marker kɛ introducing a speech clause
nɛ tòngéːL kɛ “làká à ɟíːtL.”
nɛ tòn-ge ː ɗ kɛ làk-á à ɟíːtL
CONJ say-TF.3S.DJ QUOT have-1S.DJ CONJ three
She told him “I have three.”
In such a construction, as indicated by the quotation marks, the content of 
the speech clause is syntactically fully independent of the matrix clause, and 
the  quotative marker  kɛ is just a placeholder for the  object of the  speech 
verb. Phonologically, kɛ is part of the matrix clause, as there is usually a 
noticeable pause between kɛ and the speech clause.
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In the text corpus perused for this study, no example of an unambiguous 
indirect speech clause (based on shifted use of pronouns) was encountered, 
so the study of indirect speech needs to be left to future research. 
Quite similar to the use of the quotative marker kɛ before speech clauses is 
its occurrence following the verb ríj ‘call’ in the sense of giving a name. It 
then introduces the result of this naming as the object complement.
Example V.123: quotative marker kɛ introducing the result of a naming
nɛ kɔ̀ làŋkà ání  ːn, écɔ̀ rìjɛL kɛ ìjóːb.
nɛ kɔ̀ làŋ-kà ání  ːn écɔ̀ rìj-ɛL kɛ ìjóːb
CONJ RECPST find-CP.1S.CJ thingy REL.DIST call-IMPS.DJ COMP Ijob
I met this guy, someone called Ijob.
This complement is certainly not any longer an actual speech act, except for 
the very indirect reference to the speech act of calling the name of a person.
Object complements of cognitive verbs
By metaphoric extension to its use for speech acts, the quotative marker also 
introduces a complement clause that serves as an object to a cognitive verb, 
such as ‘think’ or ‘know’.
Example V.124: kɛ introducing an object complement to a cognitive verb
kòɓún kɛ dílkáL nà óltǐːr?
kòɓ-í n kɛ díl-kàL nà ólt-ǐːr
think-2S.DJ COMP carry-CP.1S.DJ 2S.DAT fish-PL.ABS
Do you think that I bring you fish?
V.8.3  Adverbial clauses
Adverbial clauses modify a verb or a clause in the same way as an adverb 
does (T. Payne, 1997, p. 316f). There are several different kinds of adverbial 
clauses: temporal, causal, conditional, purpose and modal.
V.8.3.1  Temporal
The various  temporal  subordinate  clause  structures  were  introduced with 
their examples in section IV.2.3.2 on subordinate tense forms. These struc-
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tures don’t need to be repeated here, but it is worth noting that for temporal 
clauses the subordinate-clause marker =k is usually not used, although there 
are also examples where it  appears. Further research needs to show what 
may trigger the presence and absence of this marker in temporal clauses.
V.8.3.1  Causal
Causal clauses in Majang are introduced by the conjunction àgútL ‘because’, 
often followed by the  relative pronoun cìnɔ̀. The  causal clause usually fol-
lows the  main clause in Majang. If the cause for the  main clause is in the 
past, the causal clause has a relative-past verb form:
Example V.125: causal relative-past clause
nɛ kàwɛ ɗùŋéɗ L cìnɛ ɓák L kóːmúc  nɛː k  à  ɓòkòtí  ː r  dákɛɗà, àgút  L   cìnɔ̀   kánL 
ɓòkòtìːɗ ɗúŋéL cìnɛ càːkómL nɛː kík.
nɛ kàw-ɛ ɗùŋéɗL cì-n-ɛ ɓákL kóːmúc nɛː k
CONJ bite-3S.CJ hyena\SG.ABS DEM-SG-HR REF\REMPST muzzle\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS
à ɓòkòt-í  ː r dákɛɗà àgútL cì-n-ɔ̀ kánL ɓòkòt-iːɗ
CONJ kill-CF.3S only because DEM-SG-DIST MEDPST kill-RELPST.3S
ɗúŋéL cìnɛ càːkómL nɛː k=k
hyena\SG.NOM.MOD DEM-SG-HR friend\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS=SUB
He bit that hyena into its muzzle until it died, because that hyena had killed his  
friend.
This example is the single exception found in the corpus with a nominative 
A-constituent following the verb.
If the cause for the main clause is ongoing, a tenseless main-clause verb is 
used in the causal clause:
Example V.126: tenseless causal clause
nɛ rɔ̀ː ríjɔ̀nL nɛː kɛː k òːɗǐːŋ, àgút  L  cìnɔ̀   àtù máɟáŋéːrL gɛː nɛk còːgíLákɛ bàkàɲɟù ŋɔ̀nk.
nɛ rɔ̀ː ríj-ɔ̀nL nɛː k-ɛː k òːɗìː=ŋ àgútL cì-n-ɔ̀
CONJ teach-INF.SG.NOM.MOD POSS\3S.SG-NOM difficult\3S=SFT because DEM-SG-DIST
à-tù máɟáŋ-eːrL gɛː nɛk còːgí-ák-ɛ bàkàɲ-ɟù ŋɔ̀nk
exist-3P Majang-PL.NOM.MOD POSS\3S.PL place-PL-LOC widespread-3P SUB
This teaching is difficult, because the Majang people live in widespread places.
The sentence-final topicality marker on òːɗǐːŋ is very unexpected in this posi-
tion, as it does not end the sentence. An explanation may be that at first the 
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speaker intended to end the sentence here, and then provided the following 
causal clause as an afterthought – there is a noticeable pause in the recording 
after the SFT-clitic.
Not all  causal clauses make use of the  conjunction àgútL. If the expressed 
reason is not fully validated, the conjunction céːdɛ*n ‘because it seems’ can be 
used:
Example V.127: causal clause with céːdɛ*n
céːdɛ*n tínL ɓóːjíɗɛː L ŋɔ̀nk, kóL ŋàːríːL!
céːdɛ*n tínL ɓóːj-í ːɗ-ɛːL ŋɔ̀nk kóL ŋàːr-í ,ːL
because.it.seems 1P hate-RELPST-IMPS SUB HORT\1P go-1P.DJ
Because it appears that we are hated, let’s go!
Not all  causal  clauses use a  subordination marker  =k or  ŋɔ̀nk, and once 
more, the reason for its presence or absence is not clear.
V.8.3.2  Conditional constructions
Conditional constructions are treated in the typological literature as consist-
ing of two parts: they contain a main clause, called apodosis, and a subordi-
nate clause, called protasis (Dancygier, 1998); the protasis provides a condi-
tion under which the proposition of the main clause may be true. Such pro-
tasis clauses have a different syntax in Majang than other adverbial clauses, 
as they are never followed by a subordinate-clause marker =k or ŋɔ̀nk, but 
by the  conditional clause  clitic =ŋ, which has the same form as the  sen-
tence-final topicality marker (SFT).
Example V.128: conditional construction
nɛ ɔ̀kɔ̀n cáːL làŋírkí  ɗ cìtɛtìŋ nɛ kɔ̀ː L kɛkàr tàːpɛrkíŋ.
nɛ ɔ̀kɔ̀n cáːL làŋ-í rk-iɗ cìtɛt=ŋ nɛ kɔ̀ː L kɛkàr
CONJ if then find-CP-RELPST.3P mistake\SG.ABS=CND CONJ NFUT again
tàːp-ɛrk=ŋ
write-CP.3P=SFT
If they find a mistake, they will write it again.
In this conditional construction the protasis precedes the apodosis, which is 
the normal order in Majang. Both clauses are followed by a clitic =ŋ, but in 
the case of the protasis this is the conditional marker, whereas at the end of 
the main clause it is the SFT-clitic.
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It is rewarding to consider whether these two clitics are actually the same. 
This should be the obvious conclusion drawn from Haiman’s  (1978) well-
defended assumption that conditional clauses (=protases) are topics, as they 
provide the presuppositional context under which the apodosis holds true. He 
therefore warns us to expect that in some languages the conditional markers 
are identical to the topical markers (Haiman, 1978, p. 577). In light of this 
the identity of the conditional marker and the sentence-final topicality mark-
er  in  Majang certainly goes  well  beyond the scope of  mere coincidence. 
Therefore, if I do not gloss them in the same way, it is not because I disagree 
with Haiman’s assessment and don’t  want  to apply it  to the Majang lan-
guage, but in order to avoid confusion among the readers who rightly note 
that this conditional marker behaves quite differently from the SFT-clitic. This 
usually ends the sentence, which the conditional marker decidedly does not. 
Because of its very different scope over the whole clause, the  conditional 
marker can appear on NPs which are not topical, as in example V.128 above. 
Accordingly, in spite of their apparent common origin, the conditional clitic 
and the sentence-final topicality clitic behave differently enough to warrant a 
different gloss.
There are different kinds of conditional constructions in Majang. The follow-
ing sections contain examples of those which were encountered in the cor-
pus. Most of them have in common that they are introduced by the conjunc-
tion ɔ̀kɔ̀n ‘if’, and that they have the protasis followed by the clitic =ŋ.
Potential conditional constructions
Potential conditional clauses speak about a condition that has the potential to 
be fulfilled. Quite often this assumes that the apodosis holds true in a poten-
tial future; a future-tense marker is therefore often used.
Example V.129: potential conditional clause
ɔ̀kɔ̀n ɓánkáːwrìː ɛ ìɟáːgɗíːkìː ɟɛtǐŋ, bɔ̀díːL kɔ̀ː L òláːtɛL bàŋɛ.
ɔ̀kɔ̀n ɓánkáːwr-í ,ːL ɛ ìɟáːg-ɗiː-k-í ,ːL ɟɛt=ŋ bɔ̀d-í ,ːL
if get.strong-1P.DJ CONJ\IRR work-AP-EXT-1P.DJ very=CND well-1P.DJ
kɔ̀ː L òláːt-ɛL bàŋɛ
NEARFUT things-LOC all
If we get strong and work hard, we will be well off in all things.
Both clauses have the verb in a tenseless  main-clause form, with the  apo-
dosis tense only expressed by a tense marker. But the tense does not have to 
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be expressed overtly, as in the next example, where the  future idea is ex-
pressed by a regular temporal adverb:
Example V.130: potential conditional clause without overt tense marker
ɔ̀kɔ̀n tínáL dòːmɛŋ nɛ ɓáːnLéL ŋàːríːL nɛ àrìː lɛː wɛː t.
ɔ̀kɔ̀n tín-àL dòːm-ɛ=ŋ nɛ ɓáːn-éL ŋàːr-í ,ːL nɛ àr-ìː lɛː w-ɛːt
if 1P-DAT allow-3S.DJ=CND CONJ after-LOC go-1P.DJ CONJ do-1P.CJ visit-INF
If the project allows us, we can afterwards go and make a visit.
Counterfactual conditional constructions
A counterfactual  conditional construction has an  apodosis that is known to 
be not true, and therefore also renders the protasis as not true by implication.
Example V.131: counterfactual conditional construction
ɔ̀kɔ̀n kɔ̀ làk dúnděŋ gúnL kɔ̀ kí rérín. kí dɛL dúndè.
ɔ̀kɔ̀n kɔ̀ làk dúnde=ŋ gúnL kɔ̀ k-í rérí n
if RECPST have.3S heart\SG.ABS=COND before RECPST NEG-3S die.NEG
k-í dɛL dúndè
NEG-3S exist.NEG heart\SG.ABS
If he had had a heart, he would not have died before. There is no heart.
In this example, the apodosis states that the subject had not died, which con-
tradicts the experience of both speaker and hearer. This then reveals that the 
protasis cannot be true, and therefore the conclusion of the last sentence can 
be validly drawn. Counterfactual conditional constructions have the protasis 
begin with the conjunction ɔ̀kɔ̀n, and use the conditional clitic =ŋ at the end 
of the protasis. The use of past-tense markers in both protasis and apodosis 
assures the understanding that the validity of both of them can be inferred on 
the basis of contextual knowledge.
Negative conditional clauses
Negative conditional clauses are protases which state that a condition is not 
met. They usually also have a negative apodosis. In the following example 
the rare situation is encountered where the protasis follows the apodosis.
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Example V.132: negative conditional construction
kí gájɛː L à tònɛː L kɛ àmbàbɛr kój máɟáŋéːrL máL tɛː nàn ɟéːmɛL kɛː L rɔ̀ː ríjáːtìŋ.
k-í gàj-ɛː L à tòn-ɛː L kɛ àmbàb-ɛr kój máɟáŋ-eːrL
NEG-3S succeed-NEG CONJ say-IMPS.DJ QUOT read-3P.DJ DFUT Majang-PL.NOM
máL tɛː nàn ɟéːmɛL k-ɛː L rɔ̀ː ríj-àːt=ŋ
but instead previously NEG-IMPS teach-NEG=CND
It is impossible to claim that the Majang people will read if they are not first  
being taught.
This  negative  protasis does not make use of the  conjunction ɔ̀kɔ̀n ‘if’, but 
begins with the conjunction cluster máL tɛː nàn ‘but instead’. Only the use of 
the  conditional  clitic at the  end of the clause makes it evident that this is 
indeed a conditional clause; it cannot be an SFT-clitic, as such never follows a 
negative verb.
V.8.3.3  Purpose clauses
Purpose clauses are adverbial clauses that express the purpose to which the 
action of the main clause is performed. In Majang a purpose clause is often 
introduced by the conjunction nɔ̀, which is used instead of the regular con-
junction nɛ.
Example V.133: purpose clauses with quotative marker
rìːɓé ɓáꜜtínL wàːkójótL à ɓáL tínáL gàɓɛ òlà bàŋɛ kɛ nɔ̀ ìɟáːgɗíːkìː , nɔ̀ kɔ̀ɲíːL ɛkán 
gà nk, nɔ̀ pɔ̀ː cíːL cɛː n.
rìːɓ-ɛ ɓá tínL wàːkójótL à ɓáL tínáL gàɓ-ɛ òlà
create-3S.DJ REMPST 1P God\NOM CONJ REMPST 1P.DAT give-3S.DJ things\NOM
bàŋɛ kɛ nɔ̀ ìɟáːg-ɗiː-k-í ,ːL nɔ̀ kɔ̀ɲ-í ,ːL ɛk-án gà nk
all QUOT CONJ work-AP-EXT-1P.DJ CONJ help-1P.DJ body-PL.ABS POSS\1P.PL.ABS
nɔ̀ pɔ̀ː c-í ,ːL cɛː n
CONJ thank-1P.DJ 3S
God created us and gave us all things, in order for us to work, to help ourselves, 
and to thank Him.
In this example the three  purpose clauses are introduced by the  quotative 
marker kɛ, probably to imply an explicitly stated purpose. But this quotative 
marker can be left  out, as well  as the conjunction  nɔ̀ – then the purpose 
marking on the verb needs to be used. As seen in section IV.2.3.2, the verbal 
marker for purpose clauses is identical in form with the relative-past subordi-
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nate-tense marker, and the paradigm can be found in that section. This does 
not mean, however, that they are the same marker. In the following example, 
the purpose marker appears in combination with another subordinate-tense 
marker in the same verb, which proves that purpose and relative-past mark-
ers do not fill the same slot in the verbal template.
Example V.134: purpose marker in simultaneous subordinate verb
cɛ ɓáL ìɟáːꜜgɛː L nɛ pàːrkúnɗɛː  L  dákɛː ɗàk.
cɛ ɓáL ìɟáːg-ɛː L nɛ pàːr-kùn-ɗ-ɛː L dákɛː ɗà=k
DEM.SG.HR REMPST create-IMPS.DJ CONJ try-SIMUL-PURP-IMPS.DJ only=SUB
It was created only for while it is tested.
No example was found in which purpose marker and relative past occur to-
gether, but  such an example would be semantically very difficult  to con-
ceive. 
The following example displays another frequent feature of Majang purpose 
clauses: they are often accompanied by a future-tense marker.
Example V.135: purpose clause without quotative marker
nɔ̀ kój mɛlɛː ɗ cɛː gàk nɛ rɔ̀ː ríꜜjɛː L cɛː g táːpꜜtáːnákɛ cìgéːge .
nɔ̀ kój mɛl-ɛːɗ cɛː g-à=k nɛ rɔ̀ː ríj-ɛː L cɛː g táːp-táːn-àkL-ɛ
CONJ DFUT arrive-PURP.3S 3P.DAT=SUB CONJ teach-IMPS.DJ 3P letter-NOMIN-PL-LOC
cì-g-éː-g-eL
DEM-PL-SP-PL-LOC
For it to reach them they will need to be taught in these letters.
It is also possible to create negative purpose clauses:
Example V.136: negative purpose clause
àgútL ɟìko n nɔ̀ mó túːkíːɗí  ːk àɲ òmà ː jŋ...
àgútL ɟìko n nɔ̀ mó túːk-í ːɗ=k
because what CONJ COP-NEG join-PURP.3S
This is in order to not join...
The negative  purpose clause also uses the  conjunction nɔ̀, followed by the 
negative copula mó, and it uses the purpose marker on the verb.
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V.8.3.4  Modal clauses
A modal clause provides  adverbial information about how the  main-clause 
action is performed. In Majang such clauses are introduced by the conjunc-
tion òkó cɛ, which consists of the  preposition òkó ‘like’, followed by the 
short demonstrative cɛ. The subordinate verb comes in the relative-past form. 
Such clauses may be accompanied by the subordinate-clause marker =k.
Example V.137: modal clause
nɛ cɛnk, ɟòː cìgɛ cǒːjk rɔ̀ː ríjáːL rɛ cɛː kL òkó cɛ ɗɛjɛrɗìk.
nɛ cɛnk ɟòː cì-g-ɛ cǒːj=k rɔ̀ː ríj-àːL
CONJ 3S.CONTR people\NOM.MOD REL-PL-HR there=SUB teach-DUR.3P
rɛ cɛː kL òkó cɛ ɗɛj-ɛrɗ=k
3P.PRAG 3P.CONTR like REL\SG.HR want-RELPST.3P=SUB
Now this, the people over there, they teach it as they wanted it.
V.8.4  Serial verbs
To a limited extent the Majang language makes use of serial-verb construc-
tions. Only two verbs were found that can be the first part of such a con-
struction:  kɛː ɗ ‘go’  and  kùc ‘come’. These are the two  directional variants 
(centrifugal and centripetal) of the same concept, an associated motion pre-
ceding  the  action  reported  in  the  second  verb. Some  examples, such  as 
IV.167b), suggest that the verb  kɛː  ‘go’ may also be used in a serial verb 
construction with an inceptive meaning, expressing that the subject begins 
the action of the second verb.
Example V.138: serial-verb constructions
a) nɛ ŋàːrkí ɗúŋéL kɛkàr nɛ kùc tòngéː  L  kɛ …
nɛ ŋàːr-kí  ɗúŋéL kɛkàr nɛ kùc tòn-ge ː ɗ kɛ
CONJ go-CP.3S.DJ hyena\SG.NOM again CONJ come\3S say-TF.3S QUOT
Hyena came over again and came telling him…
b) kɛː ɗín gàgíɗín  L  òkó cìnìk
kɛː ɗ-ín gàɓ-gí ɗ-inL òkó cì-n-ì=k
go-2S.DJ give-TF-2S.DJ like DEM-SG-SP=SUB
Go and give her like this!
These are  serial-verb constructions because the syntax gives no indication 
that the two verbs belong to two different  predicates or even clauses. The 
two verbs stand in immediate juxtaposition to each other. The absence of the 
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SFT-clitic following  the  first  verb  rules  out  the  possibility  of  a  sentence 
boundary between the verbs. There is also no conjunction and no pause be-
tween the verbs, which makes them appear to be a single unit.
V.8.5  Relative clauses
The Majang language makes prolific use of  relative clauses, which can be 
added to noun phrases by use of a relatively simple construction. Almost all 
relative clauses are introduced by a  relative pronoun (based on  demonstra-
tives, see section IV.3.1.3) which agrees with the head noun in number, but 
not in any case but dative and locative. The predicate of a relative clause is 
as flexible as that of a  main clause, which means it can be a verb, a noun 
phrase or any other constituent listed in section V.3.2.1. The relative clause 
is invariably closed by the subordinate markers =k or ŋɔ̀nk.
Example V.139: relative clauses
a) làkɛ íɗítL cìnɔ̀ kɔ̀ː L tínáL mɛlkí ŋɔ̀nk.
làk-ɛ íɗítL cì-n-ɔ̀ kɔ̀ː L tín-àL mɛl-kí  ŋɔ̀nk
have-IMPS.CJ man\SG.ABS REL-SG-DIST NFUT 1P-DAT arrive-cP.3S.DJ SUB
There is a man who is coming towards us.
b) nɛ dɛnɛ gòdé òm cìnɔ̀ mèntán ŋɔ̀nk.
nɛ dɛn-ɛ gòdé òm cì-n-ɔ̀ mèntán ŋɔ̀nk
CONJ see-3S.CJ house\SG.ABS one\ABS REL-SG-DIST good\3S.DJ SUB
She saw a good house.
c) ìːnákL ɟóːpL cìgì rɛbɛcꜜkáːnáꜜkík!
ìːnákL ɟóːpL cì-g-ì rɛbɛc-káːn-àkL=k
2S people\ABS.MOD REL-PL-SP trouble-NOMIN-PL.ABS=SUB
You are troublemakers!
As can be seen, in all examples the relative clause follows the head noun as 
last element in the NP. In example a) the relative-clause predicate is an ac-
tive verb, in example b) a stative verb, and in example c) a noun. The rela-
tive clause is the only way to use a stative verb as modifier to a noun phrase, 
and  therefore  stative-verb  relative  predicates  are  very  frequent. Relative 
clauses in Majang can be both restrictive and non-restrictive (descriptive), 
without any change to how they are formed. Example V.139b) shows an ap-
parently non-restrictive  relative  clause;  the  following example even more 
clearly illustrates the descriptive use of a relative clause:
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Example V.140: restrictive relative clause
nɛ gàge ː ɗ táːꜜráL célcélɛkònk cìgɛ ɓáL mèdɛː L ɗùk tàkík.
nɛ gàɓ-ge2ː ɗ tà ː r-áL célcél-ɛk-ònk
CONJ give-TF.3S.CJ meat-ABS.PL.MOD lizard-PL-POSS
cì-g-ɛ ɓáL mèd-ɛː L ɗùk tàk=k
REL-PL-HR REMPST roast-IMPS.DJ forest\SG.LOC.MOD inside\LOC=SUB
He gave her lizard-meat chunks that had been roasted in the forest.
The head noun of a relative clause does not have to be overtly mentioned:
Example V.141: headless relative clause
nɛ kɔ̀ cɛː g àmbàbɛr cìgéːgéL kánL ɟéːmɛk?
nɛ kɔ̀ː L cɛː g àmbàb-ɛr cì-g-éː-g-éL kánL ɟéːmɛ=k
CONJ NFUT 3P read-3P.DJ REL-PL-SP-PL-LOC MEDPST previous=SUB
Are they going to read in the ones (letters) that were previously?
This sentence is from a conversation about different orthography standards. 
The relative clause refers to the previous orthography system without bring-
ing it up as a head noun.
The use of the relative pronoun allows the Majang language great flexibility 
regarding  the  question  of  what  kind  of  NPs  can  be  relativized  (Keenan, 
1985,  p.  155). Example  V.139a)  relativizes  a  non-topical  S. The  relative 
clause in example V.139b) refers to the P and c) to the topical S of a verbless 
clause. Example  V.141 has the headless  relative clause referring to an  ad-
verbial constituent in the locative case. As one would expect, the A can also 
be relativized:
Example V.142: A relativized
nɛ ètéŋkL gɛ kɔ̀ àrkíːL ìɟáːg nɛː kɛkìk gàːmíːL nɛ kɛː ɗíːL ɲònìtàːkà.
nɛ ètéŋkL gɛ kɔ̀ àr-kí ,ːL ìɟáːg nɛː k-ɛkL=k
CONJ 1P REL\PL.HR RECPST do-CP.1P.DJ work\SG.LOC POSS\3S.SG.LOC=SUB
gàːm-í ,ːL nɛ kɛː ɗ-í ,ːL ɲònìt-àːk-àL
take-1P-DJ CONJ go-1P.DJ place-PL-DAT
We, who have been at that work, take it and go everywhere.
In the same way, a dative constituent can be relativized:
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Example V.143: dative constituent relativized
òːlɛː L gódéíkáL cìgáːgáL ɓɛː lɛrk.
òːl-ɛː L godé-í k-àL cì-g-áː-g-àL ɓɛː l-ɛr=k
can-IMPS house-PL-DAT REL-PL-HR-PL-DAT exist-3P.DJ=SUB
It can be done to those houses that are there.
Relativized nouns can take at least two differing argument roles within the 
relative clause. All examples seen so far had the head of the relative clause 
in the role of A or S of the relative clause. But the head noun can also have 
the role of P.
Example V.144: head of NP is P in the relative clause
a) … mánk tɔ̀kɔ̀ɲL cìnɛ tínáL gàɓɛrk cɛː kìk ɟìko n?
mánk tɔ̀-kɔ̀ɲL cì-n-ɛ tín-àL gàɓ-ɛrk cɛː kꜜ=k ɟìko n
or INF-help\SG.ABS REL-SG-HR 1S-DAT give-CP.3P 3P.CONTR=SUB what
… or what is the help that they provide for us?
b) ègè cìnì cìnɔ̀ pàːrírkúnɗɔ̀L dákɛɗàk.
ègè cì-n-ì cì-n-ɔ̀ pàːr-í rkùn-ɗ-ɔ̀L dákɛɗà=k
COP DEM-SG-SP REL-SG-DIST try-SIMUL-REFOBJ-2P.DJ only=SUB
This is what you are only going to try.
No examples were encountered where the relative NP takes the  dative or 
locative slot in the  relative clause, but this does not mean that they do not 
exist. A bigger text corpus may reveal more options.
V.9  Continuity (Cohesion) and Discontinuity
In this section a number of devices are briefly introduced that allow Majang 
speakers to keep track of  topics and ideas in discourse. A full treatment of 
these factors requires a much more extensive discourse analysis based on a 
larger text corpus, but a few initial thoughts can already be presented here.
Continuity refers to the cohesion a text may display because of recurring 
themes, actions, and topics (T. Payne, 1997, p. 344). Languages use specific 
devices to make this cohesion visible, and also to show where continuity is 
broken by the introduction or dropping of current themes, actions or topics.
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V.9.1  Topical (referential) continuity
The Majang language shows topical continuity by referring to ongoing topi-
cal constituents in a minimal way. The default clause structure of Majang is 
VP or VS, depending on transitivity, as codified in the least marked order of 
constituents Verb – NPABS (see section III.2.2.1). This assumes that the sub-
ject is identical with a current activated participant. In this case, the subject 
is not expressed overtly in the clause, but just through indexing by the sub-
ject marker on the verb.
Example V.145: topical continuity in Majang discourse
làkɛL ɓà ɟàrtí om cí nɔ̀ làkí àmɗùk. nɛ ɓáL ɓeɲ omàlte lák ŋɔ̀ɗɔ̀ kàː rí onk.
làk-ɛL ɓà ɟàrtí om cí -n-ɔ̀ làk-íːL
have-IMPS.DJ REMPST\CJ woman\SG.ABS one REL-SG-DIST have-AP.3S
àmɗ=k
stomach\SG.LOC=SUBORD
Once there was a woman who was pregnant.
nɛ ɓáL ɓeɲ om-àlte lák ŋɔ̀ɗɔ̀ kàː rí -onk
CONJ REMPST day\SG.LOC one-LOC have.3S.CJ neck\SG.ABS coffee.leaf-POSS
One day she had a craving for coffee-leaf drink.
In this example the initial sentence introduces the main character of the nar-
rative, by using a full NP giving the necessary information about this partici-
pant. In the next clause this participant is then an activated participant, and 
topical continuity allows the  participant to be no longer mentioned overtly 
except by indexing on the verb. Adjustments are only necessary when new 
participants are introduced, or when different participants become activated 
in rapid succession.
A participant can keep its activated status as object in the next clause by the 
use of the referential-object verb form (see section IV.2.3.5).
Example V.146: referential-object form providing reference to the preceding subject
ŋàːr kɔ̀ éːtáL còlàk bàːbúj nɛː kík. nɛ dɔ̀ː c, nòmɛː ɗá  L  kɔ̀ː L rómí  ːɗ.
ŋàːr kɔ̀ éːt-áL còlàk bàːbúj nɛː k=k
go\3S.DJ RECPST 1S-DAT towards husband\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG=SUB
nɛ dɔ̀ː c nòm-ɛː ɗ-àL kɔ̀ː L rómí  ːɗ
CONJ okay follow-REFOBJ-1S NFUT morning
She has left me towards her husband. Okay, I will follow her in the morning.
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This  referential-object verb form, which is formally identical with the  rela-
tive-past  subordinate form, but syntactically very different from it, almost 
appears like an object marker. But the form is the same for all possible ob-
ject persons. Instead of providing anaphoric reference through indexing for a 
specific participant it alerts the hearer to the fact that the object is identical 
with the  subject or  object of  the previous clause. The following example 
shows the use of the  referential-object form for reference to the preceding 
object.
Example V.147: referential-object form for reference to the preceding object
máL lɛː r bòŋú ɛmɛcL nɛ èkàŋɛː ɗ lòŋgólóːtè gɔ̀rɔ̀à ɗɛː gáL cɔ̀ .
máL lɛː r bòŋ-í ɛmɛcL nɛ èkàŋ-ɛːɗ
but Leer\NOM take-3S.DJ mother\3S.SG.NOM CONJ bring.across-REFOBJ.3S
lòŋgólóːt-è gɔ̀rɔ̀-à ɗɛː gáL cɔ̀L
rope\SG-LOC river\SG-DAT across DEM\DIST.DAT
But Leer took his mother and brought her across the river by a rope.
Another device used to provide topical continuity is the deictic-transfer form 
(TF), which incorporates both deictic centers in a two-participant  situation 
into the verbal morphology. It was already shown in section V.5.4 that this 
form is used in the recipient-removal construction, elevating the addressee or 
recipient of a ditransitive proposition from its more marginal dative-NP sta-
tus to that of the secondary deictic center, at the price of removing its overt 
expression from the clause. But even without this  removal of the recipient 
the  TF-marking ensures that reference to a second deictic center (and there-
fore to a second important participant) is coded into the verb morphology.
Example V.148: TF-form providing non-subject topical continuity
kɛjnL nɔ̀ kɛː ɗíːL láláŋíːɗíːL à ɟóːpL màngístíònk ɓànkàw ɟìko n? ɓànkàw pròɟe t nɛː k 
nɛ dòkúrgéː  L  ɟòː kócùnk.
kɛjnL nɔ̀ kɛː ɗ-í ,ːL láláŋ-í ːɗ-iːL à ɟóːpL màngístí-ònk
or CONJ go\1P.DJ meet\IPFV-RELPST-1P CONJ people\ABS.MOD government-POSS
ɓànkàw ɟìko n? ɓànkàw pròɟe t nɛː k nɛ
strong\3S.CJ what strong\3S.CJ project\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS CONJ
dòk-ír-ge ː ɗ ɟòː kócùnk
sit-INCPT-TF-3P.DJ people\NOM like.this
Or what authority (do we have) to engage the government people? The project  
itself has authority and the people (of the project) will sit down with them (the  
government people) like this.
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In this example, the TF-form in the verb dòkúrgéːL ‘sit down’ implies the pre-
viously mentioned government people as the target of the action. Like with 
the referential-object form, the TF-marking on the verb does not provide spe-
cific reference to a particular entity, but it alerts the hearer to identify the se-
condary deictic center from the short list of activated participants.
V.9.2  Tail-head linkage
In one text of the corpus analyzed for this grammar I found a lengthy stretch  
of narrative with a tail-head linkage structure; this means that each new sen-
tence begins with a subordinate clause repeating the new information of the 
previous sentence, before adding its own new information in the main clause 
(Longacre, 1968; Dooley & Levinsohn, 2000, p. 8). Here is a passage from 
this to illustrate the phenomenon, only roughly interlinearized for ease of 
reading:
Example V.149: illustration of tail-head linkage
a) nɛ cáːL ɓáL ɟàrtíL cìnɛ ɗúnꜜkúɗL ɗéL à báláL ŋɔ̀nk.
CONJ then REMPST woman\SG.NOM that sleeping down CONJ little SUB
After the woman had slept a little,
b) nɛ mɛlkì ɗúmáːtL wàː, íɗítL cìnɔ̀ rìjɛL kɛ tàwáːwɛː k
CONJ he.came owner\SG.ABS home man who they.call.him QUOT Tawaawee\ABS
the owner came home, a man called Tawaawee.
c) nɛ cáːL ɓáL mɛlkíɗL ɗúmáL wàː dòáːrík,
CONJ then REMPST coming owner\SG.NOM home from.hunt
After the owner came home from hunting,
d) nɛ dɛnɛ gòdé nɛː k à kórtàn.
CONJ he.sees house\SG.ABS his CONJ closed
he saw his house closed.
e) nɛ cáːL ɓáL tàjɛː ɗ gòdé nɛː kík,
CONJ then REMPST opening house\SG.ABS his
When opening his house,
f) nɛ jògùkú à ɓànkáwŋ.
CONJ he.feels CONJ it.resists
he felt that it resisted.
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g) nɛ cáːL ɓáL jògúkúɗL gòdé nɛː k à ɓànkáw ŋɔ̀nk,
CONJ then REMPST feeling house\SG.ABS his CONJ it.resists SUB
After feeling that his house resisted,
h) nɛ tàjɛ ɓànkàwkàːt.
CONJ he.opens forcefully
he opened it forcefully.
i) nɛ cáːL ɓáL tàjɛː ɗ gòdé nɛː kík,
CONJ then REMPST opening house\SG.ABS his
After opening his house,
j) nɛ dɛnɛr ɟàrtí cìnɛ à ɗùɗùn ɗéL.
CONJ he.notices woman\SG.ABS that CONJ she.sleeps down
he noticed that sleeping woman.
k) nɛ cáːL ɓáL tàwáːwɛ ː dɛnɛrkí  ɗ ɟàrtí cìnɛ
CONJ then REMPST Tawaawee\NOM noticing woman\SG.ABS that
à ɗùɗùn ɗéːk,
CONJ she.sleeps down
After Tawaawee noticed that sleeping woman,
l) nɛ tònú kɛ, “ɟàrtí náːk, làŋkáL kɔ̀ ɗùk tàk!”
CONJ he.says QUOT woman\SG.ABS my I.find RECPST forest\SG.LOC inside\LOC
he said “My woman, I found her inside the forest!”
In this stretch of narrative, the clauses b), d), f), h), j) and l) are main clauses, 
which are always preceded by a temporal subordinate clause. Clauses a) and 
e) are not repetitions of the previous main clause, but the other clauses c), g), 
i) and k) contain virtually only the information of the preceding main clause. 
This tail-head linkage provides a means to slow down the narrative and en-
sure that the hearer is tracking. This seems to be a device more useful to oral 
discourse (Dooley & Levinsohn, 2000, p. 8), and other texts of my corpus do 
not make use of it. The very liberal use of the regular conjunction  nɛ in-
creases the sense of high continuity in this passage. 
V.9.3  Discontinuity
Discontinuity occurs when something unexpected happens in the discourse. 
This affects the unity of either time, place, action, or  participants  (Givón, 
1984, p. 245). It was already pointed out in section  V.3.1 that  fronting of 
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participants is used to (re-)activate a different accessible participant, often in 
conjunction with contrastive pronouns or pragmatic particles.
Changes of time and place are indicated by the appropriate adverbial phrases 
or clauses at the beginning of a new paragraph:
Example V.150: discontinuity of place or time
a) nɛ càːdíL ɓéɲ òmáltè dɛnɛ wàːlo ːk gòpàn...
nɛ càːdíL ɓéɲ òm-áltè dɛn-ɛ wàːlo ːk gòpàn
CONJ then day\SG.LOC one-LOC see-3S.DJ Waalook\ERG path\SG.ABS
Then one day Waalook saw a path…
b) nɛ càːdíL bòŋú nɛ dìːlé wàː tàpáɗónk.
nɛ càːdíL bòŋ-í nɛ dìːl-ɛ wàː tàpáɗ-onk
CONJ then take-3S.DJ CONJ carry-3S-DJ house\SG.DAT ruler\SG-POSS
Then he took (her) and carried (her) to the house of the ruler.
Discontinuity  of  action  may  involve  unexpected  or  new  developments, 
which usually bring the discourse forward. As was seen in section V.8, the 
Majang  language  goes  to  great  lengths  to  provide  connections  between 
clauses, using the default  conjunction nɛ, which signals the beginning of a 
new clause. This clause may refer to a new event, but it would not be expect-
ed to initiate a new or completely unforeseen development. Unexpected de-
velopments are announced by the conjunction màL ‘but’, which serves as the 
thematic development marker of Majang.
Example V.151: thematic development marker màL
a) máL ɟàrtíL kɔ̀nk bòŋú táːꜜráL cìgɛ mógúnko nk, nɛ ŋàːr ɲákáL nɛː káL.
máL ɟàrtíL kɔ̀nk bòŋí  táːr-áL cì-g-ɛ
but woman\SG.NOM.MOD REF\RECPST take-3S.DJ meat-PL.ABS DEM-PL-HR
mógún-k-o nk nɛ ŋàːr ɲák-àL nɛː k-àL
duiker-PL-POSS CONJ go\3S.DJ house-DAT POSS\3S.SG-DAT
But the woman took the duiker meat chunks and went home.
b) nɛ ɗàm kɛ po ː nɛ ŋǎːrŋ. máL ɓòkòtú ɛmɛcL lɛː rǎːŋ.
nɛ ɗàm kɛ po ː nɛ ŋàː r=ŋ
CONJ eat\3S.DJ QUOT all CONJ go\3S=SFT
máL ɓòkòt-í  ɛ mɛcL lɛː r-à=ŋ
but kill-3S.DJ mother\SG.3S.ABS Leer-DAT=SFT.
He ate it all up and went. But he killed Leer’s mother.
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In example a), the presence of màL signals an unexpected action by the wo-
man who so far had shown herself as a grateful and willing guest; now she 
turns into a thief and abandons the host, setting the stage for the climax of 
the story. In example b), the subject had just been fed by Leer’s mother – the 
reported killing is not only unexpected, it also sets in motion the biggest part 
of the narrative, in which Leer tries to win for himself a surrogate mother.
Given its use to signal discontinuity, the conjunction màL is used much less 
frequently than its  cohesion-signaling counterpart  nɛ. In  the  story of  The 
pregnant woman and Tawaawee màL is used twice as opposed to 57 occur-
rences of nɛ.
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Part VI:  Texts and Lexicon
VI.1  Texts with Interlinear Translation
VI.1.1  Dog and Donkey – wárL à kúꜜrój
This text is a traditional narrative, originally collected and transcribed in a si-
milar form by Pete Unseth in 1989, as told by Ermias Rite. It was re-told 
(and recorded), with some modifications, by Joseph Kalakun in March 2013. 
A different version of this story is related by Getachew (2014, p. 252ff).
làkɛL ɓà wárL à kúꜜrój. nɛ ɓáL káːr kɛ còːnà. nɛ tònɛː L cɛː gà kɛ “ìːnákL ɟóːpL cìgì 
rɛbɛcꜜkáːnáꜜkík!” nɛ bòːlɛː L wárL nɛ dùrìjé kɛ “wěː!” máL ɓɔ̀ rɛ kúꜜrójL àrí òkó 
cìnɛk. nɛ ɓáL wár tònú kúꜜrójáL kɛ “càːkómL, céːdɛ*n tínL ɓóːjíɗɛː L ŋɔ̀nk, kóL 
ŋàːríːL!”
nɛ ɓáL ŋàːrár à jòwɛː ꜜɗí ɗóːkáL òmáltáL ɗùkà cà . nɛ ɓáL càːdíL ɓákL làkɛ ɗùŋéɗL. 
nɛ ɓáL cɛnkL ɗáɗámíːL kúꜜro jŋ. máL cɛnkL wárL làk ŋáːwL. nɛ ɓáL làŋ tàɗápúL nɛ 
ɗùɗùn ɗéL tàɗápút máL cɛnkL kúꜜrój ɗáɗámíːL càːdí  .
nɛ ɓáL càːdíL káːlt tònú kúꜜrójL càːkómáL nɛː káL kɛ “càːkómL, gúndɛ*n pàːrà áɲL 
kɔ̀nk à bálà ː ŋ!” nɛ tòngéː L wár kɛ “ìːnɛ kàt pàːrín! làkɛ íɗít L cìnɔ̀ kɔ̀ː L tínáL 
mɛlkí ŋɔ̀nk, íɗítL cìnɔ̀ rìjɛL kɛ ɗùŋéɗík.” máL cɛnkL wárL èːŋàɗǎːŋ. nɛ èːŋáɗí  r  
ɗùŋéɗL à jòwɛː ɗí  ːŋ. nɛ tòngéːL kɛ “kàt ré pàːríŋ!”
nɛ càːdíL gàj cájtíɛ áːrn káːjònk nɔ̀ kɔ̀ː L à írkíɗík. nɛ tòngéːL kúꜜrójL kɛkàr kɛ 
“gúndɛ*n pàːrà áɲL kɔ̀nkúŋ!” nɛ tòngéːL kɛ “kàt ré pàːríŋ! mɛlkí kɔ̀ íɗít L cìnɛ 
kɔ̀nk.” nɛ tòngéːL wár kɛkàr kɛ “àrín à bálà ː ŋ!” nɛ ɓáL ǎr à ɗòːrúŋ, ɟɛt. òkó kɔ̀ 
dùrìrìːɗ kúꜜrójk ɟɛt, à ɗòːrúŋ.
nɛ ɓáL càːdíL nɛː kɛL gàj cájtíɛ áːrn nɛ mɛlkí ɗúŋé L nɛː kɛ ː ŋ. nɛ ɓáL jàwɛ kúꜜrój 
cìnɛ ɓákìŋ. nɛ dɛnɛ ː r  wár L cìnɛ à  ɗùɗùn ɗé L tàɗápút, nɛ tònúrgéː L kɛ “má L 
cénkL, ǐːnL wo ːɗ?” nɛ ɟùmúrgéːL kɛ “èːt ré íɗítL cìnɔ̀ téːtéːjíL ŋɔ̀nk.” nɛ tònúrgéːL 
kɛ “nɛ tɔ̀ L táL wàɗ téːjá!” nɛ kúc wárL cìnɛ kɔ̀nk nɛ tèːjí  tà ː r  cìnɛ bàŋɛ . nɛ 
tònágéːL kɛ “téːjɗíːꜜkín nɛ táL gàkínL dúndè nɛː kíŋ!” nɛ tònúrgéːL kɛ “ɔ̀kɔ̀n kɔ̀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làk dúnděŋ gúnL kɔ̀ kí rérín. kíːɗɛL dúndè.” nɛ càːdíL rùːmé téjánL nɛː k bàŋɛ. nɛ 
kùc ɗúŋéL nɛ ɗàm tà ː r nɛː k ɟɛt nɛ ŋàːr nɛ kɛː  ɗéːgà rŋ.
máL ɓɔ̀ rɛ wár àgàlkúnL ɛː kL nɛ kɛː  ɗàm ɟɛt. nɛ ɓɔ̀ rɛ dùnkú ɗéL. nɛ ŋàːrkí  ɗúŋéL 
kɛkàr nɛ kùc tòngéːL kɛ “ŋàː táL ɗɛ wárL cèːdí  .” nɛ tòngéːL wár kɛ “áL mókó tóL 
téːjà tà ː r cìnɛ cǎːk?” nɛ ɗáɗámíːL ɗúŋéL dòŋɛ ɗéL, nɛ ŋǎːrŋ.
máL wárL kɔ̀nk ŋàːrkí nɛ ɗàm à óbí  ːŋ. nɛ ŋàːrkí càːdíL kɔ̀nk nɛ kàwɛ ɗùŋéɗL cìnɛ 
ɓákL kóːmúc nɛː k à ɓòkòtí  ː r dákɛɗà, àgút cìnɔ̀ kánL ɓòkòtìːɗ ɗúŋéL cìnɛ càːkómL 
nɛː kík, àgút cìnɔ̀ ègè kánL kúꜜrój cìnɛ à wárL cìnɛ càːkómákL. nɛ kánL càːdíL 
nɛː kɛL wárL cìnɛ ɓòkòtú ɗùŋéɗL nɛː kíŋ.
nɛ kánL tònú wárL cìnɛ kɛ “máL kɔ̀ː L èːt mó?” nɛ kánL ɓɔ̀ rɛ ŋàːr wàː. máL ɓɔ̀ rɛ 
dàkɛ tàː rL cìnɛ kánkL càːdíL.
VI.1.1.1  Free translation
Once there was a dog and a donkey. They went to a place. It was said to  
them “You are troublemakers!” Dog was beaten and barked “ouch!” Don-
key, too, did like this. Dog said to Donkey “Friend, because we are hated, 
let’s go!” 
They went to a different country far away, into the forest. There was a hyena 
at that place. He, Donkey, was eating. But he, Dog, was hungry. He found 
an ash-pile and was sleeping on the ashes, but Donkey was eating there.
At midnight Donkey said to his friend “Friend, let me try this thing a little!”  
Dog told him, “You, don’t try it! There is someone who is coming to us, 
someone called Hyena.” But he, Dog, sniffed. He smelled Hyena far away. 
He said “Please don't try!”
After that it became 4 o’ clock in the morning. Donkey said again “Let me  
try this thing!” He (Dog) said to him “Please, don’t try it! That person has  
already come!” Again Dog said “Do it just a little!” And so he did, and 
brayed very loudly. As loudly as a donkey can cry, he brayed.
It was just 4’ o clock and Hyena came. He tore Donkey apart. He saw Dog 
sleeping in the ashes, and said to him “And you, who are you?” Dog told  
him “Sir, I am the butcher.” He (Hyena) shouted to him “So what? Come  
and butcher for me!” So Dog came and slaughtered all the meat. He (Hye-
na) said “After you slaughter, give me his heart!” He (Dog) shouted to him  
“If he had had a heart, he would not have died. He did not have a heart.” 
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Then he finished all his slaughtering. Hyena came, ate a lot of his meat, and 
went to sleep.
Dog also, hiding himself, went to eat properly. He also lay down. Hyena, 
again getting up, came and said “Here it smells to me like Dog.” – ”Me? 
No, not me, but perhaps that meat I slaughtered there?” Hyena sat down to  
eat, and went away.
But Dog came and ate a lot. Then he came there and bit Hyena on his muzz-
le until he died, because Hyena had killed his friend, because Donkey and  
Dog had been friends. And so Dog killed Hyena himself.
He said “Will I now be alone?” And he also went home. But that meat also  
stayed at that place.
VI.1.1.2  Text with interlinearization
1) làkɛL ɓà wárL à kúꜜrój.
làk-ɛL ɓà wárL à kúꜜrój
have-IMPS.DJ REMPST.CJ dog\SG.ABS CONJ donkey\SG.ABS
Once there was a dog and a donkey.
2) nɛ ɓáL káːr kɛ còːnà.
nɛ ɓáL káːr kɛ còːn-à
CONJ REMPST go\3P.DJ QUOT far.away-DAT
They went to a place far away.
3) nɛ tònɛː L cɛː gà kɛ “ìːnákL ɟóːpL cìgì rɛbɛcꜜkáːnáꜜkík!”
nɛ tòn-ɛː L cɛː g-à kɛ ìːnákL ɟóːpL cì-g-ì
CONJ say-IMPS 3P-DAT QUOT 2P people\PL.ABS.MOD REL-PL-SP
rɛbɛc-káːn-àkL=k
trouble-NOMIN-PL.ABS=SUB
It was said to them “You are troublemakers!”
4) nɛ bòːlɛː L wárL nɛ dùrìjé kɛ “wěː!”
nɛ bòːl-ɛː L wárL nɛ dùrìj-ɛ kɛ wěː
CONJ hit=IMPS dog\SG.ABS CONJ cry-3S.DJ QUOT ouch!
Dog was beaten and barked “ouch!”
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5) máL ɓɔ̀ rɛ kúꜜrójL àrí òkó cìnɛk.
máL ɓɔ̀ rɛ kúꜜrójL àr-í òkó cì-n-ɛ=k
but also 3S.PRAG donkey\SG.NOM do-3S.DJ like DEM-SG-HR=POSS
Donkey, too, did like this.
6) nɛ ɓá L wár  tònú  kúꜜrójáL kɛ “càːkóm L, céːdɛ*n  tínL ɓóːjíːɗɛː L ŋɔ̀nk, 
kóL ŋàːríːL!”
nɛ ɓáL wár tòn-í  kúꜜrój-áL kɛ càːkómL
CONJ REMPST dog\SG.NOM say-3S.DJ donkey-SG.DAT QUOT friend\SG.ABS
céːdɛ*n tínL ɓóːj-í ːɗ-ɛːL ŋɔ̀nk kóL ŋàːr-í ,ːL
because 1P hate-RELPST-IMPS SUB HORT.1P go-1P.DJ
Dog said to Donkey “Friend, because we are hated, let's go!” 
7) nɛ ɓáL ŋàːrár à jòwɛː ꜜɗí ɗóːkáL òmáltáL ɗùkà cà .
nɛ ɓáL ŋàːr-ár à jòwɛː ɗ-í ɗóːk-áL òm-áltáL
CONJ REMPST go-3P.DJ CONJ far-3S.DJ land-SG.DAT one-DAT
ɗùk-à càL
forest-SG.DAT DEM\SG.HR.DAT
They went to a different country far away, into the forest.
8) nɛ ɓáL càːdíL ɓákL làkɛ ɗùŋéɗL.
nɛ ɓáL càːdíL ɓákL làk-ɛ ɗùŋéɗL
CONJ REMPST there REF\REMPST have-IMPS.CJ hyena\SG.ABS
There was a hyena at that place.
9) nɛ ɓáL cɛnkL ɗáɗámíːL kúꜜro jŋ.
nɛ ɓáL cɛnkL ɗáɗám-iːL kúꜜrójL=ŋ
CONJ REMPST 3S.CONTR eat\IPFV-AP.3S donkey\SG.NOM=SFT
He, Donkey, was eating.
10) máL cɛnkL wárL làk ŋáːwL.
máL cɛnkL wárL làk ŋáːwL
but 3S.CONTR dog\SG.ABS have\3S hunger\SG.ABS
But he, Dog, was hungry.
11) nɛ ɓáL làŋ tàɗápúL nɛ ɗùɗùn ɗéL tàɗápút máL cɛnkL kúꜜrój ɗáɗámíːL càːdí  .
nɛ ɓáL làŋ tàɗápúL nɛ ɗùɗùn ɗéL
CONJ REMPST find\3S.CJ ashpile\SG.ABS CONJ sleep\IPVF.3S down
tàɗápút máL cɛnkL kúꜜrój ɗáɗámíːL càːdí
ash.pile\SG.LOC but 3S.CONTR donkey\SG.ABS eat\AP.3S there
He found an ash-pile and was sleeping on the ashes, but Donkey was eating  
there.
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12) nɛ ɓáL càːdíL káːlt tònú kúꜜrójL càːkómáL nɛː káL kɛ “càːkómL, gúndɛ*n pàːrà 
áɲL kɔ̀nk à bálà ː ŋ!”
nɛ ɓáL càːdíL káːlt tòn-í kúꜜrójL càːkóm-àL
CONJ REMPST then midnight say-3S.DJ donkey\SG.NOM friend\SG-DAT
nɛː k-àL kɛ càːkómL gúndɛ*n pàːr-à áɲL
POSS\3S.SG-DAT QUOT friend\SG.ABS let.me! try-1S.CJ thing\SG.ABS
kɔ̀nk à báláː=ŋ
REF\RECPST CONJ little\3S=SFT
At midnight Donkey said to his friend, “Friend, let me try this thing a little!”
13) nɛ tòngéːL wár kɛ “ìːnɛ kàt pàːrín!
nɛ tòn-ge ː ɗ wár kɛ ìːnɛ kàt pàːr-ín
CONJ say-TF.3S.DJ dog\SG.NOM QUOT you HORT\NEG try-2S.DJ
Dog told him, “You, don't try it!
14) làkɛ íɗítL cìnɔ̀ kɔ̀ː L tínáL mɛlkí ŋɔ̀nk, íɗítL cìnɔ̀ rìjɛL kɛ ɗùŋéɗík.”
làk-ɛ íɗítL cì-n-ɔ̀ kɔ̀ː L tín-àL mɛl-kí 
have-IMPS.CJ person\SG.ABS REL-SG-DIST NFUT 1P-DAT arrive-CP.3S.DJ
ŋɔ̀nk íɗítL cì-n-ɔ̀ rìj-ɛL kɛ ɗùŋéɗ=k
SUB person.SG.ABS REL-SG-DIST call-IMPS QUOT hyena\SG.ABS=SUB
There is someone who is coming to us, someone called Hyena.”
15) máL cɛnkL wárL èːŋàɗǎːŋ.
máL cɛnkL wárL èːŋàɗǎː=ŋ
but 3S.CONTR dog\SG.ABS sniff\3S=SFT
But he, Dog, sniffed.
16) nɛ èːŋáɗí  r ɗùŋéɗL à jòwɛː ɗí  ːŋ.
nɛ èːŋáɗ-í  r ɗùŋéɗL à jòwɛː ɗ-iː=ŋ
CONJ smell-CF.3S.DJ hyena\SG.ABS CONJ far-3S=SFT
He smelled Hyena far away.
17) nɛ tòngéːL kɛ “kàt ré pàːrín!”
nɛ tòn-ge ː ɗ kɛ kàt ré pàːr-ín
CONJ say-TF.3S.DJ QUOT HORT\NEG 2S.PRAG try-2S.DJ
He said “Please don’t try!”
18) nɛ càːdíL gàj cájtíɛ áːrn káːjònk nɔ̀ kɔ̀ː L à írkíɗík.
nɛ càːdíL gàj cájtíL-ɛL áːrn káːj-ònk
CONJ then succeed\3S.CJ hour-PL.ABS ten night\SG-POSS
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nɔ̀ kɔ̀ː L à írkíɗ=k
CONJ NFUT CONJ dawn=SUB
After that it became 4 o’ clock in the morning.
20) nɛ tòngéːL kúꜜrójL kɛkàr kɛ “gúndɛ*n pàːrà áɲL kɔ̀nkúŋ!”
nɛ tòn-ge ː ɗ kúꜜrójL kɛkàr kɛ gúndɛ*n pàːr-à
CONJ say-TF-3S.DJ donkey\SG.NOM again QUOT let.me try-1S.CJ
áɲL kɔ̀nk=ŋ
thing\SG.ABS REF\RECPST=SFT
Donkey said again “Let me try this thing!”
21) nɛ tòngéːL kɛ “kàt ré pàːrín!
nɛ tòn-ge ː ɗ kɛ kàt ré pàːr-ín
CONJ say-TF.3S.DJ QUOT HORT\NEG 2S.PRAG try-2S.DJ
He (Dog) said to him “Please, don’t try it!
22) mɛlkí kɔ̀ íɗítL cìnɛ kɔ̀nk.”
mɛl-kí  kɔ̀ íɗítL cì-n-ɛ kɔ̀nk
arrive-CP.3S.DJ RECPST\CJ man\SG.ABS DEM-SG-HR REF\RECPST
That person has already come!”
23) nɛ tòngéːL wár kɛkàr kɛ “àrín à bálà ː ŋ!”.
nɛ tòn-ge ː ɗ wár kɛkàr kɛ àr-ín à bálàː =ŋ
CONJ say-TF.3S.DJ dog\SG.NOM again QUOT do-2S.DJ CONJ little\3S=SFT
Again Dog said “Do it just a little!”
24) nɛ ɓáL ǎr à ɗòːrúŋ, ɟɛt.
nɛ ɓáL ǎr à ɗòːr-í=ŋ ɟɛt
CONJ REMPST do\3S.DJ CONJ shout-3S.DJ=SFT very
And so he did, and brayed very loudly.
25) òkó kɔ̀ dùrìrìːɗ kúꜜrójk ɟɛt, à ɗòːrúŋ.
òkó kɔ̀ dùr-ir-iːɗ kúꜜrój=k ɟɛt
 like RECPST cry-INCPT-RELPST.3S donkey\SG.ABS=SUB very
à ɗòːr-í=ŋ
CONJ shout-3S.DJ=SFT
As loudly as a donkey can cry out, he brayed.
26) nɛ ɓáL càːdíL nɛː kɛL gàj cájtíɛ áːrn nɛ mɛlkí ɗúŋéL nɛː kɛ ː ŋ.
nɛ ɓáL càːdíL nɛː k-ɛL gàj cájtíL-ɛL áːrn
CONJ REMPST then POSS\3S.SG-LOC succeed\3S.CJ hour-PL.ABS ten
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nɛ mɛl-kí  ɗúŋéL nɛː k-ɛ=ŋ
CONJ arrive-CP.3S.DJ hyena\SG.NOM.MOD POSS\3S.SG-NOM=SFT
It was just 4 o’ clock and Hyena himself came.
27) nɛ ɓáL jàwɛ kúꜜrój cìnɛ ɓákìŋ.
nɛ ɓáL jàw-ɛ kúꜜrój cì-n-ɛ ɓák=ŋ
CONJ REMPST cut-3S.DJ donkey\SG.ABS DEM-SG-HR REF\REMPST=SFT
He tore that aforementioned donkey apart.
28) nɛ dɛnɛ ː r wárL cìnɛ à ɗùɗùn ɗéL tàɗápút, nɛ tònúrgéːL kɛ “máL cénkL, ǐːnL wo ː ɗ?”
nɛ dɛn-ɛ ː r wárL cì-n-ɛ à ɗùɗùn ɗéL tàɗápút
CONJ see-CF.3S dog\SG.NOM.MOD DEM-SG-HR CONJ lie\IPFV.3S down ash\SG.LOC
nɛ tòn-ír-ge ː ɗ kɛ máL cénkL ǐːnL wo ːɗ
CONJ say-INCPT-TF.3S QUOT but 2S.CONTR 2S who
He saw Dog sleeping in the ashes, and said to him “And you, who are you?”
29) nɛ ɟùmúrgéːL kɛ “èːt ré íɗítL cìnɔ̀ téːtéːjíːL ŋɔ̀nk.”
nɛ ɟùmúr-ge ː ɗ kɛ èːt ré íɗítL cì-n-ɔ̀
CONJ reply-TF.3S.DJ QUOT 1S 2S.PRAG man\SG.ABS REL-SG-DIST
téːtéːj-iːL ŋɔ̀nk
skin\IPFV-AP.3S SUB
And Dog said to him “Sir, I am the butcher.”
30) nɛ tònúrgéːL kɛ “nɛ tɔ̀L táL wàɗ téːjá!”
nɛ tòn-í r-ge ː ɗ kɛ nɛ tɔ̀L táL wàɗ téːj-à
CONJ say-INCPT-TF.3S.DJ QUOT CONJ INTERJ 1S.DAT come\IMP.SG skin-IMP.SG
He (Hyena) shouted to him “So what? Come and butcher for me!”
31) nɛ kúc wárL cìnɛ kɔ̀nk nɛ tèːjí tà ː r cìnɛ bàŋɛ.
nɛ kúc wárL cì-n-ɛ kɔ̀nk 
CONJ come\3S.DJ dog\SG.NOM.MOD DEM-SG-HR REF\RECPST
nɛ tèːj-í tà ː r cì-n-ɛ bàŋɛ
CONJ skin-3S.DJ meat\SG.ABS DEM-SG-HR all
So Dog came and slaughtered all that meat.
32) nɛ tònágéːL kɛ “téːjɗíːꜜkín nɛ táL gàkínL dúndè nɛː kíŋ!”
nɛ tòn-á-ge ː ɗ kɛ téːj-ɗiː-k-ín nɛ táL
CONJ say-DIR-TF.3S.DJ QUOT skin-AP-EXT-2S.DJ CONJ 1S.DAT
gàɓ-kí nL dúndè nɛː k=ŋ
give-CP.2S.SG heart\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS=SFT
He (Hyena) said “After you slaughter, give me his heart!”
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33) nɛ tònúrgéːL kɛ “ɔ̀kɔ̀n kɔ̀ làk dúnděŋ gúnL kɔ̀ kí rérín. kíːɗɛː L dúndè.”
nɛ tòn-ír-ge ː ɗ kɛ ɔ̀kɔ̀n kɔ̀ làk dúndě=ŋ
CONJ say-INCPT-TF.3S.DJ QUOT if RECPST have\3S heart\SG.ABS=CND
gúnL kɔ̀ k-í rérín k-í ːɗ-ɛːL dúndè
before RECPST NEG-3S die\NEG NEG-RELPST-IMPS heart\3S.ABS
He (Dog) shouted to him “If he had had a heart, he would not have died. He 
did not have a heart.” 
34)nɛ càːdíL rùːmé téjánL nɛː k bàŋɛ.
nɛ càːdíL rùːm-ɛ téj-ànL nɛː k bàŋɛ
CONJ then finish-3S.DJ skin-INF\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS all
Then he finished all his slaughtering.
35) nɛ kùc ɗúŋéL nɛ ɗàm tà ː r nɛː k ɟɛt nɛ ŋàːr nɛ kɛː  ɗéːgà rŋ.
nɛ kùc ɗúŋéL nɛ ɗàm tà ː r nɛː k ɟɛt
CONJ come\3S hyena\SG.NOM CONJ eat\3S.CJ meat\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS very
nɛ ŋàːr nɛ kɛː ɗéːgà r=ŋ
CONJ go\3S.DJ CONJ go\3S sleep\3S.DJ=SFT
Hyena came and ate his meat thoroughly and went to sleep.
36) máL ɓɔ̀ rɛ wár àgàlkúnL ɛː kL nɛ kɛː  ɗàm ɟɛt.
máL ɓɔ̀ rɛ wár àgàl-kùnL ɛː kL
but also 3S.PRAG dog\SG.NOM hide-SIMUL.3S.DJ body\SG.ABS
nɛ kɛː ɗàm ɟɛt
CONJ go\3S eat\3S.DJ very
Dog also, while hiding himself, went to eat properly.
37) nɛ ɓɔ̀ rɛ dùnkú ɗéL.
nɛ ɓɔ̀ rɛ dùn-kí  ɗéL
CONJ also 3S.PRAG lie-CP.3S.DJ down
He also lay down. 
38) nɛ ŋàːrkí  ɗúŋéL kɛkàr nɛ kùc tòngéːL kɛ “ŋàː táL ɗɛ wárL cèːdí  .”
nɛ ŋàːr-kí  ɗúŋéL kɛkàr nɛ kùc tòn-ge ː ɗ
CONJ go-CP.3S.DJ hyena\SG.NOM again CONJ come\3S say-TF.3S.DJ
kɛ ŋàː táL ɗɛ wárL cèːdí  
QUOT smell\3S.DJ 1S.DAT of dog\SG.ABS here
Hyena, again getting up, came and said “Here it smells to me like Dog.”
39) nɛ tòngéːL wár kɛ “áL mókótóL téːjà tà ː r cìnɛ cǎːk?”
nɛ tòn-ge ː ɗ wár kɛ
CONJ say-TF.3S.DJ dog\SG.NOM QUOT
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áL mókó tóL téːj-à tà ː r cì-n-ɛ càː L=k
INTERJ NEG\EXIST INTERJ skin\1S.CJ meat\SG.ABS DEM-SG-HR there=SUB
Dog told him “Me? No, not me, but perhaps the meat I slaughtered there?”
40) nɛ ɗáɗámíːL ɗúŋéL dòŋɛ ɗéL, nɛ ŋǎːrŋ.
nɛ ɗáɗám-iːL ɗúŋéL dòŋ-ɛ ɗéL nɛ ŋǎːr=ŋ
CONJ eat\IPFV-AP.3S hyena\SG.NOM sit-3s.CJ down CONJ go\3S.DJ=SFT
Hyena sat down to eat, and went away.
41) máL wárL kɔ̀nk ŋàːrkí nɛ ɗàm à óbí  ːŋ.
máL wárL kɔ̀nk ŋàːr-kí  nɛ ɗàm à óbíː=ŋ
but dog\SG.NOM.MOD REF\RECPST go-CP.3S.DJ CONJ eat\3S CONJ big\3S=SFT
But Dog came and ate a lot.
42) nɛ ŋàːrkí  càːdí L kɔ̀nk  nɛ kàwɛ ɗùŋéɗ L cìnɛ ɓák L kóːmúc  nɛː k  à  ɓòkòtí  ː r 
dákɛɗà, àgút cìnɔ̀ kánL ɓòkòtìːɗ ɗúŋéL cìnɛ càːkómL nɛː kík, àgút cìnɔ̀ ègè 
kánL kúꜜrójL cìnɛ à wárL cìnɛ càːkómákL.
nɛ ŋàːr-kí  càːdíL kɔ̀nk nɛ kàw-ɛ ɗùŋéɗL cì-n-ɛ
CONJ go-CP.3S.DJ there REF\RECPST CONJ bite-3S.CJ hyena\SG.ABS DEM-SG-HR
ɓákL kóːmúc nɛː k à ɓòkòt-í  ː r dákɛɗà àgút
REF\REMPST muzzle\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS CONJ kill-CF.3S.DJ only because
cì-n-ɔ̀ kánL ɓòkòt-iːɗ ɗúŋéL cì-n-ɛ càːkómL
DEM-SG-DIST MEDPST kill-RELPST.3S hyena-SG.NOM.MOD110 DEM-SG-HR friend\SG.ABS
nɛː k=k àgút cì-n-ɔ̀ ègè kánL kúꜜrójL
POSS\3S.SG.ABS=SUB because DEM-SG-DIST COP MEDPST donkey\SG.NOM.MOD
cì-n-ɛ à wárL cì-n-ɛ càːkóm-àkL
DEM-SG-HR CONJ dog\SG.NOM.MOD DEM-SG-HR friend-PL.ABS
Then he  came there  and bit  Hyena on  his  muzzle  until  he died, because 
Hyena had killed his friend, because Donkey and Dog had been friends. 
43) nɛ kánL càːdíL nɛː kɛL wárL cìnɛ ɓòkòtú ɗùŋéɗL nɛː kíŋ.
nɛ kánL càːdíL nɛː k-ɛL wárL cì-n-ɛ
CONJ MEDPST then POSS\3S.SG-LOC dog\SG.NOM.MOD DEM-SG-HR
ɓòkòt-í  ɗùŋéɗL nɛː k=ŋ
kill-3S.DJ hyena\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS=SFT
And so then Dog killed Hyena himself.
110 The case of this noun is ambiguous. An interpretation as ergative is possible. The same is  
true for dog and donkey in the following clause, which could be interpreted as absolutive  
cases. If so, these unexpected case markings may be related to the status of these two sen-
tences as the moral or summary line of the story.
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44) nɛ kánL tònú wárL cìnɛ kɛ “máL kɔ̀ː L èːt mó?”
nɛ kánL tòn-í  wárL cì-n-ɛ kɛ máL kɔ̀ː L èːt mó
CONJ MEDPST say-3S.DJ dog\SG.NOM.MOD DEM-SG-HR QUOT but NFUT 1S alone
He said “Will I now be alone?”
45) nɛ kánL ɓɔ̀ rɛ ŋàːr wàː.
nɛ kánL ɓɔ̀ rɛ ŋàːr wàː
CONJ MEDPST also 3S.PRAG go\3S.DJ house\SG.DAT
And he also went home.
46) máL ɓɔ̀ rɛ dàkɛ táːrL cìnɛ kánkL càːdíL.
máL ɓɔ̀ rɛ dàk-ɛ táːrL cì-n-ɛ kánkL càːdíL
but also 3S.PRAG stay-3S.DJ meat\SG.NOM.MOD DEM-SG-HR REF\MEDPST there
But that meat also stayed at that place.
VI.1.2  Waalook and Leer – wàːlóːk à lɛ*ː r
This text is a traditional narrative, originally collected and transcribed in a si-
milar form by James and Whashu Kim around the year 2002. It is apparently 
based on a similar story transcribed by Pete Unseth in 1988, as told by Ni-
gusse Tula. Kim’s version was later re-told (and recorded), with some modi-
fications, by Joseph Kalakun in July 2012, and received further editing by 
Hawariat  Babure, Epheson Teramaj and Joseph Kalakun himself. Stauder 
(1970, p. 107) states that Leer was the founding father of the Majangir, and 
that Walo was his brother. Leer later disappeared to the land of the white 
people, but Walo stayed. The two main characters of the following story are 
difficult to reconcile with Leer and Walo as mentioned by Stauder. Leer is 
here clearly a trickster and does not display the characteristics of wisdom 
and responsibility as would befit a founding father. This story is very similar 
to the longer narrative told in English by Damene (2016). Another shorter 
version (in Majang) is found in Getachew’s collection (2014, p. 302ff).
wàːlóːk  à  lɛ*ː r  cɛː g  ɓáL càːkómákL. nɛ ègè  wàːlóːk  gáːgɛ . máL lɛː r  íɗítL cìnɔ̀ 
ɗɛgɛɟík. 
nɛ ɓáL ɓéɲ òmáltè tònú lɛː r kɛ, “wàːlóːk, kóL tè ɓòkóːtìː ìndíáL gà nk!” nɛ wàːlóːk 
kòɓú kɛ éːke ː r . nɛ ɓòkòtù ɛmɛcL. máL lɛː r  bòŋú ɛmɛcL nɛ èkàŋɛː ɗ lòŋgólóːtè  
gɔ̀rɔ̀à  ɗɛː gáL cɔ̀ . nɛ tònú càːkómá L nɛː káL kɛ “ɗámú L táːmɛL áːbɛɛ ː kònk.” nɛ 
càːkómL nɛː kɛL kòɓú kɛ éːke ː r nɛ ɗàm táːmɛL áːbɛɛ ː kònk. nɛ càːdíL káːr ɲɔ̀ː dáL nɛ 
dɛnɛ càːkómL nɛː kɛL à kìr gájíːtL à gɛː nk. nɛ kɔ̀ː níj kɛ “í ꜜtó ré cénk ɗàɗàmùn 
júmój?” nɛ ɟùmúrgéːL lɛː r kɛ “ɗàmún ɟɛt à rɛ*rŋ.”
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nɛ càːdíL ɓéɲ òmáltè dɛnɛ wàːlo ːk gòpàn wɛj lɛː rík à ìcí lòŋgólo ːt. nɛ ɓɔ̀ rɛ kɛː ɗí 
ɗɛː gáL cɔ̀ . nɛ kɛː  làŋkì ɛmɛcL lɛː rà. nɛ bòŋáꜜge ː ɗ càkàíː lɛː rík. nɛ ɗàm kɛ po ː  nɛ 
ŋǎːrŋ. máL ɓòkòtú ɛmɛcL lɛː rǎːŋ. nɛ ríːɓákún L gòpɛ cá L kɔ̀ː L mɛlkíɗL lɛː rk, ɛ 
ríːɓérgéːL kòcíé nɛː k ádáL.
nɛ mɛlkí lɛː r nɛ dɛnɛ ɛ mɛc L à ɓɛː lɛ r ŋèdáL gɛː nɛL tórɛL nɛ càkáːgéːL kɛ “ìndí 
rɔ̀gúkúnL táL àgútL ɟìko n? kòɓún kɛ dílkáL nà óltǐːr?” nɛ wìdérgéːL ɛː kL nɛ ɓèːcɛ 
òkó cìnìk. nɛ kìːge ː ɗ nájɛː L, rɛr ɓáL ɛmɛcáːŋ. nɛ ɗègér kɛ ɓòkòtú kɔ̀ wàːlóːk.
nɛ càːdíL bòŋú nɛ dìːlé wàː tàpáɗónk. nɛ kɛː  ríːɓe ː r gòpɛ. nɛ mɛlɛ  wàː péːtáko nk 
nɛ kɔ̀ː níj cɛː gíŋ. tònú étà òmáltáL kɛ “làkín tɔ̀ː mɔ̀kL à ègèr?” nɛ tòngéːL kɛ “làká 
à ɟíːtL.” máL ɓɔ̀ rɛ íɗíL òmáːj tònú kɛ “làká cáːkL à àŋàn.” máL ɟìːtéːnL nɛː kɛL tònú 
kɛ “làká cáːkL à pɛː jL.” nɛ tòngéːL lɛː r kɛ “díːlL táL máɗL kòcíéónk ɟàrtìà cɔ̀L 
bèːbèr gòpɛ cɔ̀ k. kɛː ɗín gàgíɗínL òkó cìnìk nɛ ɔ̀kɔ̀n kí bóŋíːɗǐŋ nɛ mùkéːɗìn átóL 
nɛː k”. nɛ ɟàrtíL kɔ̀nk dìːlé máɗL kɔ̀nkúŋ. nɛ gàgéːꜜɗíŋ nɛ ɟàrtíL kɔ̀nk kí bóŋí  ːɗ. nɛ 
mùkèːɗ átóL nɛː k. nɛ ɟàrtíL kɔ̀nk ɗíːrìŋ. nɛ ŋɔ̀ɗúrge ː ɗ càːnà . nɛ kɛː  tònú lɛː rà kɛ 
“gàgáɓkɛjgíɗáL nɛ kí bóŋí  ːɗ .” nɛ kùcú lɛː r  nɛ dɛnɛ à kɔ̀ ɗíːrìŋ . máL kɔ̀ rìːɓé 
bèːdìːt nɛ lɛː r tònú ɟàrtìà kɔ̀nk kɛ “à ɓòkòtún kɔ̀ ré ìndí  ːŋ . làŋá kɔ̀ː L ìndíːL éːtL? 
dàkín kɔ̀ː L táL à ìndí  ːŋ”. nɛ ɟàrtíL kɔ̀nk tònú kɛ “á L máL ègè cìnì ràkátɛL kɛ 
ɟìko n? ɓòkòtún kɔ̀ ré ŋáːŋáL cénk, nɛ kɔ̀ àrìn ɗɛgɛ”. nɛ tònú lɛː r kɛ “ɓòkòɗìːkín 
kɔ̀ rè. í *ːnL dàkín kɔ̀ː L táL à ɟàrtí.”
VI.1.2.1  Free translation
Waalook and Leer were friends. Waalook was an idiot. But Leer was a de-
ceiver. One day Leer said: “Waalook, hey, let us kill our mothers!” Waa-
look thought  he was serious. So he killed his  mother. But  Leer  took his  
mother and brought her across the river with a vine. He told his friend: “Eat  
figs!”111 His friend thought this was serious and he ate figs. Then they went  
to the toilet and he saw that his friend’s (excrement) didn’t seem to look like  
his. He asked “Does it seem that you are eating roots?” Leer responded  
“You need to chew very properly.”112
Later, one day, Waalook saw the way to Leer’s house, with the vine hanging. 
He also went across to the other side. He went to find Leer’s mother. She 
gave him Leer’s prepared food. He ate all and went. But he killed Leer’s  
mother. While putting her down on the path that Leer would come along, he  
111Because he had no mother to cook for him any more. Figs are always available.
112lit: eat until it dies. The implication is that Waalook’s excrements would look like Leer’s if 
he just chewed the figs properly.
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put her pipe in her mouth. When Leer came along, he saw his mother with  
her teeth open and asked “Why are you laughing at me? Do I seem to bring  
you fish?” He came closer and touched her like this. She did not respond to  
him; his mother had died. He knew that Waalook had killed her.
He then took (her) to the ruler’s house. He put her down on the path. He ar-
rived at the house of the women, and he asked them. He told one of them 
“How many children do you have?” She said “I have three.” But another 
woman said “I have four children.” But the third one said “I have two.” 
Leer told her “Take for me the fire of the pipe to the woman sitting on the  
path! Go and give her just like this, and if she does not take it, push it into  
her mouth!”
So the woman took the fire. When she gave it to her, the woman did not take  
it. She pushed it into her mouth. The woman fell over. She left her there. She 
went to tell Leer “Whenever I gave it to her, she did not take it.” Leer came 
and saw that she had fallen. But Leer had placed her sitting. He said to the  
woman “So you have killed my mother. Where do I find a mother now? You  
will be my mother for me.” The woman said: "Oh! What kind of problem is  
this? You yourself  have killed your mother.” Leer said “You are the one  
who killed. You will remain my wife.”
VI.1.2.2  Text with interlinearization
1) wàːlóːk à lɛ*ː r cɛː g ɓáL càːkómákL.
wàːlóːk à lɛ*ː r cɛː g ɓáL càːkóm-àkL
Waalook CONJ Leer 3P.CONTR REMPST friend-PL.ABS
Waalook and Leer were friends.
2) nɛ ègè wàːlóːk gáːgɛ.
nɛ ègè wàːlóːk gáːgɛ
CONJ COP Waalook\NOM idiot\SG.ABS
Waalook was an idiot.
3) máL lɛː r íɗítL cìnɔ̀ ɗɛgɛɟík.
máL lɛː r íɗítL cì-n-ɔ̀ ɗɛgɛɟ=k
but Leer\NOM man\SG.ABS REL-SG-DIST deceiver\SG.ABS=SUB
But Leer was a deceiver.
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4) nɛ ɓáL ɓéɲ òmáltè tònú lɛː r kɛ “wàːlóːk, kóL tè ɓòkóːtìː ìndíáL gà nk!”
nɛ ɓáL ɓéɲ òm-áltè tòn-í lɛː r kɛ
CONJ REMPST day\SG.LOC one-LOC say-3S.DJ Leer\NOM QUOT
wàːlóːk kóL tè ɓòkóːt-í ,ːL ìndí-àL gà nk
Waalook\NOM HORT\1P INTERJ kill-1P.DJ mother\1S-PL.ABS.MOD POSS\1P.PL.ABS
One day Leer said: “Waalook, hey, let us kill our mothers!”
5) nɛ wàːlóːk kòɓú kɛ éːke ː r.
nɛ wàːlóːk kòɓ-í kɛ éːke ː r
CONJ Waalook\NOM think-3S.DJ QUOT truth\SG.ABS
Waalook thought he was serious.
6) nɛ ɓòkòtù ɛmɛcL.
nɛ ɓòkòt-ì ɛmɛcL
CONJ kill-3S.CJ mother\3S.SG.ABS
So he killed his mother.
7) máL lɛː r bòŋú ɛmɛcL nɛ èkàŋɛː ɗ lòŋgólóːtè gɔ̀rɔ̀à ɗɛː gáL cɔ̀ .
máL lɛː r bòŋ-í ɛmɛcL nɛ èkàŋ-ɛːɗ
but Leer\NOM take-3S.DJ mother\3S.SG.ABS CONJ cross-REFOBJ.3S
lòŋgólóːt-è gɔ̀rɔ̀-à ɗɛː gáL cɔ̀L
vine\SG-LOC river\SG-DAT across DEM\SG.DIST.DAT
But Leer took his mother and brought her with a vine across the river.
8) nɛ tònú càːkómáL nɛː káL kɛ “ɗámúL táːmɛL áːbɛɛː kònk.”
nɛ tòn-í càːkóm-àL nɛː k-àL kɛ ɗám-iL
CONJ say-3S.DJ friend\SG-DAT POSS\3S.SG-DAT QUOT eat-IMP.SG
táːm-ɛL áːbɛ-ɛːk-ònk
fruit-PL.ABS.MOD fig.tree-PL-POSS
He told his friend: “Eat figs!”
9) nɛ càːkómL nɛː kɛL kòɓú kɛ éːke ː r nɛ ɗàm táːmɛL áːbɛɛː kònk.
nɛ càːkómL nɛː k-ɛL kòɓ-í kɛ éːke ː r
CONJ friend\SG.NOM.MOD POSS\3S.SG-NOM think-3S.DJ QUOT truth\SG.ABS
nɛ ɗàm táːm-ɛL áːbɛ-ɛːk-ònk
CONJ eat\3S.CJ fruit-PL.ABS fig.tree-PL-POSS
His friend thought this was serious and he ate figs.
10) nɛ càːdíL káːr ɲɔ̀ː dáL nɛ dɛnɛ càːkómL nɛː kɛL à kìr gájíːtL à gɛː nk.
nɛ càːdíL káːr ɲɔ̀ː d-àL nɛ dɛn-ɛ càːkómL
CONJ then go\3P.DJ excrement\SG.DAT CONJ see-3S.DJ friend\SG.NOM.MOD
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nɛː k-ɛL à k-ìr gáj-iːtL à gɛː nk
POSS\3S.SG-NOM CONJ NEG-3P resemble-NEG CONJ POSS\3S.PL.ABS
Then they went to the toilet and he saw that his friend’s (excrement) didn’t  
seem to look like his.
11) nɛ kɔ̀ː níj kɛ “íꜜtó ré cénk ɗàɗàmùn júmój?”
nɛ kɔ̀ː níj kɛ íꜜtó ré cénk ɗàɗàm-ìn júmój
CONJ ask\3S.DJ QUOT it.seems 2S.PRAG 2S.CONTR eat\IPFV-2S.CJ root\SG.ABS
He asked “Does it seem that you are eating roots?”
12) nɛ ɟùmúrgéːL lɛː r kɛ “ɗàmún ɟɛt à rɛ*rŋ.”
nɛ ɟùmúr-ge ː ɗ lɛː r kɛ ɗàm-ín ɟɛt à rɛ*r=ŋ
CONJ respond-TF.3P.DJ Leer\NOM QUOT eat-2S.DJ very CONJ die\3S.DJ=SFT
Leer responded “You need to chew very properly.” (lit: eat until it dies)
13) nɛ càːdíL ɓéɲ òmáltè dɛnɛ wàːlo ːk gòpàn wɛj lɛː rík à ìcí lòŋgólo ːt.
nɛ càːdíL ɓéɲ òm-áltè dɛn-ɛ wàːlo ːk
CONJ then day\SG.LOC one-LOC see-3S.DJ Waalook\ERG
gòp-ànL wɛj lɛː r-k à ìc-í lòŋgólo ːt
path-SG.ABS house\SG.ABS Leer-POSS CONJ hang\3S.DJ rope\SG.ABS
Later, one day, Waalook saw the way to Leer’s house, with the vine hanging.
14) nɛ ɓɔ̀ rɛ kɛː ɗí ɗɛː gáL cɔ̀ .
nɛ ɓɔ̀ rɛ kɛː ɗ-í ɗɛː gáL cɔ̀L
CONJ also 3S.PRAG go-3S.DJ across DEM\SG.DIST.DAT
He also went across to the other side.
15) nɛ kɛː  làŋkì ɛmɛcL lɛː rà.
nɛ kɛː làŋ-kí  ɛmɛcL lɛː r-àL
CONJ go\3S find-CP.3S.CJ mother\3S.ABS Leer-DAT
He went to find Leer’s mother.
16) nɛ bòŋáꜜge ː ɗ càkàíː lɛː rík.
nɛ bòŋ-á-ge2ː ɗ càkàíː lɛː rík
CONJ take-DIR-TF.3S.CJ meal\SG.ABS Leer-POSS
She gave him Leer’s meal.
17) nɛ ɗàm kɛ po ː nɛ ŋǎːrŋ.
nɛ ɗàm kɛ po ː nɛ ŋǎːr=ŋ
CONJ eat\3S.DJ QUOT INTERJ CONJ go\3S.DJ=SFT
He ate all and went.
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18) máL ɓòkòtú ɛmɛcL lɛː rǎːŋ.
máL ɓòkòt-í  ɛ mɛcL lɛː r-à=ŋ
but kill-3S.DJ mother\SG.NOM Leer-DAT=SFT
But he killed Leer’s mother. 
19) nɛ ríːɓákúnL gòpɛ cáL kɔ̀ː L mɛlkíɗL lɛː rk, ɛ ríːɓérgéːL kòcíé nɛː k ádáL.
nɛ ríːɓ-à-kùnL gòp-ɛ cáL kɔ̀ː L mɛl-kí -ɗL
CONJ place-DIR-SIMUL.3S.DJ path\SG.LOC DEM\SG.HR.LOC NFUT arrive-CP-RELPST.3S
lɛː r=k ɛ ríːɓ-ɛr-ge2ː ɗ kòcíé nɛː k ád-àL
Leer\NOM=SUB CONJ\IRR put-INCPT-TF.3S.CJ pipe\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS mouth\SG-DAT
While putting her down on the path that Leer would come along, he put her  
pipe in her mouth.
20) nɛ mɛlkí lɛː r nɛ dɛnɛ ɛmɛc L à ɓɛː lɛr ŋèdáL gɛː nɛL tórɛL nɛ càkáːgéːL kɛ “ìndí 
rɔ̀gúkúnL táL àgútL ɟìko n?
nɛ mɛl-kí  lɛː r nɛ dɛn-ɛ ɛmɛcL à
CONJ arrive-CP.3S.DJ Leer\NOM CONJ see-3S.DJ mother\3S.SG.ABS CONJ
ɓɛː l-ɛr ŋèd-áL gɛː n-ɛL tórɛL nɛ càkáː-ge ː ɗ kɛ
exist-3P.DJ tooth-PL.NOM.MOD POSS\3S.PL.NOM open CONJ address-TF.3S.DJ QUOT
ìndí rɔ̀g-kí nL táL àgútL ɟìko n
mother\1S.SG.NOM laugh-CP.2S.DJ 1S.DAT because what?
When Leer came along, he saw his mother with her teeth open and asked  
“Why are you laughing at me?
21) kòɓún kɛ dílkáL nà óltǐːr?”
kòɓ-í n kɛ díl-kàL nà ólt-ǐːr
think-2S.DJ QUOT bring-CP.1S.DJ 2S.DAT.CJ fish-PL.ABS
Do I seem to bring you fish?”
22) nɛ wìdérgéːL ɛː kL nɛ ɓèːcɛ òkó cìnìk.
nɛ wìd-ɛr-ge ː ɗ ɛː kL nɛ ɓèːc-ɛ òkó cì-n-ì-k
CONJ turn-INCPT-TF.3S.DJ body\SG.ABS CONJ touch-3S.DJ like DEM-SG-SP-POSS
He approached and touched her like this.
23) nɛ kìːge ː ɗ nájɛː L, rɛr ɓáL ɛmɛcáːŋ.
nɛ kìː-ge ː ɗ náj-ɛː L rɛr ɓáL ɛmɛc-àL=ŋ
CONJ NEG-TF.3S speak-NEG die\3S.DJ REMPST mother\3S.SG-DAT=SFT
She did not respond to him; his mother had died.
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24) nɛ ɗègér kɛ ɓòkòtú kɔ̀ wàːlóːk.
nɛ ɗègér kɛ ɓòkòt-í  kɔ̀ wàːlóːk
CONJ know\3S.DJ QUOT kill-3S.DJ RECPST Waalook\NOM
He knew that Waalook had killed her.
25) nɛ càːdíL bòŋú nɛ dìːlé wàː tàpáɗónk.
nɛ càːdíL bòŋ-í nɛ dìːl-ɛ wàː tàpáɗ-onk
CONJ then take-3S.DJ CONJ carry-3S.DJ house\SG.DAT ruler\SG-POSS
He then took (her) to the ruler’s house.
26) nɛ kɛː  ríːɓe ː r gòpɛ.
nɛ kɛː ríːɓ-e ː r gòp-ɛ
CONJ go\3S place-CF.3S.DJ path\SG-LOC
He put her down on the path.
27) nɛ mɛlɛ wàː péːtáko nk nɛ kɔ̀ː níj cɛː gíŋ.
nɛ mɛl-ɛ wàː péːt-àk-onk nɛ kɔ̀ː níj cɛː g=ŋ
CONJ arrive-3S.DJ house\SG.DAT girl-PL-POSS CONJ ask\3S.DJ 3P=SFT
He arrived at the house of the women, and he asked them.
28) tònú étà òmáltáL kɛ “làkín tɔ̀ː mɔ̀kL à ègèr?”
tòn-í ét-à òm-áltáL kɛ làk-ín tɔ̀ː m-ɔ̀kL à ègèr
say-3S.DJ person-DAT one-DAT QUOT have-2S.DJ child-PL.ABS CONJ how.many
He told one of them “How many children do you have?”
29) nɛ tòngéːL kɛ “làká à ɟíːtL.”
nɛ tòn-ge ː ɗ kɛ làk-á à ɟíːtL
CONJ say-TF.3S.DJ QUOT have-1S.DJ CONJ three
She said “I have three.”
30) máL ɓɔ̀ rɛ íɗíL òmáːj tònú kɛ “làká cáːkL à àŋàn.”
máL ɓɔ̀ rɛ íɗíL òm-áːj tòn-í kɛ
CONJ also 3S.PRAG person\SG.NOM.MOD one-NOM say-3S.DJ QUOT
làk-á cáːkL à àŋàn
have-1S.DJ 1S.CONTR CONJ four
But another woman said “I have four children.”
31) máL ɟìːtéːnL nɛː kɛL tònú kɛ “làká cáːkL à pɛː jL.”
máL ɟìːt-éːnL nɛː k-ɛL tòn-í kɛ làk-á cáːkL
but three-ORD.NOM.MOD POSS\3S.SG-NOM say-3S.DJ QUOT have-1S.DJ 1S.CONTR
à pɛː jL
CONJ two
But the third one said “I have two.”
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32) nɛ tòngéːL lɛː r kɛ “díːlL táL máɗL kòcíéónk ɟàrtìà cɔ̀L bèːbèr gòpɛ cɔ̀ k.
nɛ tòn-ge ː ɗ lɛː r kɛ díːlL táL máɗL kòcíé-ónk
CONJ say-TF.3S.DJ Leer\NOM QUOT carry\IMP.SG 1S.DAT fire\SG.ABS pipe\SG-POSS
ɟàrtì-à cɔ̀L bèːbèr gòp-ɛ cɔ̀ =k
woman\SG-DAT REL\SG.DIST.DAT sit\IPFV.3S path\SG-LOC DEM\SG.DIST.LOC=SUB
Leer told her “Take for me the fire of the pipe to the woman sitting on the  
path!
33) kɛː ɗín gàgíɗínL òkó cìnìk nɛ ɔ̀kɔ̀n kí bóŋíːɗǐŋ nɛ mùkéːɗìn átóL nɛː k.”
kɛː ɗ-ín gàɓ-gí ɗ-inL òkó cì-n-ì-k nɛ ɔ̀kɔ̀n
go-2S.DJ give-TF-2S.DJ like DEM-SG-SP-POSS CONJ if
k-í boŋ-í ːɗ=ŋ nɛ mùk-ɛː ɗ-ìn átóL nɛː k
NEG-3S take-NEG=CND CONJ push-REFOBJ-2S.CJ mouth\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS
Go, give her just like this, and if she does not take it, push it into her mouth!”
34) nɛ ɟàrtíL kɔ̀nk dìːlé máɗL kɔ̀nkúŋ.
nɛ ɟàrtíL kɔ̀nk dìːl-ɛ máɗL kɔ̀nk=ŋ
CONJ woman\SG.NOM.MOD REF\RECPST carry-3S.DJ fire\SG.NOM.MOD REF\RECPST=SFT
So the woman took the fire.
35) nɛ gàgéːꜜɗíŋ nɛ ɟàrtíL kɔ̀nk kí bóŋí  ːɗ.
nɛ gàɓ-géːɗ=ŋ nɛ ɟàrtíL kɔ̀nk k-í boŋ-í ːɗ
CONJ give-TF.3S.DJ=CND CONJ woman\SG.NOM.MOD REF\RECPST NEG-3S take-NEG
When she gave it to her, the woman did not take it.
36) nɛ mùkèːɗ átóL nɛː k.
nɛ mùk-ɛːɗ átóL nɛː k
CONJ push-REFOBJ.3S.CJ mouth\SG.ABS POSS\3S.SG.ABS
She pushed it into her mouth.
37) nɛ ɟàrtíL kɔ̀nk ɗíːrìŋ.
nɛ ɟàrtíL kɔ̀nk ɗíːr=ŋ
CONJ woman\SG.NOM.MOD REF\RECPST fall\3S.DJ=SFT
The woman fell over.
38) nɛ ŋɔ̀ɗúrge ː ɗ càːnà .
nɛ ŋɔ̀ɗ-ir-ge ː ɗ càːnà 
CONJ abandon-INCPT-TF.3S.DJ there
She left her there.
39) nɛ kɛː  tònú lɛː rà kɛ “gàgáɓkɛjgíɗáL nɛ kí bóŋí  ːɗ.”
nɛ kɛː tòn-í lɛː r-à kɛ gàgáɓ-kɛj-gí ɗ-àL nɛ k-í
CONJ go\3S say-3S.DJ Leer-DAT QUOT give\IPFV-INCHOA-TF-1S.DJ CONJ NEG-3S
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boŋ-í ːɗ
take-NEG
She went to tell Leer “Whenever I gave it to her, she did not take it.”
40) nɛ kùcú lɛː r nɛ dɛnɛ à kɔ̀ ɗíːrìŋ.
nɛ kùc-í lɛː r nɛ dɛn-ɛ à kɔ̀ ɗíːr=ŋ
CONJ come-3S.DJ Leer\NOM CONJ see-3S.DJ CONJ RECPST fall\3S.DJ=SFT
Leer came and saw that she had fallen.
41) máL kɔ̀ rìːɓé bèːdìːt.
máL kɔ̀ rìːɓ-ɛ bèːd-iːt
but RECPST place-3S.DJ sit-INF
But Leer had placed her sitting. 
42) nɛ lɛː r tònú ɟàrtìà kɔ̀nk kɛ “à ɓòkòtún kɔ̀ ré ìndí  ːŋ.
nɛ lɛː r tòn-í  ɟàrtì-à kɔ̀nk
CONJ Leer\NOM say-3S.DJ woman\SG-DAT REF\RECPST
kɛ à ɓòkòt-í n kɔ̀ ré ìndí ːL=ŋ
QUOT CONJ kill-2S.DJ RECPST 2S.PRAG mother\1S.SG.ABS=SFT
He told the woman “So you have killed my mother.
43) làŋá kɔ̀ː L ìndíːL éːtL?
làŋ-á kɔ̀ː L ìndíːL éːtL
find-1S.DJ NFUT mother\1S.SG.ABS where
Where do I find a mother now?
44) dàkín kɔ̀ː L táL à ìndí  ːŋ”.
dàk-ín kɔ̀ː L táL à ìndí ːL=ŋ
stay-2S.DJ NFUT 1S.DAT CONJ mother\1S.SG.NOM=SFT
You will be my mother for me.”
45) nɛ ɟàrtíL kɔ̀nk tònú kɛ “áL máL ègè cìnì ràkátɛL kɛ ɟìko n?
nɛ ɟàrtíL kɔ̀nk tòn-í  kɛ áL máL ègè
CONJ woman\SG.NOM.MOD REF\RECPST say-3S.DJ QUOT INTERJ but COP
cì-n-ì ràkátɛL kɛ ɟìko n
DEM-SG-SP problem\SG.ABS QUOT what
The woman said “Oh! What kind of problem is this?
46) ɓòkòtún kɔ̀ ré ŋáːŋáL cénk, nɛ kɔ̀ àrìn ɗɛgɛ.”
ɓòkòt-í n kɔ̀ ré ŋáːŋáL cénk nɛ kɔ̀ àr-ìn
kill-2S.DJ RECPST 2S.PRAG mother\2S.SG.NOM 2S.CONTR CONJ RECPST do-2S.CJ
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ɗɛgɛ
lie\SG.ABS
You yourself have killed your mother, and you told a lie.”
47) nɛ tònú lɛː r kɛ “ɓòkòɗìːkín kɔ̀ rè.
nɛ tòn-í  lɛː r kɛ ɓòkòt-ɗiː-k-ín kɔ̀ rè
CONJ say-3S.DJ Leer\NOM QUOT kill-AP-EXT-2S.DJ RECPST 2S.PRAG
and Leer said “You are the one who killed her.
48) í *ːnL dàkín kɔ̀ː L táL à ɟàrtí.”
í *ːnL dàk-ín kɔ̀ː L táL à ɟàrtí
2S stay-2S.DJ NFUT 1S.DAT CONJ wife\SG.ABS
You will be my wife.”
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VI.2  Word List
The following word list (with its English-Majang reverse index) was com-
piled from various sources. It contains all the words collected from the vari-
ous texts analyzed for this study, but these make up only a small part of the 
1500 words presented here. Other entries come from the Comparative Afri-
can Word List (Snider & Roberts, 2004). These entries were originally col-
lected and transcribed by Sandra Hufnagel with initial help from Stephanie 
Hauser. They were later re-checked (and classified according to their inflec-
tion classes) by me. Further material comes from Unseth (1992a), of which I 
have re-transcribed and classified a number of entries.
VI.2.1  Abbreviations used
Here are some remarks about abbreviations used in this word list. These dif-
fer from the abbreviations used in earlier parts of this language description. 
Other abbreviations are used as on p. 15, and are not shown here again.
VI.2.1.1  General abbreviations and remarks







fr. var free variant
engl loanword from English
existmrkr existential copula















Yeki dialect of Yeki Wereda
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VI.2.1.2  Inflection classes of verbs
The citation forms for all Majang verbs in this word list is the second person 
plural  (2P), as this gives the best information about the  inflection class and 
the stem tone, without making any changes to the segmental material of the 
stem (except for a few complex verbs). In spite of this, inflection-class infor-
mation is additionally provided as follows:
à a-class
à-k a-class with k-extension
à~ a-class verb with variable vowel length
à+ a-class verb with fixed 3S tone
àp antipassive or anticausative verb
cplx-i complex verb based on i-class verb
cplx-ɛ complex verb based on -class verbɛ-class verb suffixes
cplx-à complex verb based on a-class verb
dùr verb with durative derivation marker -àː
ɛ -classɛ-class verb suffixes
i i-class
ù u-class stative verb
VI.2.1.3  Inflection classes of nouns
Øp no attested singular, plural form unmarked
Øs no attested plural, singular unmarked
Ø-àː tɔ̀kL singular unmarked, plural marked by -àː tɔ̀kL
Ø-àkL singular unmarked, plural marked by -àkL
Ø-àkL singular unmarked, plural marked by -àkL
Ø-àkɔ̀L singular unmarked, plural marked by -àkɔ̀L
Ø-àn singular unmarked, plural marked by -àn
Ø-ɛL singular unmarked, plural marked by -ɛL
Ø-eːrL singular unmarked, plural marked by -eːrL
Ø-eː r singular unmarked, plural marked by -eː r
Ø-iL singular unmarked, plural marked by -iL
Ø-í kL singular unmarked, plural marked by -í kL
Ø-í ː rL singular unmarked, plural marked by -í ː rL
Ø-kL singular unmarked, plural marked by -kL
Ø-kàk singular unmarked, plural marked by -kàk
Ø-kùk singular unmarked, plural marked by -kùk
Ø-ŋ singular unmarked, plural marked by -ŋ
Ø-ɔ̀kL singular unmarked, plural marked by -ɔ̀kL
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Ø-tùn singular unmarked, plural marked by -tùn
àL-Ø singular marked by -àL, plural unmarked
àL-ɛL singular marked by -àL, plural marked by -ɛL
ànL-àkL singular marked by -ànL, plural marked by -àkL
ànL-eː r singular marked by -ànL, plural marked by -eː r
ànL-Ø singular marked by -ànL, plural unmarked
ànL-eːrL singular marked by -ànL, plural marked by -eːrL
nL-Ø singular marked by -VnL, plural unmarked
nL-eːrL singular marked by -VnL, plural marked by -eːrL
ɔ̀nL-ɔ̀kL singular marked by -ɔ̀nL, plural marked by -ɔ̀kL
ùnL-iL singular marked by -ùnL, plural marked by -iL
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VI.2.2  Majang – English 
a
à 1) coord conjunction connecting 
phrases within a clause  2)  coord in-
troduces adverbial phrase 3) conj so 
àL interj no way! 
àː bɛ n Ø-ɛL 1) fig tree 2) fig 
àː cí  adv just 
àː dí *ː r v i wash 
àː dí ɗí ːkà*r v àp 1) bathe 2)  wash 
oneself 
àː ɗí ːkà*r stv à-k 1)  ripe  2)  ripen, 
become ripe 
àː ɗorà*r v à+ ripe 
àː jkà*r stv à-k slacken, loosen 
àː mɛ*ː r v ɛ yawn 
àː rɛ n Ø-ɛL 1) knife 2) sickle 3) sword 
àː rn (Yeki gùrùŋ) (from àrí ) num ten 
àː rn à àŋàn num 14 
àː rn à ɟí ː tL num 13 
àː rn à omoŋL num eleven 
àː rn à pɛː jL num twelve 
àː rn à tùːl num 15 
àː rn à tùːl à àŋàn num 19 
àː rn à tùːl à ɟí ː tL num 18 
àː rn à tùːl à om num 16 
àː rn à tùːl à pɛː jL num 17 
àː tùj n Ø-ɛL razor 
àː wojà*r v à 1)  bring up 2)  compro-
mise 3) tame, domesticate 
àbí  ː  n Ø-àkL 1)  cloth  2)  article  of 
clothing 
àbokàdoL (from amh. አቮካዶ)  n Ø-
kàk avocado 
àcùːlɛ  n Ø-ɛL island 
àdàmojí nL n nL-eːrL hunter 
àdàràt interj please! 
àdùreː L n Ø-àkL cat 
àgàlí *ː r v i 1) steal 2) hide 
àgàltL n Ø-í ː rL thief 
àgùtL conj because 
àgùtL omoŋL adv together 
àjàn n Ø-ɛL porcupine 
àɟeː ràn n Ø-ɛL roof 
àɟí ꜜ geà adv in the afternoon 
àɟí ge n Ø-ɛL sunset 
àkomo n Ø-ɛL kind
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àkùːrL n Ø-àkL groundnut, peanut 
àmàcí ní L n Ø-ɛL soldier 
àmàrɛL n Ø-ɛL Amhara 
àmbàbɛ*ː r v ɛ read 
àmbàꜜ coj n Ø-ɛL rainbow 
àmɗL n Ø-tùn 1)  abdomen (external) 
2) stomach (internal) 
àmùn n ùnL-í L 1) hair of head 2) fur 
ànà prt just 
ànànàcí L (from  Amh. አናናስ)  n Ø-ɛL 
pineapple 
ànɛ interj really? 
àní n interj filler word used for a per-
son whose name the speaker can’t re-
member for the moment 
àɲL (pl olà) n 0s thing 
àŋàn num four
àŋɛL n Ø-iL elephant 
àpàní  n Ø-ɛL 1) current 2) waterfall 
àpàtí L n Ø-í ː rL breast 
àpeː r n Ø-àkL fly species (biting) 
àpɛː L nkin Ø-àkL grandfather 
àpí ːnɛL n Ø-ɛL fertile soil 
àr  prt locative copula 
àràc adv counterexpectational 
àrí  n Ø-ŋ 1) arm 2) forearm 3) wrist 
4) hand 
àrí *ː r v i 1) weave 2) do 3) say 
àtàwàn n ànL-àkL tendril 
àteː ɲL n 0s young male ant: peː tL  
àtí  prep without 
àtoL n Ø-tùn 1) language 2) mouth 
àtù existmrkr ù they are present 
àwɛ n Ø-í ː rL 1) iron 2) non-precious 
metal 
b
bàː bɛː L nkin Ø-àkL my father, our father
bàː bùj n Ø-kL husband 
bàː lɗí *ːɗɔ̀L v cplx-i throw 
bàdɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) disappear 2) lost 
bàdtàn (nomin) n Ø-àkL stupid person 
bàɗí  n Ø-eː r 1) upper arm 2) biceps 
bàkàː ɲkà*r stv ù widespread 
bàlàː kà*r stv ù 1) inexpensive 2) little 
bàlàː toj n Ø-ɛL bird trap 
bàldí  ː  (from  Amh. ባልዲ)  n Ø-àkL 
bucket, pail 
bàlgàɟàn n ànL-àkL gill 
bàmbàcí  n Ø-ɛL elephantiasis 
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bàmbeː L n Ø-àkL 1)  sweet  potato  2) 
potato 
bàndàngɛ ː  n Ø-àkL agama lizard 
bàndùrà*r v à groan with pain 
bàngí  n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL rainy season 
bàꜜ ŋí  adv afterwards 
bàŋɛ adv all 
bàŋí  n Ø-ɛL back syn: jí màL; bàmbe 
bàrbàː rot (from Amh. በርበሬ)  n Ø-àkL 
pepper 
bàrcùm (from  Amh. በርጩማ)  n Ø-
àː tɔ̀kL stool 
bàrɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) learn syn: tàmàː rɛ*ː r. 2) be 
used to 
bàrɛː L  n Ø-àkL 1) tradition 2) custom 
beː dí *ː r v i 1) seated 2) dwell, inhabit 3) 
wait 4) stay 
beː dtàn (nomin) n Ø-àkL inhabitant, 
resident 
beàL n Ø-kàk 1)  spear  syn:  bí dí  2) 
lance 
betùmɛ n Ø-ɛL ant 
bɛː roj n Ø-kL bed 
bí ː ro (from Amh. ቢሮ) n Ø-àkL office 
bí lí ngí  ː r n Ø-àkL mud wasp 
bí mbí lot n Ø-àkL butterfly 
bí tàk quant half 
bí tàkɛ*ː r v ɛ subtract, take away 
bí te*ː r v ɛ 1) hit 2) strike with fist
boːbà*r stv à-k 1) big 2) huge 
boːcí ːc n Ø-àkL 1)  anteater  2) 
aardvark 
bo ːjà ː k n Ø-àkL paint 
boːlL n Ø-àkɔ̀L navel 
boːlɛ *ː r v ɛ hit 
boːlùàꜜ kànL n -ànL-àkL bladder 
boːro n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL gecko 
bocɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) accumulate 2) heap up 
3) load 
boctàn (nomin) n Ø-àkL heap 
bogoL n Ø-ɛL stutter 
bojcí je*ː r v ɛ engaged 
bokùj n Ø-ɛL waterhole 
bolbol n Ø-ɛL calf of leg 
bolbolL n Ø-àkL slime 
boɲoːɲL n Ø-àkL mushroom 
boŋí *ː r v i 1) take 2) accept, receive 
3) marry 
boŋàkà*r (der.) v à-k bring out 
boŋí ːL  n Ø-àkL 1) marriage 2) 
refusal 
bɔ̀ː l adv weak 
bɔ̀ː làː kà*r stv dùr 1)  tired  2)  faint  3) 
weak 
bɔ̀ː lɔ̀ŋL n Ø-eːrL 1)  senile person  2) 
elder 3) adult 4) not new 
bɔ̀dɛL n Ø-ɛL 1)  oil  palm  2)  palm 
tree 
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bɔ̀dɛ*ː r v ɛ 1)  escape  2)  be  well  3) 
evade
bɔ̀dɛrkɔ̀L (der.) v cplx-ɛ get well 
bɔ̀dí ːkà*r v àp escape 
bɔ̀gɔ̀ː LànL n -ànL-àkL ankle 
bɔ̀lɔ̀ŋùràrkɔ̀L v cplx-à old (of person)
bɔ̀ngɔ̀ː rɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) raise, lift 2) be high 
bùːcɛL n Ø-ɛL corpse 
bùcàː k n Ø-àkL malaria 
bùcùlɛ  n Ø-ɛL puppy 
bùllùːL n Ø-àkL dung beetle 
bùlùnkùr n 0s bubble 
bùrɟàk n Ø-àkL blight 
bùrtùkàː ní L (from Amh. ብርቱካን) n 
Ø-ɛL orange 
ɓ
ɓàL prt remote past 
ɓà adv remote past conjoint 
ɓàː ɓà nkin 0s your father 
ɓàː cí *ː r v i 1) sharpen pointed objects 
2) peel 
ɓàː j n Ø-tùn heart syn: dùnde
ɓàː jkà*r stv à-k bitter 
ɓàː rà*r v à forbid 
ɓàː rí ɗɔ̀L v cplx-à protect, defend 
ɓàɓàlɛ *ː r v ɛ crack 
ɓàdɛjí *ː r v i break 
ɓàjɛ  n Ø-tùn bile, gall 
ɓàkL det  remote-past  anaphoric-re-
ference marker
ɓàkàː ɟà ɗ n Ø-àkL orphan 
ɓàkàtí *ː r v i unwrap 
ɓàkɛj n Ø-í kL sorrow 
ɓàkɛjɗí ːkà*r v àp hesitate 
ɓàlí *ː r v i buy 
ɓàlɗí ɗɔ̀L (der.) v cplx-i sell 
ɓànkàwkà*r (cf. ɓànkàː wùrɔ̀L) stv à-k 
1) strong, powerful  2) hard 3) fierce
ɓànkàwkàː t 1)  n Ø-àkL strength, 
power 2) adv forcefully
ɓàrɛ*ː r v ɛ graze (of bullet) 
ɓàrɲàː ɲí ŋ n Ø-ɛL leech 
ɓàrtɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) bear 2) give birth 
ɓàtàkí *ː r v i 1) load 2) carry 
ɓàtàkL n Ø-àkL 1) load 2) burden 
ɓeː cɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) touch 2) feel (active) 3) 
dip 
ɓeː ní *ː r v i sew 
ɓeː ntàn (nomin) n Ø-àkL sewn object 
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ɓeː tɔ̀nL n ɔ̀nL-ɔ̀kL waist 
ɓeɗí *ː r v i 1) awake 2) alert 3) wake up 
ɓeɲce adv today 
ɓɛː lɛ *ː r 1) v ɛ exist 1.1) v be visible
ɓɛː ɲɔ̀ n Ø-ɛL day syn: ɗùŋ
ɓɛː rà*r v à crush 
ɓɛː rà n n Ø-àkL forge 
ɓɛː rtàn (nomin) n Ø-àkL blacksmith 
ɓɛjnL n Ø-iL thorn 
ɓɛrɛ*ː r v ɛ burst 
tɛɓɛrL (nomin) n Ø-àkL thunder 
ɓí ːɓe n Ø-kL 1) reed 2) bamboo 
ɓoːɗorà*r v à+ sated 
ɓoːjí *ː r v i 1) hate 2) contradict 
ɓoɛ  n Ø-kL 1) antelope 2) reedbuck 
ɓokoːrjànL n Ø-ɛL tortoise 
ɓokotí *ː r v i 1) kill 2) murder 
ɓokotí ː tàrɔ̀L v cplx-i have a mis-
carriage 
ɓokotùrkɔ̀L v cplx-i stalk 
ɓɔ̀ prt also 
ɓɔ̀ː j n Ø-àkL coward 
ɓɔ̀ː kàː kà*r stv dùr 1) abundant 2) many 
ɓɔ̀ː kàː kàː t n Ø-àkL crowd 
ɓɔ̀kɛ*ː r v ɛ dry up 
ɓɔ̀kɔ̀ː cɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) choke 2) strangle 
ɓɔ̀lɔ̀ː rɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) grow 2) rich
ɓɔ̀lɔ̀kànL n -ànL-àkL bone marrow 
ɓùkùːrkà*r stv ù deep 
ɓùrɓùɗí ːkà*r v àp go down 
ɓùwe*ː r v ɛ wrap 
ɓùː ke*ː r (der.) v ɛ uncover 
c
càL adv 1) then 2) there 
càː dí L adv 1) there 2) then 
càː kL pers contrastive pronoun 1st sg
càː koj n Ø-ɛL 1) valley 2) cliff 
càː komL n Ø-àkL friend 
càː mɛL n Ø-ɛL shoe 
càː nà adv there 
càː pɛjà*r v à mix 
càː polɛ L n Ø-ɛL piglet 
càcàbɛL n Ø-ɛL meeting 
càcàjL n 0s drizzle 
càcàlɛ  n Ø-ɛL baby 
càjtí L (from Amh. ሰዓት) n Ø-ɛL hour 
càkàí ː  n Ø-ɛL 1) meal 2) leftovers 
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càkí *ː r v i begin 
càkàː kà*r (der.) v dùr address 
càloːkà*r stv à-k cold (of objects) syn: 
bàː tɛroj
càloːkàː t n Ø-àkL cold weather 
càmbàtɛL n Ø-ɛL Sunday 
càmɓojà*r v à kiss 
càmùnL n Ø-eː r beard (of chin)  syn: 
gàcí nɛ
càndùkL (from Amh. ሳንዱካ) n Ø-àkL 
box 
cànɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) lose 2) find not 
càojL n Ø-ɛL tree, sp. 
càwɛ*ː r v ɛ sprinkle 
càwtùnL n Ø-àkL 1) edge 2) boundary 
ceL dem 1) this.dat 2) this.loc 
ceː cekɛ*ː r v ɛ saw 
ceː d adv here 
ceː dɛ*n conj because 
ceː dí L adv here 
ceː kɛ*ː r v ɛ mean 
ceː ꜜlànL n -ànL-àkL shin 
ceː tɛ  n Ø-ɛL flute 
cekí ɛ L n Ø-ɛL command 
celcel n Ø-ɛL lizard 
cenkL pers contrastive pronoun 2nd sg
cɛL dem short singular demonstrative 
or  relative  pronoun, with  hearer 
deixis, locative and absolutive
cɛː g pers pronoun 3rd pl 
cɛː gà pers dative pronoun 3rd pl
cɛː kL pers contrastive pronoun 3rd pl
cɛː n, cɛ*ː n pers pronoun 3rd sg
cɛː nà pers dative pronoun 3rd sg
cɛm adv straight 
cɛmí ɟí L (from  Amh. ሸሚዝ)  n Ø-ɛL 
shirt 
cɛnk pers contrastive pronoun 3s 
cí  1)  dem demonstrative  2)  relpro 
relative pronoun 
cí ːpe*ː r v ɛ 1) widen 2) increase 
cí ceL adv now (sp) 
cí cɛL adv now (hr) 
cí cɔ̀L adv now (dist) 
cí gí rL n Ø-ɛL ladder 
cí mbí ːL n Ø-àkL rat 
cí rpɛ n Ø-ɛL cliff 
cí tɛ tL (from  Amharic ስህተት)  n Ø-ɛL 
mistake syn: tí kí jɛ  1 (nomin of tí ke*ː r) 
coːꜜmoj n Ø-ɛL tree, sp. 
coːɓɛ*ː r v ɛ suck 
coːd adv there 
co*ːj adv away from 
coːmoj n Ø-kL quiver 
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coːn  n Ø-àkL place (dist)
coːrɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) wring out 2) squeeze 
coːrtàn (nomin) n Ø-àkL juice 
coːwɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) plant 2) sow 
cocoLànL n -ànL-àkL maize flower 
cojní kàn n Ø-àkL madman 
cokocí  n Ø-ɛL tree, sp. 
colàk prep towards 
combàl n Ø-ɛL bamboo 
comɛ*ː r v ɛ chew 
congùj n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL music 
congùje*ː r v ɛ play (instrument) 
coɲcoːmɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) wrap up 2) coil 
copolkoj n Ø-í ː rL fingernail 
cɔ̀ relpro short singular relative pro-
noun with distal deixis
cɔ̀ 1)  dem short singular demonstra-
tive pronoun with distal deixis, loca-
tive or dative case  2)  relpro  short 
singular relative pronoun with distal 
deixis, locative or dative case
cɔ̀ː bí  n Ø-ɛL hoof 
cɔ̀ː cL (fr. var. kùːlL) n Ø-àkɔ̀L tail 
cɔ̀ː kL pers contrastive pronoun 2nd pl
cɔ̀ː kɛ n Ø-ɛL marsh 
cɔ̀ː kɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) destroy 2) spoil 
cɔ̀ː kí ɗí ːkà*r v àp 1) ruined 2) spoiled 
cɔ̀ː lí làŋL n Ø-ɛL vulture 
cɔ̀ː n nkin Ø-iL sister’s child 
cɔ̀kà adv maybe 
cɔ̀kɔ̀n adv 1) hollow 2) empty 3) for 
free 
cɔ̀lí ɗà*r stv à-k green 
cùːmí L n Ø-ɛL 1)  master  2)  god  3) 
fetish 
cùːwe*ː r v ɛ sting 
cùːcùwí ːkà*r (der.)  v àp 1)  labor  2) 
birth pains 
cùɓoj n Ø-ɛL 1) clay 2) mud block 
cùkL n Ø-àkɔ̀L point 
cùnkùrtí L (from Amh. ሽንኩርት) n Ø-
ɛL onion 
cùpke*ː r v ɛ soak 
cùrùjL (from  Amh. ሱሪ)  n Ø-eː r 
trousers 
cùweː t n Ø-àkL stinger 
cùwo*j n Ø-àkL eel 
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d
dàː gùcɛ (from  Amh. ዳጉሳ)  n Ø-ɛL 
millet 
dàː mà*r v à 1) choose 2) pick 
dàː nɛ n Ø-kL beehive 
dàː rí  n Ø-ɛL 1) frontier 2) border 
dàcoj n Ø-ɛL tree, sp. 
dàkɛ*ː r v ɛ remain 
dàkɛː ɗà (der.) adv only 
dàlí  n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL hump of cow 
dàmpɛ n Ø-í kL tree, sp. 
dàràː jɛ *ː r v ɛ 1)  despise, disdain  2) 
stubborn 3) egoistic 
dàrí  n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL sky 
deː deː  nkin 1) my brother 2) my sister 
deː denɛ n Ø-ɛL 1) corn cob 2) shrew 
deː lekecL n Ø-àkL 1) hare 2) rabbit 
dedeː rí ːkà*r v àp lie down 
demɛ*ː r v ɛ threaten 
derànL neg. of kɛː ɗà*r go
derej adv under 
dertɛ*ː r v ɛ slide 
dɛː ɗɛwɛ*ː r v ɛ set a trap 
dɛː kà*r stv à-k red 
dɛdɛɓɛː ní  n Ø-ɛL cockroach 
dɛkɛ n Ø-í kL tree, sp. 
dɛ*nL prt it appears 
dɛnɛ*ː r v ɛ see 
dɛwɛ l (from Amh. ደወል) n Ø-àkL bell 
dɛwɛlɛ *ː r (from Amh. ደወለ) v ɛ ring 
dí ːcɛ n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL crest of bird 
dí ːdí  n Ø-kL scar 
dí ːke*ː r v ɛ kick 
dí ː le*ː r v ɛ 1)  carry (on head)  2)  take 
(away) 3) blow (away) 
dí ː rɛ n Ø-ɛL rubbish 
dí gojɛ *ː r v ɛ greet 
dí goj prt greeting 
dí kí ː ꜜɲànL n -ànL-Ø 1) intestines, guts 
dí ldí lkà*r stv à-k 1) thick 2) dull, blunt 
dí ŋjàtùkà*r stv ù 1) short 2) unripe 
dí ràkɛ adv backward 
dí re*ː r v ɛ push 
dí rkí jàː kà*r v dùr straddle 
doː coj n Ø-ɛL wound, sore 
doː ɗí *ː r v i squat 
doː jànL n ànL-àkL repentance 
doː kùn n Ø-ɛL brideprice 
doː mà ː  (from Amh. ዶማ)  n Ø-kL big 
hoe 
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doːmɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) allow, permit 2) trans-
late 3) agree 
doːrí  n Ø-ɛL 1) trunk of tree 2) log 
doːroj n Ø-kL hat 
dodoːkà*r stv à-k wet 
dokí *ː r v i 1) land 2) sit
dokí *ː r ɗeL v i sit down 
dortoːkà*r stv à-k slippery 
dɔ̀ː bɔ̀j n Ø-kL leprosy 
dɔ̀ː c adv 1)  good  2)  okay  3)  better 
(after sickness)
dɔ̀ː kɛ*ː r v ɛ wander 
dɔ̀kɛL n Ø-ɛL tree, sp. 
dɔ̀mɔ̀n n ɔ̀nL-ɔ̀kL leopard 
dùː bùje*ː r v ɛ dance 
dùː bùeː t n Ø-àkL dànce 
dùː dàk n Ø-àkL hammer 
dùː dùen n Ø-ɛL turtle
dùː dùrL n Ø-ɛL dust 
dùː ŋe*ː r v ɛ 1)  evaporate  2)  steam  3) 
smoke 
dùː rɛ n Ø-ɛL village 
dùbí  n Ø-ɛL moth 
dùe n Ø-í ː rL tree, sp. sesbania sesban 
dùge*ː r v ɛ hide 
dùgí ɗí ːkà*r v àp hide oneself 
dùnàrkɔ̀L v cplx-à lie down 
ɗ
ɗàː kà*n n Ø-àkL quarrel 
ɗàː wí *ː r v i 1) bright 2) shine 
ɗàː wànL n Ø-àkL 1) light 2) bright 
ɗàmà*r (ipfv. ɗàɗàmí ːkà*r, neg. àdà)  v 
à eat 
ɗàmà (nomin) n 0s food 
ɗànɗàmàː kà*r v dùr pray 
ɗànɗàmɔ̀nL (nomin) n Ø-àkL prayer 
ɗàngɛ n Ø-í kL 1) chair 2) stool 
ɗeL adv down 
ɗeː gàrà*r v à+ 1) sleep 2) sleepy 
ɗeː pí *ː r v i poison 
ɗeː rɔ̀ n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL monkey 
ɗegegerí ːkà*r v àp 1)  agree  2)  befit, 
suit 
ɗegegerL n Ø-àkL 1) acquaintance 
2) agreement 
ɗegerà*r v à know 
ɗegerɔ̀nL (nomin)  n Ø-àkL 1)  know-
ledge 2) wisdom 
ɗepɔ̀ n Ø-í kL entrance hall 
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ɗɛ prep of 
ɗɛː gàL adv 1)  bottom  2)  across  3) 
down 
ɗɛː wɔ̀L n 0p saliva 
ɗɛjɛ *ː r v ɛ 1) desire 2) want 3) need 4) 
important 
ɗɛjŋL n 0s cooking stone 
ɗɛnɗɛː rkà*r stv à-k flat 
ɗɛpɛL n Ø-iL lion
ɗí ːɗe*ː r v ɛ accompany 
ɗí ːgàràkɔ̀L v cplx-à sprout 
ɗí ː lí kí c n Ø-àkL monitor lizard 
ɗí ːnànkà*r stv ù unripe 
ɗí ː ràL n Ø-kàk baboon 
ɗí ː ràrkɔ̀L v cplx-à fall syn: ɓùɓùkiɗiː 
ɗí bɛL num Ø-ɛL 100 
ɗí bɛ ː  pɛː jL num 200 
ɗí bɛ ː  tùːl num 500 
ɗí ɗí kàL adv rightwards 
ɗí lkà*r stv ù heavy 
ɗí lkàː t n Ø-àkL weight 
ɗí ŋe*ː r v ɛ spank 
ɗoː1 n Ø-iL 1) dirt 2) soil 
ɗoː2 n Ø-àn 1)  world  2)  inheritance 
3) county, ethnic area 4) ground, land 
ɗoːrànL n Ø-àkL 1) noise 2) sound 3) 
voice 
ɗoːrí *ː r v i crow 
ɗoːtí *ː r v i harvest 
ɗojí *ː r v i 1) overtake 2) pass 
ɗokojL n Ø-ɛL mud 
ɗoɲɛ*ː r v ɛ 1)  smear  2)  apply  oint-
ment, besmear 
ɗoŋL n Ø-iL day 
ɗɔ̀ː ŋàn n ànL-àkL tree, sp. 
ɗɔ̀kà*rkɔ̀L v cplx-à bring 
ɗɔ̀kɔ̀wɛː tL n Ø-àkL eagle 
ɗɔ̀mkà*r stv ù sharp 
kɛɗɔ̀m (der.) adv 1) well 2) properly 
3) especially 
ɗùːpe*ː r v ɛ pluck 
ɗùkL n Ø-iL 1) forest 2) bush 
ɗùmàː tL n 0s owner 
ɗùmùːꜜtùː nL n Ø-àkL flying ant 
ɗùŋeɗL n Ø-iL hyena 
e
eː bɔ̀dɛ*ː r v ɛ heal 
eː gɔ̀gɛ*ː r v ɛ carry (in arms) 
eː ke ː r n Ø-eː r truth 
eː keː rɛ adv 1) really 2) truly 
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eː mɛː kà*ː j nkin Ø-àkL 1) son-in-law 2) 
daughter-in-law 
eː mɛjà*r v à 1) honour 2) respect 
eː mɛjɔ̀nL n Ø-àkL 1) awe, rever-
ence 2) splendour, glory 
eː ŋàɗà*r v à smell 
eː ŋàɗàː kà*r (der.) v dùr sniff 
eː t pers pronoun 1st sg
eː tL interrog where? 
edùgɛ n Ø-ɛL warthog 
ege prt copula
eger interrog how many? 
e*jŋà*r v à 1) milk 2) bear (of animals) 
3) lay egg 
ekàŋɛ*ː r v ɛ cross river 
ekedL (from Amh. እቅድ) n Ø-àkL plan 
emà ː r n Ø-àkL termite 
emɗL n Ø-àkɔ̀L canoe 
eme n Ø-í kL year 
eɲɛrà*r v à fill 
eɲàː kà*r (der.) stv dùr 1) full 2) whole 
epàː jà*r v à chase 
eteŋkL pers pronoun 1st pl 
ɛ-class verbs
ɛ3 coord modal conjunction
ɛː kL 1) n Ø-àn body 2) pro self 
ɛː kɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) draw (water) 2) rain 
ɛː ɲɛkà*r v à-k travel 
ɛː ɲɛkɔ̀nL (nomin) n Ø-àkL journey 
ɛː ɲɛktàn (nomin) n Ø-àkL traveler 
ɛː ro*j n Ø-àkL tree, sp. 
ɛdɛn n Ø-kL mountain 
ɛdɛn adv 1) up 2) east 
ɛjɛ nL n Ø-eː r 1) moon 2) month 
ɛk1 interrog how? 
ɛkàŋɛ*ː r v ɛ take 
ɛltL n Ø-iL 1) grassland 2) grass 
ɛmɛː nànL n ànL-Ø 1) bone 2) skeleton 
ɛmɛcL nkin Ø-kàk mother (3rd) 
ɛnkojL n Ø-ɛL tree, sp. 
ɛɲcí  n Ø-ɛL pelican 
ɛŋɛn n nL-Ø 1) nose 2) bridge of nose 
ɛpɛ n nkin Ø-kàk father, his/her 
ɛrcɛː L n Ø-ɛL milk (no singular)
ɛrgí n n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL bow tt: kɛlɛ ɟ arrow
ɛtɛ *ː r v ɛ 1) stand 2) be 
ɛtɛ ɗL n Ø-ɔ̀kL honey 
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g
gàL dem towards them 
gàː cɛ n Ø-ɛL 1) mould 2) scar (decor-
ative) 3) tattoo 
gàː cɛ*ː r v ɛ 1)  draw (pictures)  2)  cut 
decorative marks in skin 
gàː cí n (from  Amharic  ጋሻ)  n Ø-kL 
shield 
gàː lí *ː r v i sweep 
gàː làkà*r (der.) v à-k forget 
gàː mí *ː r v i 1) hold 2) catch 3) attack 
gàː mtàn (nomin)  n Ø-àkL 1)  handle 
2) trapped animal
gàː mùrkɔ̀L (der.)  v cplx-i 1)  embrace 
2) hug 
gàː mù*j n Ø-àkL tree, sp. 
gàː nànɛ*ː r v ɛ 1)  condole  2)  comfort 
3) appease 
gàː nɗɛ n Ø-í kL snail 
gàː nk poss my (pl)
gàbí joj (from  Amh. ገብያ)  n Ø-ɛL 
market 
gàɓɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) accuse 2) betray 3) pack 
4) give 
gàcoj n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL hoe 
gàjà*r1 v àp resemble 
gàjà*r2 v à~ imitate 
tàgàjL (nomin) n Ø-àkL pretense 
gàjɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) enough 2) cease, stop 3) 
succeed 
gàmàLànL n -ànL-àkL 1)  molar  tooth 
2) jaw 
gàmɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) fetus (be a) 2) conceive 
gàndàm n Ø-ɛL bat (large) 
gàngojL (fr. var. gàngoj) n Ø-ɛL horse 
gànk poss our (pl)
gà nk poss our (pl, abs)
gàpùt n Ø-àkL bat (small) 
gàtí  n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL price 
ge dem short  plural  demonstrative 
and relative pronoun, speaker deixis
geL dem these (loc, dat)
geː gejàː kà*r v dùr fetch firewood 
geː ɲɛ*ː r v ɛ swallow 
geː tí ɛ L n Ø-ɛL blessing 
gejí *ː r v i gnaw 
geleː wɛ*ː r v ɛ listen 
gerbojL n Ø-ɛL bedbug 
gɛ dem short  plural  demonstrative 
and relative pronoun, hearer deixis
gɛL dem those  (loc, dat;  hearer 
deixis)
gɛː nàL pers his/her (pl, dat) 
gɛː nɛL poss his/her (pl nom)
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gɛː nk poss his/her (pl, abs) 
gɛɗɛ l n Ø-àkL bird of prey 
gɛnk poss their (pl) 
gí ːdL n Ø-àkL shoot 
gí ːgí rɔ̀nL n Ø-àkL potter’s kiln 
gí bí  n Ø-ɛL sunrise 
gí bí je*ː r v ɛ 1) intercede 2) mediate 
gí bí rí L n Ø-ɛL 1) tax 2) tribute 
gí dí L n Ø-ɛL tree, sp. 
gí ɗe*ː  n Ø-kL 1) stone 2) gravel 
gí jà*r v à 1)  prepare  dough  on  a 
grinding stone 2) let dough rise 
gí ɟe*ː r v ɛ 1) nurse 2) suckle (baby) 
gí ltàtàː menL n Ø-àkL dragonfly 
gí ɲɛ n Ø-tùn heel 
gí poj fr. var. of pogí  
gí rgí ɗí ːkà*r v àp roll 
gí rojɗí ːkà*r v àp poor 
goːɟɛ  n Ø-kL tree, sp. 
goːkɛ*ː r v ɛ abstain 
goːmɛ*ː r v ɛ growl 
goːmoj n Ø-kL trap 
goːmùjL n Ø-ɛL tree, sp. 
goːnk poss yoursg (pl) 
goːŋànà*r v à bump, knock against 
goːpà n n Ø-àkL penalty, punishment 
goːpà*r v à 1) punish 2) rebuke 
goː rí  n Ø-kL upper grinding stone 
gode n Ø-í kL house 
gogí ɗí ːkà*r v àp bark 
goj adv over there 
golkà*r stv à-k 1) greedy 2) selfish 
gombɛː L n Ø-àkL mudfish 
gonà*r v à 1) flow 2) flee 
gongodí  n Ø-ɛL clam 
gonk poss yourpl (pl)
goŋgoŋɛ*ː r v ɛ beat  a  drum  syn: 
ɓɔ̀ːkɛjɗi
gopàn n ànL-àkL path, road syn: bùː l
gorgorkà*r stv à-k 1) fast
gorí *ː r v i 1) sick 2) ill 
gorí ː L  n Ø-àkL illness, disease 
goroɲcom n Ø-ɛL larynx 
gotɛ*ː r v ɛ 1)  blow (with mouth)  2) 
blow horn 3) fan 
gotɛrkɔ̀L v cplx-ɛ blow down 
gɔ̀ relpro those which (distal deixis)
gɔ̀L dem short plural relative and de-
monstrative pronoun, dative and loc-
ative, distal deixis
gɔ̀ː L n Ø-eː r side 
gɔ̀ː gɔ̀j n Ø-kL ford 
gɔ̀ː nùrà*r v à 1) fat 2) thick 
gɔ̀ː rɛL n Ø-ɛL cripple 
gɔ̀ŋɛ*ː r v ɛ clot 
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gɔ̀ŋgɔ̀rL n Ø-àkL tomato 
gɔ̀rɔ̀L n Ø-í kL river 
gɔ̀tɛ L n Ø-ɛL ladle 
gùːꜜní L n Ø-àkL caterpillar 
gùːgùɲà*r v à enter, go in 
gùɟí L n Ø-ɛL gall bladder 
gùmàː kenL n nL-eːrL enemy 
gùmboj n Ø-í kL 1)  club, cudgel  2) 
cane, walking stick 
gùmí L n Ø-eː r cobra 
gùmùn n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL owl 
gùnL prt before 
gùndɛ*n aux auxiliary expressing pre-
cative modality, showing that the ut-
terance is a request 
gùndí  n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL bunch of bananas 
gùpàː ŋɛ*ː r v ɛ 1)  throb (with pain)  2) 
have a rumbly feeling in the stomach 
gùpàɗí ːkà*r v àp capsize 
gùpàtɛ *ː r v ɛ spill 
gùpùːje*ː r v ɛ ferment 
gùrùŋ Yeki of àː rn 
gùtàrí nL n 0s old person 
i
í *ː  prt yes 
í ː lí àL (from í ː lí àː kà*r 1) n 0p song 
í ː lí àː kà*r v dùr 1) sing 2) hum 
í ːn, í *ːnL pers pronoun 2nd sg
í ːnàkL pers pronoun 2nd pl
í ːnɛ pro you! 
í bàː lL n Ø-àkL game 
í bàː lí *ː r v i 1) play 2) dance 3) chat 
í cí L adv here 
í cí gí  dem these 
í cí gí cí gí * adv exactly like that 
í cí ː ce*ː r v ɛ prepare 
í cí ː ctàn  n Ø-àkL arrangement 
í cí *ː r v i hang 
í ɗí tL n 0s person 
í gí L n Ø-ɛL law 
í ɟàː gL n Ø-àkL work 
í ɟàː gà*r v à 1) create, make 2) work 3) 
act 4) serve 
í ɟàː genL n nL-eːrL 1)  (domestic)  ser-
vant 2) farmer 3) worker 
í ɟoːpɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) indicate 2) point (with 
finger) 3) peck 
í ɟom n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL hippopotamus 
í komí *ː r v i count 
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í lànL n Ø-ɛL udder 
í mí ːɲe*ː r v ɛ rest 
í n  prt 1) imp.pl 2) hort.1s 3) hort.3s 
4) hort.3p 
í nL  adv yet 
í nL kɛkàr adv once more 
í ndí ːL nkin Ø-àkL mother (my, our)
í reː L  n Ø-àkL footprint 
í re*ː r v ɛ herd 
í rkí *ː r v i dawn 
í rkí ɗ (der.) adv at dawn 
í ꜜ to interj it seems
j
jàː kàː t n Ø-àkL peace 
jàː ŋɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) announce 2) show 
jàː ŋí ɛ L n Ø-ɛL 1) announcement 2) 
account 3) report 
jàː ŋtàn (nomin) n Ø-àkL 1) marker 
2) peg 
jàː tɛ *ː r v ɛ lick 
jàkànàL conj but 
jàwɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) shorten 2) cut through 
jàwɛː L  n Ø-àkL 1) circumcision
jeː tí  n Ø-ɛL intestinal worm 
jegɛ*ː r v ɛ 1)  knock down  2)  knock 
over 
jɛː jɛ gɛ*ː r v ɛ whisper 
jɛjà*r v à leak 
jɛpcoj n Ø-ɛL spider 
jɛrmɛ*ː r v ɛ bleed 
jɛrom n Ø-ɛL blood 
jí keː L  n Ø-àkL rattle 
jí ke*ː r v ɛ rattle 
jí loj n Ø-ɛL hair of maize 
jí màL n Ø-eː r back syn: bàmbe; bàŋí  
jí meː L  n Ø-àkL cemetery 
jí rbí  n Ø-ɛL 1) cotton 2) cotton plant 
jo ː prt question particle 
jogí *ː r v i feel 
jongojɛ *ː r v ɛ blow 
jongoj n Ø-í kL wind 
jowɛː rkà*r stv ù far 
jùːjɛ  (fr. var. jùːjà) n Ø-ɛL tree, sp. 
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ɟ
ɟàː mɛ*ː r v ɛ spread 
ɟàmɛ n Ø-ɛL machete 
ɟàrtí  n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL 1) woman 2) wife 
ɟeː ɗoːkà*r stv ù long 
ɟeː ŋɛ*ː r v ɛ soar 
ɟegùj n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL ox 
ɟɛː gojɗí ːkà*r v àp hunt 
ɟɛː mɛL n Ø-ɛL tree, sp. 
ɟɛː wɛ (fr. var. kɛː wɛ) n 0s 1) sand 2) 
pebble 
ɟɛ*jtí L n Ø-ɛL oil 
ɟɛt adv very 
ɟí ː tL num three 
ɟí ː teː nL ordnum third 
ɟí ko n interrog what? 
ɟí mtí  n Ø-ɛL oil palm 
ɟí nkùj n Ø-ɛL sheep 
ɟí ɲɟí kà*r stv à-k lukewarm 
ɟo ːn n Ø-àkL secondary  administra-
tive  level  in  the  Ethiopian  govern-
ment, Zone
ɟoːrà*r v à diminish 
ɟok adv nearby 
ɟompo l n Ø-àkL termite hill 
ɟɔ̀lɛ *ː r v ɛ help 
ɟɔ̀nkɔ̀lɛ  n Ø-ɛL porcupine 
ɟùːm (abs. pl ɟùm) n Ø-kùkL 1) bump 
2) small hill 
ɟùːrL n Ø-àkɔ̀L wound, sore 
ɟùkùl n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL tree, sp. 
ɟùmùrà*r (from mùrí *ː r) v à 1) answer, 
reply 2) return sth 
k
kàː ɓànL n Ø-àkL taboo 
kàː ɓí *ː r v i 1)  prevent  2)  taboo  3) 
delay 4) postpone 
kàː cɛ*ː r v ɛ 1)  divide  2)  separate  3) 
generous 
kàː kàcà*r v à share 
kàː j n Ø-tùn 1) night 2) dusk, twilight 
kàː kà n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL cave 
kàː kàntàn (from  kànɛ*ː r)  n Ø-àkL 
phlegm 
kàː kɛ ː  nkin Ø-ɛL grandchild 
kàː kɛː L nkin Ø-àkL grandmother 
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kàː l n Ø-kùkL camp 
kàː ɲ n Ø-kùkL brideprice 
kàː rà*r v à 1)  fight  2)  avenge recent 
grudge 
kàː rnL n Ø-àkL 1) war 2) revenge 
kàː rí  n Ø-kL coffee leaf 
kàcí kí r n Ø-ɛL stump 
kàɗàL n Ø-eː r tongue 
kàɗàŋɗàŋL n Ø-àkL palate 
kàɗɛ ː ŋ adv perhaps 
kàɗí kànL n 0s sugar cane 
kàjàː rɛ*ː r v ɛ change 
kàjàŋí nL n nL-eːrL fly 
kàjtɛ ː r n Ø-àkL tarantula 
kàlbí  n Ø-ɛL 1) brain 2) character 
kàlɛ*ː r v ɛ clear (land for planting) 
kàlɛjí *ː r v i 1)  plead, implore  2)  beg 
for money 
kàlɛjtàn (nomin) n Ø-àkL beggar 
kàlkàlkà*r stv à-k boast, brag 
kàmà*r v à~ limp 
kàmtí *ː  n Ø-àkL partridge 
kànL prt medium past
kàn prt medium past conjoint
kànà*ː kL n Ø-àkL broom 
kànɛ*ː r v ɛ cough 
kàː kàntàn (nomin) n Ø-àkL phlegm 
kànkL det medium-past anaphoric-re-
ference marker
kàntàL adv leftwards 
kàntɛ n Ø-ɛL basket 
kàŋí *ː r v i trap 
kàrkàrà*r v à undress 
kàt prt do not! 
kàtàmɛ (from  Amh. ከተማ)  n Ø-ɛL 
town, city 
kàwɛ*ː r v ɛ bite 
kàwojL (nomin) n Ø-eː r gun 
keː cí L (from Amh. ቄስ) n Ø-ɛL priest 
keː gùn n nL-Ø animal 
keː ɟí ːkà*r v àp 1) prepare food to cook 
2) boil 
keː ɲ n Ø-kùkL shame 
keː r n Ø-àkɔ̀L 1)  courtyard  2)  fence 
3) hedge 
keː rɛː kL nkin Ø-àkL 1)  mother-in-law 
2) father-in-law 
keː wànL n Ø-àkL 1)  sharp object  2) 
sharpened object
keː wí *ː r v i sharpen knife 
kedeŋdeŋL n Ø-àkL one-string violin 
keɟà*r v à cook 
kekɛ n Ø-í kL door 
kelkelɛ *ː r v ɛ tickle 
kelleː kùt n Ø-àkL kingfisher 
kelŋànL n ànL-eː r armpit 
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kemí *ː r v i straighten 
kemtL n 0s goat 
kerí *ː r v i stretch 
kerjɔ̀n n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL navel 
kerkeɗà*r v à wipe off 
kewkewkà*r stv à-k thin 
kɛ comp particle  which  introduces 
direct  or  indirect  speech, quotative 
marker
kɛː ɗà*r (neg. derànL) v à go 
kɛː kí ɗí ːkà*r v àp cackle as of chicken 
kɛː tL n 0s 1) tree 2) wood 
kɛː tɛ *ː r v ɛ scatter 
kɛː wɛ fr. var. of ɟɛː wɛ 
kɛː wɛ*ː r v ɛ paddle 
kɛɓùː adv sometimes 
kɛdí k adv firmly 
kɛɗɔ̀m (from ɗɔ̀mkà*r, kɛ) adv 1) well 
2) properly 3) especially 
kɛgà*r v à pound 
kɛgùɲùn adv soon 
kɛjàŋ n Ø-ɛL tree, sp. 
kɛjgùnL coord or 
kɛjnL conj or 
kɛkàr adv again 
kɛkɛtí  n Ø-ɛL green mamba 
kɛlɔ̀t adv 1) loose, slack 2) carefully 
3) slowly 
kɛmàɲ adv for a long time 
kɛntɛ n Ø-ɛL rural area 
kɛrɛc adv completely  full  (of  con-
tainers) 
kɛtɛ *ː r v ɛ 1)  cut  2)  dig  3)  chop  4) 
chip 
kɛtɛ w adv full (of flat objects, such 
as a plate) 
kí   adv up 
kí ː   prt question 
kí *ː r aux i neg 
kí ː rí *ː r v i finish the bottom of a pot, 
after inside and outside have dried 
kí cí L n Ø-kL pocket 
kí jàː menL n Ø-ɛL giraffe 
kí ltL n Ø-kàk mouse 
kí rí L n Ø-ɛL thread 
kí tí ː ɗí t n 0s 1)  deaf person  2)  mute 
person 
koL prt hortative particle for 1st per-
son plural 
koː gele n Ø-àkL 1) chicken 2) turkey 
ko ː j n Ø-àkL bridge syn: dànkàre
koː k prt indicates  agreement  to  do 
something just mentioned 
koː koL n Ø-ɛL snake 
koː ltùnL n nL-Ø 1) rib 2) side 
koː nàː tL n 0s 1)  stranger  2)  guest, 
visitor 
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koːɲ n Ø-kùkL curse 
koːɲɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) curse 2) swear 
koːr n Ø-kùkL ditch 
koːrànL n Ø-àkL 1)  throwing stick  2) 
spear handle 
koːrɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) watch 2) tend livestock 
3) guard 4) wait for 
koɓɛ nkin men who are  married to 
women who are sisters have this re-
lationship 
koɓí *ː r v i think 
koɓí L n Ø-àkL idea 
koɓùrkɔ̀L (der.) v cplx-i remember 
kocɛ n Ø-í kL 1) bag 2) sack 
kocɛk adv like that 
kocí e n Ø-eː r tobacco pipe 
kocùnk adv like this 
kodobí *ː  n Ø-àkL stork 
kogod n Ø-eːrL elbow 
koj adv remote future
kojɗí ːkà*r v àp repay 
kojí ːL  n Ø-àkL payment 
kojí *ː r v i pay 
kojtàn n Ø-àkL 1)  payer  2)  money 
used to pay a dept 
kojtànL n Ø-àkL fireplace 
kojùnk adv like this 
kokoːkà*r stv à-k soft (of food) 
kokomL n Ø-eː r chest of humans and 
primates 
kolbɛ n Ø-ɛL horn 
kolɛ n Ø-ɛL 1) leaf of maize 2) husk 
kolɛt n Ø-àkL dawn 
kolloɟɛ *ː r v ɛ whistle 
komɛ n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL fire starting sticks 
komoj n Ø-ɛL 1)  descendant  2)  kind 
3) tribe, ethnic group 4) clan 
konde n Ø-eː r bottle 
kondí  n Ø-ɛL 1) fish trap 2) fish hook 
kondí je*ː r v ɛ fish 
kongoj n Ø-í kL 1) noise 2) sound 
koɲcí ː làm n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL porcupine 
koŋà*r v à~ 1) gather 2) pick up 
kopùlkà*r stv à-k white 
korɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) peel 2) strip off 3) husk 
korí *ː r v i 1) close 2) shut 
kortàn (nomin)  n Ø-àkL door, door-
way cover 
korkoɗà*r v à tie a knot 
kormɛ n Ø-ɛL lime, whitewash 
korŋànL n ànL-eː r knee 
korùcL n Ø-àkL medicine 
kowɛ*ː r v ɛ sour 
kɔ̀ adv recent past, up to a few days 
kɔ̀ àjtí nàn (comp.) adv day before 
yesterday 
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kɔ̀ àlɛ  (comp.) adv yesterday 
kɔ̀ ɗí nkɔ̀nk  (comp.)  adv some days 
ago 
kɔ̀ recent past conjoint
kɔ̀ː L prt near future 
kɔ̀ː L àjtí nàn (comp.) adv day after to-
morrow 
kɔ̀ː L àlɛ  (comp.) adv tomorrow 
kɔ̀ː L ɗí nkɔ̀ː nk (unspec. comp. form) 
adv later (this evening) 
kɔ̀ː mànL n Ø-àkL story 
kɔ̀ː ní jà*r v à 1) ask 2) request 
kɔ̀ː ní jɔ̀nL (nomin)  n Ø-àkL 1)  request 
2) question 
kɔ̀ː r n Ø-kùkL middle 
kɔ̀bɛ n Ø-í kL tree, sp. 
kɔ̀ɓɛ*ː r v ɛ move 
kɔ̀ɟeː mɛ adv early 
kɔ̀ɟkà*r stv ù black 
kɔ̀ɟùràrkɔ̀L (der.) v cplx-à fade 
kɔ̀kɔ̀ɓL n Ø-àkL repositioning 
kɔ̀lkɔ̀dàː denL n Ø-àkL spider's web 
kɔ̀mí L n Ø-iL zebra 
kɔ̀ɲɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) persuade 2) help 
kɔ̀ŋ n Ø-àkɔ̀L pangolin 
kɔ̀nk det reference  for  something 
mentioned in the recent past 
kɔ̀pànL n -ànL-àkL shoe, sandal 
kɔ̀wà*r v à~ 1) dig 2) deepen 3) bury 
kùː kL n Ø-àkɔ̀L bellows 
kùː kùrà*r v à hollow out 
kùː lL fr. var. of cɔ̀ː cL tail
kùː lmeː t n Ø-àkL 1) promise 2) oath 
kùc 3s.dj. of kùràkɔ̀L come
kùɗe*ː r v ɛ cry, weep 
kùlbe*ː r n Ø-àkL dove 
kùlùbí L n Ø-ɛL garlic 
kùmɛL num 1000 
kùŋgùmL n Ø-àkL noise of waterfall 
kùpàː jɛ *ː r v ɛ prepare 
kùꜜ roj n Ø-ɛL donkey 
kùràkɔ̀L (3s.dj kùc) v cplx-à come 
kùrɓù n Ø-í ː rL 1)  caterpillar  2)  mag-
got (in rotten meat) 
kùrɛ n Ø-ɛL hunting net 
kùrí  n Ø-ɛL tree, sp. 
kùrkùm n Ø-ɛL 1) mountain 2) hill 3) 
backbone 
kùrŋàn n ànL-àkL nasal mucus, snot 
kùrù n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL 1) foam 2) bubble 
kùtùr n Ø-ɛL 1) pig 2) warthog 
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l
làː ɗí  n Ø-ɛL bud 
làː gàɲà*r (2p làː gàɲɛ*ː r) v à gossip 
làː gàɲɔ̀nL (nomin) n Ø-àkL 1) reputa-
tion 2) gossip 
làː làwà*r v à hang up 
làː ŋoj n Ø-í kL hardship, distress 
làː ŋojí nL n nL-eːrL slave 
làː rà*r v à 1) lose 2) go out (of light) 
làk àmɗ (from làtùkà*r) v pregnant 
làmàlàmɛL n Ø-ɛL Ethiopian wild cat 
làmbɛL n Ø-ɛL lamp, torch 
làmɛ*ː r v ɛ 1)  bewitch  2)  cast (spell) 
3) curse 
làŋí *ː r v i 1)  meet (ipfv. làlàŋí ːkà*r)  2) 
encounter 3) find 4) get 5) obtain 
làlàŋí ːkà*r v meet 
làlàŋL n Ø-àkL relationship 
làptɛ*ː r v ɛ dive 
làtùkà*r v 1) have 2) possess 
làk àmɗ (id.) v pregnant 
leː làkL n Ø-àkL 1) well 2) spring 
le ː w n Ø-àkL bow 
lejà*r v à swim 
leɟànL n ànL-àkL bracelet 
lɛː lɛ mɛː t n Ø-àkL taste 
lɛː lí àː kà*r v dùr float 
lɛː wɛ*ː r v ɛ visit 
lɛmtɛ*ː r v ɛ pierce 
lí ː le*ː r v ɛ 1) sink 2) drown 
lí ɓL n Ø-àkɔ̀L hiccough 
lí kí  (from Amh. ልቅ) adv 1) right 2) 
correct 
loːkí *ː r v i angry 
loːlomùn n ùnL-í L 1)  charcoal  2) 
charred wood 
loːmí ːL (from  Amh. ሎሚ)  n Ø-àkL 
lemon 
loːmùn n ùnL-í L feather 
loːtí  n Ø-ɛL earring 
lòŋgólo ːt n vine
lotɛ *ː r v ɛ add 
lowí *ː r v i 1) lead 2) guide 3) light fire 
lowtàn (nomin) n Ø-àkL hut 
lɔ̀ː ɟɛ *ː r v ɛ melt 
lɔ̀cí ɗí ːkà*r v àp 1) conquer 2) defeat 
lɔ̀kɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) overturn 2) pour out 
lɔ̀kɔ̀j n Ø-ɛL plate 
lùːrí  n Ø-ɛL horn 
lùgɛjɛ *ː r v ɛ hunt 
lùkL n Ø-àkL bastard, illegitimate 
child 
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m
màL coord contrastive  coordinating 
conjunction but 
màː ꜜleː L nkin Ø-àkL mother’s brother 
màː ɟɛL n Ø-ɛL dwarf 
màː koloj (from  Amh. በቆሎ)  n 0s 
maize, corn 
màː mɛː L nkin Ø-àkL 1)  father's sister 
2) mother's sister 
màː to n Ø-eː r dry season 
màː wL n 0p water 
màcàː pɛL (fr. var. màcàː p)  (from 
Amh. መጽሐፍ) n Ø-ɛL book 
màcàrɛ n Ø-ɛL fence 
màcɛː L  n Ø-àkL debt 
màcɛ*ː r v ɛ borrow 
màcí ɗí ːgí ɗɔ̀L v cplx-ɛ lend 
màckoːtí L (from Amh. መስኮት)  n Ø-
ɛL window 
màcoːkojL nkin Ø-àkL 1)  brother  2) 
sister 
màɗL n Ø-iL fire 
màjmàjotL n Ø-àkL parrot 
màkàː ɟí L (from Amh. መጋዝ)  n Ø-ɛL 
saw 
màkɛL n Ø-ɛL flower 
màlàː jɛ *ː r v ɛ knead 
màlɛ*ː r v ɛ 1)  strike  2)  hit with stick 
or axe 3) thresh
màlwàn n Ø-ɛL hail 
màngí ctí L (from Amh. መንግስት) n Ø-
ɛL government 
mànkí àL (from Amh. ማንኪያ)  n Ø-
kàk spoon 
màɲàL nkin Ø-kàk  his/her sibling
mànk conj or 
mànkí rɛ conj or 
màràtí kàn n Ø-àkL mad person 
màrjɔ̀n n nL-Ø star 
màrɟí L n Ø-ɛL 1) poison 2) venom of 
snake 3) poison on arrow 
màtàgeL n Ø-ɛL cup 
meː ɟàː kà*r v dùr 1) stumble 2) hurry 
meː kà*r stv à-k hurt oneself 
meː kàː t n Ø-àkL pain 
meː làt n Ø-ɛL tendon 
meː nɛ*ː r v ɛ steer 
meː rí n n nL-Ø vein 
meː toàkL n Ø-àkL pus 
medɛ*ː r v ɛ roast 
mejàɗL n Ø-iL buffalo 
meltL n Ø-iL 1) string 2) vine 
meltí t n Ø-ɛL mosquito 
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menɛ*ː r v ɛ twist 
mentànkà*r stv à-k 1)  good  ant:  
ŋɛː wɛnkà*r 2) healthy, well 3) beauti-
ful 4) clean 4.1) innocent 5) kind 
mermenà*r v à 1) notice 2) investigate 
mermetL n Ø-àkL red  pepper, hot 
pepper 
mermɛ n Ø-ɛL 1)  whip  2)  throwing 
spear 
mɛː dí  n Ø-ɛL lower grinding stone 
mɛː jL n Ø-àkL 1) fiancée 2) fiancé 
mɛckɛbɛ*ː r (from  Amh. መዘገበ)  v ɛ 
register 
mɛkɛkorot n Ø-àkL chameleon 
mɛkɛlɛ mL n Ø-ɛL hawk 
mɛlcí L (from  Amh. መልስ)  n Ø-ɛL 
response 
mɛlɛ*ː r v ɛ arrive 
mɛlɛrgí ɗɔ̀L v cplx-ɛ approach 
mɛrí ːL (from  Amh. መሪ)  n Ø-àkL 
leader 
mí ːɗí *ː r v i push 
mí ːɲe*ː r v ɛ cover 
mí ːɲtàn (nomin) n Ø-àkL mask 
mí cí màː rí L (from Amh. ምስማር) n Ø-
ɛL nail 
mo adv alone 
moːí ː  n Ø-ɛL salt 
moːj nkin Ø-àkL male 
moːmoɟɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) caress 2) rub 
moːmonà*r v à 1) hoe 2) weed 
moːɲànL n ànL-àkL 1)  kidney  2) 
muscle 
moːr n Ø-àkɔ̀L anvil 
moːrɛ n Ø-ɛL fat 
moːrɛ*ː r v ɛ boil (water) 
moːtàː n n Ø-àkL ant 
moàn adv different 
moɗí ːkà*r v àp 1)  burn  2)  blaze  3) 
ambush and kill a person 
mogojL n Ø-àkL namesake 
moɟɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) rot 2) spoil 
moko existmrkr negative existential 
marker 
mokoɗí ɗí ːkà*r v àp dip 
monɗí ːkà*r v àp forget 
montɛ*ː r v ɛ harvest root plants 
moɲàmoɲàɛ  n 0s centipede 
mowɛ n Ø-ɛL coffee 
mɔ̀ː rɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) shriveled 2) wrinkled 
mɔ̀ɗɛ*ː r v ɛ deny 
mɔ̀ɗɔ̀kɔ̀ɲkà*r stv à-k sticky 
mɔ̀rɔ̀dí à n n Ø-àkL ant 
mùːce*ː r v ɛ congratulate 
mùːɟí  n Ø-kL spy 
mùːɟí L (from  Amh. ሙዝ)  n Ø-ɛL 
banana 
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mùːɟí je*ː r v ɛ spy 
mùːwe*ː r v ɛ mould 
mùke*ː r v ɛ 1) stab 2) push inside 
mùɲà n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL earthworm 
mùrí *ː r v i 1) return (itr) 2) reply 
ɟùmùrà*r (der.) v à 1) answer, reply 2) 
return sth 
mùràkɔ̀L (der.) v cplx-à go back 
mùtàL n Ø-kàk needle 
n
nà pers 2s.dat 
nàː k poss my (sg) 
nàcí L n Ø-ɛL bread 
nàcí je*ː r v ɛ bake 
nàgàː deL (from  Amh. ነጋዴ)  n Ø-ɛL 
trader 
nàgàɗí ːkà*r v àp 1) barter 2) exchange 
nàjɗí ːkà*r v àp admire 
nàjɛ*ː r (ipfv. nànàjí ː kà*r) v ɛ surprised 
nànk poss our (pl)
nɛ coord and 
nɛ tɔ̀L (id.) interj so what? 
nɛː k poss his/her (sg)
nɛː kàL poss his/her (sg, dat)
nɛː kɛL 1) his/her (sg, loc) 2) adv then 
tt: lɛː kɛ
nɛː kɛL poss his/her (sg, nom)
nɛnk poss their (sg)
ní  pers short P pronoun, 2nd sg
noː k poss yoursg (sg)
noː nogàː kà*r v dùr 1) grumble 2) com-
plain 
nomɛ*ː r v ɛ follow 
nonk poss yourpl (sg)
nɔ̀ coord coordinating  conjunction 
for purpose clauses 
ɲ
ɲàː j n Ø-àkɔ̀L liver 
ɲàː lànL n Ø-àkL lightning 
ɲàː lɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) light of color 2) shine 
ɲàː rí  n Ø-í kL dental gum 
ɲàkL n Ø-iL 1) compound 2) house 
ɲàkí ɛ  n Ø-ɛL polygamy 
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ɲeː ɗL n Ø-àkɔ̀L 1)  umbilical cord  2) 
womb 
ɲeː wí *ː r v i urinate 
ɲegem n Ø-àkL chin 
ɲejà*r v à 1) strain food 2) brew 
ɲɛː ɗà det last 
ɲɛː kɔ̀ː tɛ *ː r stv ɛ brown 
ɲɛjɛ *ː r v ɛ 1) resolve 2) settle 3) calm 
oneself 4) cease, stop 
ɲí lgí ːkà*r stv à-k 1) blunt, dull 
ɲolɲolkà*r stv à-k 1) smooth 2) soft 
ɲon n 0s 1) place 2) spot 
ɲon tokowonk (id.) n grave 
ɲon  wùɗàkonk (comp.)  n place  of 
mourning 
ɲonL n 0p lie 
ɲɔ̀ː dL n 0p excrement 
ɲɔ̀ː kànL n -ànL-àkL chick 
ɲɔ̀ː nàL n 0p insult 
ɲɔ̀ː nà*r v à insult syn: ŋàràtɛ 
ɲùː gùr n 0s darkness 
ɲùke*ː r v ɛ blow nose 
ŋ
ŋàː dí *ː r v i 1) admit 2) believe 
ŋàː j n 0s 1) crone 2) female animal 
ŋàː kàː t n Ø-àkL 1) smell 2) aroma 
ŋàː kà*r stv ù 1) stink 2) smell bad 
ŋàː ŋàL nkin mother (2nd) 
ŋàː rà*r v à go 
ŋàː r ràŋànà (ph. v.) v rise up 
ŋàː ràkɔ̀L v cplx-à exit 
ŋàː tí *ː r v i surprised 
ŋàː wL n 0s hunger 
ŋàcàkàwkà*r stv à-k rough 
ŋàdí ːL  n Ø-àkL 1) pity 2) anger 
ŋàdí *ː r v i 1) sad 2) angry 
ŋàɗɛ*ː r v ɛ decorate 
ŋàjorà*r v à+ 1) swell
ŋàní *ː r v i 1) turn round 2) twist vines 
apart for making ropes 
ŋàrotowà*r v à snore 
ŋàwí ː te*ː r v ɛ 1) walk 2) step 
ŋedàn n Ø-àkL bee 
ŋedàn n ànL-àkL tooth 
ŋeɗeː mɛ*ː r v ɛ smile 
ŋeɗeɲL n Ø-ŋ sorghum 
ŋɛː wɛnkà*r stv à-k 1)  bad  ant:  
mentànkà*r 2) wicked 3) dirty 4) ugly 
ŋɛjL n Ø-tùn 1)  male  sorcerer  2) 
witch 3) healer 
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ŋɛtí n n nL-Ø louse 
ŋoːlànL n ànL-àkL nape of neck 
ŋoɲí  n 0p 1) vegetation 2) plants 
ŋoɲí *ː r v i stir 
ŋɔ̀ː lɛ *ː r v ɛ 1)  slaughter  2)  kill 
(animal) 
ŋɔ̀ɗà*r v à 1)  abandon  2)  let  go  3) 
leave sth somewhere 
ŋɔ̀ɗùrà*r v à abandon 
ŋɔ̀ɗɔ̀L n Ø-eː r 1)  neck  2)  craving  3) 
throat 
ŋɔ̀ɗɔ̀cɛ n 0s interest 
ŋɔ̀lŋɔ̀lkà*r stv à-k sweet 
ŋɔ̀nk prt subordination  marker 
following a verb
ŋɔ̀ɲùn n ùnL-í L 1)  weeds  2)  weed  3) 
blade of grass 
ŋùːke*ː r v ɛ pull 
ŋùːltàn n Ø-àkL hernia 
o
oː con n Ø-ɛL burrow of small animal 
oː ɗɛ*ː r v ɛ 1)  difficult  2)  cause prob-
lem 3) bother 
oː jɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) shout 2) grunt 
oː l aux can 
oː pùnoj n Ø-ɛL worm 
oː te prep about 
obí ːkà*r stv ù 1) big 2) expensive 
ogàrɛ*ː r v ɛ cut (hair) syn: pɛt
ogo ːl n 0p 1) mead 2) liquor 
oɟokɛ*ː r v ɛ shake 
oko prep like 
okoɗ interrog when? 
olà pl of àɲL 
olàkàn n Ø-àkL twin 
oltL n Ø-í ː rL fish 
om det 1) other 2) one certain 
omoŋL num one
omoŋeː n ordnum first 
opàl n Ø-ɛL paddle 
oreː  nkin grandfather 
orí *ː r v i 1) throw away, get rid of 2) 
drop  3)  divine the future by throw-
ing ɲɛɗùk 
orkànL n ànL-àkL bark of tree 
orpànL n nL-Ø naming ceremony 
otí ː t n Ø-àkL flour 
otoːp adv often 
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ɔ
ɔ̀ː jɛ *ː r v ɛ 1) drive away 2) obstruct 
ɔ̀ː nkùŋ adv near 
ɔ̀ː r nkin Ø-iL 1)  brother-in-law  2) 
sister-in-law 
ɔ̀ː tɛ  n Ø-ɛL 1) time 2) situation 
ɔ̀bɔ̀ n Ø-í kL knot 
ɔ̀cɔ̀L adv there 
ɔ̀ɗɔ̀L n Ø-kL 1) head 2) skull 3) face 
ɔ̀ɗɔ̀wenL n nL-eːrL 1)  guide  2)  chief, 
headman 
ɔ̀gɔ̀ det others 
ɔ̀kɔ̀n conj if 
ɔ̀rɛ prt now (not temporal), but (dis-
course particle that introduces a new 
thought)
ɔ̀rɛː L n Ø-àkL ancestor 
p
pàː jànL n Ø-àkL diarrhea 
pàː kɛ*ː r stv ɛ hot 
pàː kànL (nomin) n Ø-àkL hot weather 
pàː kùcɛL n Ø-ɛL comb 
pàː ltùkà*r stv ù dry 
pàː lkàː t (nomin) n Ø-àkL drought, fa-
mine 
pàː ní  adv 1) down 2) towards sunset 
pàː ɲL n Ø-iL 1) mortar 2) kitchen hut 
pàː ŋí *ː r v i slap
pàː pɛ n Ø-ɛL shelter 
pàː rí *ː r v i 1) try 2) taste 
pàː ton n Ø-kL 1) desert 2) uninhabit-
ed area 
pàcɛ*ː r v ɛ 1)  carve  2)  chop  with 
hatchet 
pàjɛ*ː r v ɛ vomit 
pàjoːtɛ *ː r v ɛ 1)  rub  2)  set  a  broken 
bone 
pàkàː cojL n Ø-eː r hip 
pàkàlàm n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL egg shell 
pàkàtí *ː r v i 1) decrease 2) disappear 
pàkkàtí ː kà*r v àp take leave of 
pàlàmɗí ːkà*r v àp argue 
pàlàmɛL n Ø-ɛL argument 
pàlàmɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) haggle 2) barter 
pàlɛ1 n Ø-í kL grain rack 
pàlɛ2 n 0s perch 
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pàɲàL nkin Ø-kàk cousin 
pàpàjeL (from  Amh. ፓፓያ)  n Ø-ɛL 
papaya 
pàpà l n 0s small piece of wood 
pàrànɟí L (from Amh. ፈረንጅ)  n Ø-ɛL 
white man 
pàrɛ*ː r v ɛ split pieces off a big log 
pàꜜ rànL (nomin) n -ànL-àkL plank 
pàrí wàn n ànL-àkL 1)  cheek  syn:  
ɓàkí wàn
peː tL 1)  n Ø-àkL girl  ant:  àteː ɲL 2) 
nkin female 
pedí *ː r v i 1) used up 2) finish 
pedtàn (nomin) n Ø-àkL 1) end 2) last 
one
peɟàrà*r v à defecate 
pelepele ː  n Ø-àkL flame 
perɛ n Ø-ɛL wickerwork 
pɛː  n 0p soup, broth 
pɛː jL num two
pɛː jeː n ordnum second 
pɛː ní  n Ø-ɛL word 
pɛltɛ n Ø-ɛL bowl 
pɛrkí ɛ  n Ø-ɛL 1) dream 2) vision 
pɛrkà (der.) n 0p prophecy 
pɛtɛ ː kànL n -ànL-àkL chaff 
pí ː  n Ø-àkɔ̀L 1) grave 2) funeral 
pí ːɗe*ː r v ɛ 1) shiver 2) tremble 
pí ːŋonL n ɔ̀nL-ɔ̀kL leaf 
pí ː toj n Ø-ɛL 1) fin 2) tail 
pí dɛl (from  Amh. ፊደል)  n Ø-àkL 
letter 
pí làn n ànL-àkL 1)  eyebrow  2)  eye-
lash 
pí letàn n ànL-àkL tear
pí ràː L n Ø-kàk 1) friend 2) neighbour 
pí re*ː r v ɛ 1) fly 2) hurry 
po ː  interj all 
poː cɛ*ː r v ɛ polish 
poː ɗí *ː r v i 1) cut open 2) pluck 
poː ɗùrkɔ̀L (der.) v cplx-i pick fruit 
poː tàn (nomin) n Ø-àkL chisel 
poː r n Ø-àkɔ̀L wrinkle on skin 
poː wà ː ɟ n Ø-àkL 1) wooden mallet for 
splitting logs 2) mallet 
pogí  (fr. var. gí poj) n Ø-ɛL beeswax 
pompoːckà*r v à-k split incorrectly (of 
wood) 
poɲ n Ø-àkɔ̀L 1)  herd  2)  group  3) 
group of wood 
porí *ː r v i love 
porotɛ *ː r v ɛ remove  shells  from 
groundnuts 
pɔ̀ː cɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) bless someone 2) thank 
pɔ̀ː cí jɛ L n Ø-ɛL praise 
pɔ̀ː kɛ*ː r v ɛ tear 
pɔ̀ː kí ɗí ːkà*r v àp torn 
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pɔ̀ː ŋàn n Ø-àkL wave 
pɔ̀ɗɔ̀kL n 0s calabash 
pɔ̀jà*r v à~ drunk 
pɔ̀jɔ̀ː kà*r stv ù not heavy 
pɔ̀lpɔ̀l n Ø-ɛL 1) finger 2) toe 
pɔ̀lpɔ̀lɛ L ɟoːL àŋànk num 80 
pɔ̀lpɔ̀lɛ L ɟoːL àŋànk à àː rŋL num 90 
pɔ̀lpɔ̀lɛ L ɟoːL ɟí ː tí kL num 60 
pɔ̀lpɔ̀lɛ L ɟoːL ɟí ː tí kL à àː rŋL num 70 
pɔ̀lpɔ̀lɛ L ɟoːL pɛː jkL num 40 
pɔ̀lpɔ̀lɛ L ɟoːL pɛː jkL à àː rŋL num 50 
proɟe t (from Engl. project)  n Ø-àkL 
project 
pùː ɗe*ː r v ɛ rip apart (rope) 
pùː re*ː r v ɛ 1) cultivate (land) 2) farm 
(land) 
pùː rtàn (nomin) n Ø-àkL clearing 
pùcùwe*ː r v ɛ break wind, fart 
pùpùːte*ː r v ɛ crawl of lizard 
pùrùːte*ː r v ɛ 1) drag 2) pull 
r
rà pers 1s.prag 
ràː mɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) lie 2) deceive 3) scare 
ràː wí *ː r v i 1) singe 2) smoke fish 
ràgàdí *ː r v i 1)  arrange  2)  prepare  3) 
plan 
ràkàtɛ L n Ø-ɛL problem, trouble 
ràkàtɛ *ː r v ɛ 1) suffer 2) lack 
ràŋànà adv upwards 
re pers  1)  pragmatic particle 2nd sg 
and 1st pl 2) please! 
reː g nkin husband’s  sibling  or 
brother’s wife (reciprocal term) 
reː reL n Ø-ɛL dew
reː rí *ː r v i 1) run 2) slither 
reː te ː t n Ø-àkL squeak 
reː teː tɛ *ː r v ɛ squeak 
remɛː L  n Ø-àkL duty, obligation 
rer n Ø-àkɔ̀L 1)  death  2)  plague  3) 
epidemic 
rererí ːkà*r v àp 1) restless 2) unsettled 
rɛ pers pragmatic particle 3rd sg and 
3rd pl 
rɛː rɛmùn n ùnL-í L spark 
rɛbɛckàn (from Amh. ርባሽ trouble) n 
Ø-àkL troublemaker 
rɛkɛꜜ nànL n -ànL-àkL 1) branch of tree 
2) palm branch, frond 
rɛrà*r v à~ die 
rɛrkɔ̀ŋ (nomin) n 0s dead person 
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rí ː  n Ø-àkɔ̀L shadow 
rí ːɓe*ː r v ɛ 1)  put, place, set  2)  keep, 
save  3)  put  a  hex  on  someone  by 
putting  something  down  at  their 
house 
rí ːɓL n Ø-àkɔ̀L witchcraft 
rí ːɓàkà*r (der.) v à-k put down 
rí ːɓerà*r (der.) v à put inside 
rí jà*r v à 1) call 2) invite 
tí rí jàL (nomin) n 0p name 
rí kí tɛ rkɔ̀L v cplx-ɛ lower 
rokokoːenL n Ø-àkL 1)  scorpion  2) 
crab 
romí ːL  n Ø-àkL morning 
romí  ːɗ (der.) adv in the morning 
rɔ̀ pers pragmatic particle 2nd pl
rɔ̀ː rí j v à 1) advise
rɔ̀ː rí àː kà*r (der.) v dùr teach 
rɔ̀gɛ*ː r v ɛ laugh 
rɔ̀màː kà*r stv ù equal 
rɔ̀mɛː L  (der.) n Ø-àkL proverb 
rɔ̀mɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) measure 2) compare 
rùːɗí ːkà*r v àp twisted 
rùːkejɛ *ː r v ɛ rain for a long time 
rùːme*ː r v ɛ 1)  finish, complete  2) 
decide 3) spend time, pass time 
rùːmer í ɗí tL num 20 
rùːmer í ɗí tL à àː rŋL num 30 
rùːmer í ɗí tL à omoŋL num 21 
rùːmer í ɗí tL à pɛː jL num 22 
rùːmerɗɔ̀L v cplx-ɛ judge 
rùːɲkàn n Ø-àkL prostitute 
rùŋeː L  n Ø-àkL 1)  curve  2)  bend  3) 
crook 
rùŋtàn (nomin) n Ø-àkL hunchback 
rùrùŋàː kà*r stv dùr crooked 
t
tàL pers 1s.dat 
tàː jɛ *ː r v ɛ 1) harvest 2) collect honey 
tàː ɟàn (from Amh. ጠጅ mead) n Ø-kL 
traditional beer 
tàː màL n àL-ɛL 1)  face 2)  eye 3)  fruit 
4) stone, pit 
tàː mɛtàkàn (comp.) adv directly 
tàː ŋàː ŋí nL n Ø-àkL heron 
tàː pɛ*ː r (ipfv. tàː tàpí ːkà*r) (from Amh. 
ጻፈ) v ɛ write 
tàː pí  (nomin) n Ø-ɛL letter 
tà ː r n Ø-àkL meat 
tàː wàL (pl tàwùn) n àL-Ø field 
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tàɓàː jí *ː r v i clap 
tàɓɛ n Ø-ɛL tobacco 
tàɗàpùL n Ø-í ː rL ash 
tàgàL n Ø-kàk camel 
tàgàjL (from gàjà*r2) n Ø-àkL pretense 
tàgoːnL n Ø-eːrL bride 
tàjɛ *ː r v ɛ open 
tàɟɛ *ː r v ɛ investigate 
tàkàwà ː ɟ n 0s rattle 
tàlàː ɗɛ n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL rock 
tàloj n Ø-ɛL swarm 
tàmàː rɛ*ː r (from Amh. ተማረ) v ɛ learn 
syn: bàrɛ*ː r
tàmà*r v à drip 
tàŋ n Ø-àkɔ̀L abscess 
tàŋL n Ø-iL cow 
tàpàː ɗàː nɛ*ː r v ɛ rule over, dominate 
tàrbùj n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL 1)  big  drum  2) 
small drum 
tàrmàn n ànL-àkL hide of animal 
tàwɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) snatch 2) seize 3) catch 
an object in the air 
tàwùn pl of tàː wàL 
te  interj hey! 
teː ɓɛ n Ø-ɛL belt 
teː get n Ø-ɛL pimple 
teː jí *ː r v i 1) skin 2) slaughter 
teː l n Ø-kùkL 1) lake 2) pool 
teː teː  n Ø-kL threshing-floor 
teː tɔ̀n n nL-Ø bird 
tekL n Ø-àkɔ̀L fish dam 
tekàː jànL n nL-eːrL firstborn 
tekàː nL n Ø-eːrL 1)  blood relative  2) 
clan 
tekànL n -ànL-àkL in-law, relative by 
marriage 
temànL (pl temà) n -ànL-àkL firewood 
tercí kàn n Ø-àkL 1) impotent man 2) 
barren woman 
tɛː lɛ jɛ *ː r v ɛ bind 
tɛ ː n adv in the beginning 
tɛː nàn adv instead 
tɛɓɛrL (from ɓɛrɛ*ː r) n Ø-àkL thunder 
tɛmkà*r stv ù small 
tɛŋɛː lkà*r stv ù thin 
tɛŋɔ̀ní ːL n Ø-àkL 1)  grasshopper  2) 
locust 
tɛpɛnL n Ø-àkL forehead 
tɛpɛr n Ø-iL shoulder blade 
tí ː ɟe*ː r v ɛ take revenge 
tí ːkà*r v à-k scratch 
tí ːmà n n Ø-àkL cloud 
tí ː rí  n Ø-ɛL buttock 
tí ɗí ːgí ɗɔ̀L  v cplx-à obey 
tí gí L n Ø-àkL 1) gift 2) sacrifice 
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tí gonànL (fr. var. tí gon)  n ànL-àkL 
shoulder 
tí jà*r v à hear 
tí kàcoj n Ø-ɛL feast 
tí ke*ː r v ɛ make mistake 
tí kí jɛ  (nomin) n Ø-ɛL 1) mistake syn: 
cí tɛ tL 2) sin 
tí ltí l n Ø-ɛL root 
tí màː ɗɔ̀L v cplx-à 1) shoot 2) throw 
tí mà*r v à wound 
tí nL pers short P pronoun, 1st pl
tí ꜜ neL pers short locative pronoun, 1st 
pl
tí nàL pers short dative pronoun, 1st pl 
dative
tí ntí me*ː r v ɛ fold 
tí ɲeː jí *ː r v i 1) dry out 2) spread out 
tí pí ː  n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL shadow 
tí rí jàL (from rí jà*r) n 0p name 
tí rojɛ *ː r v ɛ sneeze 
tí tí ɗí ːkà*r v àp lean against 
toːjɛ *ː r v ɛ pierce 
toːjtàn n Ø-àkL tattoo 
toːkɛ*ː r v ɛ 1)  go round  2)  (make a) 
detour 3) surround 
toːl n Ø-kùkL hole 
toːr n Ø-kùkL smoke 
toːtà n Ø-ɛL harvest season 
toːtoːkɛ*ː r v ɛ repair 
toɗí  n Ø-ɛL colobus monkey 
toɟɛ *ː r v ɛ 1) annoy 2) disturb 
tokoːlkà*r stv ù narrow 
tolɗí ːkà*r v àp 1)  assemble  2)  meet 
together 
tolɛ *ː r v ɛ store up 
toní ːL  n Ø-àkL speech, discourse 
toní *ː r v i 1)  say  2)  explain  3)  tell, 
recount 
tonàkà*r (der.) v à-k order 
tonùrà*r (der.) v à shout 
toɲɛ*ː r v ɛ stop up 
toɲtàn (nomin) n Ø-àkL stopper, plug 
topàː jɛ *ː r v ɛ spit 
topí *ː r v i 1) continue 2) resume 
toroːkà*r v àp trample 
torokí *ː r (der.) v i stamp (with foot) 
torojL n Ø-ɛL flea 
totoꜜkànL n -ànL-àkL egg 
tɔ̀L prt so  id. nɛ tɔ̀L (see  under  nɛ) 
interj 
tɔ̀ː ɗàkL n Ø-àkL goiter 
tɔ̀ː jɔ̀L n 0p urine 
tɔ̀ ː n n Ø-ɔ̀kL 1) child 2) new thing 
tɔ̀ɓɔ̀ː jɔ̀n n nL-Ø wing 
tɔ̀cɛ adv correct 
tɔ̀kí je*ː r v ɛ sweat 
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tɔ̀kɔ̀j n Ø-ɛL lazy 
tɔ̀ntɔ̀mà*r v à 1) incubate 2) hatch 
tùːꜜtùk n Ø-àkL stumbling block, ob-
struction 
tùːɟe*ː r v ɛ roast 
tùːke*ː r v ɛ 1)  join, put  together  2) 
lengthen 
tùːl  num five
tùːl à àŋàn num nine
tùːl à ɟí ː tL num eight
tùːl à om num six
tùːl à pɛː jL num seven
tùɓùrL n Ø-àkL fear 
tùce*ː r v ɛ 1) string 2) bind 3) tether 
tùctàn (nomin) n Ø-àkL bundle 
tùke*ː r v ɛ begin 
tùkí  (nomin) n Ø-ɛL beginning 
tùl n Ø-iL rain 
tùlà*r v à~ shave 
tùmàk v i crunch 
tùmàl n Ø-ɛL boar 
tùpeː ɲkà*r stv ù white 
tùr n Ø-àkɔ̀L garbage dump 
tùrgùme*ː r (from Amh. ተረጐመ)  v ɛ 
translate 
u
ùː pùj n Ø-ɛL tree, sp. 
ùː te*ː r v ɛ rust 
ùː tùtàn (nomin) n Ø-àkL rust 
ùbù n 0p lung 
ùbùgàː kà*r v dùr pant 
ùdùːle*ː r v ɛ 1) ruminate, chew cud 2) 
belch 
ùɗeː  n Ø-kL pestle 
ùgùlL n Ø-tùn crocodile 
ùkeː L n Ø-àkL squirrel 
ùlùpe ː n n Ø-àkL ostrich 
ùrùrL n Ø-àkL waterfall 
ùtàː lɛ *ː r v ɛ jump 
ùte*ː r v ɛ drink 
ùtùlL n Ø-àkL 1) pit 2) hole 
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w
wàː cɛ*ː r v ɛ speak, talk 
wàː cí  n Ø-ɛL 1) news 2) story 
wàː jàː n n Ø-àkL plant 
wàː jí *ː r v i 1) transplant 2) plant 
wàː kojot n Ø-àkL God 
wàː n n Ø-iL 1) skin 2) skin of fruit 3) 
shell of groundnut 
wàː ŋ v ɛ wither 
wàː wànL n Ø-àkL marriage 
wàː wùj n Ø-kL 1) sun 2) day 
wàcelL nkin Ø-àkL father’s brother 
wàkàꜜ càkL n Ø-àkL 1) crossroads, in-
tersection 2) fork in path 
wàkàː rà n n Ø-àkL scabies 
wàlàː tɛ *ː r v ɛ scratch 
wàlàc adv to outside 
wàlɛ n Ø-í kL air (breathed) 
wàlɛc adv from outside 
wàŋgojL n Ø-àkL jackal 
wàrL n Ø-tùn dog 
wàrɛ*ː r v ɛ look for 
wàrgàtɛ L (from Amh. ወረቀት paper) 
n Ø-ɛL 1) paper 2) book 
wàrkojL n Ø-àkL cattle egret 
we*ː  interj ouch! 
weː lɛ*ː r v ɛ rob 
weː nàL n àL-Ø ear 
weː rɛ*ː r v ɛ 1) alter 2) change 
weː tàkà*r v à-k 1)  move away  2)  mi-
grate 
weː weː lL n Ø-àkL plunder 
weː weː rí ːkà*r v àp swing 
wenɛ n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL antenna 
wɛː ŋàL n 0p 1)  breath 2)  life  3)  soul 
4) spirit of dead 5) ghost 
wɛː ŋà*r v à breathe 
wɛː r n Ø-àkɔ̀L storm 
wɛjL n Ø-ɔ̀kL 1) compound 2) house 
wɛjà*r v à fry 
wɛjkonL n ɔ̀nL-ɔ̀kL seed 
wɛkɛː rà*r v à scrape off 
wɛnge ː l (from Amh. ወንጌል) n Ø-àkL 
gospel 
wɛngelàwí  (from  Amh. ዌንጌላዊ)  n 
Ø-ɛL evangelist 
wí ː rí je*ː r v ɛ turn over 
wí de*ː r v ɛ turn 
wí derà*r (der.) v à turn towards 
wí làŋL n Ø-eː r python 
wo ːɗ interrog who? 
woːrànL n Ø-àkL meaning 
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woːrí *ː r v i untie 
wocɛjɛ *ː r v ɛ 1)  send  something  to 
someone  2)  send  someone  to  do 
something 
wocɛjtàn (nomin) n Ø-àkL messenger 
won interrog which? 
woní L n Ø-ɛL tree, sp. 
wonojɛ *ː r v ɛ change 
wopɛL n Ø-ɛL stem, stalk 
worí  n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL money 
worí ːkàn n Ø-àkL rich man 
workeL (from  Amh. ወርቅ)  n Ø-ɛL 
gold 
worworí ːkɔ̀L v cplx-i bale out 
wɔ̀ː nkà*r stv ù near 
wɔ̀ː r n Ø-àkɔ̀L feast 
wɔ̀ː rtàn (nomin) n Ø-àkL host 
wɔ̀ː wɔ̀ɟ n Ø-àː tɔ̀kL 1) frog 2) toad 
wùɗ n Ø-àkL mourning 
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VI.2.3  English – Majang
A a
aardvark boː cí ː c n
abandon ŋɔ̀ɗà*r v; ŋɔ̀ɗùrà*r v
abdomen àmɗL n
able oː l aux
about oː te prep
abscess tàŋ n
abstain goːkɛ*ː r v
abundant ɓɔ̀ː kàː kà*r stv
accept boŋí *ː r v
accompany ɗí ːɗe*ː r v
account jàː ŋí ɛ L n
accumulate bocɛ*ː r v
accuse gàɓɛ*ː r v
acquaint làlàŋí ːkà*r v
acquaintance ɗegegerL n
across ɗɛː gàL adv
act í ɟàː gà*r v
add lotɛ *ː r v
address càkàː kà*r v
admire nàjɗí ːkà*r v
admit ŋàː dí *ː r v
adult bɔ̀ː lɔ̀ŋL n
advise rɔ̀ː rí j v
afternoon àɟí ꜜ geà adv
afterwards bàꜜ ŋí  adv
again kɛkàr adv
agama lizard bàndàngɛ ː  n
agree doːmɛ*ː r v; ɗegegerí ːkà*r v
agreement ɗegegerL n
air wàlɛ n
alert ɓeɗí *ː r v
all bàŋɛ adv
allow doː mɛ*ː r v
alone mo adv
also ɓɔ̀ prt
alter weː rɛ*ː r v
alveoles ɲàː rí  n
Amhara àmàrɛL n
ancestor ɔ̀rɛː L n
and à coord;  ɛ coord;  nɛ coord;  nɔ̀ 
coord
anger ŋàdí ːL n
angry loːkí *ː r v; ŋàdí *ː r v
animal keː gùn n
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ankle bɔ̀gɔ̀ː LànL n
announce jàː ŋɛ*ː r v
announcement jàː ŋí ɛ L n
annoy toɟɛ *ː r v
answer ɟùmùrà*r v
ant betùmɛ n; moːtàː n n; mɔ̀rɔ̀dí à n n
anteater boː cí ː c n
antelope ɓoɛ  n
antenna wenɛ n
anvil moːr n
appease gàː nànɛ*ː r v
apply ointment ɗoɲɛ*ː r v
approach mɛlɛrgí ɗɔ̀L v
argue pàlàmɗí ːkà*r v
argument pàlàmɛL n
arm àrí  n
armpit kelŋànL n
aroma ŋàː kàː t n
arrange ràgàdí *ː r v
arrangement í cí ː ctàn n
arrive mɛlɛ*ː r v
ashes tàɗàpùL n
ask kɔ̀ː ní jà*r v
assemble tolɗí ːkà*r v
attack gàː mí *ː r v
aunt màː mɛː L nkin
avenge kàː rà*r v
avocado àbokàdoL n
awake ɓeɗí *ː r v
away from co*ːj adv
awe eː mɛjɔ̀nL n
axe poː wà ː ɟ n
B b
baboon ɗí ː ràL n
baby càcàlɛ  n
back bàŋí  n; jí màL n
backbone kùrkùm n
backward dí ràkɛ adv
bad ŋɛː wɛnkà*r stv
bag kocɛ n
bake nàcí je*ː r v
bale out worworí ːkɔ̀L v
bamboo ɓí ːɓe n; combàl n
banana mùːɟí L n
bark gogí ɗí ːkà*r v
bark of tree orkànL n
barren land kɛː wɛ n
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barren woman tercí kàn n
barter nàgàɗí ːkà*r v; pàlàmɛ*ː r v
basket kàntɛ n
bastard lùkL n
bat gàndàm n; gàpùt n
bathe àː dí ɗí ːkà*r v
be ɛtɛ *ː r v
be not moko existmrkr
be there àr prt
beam pàtàntàn n
bear ɓàrtɛ*ː r v
bear (of animals) e*jŋà*r v
beard càmùnL n
beat bí te*ː r v; màlɛ*ː r v; pàː ŋí *ː r v
beautiful mentànkà*r stv
because àgùtL comp; ceː dɛ*n advlizer
bed bɛː roj n
bedbug gerbojL n
bee ŋedàn n
beehive dàː nɛ n
beer tàː ɟàn n
beewax pogí  n
befit ɗegegerí ːkà*r v
before gùnL prt
beg kàlɛjí *ː r v
beggar kàlɛjtàn n
begin càkí *ː r v; tùke*ː r v
beginning tùkí  n
belch ùdùːle*ː r v
believe ŋàː dí *ː r v
bell dɛwɛ l n
bellows kùː kL n
belt teː ɓɛ n
bend rùŋeː L n
besmear ɗoɲɛ*ː r v
betray gàɓɛ*ː r v
better dɔ̀ː c adv
bewitch làmɛ*ː r v
biceps bàɗí  n
big boː bà*r stv; obí ːkà*r stv
big drum tàrbùj n
bile ɓàjɛ  n
bind tɛː lɛ jɛ *ː r v; tùce*ː r v
bird teː tɔ̀n n
bird of prey gɛɗɛ l n
bird trap bàlàː toj n
birth pains cùːcùwí ːkà*r v
bite kàwɛ*ː r v
bitter ɓàː jkà*r stv
black kɔ̀ɟkà*r stv
blacksmith ɓɛː rtàn n
bladder boːlùàꜜ kànL n
blade of grass ŋɔ̀ɲùn n
blaze moɗí ːkà*r v
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bleed jɛrmɛ*ː r v
blessing geː tí ɛ L n
blight bùrɟàk n
blood jɛrom n
blow dí ː le*ː r v;  gotɛ*ː r v;  gotɛrkɔ̀L v; 
jongojɛ *ː r v
blow horn gotɛ*ː r v
blow nose ɲùke*ː r v
blunt dí ldí lkà*r stv; ɲí lgí ːkà*r stv
boar tùmàl n
boast kàlkàlkà*r stv
body ɛː kL n
boil keː ɟí ːkà*r v; moːrɛ*ː r v
bone ɛmɛː nànL n
bone marrow ɓɔ̀lɔ̀kànL n
book màcàː p n; màcàː pɛL n; wàrgàtɛ L n
border dàː rí  n
borrow màcɛ*ː r v
bother oːɗɛ*ː r v
bottle konde n
bottom ɗɛː gàL adv
boundary càwtùnL n





brain kàlbí  n
branch rɛkɛꜜ nànL n
bread nàcí L n
break ɓàdɛjí *ː r v
break wind pùcùwe*ː r v
breast àpàtí L n
breath wɛː ŋàL n
breathe wɛː ŋà*r v
brew ɲejà*r v
bride tàgoːnL n
brideprice doːkùn n; kàː ɲ n
bridge ko ːj n
bridge of nose ɛŋɛn n
bright ɗàː wànL n; ɗàː wí *ː r v; ɲàː lɛ*ː r v
bring ɗɔ̀kà*rkɔ̀L v
bring out boŋàkà*r v
bring up àː wojà*r v
broom kànà*ː kL n
broth pɛː  n
brother màcoːkojL nkin; màɲàL nkin
brother (my) deː deː  nkin
brother-in-law koɓɛ nkin; ɔ̀ː r nkin
brown ɲɛː kɔ̀ː tɛ *ː r stv
bubble bùlùnkùr n; kùrù n
bucket bàldí  ː  n
bud làː ɗí  n
buffalo mejàɗL n
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bulge ɟùm n
bump goːŋànà*r v; ɟùːm n
bundle tùctàn n
burden ɓàtàkL n
burn moɗí ːkà*r v
burst ɓɛrɛ*ː r v
bury kɔ̀wà*r v
bush ɗùkL n
but jàkànàL conj;  màL coord;  tɛː nàn 
coord
butterfly bí mbí lot n
buttock tí ː rí  n
buy ɓàlí *ː r v
C c
cackle kɛː kí ɗí ːkà*r v
calabash pɔ̀ɗɔ̀kL n
calf of leg bolbol n
call rí jà*r v
calm ɲɛjɛ *ː r v
camel tàgàL n
camp kàː l n
cane gùmboj n
canoe emɗL n
capsize gùpàɗí ːkà*r v
carefully kɛlɔ̀t adv
caress moːmoɟɛ*ː r v
carry ɓàtàkí *ː r v; dí ː le*ː r v; eː gɔ̀gɛ*ː r v
carve pàcɛ*ː r v
cast làmɛ*ː r v
cat àdùreː L n
catch gàː mí *ː r v; gàː mtàn n; tàwɛ*ː r v
caterpillar gùːꜜní L n; kùrɓù n
cattle egret wàrkojL n
cave kàː kà n
cease gàjɛ*ː r v; ɲɛjɛ *ː r v
cemetery jí meː L n
centipede moɲàmoɲàɛ  n
chaff pɛtɛ ː kànL n
chair ɗàngɛ n
chameleon mɛkɛkorot n
change kàjàː rɛ*ː r v; weː rɛ*ː r v; wonojɛ *ː r v
character kàlbí  n
charcoal loːlomùn n
chase epàː jà*r v
chat í bàː lí *ː r v
cheek pàrí wàn n
chest kokomL n
chew comɛ*ː r v
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chew cud ùdùːle*ː r v
chick ɲɔ̀ː kànL n
chicken koː gele n
chief ɔ̀ɗɔ̀wenL n
child tɔ̀ ː n n
chin ɲegem n
chip kɛtɛ *ː r v
chisel powtàn n
choke ɓɔ̀kɔ̀ː cɛ*ː r v
choose dàː mà*r v
chop kɛtɛ *ː r v; pàcɛ*ː r v; pàrɛ*ː r v
circumcision jàwɛː L n
city kàtàmɛ n
clam gongodí  n
clan komoj n; tekàː nL n
clap tàɓàː jí *ː r v
clay cùɓoj n
clean mentànkà*r stv
clear kàlɛ*ː r v
clearing pùːrtàn n
cliff càː koj n; cí rpɛ n
close korí *ː r v
clot gɔ̀ŋɛ*ː r v
cloth àbí  ː  n
clothing article àbí  ː  n
cloud tí ːmà n n
club gùmboj n
cockroach dɛdɛɓɛː ní  n
coffee mowɛ n
coffee leaf kàː rí  n
coil coɲcoːmɛ*ː r v
cold càloːkà*r stv
cold weather càloːkàː t n
collect tàː jɛ *ː r v
colobus monkey toɗí  n
comb pàː kùcɛL n
come kùràkɔ̀L v
comfort gàː nànɛ*ː r v
command cekí ɛ L n
compare rɔ̀mɛ*ː r v
complain noː nogàː kà*r v
complete rùːme*ː r v
compound ɲàkL n; wɛjL n
compromise àː wojà*r v
conceive gàmɛ*ː r v
condole gàː nànɛ*ː r v
congratulate mùːce*ː r v
conquer lɔ̀cí ɗí ːkà*r v
consumed pedí *ː r v
continue topí *ː r v
contradict ɓoːjí *ː r v
cook keː ɟí ːkà*r v; keɟà*r v
cooking stone ɗɛjŋL n
corn màː koloj n
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corn cob deː denɛ n
corpse bùː cɛL n
correct lí kí  adv; tɔ̀cɛ adv
cotton jí rbí  n
cotton plant jí rbí  n
cough kànɛ*ː r v
count í komí *ː r v
county ɗoː n
courtyard keː r n
cousin pàɲàL nkin
cover mí ːɲe*ː r v
cow tàŋL n
coward ɓɔ̀ː j n
crab rokokoːenL n
crack ɓàɓàlɛ *ː r v
cracked pompoːckà*r stv
craving ŋɔ̀ɗɔ̀L n
crawl gɔ̀gɔ̀*jà*r v; pùpùːte*ː r v
create í ɟàː gà*r v
crest of bird dí ːcɛ n
crevice làː ltàn n
cripple gɔ̀ː rɛL n
crocodile ùgùlL n
crone ŋàː j n
crook rùŋeː L n
crooked rùrùŋàː kà*r stv
cross ekàŋɛ*ː r v
crossroads wàkàꜜ càkL n
crow ɗoːrí *ː r v
crowd ɓɔ̀ː kàː kàː t n
crunch tùmàk v
crush ɓɛː rà*r v
cry kùɗe*ː r v
cudget gùmboj n
cultivate pùːre*ː r v
cup màtàgeL n
current àpàní  n
curse koːɲ n; koːɲɛ*ː r v; làmɛ*ː r v
curve rùŋeː L n
custom bàrɛː L n
cut kɛtɛ *ː r v; ogàrɛ*ː r v
cut open poːɗí *ː r v
cut through jàwɛ*ː r v
D d
dance dùːbùeː t n; dùː bùje*ː r v; í bàː lí *ː r v darkness ɲùːgùr n
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daughter-in-law eː mɛː kà*ː j nkin
dawn í rkí *ː r v; kolɛt n
dawn (at) í rkí ɗ adv
day ɓɛː ɲɔ̀ n; ɗoŋL n; wàː wùj n
day after tomorrow kɔ̀ː L àjtí nàn adv
day before yesterday kɔ̀ àjtí nàn adv
dead person rɛrkɔ̀ŋ n
deaf person kí tí ː ɗí t n
death rer n
debt màcɛː  n
deceive ràː mɛ*ː r v
decide rùːme*ː r v
decorate ŋàɗɛ*ː r v
decrease pàkàtí *ː r v
deep ɓùkùːrkà*r stv
deepen kɔ̀wà*r v
defeat lɔ̀cí ɗí ːkà*r v
defecate peɟàrà*r v
defend ɓàː rí ɗɔ̀L v
delay kàː ɓí *ː r v
den oːcon n
deny mɔ̀ɗɛ*ː r v
descend ɓùrɓùɗí ːkà*r v
descendant komoj n
desert pàː ton n
desire ɗɛjɛ *ː r v
despise dàràː jɛ *ː r v
destroy cɔ̀ː kɛ*ː r v
detour (make a) v toːkɛ*ː r v
dew reː reL n
diarrhea pàː jànL n
die rɛrà*r v
different moàn adv
difficult oːɗɛ*ː r v
dig kɛtɛ *ː r v; kɔ̀wà*r v
dig up montɛ*ː r v
diminish ɟoːrà*r v
dip ɓeː cɛ*ː r v; mokoɗí ɗí ːkà*r v
directly tàː mɛtàkàn adv
dirt ɗoː n
dirty ŋɛː wɛnkà*r stv
disappear bàdɛ*ː r v; pàkàtí *ː r v
discourse toní ːL n
disdain dàràː jɛ *ː r v
disease gorí ːL n
distress làː ŋoj n
disturb toɟɛ *ː r v
ditch koːr n
dive làptɛ*ː r v
divide kàː cɛ*ː r v
divine future orí *ː r v
do àrí *ː r v
dog wàrL n
domesticate àː wojà*r v
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dominate tàpàː ɗàː nɛ*ː r v
donkey kùꜜ roj n
don't! kàt prt
door kekɛ n; kortàn n
doorway cover kortàn n
dove kùlbe*ː r n
down ɗeL adv; ɗɛː gàL adv; pàː ní  adv
drag pùrùːte*ː r v
dragonfly gí ltàtàː menL n
draw ɛː kɛ*ː r v; gàː cɛ*ː r v
dream pɛrkí ɛ  n
drink ùte*ː r v
drip tàmà*r v
drive away ɔ̀ː jɛ *ː r v
drizzle càcàjL n
drop orí *ː r v
drought pàː lkàː t n
drown lí ː le*ː r v
drunk pɔ̀jà*r v
dry pàː ltùkà*r stv
dry out tí ɲeː jí *ː r v
dry season màː to n
dry up ɓɔ̀kɛ*ː r v
dull dí ldí lkà*r stv; ɲí lgí ːkà*r stv
dung beetle bùllùːL n
dusk kàː j n
dust dùː dùrL n
duty remɛː L n
dwarf màː ɟɛL n
dwell beː dí *ː r v
E e
eagle ɗɔ̀kɔ̀wɛː tL n
ear weː nàL n
early kɔ̀ɟeː mɛ adv








egg shell pàkàlàm n
egoistic dàràː jɛ *ː r v
eight tùːl à ɟí ː tL num
eighteen àː rn à tùːl à ɟí ː tL num
eighty pɔ̀lpɔ̀lɛ L ɟoːL àŋànk num
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elbow kogod n
elder bɔ̀ː lɔ̀ŋL n
elephant àŋɛL n
elephantiasis bàmbàcí  n
eleven àː rn à omoŋL num
embrace gàː mùrkɔ̀L v
empty cɔ̀kɔ̀n adv
encounter làŋí *ː r v
end pedtàn n
enemy gùmàː kenL n
engaged bojcí je*ː r v
enough gàjɛ*ː r v
enter gùː gùɲà*r v
entrance hall ɗepɔ̀ n
epidemic rer n
equal rɔ̀màː kà*r stv
escape bɔ̀dɛ*ː r v; bɔ̀dí ːkà*r v
especially kɛɗɔ̀m adv
ethnic area ɗoː n
ethnic group komoj n
evade bɔ̀dɛ*ː r v
evangelist wɛngelàwí  n
evaporate dùː ŋe*ː r v
even àràc adv
exactly like that í cí gí cí gí * adv
exchange nàgàɗí ːkà*r v
excision jàwɛː L n
excrement ɲɔ̀ː dL n
exist ɓɛː lɛ *ː r v
exit ŋàː ràkɔ̀L v
expensive obí ːkà*r stv
explain toní *ː r v
eye tàː màL n
eyebrow pí làn n
eyelash pí làn n
F f
face ɔ̀ɗɔ̀L n; tàː màL n
fade kɔ̀ɟùràrkɔ̀L v
faint bɔ̀ː làː kà*r stv
fall ɗí ː ràrkɔ̀L v
famine pàː lkàː t n
fan gotɛ*ː r v
far jowɛː rkà*r stv
farm pùːre*ː r v
farmer í ɟàː genL n
fart pùcùwe*ː r v
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fast gorgorkà*r stv
fat gɔ̀ː nùrà*r v; moːrɛ n
father ɓàː ɓà nkin
father (his/her) ɛpɛ n nkin
father (my) bàː bɛː L nkin
father (your) bàː bɛː L nkin
father-in-law keː rɛː kL nkin
fear tùɓùrL n
feast tí kàcoj n; wɔ̀ː r n
feather loːmùn n
feel ɓeː cɛ*ː r v; jogí *ː r v
female peː tL nkin
female animal ŋàː j n
fence keː r n; màcàrɛ n
ferment gùpùːje*ː r v
fertile soil àpí ːnɛL n
fetch geː gejàː kà*r v
fetish cùːmí L n
fetus (be a) gàmɛ*ː r v
fiancé mɛː jL n
fiancée mɛː jL n
field tàː wàL n
fierce ɓànkàwkà*r stv
fifteen àː rn à tùːl num
fifty pɔ̀lpɔ̀lɛ L ɟoːL pɛː jkL à àː rŋL num
fig àː bɛ n
fig tree àː bɛ n
fight kàː rà*r v
fill eɲɛrà*r v
fin pí ː toj n
find làŋí *ː r v
find not cànɛ*ː r v
finger pɔ̀lpɔ̀l n
fingernail copolkoj n
finish pedí *ː r v; rùːme*ː r v
fire màɗL n
fire starting sticks komɛ n
fireplace kojtànL n
firewood temànL n
firmly kɛdí k adv
first omoŋeː n n
firstborn tekàː jànL n
fish kondí je*ː r v; oltL n
fish dam tekL n
fish hook kondí  n
fish trap kondí  n
fisherman kùndí ː tàn n
five tùːl num
five hundred ɗí bɛ ː  tùːl num
flame pelepele ː  n
flat ɗɛnɗɛː rkà*r stv
flea torojL n
flee gonà*r v
float lɛː lí àː kà*r v
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flour otí ː t n
flow gonà*r v
flower màkɛL n
flute ceː tɛ  n
fly kàjàŋí nL n; pí re*ː r v
fly (biting) àpeː r n
flying ant ɗùmùːꜜtùː nL n
foam kùrù n
fold tí ntí me*ː r v
follow nomɛ*ː r v
food ɗàmà n
footprint í reː L n
forbid ɓàː rà*r v
forcefully ɓànkàwkàː t adv
ford gɔ̀ː gɔ̀j n
forearm àrí  n
forehead tɛpɛnL n
forest ɗùkL n
forge ɓɛː rà n n
forget gàː làkà*r v; monɗí ːkà*r v
fork in path wàkàꜜ càkL n
four àŋàn num
fourteen àː rn à àŋàn num
fourty pɔ̀lpɔ̀lɛ L ɟoːL pɛː jkL num
free of charge cɔ̀kɔ̀n adv
friend càː komL n; pí ràː L n
frog wɔ̀ː wɔ̀ɟ n
frond (of palm) rɛkɛꜜ nànL n
frontier dàː rí  n
fruit tàː màL n
fry wɛjà*r v
full eɲàː kà*r stv; kɛrɛc adv; kɛtɛ w adv
full moon ɛjɛ nL n
funeral pí ː  n
fur àmùn n
G g
gall ɓàjɛ  n
gall bladder gùɟí L n
game í bàː lL n
garbage dump tùr n
garden wàː jàː n n
garlic kùlùbí L n
gather koŋà*r v
gecko boː ro n
generous kàː cɛ*ː r v
get làŋí *ː r v
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get well bɔ̀dɛrkɔ̀L v
ghost wɛː ŋàL n
gift tí gí L n
gill bàlgàɟàn n
giraffe kí jàː menL n
girl peː tL n
give gàɓɛ*ː r v
give birth ɓàrtɛ*ː r v
glory eː mɛjɔ̀nL n
gnaw gejí *ː r v
go kɛː ɗà*r v; ŋàː rà*r v
go in gùː gùɲà*r v
go out (of light) làː rà*r v
go round toːkɛ*ː r v
goat kemtL n
god cùːmí L n
God wàː kojot n
goiter tɔ̀ː ɗàkL n
gold workeL n
good dɔ̀ː c adv; mentànkà*r stv
gospel wɛnge ː l n
gossip làː gàɲà*r v;  làː gàɲɛ*ː r v; 
làː gàɲɔ̀nL n
government màngí ctí L n
granary pàlɛ n
grandchild kàː kɛ ː  nkin
grandfather àpɛː L nkin; oreː  nkin
grandmother kàː kɛː L nkin
grass ɛltL n
grasshopper tɛŋɔ̀ní ːL n
grassland ɛltL n
grave ɲon tokowonk n; pí ː  n
gravel gí ɗe*ː  n
graze (of bullet) ɓàrɛ*ː r v
greedy golkà*r stv
green cɔ̀lí ɗà*r stv
green mamba kɛkɛtí  n
greet dí gojɛ *ː r v
greeting dí goj prt
grind gí jà*r v




grow ɓɔ̀lɔ̀ː rɛ*ː r v
growl goː mɛ*ː r v
grumble noː nogàː kà*r v
grunt oːjɛ *ː r v
guard koː rɛ*ː r v
guest koː nàː tL n
guide lowí *ː r v; ɔ̀ɗɔ̀wenL n
gum ɲàː rí  n
gun kàwojL n
guts dí kí ː ꜜɲànL n
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H h
haggle pàlàmɛ*ː r v
hail màlwàn n
hair àmùn n
hair of maize jí loj n
half bí tàk quant
hammer dùːdàk n
hand àrí  n
handle gàː mtàn n
hang í cí *ː r v
hang up làː làwà*r v
hard ɓànkàwkà*r stv
harden ɓànkàː wrɔ̀L v
hardship làː ŋoj n
hare deː lekecL n
harvest ɗoːtí *ː r v; tàː jɛ *ː r v
harvest season toːtà n
hat doːroj n
hatch tɔ̀ntɔ̀mà*r v
hate ɓoːjí *ː r v
have làkí ːL v
have, possess làtùkà*r v
hawk mɛkɛlɛ mL n








heap up bocɛ*ː r v
hear tí jà*r v
heart ɓàː j n
heavy ɗí lkà*r stv
hedge keː r n
heel gí ɲɛ n
hello dí goj prt
help ɟɔ̀lɛ *ː r v
hem dí rtàn n
her cɛː n pers
herd í re*ː r v; poɲ n
here ceː d adv; ceː dí L adv; í cí L adv
hernia ŋùːltàn n
heron tàː ŋàː ŋí nL n
hesitate ɓàkɛjɗí ːkà*r v
hey! te interj
hiccough lí ɓL n
hide àgàlí *ː r v; dùge*ː r v; dùgí ɗí ːkà*r v
hide of animal tàrmàn n
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high bɔ̀ngɔ̀ː rɛ*ː r v
hill ɟùːm n; kùrkùm n
him cɛː n pers
hip pàkàː cojL n
hippopotamus í ɟom n
his (pl) gɛː nk poss
his (sg) nɛː k poss
hit bí te*ː r v; boː lɛ*ː r v; màlɛ*ː r v; pàː ŋí *ː r v
hoe gàcoj n; moːmonà*r v
hoe (big) doːmà ː  n
hold gàː mí *ː r v
hole toːl n; ùtùlL n
hollow cɔ̀kɔ̀n adv
hollow out kùːkùrà*r v
honey ɛtɛ ɗL n
honor eː mɛjà*r v
hoof cɔ̀ː bí  n
horn kolbɛ n; lùːrí  n
horse gàngojL n
host wɔ̀ː rtàn n
hot pàː kɛ*ː r stv
hot pepper mermetL n
hot weather pàː kànL n
hour càjtí L n
house ɲàkL n; wɛjL n
how many? eger interrog
how? ɛk interrog
hug gàː mùrkɔ̀L v
huge boːbà*r stv
hum í ː lí àː kà*r v
human being í ɗí tL n
hump of cow dàlí  n
hunchback rùŋtàn n
hundred ɗí bɛL num
hunger ŋàː wL n
hunt ɟɛː gojɗí ːkà*r v; lùgɛjɛ *ː r v
hunter àdàmojí nL n
hunting net kùrɛ n
hurry meː ɟàː kà*r v; pí re*ː r v
hurt oneself meː kà*r stv
husband bàː bùj n




I càː kL contrastive;  eː t pronoun;  rà 
pragmatic
idea koɓí L n
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if ɔ̀kɔ̀n comp
ill gorí *ː r v
illegitimate child lùkL n
illness gorí ːL n
imitate gàjà*r v
implore kàlɛjí *ː r v
important ɗɛjɛ *ː r v
impotent tercí kàn n
increase cí ːpe*ː r v
incubate tɔ̀ntɔ̀mà*r v
indicate í ɟoːpɛ*ː r v
inexpensive bàlàː kà*r stv
inhabit beː dí *ː r v
inhabitant beː dtàn n
inheritance ɗoː n
in-law reː g nkin; tekànL n
innocent mentànkà*r stv
insult ɲɔ̀ː nàL n; ɲɔ̀ː nà*r v
intercede gí bí je*ː r v
interest ŋɔ̀ɗɔ̀cɛ n
intersection wàkàꜜ càkL n
intestinal worm jeː tí  n
intestines dí kí ː ꜜɲànL n
investigate mermenà*r v; tàɟɛ *ː r v
invite rí jà*r v
iron àwɛ n
island àcùːlɛ  n





jinx rí ːɓe*ː r v
join tùːke*ː r v
journey ɛː ɲɛkɔ̀nL n
judge rùːmerɗɔ̀L v
juice coːrtàn n
jump ùtàː lɛ *ː r v
just àː cí  adv; ànà prt
K k
keep rí ːɓe*ː r v kick dí ːke*ː r v
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kidney moːɲànL n
kill ɓokoɗí ːkà*r v; ɓokotí *ː r v; moɗí ːkà*r 
v; ŋɔ̀ː lɛ *ː r v
kind àkomo n; komoj n; mentànkà*r stv
kingfisher kelleː kùt n
kiss càmɓojà*r v
kitchen hut pàː ɲL n
knead màlàː jɛ *ː r v
knee korŋànL n
knife àː rɛ n
knock goŋgoŋɛ*ː r v
knock against goːŋànà*r v
knock down jegɛ*ː r v




labour cùːcùwí ːkà*r v
lack ràkàtɛ *ː r v
ladder cí gí rL n
ladle gɔ̀tɛ L n
lair oː con n
lake teː l n
lamp làmbɛL n
lance beàL n
land dokí *ː r v; ɗoː n
language àtoL n
larynx goroɲcom n
last ɲɛː ɗà det; pedtàn n
later kɔ̀ː L ɗí nkɔ̀ː nk adv
laugh rɔ̀gɛ*ː r v
law í gí L n
lay egg e*jŋà*r v
lazy tɔ̀kɔ̀j n
lead lowí *ː r v
leader mɛrí ːL n
leaf pí ːŋonL n
leaf of maize kolɛ n
leak jɛjà*r v
lean against tí tí ɗí ːkà*r v
learn bàrɛ*ː r v; tàmàː rɛ*ː r v
leave something somewhere ŋɔ̀ɗà*r v
leech ɓàrɲàː ɲí ŋ n
left kàntàL adv
leftovers càkàí ː  n
leg derànL n
lemon loːmí ːL n
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lend màcí ɗí ːgí ɗɔ̀L v
lengthen tùːke*ː r v
lengthily kɛmàɲ adv
leopard dɔ̀mɔ̀n n
leprosy dɔ̀ː bɔ̀j n
let go ŋɔ̀ɗà*r v
let me! gùndɛ*n prt
let's! koL prt
letter pí dɛl n; tàː pí  n
lick jàː tɛ *ː r v
lie ɲonL n; ràː mɛ*ː r v
lie down dedeː rí ːkà*r v; dùnàrkɔ̀L v
life wɛː ŋàL n
lift bɔ̀ngɔ̀ː rɛ*ː r v
light ɗàː wànL n; pɔ̀jɔ̀ː kà*r stv
light fire lowí *ː r v
lightning ɲàː lànL n
like oko prep
like that kocɛk adv




liquor ogo ːl n
listen geleː wɛ*ː r v
little bàlàː kà*r stv
liver ɲàː j n
lizard celcel n
like this kojùnk adv
load bocɛ*ː r v; ɓàtàkL n; ɓàtàkí *ː r v
locust tɛŋɔ̀ní ːL n
log doː rí  n
long ɟeː ɗoːkà*r stv
look at koː rɛ*ː r v
look for wàrɛ*ː r v
loose kɛlɔ̀t adv
loosen àː jkà*r v
lose cànɛ*ː r v; làː rà*r v
lost bàdɛ*ː r v
louse ŋɛtí n n
love porí *ː r v
lower rí kí tɛ rkɔ̀L v
lower grinding stone mɛː dí  n
lukewarm ɟí ɲɟí kà*r stv
lung ùbù n
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M m
machete ɟàmɛ n
mad person màràtí kàn n cojní kàn n
maggot kùrɓù n
maize màː koloj n
maize flower cocoLànL n
make í ɟàː gà*r v
malaria bùcàː k n
male moːj nkin
mallet poː wà ː ɟ n
many ɓɔ̀ː kàː kà*r stv
marker jàː ŋtàn n
market gàbí joj n
marriage boŋí ː L n; wàː wànL n
marry boŋí *ː r v
marsh cɔ̀ː kɛ n
mask mí ːɲtàn n
master cùːmí L n
mat epàttàn n
maybe cɔ̀kà adv
mead ogo ːl n
meal càkàí ː  n
mean ceː kɛ*ː r v
meaning woːrànL n
measure rɔ̀mɛ*ː r v
meat tà ː r n
mediate gí bí je*ː r v
medicine korùcL n
meet làŋí *ː r v; tolɗí ːkà*r v
meeting càcàbɛL n
melt lɔ̀ː ɟɛ *ː r v
messenger wocɛjtàn n
middle kɔ̀ː r n
migrate weː tàkà*r v
milk e*jŋà*r v; ɛrcɛː L n
millet dàː gùcɛ n
miscarriage ɓokotí ː tàrɔ̀L v
mistake cí tɛ tL n; tí kí jɛ  n
mix càː pɛjà*r v
molar tooth gàmàLànL n
money worí  n
monitor lizard ɗí ː lí kí c n
monkey ɗeː rɔ̀ n
month ɛjɛ nL n
moon ɛjɛ nL n
morning romí ːL n
mortar pàː ɲL n
mosquito meltí t n
moth dùbí  n
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mother (his/her) ɛmɛcL nkin
mother (my) í ndí ːL nkin
mother (your) ŋàː ŋàL nkin
mother-in-law keː rɛː kL nkin
mould gàː cɛ n; mùːwe*ː r v
mountain ɛdɛn n; kùrkùm n
mourning wùɗ n
mouse kí ltL n
mouth àtoL n
move kɔ̀ɓɛ*ː r v
move away weː tàkà*r v
mud ɗokojL n
mud block cùɓoj n
mud wasp bí lí ngí  ː r n
mudfish gombɛː L n
murder ɓokotí *ː r v
muscle moːɲànL n
mushroom boɲoːɲL n
mushy food càpàtàn n
music congùj n
mute person kí tí ː ɗí t n
my (pl) gàː nk poss
my (sg) nàː k poss
N n
nail mí cí màː rí L n
name tí rí jàL n
namesake mogojL n
naming ceremony orpànL n
nape of neck ŋoːlànL n
narrow tokoːlkà*r stv
nasal mucus kùrŋàn n
navel boːlL n; kerjɔ̀n n
near ɔ̀ː nkùŋ adv; wɔ̀ː nkà*r stv
nearby ɟok adv
neck ŋɔ̀ɗɔ̀L n
need ɗɛjɛ *ː r v
needle mùtàL n
neg kí *ː r aux
neighbour pí ràː L n
nephew cɔ̀ː n nkin
new moon ɛjɛ nL n
news wàː cí  n
night kàː j n
nine tùːl à àŋàn num
nineteen àː rn à tùːl à àŋàn num
ninety pɔ̀lpɔ̀lɛ L ɟoːL àŋànk à àː rŋL num
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noise ɗoːrànL n; kongoj n
nose ɛŋɛn n
notice mermenà*r v
now cí ceL adv; cí cɛL adv; cí cɔ̀L adv
now (discourse particle) ɔ̀rɛ prt
nurse gí ɟe*ː r v
O o
oath kùːlmeː t n
obey tí ɗí ːgí ɗɔ̀L v
obligation remɛː L n
obstruct ɔ̀ː jɛ *ː r v
obstruction tùːꜜtùk n
obtain làŋí *ː r v
office bí ː ro n
often otoːp adv
oil ɟɛ*jtí L n
oil palm bɔ̀dɛL n; ɟí mtí  n
okay dɔ̀ː c adv; koːk prt
old bɔ̀ː lɔ̀ŋL n; bɔ̀lɔ̀ŋùràrkɔ̀L v
old person gùtàrí nL n
once more í nL kɛkàr adv
one omoŋL num
one certain om det
one-string violin kedeŋdeŋL n
onion cùnkùrtí L n
only dàkɛː ɗà adv
open tàjɛ *ː r v
or kɛjgùnL coord;  kɛjnL conj;  mànk 
coord; mànkí rɛ conj
orange bùrtùkàː ní L n
order tonàkà*r v; tonùrgùɗɔ̀L v
orphan ɓàkàː ɟà ɗ n
ostrich ùlùpe ː n n
other om det
others ɔ̀gɔ̀ det
ouch! we*ː  interj
our (pl) gànk poss
our (sg) nànk poss
outside wàlàc adv
over there goj adv
overtake ɗojí *ː r v
overturn lɔ̀kɛ*ː r v
owl gùmùn n
owner ɗùmàː tL n
ox ɟegùj n
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P p
pack gàɓɛ*ː r v
paddle kɛː wɛ*ː r v; opàl n
pail bàldí  ː  n
pain meː kàː t n
paint bo ː jà ː k n
palate kàɗàŋɗàŋL n
palm branch rɛkɛꜜ nànL n
palm tree bɔ̀dɛL n
pangolin kɔ̀ŋ n
pant ùbùgàː kà*r v
pap càpàtàn n
papaya pàpàjeL n
paper wàrgàtɛ L n
parrot màjmàjotL n
partridge kàmtí *ː  n
pass ɗojí *ː r v
pass time rùːme*ː r v
path gopàn n
pay kojí *ː r v
payer kojtàn n
payment kojí ː L n; kojtàn n
peace jàː kàː t n
peanut àkùːrL n
pebble ɟɛː wɛ n
peck í ɟoːpɛ*ː r v
peel ɓàː cí *ː r v; korɛ*ː r v
peg jàː ŋtàn n
pelican ɛɲcí  n
penalty goːpà n n
pepper bàrbàː rot n
perch pàlɛ n
perhaps kàɗɛ ː ŋ adv
permit doː mɛ*ː r v
persuade kɔ̀ɲɛ*ː r v
pestle ùɗeː  n
phlegm kàː kàntàn n
pick dàː mà*r v
pick fruit poː ɗùrkɔ̀L v
pick up koŋà*r v
piece ŋàpàttàn n
pierce lɛmtɛ*ː r v; toːjɛ *ː r v
pig kùtùr n
piglet càː polɛ L n
pimple teː get n
pineapple ànànàcí L n
pipe kocí e n
pit ùtùlL n
pit of fruit tàː màL n
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pity ŋàdí ː  n
place coːn n; ɲon n; rí ːɓe*ː r v
plague rer n
plan ekedL n; ràgàdí *ː r v
plank pàꜜ rànL n
plant coːwɛ*ː r v; wàː jí *ː r v
plants ŋoɲí  n
plaster pùːctàn n
plate lɔ̀kɔ̀j n
play congùje*ː r v; í bàː lí *ː r v
plead kàlɛjí *ː r v
please! àdàràt interj; re pers
pluck ɗùːpe*ː r v; poːɗí *ː r v
plug toɲtàn n
pocket kí cí L n
point cùkL n; í ɟoːpɛ*ː r v
poison ɗeː pí *ː r v; màrɟí ꜜ n
polish poː cɛ*ː r v
polygamy ɲàkí ɛ  n
pool teː l n
poor gí rojɗí ːkà*r v
poor man gí rojkàn n
porcupine àjàn n;  ɟɔ̀nkɔ̀lɛ  n; 
koɲcí ː làm n
postpone kàː ɓí *ː r v
potato bàmbeː L n
potter's kiln gí ːgí rɔ̀nL n
pound kɛgà*r v
pour out lɔ̀kɛ*ː r v
power ɓànkàwkàː t n
powerful ɓànkàwkà*r stv
praise pɔ̀ː cɛ*ː r v; pɔ̀ː cí jɛ L n
pray ɗànɗàmàː kà*r v
prayer ɗànɗàmɔ̀nL n
pregnant làk àmɗ v
prepare keː ɟí ːkà*r v;  kùpàː jɛ *ː r v; 
ràgàdí *ː r v; í cí ː ce*ː r v
pretend tàgàjL n
prevent kàː ɓí *ː r v
price gàtí  n
priest keː cí L n
problem ràkàtɛ L n
problematic oːɗɛ*ː r v
project proɟe t n




protect ɓàː rí ɗɔ̀L v
proverb rɔ̀mɛː L n
pull ŋùːke*ː r v; pùrùːte*ː r v
punish goː pà*r v
punishment goː pà n n
puppy bùcùlɛ  n
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pus meː toàkL n
push dí re*ː r v; mí ːɗí *ː r v
push inside mùke*ː r v
put rí ːɓe*ː r v
put down rí ːɓàkà*r v
put inside rí ːɓerà*r v
put together tùːke*ː r v
python wí làŋL n
Q q




rabbit deː lekecL n
rafter pàtàntàn n
rain ɛː kɛ*ː r v; rùːkejɛ *ː r v; tùl n
rainbow àmbàꜜ coj n
rainy season bàngí  n
rat cí mbí ːL n
rattle jí keː L n; jí ke*ː r v; tàkàwà ː ɟ n
razor àː tùj n
read àmbàbɛ*ː r v
really eː keː rɛ adv
really? ànɛ interj
rebuke goːpà*r v
recount story toní *ː r v
red dɛː kà*r stv
red pepper mermetL n
reed ɓí ːɓe n
reedbuck ɓoɛ  n
refusal boŋí ː L n
bunch of bananas gùndí  n
register mɛckɛbɛ*ː r v
relationship làlàŋL n
relative tekàː nL n
relative by marriage tekànL n
remain dàkɛ*ː r v
remember koɓùrkɔ̀L v
remote future koj adv
repair toːtoːkɛ*ː r v
repay kojɗí ːkà*r v
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repentance doːjànL n
reply ɟùmùrà*r v; mùrí *ː r v
report jàː ŋí ɛ L n
repositioning kɔ̀kɔ̀ɓL n
reputation làː gàɲɔ̀nL n
request kɔ̀ː ní jà*r v; kɔ̀ː ní jɔ̀nL n
resemble gàjà*r v
resolve ɲɛjɛ *ː r v
respect eː mɛjà*r v
response mɛlcí L n
rest í mí ːɲe*ː r v
restless rererí ːkà*r v
resume topí *ː r v
return ɟùmùrà*r v; mùràkɔ̀L v
return (itr) mùrí *ː r v
revenge kàː rnL n
reverence eː mɛjɔ̀nL n
rib koːltùnL n
rich ɓɔ̀lɔ̀ː rɛ*ː r v
rich man worí ːkàn n
rid oneself of orí *ː r v
right ɗí ɗí kàL adv; lí kí  adv
ring dɛwɛlɛ *ː r v
rip pùː ɗe*ː r v
ripe àː ɗí ːkà*r stv; àː ɗorà*r v
ripen àː ɗí ːkà*r stv
rise up ŋàː r ràŋànà v
river gɔ̀rɔ̀L n
road gopàn n
roast medɛ*ː r v; tùːɟe*ː r v
rob weː lɛ*ː r v
rock tàlàː ɗɛ n
roll gí rgí ɗí ːkà*r v
roof àɟeː ràn n
room gode n
root tí ltí l n
rotten moɟɛ*ː r v
rough ŋàcàkàwkà*r stv
rub moːmoɟɛ*ː r v; pàjoːtɛ *ː r v
rubbish dí ː rɛ n
ruined cɔ̀ː kí ɗí ːkà*r v
rule over tàpàː ɗàː nɛ*ː r v
ruminate ùdùːle*ː r v
run reː rí *ː r v
rural area kɛntɛ n
rust ùː te*ː r v; ùː tùtàn n
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S s
sack kocɛ n
sacrifice tí gí L n
sad ŋàdí *ː r v
saliva ɗɛː wɔ̀L n
salt moːí ː  n
sand ɟɛː wɛ n; kɛː wɛ n
sandal kɔ̀pànL n
sated ɓoː ɗorà*r v
save rí ːɓe*ː r v
saw ceː cekɛ*ː r v; màkàː ɟí L n
say àrí *ː r v; toní *ː r v
say goodbye pàkkàtà*r v; pàkkàtí ːkà*r v
scabies wàkàː rà n n
scar dí ːdí  n
scar (decorative) gàː cɛ n
scare ràː mɛ*ː r v
scatter kɛː tɛ *ː r v
scorpion rokokoːenL n
scrape wɛkɛː rà*r v
scratch tí ːkà*r v; wàlàː tɛ *ː r v
seated beː dí *ː r v
second pɛː jeː n ordnum
see dɛnɛ*ː r v
seed wɛjkonL n
seem í ꜜ to interj
seize tàwɛ*ː r v
self ɛː kL pro
selfish golkà*r stv
sell ɓàlɗí ɗɔ̀L v
send wocɛjɛ *ː r v; wocɛjɛ *ː r v
senile person bɔ̀ː lɔ̀ŋL n
separate kàː cɛ*ː r v
servant í ɟàː genL n
serve í ɟàː gà*r v
set dɛː ɗɛwɛ*ː r v; rí ːɓe*ː r v
settle ɲɛjɛ *ː r v
seven tùːl à pɛː jL num
seventeen àː rn à tùːl à pɛː jL num
seventy pɔ̀lpɔ̀lɛ L ɟoː L ɟí ː tí kL à àː rŋL num
sew ɓeː ní *ː r v
sewn object ɓeː ntàn n
shadow rí ː  n; tí pí ː  n
shake oɟokɛ*ː r v
shame keː ɲ n
share kàː kàcà*r v
sharp ɗɔ̀mkà*r stv; keː wànL n
sharpen ɓàː cí *ː r v; keː wí *ː r v
sharpened keː wànL n
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shave tùlà*r v
she cɛː n, cɛ*ː n pronoun; cɛnk contras-
tive
sheep ɟí nkùj n
shell porotɛ *ː r v
shell of groundnut wàː n n
shelter pàː pɛ n
shield gàː cí n n
shin ceː ꜜlànL n
shine ɗàː wí *ː r v; ɲàː lɛ*ː r v
shirt cɛmí ɟí L n
shiver pí ːɗe*ː r v
shoe càː mɛL n; kɔ̀pànL n
shoot gí ːdL n; tí màː ɗɔ̀L v
short dí ŋjàtùkà*r stv
shorten jàwɛ*ː r v
shoulder tí gonànL n
shoulder blade tɛpɛr n
shout oː jɛ*ː r v; tonùrà*r v
show jàː ŋɛ*ː r v
shrew deː denɛ n
shrivelled mɔ̀ː rɛ*ː r v
shut korí *ː r v
sick gorí *ː r v
sickle àː rɛ n
side gɔ̀ː L n; koː ltùnL n
sin tí kí jɛ  n
sing í ː lí àː kà*r v
singe ràː wí *ː r v
sink lí ː le*ː r v
sister màcoːkojL nkin; màɲàL nkin
sister (my) deː deː  nkin
sister-in-law ɔ̀ː r nkin
sit down dokí *ː r v; dokí *ː r ɗeL v
situation ɔ̀ː tɛ  n
six tùːl à om num
sixteen àː rn à tùːl à om num
sixty pɔ̀lpɔ̀lɛ L ɟoːL ɟí ː tí kL num
skeleton ɛmɛː nànL n
skin teː jí *ː r v; wàː n n
skin of fruit wàː n n
skull ɔ̀ɗɔ̀L n
sky dàrí  n
slack kɛlɔ̀t adv
slap pàː ŋí *ː r v
slaughter ŋɔ̀ː lɛ *ː r v; teː jí *ː r v
slave làː ŋojí nL n
sleep ɗeː gàrà*r v; ɗùɗùnà*r v
sleepy ɗeː gàrà*r v
slide dertɛ*ː r v
slime bolbolL n
slippery dortoːkà*r stv
slither reː rí *ː r v
slowly kɛlɔ̀t adv
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small tɛmkà*r stv
small drum tàrbùj n
small piece of wood pàpà l n
smear ɗoɲɛ*ː r v
smell eː ŋàɗà*r v; ŋàː kàː t n
smell bad ŋàː kà*r stv
smile ŋeɗeː mɛ*ː r v
smoke dùːŋe*ː r v; toːr n
smoke fish ràː wí *ː r v
smooth ɲolɲolkà*r stv
snail gàː nɗɛ n
snake koːkoL n
snatch tàwɛ*ː r v
sneeze tí rojɛ *ː r v
sniff eː ŋàɗàː kà*r v
snore ŋàrotowà*r v
snot kùrŋàn n
so à conj; tɔ̀L prt
soak cùpke*ː r v
soar ɟeː ŋɛ*ː r v
soft kokoːkà*r stv; ɲolɲolkà*r stv
soil ɗoː n
soldier àmàcí ní L n
sometimes kɛɓùː adv
song í ː lí àL n
son-in-law eː mɛː kà*ː j nkin
soon kɛgùɲùn adv
sorcerer ŋɛjL n
sore doː coj n; ɟùːrL n
sorghum ŋeɗeɲL n
sorrow ɓàkɛj n
soul wɛː ŋàL n
sound ɗoːrànL n; kongoj n
soup pɛː  n
sour kowɛ*ː r v
sow coːwɛ*ː r v
spank ɗí ŋe*ː r v
spark rɛː rɛmùn n
speak wàː cɛ*ː r v
spear beàL n
spear handle koːrànL n
speech toní ːL n
speed gorgorkà*r stv
spend time rùːme*ː r v
spider jɛpcoj n
spider's web kɔ̀lkɔ̀dàː denL n
spill gùpàtɛ *ː r v
spirit of dead wɛː ŋàL n
spit topàː jɛ *ː r v
spitting cobra gùmí L n
splendor eː mɛjɔ̀nL n
split vines ŋàní *ː r v
spoil cɔ̀ː kɛ*ː r v; moɟɛ*ː r v
spoiled cɔ̀ː kí ɗí ːkà*r v
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spoon mànkí àL n
spot ɲon n
spread ɟàː mɛ*ː r v
spread out tí ɲeː jí *ː r v
spring leː làkL n
sprinkle càwɛ*ː r v
sprout ɗí ːgàràkɔ̀L v
spy mùːɟí  n; mùːɟí je*ː r v
squat doːɗí *ː r v
squeak reː te ː t n; reː teː tɛ *ː r v
squeeze coːrɛ*ː r v
squirrel ùkeː L n
stab mùke*ː r v
stack poɲ n
stalk ɓokotùrkɔ̀L v
stalk of plant wopɛL n
stamp torokí *ː r v
stand ɛtɛ *ː r v
star màrjɔ̀n n
stay beː dí *ː r v
steal àgàlí *ː r v
steam dùːŋe*ː r v
steer meː nɛ*ː r v
stem wopɛL n
step ŋàwí ː te*ː r v
sticky mɔ̀ɗɔ̀kɔ̀ɲkà*r stv
sting cùːwe*ː r v
stinger cùweː t n
stink ŋàː kà*r stv
stir ŋoɲí *ː r v
stomach àmɗL n
stone gí ɗe*ː  n; tàː màL n
stool bàrcùm n; ɗàngɛ n
stop gàjɛ*ː r v; ɲɛjɛ *ː r v
stop up toɲɛ*ː r v
stopper toɲtàn n
store up tolɛ *ː r v
stork kodobí *ː  n
storm wɛː r n
story kɔ̀ː mànL n; wàː cí  n
straddle dí rkí jàː kà*r v
straight cɛm adv
straighten kemí *ː r v
strain food ɲejà*r v
stranger koː nàː tL n
strangle ɓɔ̀kɔ̀ː cɛ*ː r v
strength ɓànkàwkàː t n
stretch kerí *ː r v
strike bí te*ː r v; màlɛ*ː r v
string meltL n; tùce*ː r v
strip off korɛ*ː r v
strong ɓànkàwkà*r stv
stubborn dàràː jɛ *ː r v
stumble meː ɟàː kà*r v
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stumbling block tùːꜜtùk n
stump kàcí kí r n
stupid person bàdtàn n
stutter bogoL n
subtract bí tàkɛ*ː r v
succeed gàjɛ*ː r v
suck coːɓɛ*ː r v
suckle gí ɟe*ː r v
suffer ràkàtɛ *ː r v
sugar cane kàɗí kànL n
suit ɗegegerí ːkà*r v
sun wàː wùj n
Sunday càmbàtɛL n
sunrise gí bí  n
sunset àɟí ge n
surprised nàjɛ*ː r v; nànàjí ːkà*r v; ŋàː tí *ː r v
surround toːkɛ*ː r v
swallow geː ɲɛ*ː r v
swarm tàloj n
swear koː ɲɛ*ː r v
sweat tɔ̀kí je*ː r v
sweep gàː lí *ː r v
sweet ŋɔ̀lŋɔ̀lkà*r stv
sweet potato bàmbeː L n
swell ŋàjorà*r v; ŋàjorà*r v
swim lejà*r v
swing weː weː rí ːkà*r v
sword àː rɛ n
T t
taboo kàː ɓànL n; kàː ɓí *ː r v
tail cɔ̀ː cL n; kùː lL n; pí ː toj n
take boŋí *ː r v; dí ː le*ː r v; ɛkàŋɛ*ː r v
take off pí rerɗɔ̀L v
take revenge tí ː ɟe*ː r v
talk wàː cɛ*ː r v
talk with each other wàː cí ːɗí kà*r v
tarantula kàjtɛ ː r n
taste lɛː lɛ mɛː t n; pàː rí *ː r v
tattoo gàː cɛ n; gàː cɛ*ː r v; toːjtàn n
tax gí bí rí L n
teach rɔ̀ː rí àː kà*r v
tear pɔ̀ː kɛ*ː r v
tears pí letàn n
tell toní *ː r v
temple of head pàrí wàn n
ten àː rn num; gùrùŋ num
tend livestock koːrɛ*ː r v
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tendon meː làt n
tendril àtàwàn n
termite emà ː r n
termite hill ɟompo l n
tether tùce*ː r v
thank pɔ̀ː cɛ*ː r v
thatch ùːtùmtàn n
their (pl) gɛnk poss
their (sg) nɛnk poss
then càː dí L adv
there càː L adv;  càː dí L adv;  càː nà adv; 
coːd adv; cɔ̀L dem; geL adv; ɔ̀cɔ̀L adv
thereafter càː L adv
these í cí gí  dem
they cɛː g contrastive;  cɛː kL pronoun; 
rɛ pragmatic
thick dí ldí lkà*r stv; gɔ̀ː nùrà*r v
thief àgàltL n
thin kewkewkà*r stv; tɛŋɛː lkà*r stv
thing àɲL n
things olà n
think koɓí *ː r v
third ɟí ː teː nL ordnum
thirteen àː rn à ɟí ː tL num
thirty rùːmer í ɗí tL à àː rŋL num
thorn ɓɛjnL n
thousand kùmɛL num
thread kí rí L n
threaten demɛ*ː r v
three ɟí ː tL num
thresh màlɛ*ː r v
threshing-floor teː teː  n
throat ŋɔ̀ɗɔ̀L n
throb gùpàː ŋɛ*ː r v
throw bàː lɗí *ːɗɔ̀L v; mermɛ n; tí màː ɗɔ̀L v
throw away orí *ː r v
throwing stick koː rànL n
thunder tɛɓɛrL n
tickle kelkelɛ *ː r v
tie korkoɗà*r v
time càjtí L n; ɔ̀ː tɛ  n
tired bɔ̀ː làː kà*r stv
toad wɔ̀ː wɔ̀ɟ n
tobacco tàɓɛ n
tobacco pipe kocí e n
today ɓeɲce adv
toe pɔ̀lpɔ̀l n
together àgùtL omoŋL adv
tomato gɔ̀ŋgɔ̀rL n




torn pɔ̀ː kí ɗí ːkà*r v
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tortoise ɓokoːrjànL n
touch ɓeː cɛ*ː r v
towards coːn dem; colàk prep
towards them gàL dem
town kàtàmɛ n
track derànL n
trader nàgàː deL n
tradition bàrɛː L n
traitor kàː dí tàn n
trample toroːkà*r v
translate doː mɛ*ː r v; tùrgùme*ː r v
transplant wàː jí *ː r v
trap goː moj n; kàŋí *ː r v
travel ɛː ɲɛkà*r v
traveler ɛː ɲɛktàn n
tree kɛː tL n
tree  species càojL n;  coːꜜmoj n; 
cokocí  n;  dàcoj n;  dàmpɛ n;  dɛkɛ n; 
dɔ̀kɛL n;  dùe n sesbania  sesban; 
ɗɔ̀ː ŋàn n;  ɛː ro*j n;  ɛnkojL n;  gàː mù*j n; 
gí dí L n;  goːɟɛ  n;  goː mùjL n;  jùːjà n; 
jùːjɛ  n;  ɟɛː mɛL n;  ɟùkùl n;  kɛjàŋ n; 
kɔ̀bɛ n; kùrí  n; ùː pùj n; woní L n
tremble pí ːɗe*ː r v
tribe komoj n
tribute gí bí rí L n
trouble ràkàtɛ L n
troublemaker rɛbɛckàn n
trousers cùrùjL n
truly eː keː rɛ adv
trunk of tree doːrí  n
truth eː ke ː r n
try pàː rí *ː r v
turkey koːgele n
turn wí de*ː r v
turn over wí ː rí je*ː r v
turn round ŋàní *ː r v
turn towards wí derà*r v
turtle dùː dùen n
twelve àː rn à pɛː jL num
twenty rùːmer í ɗí tL num
twenty-one rùːmer í ɗí tL à omoŋL num
twenty-two rùːmer í ɗí tL à pɛː jL num
twilight kàː j n
twin olàkàn n
twist menɛ*ː r v
twisted rùːɗí ːkà*r v
two pɛː jL num
two hundred ɗí bɛ ː  pɛː jL num
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U u
udder í lànL n
ugly ŋɛː wɛnkà*r stv
umbilical cord ɲeː ɗL n
uncle màː ꜜleː L nkin; wàcelL nkin
uncover ɓùːke*ː r v
under derej adv
undress kàrkàrà*r v
unload boŋùrkɔ̀L ɗoːkà v
unripe dí ŋjàtùkà*r stv; ɗí ːnànkà*r stv
unsettled rererí ːkà*r v
untie woːrí *ː r v
unwrap ɓàkàtí *ː r v
up ɛdɛn adv; kí  adv
upper arm bàɗí  n
upwards ràŋànà adv
urinate ɲeː wí *ː r v
urine tɔ̀ː jɔ̀L n
used to bàrɛ*ː r v
V v
valley càː koj n
vegetation ŋoɲí  n
vein meː rí n n
venom of snake màrɟí L n
very ɟɛt adv
village dùːrɛ n
vine meltL n; lòŋgólo ːt n
visible ɓɛː lɛ *ː r v
vision pɛrkí ɛ  n
visit lɛː wɛ*ː r v
visitor koː nàː tL n
voice ɗoːrànL n
vomit pàjɛ*ː r v
vulture cɔ̀ː lí làŋL n
W w
waist ɓeː tɔ̀nL n
wait beː dí *ː r v
wait for koː rɛ*ː r v
wake up ɓeɗí *ː r v
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walk ŋàwí ː te*ː r v
walking stick gùmboj n
wall rektàn n
wander dɔ̀ː kɛ*ː r v
want ɗɛjɛ *ː r v
war kàː rnL n
warthog edùgɛ n; kùtùr n
wash àː dí *ː r v; àː dí ɗí ːkà*r v
watch koːrɛ*ː r v
water màː wL n
waterfall àpàní  n; ùrùrL n
waterhole bokùj n
wave pɔ̀ː ŋàn n
wax gí poj n
we eteŋkL pronoun; re pragmatic
weak bɔ̀ː l adv; bɔ̀ː làː kà*r stv
weave àrí *ː r v
weed moːmonà*r v; ŋɔ̀ɲùn n
weeds ŋɔ̀ɲùn n
weep kùɗe*ː r v
weight ɗí lkàː t n
well bɔ̀dɛ*ː r v;  kɛɗɔ̀m adv;  leː làkL n; 
mentànkà*r stv
west pàː ní  adv
wet dodoːkà*r stv
what? ɟí ko n interrog
when? okoɗ interrog
where? eː tL interrog
which? won interrog
whip mermɛ n
whisper jɛː jɛ gɛ*ː r v
whistle kolloɟɛ *ː r v
white kopùlkà*r stv; tùpeː ɲkà*r stv
white man pàrànɟí L n
whitewash kormɛ n
who? wo ːɗ interrog; woːɗàk interrog
whole eɲàː kà*r stv
wicked ŋɛː wɛnkà*r stv
wickerwork perɛ n
widen cí ːpe*ː r v
widespread bàkàː ɲkà*r stv
wife ɟàrtí  n
wild cat làmàlàmɛL n
wind jongoj n
window màckoːtí L n better 
wing tɔ̀ɓɔ̀ː jɔ̀n n
wipe off kerkeɗà*r v
wisdom ɗegerɔ̀nL n
witch ŋɛjL n
witchcraft rí ːɓL n
wither wàː ŋ v
without àtí  prep
woman ɟàrtí  n
womb ɲeː ɗL n
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wood kɛː tL n
word pɛː ní  n
work í ɟàː gL n; í ɟàː gà*r v
worker í ɟàː genL n
world ɗoː n
worm oː pùnoj n
wound doːcoj n; ɟùːrL n; tí mà*r v
wrap ɓùwe*ː r v
wrap up coɲcoːmɛ*ː r v
wring out coːrɛ*ː r v
wrinkle poːr n
wrinkled mɔ̀ː rɛ*ː r v
wrist àrí  n
write tàː pɛ*ː r v
Y y
yawn àː mɛ*ː r v
year eme n
yes í *ː  prt
yesterday kɔ̀ àlɛ  adv
yet í nL adv
youPL cɔ̀ː kL contrastive; í ːnàkL pro-
noun; rɔ̀ pragmatic
youSG cenkL contrastive; í ːn, í *ːnL pro-
noun; re pragmatic
you! í ːnɛ pro
young àteː ɲL n
young man àteː ɲL n
your (pl, pl) gonk poss
your (pl, sg) nonk poss
your (sg, pl) goːnk poss
your (sg, sg) noːk poss
Z z
zebra kɔ̀mí L n
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Alphabetical Index
A
A (transitive agent).. .15, 49p., 103, 
105p.,  108,  110pp.,  116,  118, 
120pp.,  126pp.,  182, 187, 192, 
197,  205,  228,  240,  283pp., 
339,  340p., 352p., 355, 359pp., 
375, 381, 387, 399, 407p.
a-class verb.....17, 19, 23p., 27, 81, 
209p.,  215pp.,  227pp.,  234p., 
245,  246pp.,  251,  254p.,  257, 
262,  264,  266,  269p.,  276, 
280pp., 435
ablative.....................182, 320, 358
absolutive.........15, 17p., 20, 22pp., 
29p.,  49, 90p.,  97p.,  106,  108, 
109pp., 114pp., 120, 122, 124p., 
128, 130, 133, 136p., 145, 148, 
150pp., 159pp., 164pp., 168pp., 
182,  184,  185,  186pp.,  197, 
199,  201,  204pp.,  211,  214p., 
221,  228p.,  240p.,  243,  284, 
289, 292p., 296, 301, 308, 330, 
332p., 335p., 340, 343, 346pp., 
355, 361p., 364p., 374p.
activated participant.106, 107, 116, 
127, 130, 271p., 297, 299, 340, 





ATR.15, 48, 54, 56, 60pp.,  75, 
76p., 85, 179, 199
ATR vowel harmony.. .60p., 62, 
64, 225
adverb. 15, 72, 91, 132, 140p., 145, 
195,  252,  277,  279,  283,  297, 
300p.,  304,  305p.,  309p.,  319, 
326p.,  338,  347,  350,  367, 
387p., 398, 405, 407, 413
adverbial clause. 50, 120, 326, 398, 
400, 403
affix..........................48, 60, 80, 89
affricate consonant..........48, 66, 69
agent.. . .25, 27, 119, 225, 227, 339, 
361
agent noun..................25, 147, 224
aktionsart..........230, 261, 315, 367
allative.182,  197,  321,  350,  353, 
358
allomorph.......17, 60, 85, 149, 210, 
225, 244p., 248p., 260
alveolar consonant......65p., 68, 69, 
72p., 77p., 82p.
anaphoric reference.. . . .16, 48, 112, 
141,  143,  294,  299,  300,  309, 
333p., 366p., 376, 410
anticausative.15, 19, 23, 228,  361, 
435
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antipassive.. 15, 19, 23, 50, 227pp., 
235, 241, 272, 353p., 359, 360, 
435
apodosis.................370, 400, 401p.
approximant..............59, 76, 77, 79
argument indexation.. 106p., 112p., 
127p., 133, 138, 141, 143, 238, 
283, 362, 409p.
aspect.44,  58,  117,  234,  365p., 
368, 369p.
aspiration...........................67p., 71
assimilation.....63, 72, 82, 226, 251
associated motion.. . .317, 373, 374, 
405
auxiliary.....15, 145, 211, 220, 270, 






cardinal numeral.. .298, 302, 303p., 
347, 394
case marking.. 29, 43p., 48pp., 103, 
106,  108p.,  110,  116,  118pp., 
122pp., 128, 130, 136p., 145p., 
148p., 151, 160pp., 168p., 174, 
176,  178,  182,  183pp.,  187, 
192, 194pp., 201pp., 211, 240, 
278, 284, 288, 292p., 296, 298, 
303p.,  317,  322,  331,  332p., 
338pp., 356, 386, 406
causal clause.....341, 398, 399, 400
causative.19,  23,  147,  217,  361, 
362
central case. 49, 168, 175, 183, 185, 
196, 199, 204, 206, 292pp., 303, 
332, 339, 381, 386p.
central constituent...49p., 108, 131, 
357, 360
centrifugal direction.......15, 17, 21, 
23p.,  27,  49,  211,  230,  238, 
263,  265,  266,  269,  280,  314, 
372p., 405
centripetal direction. 15, 19, 22, 24, 
28,  49,  211,  237p.,  263,  264, 
266, 269, 274, 280, 282p., 314, 
316, 372p., 405
clause boundary.. 101, 132, 139pp., 
301, 344, 377, 380, 383, 385p., 
390, 393, 396, 403
clause combination........272p., 392
clause-internal conjunction......279, 
301, 303, 305p., 325, 326, 361, 
388
cleft construction..............376, 377
clitic......78p., 92, 106, 121, 138pp., 
146, 198, 201, 204, 210, 244pp., 
249p., 285pp., 290, 301, 306p., 
321,  348,  350,  359,  361,  366, 
382, 385, 394, 400pp., 406
cognitive verb...................397, 398
complement clause.. .310, 396, 398
complex sentence.......99, 138, 273, 
325, 384, 392
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complex verb.....26, 62, 85, 92, 93, 
233, 255, 263, 270, 435
conditional construction......15, 26, 
261, 370p., 398, 400, 401pp.
conjoint marking.......15, 17, 19pp., 
26pp., 49, 96, 98, 102p., 106p., 
112,  121,  123,  132,  133pp., 
186, 190, 194, 206, 209, 211p., 
227pp.,  234pp.,  238,  241pp., 
246p.,  249p.,  252,  256p., 
264pp.,  268,  274,  288p., 
308pp.,  316,  335p.,  339, 
348pp., 365, 375, 382
conjunction.........15, 60, 98, 131p., 
141p.,  279,  283,  287pp.,  291, 
301,  303,  306,  308,  310,  321, 
322,  323,  325pp.,  337,  361, 
370p.,  388p.,  392pp.,  399pp., 
413p.
connecting sentence tone.........99p.
consonant.15, 47p., 51, 54pp.,  61, 
64,  65p.,  69,  72pp.,  80pp., 
100pp., 173




content question........135, 385, 386
contour tone.. .87, 88, 98, 196, 244, 
247, 249p., 287
contrastive focus.119,  240,  284, 
288, 289, 291, 376, 380, 413
contrastive pronoun.....15, 48, 130, 
240,  284,  288,  289,  291,  350, 
355, 376, 380, 386, 413, 441pp.
contrastive topic.......288, 289, 342, 
375p.
conversion................................147
copula.15,  209,  282,  342p.,  344, 
345pp., 376p., 379
counterfactual  conditional 
construction.........................402
D
dative.......15, 17pp., 23pp., 50, 80, 
131,  139p.,  145,  151p.,  162, 
171p.,  182p.,  196,  197,  198, 
200,  204p.,  208,  240,  284, 
286p.,  293p.,  296p.,  318, 
320pp.,  332,  336,  340,  350p., 
353, 355pp., 362p., 374p., 378, 
386p., 406pp., 410
dative of interest.......363, 364, 390
deictic center........16, 49, 230, 263, 
265pp., 362, 372, 374, 410
deictic transfer.. .16, 22, 27p., 48p., 
211,  263,  266,  268,  280,  288, 
314, 352, 372pp., 410
deixis........................................104
demonstrative.. . .15, 20, 22, 26, 48, 
62, 117p., 183, 240, 266p., 283, 
292,  293pp.,  297p.,  300,  305, 
320,  329p.,  332p.,  344,  346, 
376p., 405p.
derivation.15, 17, 21, 80, 145, 146, 
147pp.,  162,  210,  212,  225p., 
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229pp., 241, 248, 255, 274, 277, 
278p., 353p., 360, 371, 435
determiner...................83, 298, 299
detransitivization. 19, 23, 220, 227, 
229,  232,  235,  272,  359,  361, 
369, 386, 435
dialect.....................39, 41, 70, 314
differential ergative marking.....15, 
103p.,  112,  113,  122p.,  126, 
136, 140, 339
differential-S marking…..103, 123, 
125, 136, 140, 339
diphthong...................................77
directional marking........15, 17, 22, 
27p.,  44,  49,  212,  230,  233, 
236p.,  255,  260,  262,  263p., 
273, 280, 282, 314, 371, 372p., 
405
disjoint marking........15, 17, 19pp., 
26pp., 49, 61, 96, 98, 102, 106, 
132,  133pp.,  190,  194,  206, 
211p.,  227,  229,  235pp., 
241pp.,  256p.,  264pp.,  268, 
282, 301, 308, 316, 335p., 339, 
348, 351pp., 365, 382
distal deixis...........15, 26, 292, 295
distant future......15, 306, 310, 311, 
366
distinctive feature.. . .74, 75pp., 101
ditransitive clause.197,  267,  355, 
356, 362p., 390, 410
downstep....15, 48, 88, 89pp., 96p., 
99, 101p., 137, 150, 152p., 161, 
163,  165,  214pp.,  232,  234, 
255, 265, 288, 290, 307, 383
durative....220, 231, 234, 276, 282, 
435
E
Eastern Sudanic.. . .40, 48, 111, 393
elicitation.......29p., 43, 46, 113pp., 
125pp., 129, 180, 185, 284
epenthesis.. .15, 78, 79p., 100, 196, 
202, 245p., 248p., 286
equi-NP deletion...............240, 359
ergative.. 15, 17pp., 25pp., 29p., 43, 
50, 97p., 107, 108, 109pp., 122, 
124p.,  127p.,  130,  133,  137, 
145, 148, 151pp., 170, 172, 178, 
182,  184p.,  187,  188pp.,  199, 
204pp., 215, 227, 284, 292, 296, 
299,  301,  303,  332,  334,  340, 
352p., 355, 362, 381, 387
ergativity.....30, 111, 118, 125, 359
existential construction.105,  282, 
348, 379
expectedness.....105, 107, 119, 198
ɛ-class verbs
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398p., 401
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tone system.....................29, 44, 86
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The following is a summary of the thesis in Dutch. See section I.11 for an 
overview in English.
Vergeleken met andere Surmische talen heeft het Majang een zeer beperkte 
set medeklinkers met slechts 18 medeklinkers, waaronder twee implosieven 
(§II.2.1). Er is geen systematische tegenstelling tussen plosieven, fricatieven 
en affricaten; deze klanken vallen alle onder de noemer obstruenten.
Het Majang heeft zeven klinkers (waaronder twee paren middenklinkers, zie 
§II.1.1), zonder ATR klinkerharmonie. Klinkerlengte is contrastief (§II.1.3). 
Een belangrijke fonologische wet in het Majang is labiaalharmonie, waar-
door  in  werkwoordachtervoegsels  de  korte  ongeronde  klinker  /i/  in  een 
geronde /ù/ wordt veranderd na een lettergreep met een geronde klinker of 
een labiale medeklinker. Een tweede wet betreft harmonie in de hoogte van 
klinkers, waardoor in een van de werkwoordsklassen de /ɛ/ tot een /e/ wordt 
na lettergrepen met een hoge klinker (§II.5).
In de tonologie spelen twee tonen en een downstep een rol (§II.6). Het kan 
worden aangetoond dat sommige morfemen geen eigen toon hebben, en dat 
andere morfemen moeten worden geanalyseerd met een polaire toon. Veel 
woorden eindigen in een zwevende lage toon, die zich vaak hecht aan een 
toonloze lettergreep. Toon speelt een belangrijke rol, niet alleen in het lexi-
con, maar ook in de grammatica van het Majang, bijvoorbeeld in de  con-
joint/disjoint tegenstelling in het werkwoord en in de naamvalsmarkering.
Het  Majang  heeft  een  agglutinatieve  morfologie;  dat  wil  zeggen  dat  de 
toevoegsels met grammaticale informatie veelal eenvoudig te scheiden zijn. 
De achtervoegsels zijn productief; de twee voorvoegsels zijn heden ten dage 
niet  meer  productief.  Niettemin  worden  enkele  grammaticale  categorieën 
zoals meervoud en naamval eerder aangeduid met tonale middelen of een 
verandering in de naamwoordstam dan met toevoegsels.  Het Majang kent 
een veelvoud aan verbuigingen voor meervoud en naamval (§IV.1.3), terwijl 
het geen onderscheid maakt in het geslacht van zelfstandige naamwoorden, 
net zoals de meeste Oost-Soedanische talen. De aanduiding van de naam-
vallen wordt verder gecompliceerd door het voorkomen van speciale vormen 
voor  gemodificeerde  zelfstandige  naamwoorden  in  enkele  syntactische 
naamvallen (§IV.1.3.2). 
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Wat voornaamwoorden betreft biedt de taal een keur aan vormen voor ver-
schillende functies. Eén serie persoonlijke voornaamwoorden wordt gebruikt 
voor anaforische verwijzing in het algemeen, een tweede serie voor verwij-
zing  binnen  de  werkwoordsfrase,  en  een  derde  voor  contrastieve  focus 
(§IV.3.1.1). Het Majang wijkt af van andere Surmische talen door het ont-
breken van het onderscheid tussen inclusieve en exclusieve vormen in de 
eerste persoon meervoud. Aanwijzende voornaamwoorden en betrekkelijke 
voornaamwoorden worden gemarkeerd voor drie niveaus in het deictische 
systeem: dicht bij de spreker, dicht bij de aangesproken persoon, of ver van 
beiden (§IV.3.1.2; IV.3.1.3). Bezittelijke voornaamwoorden duiden zowel de 
persoon van de bezitter aan als het getal van het bezit (§IV.3.1.4). Vragende 
voornaamwoorden komen alleen aan het eind van de vragende zin/zinsdeel 
voor.
Werkwoorden  kennen  een  tweedeling  in  voltooid  en  onvoltooid  aspect, 
waarbij de onvoltooide vorm is afgeleid van de voltooide vorm door redupli-
catie (§IV.2.2.7). Daarnaast worden alle werkwoorden verbogen met achter-
voegsels die het onderwerp aanduiden. Voorts kennen de meeste werkwoor-
den een tonaal onderscheid tussen een conjoint vorm en een disjoint  vorm; 
de  conjoint vorm  wordt  alleen  gebruikt  als  het  werkwoordelijk  gezegde 
direct gevolgd wordt door een niet-topicale frase in de absolutieve naamval 
(§IV.2.3).  Een andere grammaticale categorie die  vaak in het  werkwoord 
wordt  uitgedrukt  is  richting.  Richting  in  het  Majang heeft  drie  waarden, 
namelijk  middelpuntzoekend (een  beweging aanduidend die  naar  het  uit-
gangspunt, meestal de spreker, toe leidt), middelpuntvliedend (een beweging 
aanduidend  die  wegleidt  van  het  uitgangspunt)  en  overdragend  (een 
beweging aanduidend van het ene uitgangspunt naar het andere). Overigens 
heeft het Majang een subset van statische werkwoorden, die dezelfde functie 
hebben als bijvoeglijke naamwoorden in andere talen. (§IV.2.4).
De gebruikelijke woordvolgorde in het Majang is werkwoord – onderwerp – 
lijdend voorwerp. De volgorde is vrij  strict;  alleen vanwege pragmatische 
redenen kunnen zinsdelen (meestal onderwerpen) vóór het werkwoord ge-
plaatst worden (§V.7.1).
Pragmatische factoren beinvloeden de zinsopbouw van het Majang in sterke 
mate. De naamval van het onderwerp in een zin hangt af van hun topicaliteit, 
d.w.z. een topicaal onderwerp is recentelijk genoemd in de tekst of te ver-
wachten op grond van de context, maar een niet-topicaal onderwerp wordt 
als nieuw of onverwacht gepresenteerd. Als onderwerpen onder de nieuwe of 
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onverwachte  informatie  in  de  zin  vallen,  hebben  ze  in  onovergankelijke 
zinnen  de  absolutieve  naamval,  terwijl  ze  in  overgankelijke  zinnen  ge-
markeerd worden met de ergatieve naamval. Daarentegen worden topicale 
onderwerpen  in  overgankelijke  zowel  als  onovergankelijke  zinnen  ge-
markeerd met de nominatieve naamval. Lijdende voorwerpen krijgen altijd 
de normale absolutieve naamval, maar hun topicaliteit beinvloedt de keuze 
tussen  de  bovengenoemde  conjoint en  disjoint werkwoordsvormen.  De 
overige naamvallen op zinsniveau betreffen de datieve en de locatieve naam-
vallen, en er is nog een possessieve naamval die zelfstandige naamwoorden 
aanduidt als bezitter in een naamwoordelijke zin. Alle naamvallen en hun 
functies worden uitgebreid besproken in §IV.1.3.2 en §III.2.1.2. Een ander 
middel  dat  topicaliteit  uitdrukt  is  de  markeerder  =ŋ die  vaak (maar  niet 
altijd) voorkomt aan het eind van een zin, en aangeeft dat het laatste zinsdeel  
ofwel het gezegde ofwel een topicale nominale frase is (zie §III.4 voor een 
bespreking).
Er zijn een aantal middelen die de overgankelijkheid (valentiewaarde) van 
een werkwoord veranderen. De opvallendste zijn de anti-passief (§V.5.1) en 
de onpersoonlijke vorm (§IV.2.3.1), die de functie van de passief (lijdende 
vorm) in andere talen vrijwel geheel overneemt. Een specifieke constructie 
voor de lijdende vorm kent het Majang niet.
Het Majang maakt veel gebruik van bijvoeglijke bijzinnen, die zowel beper-
kend  als  uitbreidend  kunnen  zijn  (§V.8.5).  Sommige  bijwoordelijke  bij-
zinnen  van  tijd  hebben  werkwoorden  met  ondergeschikte  tijdsvormen 
(§V.8.3.1).  Voor  het  overige  kan  tijd  alleen  worden uitgedrukt  door  bij-
woorden, die op een metrisch tijdsstelsel gebaseerd lijken te zijn (§V.6.1.1), 
waarbij de verleden tijd wordt opgesplitst in drieën (zojuist, kort geleden en 
lang geleden) en de toekomende tijd in tweeën.
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